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i. Folklore in Caste Proverbs (Bombay Presidency).

By B. A. Gupte.

Caste proverbs in the Bombay Presidency have been so

arranged here as to show the territorial peculiarities of the

long strip of land extending along the West Coast from Karachi

to Goa, containing Sind, Gujerat, Kathiawar, Maharashtra and
Kanara. Each has its own language with several dialects, one

merging itself into another of an adjoining tract and form-

ing a chain co-existing with the several tribes and castes

naturalized. It would not be convenient to sort them strictly

according to the linguistic areas of the Presidency. There are

proverbs with one half in one language and the other in

another. They have therefore been grouped under caste-

names. For instance among proverbs applicable to Brahmans,
readers will find those used in Sind, Kathiawar, Maharashtra

and Kanara, showing side by side their local peculiarities and

shades of evolution. For instance, the Brahman is respected

more in the Kanarese District than in the Maratha country, he

is less honoured in Gujerat and loses his influence in Sind.

The Baniya on the contrary receives more encomiums in the

North than in the South. The Rajput is not met with in

Kanara, In Gujerat and Kathiawar he is much in evidence,

but is evidently not liked. ^n the Maratha country, he

receives nothing but praise. Compared with the emigrant

history of the Indian castes these likes and dislikes supply

valuable data. Proverbs record accumulated wisdom or ex-

perience of ages. For example, Sind says '

' Love makes no dis-
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tinetion between good caste and bad one/' that is equivalent to
" love levels rank." The unrestricted social transition among
Mahomedans in Sind is visible in the adage " His father pound-
ed rice, and his grandmother pounded coriander seed, for

their living.' '
" Hereditary caste predominated only in former

days, but now wealth regulates social status." Turning to

Gujerat we find "A Parsi in a Hindu's house ! Impossible!*"

The religious difference between the Hindus and Mahomedans
shows tendency to reconciliation in the proverb, " Hindus

>>

worship Ram, and Musalmans worship Rahim, but both quarrel
with one another, because they do not understand that I Mm
md Rahim are but one.

' '

The modern Parsi is proud of the absence of idols in

his faith but conveniently forgets that the worship of the
elements like fire and water is more primitive and directly
animistic. He boasts in Gujerat, his adopted motherland, that
his religion is

'

' like the water of the Ganges "
! If Mark Twain's

description of the Ganges near Benares proves the purity of
its water, the comparison is right enough in spite of insanitary
facts! The influence of environments tells itself in the Hindu
head-dress of the last generation, and in the proverb that to
the " Holi of the Hindus the Parsi woman offers a cocoanut."
The Gujeratis record, that "every uncle says that his caste is

the best, and that scholars adorn caste." In Kanara, " a caste
hates caste." "If a man goes wrong his whole caste is dis-

graced," "Self- gratification means loss of caste, self-denial is

a gain to caste," "A good speech is the sign of good caste,"
"Virtue is the same everywhere in spite of caste, and magni-
tude of crime bears no relation to the caste of the criminal.
Sind records that the farmer or Aher is poor, his wealth con-
sists of an earthen chatty:' To those who wish to stud v the
peculiarities of castes representing hereditary professions, ii

would be a fascinating study to push on comparison between
rival groups, but for easy reference an alphabetical arrange-
ment is the best. I have adopted it here. (1) The Agasa caste
lives in Kanara. (2) Agasa or washerman uses other peo-
ple's clothes. (3) The Agasale or goldsmith of Kanara is

as much a thief as the corresponding members of his guild
all over India. (4) The Ambigan's son helps his father in
oaring his loaded boat, but his wife stinks of fish and the
blows of an oilman's wife are preferred to her kisses. (5)
The Badagi or carpenter of Kanara is a drudge : he has to
do what his master tells him to do. (6) The Badhai or

'?w£u
te
D
0f

i

Smd i9 forS°tten as soon as his work is finished.
(7) The Baleyarna or braeelet-maker of Kanara wants a bas-
ket to pick up the shattered pieces of his load (glass
bangles) if it unfortunately falls from his head (8) The
Bamya is known everywhere by his anglicized name, he afford
a better opportunity for comparison between his tract and
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different other tracts. There are numerous sub-castes among
the Banias, but the general characteristics coincide. In

Sind, the grain merchant either makes millions out of pennies

or reduces his millions to pennies. The Baniya is dead
weight in a loaded boat. He will advance large sums, but
give no bodily pain. He cheats by using false weights. The
script he uses is unintelligible. If he becomes well known he

makes large profit, he is litigious, he is subjected to all kinds

of petty troubles by court officials, he is not reliable, the

Brahman takes advantage of his superstition in making him
believe in the potentiality of curses. In Gujerat he eats his

own commodities, as a creditor he is a Shylock, as a druggist

he buys weeds at a nominal price, and sells them very dear.

The sub-caste Modh is quarrelsome. Even the best of them is

a fool. The Baniya can be plundered with impunity, he is so

timid ; but he is prudent : his scales and weights are proverbi-

ally false. But he is a born trader, a Baniya is nobody's
friend. The Modh Baniyas and the Porwad Baniyas always

quarrel, so do the Shrimali Lads and Marwaris. The Lads
were driven out of Gujerat by king Sidharaj along with the

palm tree (spirit). Grocers will always take more and give less.

A Baniya will do his best to make profit wherever he goes.

He is selfish and deserves to be killed. Accounts with a Baniya
grow like rubbish heap. He is a miser. If he speaks with his

customer, he quietly makes a line add to the account. The
Jain Baniya drinks foul water, will not kill ant9 and flies, but

will not hesitate to commit a murder. The Baniya is an im-

mortal being. He is unreliable, one who is wiser (more cun-

ning) than a Baniya is mad. A Baniya is such a utilitarian that

even his wife is selected on the ground of her skill in cooking.

A Baniya will talk with a smile in his face, but he will cut your

throat. Baniya as a druggist is in league with a physician.

He is never definite. He is very cunning. He is the son of a

wise mother. Nothing will put out a Baniya. Cool headed,

he will go on making profit out of every transaction. In the

Maratha country, also, it is believed that a Baniya will never

give correct weight. He nets the wise while the Thug only

hoodwinks the unwary. If four Baniyas will conspire, they

will rob the whole world. (9) A Barot in Gujerat works in the

field, but the Patil (Revenue Head of the village) claims his

field and his plantation. (10) In Gujerat the Bengali is always
" hard up." He is always hungry and cries for rice. Even if

twelve Bengalis join hands they have not the courage to cut

even the ear of a goat. (10) The Berads of the Maratha coun-

try get many children. (11) Bhangis in Gujerat think much of

themselves if they got a few rupees, although they are but

nightsoil collectors. (13) Bhats will never keep a secret. There

is no use talking to a Bhat. He is a babbler. If hungry, he

will set the village on fire with his cries. The Bhat is prover-
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bial for obstinacy in extorting alms or recovering debts, so
much so, that he will sit at the door and kill himself if not
paid. (14) The Bhand who is a pimp considers himself with a

prostitute as " cream added to sugar." He is dangerous if he
turns against us, as he will tell tales. (15) Bharwads are shep-
herds, they are deformed like ghosts. A Bharwad likes a
waste land, for, he has to graze his cattle. If he turns against
anybody he gives a cruel beating. (16) The Bhafcaris or low
inn-keepers of Sind get easily puffed up with pride. (17) The
Bhatias of Gujerat and Kathiawar are very vindictive. (18)
The Bhatiara or inn-keeper of Gujerat will never die of hunger,
because he himself keeps an eating-house. (19) The Gujerat
Bhattiya is a friend to no one. The fellow is so tenacious,
that he would refuse to die even if interred in a pit seven yards
deep. (20) The Bhavaiyas of Gujerat are professional players.
They are great intruders and will come uninvited to play on
their flutes. (21) The Bhil's arrow goes straight. If a Bhil
be your guard, your life is safe. In the Maratha country, it is

said that if you convince a Bhil, he is really worthy of his
name, if not, he is the descendant of a dog. He is the king of
the forest and shoots arrows with precision, but he is an awfully
crooked man to deal with. (22) The Bhoi or palki- bearer of
Gujerat is a poor man, and has a large family to support. (23)
The Brahman is very unpopular and skits against him increase
in proportion to the degrees of longitude he occupies. In the
South he has not yet lost his hold on the low Dravidians. but
in the Maratha country, in Gujerat, in Kathiawar, and in Sind

.

he is accepted as the drone of the Society and is much hated.
He lives because his ancestors have made his position in the
Society indispensable for certain religious ceremonies, otherwise
he would have lost his position, as is nearly the case in Upper
Sind—where he is a persistent beggar. He demands, and tht
superstitious Baniya pays. As a domestic servant, he is not
valued more than a bullock; he does not clean his inner man
but merely washes his sacred thread, he is a nuisance in a
neighbourhood, though a priest in appearance, he is a butcher
at heart, He is given to begging on the one hand, and fault-
finding with his own patrons on the other hand. He is not at
all reliable. He feels no pity even if his own brother dies near
him. In Gujerat, when a Brahman has no work he will be
tound eating. He will make a bread even out of bran. If
Brahmans meet they will arrange for dinner. The Nagars
among Gujerat Brahmans are wise. Money will influence even
the mums or ascetic among Brahmans. The descent of a
Kisln will not bear an examination and as Brahmans trace
their descent from them, their origin is very low. A Brahman
will speak unasked. The Nagars are fair. May the Patil
(village headman) or his wife die, the priest must be paid. A
IS agar will never speak the truth. If he does so, his preceptor
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must be a fool. The Audich Brahmans claim to be cleverer
than the Modh Sect. A Brahman will beg even if he be so
rich as to possess silver begging bowls. A poor farmer works
in the field, gets a crop with the sweat of his brow, and the
Brahman drone claims alms, and at the end of each religious
ceremony his wife gets sweets. Life is said to be very dear to
the Brahman, he merely wants dinners and dakshina or alms
in cash in addition. A Brahman will come to the door any
day and claim at least a handful of rice. A Brahman cannot
be relied on as a protector. Brahman calls the cow his mother,
and covetously looks at her because he wishes the owner to
give him the animal in charity. The gods get merely the
words or mantras recited when food is offered to them but the
food so consecrated finds its place in the belly of the Brahman.
A Brahman will always beg and make others beg. Brahmans
have no sense, they will lose everything for dinners. In
strength, the combined effort of twelve of them is equal to the
strength of a goat. If a dinner is offered to a Brahman he
will ask you to send it to his house with .something more: he
is so covetous. Brahmans are made to eat and to move their
hands over their distended bellies, but to eat at a Brahman's
is just like taking a poison. He will never give others any
good food. If uncooked food is offered to a Brahman, he will
insist on having a cooked dinner for himself, and take the raw
stuff home. He will not go until he gets something out of you.
He feels no shame. He is quarrelsome to boot. A Brahman
wants you to do what he tells you to do and not what he him-
self does. He acts like a monkey when he sees cooking materi-
als and food. It is said that a polluted Brahman is better
than a Mahomedan ! When a man swears by some one, it is

believed that that person dies at false swearing; on such
sions you are advised to swear by a Brahman—as he can be
easily spared. Southwards in the Maratha country which was
recently directly under the sway of the Brahman ministers, the
I'eshvas, the position of the Brahman has slightly improved,
and yet his gormandism is notable. If a Brahman gets rice

to eat to satiation, he wants cakes as a present. He gets plump
during Bhadrapad, the month of the shradhas. The gods, it is

said, have become false and the Brahmans have become pollu-

ted. If one man wants to curse another he says, " May God
thrust a Brahman manager in your affairs

' —so ungrateful and
treacherous he is ; but the prestige of the Brahman is retained
by the proverb—" A Brahman, ever so depraved, is still at the
top in the three worlds." The Brahman has liking for butter,
curry, and butter-milk or whey as well—that is, he leaves noth-
ing. A priestly Brahman will always be ready for a dinner
partly by carrying his sacred dinner-garment always under his

arms. Servants of Brahmans get only stale bread. Priests or
laymen—they are hereditary—one is not more sacred than the
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other. Give the priest a small corner in a verandah and he

will, by degrees, take the whole house, i.e. turn you out. If you
ask him to get himself married, he has the impudence to say
that his village fees include everything (whatever that may
decently mean). If a woman makes that request he will shame-
lessly ask her to marry him. If money is paid to a Brahman
for favours (official or otherwise) it is only a gift or alms, but
if paid to aclerk of another caste—it is a bribe ! Brahmans die of
excessive eating. Priests care only for their gains, may the
bride or the bridegroom die. In one proverb a non-Brahman
says, "Oh God, do not give me the birth of a Brahman- priest
who is never satisfied and is ever begging." The Deshasth or
Dekkan Brahman, as distinguished from the Konkanasth, is

less polished,
^ untidy, and simple. Further south in Kanara

where Dravidian blood predominates even in the higher grades
of the society, we are told not to trust a black Braliman or a
fair Holeya. A warrior's valour is no match for a Brahman's
cunning. Only one Brahman was ruined by trusting in many
gods, but many men were ruined by trusting a Brahman.
Brahmans in a town are crabs in a tank. Whatever a Brahman
does, is for the manes of your ancestors. Brahman's hatred is
unbearable. Anger not a hungry Brahman for fear of his curse.
Uo not abduct a woman from a Brahman's house. (24) The
Chamar or shoe-maker in Gujerat and Kathiawar is ranked
with the Dhed. As he lines drums, it is said that music is
always played m his house. Although he makes shoes, his
wife is so poor tnat she gets none to wear. He must not ex.
press opinions except in regard to his trade. In the Maratha
country, he never keeps his word as regards the completion of
the shoes entrusted to him. He always looks at the feet, he can

^>L ^f11^ by beating with shoes; there is always a
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under the British rale the low untouchable Dhed pushes you
aside with impunity. The surroundings of a Dhed's house are

filthy. You will find bones lying all over the place, as he is a

carrion-eater. (35) The Dhobi \s dog is useless, as he belongs

neither to the house nor to the washing ghat. If the Dhobi is

looted, it is his customer who loses; his income is lost in pay-

ing his assistant, his greatest friend is his washing stone, he
gets good clothes to wear. You are advised to have a new
Dhobi from time to time. A king's valuable scarf is but a

Dhobi's sanitary towel ! He is a rogue. (36) Domba, Dombar,
Dorabari, Dom, Dum, the strolling clown is ruined if he prefers

solitude. He is also a stone-carrier, and keeps donkeys. He
is despised. As he has to wander about, his wife offers a

thousand thanks to God -when he returns home. (37) In the

Maratha country, the Dravidian or Madras Brahman is not con-

sidered straight. He will beat about the bush and never go
straight to the point. (38) The Dubla of Gujerat and
Kathiawar is poor : he lives from hand to mouth. He knows all

the hills and dales ; he will work as long as you supply him
with food. His wife's morals are at the mercy of the Desai

landlord—May God take care of him ! (39) A Gadhvi is a

Gujerati name for a Charan, the well-known itineracy carrier.

Wherever he goes, he has his " home" with him. If he needs

rest, he dozes on his animal. (40) The Girasias of Gujerat are

poor. Everybody claims his mare for use. (41) The Ghan-
chi or oil-man of Gujerat has a quarrelsome wife. His bullock

walks miles all the day and yet he is not a bit further from
the starting point—the oil-mill. (42) Gola is a cow-herd of

Gujerat and Kathiawar. He stealthily drinks the milk of

the cows. He is defective in common sense. His wife will

never admit that her milk is not good. (43) The Golak is a

cross breed in the Maratha country born of Brahman widows.

His wearing a sacred cloth in imitation of the Brahmans means
nothing. (44) A Gujar's daughter is a chest of gold to her

parents, because he gets a heavy bride's price. (45) The
Marathas consider the Gujeratis, as a class, an ignorant race

and say, M Kick them and then speak to them." (46) Gurav,

the temple servant and musician of the Maratha country,

jealously watches the offerings placed before the idols, but his

rice soon disappears, because he has in turn to feed many
hungry mouths—those of the votaries of sorts. (47) The Hajam
or barber in Sind is a clumsy workman. In Gujerat and Ka-

thiawar the Hajam is vain. He is called Ghaijo, Wnland, and

Mashalchi. An old Hajam is preferred. He cuts a child's scalp

;hout feeling. He is among men, what the crow is among
birds. He cannot keep a secret. He demands cash payment.

He is a whimsical, unreasonable, tell-tale rogue. (48) The

Holeya of Kanara is a depressed and despised man like the

Chandal. He should not be trusted, if he is fair. The Brah-

wi
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mans have taught him the use of the pindas (rice balls offered to

the dead), but he cannot get anything out of it, because he is an
untouchable. (49) The Jharekari is a low class Gujerati who
washes gold dust. He is an indispensable friend of the gold-

smith or Soni—because the latter is a professional thief and the

ashes about his crucible—the store-house of his stolen goods

—

require washing every day. (50) Joshi is one of the names
assumed by the luchias or pick-pockets of the Maratha country.
They represent a declared criminal tribe and yet it is said in a

proverb that one bag is equal to hundred Joshis. (51) The Gujer-
atis call the resident of Kutch—Kahchhias, and designate them
as a set of cunning fellows. (52) The Kadiya or mason in Guj-
erat always comes late. (53) The Kamar or blacksmith of Kanara
is not considered a clever artisan. (54) The Kanabi, or farmer
of Gujerat, is the back-bone of agriculture. His wife rejoices

whenever there is a prospect of good rain; he is forgetful;
he requires harsh treatment to make him work. The Brah-
man is the leech on a Kanabi—a drone who lives by alms. (55)
The Kansara and the Kansar of Gujerat and Bombay is the
copper-smith to whom all broken vessels go back. (56) Kasais
or butchers in Gujerat are said to be prosperous nowadays.
A Khatiks in the Maratha country is devoid of humane feeling.

(57) The Kayej is a Gujerati corruption of Kayasth. It i-

said that he cannot be trusted, as he is vindictive like a tail-

lees snake. (58) Khedaval is another territorial appellation to
a sub-caste or tribe of Banias like the Nagars, Lads, Surtis, and
Kachhis, Vadnagras, Visanagras.

This remarkable feature of the Gujerat Society shows an
evolution from territorial to tribal names, as one goes from
North to South. (59) The Hill Koli of Gujerat will plunder a
house if he be hungry. The boatman Koli will have no work
during the Holi as people do not travel to make use of hi^
ferry. He is very talkative, but has no reasoning power. (60)
The Kamati of Kanara is a troublesome neighbour. (61)
A Kumbhar or potter never gets a good pot for his own use.
he is not wiser than a donkey he always thinks of his pots; if

all the pots he makes remained entire there would be no room
for them. He takes a lump of clay on his wheel and gives it

any shape he likes. When angry, he vents his wrath on his poor
donkey. He tramples on clay, but he is threatened in return
to that very dust, "Dust thou art and unto dust shalt thou
go —one day. In the Maratha count rv the Kumbhar is not
credited with foresight. His daughter-in-law cannot keep her-
self in the Zenana, as she has to collect sweepings and rubbish
tor fuel for the kiln. In Kanara, a potter is called Kumbar
instead of Kumbhar, but he is considered a wise man. A
cudgel will destroy in a minute what the Kumbar can do in a
year-so fragile is his ware. (63) The Kunbi is the farmer of the
-Maratha country. He is so foolish that he has often to do hi
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work over again. He is obstinate., he is as crooked as his
sickle. He is great at giving alms although lie is poor. He
wants beating, he wants plundering. He is thought unfit tor
higher education. He talks at random. His devotion lasts as
long as he wants help, but there is no giver like him. H
wants looking alter, he believes in ghosts, he of the Konkan
has no courage. He will pine away, if the rains are insufficient.

(64) The Lalia, a cross breed of Gujerat, plays with the danc-
ing girls of the country. He gets a band of music gratis for
his marriage. (65) The Labhan is a name given to the Charan in
the Maratha country. He is a great onion-eater. (66) Langha
is a class of immodest drummers and dancers in Sind. A
Langha is shameless. (67) Likhan is a class of writers in Sind,
whose script is so unintelligible that God alone can read it

(68) The Lingayat and his priest the Jangam are the natives of
the Kanara districts. The Jangam has no family. He wears
no sacred thread. The Lingayat-oil-man is called Banjig. He
knows all about oil-seeds. (69) In the Lohar's (Smith) lot,

there are embers. In Gujerat you are advised not to sit near
him. His face is always black with smoke and coal-dust. The
Marathas say that " where there is Lobar there is iron." (70)
The Gujerat Machhi or fisher-woman is very talkative. (71) The
Madigana or cobbler of Kanara is dirty and untouchable. (72)
The Mahar of the Maratha country has a right to a bread from
every house, as he is the hereditary watchman, but if he gets
a .-mall quantity of grain he and his wife get stuck up. His
touch defiles. He is the gate-keeper of the village. The gift of
an old blanket pleases him. His children being low, play with
bones. (73) Low caste residents of Mainwara in Rajputana
are called Mainds in the Maratha country. A Maind prospers
during famine, because his land is artificially irrigated. If

offended the Mali will not give flowers. The Mali may watei
his plants assiduously, but he must wait for the fruit until the
season comes. (75) The Manbhfiv or Shudra priests lead a
celibate life. (76) The Mangs of the Maratha country are
keepers of paths. They are a depressed tribe and the mar-
riage tie is very loose among them. (77) In Gujerat and Kathi-
awar the Marathas of the three-cornered turban are not trust-

ed. (78) The money-lender of Marwar and specially of Bikaner
is called a Marwari in Gujerat. He is said to be increasing like

wild cactus. He is selfish. Like crows Marwaris are seen every-
where. (79) The Miliar or herdsman is absent-minded, but an
invocation is added that "May he not die and leave his herd
orphaned." He is necessary. (80) The Mochi or shoe-maker
of Sind gets beaten with shoes of his own make. In Gujerat
and Kathiawar, he is considered a fool, his aunt wears a dress
received as a gift (a skit against looseness), his wife easily

leaves him and marries another; a Mochi will grieve, because
he cannot get his own skin to tan. The sons of Moehis are
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becoming rude. A Mochi's to-morrow will never come. He is

dilatory. (81) The Musalman is much noticed in proverbs in
various ways and under various denominations. In Sind he is

credited with the face of a Mulla and the heart of a butcher.
He is said to be very ignorant and poor. He is married to any
number of wives, even when one foot in the grave. He cares
only for eclat and show, and calls himself a pir. The Jat
Musalman forms a separate cognate group in Sind. He is poor,
hungry and ignorant, a troublesome creditor even if he owns a
few pice, he can not be relied on, he is ungrateful. The
Memons of Sind are Mahomedan merchants, and share the
encomiums levelled at the Baniyas. The Katija is a woman
who lives on the wages of shame of young Moslem girls. The
Kazi can do nothing if the bride and the bridegroom agree.
The Khandias represent a robber tribe just as the Shabranis
are. The Srutria is a Moslem beggar who does not care what
neighbour dies and enjoys his sherbet drinks. The Mogul is a
degenerate coward. He beats the women of his house. But
fresh arrivals of Moguls excel the locals in the use of the Persian
language, as the latter have theirs corrupted. Mullas are great
eaters. In Gujerat Sayi or Fakir is ironically called a great
prophet, his curses are very bad. The carder or Musalman
Pinjara is weak. A known Pinjara will not do his work so well
as a new one. The naturalized Negro is called Habsi in Sind.
He is strong but lazy. Musalmans are called Tarakdies in
Gujerat (from Turk) and it is said that they get mad during
tabuts The Mulla or priest marries for Alla's sake. He is
quarrelsome. In Gujerat the appellation Mian becomes Miya
for a Musalman. He is half educated, he is full of defects, his
wife is pompous, he is a low-class peon. A Miya has a perverse
mind A hard-up Miya will eat carrion, and vet he is a dandy,
but he is a rat at home. He does not a«ree with his wife.
His friendship is not lasting. He is reckless. He has a deject-
ed face. A Musalman is always after prostitutes and his wife
after the cooking vessels. If he has to go to the North he will
say that he is going to the South. He thinks he is a very wise
man. He is engaged in profitless disputes. Do not take his
advice, you will repent. If his wife dies to-day he will marry
another to-morrow. He is lazy, he is a fop. The Pathan
among Musalmans is strong and fiery. In the Maratha country

,

a Musalman will eat, wash his hands, and as soon as they are
aired, he is hungry again. He is unfaithful. He is dull,
pugnacious and low In Kanara, you are advised not to anger
a Musalman (82, The Nadigana is a barber in Kanara. His
wound

I

is intolerable. Hl8 razor cuts. (83) Territorially the
Nadiadis or people from Nadiad are less q uarrelsome than the Pat-

S21?3 ^
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> Another territorial division of Banias
sthatof the Nagars. A Nagar will never speak the truth. He
is fa.r. It is difficult to defeat a Nagar. Brides are very
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costiy among Nagars. He is as good-natured as a crow ! He
will never be yours. His speech is like a snare. (85) The
Nundars are cultivators in Sind who are said to be great
smokers. (86) The Otari of the Maratha country is a smelter.
In Poona, brass idol-casters are also called Otaris. They are
Jingars by caste, and call themselves Panchal. (87) The Parsis
first landed in Gujerat, when they fled from their mother coun-
try, and became Gujeratis. They are fair, hut in the dark the
Andharu will be found groping in the dark, for what, God
knows! The Dastur or chief priest will ask a Parsi to present
him with a gold or silver chain to wipe off his sins. In the
Maratha country it is considered a wonder of the world that
the Parsis should be educated, and yet they should sell oil. A
Parsi is a man of after- thought. He takes no time to change his

words. A Parsi's liquor shop is everywhere— like a crow's
nest. When insolvent, he will sell liquor. He will celebrate
the day sacred to Zoroaster by drinking liquor. He has no
caste. He is not fit for the company (among Hindus). His wife
has still retained traces of the early adoption of the Hindu
customs, and offers cocoanut to a holi. (88) The Sind Parsi is

a grocer who opens a shop if he but gets a few tubers of turmeric.

(89) In the Maratha country the residents of the U.P. are called
Purbhayas (from purba the East). Eight of them want nine
fireplaces. Their chauka-system is well known, where every
man will cook for himself and will not allow any other man
to come near the place smeared up. In Gujerat they are called
Purbias and the same proverb is used. (90) The Rajput is

considered a great opium-eater in Gujerat. He will never be
yours even if fed for a thousand years. The Rajput woman is

fond of singing, and a song pleases a Rajput. A Rajput will

start at a word. He is so alert. In the Maratha countrv it is

said that the wall may slip out of the way, but the Rajput will

not. In the battle-field he will not be beaten. He is needy.
He is destined to meet dangers. He is not dirty, he brags, but
he will always shine on the battle-field. (91) The Rangari or
dyer of the Maratha country is said to do what lie likes. (92)

Sai, Merai and Darjj are the names by which tailors of different

tribes are known in Gujerat. The Sais sewing takes as many
days as he likes. He steals cloth, he defies the watch of even the
Angel of Death ; great care is needed in entrusting any business

to him. His evening never comes, he is a rogue. (93) When a
Satal (stone mason) has no work he will try his hand on stones.

(94) The SaJi or weaver is in requisition only when in plenty.

(95) A Sett is a merchant in Kanara. His possessions, it is said,

go to the son-in-law. He is a fool. He is useful only in towns.

(96) The Shimpi or tailor in Kanara knows all about lies. He
will always steal a bit of the cloth. (97) Sodha is a low class

Rajput or Thakur in the Thar and Parker Districts of Sind
and perhaps represents the Sondias of Sondwara in Central
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India. A Sondia knows how to retort when a Baniya tries to
cheat him. (98) In Sind, the Sonar or goldsmith will steal
gold even from his wife's nose-ring. In Gujerat he is called
Soni. He can be watched by God alone ! He takes much time
over his work. He is a thief. He is nobody's friend. He .„
no relation even of his own sister, nor mother. He robs every-
body and yet he is poor, he is requistioned during prosperity.
Whether one breaks old ornaments or makes new ones, the
Soni is happy. He ruins ornaments by adding base metals.
Never trust a Soni. (99) The Sutar or carpenter is given to
gossiping. He saves chips for fuel. His wife gets no bracelets

;

she is poor. (100) The Teli or oil-man of the MarAtha coun-
try is a poor drudge, like his bullock. In Kanara he is called
braniga .Spare his hut, it contains his primitive mill." He is
poor but knows all about oil-producing plants. (101) The
ligala is a Tamil-speaking tribe of Kanara notoriously quarrel-
some. You are advised not to tempt the mouth of a Tegala
woman or she will beat a barking dog in howling. (102) In

f TS V -
1

!?
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fi
thi or nati™ of Umareth is said to be equal

to 9 Nadmdis and PetMdis. (103) The Vadfiri is a poor THegu-
speaking tribe, very poor ! (104) The Vaidu is a nomad her-
bahst but he pretends to be a physician. (105) In Gujerat,
the Vanjara or Banjara < is an itinerant carrier
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2. On Some Indian Ceremonies for Disease-Transference

By Sarat Chandra Mitra, M.A., B.L.

People, in a primitive plane of culture, labour under the
delusion that evil, in every shape and form, whether physical
or spiritual, is an entity—a spirit or shadowy being—which
can be transferred. This mode of thought was characteristic
of almost all the nations of antiquity who, as a result thereof,
had recourse to what was known among them as " ceremonies
of riddance," that is to say, ceremonies or rites by the per-
formance whereof they believed they could rid themselves of
all impending evils—all diseases and all misfortunes—and pass
the same on to others. Take, for instance, the case of the
ancient Greeks among whom this belief was so largely prevalent
that the performance of this ritual of riddance was even one
of the regular functions of the State itself. This is evidenced
by the testimony of Plutarch himself who has recorded that,
when he was archon of Chaeronea, it was one of his official duties
to superintend the performance of the following curious ceremony
in which a large number of people participated. A household

was
was struck with rods made of the stalks of the Agnus casius

(Vitex agnus castus), a plant whicli was supposed to possess
purifying properties as also the virtue of preserving chastity.

Then he was expelled out of doors to the accompaniment of the
words: M Out with hunger; in with wealth and health." This
ceremony was called the M Driving out of Hunger." It was
utterly unconnected with the regular worship of the deities of

the ancient Greek Pantheon or even with the cult of the vaguest
theoi which was a survival of the primitive Pelasgian ritual. 1

It was clearly based on that phase of primitive belief which is

known to cultural anthropologists as " Sympathetic Magic."
In the same way, the ancient Israelites had their peculiar

ceremony of riddance wherein the place of the slave was taken
by a live goat which was known to them as the scape-goat

(Lev. xvi. 8-10). It was performed as follows: Two goats

were brought and offered to the Lord. Then lots were cast for

ascertaining which of the goats should be sacrificed and which
hould be the scape-goat. The one which was elected for sacri-

fice as a sin-offering was slain. Thereafter the high-priest

came forth from his sanctum sanctorum, placed his hands on

J The Religion of Ancient Greece.—By J. E. Harrison. London Archi-

bald Constable & Co., Ld., 1905. pp. 44-45.
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the head of the live goat, and confessed over it the sins of the
people. Then the sin-laden beast was sent out into the wilder-
ness under the charge of a trustworthy person :

—" And the
goat shall bear upon him all their iniquities unto a land not in-

habited*' (Lev. xvi. 22).

These "ceremonies of riddance " are widely current in all

parts of India at the present day. They are mostly had re-

course to for transferring diseases or some other evil from one
place or person to another. I have fully discussed elsewhere '

the component elements of a North Indian charm by means of
which a person suffering from some disease or tribulation seeks
to pass it on to another by placing on the cross-ways certain
objects which have come in contact with the former's body or
which have been waved over him or upon which he has bathed.

One peculiar Indian form of this ceremonv is that wherein
the spirit of the disease—the malignant and invisible being
which is believed to inflict it upon a locality -is sought to be
compulsorily conveyed in a chariot or car from that place to
another. Western
It is, therefore, my intention in this paper to describe and
discuss the different variants of this peculiar form of the
disease-transference ceremony and bring out the salient features
thereof.

In the Bombay Presidency, this mode of disease-transfer-
Matani ~i Conveying out

ot the village the chariot of the village-goddess. '
' When plague

.

cholera and small pox rage in a village, the rath or chariot of
the village-goddess, which consists of small pieces of wooden
planks standing on wheels, and is decorated with small banners,
is carried by one of the villagers in his hand ; while some of the
latter carry a cock and a goat in their hands, and others carry
a cocoanut, betelnuts, cooked food and the like; the whole
procession being led by a Bhagat or priest who chants several
incantations all the while. The villagers make over the chariot

•fvi tu ] i

ltantS °f another vi»age, and return to their own
with the delusion that they have transferred the epidemic, or
tor the matter of that the spirit thereof, to the latter village,
i he residents of this latter village, in their turn, pass the chariot
on to another village, and so on. When the next village is far
oa, the transferring villagers place the rath or chariot in a place,
which is hemmed in on all sides by hills, so that the disease-
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supposed to die of drowning. The goat and the cock, that are
earned with the rath, are let loose; and it is believed that
whoever will catch and take them away will contract the
disease. When the procession starts, the women of the village
meet near the village-well, light a lamp, and sing songs imploring
the mercy of the village-goddess to them.'

Curiously enough, an analogous custom wherein the disease-
spirit is conveyed to another village in a cart or chariot dedi-
cated to the village-goddess, also prevails in Southern India.
Suppose cholera or small-pox has broken out in a village in the
Telugu country. It is popularly believed that this outbreak
of disease is due to the anger of the village-goddess Peddamma
—the Great Mother. She, therefore, requires to be propitiated.
Accordingly, a subscription is raised for the expenses of a
festival, or a wealthy man offers to contribute all the expenses
from his own pocket. An auspicious day, which may be any
day except Sunday or Thursday, is selected for the performance
of the worship. The potter is ordered to make a clay image of
the goddess, and the carpenter to make a small wooden cart.
While a male buffalo is selected as the chief victim for the
sacrifice. We will suppose that the preliminary ceremonies
(which are too complicated to be narrated here) have been per-
formed

;
and the sheep, goats, fowls and buffaloes have been

all sacrificed, the first three by the washermen by cutting their
throats, and the buffaloes by the Madigas, the lowest class of the
Pariahs. Thereafter the celebrants of the worship go to the
house of the village-carpenter who has by this time got the
small wooden cart ready. Arrived there, they offer some
cooked rice to the cart (or more properly, to the disease-spirit
thereon) and sacrifice a lamb before it. The carpenter is given
his customary fee of a new cloth and eight annas. The washer-
man, then, drags the cart to the braying of horns and the rub-
a-dub-dub of the tom-toms, to the place of sacrifice. After the
performance of some other ceremonies which do not come
within the scope of this paper, the image of the goddess is taken
from the canopy by the washerman. A Madiga carries the head
of the sacrificed buffalo with its foreleg in the mouth, the fore-
head and nostrils all smeared over with fat, and the earthen
lamp still lighted on the top thereof. Then they all go in
procession to the boundary of the village. The first man in
the procession is he who carries the buffalo's head; next comes
the washerman with the image. The roar is brought up by the
small wooden cart. When they reach the farthest boundary of
the village, they cross it and go over, for about a furlong, into
the lands of the adjoining village. Arrived there, the Asadis
first sing a long chant in praise of the goddess Peddamma.

1 Vide the Journal of the Anthropological Society of Bombay, Vol IV
pp. 419-426.
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Then some turmeric (a spirit-scarer) is distributed to all the
people. Lastly, the image is denuded of all its ornaments,
solemnly placed upon the ground and left there. The light on
the head of the sacrificed buffalo is put out ; and the head
itself is carried off by the Madiga. The image of the Groat
Mother is conveyed to the adjoining village in the belief that
her wrath, which has caused the outbreak of disease, is trans-
ferred thereto. The wooden cart is supposed to carry the
disease-spirit into the neighbouring village. 1

The second variant of this disease-transference ceremony
is performed in some of the villages of the Telugu country
nearer the sea-coast. Whenever an epidemic breaks out, the
headman of the village gets a now earthenware pot, daubs it all

over with turmeric-paste and kunkum, and places in its inside
some clay bracelets, necklaces and ear-rings, three pieces of
charcoal, three pieces of turmeric, three pieces of incense, a
piece of dried cocoanut, a woman's cloth, and two annas worth
of copper-pices. The pot is then hung up in a tree near the
image, as a pledge that, if the epidemic subsides, the villagers
will hold a festival in honour of the village-goddess. When it

disappears, a shed thatched with palmyra-leaves is erected near
the place where the image stands. A clay image of the goddess
is specially made for this occasion, besmeared with turmeric-
paste and kunkuma, and placed within this shed. An earthen-
ware pot, filled with buttermilk and boiled rice, is placed below
the image. This pot is also daubed all over with turmeric-paste
and kunkuma, adorned with margosa leaves, covered with an
earthenware saucer and carried by the village potter in pro-
cession through the village during the daytime to the obligate,
ol the braying of pipes and horns and the rub-a-dub-dub of
tom-toms. Ihe potter takes the rice and buttermilk for his
perquisite. This festival always lasts for an odd number of
days, excluding all numbers with a seven in them, as for exam-
ple 7, 1 , ,27, and so on. On the night before the day appointed
for the offering of animal-sacrifices by the villagers, a male
buffalo is sacrificed on behalf of the whole village. This is done
by a Madiga who cuts off its head, if possible at one blow, over
aheap of boiled rice which becomes soaked with its blood.
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pointed stakes standing upright at the four corners, and one in

the centre thereof, is brought before the image. A pig, lamb
or -fowl is impaled alive on each of the stakes of the cart. A
Mala, called a Pambala, and rigged out in the clothes of a
woman, then sits in this cart and holds in his hand the clay

image of the goddess. The cart is, then, dragged with ropes

to the outermost boundary of the village and thence onward
into the lands of the adjoining village, where both it and the
ropes are left. The impaled animals, which have all died
during the time the procession has been going on, are appro-
priated by the Pambalas as their perquisites. 1

The third variant of the foregoing ceremony is performed
when an epidemic of cholera breaks out at Coconada in Southern
India. A goddess called Maridi-Amman is installed ; and her

image is made by hewing a log of margosa wood, about three

feet high and six inches in diameter, and by roughly carving
its top into the shape of a head. [This bit of evidence supports,

to some extent, Grant Allen's theory that all wooden idols or

images have been, directly or indirectly, evolved from the

wooden headpost or still more primitive sepulchral pole].

This wooden image is stuck into the ground ; and a pandal of

leaves and cloths is set up over it. Then the procession of the

earthen pot half- filled with buttermilk and rice is led, every
day, very much in the same way as at Masulipatam, until the

epidemic disappears. Thereafter some ten or twelve small

carts are constructed, about six feet square, with three pointed

stakes standing up on each side thereof, on which living

animals are impaled, as in other parts of the Telugu country.

The carts are partly tilled with boiled rice and curry-stuff

prepared at the shrine, and the blood of the sacrificed animals

is then poured over the rice. It is said that the live animals

are impaled only when a cart, as it is dragged to the boundary,

does not move properly. The cart's getting held up in this

way is looked upon as an omen that the goddess is angry and
requires to be propitiated further. 2

The only analogue, which I have come across in modern

European ritual, to the West and South Indian customs of

driving off the disease-spirit in a car, is from Pithuria, the

people whereof resort to a similar practice. Whenever influenza

breaks out among them, they construct a small cart, yoke a

pair of goats to it and drive it out into a forest. And it is

believed that influenza will not break out again thereafter. 3

Then we come across a fourth South Indian variant wherein

the cart or " chariot of the goddess " is left out ; and its place

in the ritual is taken by a basket wherein the disease-spirit is

1 Op. cit.\ pp. 133-136.
2 Op. cit.

y p. 141.

3 Harrison's The Reli/ion of Ancient Greece (Ed. 1905), pp. 44-45.
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supposed to take its seat. This form of the ceremony is per-

formed by the Canarese people of Mysore. Whenever small-pox,

cholera, or cattle-murrain breaks out in a grama or nad (village),

the inhabitants thereof set about to appease the wrath of the

village-goddess Mari-Amma. With this view, they collect con-

tributions of pigs, fowls, rice, cocoanuts, bread and plantains

from the different householders of the afflicted village, and

deposit the same at the Mandu. Thence they are carried in

procession with the beating of tom-toms. There is one basket

with some rice in it. As soon as it is taken to a particular

house, the members thereof bring out a little rice in the hand,

wave it round the head, and then throw it into the basket in

the belief that the disease-spirit will depart with the rice.

Last of all, the offerings are placed on the outermost boundary
of the village; the animals are sacrificed and their blood is

spilt over a stone ; the basket with the rice is left there; and

the remainder of the provisions is consumed by the persons

composing the procession. The people of the adjoining villages

repeat the same ritual; and thus the disease-spirit, which is

causing the epidemic, is supposed to be expelled from the

country. On occasions of still greater calamities, a flock of

sheep is driven from village {nad) to village {nad) and, at last,

banished from the country under the belief that the disease-

spirit is also expelled with the sheep. 1

Then we come across an analogue wherein both the ' chariot

of the goddess'' and the basket, in which the disease-spirit is

supposed to be seated, have been done away with. This

variant of the ceremony is current in Northern India and that

among a people in a low plane of culture, viz. the Oraons of

Chota Nagpur. Whenever cattle-murrain breaks out among
them, the bachelors of this aboriginal people perform a ceremony
the object of which is to expel from the village the spirit which
is causing the disease. As soon as a date is fixed for its per-

formance, the village-kotwar informs all the villagers of it.

On the evening of the day so fixed, all the families in the village

leave one or more old earthen vessels in front of their huts.

After their evening meal has been partaken of, all the house-

holders, with the exception of the bachelors, shut themselves
up within their huts and maintain strict silence. [This is an

instance of the secrecy and tabu against speaking, which are

the characteristic features of many of the rural ceremonies of

Northern India.] At the dead of night, when the village is

hushed in profound silence, the young bachelors gather to-

gether at the village-aMra, denude themselves completely of

every stitch of clothing they have on, and take up, each of

them, a cudgel in his hands. The cowherd of the village is

1 Vide The Madras Government Museum Bu in (Vol. V., So. 3)

Madras: 1907. p. 159.
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also present there, with a wooden cow-bell dangling from his
neck or his waist. As soon as a certain signal is given, the
bachelors, attired in nature's vestments, pursue the flying
herdsman, uttering shouts very much like the lowing of cattle;
and, in the course of their pursuit, they go on smashing to pieces,
with their cudgels, all the earthenware vessels left outside the
villagers' huts. If they chance to come across any person on
the way, be he a co- villager or stranger, they give him a good
drubbing with their cudgels. The same sort of scurvy treat-
ment they mete out to whomsoever they happen to hear talking
or breaking the silence of the night in any manner whatever.
[This is another instance of the tabu against speaking which i

a feature of North Indian rural ceremonies.] In this way they
pursue their mad career on the pretence of giving chase to
the cowherd. Arrived at the boundary of the village, the
cowherd goes a little further on into the lands of the adjoining
village, and there, in the twinkling of an eye, drops down his
cow bell and runs back. His pursuers, also, go up to the very
place where the cowherd has dropped down his cow- bell, and
leave their own cudgels there in the belief that the disease-
spirit —the spirit which has been causing the cattle-murrain
has been expelled from their village. The people of the village,

to which the disease-spirit has been transferred in this way,
in their turn also, transmit it by a similar process to the village

adjoining their own in the direction opposite to that of the
other village. The ceremony is repeated in this way by each
village, till it is believed that the disease-spirit has been com-
pletely expelled from the district. 1

The foregoing mode of disease-transference bears a striking
resemblance to that pursued by the Canarese people of Mysore,
only the place of the basket containing the charmed rice bein£
taken by the wooden cow-bell and the cudgels into which the
disease-spirit seems to have been compressed. The incident of
beating with their cudgels any body whom the pursuers may
come across in the course of their pursuit of the cowherd, re-

calls to mind the English practice of " beating the bounds''
which Mr. Grant Allen would explain as being the last expiring
relic of renewing the boundary-god every year by the sacrifice

of a new victim. He says: "The bounds are beaten, ap-

parently, in order to expel all foreign gods or hostile spirits
;

the boys who play a large part in the ceremony are the repre-

sentatives of the human victims. They are whipped at each
terminus stone, partly in order to make them shed tears as a
rain- charm (after the fashion with which Dr. Frazer has made
us familiar), but partly also because all artificially-made gods
are scourged or tortured before being put to death, for some

l The Oraons of Chota Nagpur. By Sarat Chandra Rov. Ranchi:
1915. pp. 253-255.
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reasons which I do not think we yet fully understand." * The
bachelors strip themselves completely naked, because nudity
is an effective charm for driving off the demon of disease. 2

From the idea of driving off the disease-spirit by such a
ceremony as has been described supra, to that of driving away
public calamities by undertaking a ceremonial expedition, is but
an easy transition. In fact, we find, among the Oraons, the
existence of the custom of undertaking ceremonial expeditions
for the purpose of transferring, by means of magic, real or
imaginary calamities from the country. These are known as
Rog-Khedna (or « Disease-driving '

*

) expeditions of which there
are two variants—one being undertaken by the men, and the
other by the married women.

Whenever it is known that some misfortune has befallen
the cattle in a certain village, as, for instance, when it is
rumoured that a cow has given birth to a pig, or that the
pJough-cattle are refusing to work when taken to the fields, the
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der of the rice and marua are sold, and, with the sale-proceeds
thereof, liquor is bought which they drink and then return
home. On the following day, the men or women, as the case
may be, of the villages visited on the preceding day undertake
a similar M disease-driving " expedition in the same direction.
In this way, the rumoured calamity is expelled from village to
village till it is altogether driven out of the Oraon country.
While going on such expeditions, the men are headed by the
village Pahan, and the women by the latter's wife and a few
other elderly women of the village. A similar " Rog-Khedna"
expedition is also undertaken whenever a woman happens to
drive a plough, for by reason of her so doing, it is apprehended
that drought and famine would overtake the Oraon-land. 1

We will now compare all the aforedescribed variants of the
disease-transference ceremonies. As the result of comparison
we find that :

—

(a) In some cases, the spirit of the disease is supposed to
be transferred to a cart or chariot which is conveyed to the
next adjoining village to which it is believed to be transferred.

(b) In one case, the disease-spirit is supposed to be con-
fined in a basket which is taken to and left in the next adjoin-
ing village to which the disease is believed to have been passed
on.

(a) In one case from Northern India, the disease-spirit is

believed to be compressed into a wooden cow-bell or into cud-
gels which are taken to, and dropped down upon, the lands of
the next adjoining village. It is believed that the disease is

thereby transferred to the latter.

(d) In another case, a similar process is, by analogy, resorted
to for warding off or expelling public calamities.

1 The Oraons of Chota Nagpur. By S. C. Roy. Ranchi : 1915. pp





3* Notes on the Habits of Cyrtophora citricola.

By W. H. Phelps.

My claim to attention rests on my intimate acquaintance
with the individual specimens of the common spiders of Cal-

cutta, which I have been keeping under careful observation,

making accurate daily notes.

I adopted a method of keeping the weavers under observa-

tion by using a kind of open cage. The accompanying figure

illustrates the kind of " cage " I used.

For the first twelve months I was principally engaged on
Cyrtophora citricola, dealing with specimens which I had col-

lected in my garden. They being nocturnal and shy of artifi-

cial light, it was a year before I was fortunate enough actually

to see a snare made. Indeed it was not until I had reared

some of them that I got specimens that would work in the
light of an electric reading lamp.

The markings of the body are different in different indivi-

duals, and the colour varies in the offspring of the same mother,
and in the same brood, from black to putty colour and there may
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even be reddish markings. To an experienced eye the indivi-
duals are recognizable just as are members of a family of close-
haired dogs, and their hairy skins heighten the resemblance,
when seen under a microscope.

Cyrtophora citricola will build as many as twelve cocoons,
each containing about 75 eggs, which hatch out as a rule in 16
days. The interval between building the cocoons is as a rule
4 days. Directly the young quit the nest they are capable of
spinning

During the 4 days' interval before the arrival of the next
brood they build a little snare about 1£ inches in diameter,
exactly like their mother's. Then they aviate, and, if in a
verandah, make their way out into the world—but not to the
interior of the house.

They cast their skins twice during the first month or so
TlVl^D rr\f\-r>s\ Kv*-\-f,-*-M,-v 4-"L«__ — r 11 m mtwice

in two or three months from birth. The rate of growth varies
in individuals and depends to some extent on the amount of
food they get. They live 5 or 6 months.

Fabre denies any sense of property in spiders but I find it
is very marked. As every Englishman's house is his castle, so
every Citricola s snare is regarded as sacrosanct, and it is verv
rare lor one specimen to invade the snare or to attempt to
steal or misappropriate the propertv of i .other.

Jt a fly or grub, for instance, falls on to a snare, it is taken
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cola, with its mesh of 25 to the inch, and lines so fine that it i>

difficult to see them individually except in a strong light,

bears about the same proportion in the matter of fineness to
the cart wheel snare as a piece of the finest Dacca Muslin to

a fishing net ! And well it may ; for the cart wheel is generally
made in 40 to 45 minutes including the foundation lines,

whereas C. citricola
}

s snare, after the foundation lines are pro-
vided, takes 5 hours of continuous toil to make.

Having laid out some of the radiating lines on which she
purposes to weave the horizontal sheet, she will commence
from the centre to lay spiral lines and work round and round
till she has prepared a disc of about the size of a rupee.
During her progress on the circle she will from time to time
suddenly leave the centre by one of the spokes, carrying a new
radial line which she attaches to the line at the outer edge of

her snare, and instantly return with another line stretching
from the periphery to where she left off. Then she will resume
her circular work to and fro on a segment of the inner circle,

and suddenly dart out in another direction to the periphery
and back again, and resume her work on the ever-growing
inner circle, all without the slightest hesitation. You will

observe the line she runs on bends with her wreight.

In one respect the movements, as regards precision and
accuracy and rapidity, are machine-like ; but the work is not
that of a machine ; there is nothing automatic or tiresome or
monotonous about the action, but it is rather the work of a sen-

tient, calculating, thoughtful being. She does not go round and
round with tiresome iteration, but attends to some part or
segment of the circle—now with her right side to the centre,

then returning over the segment with her left side to the
centre. Anon she walks sidewavs with her head towards the
centre, and in the meantime she now and then leaves the circle

and runs out two more spokes—one on the outward run and
one on the inward run.

Perhaps, when the i
she will suddenly return to the centre and do something that is

not immediately apparent, but when after a minute or so she

returns to her circular weave again, you will notice with aston-

ished delight that she has drawn down the suspensory threads

and shortened them, and lo, there is the raised cone of the

bell-tent

!

It will be noticed that the spokes (the radiating lines) are

thicker than the spiral weaving lines. The latter are so thin

that they are utterly invisible, unless seen in a bright light. It

will be observed also that not all the spokes terminate in the
centre like the spokes of a wheel do in the hub. This is why she

breaks off her circular peregrinations to run out a new couple

of spokes as required for if all emanated from the centre they
would be too far apart at the outer edge of the circle.

v
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If the web gets damaged the spider knows how to repair it.

I once made a hole in one of these webs, through which a golf

ball might have been passed with ease. This was done at

about 7 p.m. At 9 p.m. I noticed that the ragged edges of the

rent had been roughly drawn together, and by 11 p.m. some
more work had been done, in such a position that I could not
observe any details ; but in the morning the hole had been

darned ; not as well as the original weave, but still a distinct

darn, and the violated circle had been restored.

• v - *



4» On Secrecy and Silence in North Indian Agricultural

Ceremonies.

By Sarat Chandra Mitra, M.A., B.L.

If we examine the ceremonies performed in different parts

of Northern India in connection with various agricultural

operations, we find that some of these are characterized by two
striking features, namely, that these must be performed by the cele-

brants either without speaking or in profound secrecy. These
taboos against speaking and the presence of outsiders are

observed at the times of (a) sowing the seeds, (6) threshing the

harvested crops, (c) winnowing the threshed-out grains, (d)

heaping up the cleaned grains and (e) measuring the same.

This taboo against speaking is based on the belief that, if

any talking is done or even if an ejaculation of any kind what-

ever is uttered, ill-luck would overtake the celebrants of the

ceremonies, for evil spirits would come and deprive the corn of

its substance and nutritive properties.

We should, first of all, discuss the taboo against speaking

as it is enforced in connection with sowing operations. We
find that, among the Oraons of Chhota Nagpur, this vow of

silence is strictly observed at the time of sowing the paddy-

crops. Shortly after midnight preceding the day selected for

the commencement of sowing the paddy-field, an adult male

Oraon cultivator goes to one of his fields with a small quantity

of paddy-seeds, and, while going there or while he is engaged

in sowing the seeds, takes special care that he is not seen by any-

body else. Even should he come across some other person

while on his way to the field, he does not speak to him. Then
again, even if he is accompanied thither by another person,

they do not usually talk to each other ; or, should there be

any urgent need for talking, they do so in undertones. The
Orkons superstitiously believe that, should any person happen

to see the cultivator going to the field and mumble to himself

the words :
" Look ! The man over there is going to sow his

fields." the utterance of this remark, or even the rising of this

thought in the former's mind, would exercise a baleful influence

on the paddy-crops and prevent them either from growing

vigorously or yielding a bumper harvest. 1

Let us, then, examine the taboo as observed in connection

with the threshing ceremonies of Northern India. Whatever

i The Oraons of Chhota Nagpur, By S. C. Roy, M.A., B.L. With
an Introduction by Dr. A. C. Haddon. Ranchi : 1915. pp. 141-152.
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may be the way in Avhich these rituals may be performed,
. during the whole time that they may be going on, the most pro-
found silence is observed and must not on any account be
broken within the precincts of the threshing-ground until the
threshed-out corn is measured and distributed.

If we go to the Panjab and the United Provinces of Nor-
thern India, we find the custom existing there of distributing

what is known as *)jrprr ( K^f ) . When the reaped corn is

being threshed out on the threshing-ground, small quantities of
the threshed-out grain are distributed to the village deity, the
guru or spiritual preceptor, the purohit or familv-priest, the
Brahman and the village grazier. These perquisites are known
as angounga in the United Provinces, as seaoodee or thapa in

the extreme North-West of India, and as anjali ( *jar^ or

ij^\ )
in Bundelkhand. During the interval commencing from

the distribution of the angounga to the time whei t he threshed-
out grains are weighed, a profound silence is observed and
strangers are not allowed to be present at the scene of the
threshing operations. With so much rigour is this taboo against
the presence of outsiders enforced that it is said that, on one
occasion, a criminal happening to come to the threshing-ground
the threshers, who were vowed to observe the strictest silence,
simply beekoned to the former to go away so that he .night
not profane the hallowed ceremony with his presence. As the
result of their strict compliance with the taboo against speak-
ng while the threshing operation was goin^ on, they were

eTc" e'
UP a MaSistrate for having connived at his

«i» ™? lt
h
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V\ hen the harvested crops are about to be gathered into a heap,
a man sits down with a ploughshare in his hand which he stick
into the ground and on each side whereof ,„ne hum grass and
cow-dung are placed. [Note that both of these are spirit searers.l
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2 Op. cit., p. 20.
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^
This ceremony, however, is performed with some slight

variations in the Rohilkhand Division. After a horn or reli-

gious ceremony has been performed by lighting a sacrificial fire,

a ploughshare and a pot full of water are placed to the north
of the threshing-pole round which the oxen are driven to tread
out the grain. The threshed-out grain is then heaped up to the
south of the ploughshare stuck into the ground, and not over it

as is done in the Delhi Division. 1 [Compare this lighting of
sacred fire with the offering of fire which is made, in the dis-

trict of Bareilly, to the heap of winnowed grain] •

We shall now discuss the several component elements of
the aforementioned ceremonies, namely, (a) the sticking of the
ploughshare into the ground

; (&) the' act of covering up the
ploughshare with the corn without its being seen by a stranger

;

water.
o

corn

{a) The virtue of " cauld iron " as a spirit-scarer is well-
known. The ploughshare is stuck into the ground for the pur-
pose of scaring away the evil spirits which may come and take
away from the grains their substance and nutritive qualities.
This is paralleled by the English housemaid's practice of placing
the poker across the bars and pointing up the chironev in order
to make the fire burn. Then, again, whenever there is difficulty
in butter-making, which is believed to be due to thwarting by
the mischievous sprites "that bootless make the breathless
housewife churn, 5

' the English housewife plunges a red-hot
poker into the milk. 3 The belief about the evil spirits stealing

is widespread. In the folklore of the English peasantry^
flying dragons, dwarfs, fairies and witches purloin the corn from
the fields and convey it through the air to other people. Simi-
larly, a demon or wizard armed with sickles on his feet is be-
lieved to visit the fields of ripening corn, cut down the crops
and appropriate the same.4 In a Danish folktale, the elves are
described as clipping off the ears of rye from a rye-field. 6

(b) The act of covering up the ploughshare with corn is
done secretly in order to avert the evil eye of strangers or of
" eye-biters " as an Irishman would sajT

.

(c) The fire is also a spirit-scarer and lighted to drive off

mischievous sprites who may be loitering about to cast harmful
spells on the harvested crops. This is similar to the English

1 Op. cit., p. 20.
2 Bareilly Settlement Report. By S. M. Moens, Allahabad : 1874.

p. 78.

3 An Introduction to Folklore. By M. R. Cox. London : David
Xutfc. 1897. pp. 7-8.

* The Handbook of Folklore. By G. L. Gomme. London: David
Muft. 1890. p. 107.

* Hartland's The Science of Fairy Tales (Edition of 1891), p. 67.
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peasant's practice of running through the fields with lighted

torches or bunches of straw or of kindling bonfires therein. 1

(d) The potful of water is placed near the heap of corn as

water is a protective against the influence of evil spirits, which
is the root-idea underlying all the numerous bathing and lus-

tration ceremonies performed bjT the orthodox Hindus through-
out India.

Then I have to deal with the ceremonies performed on the

occasion of winnowing the threshed-out grains. In several
parts of Upper India, especially in the district of Hoshaugabad
in the Jubbulpur Division, C.P., the operation of winnowing
is looked upon in the light of a very solemn rite and is not

until

selected by the village astrologer. When this has been done,
the agriculturist, with his whole family and the entire staff of

his farm-hands, betakes themselves to the threshing-ground
and takes with them milk, butter, turmeric (a well-known
spirit-scarer)

, boiled wheat, several kinds of grain (another
scarer of evil spirits) and other requisite articles of worship.
The threshing-floor stake is then washed with water [which is

a protective against the baleful influence of malignant spirits].

Thereafter the offerings of the aforementioned' eatables and
drinkables are made to the stake and the heap of threshed-out
grains, the boiled wheat being scattered about to appease the
malignant demons hovering about—as a sop to coax them
from purloining the harvested crops. [Compare this practice
of scattering boiled wheat with the Japanese custom of scat-
tering dried peas through a house on the eve of the Setsuban
festival-day, to the accompaniment of the cry "Devils out!
Good fortune in!"]. Then the farmer takes his stand on a
three-legged stool and, taking five basketfuls [Note that five
is a sacred number] from the heap of threshed-out corn, win
novvs the same. After the winnowing has been done, the grain
and chaff are again collected and measured. If these exactly
Ml up the five baskets, or anything remains over after they
nave been filled up, it is considered an omen of good. Should
these not fill up the five baskets exactly, the place of winnow-
ing is considered unlucky. Thereupon he removes i few vards
oft to another part of the threshing-ground, the five basketfuls
ot gram which are kept separate from the remainder of the
harvested crops, are presented to a Brahman or distributed to
the villagers. inno
ana carried on without any ceremonv but with this much pre-

winnowin
goes on, the basket must not, on any account whatever, be
placed on its bottom but should alwavs be put upside down,
line celebrants explain this by saving that, if this were not

> Gomme's The Handbook of Folklore (Edition 1890), p. 103.
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done, the evil spirits would carry off the grain in these basket
standing on their bottoms]. The winnowed grain? are usually

measured in the evening. [This is one of the auspicious times,

among the peasantry of the Eastern Panjab, for commencing
the measurement of the cleaned grain. Vide my remarks infra].

The measurement is made with profound silence. The measure
sits with his back turned towards the unlucky quarter of the
sky and keeps an account of the number of basketfuls measured
by tying knots. [An instance of the primitive method of com-
putation—similar to the Santali method of using knotted cords
as calendars]. 1 It is popularly believed by the peasantry of

these parts that the malignant sprites cannot purloin the grain-

after they have been measured. 2 [Tn Kamal, however, it i-

believed that, as soon as the winnowed grains have been mea-
sured, they become perfectly immune from the effects of the
evil eye. Vide my remarks infra}.

Next we have to discuss the taboo against speaking as it is

observed in connection with the ceremonies for heaping up the
grain after it has been cleaned by winnowing. In the eastern

districts of the Panjab, especially in Karnal. the winnowed
grain is gathered into a heap with a good deal of precaution,

for otherwise it is apprehended that the malignant sprites will

rob the same. One man sits with his face towards the north
and, sticking a ploughshare into the earth, places two round
balls of cowdung on the ground on either side of it. [Note
that cowdung is a spirit-scarer]. This plough-coulter is said to

symbolize Shaod Mata or the " goddess of fertility.' Then a

branch of the akh or gigantic swallow-wort [Sanskrit, arka
;

Bengali, akanda, ; and Hindi, madar (Calotropis gigantea)—

a

sacred plant, as in the Lower Himalayas, a person, desiring to

marry a third time, has to marry it before he can be united in

wedlock with his third human wife] and some shoots of the dub
grass [another spirit-scarer] are offered to it. Then the cele-

brants salute the symbol of the goddess with the utterance of

the following prayer: " O Mother Shaod! Give the increase

and make our rulers and bankers contented." The man seated

on the ground then hides the symbol from the gaze of all on-

lookers and, at the same time, covers it up with the grain

which other persons present there throw over his head from
behind his back. [This is very similar to the rites described

supra as performed in some parts of the Benares and Delhi

Divisions during the preliminary stages of the threshing opera-

tion]. When it has been covered up completely, the other

celebrants heap the cleaned grain upon it. While they are

1 Vide my Further Notes on the Primitive Method of Computing Time
and Distance in the Journ. Anthrop. Soc. of Bombay, Vol. IX., pp. 80 87.

* Settlement Report of Hoshangabad. By Sir C. A. Elliott. Allaha-

bad : 1867. pp. 78 ff.
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doing this, the man seated on the ground gets up, takes his

stand to the south of the heap and circumambulates it thrice—

by going westward during the first and third times, and by

going eastward on the second occasion. While he is circum-

ambulating it, he keeps his hand farthest from the heap of

grain, Avhile with the other he holds a winnowing-fan, 1 and taps

the heap with it. When the heaping operation has been

finished, all the celebrants sprinkle the heap of cleaned grain

with Ganges water [Note that water is a protective against the

influence of malignant spirits. Also compare the act of sprink-

ling with Ganges water with the placing of the pot fid of water

to the north of the threshing-pole preliminary to the threshing

operation in the Rohilkhand Division. In the Bareilly district,

however, after the offerings of fire, butter and coarse sugar

have been made to the heap of winnowed-out grains, water is

poured all round it, and the whole ceremony is wound up with

the distribution of the sugar to those present], 2 salute it and

then cover it up with a cloth [presumably to protect it from
the evil eye of the " eye-biters"]. It is allowed to remain thu

till the time for measuring the cleaned grain comes. There-
after a line is drawn upon the ground and all round this heap,

inside which charmed circle none may go save and except the

man who will measure the cleaned grain. It is a sine qua non

of all these rites that they should be performed with the strictest

silence. 9 The act of circumambulating the heap of winnowed
grain thrice is known as performing the ceremony of Chang or

Chank faf«ti or «J^).

In the Etawah district of the U.P., however, the aforemen-
tioned rites are performed with some variations. The culti-

vator places, three spans off to the north of the heap of win-

nowed grain, a threshing-floor rake, a bullock's muzzle, and a

rope. [I am unable to make out the significance of these three

articles]. Thereafter, in the space between these articles and
the pile of grain, he places a small offering composed of some
ears of grain, some leaves of the gigantic swallow-wort and a

few flowers. [Note that the swallow-wort is a sacred plant:
and the flowers and the ears of corn are scarers of evil spirits *].

This offering is placed on a piece of cowdung cake. [Note that

cow-dung is a spirit-searerj. Then he covers up the heap of

grain with a cloth presumably to protect it from the baleful

For the magical powers popularly ascribed to the winnowing-fan.
ride my article "The Worship of the Earth-Mother" in the Hindustan
Review (Allahabad) for July 1916, page 55.

2 Bareilly Settlement Report. By S. M. Moens. Allahabad: 1874.
p. In.

• Vide the Karnal Settlement Report. By J. Wilson. Lahore: 1886.

* Crooke's An Introduction to the Popular Religion and Folklore of
Northern India (Allahabad Edition of 18(M), pp. 182, 206, 209 ; pp. 200-1-
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influence of malignant spirits and from the evil eye of the " eye-

biters." Thereafter he places in a basket three [Note that

three is a sacred number] handfuls of rain as the perquisite of

the village-priest who kindles the fire at the lloli festival. He
also puts aside a small quantity thereof for the beggars of the

village. [This is similar to the custom of distributing the ang-

ounga described supra]. Subsequently to this, he throws some
grains over the cloth, and. filling up a basket with grains.

pours back the same over the heap. He then makes an

obeisance towards the north—apparently the abode of the

deities—and mumbles a prayer, thereby breaking the taboo

against speaking which is strictly observed throughout the per-

formance of the aforementioned rites. The cloth is thereafter

removed from off the pile of cleaned grains; and the whoh
ceremony is thus brought to a close. 1

The Chank (liw) is performed with a good deal of varia-

tion in the Upper Doab and Delhi Division. After the cere-

monies preliminary to the stacking up of the harvested crops

have been performed, and after the heap has been raised to the

height of about a foot, a person takes his stand with his face

pointing northwards, takes hold of a winnowing-basket with

his right hand and, in his left, puts a handful of grain. Then
ho circumambulates the heap, beginning from the south, going

round from west to east and onwards to the south again, and,

at the same time, presses the basket against the lower portion

of the heap. This circumambulation is usually made thrice.

But if the heap is very high, so many as five or even six circuits

are made. When the stack of the harvested crops attains a

height of about three feet, the hands of the circumambulator

are changed, the winnowing-basket being taken in the left

hand, and the grains in the right. Then the circuit of the

stack is again made thrice, this time in the direction contrary

to that of the first occasion, that is to say, commencing from

east to west. While the circuit are being made the circum-

ambulator presses the winnowing-basket against the bottom of

the heap. When the stack is raised to the height of about five

feet, the hands are again changed for the second time; and the

- me ceremony of circumambulation round the heap is made

thrice as on the first and second occasions with this much
difference only, viz. that this time the winnowing-fan is pressed

against the top of the heap.

In some place- however, the ceremony of Chank is not

performed until after the whole of the harvested crops has been

stacked up into a complete heap which, as usual, i- circum-

ambulated thrice successively in the aforementioned order, that

is to sav, the first circuit being made from west to east, the

l Op. c#., pp. 385-6.
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second from east to west, and the third again from west to

east. When, at the conclusion of his last circumambulation
the celebrant again arrives at the south of the heap, he place
the winnowing-basket on the ground in front of him and
joining the palms of his hands together, makes a low obeisanc*
to the stacked corn and mumbles any one of the following
prayers

:

§ *4* ftf^ II

Translation.

O god Syawadh

!

Grant me a hundredfold good fortune

Or,

^H ^cTT^ft I

«!sr kit ^t>^ n

Translation

O god of crops

!

Pardon my sins.

Or,

*rf^i*r tttsitsi ***ft 3*? rni w^r %3
^*fjR ^T

Translation

Grosain Sahadewan! Make me prosperou is

the '•' Kin- of Merchants " {Raj Bayouhar)*

Several points in the aforementioned prayers call for some
notice. In the first prayer, ti god Syawadh *rr*.* mfrTOit
or the :< god of fertility" is invoked. He i apparently a male
deity. But in the ceremony as performed in Karnal, Shaod
MStS (Mother Shftod)

, the goddess of fertility , is prayed to for
granting prosperity to the worshipper. I think that Go in

• bahadewan invoked in the third praver is the same as ti
deity Syawadh of the first one. In the Beeond prayer, the go<l

of crops )^^^,^ ) himself is invoked. As regards I he " R&j
Bayouhar" (tot w*ta ) or "the King of Merchants" men
tioned in the third prayer, I invite the reader's attention 1

the Beohar Baba* or « Lord of Merchandise" who is worshipped

1 Supple,, at to the Ohtmrvof Indian Term*. By H. M. Elliot, B •

o.t-.b. Agra: 1845. pp 130-132.
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, and FolkloreNorthern India (Allahabad Edition of 1894), p. 159.
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with pots of holy water and some greenery in a village of the
Mirzapur district, U.P.

^
In the Rohilkhand Division, however, quite different

variants of the foregoing ceremony are performed. In the
northern portions of this Division, a man, taking a winnowing-
basket in his right hand and with nothing in his left one, goe
from the south towards the west and thence towards the nortli
till he reaches the merit or threshing-pole. He then retraces
his steps by the same way to the south, and thence walks
towards the east and then to the north till he arrives at the
merh again. From this goal he goes back by the same route,
that is to say, from the north to the west' and thence to the
south. Having again reached the southerly point, he place
the winnowing-fan on the ground and makes a low bow to the
accompaniment of some religious invocation. [This way of
circumambulating the heap of harvested crops is exactly similar
to the mode of making the circuit round the heap of winnowed
grains as is prevalent in the district of Bareilly ']. In the
outhern parts of the same Division, the celebrants of the cere-
mony usually press their hands in six different parts of the
heap of the harvested crops, commencing from the bottom
thereof and ending at the top of the same. Each time that the
heap is touched with the hand, the name of one of the Chakra-
varti Rajas, namely Mandhata, Ben, Dalip, and so forth, is

mentioned. 2

In the Lower and Central Doab as also in Sagor, the Chdnk
is usually performed by simply drawing a circle with cow-dung
(a spirit-scarer) or ashes round the ras and tliapi, simultane-
ously. The line is commenced from the east, on to the south, and
thence to the west and north and from there to the east again.
While the circular line is being drawn, the man making it takes
care to hold his breath. Sometimes, the circular line is again
continued from the easterly point up to the southernmost one,
thus a second complete circle not being formed. The reason
for leaving the part from the east to the south is that the
perquisites for the deities and the Brahmans are taken there-
from and laid aside. 5

In many other localities, the ceremony of circumambulat-
ing the thapa or the heap of grains formed for the village
servants, varies to some extent from the foregoing one. The
celebrant commences his circuit from the south, thence to the
west, and then on to the north from whence he retraces his
-teps by the same way to the south again. He takes care not
to place his footstep anywhere on the eastern side of the

1 Bareilly Settlement Report. By S. M. Moens. Allahabad
p. 78.

of 1845), p, 132.

3 Op. cit.,p. 132.

Terms
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heap, because that side is the amun or hand which contains the

refuse of the corn (set apart for the chamars or leather-curers of

the village), which having fallen behind the winnower is of a

very inferior quality.

The whole ceremony of Chank is performed with the profound-

est silence, which taboo against speaking is strictly observed till

the cleaned grain is measured and distributed. The reason

popularly ascribed for the observance of this taboo is that, if

any talking is done while the ceremony is being performed, the

malignant spirits, who " bootless make the breathless housewife

churn," injure the grains. 1

We have already seen that the heap of winnowed grains in

Karnal, and the stack of harvested crops in the Upper Doab
and Delhi Division are circumambulated by the performer of

the Chank ceremonv thrice. While in the Rohilkhaud Division,

the circuit is made twice only. We have also seen that the

initial circuit is always commenced from the east or south on
to the west and north, and then to the east or south again.

It will be noticed that this movement is in imitation of the

sun's apparent diurnal course from east to west. This rite of

sunwise circumambulation is a vestige of sun-worship, and is

had recourse to because, by his genial warmth, the sun exercises

a beneficial influence on the vegetable products of the earth.

Numerous vestiges of this sun-worship exist in the customs of

the European peasantry. The Irish peasant crawls thrice

round the healing spring in imitation of the sun's apparent
diurnal course.*2 Similarly, when a Highlander goes to bathe in,

or to drink water out of, a holy spring, he always approaches
it by going round the place from the east to the south and
thence to the west. This is called in Gaelic going round the
right, or the lucky way.8 In the Highlands of Scotland also,,

the custom of "making the deazil" or of walking sunwise
thrice round a person to whom the performer wishes well,

exists even at the present day. Even in the farthest Hebrides,
animals are led round an invalid following the sun's course.

4

Many such traces also survive in Indian ritual and custom.
The bride and bridegroom walk round the sacred fire or the
central pole of the marriage-shed in imitation of the sun course.
A Hindu worshipper circumambulates a temple or shrine in the
same way. Sunwise also move the oxen round the threshing-
pole as they tread out the grain on the threshing-ground.

1 Op. cit., pp. 132-133.

2 Cox's An Introduction to Folklore (Edition 1897), p. 20.
* Elliot's Supplement io the Glossary of Indian Terms (Agra Edition of

1845), p. 131 (footnote).
v *

* From the Hebrides to the Himalayas. By Miss C. F. Gordon-Cum-
inmg. 2 vols. London: 187G. Vol. II., p. 164. Also W. Henderson
Folklore of the Northern Counties. London: Published by the Folklore
Society. INTO. p. 81.

J
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Then we have to deal with the ceremonies connected with
the measurement of the cleaned grain, and the vow of silence
which is strictly observed during the performance thereof.
Throughout Northern India, there exists the curious custom of
placing a round cake of cowdung, which is known in the dis-

tricts to the east of Allahabad as badhawan
( ^re^r or cj^Ujj

)

or <' that which gives the increase" on the top of a heap (ras) of
grain to protect it from the evil eye of "eye-biters" and for the

sake of good luck in order that the grains may increase (*»).
Sometimes, a magic circle is drawn either with fire or water all
round this heap, the man making the circle observing the
strictest silence. In the district of Bareilly, however, the cir-
cular line is drawn with cow-dung (a spirit-scarer).* In the
districts situated to the west of Allahabad, this covering placed
on a heap of winnowed grain goes under* the appellation of

Chhatur
( w^T or ^I<^ from the Hindi WtK ory^ an umbrella)

and consists of a blade of grass, or a dry branch of arhar or
pigeon pea (Cajanus indicus) with several (usually five) project-
ing twigs, on each of which a small lump of cow-dung is put, or
a flower of the akh or madar (Calotropis gigantea—a sacred plant).
In the Bareilly district, an iron sickle, a blade of the sacred
kusa grass and a twig of the gigantic swallow-wort, with a
cow-dung cake in a cleft stick [Note that all these four articles
are spirit-sea rers] are put on the top of the heap; while four
eowdung cakes are placed at the four corners thereof. 3 Some-
times, a spear is stuck into the ground—not on, but at the
side of, the heap. Occasionally, an artificial flower is placed
at a short distance from the bottom of the heap. The Chhatur
is put on the heap of grain with the same object as the
badhawan is, namely, to prevent the harmful effects of the evil
eye or of the praises of any casual visitor.

*

1 Those, who scoff at the superstitious belief in the efficacy of the
badhawan as a charm for increasing the heaped-up grains, recite the follow-
ing satirical stanza :

—

Translation.

1. The world is mad and worships the evil spirits

out of avaricious motives,
2. And places the badhawan (on the heap of

grain), no matter whether (the heaped-up grains)
increase or not.

2 Bareilly Settlement Report. By S. M. Moens. Allahabad: 1874.
p. 78.

8 Op. cit. , p. 78.
4 Elliot's Supplement to the Glossary of Indian Terms. (Agra Edition
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*

Now four men with a wooden measuring vessel go inside
the magic circle which has been drawn all round the ras or
heap. Anybody else must not come near them till they have
completed the measuring operation. They take their seat on
the ground with their faces turned towards' the north and spread
out a cloth on the ground. One man fills up the measure from
the heap with the aid of the winnowing-fan ; another pours out
the contents of the measuring-vessel over the cloth: and th<

two others carry off the cloth full of grains and drop out the
contents thereof, substituting an empty cloth for the one which
has been removed. The man, who has got the measuring
vessel with him, puts down for each measure filled up, a small
pile of grains wherewith the account is kept. [This is an
instance of the prim itive method of counting ]. Profou nd silence
w observed until the entire measuring operalin,, is completed. AH
counting aloud of the number of measures ia strictly prohibited.
As soon as the measurement of tin- grain has been" finished, it

becomes perfectly immune from the effects of the evil eye. 1

In the eastern parts of the Panjab, the measurement of
the gram must not be made, on any account whatever, on the
day ot the new or full moon, nor on a Saturday which is inaus-
picious tor its performance. The measurement must he com-
menced at dawn, midday, sunset, or midnight when the malig-
nant spirit are busy with something else 8—

" F°r then, they say, no spirit dares stir abroad :No fairy takes, nor witch hath power to charm
;bo hallowed and so gracious is the time."

Hamlet. Act I : Sc. I.

;™
b
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of the LLP., and aJso for the performance of many magical rites

tor the cure of ailments and hydrophobia 'J with some butter,

sweetmeats, and cakes. He lights a fire by way of sacrifice

J

Compare this with the instances, mentioned supra, of lighting

i he fire (in the Rohilkhand Division) on the threshing-floor, and
1 he fire-offering made (in the Bareilly district) to tin? heap of

winnowed grains] and makes an offering of sonic of the eatables

and eats the remainder in perfect silence}

This taboo is also strictlv observed in connection with a

curious festival which is celebrated in a good many of the

feudatory States of Central India. It is known as the Maun
r>haraun or the Festival of the Silent Pasturing of Cattle.

Those who take part in its celebration get up at the peep of

dawn, wash and bathe, besmear their bodies with oil, and be-

garland themselves with wreaths of flowers about their necks

While they are undergoing these operations, they observe profound
silence and make their wants known by mean* of gestures. When
everything is ready, they go to the grazing-ground in solemn proces-

sion in profound silence. Every one of the celebrants holds a

peacock's feather over his shoulder for the purpose of scaring

away demons. [Compare this with the curious custom of

frightening the cattle (prevalent in the district of Hoshangabad
in the Jubbulpur Division, C.P.) in which strings of peacocks

feathers are tied to their horns 3 presumably as spirit-scarers J.

They remain in silence with the cattle for an hour or two and then

come back home. Thereafter, a wrestling-match is held amon^
the Ahirs or cowherds. When the dark shades of evening fall.

a gun is fired, and the Maharaja breaks his fast a 3 also his vow
i >f silence.*

While on the subject of rural ceremonies connected with

t he securing of welfare of the cattle, I may mention that the

taboo against speaking and the presence of strangers is also

observed on the occasion of performing rites for the transfer-

ence or expulsion of cattle-diseases. Whenever a murrain

breaks out among the cattle in the Oraon country (in Chhota

Nagpur), the Oraon bachelors select a day for performing the

above-mentioned ceremony, an intimation of which date is given

by the village-kotwar to all the villagers. On the evening of

that day, every family in the village places one or more old

earthen vessels in front of its hut. After the evening meal ha-

been partaken of, all the family-members, save and except the

1 Vide mv article North Indian Folk-Medicine for Hydrophobia and

Scorpion-sthh) in J. and Proc, A.S.B. (N.S.), Vol. XL, p. 21<J : as also

Crooke's An Introduction to Popular Religion and Folklore of Northern

India (Allahabad Edition of 181)4), p. 330.

2 Bareilla Settlement Report. By S. M. Moen^. Allahabad : 1874

p. 382.
•

3 Settlement Report of Hoshangabad. By Sir C. A. Elliott, Allaha-

bad: 1867. p. 17.

* North Indian Notes and Queries, Vol. I., p. 154.
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bachelors, remain inside their respective huts and observe the

profoundest silence. At about the middle of the night, when
all the earth and air are hushed in perfect silence, the young
Oraon bachelors gather together at the village-akhra and.
attiring themselves in nature's vestments [Note that this is a
nudity-spell meant to frighten away the spirit of the disease
from the village], arm themselves with cudgels. At a given
signal, the bachelors, in a state of perfect nuditv, give chase to
the village cowherd who is present there with a wooden cow-
bell hanging either from his neck or waist. While pursuing
the latter, they smash with their cudgels all the earthen vessels
eft m front of the huts of the village. They also belabour with
their cudgels whomsoever they may hear talking or making any
sort of noise whatever. 1 [With the rest of the ceremony we are
not concerned, as it is outside the scope of this paper].We have now finished our examination of the taboo against
speaking as it is observed in connection with various agricul-
tural ceremonies in Northern India. We should now try to
find out if any parallel to the aforementioned vow of silence
exists m European folklore. In our search for it we have been
successful, for we find that there is, at least, one European
practice in the performance whereof perfect silence Is main-
tained, namely, m the making of what is known as the dumb-
cake. Arabella Whimsey says in the Connoisseur, Xo. 56: "

I

and my two sisters tried the dumb-cake together: von must
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single word, the violation of which taboos would bring destruc-

tion on her. In another folktale from Pomerania, an enchanted

princess can be disenchanted only if her deliverer would carry

her to the churchyard of Wusseken and place her down there

in profound silence and without looking round in the meant inn.

Similar incidents also occur in a mdrchen from Eastern

Pomerania. 1

Now arises the question : Why is profound silence observed
.

during the performance of the aforementioned agricultural

operations ? The popular explanation appears to be that, if

any talking is done or even if an ejaculation of any kind what-

ever is uttered, evil spirits would come and deprive the corn of

its substance and nutritive properties. Is this explanation plau-

sible ? I think not. I, therefore, venture to propound below

a theory which seems to me to explain, with at least some
show of plausibility, the reason why the taboo against speaking

is observed while the aforementioned agricultural operations

are in full swing. Now Mr. E. S. Hartland has collected a

large mass of evidence from which he has shown that super-

natural beings, without any distinction whatever, dislike not

only being recognized and spoken to, but also being seen, or

at any rate being watched, and are only willing to manifest

themselves to human beings at their own sweet will and

pleasure and for their own purposes.* Now the Earth-deity or

the Earth-Mother is one of these supernatural beings.

I have already shown that when primitive man first attemp-

ted to produce food by cultivating the soil, he keenly observed

all that helped or hindered him. While he and his women-folk

recognised the sun-spirit and rain-spirit as beneficent agents

striving to help them, the Earth, great and kindly, in whose

very self the seed was embedded, stood forth conspicuously

above all, as the one agent which helped them greatly. They,

therefore, came to look upon the Earth as the sole agent who,

with or without the aid of the sky- or heaven-spirit, supplied

their wants. The next step was that they came to look upon

the Earth in the light of a spirit or goddess. The Earth, there-

fore, in the capacity of the Giver of Sustenance, has come to

be reverenced and worshipped among many primitive races of

people all over the world, as is evidenced by the numerous rites

and ceremonies performed by them for ensuring a bountiful

yield of crops, fertility in woman herself and in cattle.8

While the operations of sowing the seeds, heaping up the

harvested crops, threshing out and winnowing the same, and

- The Science of Fairu Tales. By E. S. Hartland. F.S.A., London :

Walter Scott. 1891. pp. 236*7 : 242.
2 Op. cit. , p. 69.
3 Vide my article The Worship of the Earth-Mother in The Hindustan

Review for July 1910, p. 47.
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measuring the cleaned grains are going on. the Earth-Mother,
who is believed to have helped the agriculturists in sowing and
growing their crops, is supposed to be present at the scenes
thereof. It is for her propitiation that the little nameless acts
of worship, which have been set forth above in detail, are per-
formed. Now there is evidence in European folklore to show
that the Earth -goddess or the Earth-Mother dislikes being seen
or spoken to. In the island of Riigen in the Baltic Sea, the
-oddess Hertha, who is identified by the Roman historian
Tacitus with the Mother Earth or the goddess of the soil, to

whose kindly offices the produce of the land would be attribu-
ted, in whose name and by whose permission would all agricul-
tural operations he performed, had her dwelling in the Hertha-
burg. Often on moon-lit nights she comes out attended by her
maids to bathe in the lake. Whoever looks upon her while
she is performing her ablutions, is drawn down to the lake and
engulfed in its depths. 1

\i would thus appeal- that, while the
agricultural operations go on. she is believed to be present at
the scenes thereof and. therefore, to object to her being seen
by any except the operators themselves. As she is a supei
natural being, she does not like that an vbodv should speak to
her or profane the scene of her hallowed presence bv breaking
the silence that reigns thereover. Consequently the agricul-
turist themselves, who take part in these operations, also
observe profound silence.

' Hartland's The Science of Fairy Tales (Edition 1891), pp. 7t 89



5. NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT No. XXVIII.

Vo^.-The numeration of the articles below is continued
from p. 140 of the "Journal and Proceedings"
for 1916.

i'

170. The Drachme of the Sassanian Queen Boran.
In the Numismatic Supplement No. XVI, Art 99 bv

Mr. Thanawalla is a description of the rare " dirham of Queen
Purandukht," belonging to my friend Mr. Maneck R. Settna.

The mint monogram on this drachtne is giren in the des-
cription as ri; (ram), but on referring to the illustration I felt
unable to accept this rendering, the correct version bein„
undoubtedly g*±i (nihch). The owner, in order to enable me
to confirm my opinion, courteously gave me an opportunity of
inspecting the coin, with the result that I have no hesitation
in declaring the reading fa to be incorrect and misleading.

Mordtmann reads the monogram as '« nach " and would
identify the mint with Nakhjevan, situated on the Araxes on
the Russo-Persian frontier. This rendering is verv doubtful.
The ^ is indisputable, but the intermediate letter," composed
>f two strokes rounded off and not resembling A, has the first
part complete and distinct, while the second forms the head of
H. In preferring nihch to nach I am supported by De Morgan

,

who argues that the reading of Mordtmann can be accepted
only if his interpretation of A be given the Pahlavi value of
Ml, a condition prohibited by the distinctness of the letter I.
He suggests as the mint name Nfhchavan, but unfortunately
he has not indicated the situation of this town.

The suggested similarity of monogram with that in Dorn

,

XXIV, fig. 38, noted in the description, does not exist.
On the contrary the monogram tallies exactly with that on
fig. 35 of the same plate and also with fig. 19 on PI. XXIX.

According to Mordtmann the mint "ram" occurs only

PI.

Kh The
mint " nihch

'

' is found frequently on the drachmes of the ephe-
meral sovereigns between Khusrau Parviz and Yezdegerd
Shahriyar. I have a coin of the second regnal year of Hor-
mazd V bearing the monogram "nihch," exactly resembling
that on the coin under review.

An important part of the obverse legend has been omitted
altogether. This is the monogram above the word yi}k (af-

zutu) behind the head of the Queen. This monogram Mordt-
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mann gives as e>uj (zaman) = for ever; but from the legend

on the gold coin of Kobad described by Drouin we may infer

that it is the shortened form of ,yt?^ (jaubanl). The whole

obverselegend of the gold coin is, in Pahla vi characters, jj^l <£%*

(jaubanl afzu), the meaning of this phrase according to

Drouin being " the glory of the young prince." In my opinion
- ^

">

the monogram in question is nothing but the word "afzu,

its gradual development being indicated by an examination first

of the legend on the obverse behind the head in Dorn, PL

XXVI, fig. 1, secondly those on figs, 11, 12 and 14 of the same

plate and fig. 20 on PL XXVII , and lastly PL XXVIII, fig. 5-

It would appear therefore that the evolution of the monogram
commenced in the latter part of the reign of Hormazd IV and

was complete by the early years of the reign of Khusrau Parviz

.

The surprising feature is its appearance side by side with the

same word in its entire form. It seems as if this were due to

ignorance on the part of the die-sinkers, who possibly regarded

the conventional form of " afzu ° asa necessary appendage to

the monogram itself.

What is the true name of this Queen ? The Persians called

her &&4 di)ji = Puran-dukht, and thus she has been desig-

nated by later Oriental and European writers ; but the suffix

'dukht' obviously indicates, for the sake of distinction, the

sex of the princess, and it is clear from the contemporary By-
zantine writers, who never designate her except by the name
of Boran, that the Persian authors of the Muhammadan epoch
changed the first letter into 'p.' The fictitious Persian form
of Puran-dukht should be rejected, as well as Taurandukht,
a popular mediaeval rendering which was clearly due to dis-

placement of the diacritical dots. The true spelling of the

name is therefore Boran, this being the Arabic and Persian
pronunciation of the correct Greek form /3opav.

Queen Boran was the daughter of Khusrau Parviz and
sister of Kobad Sheroe and Queen Azarml-dukht. Their mother
was the Princess Mary, daughter of the Emperor Maurice.
After her suffering several reverses from the Arabs the in-

habitants of Madain (Ctesiphon), then the western capita)
of the empire, revolted and Boran was deposed in October
631, the fact of her subsequent murder being recorded by
Drouin.

As Boran, according to the majority of the historians,
reigned for 16 or 17 months only, it is surprising to find coins
of her third regnal year. The Sassanian sovereigns, however,
reckoned the regnal years according to the calendar and not
from the date of accession; so that a ruler ascending the
throne in the last month of the Persian year would enter his

second regnal year on the first day of the following month.
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In this case Boran entered on her third year in the fourteenth
month of her reign. According to the calculations of Noeldeke
Queen Boran began to reign in the summer of 630 and was
deposed in the autumn of 631. As the Persian year ran from
June to June, we can safely place her accession in May or the

beginning of June 630. Thus

:

May to 16th June 630. about one month of reign, 1st year.

17th June 630 to 16th June 631, 2nd year.

17th June to October 631, about four months of reign, 3rd

year.

This makes in all about seventeen months of reign, with the

two extreme dates of May 630 and October 631. Obviously

therefore coins of the first regnal year, as that under considera-

tion, must be extremely rare, as the issues of the first month
were probably, but not necessarily, very limited.

Ftjrdoonjee D. J. Paruck.

171. The Dirham-i-Shar'ai.

Among the exceedingly varied and often artistically exe-

cuted issues of the Mughal Mints, the u legal drachms" of

Aurangzeb possess no small interest, at least for the collector

who can bring historical information to bear on Numismatic
enquiry, and can, at the same time, illustrate the often imper-

fect annals of the Musalman rulers by their coins. These
curious dirhams are so very rare as to be absolutely unrepre-

sented even in the Indian Museum, and altogether only one

or two specimens are known of the issue of one or other of

about five Mints (Allahabad, Patna, Katak, Lahor and
Multan. Whitehead, P.M.C. xxvi). But if their scarcity is

not a little provoking, the silence of the Muhammadan chronic-

lers, who are never weary of filling pages with banal descrip-

tions of pageants and ceremonies, honours and titles and even

presents and prodigies, about the date, the object, or the

circumstances connected with the is^ue of this currency, is

almost exasperating. There is not a word about them in the

valuable Introduction to the Indian Museum Catalogue,

and all that Mr. Whitehead says of them is that " apparently,

they had some bearing on dowry and the Muhammadan Law."
(P.M.C. Introduction, xxv-xxvij. In another place, he appends

the following note,:

" According to the Muhammadan Law, a property-owner

must possess assets of the value of 200 dirhams before he becomes

liable to the tax of *(# (alms). Taking the value of the dirham

to be that fixed by the Khalifah 'Umr (Omar), ten of these

dirhams are equivalent to seven Misqals. Such a dirham is

called a legal dirham, and it seems that Aurangzeb had speci-
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nieu coins made of the original value so that his subject-

might know what a, dirham actually was, and might be assessed

to aim* strictly on the basis of the ancient law-books.
' The amount of property subject to the tax of Zakcit

(alms) is called a >->Im. A nisab may consist of flocks,

chattels, money, etc. A nisab of silver is equivalent to 200
dirhams. Every ten of these dirhams must weigh seven

misqals, i.e., 1 dirham = 7/10 misqal
(
JlaJLc ). Such a dirhain

is called a legal dirham [^^A^y * * *. According to the

above data, the weight of a legal dirham is 44-6 grains.'"
{lb., p. 437).

6

Now this is the question that lies before us—Is it

possible to substantiate either of these conjectures ? In other
words, is it in our power to quote from any of the contem-
poraneous histories of Aurangzeb any reference, direct or
indirect, connecting these dirhams with the payment of dowries,
the assessment of zakat, or the levying of any other tax or du<
which it was the duty of the Faithful to pay and the privileg

t u
r« .

t0 dernand
> according to the accredited exponents

of the Muhammadan Law ? I am not aware that any such
testimony has been actually cited, and I may be therefor
permitted to quote the little that I have been able to alean on
the subject. Let me first take the question as it relates to
dowries, and mention the only instance within mv knowledge.
in which the dowry of a daughter-in-law of Aurangzeb was
fixed, by the express orders of the Emperor, at five hundred
ot these new-fangled dirhams. The passage occurs in tb
Mad

Kh
RoU ,

' _r. ™-, Vt x"ttyat-uiian jyian, the Wazir or
Bahadur Shah, Shah < Alam I. In his account of the events of
the year 1092 a.h. this writer says

:

HW *~- igftUab U^^ b y 9^ ^^^^ U)ii

(Bibliotheca Indica Text, p. 210, 11. 16-20).

escorted
11^ K-

ir
-
e6n

u
h °f R^MlQ92 A .H .] Sidi Yahy

and she e„£^T'^ daURhter °f '*""»» of BiW"
Raiab she h^H t

G^arem ° f Honour
- 0n th" twentieth of

Kajab she had the felicity of having her marriage with tbe
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Prince Muhammad A'azam consummated. The Emperor him-
self had bound the chaplet on [to the forehead of the Prince!.
The Qazi'Ahri-ii.sSa.lsim tmA f)ia mo»; n „nnn.„: .•„ il. u

was fixed at fi

with the practice of His Holiness, the Best of Mankind [i.e..
the Prophet Muhammad], on whom be Blessings and Peace."

It would appear that in his zeal to re-establish in India
the legalistic system of the Early Caliphate, and restore the
'•simple life" characteristic of the primitive days of Islam.
Aurangzeb made an endeavour to abolish the demand and
payment of extravagant sums as dower, which had becom.-
customary in his day. "Beware, make not large settle-
ments," the Prophet had said, "upon women: because if
great settlements were a cause of greatness in the world, and
of righteousness before God, surely, it would be most proper
for the Prophet of God to make them. '

' ( MishkdUal-Masabih,
Book XIII). " According to Muhammadan Law, the wife is not
entitled to a dower of more than ten dirhams in those casesm which a larger sum has not been previously fixed upon."
(Hughes, Dictionary of Islam, pp. 91, 314). "The early
Hanafi Lawyers," says Mr. Ameer 'AH, "fixed ten dirhams
(equal to about fiv* or six francs), as the minimum for dower
The Malikis inhabiting a poorer and less populous country than
that m which the early Hanafi lawyers flourished, consider
three dirhams (one franc and eighty centimes) as the lowest
sum which can be given by way of Sadak or Mahr * * *

These minima have been abandoned for a long time, and it
has become customary in different countries to fix the amount
of dower entirely by a consideration of the circumstances of the
husband and wife. In India, for example, among that portion
of the Musalman community which occupies an analogous
position to the upper middle class of English society, the
amount of dower ranges from Rs. 4,000 to 40,000. In
Behar, the latter is, generally speaking, the customary dower

;

in lower Bengal, there is no custom. Among the lower classes,
the Mahr varies from Rs. 50 to 400. In princely families the
dower consists of several lacs of Rupees." (Muhammadan Law.
II, 383).

In another place, the same authority tell us :
" The Prophet

did not enunciate any fixed rule as to the amount of dower. He
expressly left it to custom and local usages, but as he appears
to have settled five hundred dirhams upon Maimuna . the Shiahs
consider that amount to be the Mahr-i-Sunnat. The Radd-uh
Muhtar says the dower of "our Lady" Fatima was 400 dir-
hams.' * (Ibid. , II, 382 note). It is clear that in fixing the dower
of the Bijapur princess at five hundred dirhams , Aurangzeb took
as his mode] the practice of the Prophet in the case of Maimuna.
But not content with cutting down the amount, he appears to
have dreamt of introducing along with it a currency, of which
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the denomination, the weight and the legend were all borrowed
from the practice . and associated with the sacred memory of

those Apostolic rulers, 'Umar the Discriminator, and 'Usman
the Lord of the Two Lights. The opposition he met with from
his own children, and probably also the vis inerlioz of a con-

servative and obscurantist priesthood, appear to have speedily

convinced him of the futility of his efforts. In our own days,

the Amir 'Abdu-r-Rahman of Afghanistan, finding that '
' some

important and influential families used to get their sons-

in-law to sign such large amounts of dowry for their wives
against their wish that it was impossible for them to pay,"
fixed the maximum amount even for princes of the royal

family at Rs. 3,000 and the minimum at Rs. 300. (Life, Eng
Trans. II, 67.)

Indeed, this case of the Bijapur Princess is the only one that

I have been able to find, and I feel that I should be conveying
an absolutely misleading idea of its real significance, if I did not
add the following facts of collateral interest. These are that there
are no less than thirty-six other notices of the marriages of Royal
Princes or great nobles within the covers of the Mdasir-i-
'Alamgiri itself, that in eight of these cases, the various
amounts of the dowry stipulated are expressly mentioned in

Rupees only (fifty-thousand to six lacs), that the above in-

stance was the only one in which it was fixed in dirhams, and
that a marriage is recorded only four days afterwards, in which
the Kabin or Mahr was fifty-thousand Rupees. [For these
notices, see the Bibliotheca Indica Text, pp. 29, 37, 73
(Rs. 1,80,000), 74, 78 (six lacsof Rupees), 110, 112, 114, 119 (five

lacs of Rupees), 120, 124 (two lacs of Rupees), 125 (four lacs of

Rupees), 148, 152, 155, 158, 166 (two lacs of Rupees), 167, 211
(fifty thousand Rupees), 221, 225, 247, 248, 250 274, 284 (two
lacs of Rupees), 312, 347, 372, 374, 473, 479, 480, 482, 496.]

Let us now see if these dirhams are referred to in connec-
tion with any other tax or due sanctioned by Musalman jurists.
Our thoughts at once turn to the Jizya or Poll-tax, the payment
ot which was obligatory on all Zimmis, and which Aurang-
zeb re-imposed on the Hindus and others of his non-Moslem
subjects, after the lapse of more than a century. I will now
proceed, accordingly, to quote an illuminative passage which
occurs m regard thereto in the Mirat-i-Ahmadi of 'Ali Muham-
mad pan. The author was Diwan of Gujarat in the reign
of Muhammad Shah, and he has written a history of the Pro-
vince under Mughal rule, which is truly remarkable for the
wealth o statistical detail that is buried in its pages.
AmoQg other things, he informs us that no less than five lacs
of Rupees were annually realized by the Jizya in this single
province, and he quotes extracts from the Imperial Farnian
by which it was re-imposed.

After defining the Ahl-i-Zimma, as the People of the Book
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(Jews and Christians), Magians (Zoroastrians) and Idolators,
and exempting from payment women, the young, the blind,'

on to say

:

goes

-fb*

^U ^a *r ^f y o*j *i^j j^i ^ ;)Aa< ^^ ^ ^i»

^«,fjl Jfcbjl? ^yy> 8i y ^l^af ^fl^ JbUjUx

^ o *r cwf^ d^U ^i i.^ tfgy eXi-c >0 Af 0.-JT Ji->«

,

Mutawassat

1

* &£b ^ ^;0>
0-e ^ jf

y

01
Mift-i-Ahmadi, Bombfty Lithograph, 1307 a.h., Part I,

•il^j (collated with a manuscript).
" Secondly.—Every year, twelve dirhams should be taken

from the Faqir, twenty-four dirhams from the
"

forty-eight from the Ghani. But as dirhams a
fact, not current, three tolahs and one masha u ^^^ Llll , a
and one-twentieth of a masha of silver may be taken from the
Faqir, and twice as much from the Mutawassat and the double
of the latter from the Ghani. They should not insist [on re-
ceiving payment in any particular medium]. If any one gives
Rupees, they should be taken [accepted], if they contain the
same weight of silver. And dirhams should be taken [accepted]
after dirhams are in circulation.

Thirdly. ion as

Mutawassat
should act according to the following interpretation. He is
the Ghani [lit. Rich] who has property worth ten-thousand
dirhams or more. The Mutawassat (lit. Middling) is he whose
goods are worth more than two hundred dirhams, and the
Faqir (lit. poor) is he whose possessions are less than two
hundred dirhams."

Detailed instructions are then given to the effect that the
Jizya should be brought by the payer in person and not sent
by a messenger, that the payer should stand while the collec-
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tor remained sitting, that the collector should place his hand
over that of the payer, and take the money out of it. The
Ghani (Rich) were at liberty to pay the whole amount at once,
t,VlA "M lltfl.11V?QQrti (A\\AA\\Y\f*\ rv^rrVtl **«»••« 44- :« 4- : 4-~l.~rv^4-r.Mutawassat (Middling) might pay it in two instalments,
and the Faqir (Poor) in four. It is also provided that the tax
should be remitted on conversion to Islam and it was to cease
also in case of death.

These statements are so explicit, and the explanation they
furnish of the origin of these coins is so satisfactory, that it is

scarcely necessary to say much by way of comment. It is

clear that these dirhams were not current when this Farman
was issued about Safar 1090 a.h., as the Madsir-i- 1 Alamgiri
expressly tells us. (Bibl. Indica Text, p. 174. Elliot and
Dowson VII, p. 296 note). It is also plain that they were
first coined some time afterwards, in fulfilment of the promise
made in the Farman, and with the object of making it easy
for the Zimmis to pay, and the officers to receive, the tax
as it had been paid and levied in the days of the Khalif
of old. We know that "the Caliph Omar, during his time,
taxed those who were not of his faith, at the rate of 48

*«„ *Lf

7o?ra
S
n8

i°
f cond

;

itiorl
>
24 for those of the middle

This was called the Jaziyahand

trans
See also the Hedayat, Book IX, Cap. II and VIII.

After having seen how closely Aurangzeb followed the
example of 'Urnar in this and other instances, let me now
say a few words about the equivalent weight in silver of twelve
dirhams. This is expressly stated to be 3 tolas, 1 masha and
three-fourths and one-twentieth of a masha. With the tola

£L i*
a
?7i f

m58ha 0f 15 g18 - this wou]d amount to
540 + 15 + 114 + f . 567 grs. Divided by 12, this would fix the
gross weight of the dirham at 47-25 grs.-a result which approxi-
mates very closely the actual weight of the specimens in
our Museums (Whitehead, P.M.C. Nos. 1950 and 2271) and
private cabinets, and also the theoretical limit arrived at by
tue most recent continental authorities on EarlV Musalman
Metrology. « The most probable weight," savs Zambaur, " is

^7 grammes, which best agrees with the extant coins and
glass-weights as well as with the coin-weights of the time of

lwU • J** .

295-32^ = 908-932 a.c), discovered by E. T.

fvXTJ?- < ^iyUm
' (E

'
V

- Zambaur, in Houtsma's En-

arrivSr^u0f
fl

Islam
'

article Dirham). Decourdemanche has

cXkHnn! ,T
gT £ 83 gramme8 b? a seri*s of ingeni0US£1? (J
* ^ ^ecourdemanche, Etude Metrologique et

xNumismatique sur les Misqals et Dirhams Arabes, 1908?.
2 97 grammes = 45-8 grains; 2-83 grammes = 43-8 grains.

«nfWK
question is, had these dirhams any connection

h ,L htrr
Smen

i
°f Z?Ui also

' In other ™rds, were they
issued by Aurangzeb with the object that his " subjects might
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be assessed to alms strictly on the basis of the ancient Law
tfooks? It is impossible to answer the question in the
affirmative. It is almost equally difficult to give a definite
reply in the negative. All that can be said, in the present
state of knowledge, is that no direct evidence has yet come tohand of the connection, and that the indirect evidence that is
available is rather against than in favour of the supposed
connection. This indirect evidence I may be now permitted
to summarise. Of the three contemporary chronicles of Au-
rangzeb which have been published, the 'Alamgir-narneh, the
Maasir-v- Alamgiri and the Muntakhabu-lLubab , the first tells
us nothing whatever about the matter. The author of the
Maasir has a solitary reference to the zakat in the long and
perfervid eloge at the end of the volume, and states that be-
fore his accession, Aurangzeb used scrupulously to pay the
pkat that was due on his food and clothing, that after com-
ing to the throne, he devoted to that purpose the proceeds of
several villages and two or three salt-producing tracts which
were appropriated to the privy purse, and that he gave the
entire income from these sources to the Arbab-i-Istahqaq—
deserving persons. (Bib. Ind. Text, p. 525). The little that
may be gleaned from Khafi Khan's Muntakhabu-l-Lubab is
slightly more to the purpose, and may be read in Dowson's
translation, which, as usual, expresses the general sense of the

KhafiKh
tic#l

ing the commercial goods of Musalmans, from tax throughout
the dominion of Hindustan. * * * The Revenue Officers
then reported that Musalmans * * * passed the goods of
Hindus in their names, and thus the payment of the zakat
prescribed by the law was avoided. So an order was given
that, according to the Law, two and a half per cent should be
taken from Musalmans and five per cent from Hindus."
(Elliot and Dowson, History of India, VII, 293).

The last sentence is of some importance and it is neces-
sary to quote the historian's actual words:

A „ •

f#J& *" l$V °°V & ]S° J t*!
U >y-«H * ^yoy^

* **fy *l
*J *J* )! *JJj; ^ J &KUl~* )| *XJ

(Bib. Ind, Text, II. 230.)

"He commanded that in conformity with ancient usag
and the Illustrious Law, Rupees two and a half should be

ft 3 e^UW )l *^j;

from Hindus. 5 >

Musalmans and Rupees fi

It is not unworthy of note that there is an express refer-
ence here to Rupees, and nothing whatever is said about assess-
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ing either the Faithful or the Infidel to "alms" in dirhams,

though the order referred to by Kbafi Khan was issued some

time after their actual coinage,

I now come to the Mirat-i-Ahmadi, of which the writer

again quotes the ipsissima verba of five Imperial Farmans on

the subject of zakat. The first of these is dated 4th Shawwal

1075 a.h. and was issued with the object of doing away, once

for all, with the unequal rates at which the zakat was levied

in different parts of the Imperial dominions, and establishing a

uniform rate of M one in forty" (2\ percent) for Musalrnans

and " two in forty
'

' (5 per cent) for Hindus. (Mirat-i-Ahmadi,

Bombay Lithograph 1307 a.h., Part I, pp. 272-73). By the

second, bearing date 25 Zilq'ad 1077 a.h., Musalman mer-

chants were exempted from payment of the tax, which con-

tinued to be levied from the goods of the Hindu traders.

(Ibid., pp. 280-81). The third re-impo3ed it on the former on

the 5th of Rabi-ul-Awwal of the 25th Regnal year (1093 a h.)

on account of their collusion with Hindus for the purpose of

defrauding the Exchequer (Ibid., pp. 315-10). The fourth

was issued in 1099 a.h. and enjoined that the tax should be

levied not, as heretofore, in the place where the goods had
been purchased, but in that where they were actually sold.

(Ibid., pp. 335-6). Ten years afterwards (1109 a.h.) the rule

was again altered and it was determined, for fiscal reasons,
to revert to the old practice of realizing the zakat in the place

of purchase. (Ibid., pp. 357-58).

Now there is no reference whatever to these Dirahini-i-

Shar'aiinany one of these five documents, although the last

three were all issued after the coinage of the dirhams had
commenced about the 24th Regnal year (1092) to which the

specimen in the Punjab Museum belongs. (Whitehead, P.M.C
No, 1950). It must be remembered also that the zakat was an
ad valorem duty, and as the value of the goods of merchant
were entered in their Bills of Lading and Invoices only in

Rupees, the Revenue Officers must have found it very incon-
venient to levy the duty in any other medium than the current
coin of the Realm. Indeed, in determining the value of the

nisdb or minimum exempted from the payment of zakat by
the Law of the Prophet, Aurangzeb himself found it necessary
to express its equvalent in two of these Farmanfl (the first

and the third), only in Rupees (Rs. 52-8 and Rs. 54-12-6).
(Mxrat, pp. 278 and 316.) It is possible to deny any signifi-

cance to this fact, but it may also be maintained with reason,
that if the Emperor had seriously intended to make the zakat
payable optionally or otherwise, in the new-fangled dirhams,
he would have employed the phrase 200 dirhams, or at least

ii
e^Jernatlve exPression '200 dirhams or Rs. 52-8' (or Rs.

54-12-6).

I am aware that this is at best a negative argument, and
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that the silence of these documents on the subject is far from
conclusive. I have however thought it my duty to state the
other side of the case, so far as my knowledge will permit.

Briefly, we may say with some confidence that these
legal dirhams had their origin in, and were the direct result
of, Aurangzeb's re-imposition of the Jizya. Of this, we have
a confirmation in the fact that the only Emperor in whose
times the issue of these pieces appears to have been revived,
was Farrukhsiyar. A solitary specimen of this re-issue in the
Punjab Museum is of the 6th Regnal year (Whitehead. P.M.C.
No. 2271). We have the testimony of KJiafi Khan to the effect
that in that very year an order was passed for levying the
Jizya strictly from the Hindus, that this was done at the
instance of 'Inayat-u-llah Khan, who had been Aurangzeb's
own Munshi and now became Financial Minister, and that it

gave great offence to Ratan Chand, the Hindu Diwan and facto-
tum of the all-powerful Sayyad c Abdullah (E. D. VII, pp. 462
and 447. Muntakhbu-l-Lubab, II, 775. See also the Siyar-a -

Mutakharin. Eng. trans., Calcutta Reprint 1902, I, p. 105).
Secondly, they appear to have been also connected with

Aurangzeb's projected reform in regard to the reduction of the
extravagant amounts which had then come to be demanded
as mahr.

But it is impossible to say in the present state of know-
ledge, that they were issued with the object that the subjects
"may be assessed to alms or zakat on the basis of the Mint
Law Books." This part of the question must, for present,
remain undecided, and we must wait for further evidence on
that head.

S. H, HODIVALA.

P.S.—I have followed the manuscript referred to in taking
the weight of silver equivalent to 12 Dirhams as 3 Tolas,
and l+(f + TV) Masha, and supposed it to stand for 567grs.
at 180 grs to the Tola. If the weight of the Mughal Tola was,
as some competent writers believe, 186 grs. Troy, this would
amount to 585-^ grs. in the aggregate, and give an average
weight of 48f§ grs. for the single Dirham. In the Bombay
Lithograph of the Mirat4-Ahmadi, the weight of silver is thus

stated : a£U &<&** *&**j « *£U a£U *j < • i ^ <?u» « &AU u& % &)+> ***

A^o

<w

suspicion ; but supposing that the meaning is 3 Tolas, 1 Masha,
3 Surkhs (i.e. Rati8) and (J + ¥̂ ) of a Masha, the weight of
silver would, at 180 grs. to the Tola, be 564 f grs. (540 + 15
+ 5£ + 3| + §), and we should have an average of 47TV grs.

only for the Dirham. If the Tola is supposed to be equivalent
to 186 grs. this would result in an aggregate weight of 583* grs.
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(558 + 15i + 5i + 3| + |i) for 12 Dirhams, and the average
°f 48|i grs. for the Dirham. The difference is not of any great
consequence, and it is clear at any rate that the Dirham was
valued at a little more than four annas. According to the
contemporary writer quoted in Jonathan Scott's Historv of
the Dekkan (II. 149), a rich Hindu., possessing two thousand
rupees worth of property, was bound to pay Thirteen Rupees.
Ihis corresponds, obviously, to the 48 Dirhams which the
(rhani or wealthy man, possessing ten thousand Dirhams, was
obliged to contribute, and the Dirhams must therefore have
been equal to 16 x 13 = 208-43 annas, i.e. 4 annas and a
quarter.

S. H. H.

172. "A NEW TYPE OF SlLVER DiRHAM OF THE SASSANIAN
Monarch ZXmasp (Jiiaisp)." ]

k Tu
My

rrS.

ttenti°^ was drawn recentl7 to the article thus entitled
by Mr. Ihanawalla, thanks to the kindness of my learned friend
ut. J J. Modi in putting at my disposal the back numbers of
the Numismatic Supplement. Careful consideration of the des-
cription and the illustration of the coin leads me definitely to
the conclusion that the drachme in question is not attributable

.o^rSP T WaS
?
SSU6d by^ usrau L I ™uld hesitate to

come forward were it not for the following forcible reasons.

om j • .} P
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On the other hand I am unaware of any coin of Zamasp bear-
ing a crescent in the field of the obverse. Similarly the star be-
hind the head is a constantly recurring device on the coins of
^husrau I, but is never, I believe, found on those of Zamasp.

Of still more importance is the actual legend. On the coins
of Zamasp the name is given usually in the abbreviated form
of Zam, as admitted by Mr. Thanawalla. and occurs but rarelym full. Mordtmann (Z.D.M.G., 1865, p. 440) describes adrachme
of this king on the obverse of which he believes the full name
to be legible

; and in Dorn (PI. XVIII, fig. 8) we find a solitary
specimen with Zamasp in its entirety, having Zam on the right
and Asp on the left of the crown. No coin yet discovered,
however, bears merely the second half of the name, and in the
case under discussion I would submit that not only is the read-
ing h^9 = (a)sp untenable but that mv rendering oi

of
j»11

The first3&*JU = Khus(rui) is both natural and con
portion of the inscription is composed of the latter half of " a

"
and "u" and the second letter is unquestionably "s." The
first stroke of the " a " is not apparent, but the " u " is very
distinct (cf. Dorn, PI. XXII, fig. 6; also PI. XXII, fig. 14, PI.XXV, fig. 56, and PL XXVI, figs. 10 and 14).

I refer to the coin illustrated by Dorn (PI. XXII fig 6)more particularly as it was struck at the same mint (Merv)' as
that under discussion, and consequently we may expect to find
in both the same local characteristics in script

; peculiarities in
writing being almost as common as local distinctions in dialect
I he com given by Dorn is of the fourth regnal year, while that
under review is of the third, and the two present a marked
similarity in almost every respect. This similarity is most
striking in the case of the first two letters of the obverse
legend. I have in my own cabinet a coin of the fifth regnal
year of Khusrau I from the same mint, and this again dis-
plays almost identical characteristics, save it bears on the ob-

Khus (rui) bearing
under examination.

fzu; the legend

Mordtmann
(Z.D.M.G., XXXIV, 1880, p.109) the mint city of Merv is not
mentioned as issuing coins of the third year of Zamasp, and this
year is similarly omitted in the history of the Merv mint by
De Morgan (Revue Numismatique, 1913, p. 349).

The crescents on the margin constitute a further point of
material importance in the design. These are never found on
the coins of Zamasp, and Drouin (Rev. Arch., 1898) states defi-
nitely that their introduction dates from the thirteenth year of
Kobad I (501 a.c), whereas Zamasp reigned from 497 to 499
a.c. It must be remembered that the reign of Kobad is divided
into two parts

; the first from 488 to 497 (regnal years I to 9),
and the second, after Zamasp, from 499 to 531 (years 11 to 43)!
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The reverse of the coin, however, with its striking resem-

blance to that figured by Dorn, affords to my mind the most

convincing proof that the drachme belongs to the early years of

Khusrau I. In connection with the local divergence in script

and speech noted above it is most significant that the coin

illustrated by Dorn bears on the reverse the Pahlavi word
chehar

M
instead of the Semitic " arba," this being the only

instance known to me in which the Pahlavi word is used in place

of the Semitic in the case of the first ten units. On my coin of

the fifth and on that of the third year described by Mr. Thana-
walla the fire-altar and the attendants are exactly similar.

There are no crescents on the margin of the reverse, and none
has ever been found on the reverse of any coin of Khusrau I.

The conclusion seems irresistible. For the reasons given

the coin must be regarded as one of Khusrau I, since in view
of the many other considerations it appears impossible to at-

tribute it to any other monarch on the one disputable ground
of the reading of an indistinct letter.

Strength is lent to this conclusion by Dorn who in his pre-

face to the plates of Bartholomaei (p. 7) states that " these

are arranged chronologically, on the grounds of their

artistic execution, the manner in which the hair is dressed, the
forms of the fire-altar, the astral signs, the granular ornaments
round the coins and other indications which are necessary for

the deciphering of the inscriptions." On the following page he
remarks that with these plates at hand " one can easily attri-

bute each Sassanian coin, with very few exceptions, to the

coins

was
from the time of King Jamasp.

FlJRDOONJEE D. J. PaKUCK.

173. "The Zoroastrian Deity * Ardoshr ' or
'Ardvishur' on Indo-Scythian Coins."

With reference to the paper No. 149 on "The Zoroastrian
Deity ' Ardoshr ' or ' Ardvishur • on Indo-Scythian Coins " by
Mr. Framjee Jamasjee Thanawalla, published in the Numis-
matic Supplement No. XXV, in the course of which he re-

marks that an idea has recently struck him that the legend
APAOXt>0 can be read as ardoshr = ardvishur = the female
deity, goddess of sea, Avan Ardshur, I may be allowed to p lint
out that no grounds are given for this suggestion and that the
transition from the original ardukhsh into ardoshr and then
into ardvishur is far from clear. He represents Avan Ardshur as
the goddess of the sea, but this term is a corruption and finds
no place in the Avesta language. The correct term is Ardvi-
<?ura Anahita. We find in the Avesta " I shall offer unto the
holy Ardvi?ura Anahita, goddess of the heavenly streams, pure
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and undefiled, a goodly sacrifice accompanied by an oblation."
Yasht V, 9.

Ardvi<jura Anahita, the Anaitis of the Greeks (compared
by some with the Greek Artemis and by others with the Greek
Aphrodite), the Mylitta of the Babylonians, the Astarte or
Asteroth of the Syrians and the Venus of the Romans, was the
female deity that presided over waters. As water led to th
fertility of the soil, and as women led to the fructification and
increase of the human race, this deity Anahita, like her proto-
types among other nations, was connected closely with the
beauty of women and with their fructifying powers. Anahita
is mentioned further in the Avesta as purifying the wombs of
women and easing the pains of childbirth.

Kangavar is a small town of great antiquity, lying directly
on the route between Bisitun and Hamadan in Persia and con-
tains important ruins of a temple of the Ancient Persian Diana.
Jackson (Persia Past and Present, p. 240), after examining
these ruins, believes " that they are the remains of a temple of

Anahita, the great Persian goddess of the heavenly streams,
whom the Greeks identified with Artemis or Diana and whose
worship was widespread throughout Iran in the time of Arta-
xerxes Mnemon in the fourth century before Christ."

Curzon (Persia, vol. II, p. 133) states that ''Anahita,
Anahidh, or Tanata, the Anaitis of the Greeks, the ruins of a
temple to whom at Kangavar I have already noticed in vol. L
p. 51, was a goddess who from the end of the fifth century B.C.

played a part in the official religion of Persia somewhat similar
to the Phoenician Astarte, the Babylonian Mylitta, the Arabian
Alitta, and the Hellenic Aphrodite. According to Plutarch,
statues to her were put up in all the great cities of the empire.
She is supposed to have been of Armenian or Cappadocian
origin. The popular translation of her name into Artemis, or

Diana, appears to me to be incorrect.'

'

The term Avan Ardshur, as given by Mr. Thanawalla, if

taken in its correct form Avan Ardvigura would mean * the

waters of the Oxus." Avan (plural form of av = water) means
waters, and the river Ardvigura of the Avesta has been identi-

fied with the Oxus. Anahita means "immaculate
"

«.'
9

Drouin reads the legend APAOXt>0 as Ardokhsho (see Le
Nimbe sur les Monnaies des Rois Indo-Scythes, Revue Numis-
matique, 1901, p. 156).

Dr. E. W. West (Grundriss der Iranischen Philologie, II

Band. Ill Lieferung, Pahlavi Literature, pp. 75 and 76) reads

and explains this legend as follows :

—

ApdovSos Ardvaxso (Avesta, A§ivanguhi). That is, Ashi

vanguhi.

proceeds
Greek alphabet, which occasioned the use of the vowel o for

the sounds of h and v (English w), in addition to its own, these
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Greek transcripts ought to represent something like the Iranian

pronunciation of the first century after Christ. And it is re-

markable that this pronunciation often approaches much

nearer to the modern Persian than to the sound indicated by

the written Pahlavi, which latter seems to preserve traces of an

older pronunciation more like that of ancient Persian and the

Awesta; this is especially seen in the names Mihro, Sahrevaro,

and Vado, when compared with the Phlv, Mitro, Satraver, and

Yato. The final vowel o, which is very rarely replaced by 1 or

e on these coins, is used after every consonant that occurs; but

in MS. Pahlavi it occurs only after b, p, t, 8, k, n and g.

Sir M. Aurel Stein has come, correctly in my opinion, to

the conclusion that this legend represents the Zoroastrian deity

Ashisvang or Ardishvang, but he hesitates in the absence of

more conclusive evidence, as he cannot reconcile her common
name with the form of the legend. He also hesitates about the

legend At>A6IXt>0 which he would identify, again correctly as

I believe, with Ardibahist, provided that any satisfactory evi-

dence could be found for the phonetic change of sht into

khsh.

One very strong evidence in favour of the above identifica-

tion of Ashishvang is the representation of the goddess on coins

with cornucopise in her hands, thus resembling the Greek

Tyche, the personification of Wealth and Fortune. The Hindu

oddess Lakshmi is an exact prototype of Ashishvang.
Mr. Thanawalla takes the final o in the legend as an iza*

fat: but this simple explanation does not help us, as an izafat

necessarily implies possession of something, and there is nothing

possessive in the phrase.

In Pahlavi an optional o is often found following the let-

ters b, p, f, t, eh, j, k, and n either in the body or at the end

of words. Even the oldest MSS. fail to observe any uniformity

as regards this redundant o, but insert or omit it indiscrimin-

ately. This seems to show that o though inserted long ago

was not pronounced. European savants ive this redundant

letter the sound 6. Formerly it was explained as being a-

remnant of the Avesta case terminations. This ending in °

may be a dialectic peculiarity of the Indo-Scythian race.

Examples are not wanting of Grecised Persian names, M-
Tiridates, Oromazis, Pharnabazos, Tiribazos, etc.

Should this letter be pronounced ? Perhaps not, as we

have similar examples of mute letters in other living languages.

For example, in English we find words like know, fruit, con-

demn, column, calm, psalm, etc., where a letter or letters are

quiescent; in French the consonants at the end of words are

generally mute; and the Persian language, which owes its origin

to Pahlavi, has h mute in many words.
Both Drs. Haug and West have agreed that this optional
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final letter was a vowel, either u or o, equivalent to the final i

added to many words in Sassanian Pahlavi, and that it probab-
ly represented some indistinct short vowel sound, resembling
that which is inherent in all the consonants of Indian langu-
ages. Dr. Haug suggested that a short 6, distinguished by the
prosodial symbol of brevity, might be suitable, to which Dr.
West assented, adding that a simple short o is sufficient, since
its position, at the end of a word, explains the nature of the
sound. Where, however, it may represent an 6 or ao in an
original language, it should be written 6 (see Arda-Viraf, Intro-

duction, pp. xxxviii— xli, by Dr. Martin Haug, 1871).

Dr. West (Cama Memorial Volume, p. 108) says :
" If Haug

had lived till 1887, he would have been delighted to read a con-
firmation of his suggestion in Dr. M. A. Stein's Zoroastrian
Deities on Indo-Scythian coins. These coins supply a dozen
names of Zoroastrian Yazats in Greek uncials, each name end-
ing with the shorter Greek 0, which letter is also used to ex-

press the Avesta v, h and th. But the forms of the names are

Pahlavi, such as one would hardly expect to be as- old as the
first century a.d., the period usually assigned to the Indo-Scy-
thic kings whose names these coins also bear." l

I must note that A0PO with the variant A90P0 is found
on the gold coins of Huvishka, and not AGbO or A0Ot>O as

given by Mr. Thanawalla. The reading athsho has no meanim
known to me, but A0PO is directly derived from the Zend athr
and is identical with the Pahlavi atro and the Persian adhar,
" fire." The latter form has survived side by side with the more
common atash (a descendant of the ancient nominative atars),

chiefly as the name of the 9th Zoroastrian month and also the

9th day of every month. (See Sir M. A. Stein's paper, p. 12.)

Similarly the first letter of the legend PAOPHOPO has
been recorded by Mr. Thanawalla as t>, but this too is inaccu-

rate. The Scythian P bears here the phonetic character of sh

exactly as it does in the case of the well-known KOPANO =
Kushan.

FlJRDOONJEE D. J. PARUCK.
2Stk May, 1916.

174. On a Gold Coin of the Sassanian King Shapur
the Great.

On the death of Hormazd II (310 a.a), his natural heir

Hormazd was set aside by the nobles, who disliked his inclination

1 A more interesting and to my mind more convincing example of

this is to be found in the mute vowel T> which forms the termination in

Cyrillic characters of practically every Russian word ending, as far as its

pronunciation is concerned . in a consonant.—H. N.
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towards Hellenic culture, and a posthumous son, the famous

Shapur II, was elected to occupy the throne even before he

was born, the coronation ceremony being performed imme-

diately after the Mobed's declaration that the embryo was of the

male sex ! This monarch reigned for the extraordinarily long

period of seventy years and was a contemporary of no fewer

than ten Roman Emperors beginning with Galerius and ending

with Valentinian II.

Shapur dealt a heavy blow to the Romans by conquering

the five provinces beyond the Tigris and several other for-

tresses in 363 a.c. The Romans were utterly routed and Julian

was killed. Thus gloriously for Iran closed the long series of

campaigns waged by Shapur, who was deservedly termed

the "Great " for having raised Sassanian Persia to a position

higher than any it had occupied in the past.

Shapur the Great, who passed away in 379 a.c, was of

superb physique and remarkable valour, and was well served

by a devoted people. He possessed not only military talents

of a high order, but also tenacity of purpose that was lack-

ing in many members of the dynasty. He founded many
cities.

Shapur left Persia at the zenith of her power and glory,

in possession of favourable treaty with the great Western
Power at whose prestige he had dealt a deadly blow, and with

no powerful enemy threatening the eastern boundaries.
Shapur was surnamed by the Arab authors Dhou'l-aktaf,

"Lord of the Shoulders," without doubt on account of his

bodily strength. The Pahlavi expression is not known. Ma-
saudi says that he gained this appellation from having disloca-

ted the shoulders of his captives, the Arab pirates of his

maritime borders. Mirkhond says he strung his prisoners to-

gether by piercing a hole through their shoulders. Gibbon
erroneously spells the title Dhulaknaf or Protector of the Nation-
(See also Noeldeke, Tabari, p. 52, and Journal Asiati que, Decem-
ber 1841, p. 510.)

The ancient orthography of the name Shapur was in

Persian SJiahpufcra, "son of a king," which we find in the

Cuneiform inscriptions under the form Kshathiya puthra. In

the inscriptions of Naqshi-Rajab, Haji-abad, Taqi-Bostan and
Takht-i-Jamshed the name of SJiapur is found as S_hahpuhri ( witl

the final i the nominative sign). The form under which thi

name (Sapor) has come down to us is the transcription of Greek
contemporanan authors tanwp with the <u for our knowledge that
the Persians pronounced the double syllable of the word por or

pour with one long vowel. But the form 2o/3«P also occurs
among the authors of the Sassanian epoch. Cunningham has

published (Num. Chron., 1893, p. 173, pi. IV) the copper eoins
of the type of Rhapiir II struck probably in the distant pro-

vinces, with a legend in Kushan characters where it is read
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Siiaboro. Lastly, on the Sassanian engraved gems we find
the form Shapouh.

In the inscription A of Taqi-Bostan deciphered bv S deSacy in 1809, Shapur II styles himself .-Mazdaiasn vohia Shah-puhn malkan malka Airan ve Aniran, rainochetri men Yazdan
bara mazdaiasn vohia Auhrmazdi. . . .napi vohia Narsahi mal-
kan malka.

^
Ihe Ormazd-worshipper, excellent Shapur. king

of kings of Iran and non-Iran, of divine origin from God, son of
the Ormazd-worshipper, excellent Hormazd, grandson of the
excellent Narses, king of kings."

Mordtmann describes under No. 270 (Z.D.M.G., 1880 p 66)
a drachme of Shapur II showing on the reverse a word' which
he read Yazdikert. Thus he discovers and introduces a king of
this name (other than the three already known) who revolted
against Shapur and whose reign was very short; but the exis-
tence of this Yezdegerd is not mentioned by the historians orany other writer. The reading of Mordtmann is very contest-
able in view of the facsimile that is given of the legend

Description of the Coin.

Metal—Gold.
Weight— 110 grains.
Size— -78".

Obverse—The bust of king to right, wearing a mural crown
with three points embattled, surmounted by the traditional
globe with the fillets of the diadem floating behind the head
Ihe hair is brought back and arranged in a cluster of locks.A moustache and a short curly beard, an earring and a necklace
ot pearls with jewels in front. Bust clothed in dress.

In front of the face instead of a legend, a succession of
dots parallel to the grenetis.

The whole device enclosed in a grenetis.
Reverse.—The fire-altar similar to those of Ardeshir I with-

out the side personages. Fillets are floating from both sides of
the upper base of the altar, the column of which is fluted.

On both sides of the fire parallel to the grenetis, an illegible
legend. Grenetis.

As far as I am aware with few rare exceptions all the gold
and silver coins of SJiapur that have been published have some
legend on the obverse whether legible, barbaric or indistinct,
whereas this coin has no legend whatever on the face. Mordt-
mann (Z.D.M.G., 1880, p. 149) gives the number of the gold
coins known to him of this king to be 18. Since then the
Catalogue of the Indian Museum, Calcutta (vol. I, 1906)
published three more. One is in the cabinet of Mr. Maneck
R. Settna and this one of mine bring the total number of
known gold coins of SJiapur II to 23.
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Obverse* Reverse.

31r<t May, 1916.

FURDOONJEE D. J. PaRUCK,

175. The Weights of Aurangzeb's Dams.

I do not know if the attention of students of Mughal numis-

matics has been ever arrested by the change which is observ-

able in the weights of all those Dams of Aurangzeb's which were

issued after the fifth regnal year. There are four examples

only of Aurangzeb's copper coinage in the Indian Museum.
All the four weigh between 210 and 215 grs. only (Nos 1646—

1649), and the two which bear dates are of the 8th and

39th years. The Panjab Museum contains in all 41 specimens,

of which six are fractional pieces of 30, 37, 61, (2), 90 and 150

grs. (Nos. 1980, 1991, 1986-7, 1953 and 1970). Of the rest,

only nine have weights ranging from a minimum of 285 to a

maximum of 320 grs. It is unfortunate that all but three of

them are not dated, but those three (Nos. 1967, 1968, 1978) areof

the fourth and fifth years. An overwhelming majority, viz. 25.

weigh much less; No. 1969 falls so low as 190 grs., and the

heaviest (No. 1982) does not rise above 217. These light coins

come from different mints in all part3 of the Empire—Akbara-

bad , Bairat , Haidarabad , Surat, Shahjahanabad , Katak , Lahore

Macchlipatan, Multan and Narnol, and their dates range from

the seventh year to the forty-ninth. At the same time, there is

not a coin of the heavy type which is of any year subsequent

to the fifth. It is evidently impossible, under the circumstances
to attribute the decline in weight to the dishonesty or caprice of an

individual mint-master or governor of a province. It is equally

difficult to suppose that it was part of a scheme for the debase-

ment of the currency, by a government hanging on the verge

of bankruptcy, for no synchronous diminution in the weight

or standard of fineness of the Muhr or the rupee is perceptible.

Nor are there any signs, at least in the first five years of this

very long reign, of an exhausted treasury or even of financial

embarrassment. What then is the explanation ? I beg permis-

sionJbo quote in extenso two passages on the subject from the

MiraUi Ahmadi :
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This passage occurs in a chapter of which the heading is,
4i The Fixing of the Weight of the Dam at fourteen Mashas.'

'

Mirat-irAhmadi , Bombay Lithograph, 1307 a.h.

Part I, pp. 279—280.

"As in those days, the commodity, copper, had become
scarce, the money-changers of the city of Ahmadabad had
black coins of iron [made and] circulated, and they exchanged
them only at exorbitant (lit. heavy) rates. Consequently,
Mahabat Khan [the Subahdar of Ahmadabad] ordered out a

large quantity of copper from all quarters, and had it stamped
with the auspicious name, though a slight reduction was made
in the weight, in comparison with the old copper (lit. black)

coins. He issued to the Superintendent of the mint a sanad
(authority, voucher) for writing off the annual profit made from
the copper (lit. black) coinage. The Superintendent reported

the matter to the Diwan [the chief Financial Officer] of the

Subah, who declared that without a sanad (authority or sanction)

from His Majesty, he could not forego the said revenue from
the copper money. The Governor of the Province replied that

if his sanad was upheld by the Court, which was the Asylum
of the Universe, it would be [so much the] better; otherwise,

his humble self (2*1. the slave) would [out of his private purse]

pay to the Public Treasury the amount of annual revenue [made
by the State from the copper coinage]. When the above-men-
tioned fact reached the August Presence through the Reports

[of the Official Newswriters], an Imperial (lit. universally-obeyed

and world-subduing) mandate was beneficently addressed to
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the Diwan [to the effect] that the weight of the Dam was [now]

fixed at 14 Mashas, that pieces of that weight should be coined

and circulated, and that one year's revenue of the mint was
not to be accounted for (lit excused, foregone).'

'

The second passage is as follows

:

JU &» JjU ^jli ^jL J*)}*}* *£ JU <U^ )jSLA AiU »^;l^ ggjj

(Jf»ra«, Part I, p. 282, II. 4-11).

" The Mutasaddis (officials) in charge of the garden-houses
and other Karkhanas [public establishment

|
of the city of

Ahmadabad represented to the celestial court that the wages of
day-labourers and others had been formerly paid in a FalQ*
weighing 21 Mashas

; but the circulation of the said Fains had
been suspended (lit. laid aside) since the beginning of the month
of Shawwal of the aforesaid year [1076 a.h.], and a [nother]
Falus of the auspicious 'Alamgiti stamp, of which the weight
had been fixed at 14 Mashas, had become current ; that the day-
labourers refused to accept the present coins in lieu of the old
(lit former) Falus, and said that the one differed from the
other as ten [differs] from fifteen. When this fact reached the
August Presence, the Diwan of the Subah received orders to
the effect that in the payment of daily wages, the value of the
lanka m Falus should be raised in the proportion of ten to
hfteen. From that time, the Tanka has been fixed in Gujarat
at three Falus.'

*

'

reason gone up considerably at this time, that the merchants,
as well as the state, had ceased to get copper money coined on
account of the little or no profit left to either by the rise in the
cost of the metal and that the deficiency of the chief circulat-
ing medium of the poorer classes was productive of great
inconvenience. It must be borne in mind that the Mughal
system was a system of free coinage in all the metals. In other
words, any private individual had the right of bringing bullion
to the mint m any quantities, and have it coined on defraying
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the actual cost of coinage (or * brassage'), at certain specified
rates, and paying a seigniorage of about five per cent. The
regulations on the subject may be found in a chapter of the
Ain-i Akbari, headed the * Profit of the Dealers in Gold and
Silver,' from which the following lines relating to the coinage of

copper will bear to be quoted :

" 1044 dams buy one man of copper, i.e. at the rate of 2&d.

2lj. per ser. Out of this quantity one ser is burnt away in melt-
ing; and as each ser yields 30 dams, there are coined altogether
1170 dams, from which the merchant takes his capital, and
18d, 19i?\ as profit; 33d. 10?. go to the workmen: and 15d. Sj.

for necessaries (viz. 13d. 8j\ for charcoal; Id for water; and
Id. for clay) ; 5&ld go to the State."—Blcchmann, Ain

y
Tr. I,

p. 38.

It is easy to understand that the wages of the workmen
and the cost of the "Necessaries" would not be at all affected
by an extraordinary rise in the price of copper. It would be
the profit of the merchant (about 19 dams) and the seigniorage
(58|d.) which would be in danger of being considerably reduced,
if not extinguished. 1 It is also evident that under such
circumstances, it would be to the interest, neither of the mer-
chant nor of the State, to invest capital in the coinage of
copper pieces of the normal weight, as neither could be expected
to sacrifice private advantage on the altar of public convenience.
The action of the Subahdar is therefore easily intelligible, and
we can recognise the necessity of reducing the weight of the
coins.

We are expressly told in the second passage from the Mirat
that the weight of the old Fains was 21 Mashas. We learn

from the first that the new dam weighed only 14 Mashas. Abul
Mashas

201 Mashas, which is only I of a Masha
Mirat. It is not

perhaps unworthy of notice that the actual weight of two of

1 The Mirat-i-Ahmadi tells us that the annual profit made by the
Ahmadabad mint was 6,174,500 dams. Part II, 122, 11. 12-13.

Note.—The last passage quoted by Mr. Hodiwala does not hold for

all the mints. Heavy dams were struck at e.gr. Jahanglrnagar and
Shahjahanabad (?), but light dams issued from such Southern Indian
mints as Sholapur. It is certainly curious that we have not yet found
any Lahore copper coins between the reigns of Aurangzeb and 'AlamgTr
II. The copper coins of Jahandar and Farrukhsiyar are usually of light

weight, but I possess a Farrukhsiyar dam weighing 322 grains. Murad
I Jakhsh struck a copper coin at Surat (only 2 specimens known) weigh-
ing 316-333 grs.

As regards the copper coins published by me in N.S. XV as coins of
Shah 'Alam Bahadur probably struck at Shahjahanabad, I am convinced
that they are issues of ShSh 4Alam Bahadur, but the mint is puzzling.

Obviously the dies were made by a very poor artificer,

R. B. Whitehead, I.C.S.
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Aurangzeb's dams of the old type is 320 grs. (P.M.C. Nos.

1966-7) and that this gives a value of, at least, 15/r grs.

(i±&x. TV) for the Masha and of 182f grs. (yT° * V- = --¥--) for

the tola of Aurangzeb. Again, one of the Falus of the new type

weighs as high as 217 grs. (P.M.C. No. 1982), which weight,

divided by 14, gives a value for Aurangzeb's Masha of exactly

15J grs. and one of 186 grs. for the corresponding Tola.

The last two sentences of the second passage are somewhat

obscurely worded, but the meaning is, I think, fairly clear.

When this fact reached the August Presence, the Diwan of

the Subah received orders to the effect that in the payment of

daily wages, the value of the Tanka in Falus should be raised

in the proportion of 10 to 15. From that time, the Tanka has

been fixed in Gujarat at three Falus"
These words signify that the Tanka—the heavy Akbar*

shahi Tanka of about 640 grs.—had an exchange value of two

Talus, when the latter weighed as much as 21 Mashas (or about

320 grs.), but that the same piece had now become equivalentJo
three of the new Falus, of which the weight was only 14 Mashas.

In other words, the weight of the new Falus was to that of the

old as 14 is to 21, or as 10 is to 15 or as 2 is to 3. The exchange

value of the Akbarshahi Tanka also, with respect to the new

Falus, rose therefore from 10 to 15 or from 2 to 3, and the

Diwan received orders to pay, wherever an Akbarshahi Tanka
had been paid before (to the labourers, etc.) , three Falus and not

two.

One thing more perhaps demands notice. According to

the Mirat, the first order on the subject was passed by Aurang-
zeb only in 1076 a.h. and the second in 1077 a.h. But it appear
from the coins themselves that the alteration had been already

effected at Shahjahanabad and Akbarabad (P.M.C. 1971-2 and

1954) in 1074 ah. (VI-VIXR). It is perhaps necessary to bear

in mind in this connection, that Mahabat Khan, the Subahdar
of Ahmadabad, who is said to have taken action in the matter

on his own responsibility, was first appointed to that charge

so early as the 16th of Zilhijja, 1072 {Mirat I, p. 268) and

remained in office up to the 8th of Shawwal, 1077 (t'6., p- 282).

All that the writer declares is that in those days ( ^f c;f )* )»

there was a scarcity of the metal and that the Subahdar
was obliged to take action. The entire proceeding, the coinage

of the new Falus, the controversy with the Diwan, the refer-

ence to and reply from the capital, probably took some time

and we may reasonably suppose that when the Emperor passed

final orders on the subject, he merely authorized the Superin-

tendent of the provincial mint to follow, in the matter of weight,
the standard already fixed for the metropolitan establishments
of Akbarabad and Shahjahanabad.

bo far as to the metrology of Aurangzeb's Falus. The

i
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copper coins of Shah Alam I are extremely scarce. There is

not a single specimen in the Indian Museum, and there are only
two in the great collection of the capital of the Panjab, though
the last three years of that Emperor's life and reign were passed
at Lahore. A third specimen ofShahjahanabad mint (?) is men-
tioned by Mr. Whitehead (Num. Sup. XV, art. 89, p. 661), but
its attribution to Bahadur Shah, Shah Alam I is not free from
doubt. The first of these coins weighs 315 grs. (P.M.C. No.
2096), the weight of the second is not given, and that of the

third is 330 grs. A passage in the Mirat shows that here also

the son discarded the standard set by the father.

(Mirat. I, p. 405, 1. 17, to 406, 1. 1)

The passage occurs in the author's account of the year
1120 a.h. and may be thus translated :—

Ci Likewise, the exalted Mandate was issued [to the effect]

that the black money of the 'Alamgiri Dam should be broken
up and stamped again with the auspicious name [of the Em-
peror], of the weight [obtaining] in the days of the Emperor
under the protection of the [Divine] Pardon, [Shah Jahan],
which was 21 Mashas. So, black money of that weight was cur-

rent for a time [Muddat), but afterwards, it reverted to that

same 'Alamgiri [standard of] weight/'
Of the statement made in the last part of the second sen-

tence also, we have unexpected confirmation in the weight of

the copper coin of Akbarabad mint (210 grs.) which Mr. White-
head has attributed, on apparently good grounds, to Farrukl
Siyar (Num. Sup. XV, art 89, p. 663).

i

S. H. HODIVALA.
Junagadh.

176. Some Heavy Rupees of Bahadur Shah Shah 'Alam I.

*

I should like to say a few words about a matter to which
my attention was drawn only the other day, while turning over
the leaves of the Indian Museum Catalogue. In it are registered

four Rupees of Bahadur Shah Shah 'Alam I (Nos. 1666, 1666a
[1122 a.h. IV. R], No. 1667 [1123 a.h. V. R] and No. 1668

[1124 a.h. VI. R]), of which the actual weights are 184 and
185 grs. It is true that all the four coins come from the same
mint

—

f Azimabad Patna,—and one may be inclined to pass them

ff
1
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by as ' * freak coins
'
' uttered by some Subahdar or Mintmaster

with a craving for innovation. But the following passage from

the Mirat-i-Ahmadi militates against such a supposition r

*>y* e>!>:M f& cr^ 1 f^ 1 **"*• >> J ***** J*"J )!>* JU ** '

-*J

X

# <*£^ uH&ig *yf J0**
-*! *^ ^y^ J^ 1 (J^ **1 ****** **

Mirat-i-Ahmadi, Bombay Lithograph, 1307 a.h.

Part I, p. 408, 11. 10-13.

"And in the year 1122, a Hasb-ul-Hukm • was graciously

ordered to be issued to the Diwan of the Subah in these words

:

6 The Mandate which is universally obeyed and [dazzling] like

the rays of the sun is now issued that the ashrafi and the rupee

bearing the auspicious coin-legend should be made equal in

weight to a tola.
9 For some time this was observed, with res-

pect to the weight of the coins, but it was soon afterwards

suspended, and orders were issued for following the practice of

former times."

here is a reference to this innovation in Khafi Khan also,

which may be quoted from Dowson's translation

:

"Directions were given [in 1119 a.h.] that the new rupee

should be increased half a Masha in weight, and lacs were

accordingly coined of that weight; but as in the payment of

tankhwah and in commercial transactions, it was received at

only the old rate, the new rule was discontinued."

Elliot and Dow8on
f
VII, p. 393.

These statements are clear and explicit, and show that

these comparatively heavy rupees were struck in pursuance of

the express orders of the Emperor. These coins are now, of

courseware, as they must have been melted down, and otherwise
driven out of circulation in accordance with the 'so-called Law
of Gresham.

There are, as I have said, only four specimens in the Indian
Museum, but it is just possible that some of the 94 rupees of

Bahadur Shah Shah 'Alam I which are registered by Mr.

Whitehead, in the P.M.C., may be of this heavy type, though
the weights are not recorded.

It is clear that the Imperial desire to make the rupee
uniform in weight with the told was not gratified, for the reasons

,
mentioned, and this is stated by both our authorities in unmis-

* Husb-ul- Hookum. A patent or order under the seal of the vizier,
mth these initial words signifying, - according to command.' Gladwin,
Bengal Revenue Accounts, 1796, p. 113.
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takeable terms, though they differ as to the first year of issue.
But the specimens in existence indicate that in the province
of Behar at least, the Prince Governor ('Azim-us-Shan) con-
tinued to strike these heavier coins much longer than in any
other part of the Mughal dominions, probably on account of his
knowledge of the keenness of his Imperial father for an altera-
tion of the standard. The earliest date on these specimens is

1 122 a.h., and this may be urged, in favour the contention by the
Mirat, that the first year of issue was 1122 a.h. instead of the
1119 a.h. of Khafi Khan, who is often inaccurate in chrono-
logical matters.

But this is not all that these passages tell us. It is obvious
that if the actual weights of the coins, which were intended to
be equal to the tola, are 184 and 185 grs., the tola itself must
have weighed at least as much, if not a grain or two more, in the
time of Bahadur Shah Shah Alam I. The bearing of this fact
on the question of the weight of the told of Akbar and of the
Mughal period in general, is evident; but this question must be
reserved for another occasion.

Junagadh.
S. H. Hodivala.

177. The Mint Name Srinagar.

The identity of the mint name Srinagar, which occurs on
several issues of the Akbari period, with the capital of Kashmir,
has been the subject of considerable doubt and difficulty. Mr.
H. Nelson Wright has summed up the case with an evident
leaning to the other side, thus :

" < The capital of Kachemir,' '

'

says Bernier (Constable's edition, p. 397), ' bears the same name
as its kingdom.' Beyond the coins alluded to, there are none
in Akbar's name struck at 'Kashmir', but rupees and copper
coins are known from the Srinagar mint. Whether this Sri-

nagar is the capital of Kashmir, under its ancient and present
name, or whether it is the capital of Garhwal, is uncertain. The
fact that under pre-Mughal rule Srinagar was called Kashmir,'
the existence of the gold coin of Akbar struck at Kashmir; and
the uniform use of the name by subsequent Emperors, point to

the latter view. The name of Srinagar was restored to the
capital of Kashmir by the Sikhs in 1819." (I.M.C., p. Ivii). I

must confess my inability to accept the Garhwal hypothesis and
I beg to be permitted to challenge the grounds on which it is

based. I submit that the factor which is really ' € uncertain
'

'

is the existence of the Srinagar of Garhwal at all, in the reign

of Akbar, and I venture to add that even if it were possible to
advance any convincing proof of that existence, there is nothing
whatever to show that Akbar had been able to establish his

authority permanently there.

The historv of Garhwal is veiled in considerable obscuritv.
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but the little that is known points to Srinagar having been

founded by a Raja named Mahipat Sah, some time after the

seventeenth century had begun. 1 (Imperial Gazetteer, Ed. 1908.

XXIII. 105; XII. 165). The Imperial Gazetteer is not a pri-

mary authority, and the source of the information is unfortu-

nately not mentioned; but the statement is, for all that, not

unworthy of attention. But whether the Gazetteer is wrong or

right, it is certain that no reference to the Srinagar of Garhwal

has been found in the Musalman histories that have been

published, which is earlier than the eighth year of the reign of

Shah Jahan (1044 a.h.). It is unfortunate that the chapter

of the Badshahnamah of Abdul Hamid Lahori, in which the

first Mughal invasion of the Srinagar of Garhwal is described,

has been omitted in Dowson's translation. It is headed " Cap-

ture by Najabat Khan of some of the forts of the Zamindai
of Srinagar and his disastrous retreat (lit. disappointed return)

on account of mismanagement.' 5 The heading itself is signifi-

cant, and the gist of it is that Najabat Khan, Faujdar of

the Daman-i-Koh of the Subah of the Panjab, volunteered his

services against the Raja of Srinagar. He would compel the

Raja to promise a tribute, and if he refused, he (Najabat Khan)
would deprive him of his territory, provided the. Emperor gave
him two thousand horsemen in addition to his own territorial

forces. His offer was accepted , and after taking several fortresses

(Shergadh, Kalpi, Birat, and Santur) and defeating the enemy
at a place called Kotal Talao, he arrived within thirty kos of

Srinagar. The Raja promised to pay ten lakhs to the Exchequer,
and to make a present of one lakh to Najabat Khan himself

within a fortnight. But finding that Najabat's supplies had run
short, and that his troops were without food, he devised all sorts

of excuses and, eventually, paid only one lakh after a month
and a half. The winter then came on, the passes were closed by
the Garhwalis, and Najabat had to beat a shameful retreat with
the loss of almost his entire army. (Badshahnamah, Biblio-

theca Indica Text, Vol. I, part II, pp. 90-93). The story of this

abortive attempt to conquer Srinagar is told in his usual man-
ner, with several exaggerations and comical additions, by
Manucci, who says that the Raja was known in his own day as

Nactirani (Nak-Kati Rana) (Nose-cutting Raja), on account of

his having granted their lives to Najabat Khan and his soldiers

only on condition of their leaving their noses behind them.
(Irvine, Manucci's Storia do Mogor, Vol. 1, 215-6 and note). The
Maasir-ul Urmra gives a different explanation of the origin of this

cunous sobriquet (Vol. Ill, 822-24), but it confirms the account
of Najabat Khan's failure, and there can be no doubt that the
Mughals were unable to establish their authority in Garhwal, or

1 No. 525a I.M . is of the 42nd j ar (1696*7).
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at least in that part of it in which Srinagar is situated, before 1065
a.h. (1654-5 a.C). In that year Khalil-ullah Khan was des-

patched at the head of another expedition. (Elliot and Dow-
son, Vol. VII, pp. 105-6). It was only after this that the Rajas
of Srinagar became tributary to the Emperors of Dehli, and it

was a Raja of Srinagar with whom Sulaiman Shikoh took
refuge and by whom he was surrendered to Aurangzeb.

It is not denied that some parts of Kumaon had been raided
occasionally during the half-century of Akbar's rule, but one has
only to glance through these passages to realize that there is no
mention whatever in them of Srinagar or of the district in which
it is situated. It is true also that a Raja of Kumaon (Almora),
Rudra Chand, came to Amanabad near Lahore, under the escort

of Kalian, the son of Todarmal, and was induced, with some
difficulty, to make his obeisance to Akbar in 997 a.h. (1587 a.c.)

[Akbarnamah, Bibl. Ind. Text, III, pp. 533 and 537; Badaoni,
Trans. Lowe, Vol. II, p. 377 ]

] ; but he did so in all probability
because he had an old feud with the Raja of Garhwal and hoped
to wrest, with the assistance of the Mughal, some of those
territories which he had himself unsuccessfully invaded only a
few years before (1581 a.c). Imperial Gazetteer, Vol. XII, 165.

I have said that Srinagar is nowhere mentioned in the account
we possess of the occasional raids into Kumaon which were
undertaken by Akbar's generals. An examination of the names
of the twenty-one Mahals of the Sarkar of Kumaon which are
given in the Ain-i-Akbari, and in which Srinagar is conspicuous
by its absence, confirms this view. (Jarrett , Ain

9
Trans. II , 289).

The following extracts from the District Gazetteers of British

Garhwal and Almora confirm almost everything that has been
said above. The writer of the historical chapters in both,
Mr. H. G. Walton, I.C.S., says that they are almost entirely

reproduced from the excellent account in Atkinson's " Hima-
layan Gazetteer/'

Speaking of Garhwal, Mr. Walton says:
11 The date of a subsequent Raja, Mansah, maybe fixed by

an inscribed grant he has left, about 1547. Mansah was succeed-

ed by Samasah and he by Dularam Sah, the first of his line to

come in contact with the rising power of the Kumaon Chands,
At this time Rudra Chand (1565-1597) was supreme in Kum-
aon, and having reduced Sera in the east, sought to add to his

dominions also Badhan in the valley of the Pindar, a part of

the territory of the Raja of Garhwal. * * *. Rudra Chand
died in 1597 and was succeeded by his son, Lakshmi Chand.

iun1 Badaoni says: ri In this year the Raja of Kum
never, nor his father nor grandfather before him (God's curse be upon
them!) f seen an Emperor, even in imagination, came from the Sawalik
Hills to pay his homage to the Emperor at Lahore." If the expressions

are characteristic, they are also highly significant.
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This prince, desirous of carrying out his father's policy, seven
. 9 • •» T •>* * —

"I 1 a 1 J • _ ^ 1 _ -^ J »— - 4-1^ nnc
nvaded

* * * At this time the reigning Raja of Garhwal was Mahipat

1

'/

first Raja who consolidated the rule over Garhwal. * * * Ak-

bar's Sarkar of Kumaon contained twenty-one Mahals, but

none of these seem to have been situated in the hills. * * *

Whatever the reason may have been, the Muhammadans
do not ever seem to have subjugated the hill rajas, though

some expeditions successful to a certain extent, as far as the

partial Muhammadan historians may be trusted, were fitted

out. In 1654-55 Khalil ullah Khan was despatched with 8000

men to coerce the "Zemindar of Srinagar," the only title

then conceded to the Raja of Garhwal at that time, Pirthi

Sah, the suceessor of Mahipat Sah. The hostile force met with

little resistance and speedily overran Dehra Dun, then subject

to the Garhwal Rajas, but did not penetrate within the hills/

(District Gazetteers of the United Provinces, British Garhwal,

pp. 115-117).

In the Volume on Almora we read :

" At the same time, the negative testimony of the Ain»irAk-

bari proves conclusively that no portion of the hills ever paid

tribute to Akbar." (District Gazetteers of the United Pro-

vinces, Almora, p. 172).

But if there is no reference to the Srinagar of Garhwal in

the Mughal annals before the reign of Shahjahan, how doe

the case stand with respect to the Srinagar of Kashmir'
Neither Badaoni nor Nizamu-d-din Ahmad of the Tabaqat-i-

Akbari is acquainted with any other Srinagar than that of the

Happy Valley. (Lowe's translation, Vol. II, 365; Elliot and

Dowson, Vol. V, 454, 457). The same is the case with the

Am, which explicitly states (Jarrett, II, 355 and 384-5) just

as do Badaoni and Nizamu-d-din (Lowe II, 365; Elliot and

Dowson, V, 454), that Srinagar was the capital of the country.
true that the Akbarnamah once mentions

name of Srinagar in Bengal. (Bibl. Ind. Text, III. p. 824):

but such a place cannot have any connection with the point m
dispute. All the other eleven references to Srinagar in tha

''continent of a book" (Vol. Ill, pp. 506, 507, 542, 543, 553.

565 623, 624, 630, 726, 729), of which the earliest belongs to the

nnL
gD
f
l year

("4 A,H -> and the late8t to the forty- second
( IU05 a.h.), are applicable to that citv only, which is repeatedly
called the ^Utjh (Metropolis) of Kashmir. {Ibid. Ill, 542,

Jarretrinfli
a8ar °f Ka*hmir is m««t^d also on pp. 31

1

and 368 <
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It may be true that the coins of all the Emperors after

Akbar are marked by the " uniform use" of the name " Kash-

mir '
' for the city , but it is also a fact that Srinagar, as the name

of the capital, never actually disappeared from either the popu-

lar or the official cognition after the death of Akbar. The
Emperor Jahangir, who apparently was the first ruler to ban-

ish Srinagar from the mints, himself states in his Autobiogra-

phy, that " the name of the city was Srinagar" (Tuzuk, Trans.

by Rogers and Beveridge, Vol. II, p. 141), and this he does in his

account of the fifteenth regnal year (1029-30 a.h.). 1 The
Khulasat-ut-Tawarikh, as well as the Chahar-Gulshan, which

were both compiled from official records of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, agree in recognising Srinagar as the capi-

tal of the country. (Sarkar, India of Aurangzeb, pp. Ill and

132). But granting that the chief city of Kashmir was never

spoken of as Srinagar between the year of Akbar' s death and

the conquest of the province by the Sikhs in 1818 a.a, this

does not at all affect the point at issue, for the coins before us

are the coins not of any of Akbar's successors, but his own.

The fact is that both names—Kashmir as well as Srinagar

—were used for the metropolis, even in Akbar 9

s time. Badaoni

speaks in a passage, which Lowe has misunderstood, of the city

of Kashmir {j$*~Jjt" %J>i& )* "near the city of Kashmir").

Text, Vol. II, pp. 369-370. 2 In the Tabaqat-i-Akbari also,

Kashmir is spoken of both as a city and a country. (Elliot and

Dowson, Vol. V, pp. 464-5), I submit therefore that there is no

reason for not attributing the Srinagar issues of Akbar to the

metropolis of Kashmir, and we must take it that one city was

called by two different names on the coins—a phenomenon to

which several parallels can be found in Indian numismatics.

S. H. Hodivala.

Junagadh .

178. Bahadurgarh.

"Bahadurgarh, with its alternative names of Nandgaon

and Bikapur {sic), is given by Jadunath Sarkar in his u India

of Aurangzeb'' as one of the forts in the province of Auranga-

bad." (Whitehead, P. M. C. lvii). Mr. Sarkar's authorities

are the Chahar Oulshan and Tieffenthaler (I. 479). The former

oaaoH-a f.Viaf. f.hft old name was Bikapur (Sarkar, p. 163). The

i «« Ten thousand Rupees were given for the expenses of the bulghur-

khana of Kashmir to the wakil of Mirza *Ali Beg, the governor of that

place, to send to Srinagar." Tuzuk, Tr. Vol. I, p. 77.

2 Lowe read this «fe*&^.j** (^.^A anc* translated it as M near one of

the cities of Kashmir," but he saw that it was Srinagar that VM meant

(II, p. 381 and note).
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latter declares that it was Nandgaon. (Sarkar, p. lxxxvii).

The Chahar Oulshan itself is not a work of the highest au-

thority, and the solitary manuscript on which Mr. Sarkar had

to rely was admittedly full of blunders, being characterized as

the work of a scribe " more remarkable for the beauty of his

penmanship than the soundness of his Persian scholarship"

(ib., p. xxi). It is clear, therefore, that we must have, for a

satisfactory identification, some more convincing and reliable

authority. Now Grant Duff states :—" The viceroy [Khan

Jahan Bahadur] went in pursuit of them [the Mahrattas who

had appeared in different parts of Aurangabad and Ahmad-
nagar] in various directions, but without success, and at last,

cantoned for the rains at Pairgaom on the Beemil . where he

erected a fortification and gave it the name of Buhadurgarh."
The historian of the Mahrattas places the event in 1672 a.c.

and adds in a footnote that the place '
' does not retain this

name, but continued upwards of forty years, one of the principal

depots of the Moghal army." (History of the Mahrattas
~

1873, p. 114 and note). Grant Duff's authority for the state-

ment was the Bundela Officer's Narrative in Jonathan Scott's

Dekkan, where we read :

" Bahadur Khan, learning that the Mahrattas were collect-

ing in the neighbourhood of Poontih , left his baggage at Chummar
Koondah, and by forced marches came up with and gave them
a signal defeat, in which Soopkern Bondela behaved with

particular gallantry. He then moved to Burragaum, twenty
coss distant from Ahmednuggur, on the banks of the Beemrab,
a river separating the Hyderabad territories from those of

Bijapur and which has its source from the mountains of Kokun
at a place called Bhameeau Sunkeree, near the fort of Loeghur.
Here Bahadur, to perpetuate his memory, built a fort and
erected a magnificent palace which he cailed Bahadurghur.

1 '

J. Scott, Ferishta's History of the Dekkan, vol. II, pp. 34-5.

Let us now see what we can glean about Bahadurgarh
trom the Musalman chronicles themselves.

In the first place then, I find Khan Khan saying

* &j&« cJy^ri

9

Bibliotheca Indica Text, II, p. 539, 11. 16-17.

-And in the middle of the month of Rajab [1116 a.h.] be
jthe Lmperor] marched from that place [DeogaonJ toward
Bahadurgadh, otherwise called Bairgaon."

Kh-J» t !
r f°rm Bair^on also occurs bv itself in Kb**

nwimTS T P\
449 (1107 A 'H )> P-W (1110 a.h.), an*

p. 51M(1113 A.H.), and the variant readings given by the Editor

are #&*» .^Sji
_

. -
and

.

449 a0d
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460, notes). The old name occurs also, though only once in

he Ma'asir-i-' Alamgiri as y }£^ (Paidgaon) (Bibl. Ind. Text,I

p. 409, 1. 5).

The new name Bahadurgarh occurs so many as sixteen

times in the Ma'asir, the earliest reference belonging to the

vear 1095 a.h. (p. 240). The same name is also found in Khafi
Khan, p. 383 (1101 a.h.), p. 415 (1104 a.h.), and p. 509

(1113 a.h).

But where was this Bahadurgadh or Paidgaon or Pairgaon
or Bairgaon ? In the first place, we learn from the Ma,asir

(p. 322) that it was in the neighbourhood of Akloj or Asa'ad-

nagar, which is itself fifty-five miles N.-W. of Sholapur. Next
Khafi Khan informs us that a woman was carried by a flood

from Bahadurgadh to Aurangzeb's camp at Islampuri or Brah-

mapuri on the Bhima, sixteen miles S.-E. of Pandharpur
(Imperial Gazetteer, ed. 1908, vol. IX, p. 10), in only five or six

watches. (Khafi Khan, Text, II, p. 452). The author of the

Ma,asir describes Aurangzeb's route from Khelna or Vishalgadh
to Bahadurgadh as lying through Malfcapur, Nabishahdurg (i.e.

Parnala), Bargaon, the river Krishna and Asa'adnagar (pp. 463-

468). It will be found that the Pedgaon in the Ahmadnagar
district, which is on the north bank of the Bhima and eight miles

south of Shrigonda (18°37' N. and 74°42' E.) satisfies all these

conditions. 1 In the Ahmadnagar volume of the Bombay Gazet-

teer we read :
" About 1680, Pedgaon was one of the chief stores

and a frontier post of the Moghal army, and the ruined fortifi-

cations which from a distance give an imposing appearance to

the town were built by the Deccan Viceroy Khan Jahan Bahadur
who camped here during the monsoon of 1672, in pursuit of

Shivaji. Another of Khan Jahan's works is a fairly preserved

channel or conduit for bringing water from the Bhima. The
water was raised from the Bhima by an elephant Mot and a

Persian wheel. The Mot and a tower for the Persian wheel are

till fairly preserved. Khan Jahan gave Pedgaon the name of

Bahadurgadh, which it has not retained. In 1673, the English

traveller Fryer notices Pedgaon on the Bhima, three days*

journey fron Junnar, where the Moghals had a large host of

40,000 horse under Bahadur Khan. (Fryer, East India and
Persia, pp. 139, 141)." Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. XVII, pp. 732-

733. •z

S. H. HODIVALA.

Junagadh .

3

\

Shrigonda or Champargonda is 32 miles south of Ahmadnagar city

(Imp. Gazetteer, XXII, 309).

2 It need scarcely be added that Tieffenthaler's NandgSon
( ^{f«UJ )

i9 due to a misreading of Paidgaon, ^t 4>.u, as ** would be written in

Persian. There is a Bahadurgarh in Rohtak district, Panjab, which is a

place of some pretensions, but there is good authority for believing that
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179. 'A* AZAMN AGAR.

'

"The earliest coin published of the rare Southern India

dated

§

exactly resembling those already mentioned, l>ut where the

mint name is accompanied by a second name, and this latter

name, mainly on the strength of two published coins of Kam
Bakhsh , has been read as Gokulgarh. This place which must

have been in the Dakhan should not be confounded with the

Gokulgarh near Delhi." (Whitehead, P.M.C., p. xli).

I may be permitted to state that A'azamnagar was the

name given by Aurangzeb to the fortress of Belgam. The

statements of Khan Kb.an and the Ma'asir-i-'Alamgiri leave

little room for doubt on the subject, though the blundering

carelessness of copyists is responsible for errors which may
apparently obscure the issue. In the first place, then, Khafi

Khan says that Prince Muhammad A'azam Shah, when on the

way to the conquest of Adoni in 1099 a.h., passed by the for-

tress of Malgaun y&i* which was one of the famous forts sub-

ject to Bijapur. «

' He was told that the governor of the fortres

was dead, and that the garrison had pal forward his son,

Oil Orders were

issued for investing the fort, and the besieged after making futile

delivered
stronghold, after the presentation of which it was renamed
A'azamnagar" *iiLl, v~r"j& ^' b *«15 of lA* *« (Bib. /*<*

Text, Vol. II, p. 372, 11. 3-9).

It is true that the name is written in the body of the text

,*«!*, but a footnote adds the variant reading >KX» .
The

same event, including the story of the boy-commandant
recorded in the Ma'asir-i-'Alamgiri, with this difference that

the old name is clearly written c^KL (Balgaun), and the new

name A'azamabad. A footnote records at the sam lime the

readings ^y^Lc and /i ,Jb, (Bib. Ind. Text, p. 315, 11. l-«-

These discrepancies would be perplexing bat for the occurrence
of the double name A*azamnagar-Balgaon in another passage.

li'-'J

(Bibl. Ind. Text, p. 474, 11. 1-3).

teer, ed. 1908, VI, 194.
ed

<j. Si ,: ' ""•» o'o ui ine reigns ot *>an»u«i »«--
»hah Alam I, Jahandar and Farrukhsiyar, that is. several year, earlier
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11 Chin Qilich Khan Bahadur, Subahdar of Bijapur. was, on

account of the transfer of Saif Khan, appointed to the Fauj-

dari of the 'Adil-Khani Talkokan and A 1azamnagar-Belgaon

and the Thanahdari of Sampgaon." [1114 a.h.].

Two years later, Saif Khan was restored, and u appointed

adar and FaujdSr of A* azamnagar and Talkokan on the

isfer of Chin Qilich Khan." (Ibid., p. 496, 11. 4-6).

I venture to think that a comparison of these passages, one

with the other, can leave little doubt as to the true readings.

The two authors correct each other and also themselves, and

we may take it as fairly certain that the original name was

tujj&L and not c^iKl* and that the new name was j& pkc ! and

not abf Ja*!. The fact that A'azam Shah took the fort while on

his way to Adoni, the stress laid on its strength and renown,

the connection with the Bijapuri Talkokan and with Sampgaon,
all go far to establish the identity of the place with the modern
Belgaum. The district of Belgaum had come into the posses-

sion of the Bijapuris after the battle of Talikota in 1566 a.c.

and remained under them until 1686 (Imp. Gaz., VII, 148).

Sampgaon is in the same district and the Imperial Gazetteer in-

forms us that " the finest Musalman remains in Belgaum district

are the fort and Safa Mosque at Belgaum, and the mosque and
tombs at Hukeri and Sampgaon." (lb., VII, 148).

The following passages from the Gazetteer of Belgaum may
also be quoted

:

"According to Mr. Stokes (Belgaum, 45), after the fall of

Bijapur, the fort of Belgaum remained for some years in posses-

sion of Aurangzeb's second son Azam and from him was called

Azamnagar. * * * The province of Azamnagar formed the

western boundary of the district of Bankapur, and it contained

within it the district of Gokak, of which the town of Gokak
was the head place." (Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. XI, 376 note).

And of Gokak, we are told that in 1685, it is " mentioned as a

town of note and the head-quarters of a district or Sarkar that

surrendered to the Moghals. (Orme's Historical Fragments, 144,

Stokes' Belgaum, 43). * * * * In a Maratha revenue statement

prepared about 1 789, Gokak appears under the. Azimnagar or Bale-

gaon Sarkar as the head-quarters of a pargana or subdivision

with a yearly revenue of £1,125 (Rs. 11,250). Waring's His-

tory of the Marathas, 245." Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. XI, p. 563.

Gokak has a very old fort and it is probably the Gokage

which is mentioned in an inscription of a.c. 1047 as having been

laid siege to by Akkadevi, the aunt of the Western Chalukya

king Someshwar (1042-1068).
u A fort standing on an isolated

peak behind the town, which is said to have been built by one of

the 'Adilshahi Sultans of Bijapur, still exists/' (Imperial Gazet-

teer, ed. 1908, Vol. XII, 307).

I have no desire to say anything positive on such a matter,
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but it seems to me permissible to suggest that the true reading

of the Mint-name is "A'azamnagar Gokak" and not "A'azam-

nagar Gokulgarh." I venture to add that this new reading

agrees with the excellent specimen which I have seen in Mr.

Thanawalla's cabinet and also with the traces of the name on

Dr. Taylor's coin {Num. Sup. XIV, Plate 86, Fig. 11).

S. H. HODIVALA.

Junagadh

.

180. Panjnagar

>

The mint-name ' Panjnagar,' which appears on a single

Half-Rupee of Jehangir's, is very difficult to identify. Mr.

Whitehead says that " the reading~is to some extent tentative,

as the place is unknown , but no other name suggests itself.

(P.M.C. lxiii). It is possible that the discovery of other speci-

mens may prove the incorrectness of this reading. Meanwhile,

I may be permitted to say that a place of the name of Panch-

nagar is mentioned in the Ain-i-Akbari as being included in the

Sarkar of the Rechnau Doab in the Subah of Lahore. (Jarrett

Ain. Tr. II, 320). The place must have been of some importance

as it is stated elsewhere to have given its name to one of the

sixteen mahals into which one of the eight sawads (districts)

of the whole Subah was divided. {Ibid., p. 110). The name

itself reminds one of t Hashtnagar '
, which is popularly derived

from the "eight towns which are now seated close together

along the lower course of the Swat river." (Cunningham,
Ancient Geography, p. 50). It is perhaps not unworthy of note

that another locality with a similar name * Panchgrami *
(
€<

five

villages" ?) is found in the Bari Doab list (Ain, II, 318), and is

also mentioned once in the Akbarnamah, in a manner indicat-

ing that it was somewhere near Lahore and Kasur. (Bibl.

Ind. Text, III, 529).

The letters, however, which have been supposed to stand

for
c nagar,' are far from clear and it is at least equally pro-

bable that the correct reading is Punch or perhaps "Punch-
nagar"—written with a Pesh or Zimrna only, instead of a
4 wdw.' The Punch or Pakli pass into Kashmir, says Vigne,

which quits §< the road on the second day from Bhimbur, and

joins the Baramula pass at Uri, two days from the valley, i*j

rarely closed, either for horse or foot, all the year round.'

(Travels in Kashmir, Vol. I, 147). It was situated " on the high

road of the Mogul Emperors from Lahore into Kashmir'
(Vigne, 1, 234), and there can be no doubt that Jehangir himself

passed through it at least once in his life. " As the purpose of

visiting the eternal spring of the rose-garden of Kashmir was

settled in my mind," says the Imperial autobiographer in his

account of the Fourteenth regnal year, "I sent off Nuru-d-dm
Quli, to hasten on before, to repair, as far as was possible, th*
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ups and downs of the Punch route to it, and to prepare it so
that the passage of laden beasts over difficult hilltops might be
accomplished with ease, and that the men should not undergo
labour and hardship." {Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri, Tr. Rogers and
Beveridge, Vol. II, pp. 97-98 and p. 133. See also Elliot and
Dowson, VI, p. 367). The road through Punch is mentioned
also by the author of the 'Alamgirnamah, who says that the dis-

tance from Bhimbar to Kashmir (Srinagar) by that route was
ninety-nine Imperial koss. (Bibl. Ind. Text, p. 820.) A refer-

ence may be invited also to Cunningham's Ancient Geography,
from which it becomes clear that the town lies on a high road
frequented even in the time of Hiouen-Thsang, and that the name
is pronounced by the Kashmiris themselves without the lon£
1

a.' "It is called Punje by Wilford's surveyor, Mirza Mogal
Beg, and Punch, by Vigne, both of whom actually visited

the place M
(p. 128). See also Ain-i-Akbari, Jarrett, II, 437,

note 3. On the other hand, the attribution of the coin to

Punch in Kashmir is open to the objection that in the Alam-
girnamah 9

(Bibl. Ind. Text 820), the name of that place is

spelt g*jj and not ^ij. Indeed, Mr. Whitehead has provi-

sionally recognized this ^y* as a silver-mint of Aurangzeb's in

his mint-list (p. 468), and mentioned as his authority for doing
so, a specimen existing in Dr. Taylor's cabinet. I say, that

he has recognised it
cc

provisionally, " because it is one of the
class of " Mints unverified or not quite certain, but included

? '

(p. 429). The question that arises is, if the name of Punch
in Kashmir is clearly written with thej, on Aurangzeb's rupee,

how can the *u of Jahangir's coin be identified with it? It

may be answered that there are several cases of the name of

the same place being spelt differently on Mughal coins of

different reigns, and sometimes even of the same reign. The
closest parallel is of course that of e^l, e^^j' anc* )y* &^ i

(P.M.C. Nos. 162, 163, 575). Other examples of such diversity

are seen in tjft\ and fjtil ; aU ait and u»U *J\
;
j£> andj.£^; «^<y-

and ^rt**- A still more satisfactory reply to this argument is

that Abul FazPs spelling is Ju (Akbarnamah , Bibl. Ind. Text,

II. 102, 1. 13). It seems to me that the probabilities in favour

of either of these identifications are considerable, and almost

equally balanced, and that it would be hazardous to assign the

coin definitely to either. Personally, I am strongly inclined

to think that the true reading is still to seek, and I have
written these lines only in the hope that they may help to

wards a satisfactory identification if the present reading is

proved to be correct.

S. H. Hodivala.
Junagadh.
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181. The Muradi Tank a.

"At the present time, namely a.h. 1002, Hindustan con-

tains 3200 towns, and upon each town there are dependent 200,

500, 1000, or 1500 villages. The whole yields a revenue of 640

crores (6,400 ;000 ,000) Muradi tankas." So writes l Nizarau-d-

Tdbaqat-i

Thomas s

and well-infc

s the Mum
that

was
double dam, and as forty dams went to the Akbari rupee, the

Muradi tanka must be taken to be identical in value with the

older Sikandari tanka, which was the twentieth part of the

rupee. (Chronicles, Ed. 1871, pp. 441-5; Revenue Resource

of the Mughal Empire, p. 7). He therefore took Nizamu-d-din 's

statement to mean that Akbar's gross annual receipts from

all sources amounted to 32 crores of rupees. Mr. Stanley

W. W
subject

question of Mughal Revenues in his Monograph on Aurangzeb,
has taken a very different view. • I have not mentioned," he

says," Thomas's theory that the gross income of Akbar in 1593

was (at 2s. 3d. the rupee) £36,000,000, because it is based on the

assumption that the 6,400,000,000 Muradi tankas of Nizamu-
d-din Ahmad 's return for that year (which I have purposely
omitted in the list given above) were equivalent to double dams.

The terms dam and tanka are interchangeable, as is proved by

the inscriptions on the coins themselves, and though there were

undoubtedly double dams as well as double tankas, there is really

no valid ground for assuming in this single instance a different

fiscal unit from that employed in all the other returns. * * * l

therefore take Nizamu-d-din's return to represent C 18,000 ,000-

Whilst disbelieving the Muradi tanka theory, however, as a

ground for the higher estimate, I do not doubt that (she gross

revenue of Akbar in 1593 may have been quite 36 millions."
(Aurangzeb, Rulers of India Series, p. 128 note; Hunter,
Indian Empire, 3rd ed., p. 353 ff.). Briefly, Mr. Lane Poole is

confident that the Muradi tanka of the • Tabaqat ' is nothing but

the single dam of which forty and not twenty went to the rupee,
and he does not think it probable that a monetary or fiscal unit

altogether different from that employed everywhere else should
have been used by Nizamu-d-din in this solitary passage.
It is now nearly twenty years since Mr. Lane Poole wrote as

has
Muradi

theory of Thomas. It occurred to me recently that a re-examina

1 DowBon's Elliot, V, p. 186. Chronicles
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tion of the question might not prove unfruitful, and with this

object I studied in the original Persian every word of Nizamu-
d-din in his long account of the first thirty-eight years of

Akbar's reign, and the second and third volumes of Badaoni's
Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh which are devoted to the same subject.

The results of these studies I beg to be permitted to lay before

the readers of this journal, as they have a bearing not merely
on the question of Mughal Revenues, in which both Thomas
and Lane Poole were primarily interested, but on a point of

some importance in Mughal Numismatics, namely the date of

the first issue of the heavy and still by no means common
" Tanka-i-Akbarshahi" of which but one specimen appears to

have been known to Thomas, when he wrote in 1871. (Chron-

icles, p. 369 note).

In the first place then, I find that neither Nizamu-d-din
nor Badaoni makes use of the word dam. Lowe has on p. 284
of his translation the phrase, " Several krors of dims," but a

reference to the original (Bibl. Ind. Text, II, p. 276) shows that

the word dam is there conspicuous by its absence. Both these

writers uniformly employ the word tanka on every occasion.

That word, without any qualifying epithet, occurs in Nizamu-
d-din in the following passages :

i. Seven lakhs of tankas given to Sayyad Beg, nephew of

Shah Tahmasp. Regnal year VII. Lucknow Litho-

graph ,"1292 a.h., p. 257. Elliot and Dowson, V, 276.

ii. Three crores of tankas : the cost of building the fort-

ress of Agra. R.Y. X. Luck. Lith., p. 265. E.D.,

p. 295.

iii. Two lakhs of tankas presented to Khwajah Husain for

a Qasidah. R.Y. XIV. Luck. Lith., p. 288 (not in

E.D.).

iv. Jaglr of fifty lakhs of tankas given to Muhibb ' Ali Khan.
R.Y. XV. Luck. Lith., p. 291. E.D., p. 338.

v. Jaglr of [two crores and] fifty lakhs of tankas given to

Muzaffar Gujarat!. R.Y. XVII. Luck. Lith., p. 300.

E.D.,p. 353.

vi. Kroris appointed in charge of as much land as would
yield a kror of tankas. R.Y. XIX. Luck. Lith.,

p. 323. E.D., p. 383.

vii. Grain rose to 120 tankas for man in Gujarat. R.Y.
XIX. Luck. Lith., p. 323. E.D., p. 384.

viii. Reservoir called Anup talao, filled with gold, silver

and copper coins amounting to twenty crores of

tankas. R.Y. XXIV. Luck. Lith., p. 341. E.D.,

p. 409.

ix. Two crores of tankas given as Mahr or Dower to the

daughter of Raja Bhagwandas on her marriage.

R.Y. XXX. Luck. Lith., p. 366 (not in E.D.). *
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The passages in Badaoni are nine in number, five relating

to events mentioned in the Tabaqat also.

I. Sixty thou Qandahari

a Ghazal by Bairam Khan . 966 a.h. Bibliotheca

IndieaText II. 41. Lowe (I. 36.

II. One lakh of tankas paid to Ramdas Kalawant by

Bairam Khan for his music. 966 a.h. Bibl. Ind.

Text II. 42. Lowe II. 37.

III. One lakh of tankas
%
given to Hijaz Khan Badaoni for a

Qasidah by Bairam Khan. 966 a.h. Bibl. Ind.

Text II. 42. Lowe II. 37.

IV. Tabaqat passage No. 1 (Luck. Lith., 257. E.D. V, 276).

Bibl. Ind. Text II. 52. Lowe II. 49. 966 a.h.

V. Tabaqat passage No. Ill (Luck. Lith. 288). 977 a.h.

Bibl. Ind. Text II. 120. Lowe II. 124.

VI. Tabaqat passage No. VII (Luck. Lith. 323. E.D. 384).

Bibl. Ind. Text II . 1 86. i »U- a£v *—* > *- ). L°we

II. 189.

VII. Tabaqat passage No. VI. (Luck. Lith. :i23. E.D. V.

VIII. Q

3

383). Bibl. Ind. Text II. 189. Lowe II. 192.

zi Jalal Mullani banished for forging a draught on

the Treasury for five lakhs of tankas. R.Y. XXVII-

Bibl. Ind. Text II, p. 313. Lowe II. 323.
IX. Tabaqat passage No. IX (Luck. Lith., p. 366). Bibl.

Ind. Text II, p. 341. Lowe II, p. 352.

In the third volume, the word Tankas occurs on pp. 16.

and 85, but the passages are not of any particular importance.

The phrase Tanka, with the Qualifying epithet Muradi

expressly added, occurs for the first time, in Nizamu-d-din s

account of the events of the twenty-fifth Regnal year, in which

Hakim <Ali was sent to Bijagarh (Bijapur) alone with the en-

voys of ' Adil Khan Dakhani.

Lucknow Lithograph, p. 342, 11. 13-16. Mulla Firuz Library

Manuscript, folio 340 a, 11. 12-15.

" As Khawajah 'Abdullah had arrived with valuable gtf|

and elephants of renown from * Alvi Khan ['Adil Khan], he [tW
bmperor] threw the glances of condescension upon ' Adil Khan,
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and having bestowed princely Khilaats (dresses of honour)
upon Khwajah 'Abdullah and his son named Shahi Beg, pre-

sented to them one hundred Akbarshahi ashrafis and fifteen

hundred rupees and twenty-four thousand Muradi tankas, and
gave them permission to return to their country.

Here Dowson has " 1501 Rupees and 24 tankas," and leaves

out the word Muradi in his translation (E.D. V, p. 411), though
it is clearly written in the Lucknow Lithograph as well as in the

Mulla Firuz Library Manuscript.

Badaoni does not mention Khwajah 'Abdullah or his son

by name or the presents made to them, though he does say

that Hakim 'Ali was sent in company with the Dakhni en-

voys to Bijagarh (Bijapur).

The next passage occurs in Nizamu-d-din's annals of the

thirty-second Regnal year.

;fy) fcrfl )* }4 a*wlj j ^U JS uU«^l 3 *ij*~j ^y , c^lU

^^yo *g)^ 3 *j*£ j>x> ^^j a^j ^f t

;
^U^b ^|;!^*. j

^tyi**

Lucknow Lithograph, p. 370, 11. 3-5. Mulla Firuz Library

-Manuscript, folio 366 a., 11. 14-17.

11 About the same time, when the sun was in his exalta-

tion, the envoy of * Abdullah Khan and Nazar Bey, together

with his sons, had the honour of paying their respects [to the

Emperor] and performing the kurnish. And Isma'il Quli Khan
and Raisingh also brought the elders and chiefs of the Baluoh

tribes, who had the honour of kissing the threshold. To Nazar

Bey and his sons were given as a present four lacs of Muradi

tankas, which are equivalent to five hundred Tumans of 'Iraq.

Here Dowson has again omitted the qualifying epithet

Muradi in his version. (E.D. V, p. 453.)

The corresponding passage in Badaoni is as follows. :

* *£ fU>! *£U gift ^Uy a-aib *& uij&i &* ^
;

l

r^ 3 ***y$

Bibl. Ind. Text, II, p. 352, 11. 15-17. Lucknow Lithograph,

p. 257, 11. 18-19.

ik On the day of the sun's passing into (the first degree of

AriesJ, the envoy of 'Abdullah Khan and Nazar Bey with his

sons paid their respects, and four lacs of tankas which are

equivalent to five hundred Tumans of 'Iraq were given as a

present to Nazar Bey." (Cf. Lowe, II. 363).
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Now it will be noticed that the word Muradi is omitted

in the text of Badaoni, just as the word Tanka is omitted in

the Lucknow Lithograph of Nizamu-d-din. But there can be

no doubt that both writers meant the same kind of tanka,

for the numbers, Four lakhs and five hundred are repeated in

both. Leaving for the present the discussion of tiie equation,

Four lakhs of Muradi tonkas = five hundred Tumans of Iraq,

I will proceed to quote another passage in which the Muradi

tanka is again explicitly mentioned in the Tabaqat. Speaking

of the visit of Mirza Rustam in the thirty-eighth Regnal year,

Nizamu-d-din says

:

Lucknow Lithograph, p. 379, 11. 16-18. Mulhl Firuz Library

Manuscript, folio 379 a., 11. 7-10.

When
1/ W

kindnesses

respects, the

princely condescensions, and presented him with a kror of

Muradi tonkas, and gave him a place among the Amirs who
were Commanders of Five Thousand and bestowed Multan upon
him as his Jagir."

Here again, Badaoni repeats the important epithet Muradi,
which is omitted in the version of Dowson (E. D. v, 467), leav-

ing no doubt that it must have existed in the copy of the

Tabaqat which Badaoni had before his eyes while compiling
his own account. Badaoni's own words are as follows:

Bibl. Ind. Text, II, 388, 11. 20-22. Lucknow Lithograph 271,

11. 6-7.

c t After

one kror Muradi tankas in cash
gave him admission to the rank of those Amirs who were
Commanders of Five Thousand and appointed Multan as his

Jagir.

In this passage, Lowe has rendered the word Muradi,

took
of his translation, by « in small change.' (II, 402).

I Badaoni
and relates to his personal experiences. He informs us that
ne had been commanded to translate into Persian a collection
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of Hindu Tales entitled by him Bahru-l-Asmar—M Ocean of

Stories''—[Katha Sarit Sagaral], and that when he laid his

version at the feet of his Imperial patron, Akbar was highly

pleased, and ordered him to correct and modernise an older

rendering of the first part also, which had been made in the

time of Sultan Zain-al-'Abidin of Kashmir.

Bibl. Ind. Text, II, 402, 11. 5-6. Lucknow Lithograph, 276,

11. 1-2.

11
1 began it and after [giving me] many marks of favour,

he gave me a present of ten thousand Murddi ta?ikas, and a

horse.

Here again Lowe has rendered the word Muradi by "in
small change." (II, 416).

Let me now sum up the results of this inquiry. Not reckon-

ing the passage cited by Thomas, which was hitherto the only

one known, there are at least three other passages in each of

these authors, in which the Muradi tanka is explicitly men-

tioned. Two of these passages are found in both, Nizamu-d-din

and Badaoni, and relate to the 32nd and the 38th Regnal years.

But each has one passage to which there is no parallel in the

other. That which is earliest in point of time occurs only in

the Tabaqat (R.Y. XXV). That which is latest in point of time

is found only in the Muntakhab (R.Y. XL) of Badaoni.

We may take it then that these passages indicate that a

tanka which bore, for some reason, the peculiar designation

of Tanka-i-MuradI, was current in Akbar's reign from the

twenty-fifth to the fortieth year. It does not appear to ha v.

been merely a money of account; for Badaoni explicitly uses

the words '* One crore Muradi tankas (Naqd), i.e. in cash," and

ays that he himself received ten thousand of them from the

hands of the Emperor. Here it may be useful to quote the

note of Lowe's on the expression which he has rendered by the

phrase, i( in small change." " It was the custom to keep bags

of 1000 dam at hand ready for distribution " (II, 402, n. 8) and

he quotes as his authority, Thomas's Chronicles, p. 421, n.l,

where we read: " Abul Fazl relates that a kror of dams was

kept ready for gifts within the palace, every thousand of

which was kept in bags.' Bernier mentions the continuation,

even to Aurangzeb's time, of the same custom of having bags

of 1,000 dams ready for distribution/' (Chronicles,, p. 421,

n. 2).

The language of Nizamud-din also scarcely supports, if it

does not actually militate against, the supposition that the

Muradi tanka was merely a money of account. He tells us that
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Nazar Bey actually received 24,000 of these Muradi tankds,

along with 100 ashrafis and 1,500 rupees, neither of which last

could possibly come under that description. It is more likely

that the Emperor, for some reason connected with the court

etiquette relating to the entertainment of envoys and other

visitors from foreign parts, furnished him with a reasonable

quantity of the currency of the realm, in all the three metals. 1

The total amount of the gift would be about 3,700 ^rupees

taking the ashrafi at 10 rupees, and the Muradi tankd at Jn

of a rupee. If the object had been merely to give the ambas-

sador a certain sum as douceur, or if the Muradi tankd had

been merely an accountant's fiction, he would have given him

only 370 ashrafis, or only 3,700 rupees. It seems that a few

of those bags filled with coppers, which " were kept ready for

distribution,
5

' were included in the Imperial gift, with the

object of obviating any difficulties which the stranger might

possibly experience in the exchange transactions incidental to

everyday existence, which appear to have been conducted for

the most part in copper in those times. It is perhaps permis-

sible also to conjecture that these Muradi tankds were specially

included on this occasion, because they had been then but re-

cently coined and placed in circulation.

But supposing the Muradi tankd was a money of account

only, what was its value? For this we have the equation-

Four lakhs of Tankd-i-Muradi =* five hundred Tumans of Iraq.

But what was the value of the Tuman of Iraq ? Abul Fazl ia

explicit on that point :—"The Tuman of Khurasan/' he says,

"is equal in value to 30 rupees, and the Tuman of 'Iraq to

40." (Ain-i-Akbari, Tr. Jarrett, II, 394). But if 40 rupees are

equal to one Tuman of 'Iraq, and if four lakhs of Muradi tavkds

are equal to five hundred Tumans of
l Irdq, it follows that

' It appears to have been the practice to present to ambassadors
and distinguished visitors from foreign parts on their arrival or departure
or both, various sums of money for, as it is often expressly said, their
expenses. Thus, Jahangir gave the envoy of the Sharif of Mekka five
lacs of DSms in the second year of his reign (Tuzuk, Tr. Rogers and
Beveridge, I. 133). In the tenth year, he bestowed twenty-thousand
Darbs (half-rupees) on Mustafa Beg, the Persian ambassador. (Ibid... L
i84). Muhammad Riza, another envoy of the ruler of Erin, received in
the twelfth year sixty thousand Darbs. (lb., I. 374). The Wakila of
Add Khan of Bijapur and Qutb-ul-Mulk of Gulkandah also are stated to

and

exam
/t oar o«n - tt Z> *r

e aame Practice occur elsewhere in the same work
(I 206, 296

;
II. 36, 75, 90, 94, 97, 165, 236). It would be easv to quote

addit.onal passages from the Badshah-namah and the histories of Au-
rangzeb, but it is scarcely necessary to do so. A study of all the passages
seems to show that whereas Akbar's presents were generally made in
these Tanka-i-Muradi

, JahSngir preferred to give Darbs, and Shah JahSn
and Aurangzeb Rupees. —
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800 Muradi tankas = one Tuman of 'Iraq = 40 Rupees
(Akbari), and that

20 Muradi tankas = one rupee (Akbari).

In other words, 1 Muradi tankd = 2 dams, taking the dam at

^ of the Akbari rupee. Of course, all this depends upon the

correctness of Abul FazPs equation— 1 Tuman of 'Iraq = 40

Rupees ; and it is possible to argue that Nizamud-din's Tu-

man of 'Iraq may not have been at all identical with that of

Abul Fazl, and may have been worth less or more. Fortu-

nately, however, it is possible to show decisively that it was

worth neither more or less than 40 rupees. Nizamu-d-din him-

self gives the identical equation in an indirect manner, in not

one but two passages, which I shall content myself with quot-

ing from Dowson's translation :

11 The debts of Shaikh Mohammed Bukhari, who was killed

at the battle of Pattan, and of Saif Khan Koka, who fell in the

second campaign of Ahmadabad, were ordered to be paid out

of the public treasury. /

shahi rupees, equal to two thousand five hundred Tumans of 'Iraq.

(E.D. V. 370-1). It is obvious from this that 40 Akbarshahi

rupees = 1 Tuman of 'Iraq. Elsewhere he says

:

"Nearly a lac and a half of rupees, equal to three thou-

sand seven hundred Tumans of 'Iraq, goods of Hindustan and

curiosities, were entrusted to Muhammad 'Ali Khazanchi for

presentation to 'Abdullah Khan." (E.D. V. 455).

Now, 3,700 Tumans of 'Iraq at 40 rupees to the Tuman
would be equal to only 1,48,000 rupees, and it is thus easy to

see why the scrupulously exact quarter-master-general and

accountant qualifies the expression, "a lac and a half of

rupees" with the adverb "nearly" (Qarib-i-yak-nim lak

rupiyah). Lucknow Lithograph, p. 371, 1.9.'

1 It is perhaps not unnecessary to add that we have nothing to do

here with the various estimates of the value of the Tuman in European

monev which are to be found in the works of English, French and Italian

travellers of the seventeenth century. What we are concerned with is

not, what any one of them understood by the word, but what the author

of the Tabaqat believed the " Tuman of 'Iraq" to be valued at. Nizamu-

d-din's own declaration on that head must therefore be absolutely deri-

ve, even if we did not possess the exceedingly valuable corroborativ

testimony of his contemporary Abul Fazl. The Tuman appears to have

been at this time merely a money of account and to have varied also

from place to place (Qandahar, Khurasan, Iraq, etc.). It seems also,

like several other denominations of money, to have run an almost un-

interrupted course of depreciation with the lapse of time. Pietro della

Valle's (1619 a.c.) estimate makes it equivalent to £4 10s. (Travels, II. 22).

Mandelslo says it was equal to 5 Pistoles, i.e. about £4 3s. 9d. Tavernier

in his Persian Travels (ed. 1670, p. 122) takes it to be as 15 6cus, which

at 4s 6d. the ecu ss £3 Is. 6d. Elsewhere he declares it was equal to 50

Xbasis, i.e. about £3 las. (Ball's edition, I. 24). Sir Thomas Herbert says

the ' Toman is fiv. marks sterlin' (Travels, p. 225), which, at 13s. 4d. the

.nark, would he = £3 6s. M. Fryer (1677 a.c.) estimates "every Tho-
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So far then, it appears that the passage quoted at the

head of this paper is not, as has been hitherto supposed, the

only reference to the Muradi tanka in Indian Historical Litera-

ture, and that a copper coin or tanka of which the value was

equal to the double dam is referred to at least six times by

Badaoni and Nizamu-d-din. But it is not only in these two

historians that this tanka finds mention. I have traced an

explicit allusion to it in the Mirat-i-Sikandari , a history of the

Gujarat Sultans finished about 1611 a.c.—about six years only

after Akbar's death—by Sikandar bin Manjhu, who appears to

have himself entered the Imperial service, after the conquest

of the province by Akbar's arms. This writer appears to have

been perfectly familiar with this denomination of currency, for

in the course of his account of an invasion of the territories of

the Rana Kombha of Chitor by Qutbu-d-din Ahmad Shah II,

of Gujarat, in 861 a.h., he remarks : " It is said that the battle

lasted for five days, and that a cup of water was sold for five

phadiyahs, equivalent in that neighbourhood to twelve Muradi
tonkas" (Bayley, History of Gujarat, p. 151. See also F.izal

Lutfullah's Translation, p. 35).

It is evident that the Phadiyah had become obsolete in the

writer's day, and so, to bring home to his readers the extraordi-
nary scarcity of water in that arid region, he has taken care to

give the equivalent of the Phadiyah in a denomination of

money familiar to his contemporaries. Unfortunately, the ex-

planation conveys to us but little illumination, and a cloud now
hangs over the Muradi tanka which is, if possible, thicker and
darker than that which surrounds the Phadiyah or Fedea. of

which Yule and Burnell say :

Fedea, Fuddea. A denomination of money formerly cur-

rent in Bombay and the adjoining coast; Mahr[attl], p' hadyah
(qu. Ar. Fidya, ransom?). It constantly occurs in the account
statements of the 16th century, e.g. of Nunez, (1554) as a money
of account of which 4 went to the silver tanga, [see TANGA],

20 to the Pardao. * * * Prof. Robertson Smith suggests that
this may be the Ar[abicj denomination of a small coin used in

Egypt, fadda (i e. ' silverling '). * * * But, according to Lane,
was

the fifteenth century, and these would be worth about 5$d.

fedea This rather indicates the
identity of the names. " (Hobson-Jobson,ed. Crooke, s.v. Fedea)

Now, taking Nunez's value for the Phadiyah, or rather,
Yule's estimate of it, and regarding the rupee of Akbar (of full

mand at • three pounds and a noble." i e. £3 (k. 8d. (Travels, p. 232)-
According to Kelly s Universal Cambist, it represented a value of onb

7 «7 "V-S v '?" ai
\ T?

fc the Pre3ent day it is said to be worth only
7».6d. Vide Yule and Bmnell, Hobson Jobson. ..». Toman and Ball

1

Tavernier T. 415, from which this note is compiled.
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weight), as equivalent to 25. Qd. (Lane Poole's Aurangzib, p. 120,

and the authorities quoted there), we have :

12 Muradi Tankas = 5 Fadiyahs = d. 4} x 5 = \
7- x 5d. = s

,
d

= 71 x 3V Rs. = 1Vo Rs - = \ |
R«. =H * T #5™*

a«r #5"w »28A -Dams.2 4 --"-"•«'" -^2 4

1 Muradi Tanka — "
2
\° Z)ams x A Dam* = I |S Dams

2.1
•? Dams.

The result will be even closer if we take the Phadiyah to be

equal to 4d. instead of 4Jd. It will be then 2| Dams.
But there is yet another gauge that is available. About

twenty years ago, I discovered in the possession of an old Parsi

priest of Navsari, near Surat, a bundle of original Persian and
Gujarati documents, of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,

illustrating the history of our small community. One of these is

a Persian sale-deed of 923 a.h. (1517 a.c.), by which thirty-two

bighas of land were sold to a famous Parsi of those times, Manak
Changa, by Musammat 'Ismat Khatun for the sum of the five

hundred Phadiyas, each Phadiyah of which was to be of the value

of L2 Dokdas. Now, the Dokda of Gujarat is almost everywhere

defined as the yfo part of a rupee (Wilson's Glossary, s.v.:

BeJsare, Gujarati-English Dictionary, s.v.), and is most probably,

what the author of the Mirat-i-Ahmadi calls the tankchah of

Gujarat, of which also 100 went to the rupee. (Bayley, Guja-

rat, p. 6). Now, if a Phadiya was equivalent to 12 of these

Dokdas and if 5 Phadiyahs were equal to 12 Muradi tankas, it

is obvious that 12 Muradi tankas = 60 Dokdas = f of a rupee

} x \
f)

- Dams = 24 Dams

:

/. 1 Muradi tanka = 2 Dams.

This extraordinary confirmation of the value given for the

Muradi tanka by Nizamu-d-din, from a chance document

found in a Parsi house in an obscure corner of Gujarat, is, to

say the least of it, extraordinary, and deserves careful con-

ideration at the hands of any one disposed to scout the theory

enunciated by Thomas.
But this does not exhaust the evidence. It is possible to

demonstrate the existence of a tanka equivalent to two Dams,

and to adduce at least two conclusive examples of the equation

from the Ain4-Akbari itself. In a chapter on the " Profit of

the Dealers in Gold and Silver," which deserves to be carefully

studied by every advanced student of Mughal Numismatics,

Abul-Fazl says :

c

8

The merchant buys for 100 L'al-i-Jalali Muhrs 130 T[olahs]
- 7 - n rf\J6 CM- UL^l ^t Unm rrrAA r*f ft.! hn<n m I Hf fViia r.non_M[ashas] Of this quan-

l The Mughal phrase for gold of absolute fineness - 24 carats or 100

touch—was Barahhani—i.e of twelve Bans.
^
Abul Pazl writes

:

"The highest degree of purity is called in Persia Dahdahi [i.e. ten in
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tity, 22t. 9m. l\s. burn away in melting, and mix with the

Khak-i-khalaQ , so that 107*. 4m. l^s. of pure gold remain which

are coined into 105 muhrs, leaving a remainder of nearly half a

tolah of gold, the value of which is 4 rupees. From the Khahi-

JchalaQ, are recovered 2t. 11m. is. of gold and lit Mm. 4|$. of

silver, the value of both of which is 35 rupees, I2| tangahs, so

that altogether, the above-mentioned quantity of gold yields 105

Muhrs, 39 Rs, and 25 dams. (Ain-i-Akbari, Tr. Blochmann, I,

37).

It is easy to see that this total of 39 rupees, 26 Dams is

made up by adding the 4 rupees which are stated to be the

market-price of the residuary half-tolfih of gold and the 35 Rs.

12J Tangahs which represent the aggregate money-value of the

gold and silver bullion recovered from the Khak-i-khalnr. In

other words.

(4 Rs.) + (31 Rs . 4- \2\ Tangahs)

= 39 Rs. + 25 Dams, i.e. \2\ Tangahs = 25 Dams.

•\ 1 Tangah-2 Dams.

Then again, in Abul-Fazl's account of the Subab of

Berar, we read

:

"This Subah contains 16 Sarkars and 142 Perganahs.
From an early period, the revenues were taken by a valuation
of crops and since the Tankah of this country is equal to 8 of

Dehli, the gross revenue was 3$ krors of Tankahs or 56 krors of

Dams." _
Ain-i-Akbari, Tr. Jatrett, II. 231.

Now if 3± krors of Berari tankas =m krors of darns,
1 Berari tanka- 16 dams.

And we are also told that

1 Berari tankd^S tankas of Dehli.
But we have seen that

1 Berari tanka = 1 6 dams.
8 Tankas of Dehli = 16 dams.

• 9 1 Tanka of Dehli = 2 dams
All the above passages are from contemporary writers. Xizauiu-
d-dm Ahmad, Badaoni, and the author of the Mirat-i-Sikan-
clan all speak of a tanka called Muradi which was clearly
e
AT i i*

t0
, *¥ one-twent'eth part of a rupee or two dams-

Abul Jjazl also twice speaks of a tangah or a " tankah of Delhi
which was equal to two dams. Let me now quote two referen-

it is callorl Rs«.»,ir- •
,

auove ten degrees of fineness : whilst in inu.«,

Hun which fa In™'- " they have twelve *P« Formerly, the old
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ces to this Tankd-i-Muradi , which occur in later, but by no
means contemptible, authorities. One of them occurs in the
Mirat-i-Ahmadi, the other in the Ma,asir-ul-Umard. The first

shows that the phrase Muradi Tankd was used in official docu-
ments and supposed to require no explanation so late at least

as the time of Aurangzeb, while the second proves that the

author of the Ma.asir was not unacquainted with the equation
of which we have already had so many illustrations.

1 (Muradi) Tankah —^ of an Akbari rupee, i.e. 2 dams.

Let me first quote the Mirat-i-Ahmadi :

—

,J*
a? [ ±2*

]
{£*> aiilj <*J£|<X> ^ii *ijj &> ^a^L** jl ^4-a. ^Uiy y

* *Lib a^/o JlJ| cu^j *>])£. jl ^f&lj* ASjJ ij
^ ^U. ^

Z

Mirat
p. 322. 11. 5-8.

" And in the year one thousand and ninety-four [a.h.], it was
ordered, in accordance with the request submitted [respectfully

made] by the Administrator ( <*£li ) of the Subah (or Province

of Gujarat), on behalf of those prisoners and deceased persons,

who belonged to the Musalman community and had no well-to-

lo relatives (lit. heirs) , that every such prisoner [kept] in the

k'uard-house of the Kotwal should have, per head, one seer of

wheat flour, and every individual defunct should have two sheets

(or shrouds) and five Muradi tankas given [for burial expenses]

from the Public Treasury."

This author, it will be seen, clearly mentions the Muradi
tanka. We may think it unfortunate that he has not cared

to explain what a Muradi tankd was equal to in his day, but

the omission is probably due to the fact that the phrase was so

well understood when he wrote, as to require no gloss or com-

mentary. It is clear, however, from the passage I have quoted

in the Note on the '• Weight of Aurangzeb's Dams,' from an-

other part of his work (Part I, p. 282, 11. 10-11), that the

Tankd was valued in Gujrat at two Falus, i.e. Dams, before

1077 a.h.

My second quotation is from the Ma
9
dsir-ul-Umara. a very

valuable Biographical Dictionary of the celebrated persons who
flourished in this country under the House of Timur. In the

Life of Qasim Khan, Mir-i-Bahr, under whose supervision the

great Fort of Agra was completed in 972 a h. (1564-5 a.c.), the

writer says:
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•
»-•

U3l a,^ **U iw„ ^) ^ij • «*« &<> *£i3 .,/ ofiA J/-*'JWJ ^ J.I4JI ^;r* o.«u tty) ^_w ^»j ^
^v, «> «>~

;57

* aw7 flua

Maflsir-uUUmara , Bibl. Indica Text, Vol. Ill, p. 63, 11. 6-10.

" And the elevated Fortress of Agra, the like and equal of

which in strength and solidity has not been described (lit. point-

ed out) by those who have travelled in the quarters of the

inhabited [world], was completed and received the finishing

touch in the space of eight years, at a cost of seven crores or

tankds which are equivalent to thirty-five lakhs of rupees,

[thanks] to the excellence of Qasim Khan's management.
It is scarcely necessary to say that if

Seven crores of tankds — thirty-five lakhs of rupees,

20 Tankds = one rupee

,

1 Tankd = j
1
, of a rupee or 2 dams.

One more documentary proof of the value borne by the Tanka

has been recently discovered in distant Kashmir, which shows

that the Tanka equal to the twentieth part of a Rupee was in

general use, and that the name also was familiar to the people*

so late as 1093 in. (1682 A.C.). In a manuscript of a portion

of the Mahabharata, purchased by Dr. M. A. Stein at grinagar

in October 1898, " a curious deed of sale " is endorsed on the

obverse leaf of the ' Ashvamedha Parvan.' The agreement is

written out in Sanscrit as well as in Persian, and it is recorded

in the former that the MS. was sold to the worshipful Guru

Ananda for forty-five thousand Dinndras. It is stated w^"

equal clearness in the latter, that the sale took place on the

1st of Ramazan 109:{ a.h., and that the price was two hundred

and twenty-five Tank&s.
Now Dr. Stein has proved that " the Kashmiri an Hath, Sans.

S'ata, i.e. the hundreder (the hundred-dinnara piece), was, m
Akbar's time, as clearly shown by a statement of Abul Fazl,

only equal to ,'„ of a Rupee. The Sasiin or thousander , the old

Sahasra, accordingly, then represented a value of not more

than I of a Rupee." The forty-five thousand Dinnaras of the

document would, at this rate, have been equal to 11 J
Rupees-

So far, everything was clear to Dr. Stein (J.R.A.S., April 19W»

pp. 187-194, and Numismatic Chronicle, 1899, Vol. Xp,;

pp. 125-174), but he was unable to say , " what particular coin

was meant by the « Tanka,' though he thought that " a cofVtr

coin was evidently intended.' ' It i? «<"^««° ana mtAxi necessary

to say that the coin was the Tanka
article, i.e. the Tanka = j, of a Rupee. It is clear that if

It is perhaps scarcely necessary

nkd which is the subject of this
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225 Tankas = 45,000 Dinnaras,
= 11 J Rupees,

1 Tanka = 200 Dinnaras.

But 100 Dinnaras = ~\ Rupee,
.\ 1 Tanka = ,,'-> x } = ^ Rupee.

So far we are on solid ground. All the passages quoted are

clear enough and there is not room for much difference of

opinion as to their meaning. But there are several other

points in this connection which are not easy of solution and to

these I must now advert.

We have seen that Abul Fazl calls this full tanka (equal

to two Dams or the ^o^1 Par^ °f a rupee) the u Tanka4-
Dehli." Nizamu-d-din and Badaoni give it the designation

of " Tanka-i-Muradi" I confess that I cannot give any
particular reason for either appellation. Why call it the
1

* Tanka of Dehli" only, and not of Agra v Lahore, or any
other place where it was current ? And for the matter of that,

why call it * Muradi ' ? I am afraid it is scarcely possible to

say anything really useful on that head, and we are left to

mere conjecture. It is possible that the epithet had something
to do with the name of the Prince Murad, and that the full

tanka came, at some time in its history, to be called after Akbar's
favourite son. It is of course open to any one to hold that it is

nothing more than one of those meaningless expletives or 'co-

efficients ' as they have been called, of which there are so many
in Persian and Hindustani idiom, e.g. Panj (five) Zanjir-i-fil,

Qabzah-i-Shamshir , Danah-i-Marwarid
f
Muhari-Shutur, Qata'a-

i-La c
al

9
Nafar-i-Barqandaz, Fard-i-Kaghaz or Dast-i-Baz. These

and many another "gem of the Munshi's repertory" may be

seen in Carnegy's Kachari Technicalities, or in Yule and
Burnell's Hobson-Jobson (s.v. Numerical Affixes, ed. Crooke,

p. 634). But neither of these suppositions is supported by any
positive evidence, and our knowledge of the many fanciful and
often far-fetched innovations in nomenclature for which Akbar
appears to have had an unreasoning partiality, should warn us

against making any confident statement on that head. Indeed,

it seems to me that the origin of the phrase is a mere side-issue

upon which it is scarcely necessary to lay stress in the present

state of the inquiry. Etymological inquiries are of practical

value only when there is a doubt as to the real meaning of a

word or phrase. They are scarcely anything more than curi-

osities when the meaning stands out clearly, as it does in this

case, from the words of the writers themselves. It is possible

that scholars will long continue to differ about the derivation

of the word Muradi, but then how many of us are agreed as to

the etymology of Tanka itself, or Dam or Paisa or Dokda or

Kant (or Oani) ?

I submit, therefore, that our ignorance of the origin of the
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magnitude of the figures, an unreal impression of the Iniperial

* An in'am of one crore of Dams was given to the KhSn-i-KhSnan

Mir Jumla in 1072 a.h. for his conquest of Assam (Ma.&sir-i-'Ala*^:
p. 40: Khafi Khan, II, pp. 154-5). One crore Darns were also preserve

to the Wazir Ja'afar Khan in 1080 a.h. (Ma,asir, 90). The Prince Ma^r
mad Mu'azzam had a gift of three crores in 1083 a.h. {Ibid. 123). Om
examples of donations, varying from five lacs of dams to two crores, »
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' 236
> 2?4 > 282, 365, 441, 470, 474, 481 f «g

506, 516 of the same work. Earlier instances of the rei^n of Jah*7*

.

occur in the Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri, Tr. Rogers and Beveridge I 46 (one lag-

I. 72 (twenty lacs); I. 75 (thiry lacs); I. 133 (five lacs). Kh58 K&*
records three cases in the reign of Shah Jahan : I. 581 (two crores),

•

601 (two crores), and I. 755 (Bve crores) to Dara Shikoh.
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epithet ought not to be permitted to obscure the real point at

issue. That point is simply this, was there a tanka called, for

some reason unknown, Muradi, and was it equivalent to the

twentieth part of a rupee as the dam was equal to the fortieth ?

That question, I venture to state, admits now of but one answer,

and that is in the affirmative, and should be enough for our

purpose.

Another question, Was the Tanka-i-Muradi a mere money

of account ?
' is perhaps more difficult to answer, and I am

afraid that it is impossible for any one conversant with the

evidence at present available, to say with any confidence

that it was not. I have urged such considerations as have

suggested themselves in favour of the opposite view, but

I am by no means oblivious of the difficulties in the way.

Nizamu-d-din as well as Badaoni speak of so many as one crore

of these Muradi tankas having been given as a present to Mirza

Rustam. It is not at all easy to understand why the Emperor

should not have given him five lakhs of rupees or about fifty

thousand muhrs, which would have been identical in value, ana

at the same time more convenient, probably to him who paid'

and certainly to him who received them. It is true that Abin

Fazl a3 well as Bernier speak of the custom of keeping

of 1,000 dams at hand for distribution," but a crore of tankas

would have required ten thousand bags to contain and about

eight hundred carts to carry them. This is of course unthink-

able, and we are naturally inclined to suppose that the Murad

tanka could not have been anything else than an accountant s

fiction, and that there was no coin corresponding to it in

reality. I fear, however, that this is pressing the conclusion

too far. The Mughal historians frequently assert that this or

that Emperor presented one crore, two orores or three crores

of dams to this or that prince or noble. Several instances can

be quoted from the Tuzuk-i-Jdhangiri and the Ma,asir^Ah^'
giri. 1 Are we therefore to infer that the dam also was a mere

' 'money of account/' and that it was only an imaginary unit

invented by some financier for the convenience of his subor-

dinates, and retained for the purpose of producing, by **
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resources and munificence ? The specimens in our museums of

Akbar's falus or dams are sufficiently numerous to demonstrate
the fallacy of this supposition, but then when Aurangzeb
made to the Prince Muhammad Muazzam a present of three

crores of dams, are we to understand that several thousand
carts loaded with copper coins were sent to the Prince's
residence ? Most probably not* The amount of the gift was
estimated in dams, but the dam was an actual coin and not a
mere " money of account," in our sense of the term. The entire

Mughal revenue was estimated in dams, and all the accounts were
kept in dams, but the dam was an actual coin and a Ci money
of account " only in the sense that it was the commonest fiscal

unit in which all accounts were kept. It would appear as if

the Muradi tanka which we have seen mentioned in connection
with the amounts of large money-gifts was, just like the dam,
a real coin as well as a fiscal unit, and not a mere " money of

account M in our sense of the term.
But supposing that it was a " money of account" and

nothing more, it does not at all affect the conclusion so far as

the primary question as to the real meaning of the Return * of
Nizamu-d-din Ahmad, quoted at the head of this article, is con-
cerned. ' Money of account ' or not, it is clear that 640 crores

of Muradi tankds were equivalent to .'52 crores of Akbari rupees,

and not to 16 crores, and that Thomas was after all right in the

surmise which Mr. Lane- Poole rejected as scarcely worthy of

serious consideration. So far the demonstration is complete.
Whether the 32 crores of rupees represent merely the land revenue

or the sum total of the Imperial income from all sources is

another matter, which may be discussed more fitly in some
other place.

One word more as to the strictly numismatic aspect of

the question. If the Muradi tanka was valued at two Dams,
and equivalent to ^th of a rupee, what is its relation to the
Tanka-i-Akbarshahi, of about double the weight of the dam, of

which several specimens have been unearthed since Thomas
wrote ? The difficulty is that the earliest dated tanka is not

older than the 44th Regnal year (Whitehead, P.M.C. No. 615),

though half-tankds of the 40th, 41st, 42nd years have been found.

Nizamu-d-din first mentions the large tanka, equivalent to

the twentieth part of a rupee, in connection with the 25th Reg-
nal year, while Badaoni's earliest reference is to the 32nd, and
even Abul Fazl's is probably not later than the 40th year of

the Reign. Indeed, Nizamu-d-din died in the 38th year, and
Badaoni, whose history does not go beyond the 40th, is generally

believed to have died soon afterwards. Abul Fazl, it is true,

lived up to the 46th year, but the facts and figures in the Ain
are in more than one instance said expressly to refer to the 39th

or the 40th year.

We are therefore led to suppose that the full tanka of about
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640 grs. must have been first coined much earlier than is be-

lieved, at present. It would be hazardous, however, to say

more in the present state of our ignorance than that Numis-

matists would do well to be on the look-out for specimens of

earlier dates.

Junagadh.

S. H. HODIVALA.

Note.—The Akbari dam is the legitimate successor of the

Suri dam. Sher Shah Suri was the first ruler to strike copper

coins of this size and weight. Is it known from the original

authorities what these Suri coins were designated ? We numis-

matists take it that they were called dams. Halves, quarters,

known
single Suri double dam has been found up to date. Mr. H.

Nelson Wright, I.C.S., has a heavy dam of fslain Shah Suri (see

Numismatic Supplement to the Journal of the Asiatic Society

Bengal, XXV, p. 236) but it is not really a double dam. Its

weight (460 grains) makes it equivalent to about a dam and a

half. As Akbar continued the monetary system inaugurated by

that very capable administrator Sher Shah Suri, numismatists

call his ordinary copper issues dams. As far as we know from

the actual coins so far discovered, the word tanfcd did not come

into use on the coinage till the fortieth year, and all tankds are

dated in the ilahi or Akbar's divine era. Ordinarily the half

tanka, corresponding in weight and size with the dam, is found.

But we also get the chaharam hissa, hashtaham hissa, and shanaz-

daham hissa. The tanka itself, or full tanka as it is often called

to distinguish it from the half tanka which is sometimes loosely

designated tanka, is very rare—see N.S. XXV, p. 235. To return

to the dam for a moment. The actual word fia is only found

o \x mint—see my new

Punjab Museum Catalogue, Vol. II, pp. xcvi and 95. This piece ?

in weight and size.

tanka

Mr^Stanley Lane Poole is clearly in error when he says the

dam The coins themselves
show that the dam was equivalent to the half tanka. As re-

gards his dictum that there were undoubtedly double dams as

well as double tankds, I think I am right in saying that not

a single double dam of Akbar has ever been discovered. By
the double tanka, Mr. Stanley Lane Poole must have meant the

full trtnhn fins* I* o 4-U;«~ ~ ~ _ * . i- • •^.U^/* afiSuch a thing as a two4anka piece weighing *s

much as 1280 grains, is totally unknown. Probably at the

time when he wrote the words now under discussion, the avail;

able coin material was small, and he confounded the half tanka

with the tanka. to the fact
some tanka issues, e.g. Ahmadabad, Gobindpur, the fractional
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epithets are left out. The only double dams known to me are

the two specimens mentioned on p. 236 of N.S. XXV, one of

Jahangir and the other of Shah Jahan. Each I think is still

unique.

It is curious that the almost invariable use of the word
tanka by historians—Mr. Hodiwala gives instances of the

seventh , tenth , fourteenth, regnal years—is not reflected

on the coins themselves. Numismatists call by the name of

dams all the usual copper issues of Akbar of the appropriate

dimensions which bear no denominational epithet, especially

those which were struck before the ilahl era came into use in

Akbar's thirtieth year. They reserve the term tanka for those

issues on which the epithet occurs, and these are unknown to

coin collectors till Akbar's fortieth year. This is the date of a

half tanka of Agra mint in the Panjab Museum—Panjab Museum
Catalogue, Vol. II, No. 614. The date of this very coin was read

by Mr. C. J. Rodgers as forty-five—see Indian Antiquary, July

1890, Rare copper coins of Akbar, Fig. 36. I should be grateful

if numismatists would communicate to me the dates of early

specimens of the tanka issue. A numismatist would therefore

expect to find the term dam used by historians when they refer

to transactions which took place in Akbar's earlier years.

Mr. Hodiwala shows that Dowson and Lowe in their trans-

lations more than once omit the word muradl from what is in

the original muradl tanka. Similarly the word tanka is omitted

in one original, and the word muradl in another. So though the

full form is muradl tanka, we also have the abbreviated epithets

muradl and tanka. Unless we are to blame the copyists for

incorrect and partial renderings, the inference seems to _be

that the word muracfo is not indispensable, and that muradl

tanka and tanka mean the same thing. This is the conclusion

that Mr. Hodiwala finally arrives at from other considerations.

I suggest that muradl is a redundant word which signifies that

the tankas were copper money or currency. In support of this

view I cite the fact that the word muradl is still used, though

much more rarely than the usual epithet muazl, to denote

amounts of copper money less than one rupee in value. Thus

muradl ath ana chhe pai can be used for muazl dth ana chhe pat.

The further consideration arises,—Was the tanka merely a

money of account like our guinea at the present day ? Mr.

Hodiwala deduces from the passages quoted by him that the

tanka was current from the twenty-fifth to the fortieth year of

Akbar's reign, and that it was not merely a money of account.

The latter contention is supported by the facts that Badaoni

mentions one crore of tankas in cash, and that this historian

says that he himself received ten thousand of them from the

hands of the emperor. Also one Nazar Beg actually received

twenty-four thousand of these tankas, along with one hundred

ashrafis, and fifteen hundred rupees. This event occurred in
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the thirty-second year of Akbar's reign. But these considera-

tions do not make the same appeal to the numismatist, though

of course it is possible that the word tanka came into common
use before it made its formal appearance on the coinage. In the

first place, the tanka issue does not appear till the fortieth

year. Mu ghal coins have been collected for the last century,

and not a single specimen of Akbar's copper tanka issue is

known to me prior to the fortieth year. Again, if this tanka

was struck in such enormous numbers that ten millions of them

could be gifted to one individual, while twenty-four thousand

were presented to another person as ordinary coin of the realm,

then tankas ought to be found in large numbers at the present

day. This is true of the copper coin equivalent in weight and

size to the dam, or half tanka. Every bazar in Northern India

is full of SurT and Akbarl dams. But the full tanka is very

scarce indeed. There is only one full tanka in the Indian Mu-

seum collection, and there are three in the Cabinet of the

Lahore Museum. I myself during nine years of assiduous

search in the Punjab bazars have found one specimen. So we

are brought to one of two results. The word tanka was loosely

used in old chronicles for the half tanka or dam. But Mr. Hodi-

wala has conclusively shown that the value of this very tanka

as described by the historians was one-twentieth of a rupee,

and that it was equivalent to the double dam. This equation
also follows from numismatic considerations. So if the histori-

ans are referring to the full tanka, we are driven to the conclu-

sion that this tanka was almost entirely a money of account, and

that a few specimens were struck more as curiosities than as a

circulating medium. 1

n c
R. B. Whitehead, I.Co.

26-5-16.

182. FlRUZQARH.

The obscure mint name Firuzgarh occurs for the first time

Alaml. Mr. White--o~ _ -"—««*»» «juc*ii ni.uii i. mil .w——
head says that Firuzgarh was the name of a fort in the pro-

vince of Bidar, west of Haidarabad (P.M.C., p. xci). His au-

thority is not mentioned, but it was evidently Mr. Jadunath
Sarkar's India of Aurangzeb (p. xcv) or rather, the Chahar
n" ". which includes Firozgarh or Ibrahimgarh among the

» of the province of Bidar, the other four being Bidar

™ ™ a
J?

gl
£ ?ali§n and Muzaffarnagar or Balkhi (ib. p. 1«4 )-

Ihe Chahar Oulshan is not always an unerring guide, but in

this case, it may be pronounced correct so far as it goes, because
its statement is corroborated by a work of much higher au-
thority. This is the MaMr-ul-Umara—* Biographical Diction-

Gulshan
five forts

auction of n.ckel pieces the anna was a coin or not.—H. N.
before
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ary of the famous names of the entire Mughal period. In its

account of Ghazi-ud-din (Chin Qulich Khan), Bahadur, Firuz
Jang, it says

:

Vol. II, p. 875, IL 2-3 (Bibl. Ind. Text).

"And after [the fall of Bijapur in the 28th Regnal year],

he took by main force the fortress of Ibrahimgadh alias Ikar

variant, inHrji^i), which was [thereafter] named Firozgadh."

The same writer informs us in another place that this

Ibrahimgadh was, in his own time, called Ahangadh (ib. 9
II,

p. 503, 11. 17-18; see also II, p. 746). Then again, we learn from

the Ma,asir-i- : Alamgiri, that this Chin Qulich Khan, Bahadur,

Firuzjang, received on the 25th of Zil-hijjah, 1097 a.h., orders

from the Emperor to march to the conquest of the fortress of

Ibrahimgadh, one of the dependencies (e»l*Lio) of Haidarabad

(Bibl. Ind. Text, p. 284, 11. 4-5). We are next told by the same
writer that Firuzjang had performed the task and returned

before the 24th of Rabi'a I, 1098 (lb., p. 288, 11. 8 13). We may
take it then that the old name of Firuzgadh actually was
Ibrahimgadh. The fall of the fortress, which took place before

Q
Ma

that it
fl strengthened the foundations of the courage of the

Ghazis and uprooted the prosperity of the ill-fated enemy'

*

(p. 288, 11. 12-13). It is therefore easy to understand why it

received the punning name which signified that it was an omen

of victory ( isjxrt? )> anc* at the same time recalled the title by

which the great Captain to whose arms it had succumbed was

most familiarly known.
But where was this Ibrahimgadh or Fir uzgadh or Ahangadh ?

It is not easy to say, but the local Hindu name Aikar (variant

j±&\ Ankir or j&\ Atkir ?)* indicates that it is the Yadgir

(jx{j\
) of the Imperial Gazetteer Atlas—which is in the near

neighbourhood of the four other forts mentioned in the Chahar

Gulshan. Bhalki or Muzaffarnagar is about 25 m. N.-W. of

Bidar (Elliot and Dowson, VII, p. 28 note) and about equi-

distant, in a northerly direction, from Kalyiini and Bidar.

The latitudes and longitudes will clearly show this :

1 Etgeer ( jxih\ ) is mentioned frequently as a fortress of some

strength in Ferishta's annals of the Dekkan. Briggs, Rise of the Mahome-
dan Power in India. Calcutta Reprint III. 46, 126, 325, 326, 330; see

also pp. 353,361, 375, 376.
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Yadsir .

.

16°46' N. and 77°9' E.

Bidar .

.

17°55' N. and 77°32' E.

Bhalki .. 1S'3' N. and 77°12' E.

Kalyani .

.

17°53' N. and 76°57' E.

Yadgir is now in Gulbarga district, Haidarabad state, and

possesses a fort built by an old Yadava king. Imperial Gazet-

teer XXIV, p. 400. In the statement of Maratha Revenues

appended to Scott Waring's History of the, Marattds, the Sircar

of Firozgurh or Yadgeer is the second of the seven Sarcars of the

Subah of Moohumudabad or Bidur (pp. 249, 251). The other

Sircars are Havely {i.e. Bidur itself) , Nanderee, Akulkote, Kalian,

Ramgeeree and Moozufurnugur. The statement is said to have

been "made out from Maratta records shortly after the cam-

paign of my Lord Cornwaliis," and may be taken to be decisive

testimony of the identity of " Firuzgarh " and "Yadgir."

Junagadh. S. H. HODIVALA.

183. *'A Silver Dirham of Bastham."

May I be permitted to make a few additions and correc-

tions in the descriptions of the silver coin of Bistam, and the

history of this re"bel, published in the Numismatic Supplement

No. XXVI, article No. 154, under the heading of " A Silver

Dirham of Bastham (Vastham) Sassanian Ruler in Khorasan in

Persia" by Mr. Thanawalla.

The silver coins of the Sassanians and those issued by the

Arab governors of Persia after the Sassanian type can only be

described correctly by the name of drachme, while those of the

Arabs bearing a Kufic legend are properly called dirhams.

Bistam did not belong to the house of Sasan and therefore

he cannot strictly be styled a Sfissanian.

The true name of Kobad II (25th February 628 to Sep-

tember 628) is Sheroe (diminutive of Sher, "lion"), Si/xte-

%<ipoirj<i and 2i//)d^s among the Byzantines, Syriac Shiroi an

Armenian Sheroi (Noeldeke, Tabari, p. 361, and Justi, Irani*

ches Namenbuch, p. 297). Masudi speaks of him as Qobad

Shlruyah el-ghashum. On mounting the throne he took the

name of Kobad, which we find on his coins with the epithet

firOch as Firochi Kavatu, ** Kobad the victorious."
TT

The epithet kadi or gadi is adopted first by Yezdegerd U
(438-457) on his coins, then by Firoz I (459-484) and again by

Kobad I (488-497 and 499-13th September 531). We find «

also on the obverse of the coins of S_hapur III (383-388).

Bartholomaei and Dorn (Melanges asiatiques, 1858, P;
3

" ,.

find that the word is derived from the Semitic gad, "felicity,

whence gadi, "fortunate" ; the meaning of the word therefore

being " the fortunate" and not the " King " as is translated-

The pronunciation too should be gadi rather than kadi. Tm9
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word has of course no connection with the Arabic qadhi,
1 ' Musalman magistrate/' which is written cadi. The literal

translation of Gadi or Kadi Firocht is " the fortunate, victori-

ous," but here it means "Firoz the fortunate M and not King
Firoz.

On a gold coin in the Hermitage Museum, described by

Drouin (Bulletin numismatique, vol. II, 1893, p. 61 sq.), we
find on the obverse the legend Kavati Kadi, '* Kobad the fortu-

nate."
On the coins of Balash (484-488), brother of Firoz I, the

name Valkash (which according to the polyphony of the Pahlavi

letters was read Vardd a long time ago) is always preceded by
the epithet Hiikad or Hugad. In Pahlavi hu means good " and

kad or gad means Ci felicity
M in Semitic ; so the epithet signi-

fies " the felicitous
M or " the fortunate," like the Greek evrvxys

(See Bartholomaei and Dorn above cited).

When Khusrau II was firmly established on the throne

(summer 591), he set himself to remove all dangerous persons,

especially Bindoe and the other conspirators who had over-

thrown his father and put him on the throne. Bistam, who was

governor of Khorasan, Kumis, Gurgan and Tabaristan, was

not so easily reached. When he saw himself condemned he

made himself King in Media with the help of the remnants of

Bahrain Chobin's forces and in alliance with the Turks and the

Delamites. On his defeat by Khusrau, he took refuge among
the Turks who were at that time in possession of Transoxiania,

where he fell by treachery

This drachme of Bistam, with the regnal year ten, sub-

stantiates the statement of the Arab historian Dinawari—as

against other authorities —whose account of the rebellion of

Bistam is more detailed than that of Tabari and others. Dina-

wari says that Khusrau had to wait for ten years before he

could avenge himself on Bistam. Accordingly Bistam may be

said to have reigned for ten years, for he counted his regnal

lsrati came to the throne. TheKh
Khusrau

Noeldeke, however, is inclined to disbelieve Dinawari's

assertion on the ground that "in that case the great war

against the Romans would already have begun even before the

suppression of the rebellion, which must, however, have so

much drained the military and financial resources of the state

that above all it needed a number of peaceful years."

Noeldeke's argument does not seem to me to be very

strong, as the Roman war began early in 604.

Noeldeke gives the period of rule of Bistam from the begin-

ning of 592 to the beginning of 596. He commenced to rule

during the second regnal year of Khusrau, which era he also

adopted, and hence we do not meet with any coins of his first

regnal year.
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To understand better their regnal years, I give the first

ten with their equivalent dates of the Christian era, compiled

from Noeldeke.

Regnal years

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Dales of Christian era.

from 27th June 590 to 26th June 591

J>

: 5

j>

} 5

> J

5 >

? ?

J?

>>

27th

26th

26th

26th

26th

25th

25th

25th

25th

591

592
593

594
595
596
597
598
599

5

* *

J J

" >

5 J

J J

1 5

5 5

> J

25th

25th

25th

25th
24th
24th
24th
24th

23rd

* 3

5 ?

J

>>

5 >

? J

> J

J »

5 »

592
593
594

595
596
597

598
599

600

Noeldeke, in his Tabari, devotes one whole chapter (pp.

478-487) on the rebellion of Bistam; Rawlinson. Seventh

Monarchy, gives it in chapter XXIV; and Gutschmid treats of

the event in the Z.D.M.G., 1880, p. 748; these three being the

chief authorities on this subject.

The genealogical table given at the end of this article shows

the relationship existing between the house of Aspahbed, to

which Bistam belonged, and the reigning house of Sasfvn. (See

Justi's Namenbuch, p. 429).

The legend on the obverse of the coin has not been read

correctly, and the enlarged facsimile given of it is so distorted

that I take this opportunity of indicating the proper rendering.

The word firochi in the facsimile, if given alone, could never be

deciphered aright. The first letter might perhaps be read if or

z/, the second jus a ligature, the like of which is not in the Pali-

lavi alphabet/and the rest can be distinctly read zochi.

The legend on the obverse together with the monograpi
and the legend on the reverse, as copied from the original coin

which the owner very kindly put at my disposal, are as

follows :

—

Obverse

:

—

I CI*o' Firochi

JQJ/ 1 Vistakhm

,U(LU afzun

cxH monogram
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Reverse :

^ulUP ashrfi (ten)

RD (Hekatompylos)

Thus the legend " Firochi Vistakhm afzun" means M Long
live Bistam the victorious."

Bestani is the Greek form IWraV and Bco-ray of his name
which is in Pahiavi Vistakhma, an Avestic name meaning
"very strong." It is rendered Yaratx^a^ in the Perses or

iEschvlus and is found as Wstam and VVestam in Armenian, Bis-

tarn in Arabic, and Gustehem in Firdousi. (See Drouin, Les
Legendes des Monnaies Sassanides, Revue Archeologique, 1898,

and also Justi's Namenbuch, p. 371}.

It appears that Bistam struck coins at only one mint,
which had for its monogram the letters RD.

This mint appears on coins for the first time during the

rule of Bahram IV (388-399), and was used during the reigns of

Yezdegerd 11 (438-457), Firoz I (459-484) in 459 462, and 464,

Balash (484-488), Kobad I (1st reign, 488-497), and then in

522 during the second reign (499-531) of Kobad I. Its period

of greatest activity is from 531 to 629, when it issued coin for

78 years at any rate out of 98. This mint is known to have
been working for 90 different years, and thus is the most pro-

lific of all the Sassanian mints.

Noeldeke (Z.D.M.G., 1877, p. 150; and 1879, p. 141) ex-

plains this monogram by Rai and the monogram RIU as Rew-
Ardashir; but Mordtmann (Z.D.M.G., 1879, p. 120, no. 21)

and De Morgan (Revue Numismatique, 1913, p 490, § 134)

identify the monogram RIU with Rai or Rei, this being identi-

cal with is^U the mint of the Khalifs for their dirhams, and

the ancient Rhages in the vicinity of the modern Teheran.

Mordtmann (Z.D.M.G., 1879, p. 117, no. 9) expresses a

theory that the mint-mark RD is a kind of monogram for

Hekatompylos : the letter R in Pahlavi signifying 100 and D
being taken as the first letter of the word^a or tjj)* "gate of

door " ; so that the Greek name Hekatompylos would be thus

a free rendering of the monogram.

It was the first Parthian capital in Hyrcania, its ancient

name being Tarima, the modern Shahrud (Lat. 32°22 /
N., Long.

54°59'E.).

In the lists of mints given by Mordtmann (Z.D.M.G., 1880,

p. 133), we find the mint-monogram RD in the second and third

regnal years of Khusrau II, then in his eighth and ninth, but not
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in the tenth year. It again continues from the eleventh almost

regularly onwards. It appears also from the second to the

From this it will be seen that
sixth regnal years of Bistam.

the coins Khusrau Bistam were struck at this

mint for their second and third regnal years. The coins of

Khusrau of his second year were struck here during the early

part of the year, whilst those of Bistam date from the latter

part, when he revolted, the rebel striking his first coins with

the regnal year two. The only known coins from this mint of

the third year of Khusrau are of copper. Very possibly coins

of other years still await discovery.

In the series of issues known to us from this mint the ab-

sence of Khusrau's coins of the tenth year is very striking, and

the fast gains additional interest from the finding of this coin

of that date bearing the name of the rebel. The problem of

his reappearance invites speculation, but the materials at hand

are so scanty that no useful purpose would be served by pro-

pounding a mere theory.

Khurbindad

I

Khurrad
Aspahbed

(according to DInawari : Shapiir)

Daughter
married to

Kobad I.

i

TKhusrau 1.

i

Bistam

i

.1.1 l

Bindoe Khurshid Wakhtank
i

Suren

Bindoe Tlroe Farrukhzad

Daughter
married to

Hormazd IV

Khusrau II.

FlJRDOONJEE D, J* PARUCK.



JANUARY, 1917.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal was held on Wednesday, the 3rd January, l!>17, at
9-15 p.m.

Lieut.-Col. Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt., C.T.E., M.D..
B.S.. F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., F.R.S.. I.M.S., President, in

the chair.

The following members were present :

Mania vi Abdul Wali, Dr. X. Annandale, Dr. F. H. Gravely.
Mr. R. D. Mehta. C.I.E., Hon'ble Mr. F. J. Monahan, Maulavi
Mahammed Kazim ShirazL Babu Ganapati Sircar, Dr. Satis
Chandra Vidyabhusana, Mr. E. Vredenburg.

Visitors :—Babu B. L. Banerjee, and Babu Nritya Gopal
Sarkar.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Eighteen presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Lieut.-Col. W. J.

Buchanan, I.M.S., Mr. L. S. S. O'Malley, I.C.S., and Babu
Brajendranath Seal had expressed a desire to withdraw from
the Society.

The President announced that in accordance with Rule 38
of the Society's Rules, the names of the following twenty-six
members had been posted up as defaulting members since the
last meeting, and their names have now been remov* 1 from the
member list:

Maulavi Abdufl Salam, Presidency Magistrate, Calcutta.
Maulavi Abul Aas, Bankipur.
Munshi Ahmed Hosein Khan, Jhelurn.

Maulavi Abdur Rahim, Calcutta.

S. A. Ashgar, Esq., Bar.-at-law, Calcutta.

Babu Jogindra Chunder Ghose. Pleader, Calcutta,

Babu Abhoy Sankar Guha, Nowgong.
Babu Bepin Behari Gupta, Chinsurah.

Babu Hem Chandra Goswami, Tezpur.

S. C. Ghatak, Esq.. Dacca.

R. S. Hirst, Esq., Ranchi.

W. A. Lee, Esq., Calcutta.

Maulavi Midhat Hosen Khan, Simla.

Babu Manmatha Nath Moitra, Serampur.

Syed Muzaffar Ali Khan, Mazaffarnagar.
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Babu Gobin Lai Mookerjee, Calcutta.

. Rai Sahib Srikrishna Mohapatra, Puri.

Nawab Murtaza Hosain Khan, Lucknow.

Babu Manahar Lai. Barrackpur.

Captain V. B. Nesfield. I.M.8., Bamla.

Babu Jyoti Prakas Nandi, Burdwan.
Babu Surendra Chandra Rai Chaudhuri. Rungpur.

Babu Girindra Kumar Sen, Calcutta.

Syed Fida Ali, Arrah.

Babu Sri Ram Poplai, Jullundur City.

Kumar Shvma Kumar Tagore. Calcutta.

Babu Rakhal Das Banerji exhibited a gold coin of Namudra-

Gupta found in the Burdwan District of Bengal.

Babu Rakhal Das Banerji also showed a number of lantern

slides of sculptures illustrating the Life-story of Buddha.

The following papers were read :

—

(Abstract).

1. Antiquities of Kalna. By Maulavi Abdul Wall.

It appears that Kalna in the District of Burdwan was a

celebrated place during the Muhannnadan Rule. The ruins of

a large fort which Mas constructed to command the river are still

visible. The tomb and tank of Majlis §ahib are still to be seen

there. The first of the three ancient mosques in chronological

order was built in 898 H. or 1490 A.D. during the short reign

of Nasirud-Din Abul Mujahid Mahmud Shah of the Abyssinian

Dynasty The second mosque was built by Ulugh Masnad
Khan during the still shorter reign of 'Alau'ddin Abul Muzaffar
Firoz Shah, grandson of Husayn Shah, in the year 939 B.

= 1533 A.D. Omissions in the text of the inscription of this

mosque published in the Journal A.S.B. for ls72 have been

noted. The third mosque by Sarwar Kiian, an Amir of §ulfcan

Ghiyathu'd-DinAbu-lM.izahar BahfidurSJnih of the Sur Dyn-
asty, was constructed In 960 H.= 1560 A.D. A modem mosque
by Khayrullah has been noticed.

2. The Antiquities of Burdwan. By Maulavi AbdUI-
Walt.

Madaran and Mu>
Wali

'/

Wali.
4. Alam Khan's Mosque at Katwa. Bv Maulavi Abdul

5. The Topkhana Mosque at Santiwir. Bu Maulavi
Abdul Wall

Papers Nos. 2-5 are being published in the Journal.

The President announced that there would be no meetin
of the Medical Section during this month.
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The Annual Meeting of the Society was held on Wednesday.
the 7th February, 1917, at 9-15 p.m.

"

Lieut.-Col. Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt.. CLE., M.D..
B.S., FRCP . F.R.O.S., F.A.S.B., F.R.S.. IMS.. President, in

the chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Dr. N. Annandale, Babu Kakhal Das
Banerjee, Captain C. A. Boyle. Dr. H. G. Carter, Miss M. L.
(leghorn, Mr. G. de P. Cotter, Babu Hem Chandra Das-Gupta.
Mr. E. Digby, Dr. F. H. Gravely, Dr. H. H. Harden, C.I.K..
Mr. A. H. Harley, Dr. W. 0. Hossack, Rev. H. Hostcn, S.J..
Mr. S. W. Kemp. Mr. D. McLean, Mr. R. D. Mehta, CLE., Mr. C. S.

Middlemiss, Rev. R. Oka, Vaidyaratna Kaviraj Jogindra Nath
Sen, Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, CLE., Maulavi
Aga Mahomed Kazim Shirazi, Dr. A. Suhrawardy, Lieut.-Col.
W. J. Sutherland. I.M.S. Dr. Satis Chandra Vidvabhusana, Mr.
E. Vredenburg.

Visitors:—Rev. S. Aineve, 8. J, Mr. C Cleghorn, Miss ().

Cle

Harley, Rev. A. Lullemond, S.J., and three others.

The President ordered the distribution of the voting paper*
for the election of Officers and Members of Council for 1917.

and appointed Mr. R. Digby and Maulavi Abdul Wali to be
scrutineers.

The President ordered the distribution of the voting paper-
for the election of Fellows of the Society and appointed Dr.

H. G. Carter and Babu Hem Chandra Das-Gupta to be scruti-

neers.

The President announced that the Elliott Prize for Scienti-

fic Research for the year 1916 would not be awarded as none
of the essays received in competition was of sufficient merit to

justify the award of the Prize.

The President also announced that the Barclay Memorial
Medal for the year 1917 had been awarded to Lieut.-Col. IT. H.
Godwin-Austen, F.Z.S F.R.G.S., F.R.S.

The Annual Report was then presented.
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Annual Report for 1019 6.

The Council of the Asiatic Society has the honour to sub-

mit the following report on the state of Society's affairs during

the year ending 31st December, 1916.

Member List.

The number of Ordinary Members at the close of 1916 was

407, against 445 at the close of 1915. The number of Ordinary

Members elected during 1916 was 26. Out of these 2 have not

yet paid their entrance fees. The number of Ordinary Mem-

bers added to the list is, therefore. 24. On the other hand.

13 withdrew, 12 died, 34 were struck off under Rule 38. and

3 were struck off under Rule 40.

The number of Ordinary Members in the past six years was

as follows :

—

Year

1911

1912

1913

1914

1915

1916

Payino. Non-Paying. -

year

:

The following members died during the course of this

Xawabzada A. K. M. Abdus Subhan, Khan Bahadur; J>r -

Arnold
Banerjee

;
Rai Bahadur Bhawani Das Batra ; Mr. R. C. Burton;

Raja Saccidananda Tribhuban Deb ; Captain Sidney Morton
24th Punjabis

; Mr. M. 8. Ramaswani : Mr. Robert V. Russel, I.C.S.;

Maulavi Sofiulla Saifuddin Ahmed; Mr. Edward Thornton.
F.R.I.B.A.

; Major Horace Hayman Wilson, King's Own Royal
Lancaster Regiment.

his subscriptions during this year.

Das-Gupt
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The number of Special Honorary Centenary Members re-

mains unchanged.
There were four deaths among the Honorary Fellows, viz.

:

Monsieur Rene Zieller. Sir William Ramsav, Sir Clements Mark-
ham, and Sir William Turner. Dr. G. A. Boulenger has been
elected to fill one of the vacancies. The total number of

Honorarv Fellows now is 26.

Fellows of the Society.

At the Annual Meeting held on the 2nd February, 1916.

Lieut.-Col. C. Donovan, M.D., I.M.S.. The Hon'ble Mr. R. Burn.
I.C.S., and Mr. L. L. Fermor, A.R.S.M., D.Sc, F.G.S., were
elected Fellows of the Society.

On Dr. David Hooper, F.C.S.. F.L.S., resigning his Ordinary
Membership of the Society, he ceased to be a Fellow under
Rule 2 A of the Society's Rules.

There were 33 Fellows on the list at the end of 1916.

Office-bearers.

At the end of February, Dr. Annandale was appointed
Anthropological Secretary in the place of Mr. J. Coggin Brown,
resigned. There have been no other changes among the Officers

of the Society. Mr. H. Nelson Wright was the Hon. Numis-
matist, with the care of the coin cabinet, until the end of

February when he left for Europe, and Mr. H. Nevill, I.C.S., was
appointed to act for him. Mr. C. J. Brown has continued to

report on all Treasure Trove coins sent to the Society from the

Central Provinces.

Office.

Mr. J. H. Elliott has continued as Assistant Secretary

throughout the year, with the exception of three weeks in July
when he was ill.

Babu Suresh Chandra Baaerji, the Pandit of the Society,

was absent from 5th June to 1st July on account of illness and
again from 1st to 20th December owing to his mother's death.

Lama Lopsang, who was looking after the Tibetan collec-

tions belonging to the Society . died on 2nd August 1916, and
Lama Chhewang Rinchen was appointed in his place. Lama
Chhewang Rinchen worked until the end of October when he

resigned owing to illness. No further appointment has been

made.

Society's Premises and Property.

The building of the new premises for the Society has not

yet been taken in hand.

In consultation with Mr. H. A Crouch, Consulting Architect

#
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to the Government of Bengal, the Council accepted Mess

Martin & Co.'s estimate of Rs. 2
;
505 for urgent repairs.

Col. H. H. Godwin-Austen, F.R.S., has presented through

Dr. Aimandale a photograph of himself. It is hoped that thi-

photograph, together with other similar portraits that we

of our more distinguished members, may ultimately be

in such a way as to allow them to be hung in a group;
posses

but money cannot at present be found for this.

Indian Museum.

The Hon'ble Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhop&dhyaya , Kt. r

C.S.I., D.Sc, F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E.. was re-appointed by the Coun-

cil to represent the Society on the Board of Trustees.

Indian Science Congress.

The Third Indian Science Congress was held in Lucknow
on the 13th, 14th and 15th January, 1916, under the presidency

of Colonel Sir Sidney Burrard, K.C.S.I., R.E., F.R.S. The

meetings were attended by over 300 members and visitors and

some 70 papers were communicated, abstracts of which have

been published in our Proceedings, Vol. XI I, 11)16, pp. lxxix-

cxxvii, pi. A and B.

It was arranged that the Fourth Indian Science Congress

should be held at Bangalore on the 10th, 11th, 12th and 13th

January, 1917. His Highness the Maharaja of Mysore consent-

ed to be Patron and Sir Alfred Bourne. K.C.I. R.
f

F.H.S., was

appointed President with Dr. J, L. Simonsen as Honorary
Secretary.

The Government of India have issued orders that selected

Officers from the various Provinces, who can be spared, may be

permitted to attend on duty the three Meetings of the Indian

Science Congress to be held in 1017, 1918 and 1919 respectively.

Meetings.

The Society's General Meetings have been held regularly

every month, with the exception of the recess months of Sep-

tember and October, 1916.
With the kind permission of Dr. X. Annandale, the

Society's General Meetings on the 1st November and ft*
December, 1916, were held at the Museum House, the Society's

Hall being under repair.

Lectures.

During the year, three lectures were delivered :— (1 & 2) On
March 24th and 31st respectively, two lectures on his recent tour

id the Far East, illustrated bv lantern slides bv Dr. N. Annan-
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dale, C.M.Z.S.. K.L.S.. F.A.S.B. The first lecture dealt with

Japan and the second with China and Siam. Both lecture-

were delivered in the Indian Museum Lecture Room. (3) On
April 7th at the Society's House, a lecture on the Pre-Indian

Home of the Aryans, by Babu Jagadish Chandra Chatter] i.

Yidyavaridhi. B.A.

Agencies.

Mr. Bernard Quaritoh has continued as the Society's Agent

in Europe.

On being informed by Mr. Quaritch that the Society's

publications could be sent to him with safety, all numbers of thr

Journal and Proceedings. Memoirs and Bibliotheca Indica due to

various Societies in Europe since the commencement of the

war were sent for distribution. No copies of the Journal and
Proceedings. Memoirs or Bibliotheca Indica were sent to Mr.

Quaritch for sale, owing to orders prohibiting the transmis-

sion of books for sale to Europe.

The two cases containing the Society's publications sent to

Mr. Otto Harrossowti/ on the 9th July, 1914, per SS. Katten-

turm, have not yet been recovered. The question of obtain-

ing delivery of these two cases is under consideration by the

Council.

Barclay Memorial Medal.

In terms of Rule 1 of the Barclay Memorial Medal, there

was no award during the year.

In connection with the award for 1917, the following mem-
bers were appointed to form a Special Committee to make
recommendations to the Council:—P. J. Bruhl, Esq., D.Sc.

F.A.S.B. (ex-officio) ; Lieut. -Col. W. D. Sutherland, M.D.. I. M.S.
;

Major R. E. Lloyd, M.B., B.Sc.; I.M.S. : H. G. Carter Esq., M. B

Ch.B. : and B. L. Chaudhuri Esq.. B.A.. D.Sc. ¥ R.S.E., F.L.S.

Elliott Prize for Scientific Research.

Six essays were received ill competition for the Elliott Prize

for Scientific Research during 1915, but none of them dealt

with the subjects notified. No prize, therefore, was given.

The subject selected for the Elliott Gold Medal for the year

1916 was Chemistry, and the Notification appeared in the

Calcutta Gazettee of the 12th January. 1916. Four essays have

been received in competition and have been referred to the

Trustees for report.

Finance.

The appendix contains the usual statements showing the

accounts of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for the year 1916. In

this vear's account there is an additional statement under the

head " Indian Science Congress.
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The Society has received the usual annual grants of

Rs. 20,800 and "of Rs. 11,000 from the Governments of Bengal

and India respectively as under :

—

From the Government of Bengal— Rs. Vide Statement.

Oriental Publication Fund No. 1 9,00<> No. 2

Do. No. 2 3.000 „ 3

Sans. MSS. Fund .. .. 3.200 „ 5

Anthropol
Information

2 ,( )00 , , 6

loguing Sans. MSS... .. 3,600 „ 7

Total .. 20,800

From the Government of Jndia

—

Rs. Vide Statement.

Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund . . .5.000 No. 8

Bardic Chronicle Fund . . 6,000 „ 9

Total .. 11.000

As regards the Societv's investments, which are shown in

statement No. XIV, Government Securities of the face value

of Rs. 2,58 3
800 are held by the Bank of Bengal for Safe Custody.

In addition we have 3|% Government Promissory Notes of the

face value of Rs. 500, in the custody of the Alliance Bank of

Simla, Ltd., belonging to the Barclay Memorial Fund. Alto-

gether we hold 3|% Government Promissory Notes of the face

value Rs. 2,59,300. They cost Rs. 2,56,163-8-10, the average

purchase price being Rs. 98-12-9. The market price at the time

of writing this report is nominally Rs. 75.

The Budget for the year 1916 was estimated at the follow-

ing figures :

—

Receipts .

,

Expenditure
• •

• •

Rs.

20.810

24.022

The receipts for the year, inclusive of one compounding
fee of Rs. 100, have amounted to Rs. 22.:Hi7-!.l or Rs. 1,567-15

more than the estimate.

The receipts have exceeded the estimates under the follow-

ing heads

:

R^

Members' Subscriptions .. .. 1,32*
Subscription for the Societv's Journal, Pro-

ceedings and Memoirs .

.

.

.

172

Interest on Investments 299
Miscellaneous

Admission fees
• •

• • • •

75

36
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The receipts have fallen short of the estimate under the

following head :

—

Sale of Publications 9 9 • •

Rs.

452

The expenditure for the year has amounted to Rs.

25,373-7 -2 or Rs. 1.351-7-2 in excess of the estimate.

The Permanent Reserve Fund has been increased by
Rs. 800 from admission fees, and one compounding subscription.

and at the close of the year it stands at Rs. 1.67,000.

The difference between the total estimated and actual

expenditure last year was more than accounted for by heavy ex-

penditure on publications. The sum of Rs. 3.005 that lias been

required to make good the difference between actual receipts

and expenditure has been met from our current account.

The Budget Estimate of probable Receipts and Expendi-

ture for the vear 1917 is as follows :

—

Rs. Rs.

Receipts . . 20,960 Ordinary Expenditure 23.253

Extraordinary Expen-
diture .

..* 2.705

Total . . 25,958

The excess expenditure for which provision has to be made
this year, viz. Rs. 4,998, will be met by drawing on the Tem-
porary Reserve Fund, unless the income should prove larger

than anticipated. The financial position is, therefore, some-

what weaker than at the close of the preceding year.

BIDGET ESTIMATE FOR 1917.

Receipts.

1916, 1916. 1917

Estimate. Actuals. Estimate

Rs Rs. Rs.

Members' Subscriptions . . 9.400
m
10,728 10,000

Subscriptions for the So-

ciety's Journal and Pro-

ceedings and Memoirs
Sale of Publications

Interest on Investments

Rent of Room .

.

Miscellaneous .

.

Admission fees .

.

Compounded subscription

1,700 1,872 1,700

600 148 200

7,360 7,669 7,660

950 950 600

100 1 75 100

700 7:}6 700
100

Total . . 20,810 22,368 20,960
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Expenditure.

19 Hi. 1916. 1917.

Estimate. Actual. Estimate

dina

• •

• •

•

•

Salaries

Commission
Pension

Stationery

Lights and Fans
Municipal Taxes
Postage

Freight

Contingencies .

Books
Binding

To meet excess expenditure
on publications sanctioned
during last year

Journal and Memoir* (general
expenditure) .

.

Numismatic Supplement
Special Vol. of Memoirs
Proceedings

Indexes

• •

• •

• •

• •

Printing (Circulars, etc.)

Auditor's fee

Petty Repairs . .

Insurance

Grain Allowance
Furniture

* •

• •

• •

• •

Extraordinary.

Bardic Chronicles (Dr. Tessi-
tori's travelling ex penses
for 1015)

Gratuity
Repairs

Servants' clothing

Total

• •

Rs
7 .092

550
180

150

175

1.495

700
150
400

:U17
1 .00<

»

• •

IS.OOO

r
>0» >

150
2f>

344
150

150

I .004

Rs.

6,754
625
18o

146

288

1
,41).",

743
51

500
2 .944

35

1

8,379

ft *

• *

ft »

60< \

150
17

344
I Or.

1,604

20

• •

• •

Rs.

6,597

600

180

200

225

1.495

600

807

500

2.000

2 .0< M i

2.000

600

2.600

600

200

350

150

75

344

130

300

• •

• •

2 .505

200

• • 24,022 25.373 25,958

Library.
dded

* .u /-J
nui»ber of volumes and parts of magazines addea

to the Library during the year was 1,805, of which 217 ***
purchased and 1,588 were either presented or received m**'
change.

Sixteen manuscript copies of bardic books have been

presented to the Society's library by the Political Member of
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the State Council of Bikaner, through the Resident of th«

Western Rajputana States, Jodhpur.
The Council, acting on the suggestion of Lieut.-CoL Sir

Leonard Rogers. Kt.
T
has approved the transfer of all Medical

Journals to the library of the School of Tropical Medicine, on
the understanding that all expenditure incurred by the So-
ciety, on the purchase or binding of these works, shall be
refunded. The amount recovered from this source will be spent
on completing other scientific serials in the Society's library.

The form of indemnity bond to be used in connection with
the loan of manuscripts, drawn up by Mr. H. C. Kesteven, has
been approved by the Council. New rules have been p. sed
regarding the lending out of Government manuscripts.

The manuscript of the Catalogue of Scientific Serial Publi-
cations available in Calcutta is almost ready, but no part has
yet been sent to press owing to lack of funds

The Society's library is open to members daily from 10 a.m.
to .1 p.m. and on Wednesdays, until 7-30 p.m.

Publications.

Nine numbers of the Journal and Proceedings (Vol. XI,
Xos. 7-11 and Vol. XII, Nos. 1-ft) were published during the
year, contain Ing 776 pages and 18 plates.

Four numbers of the Memoirs were published (Vol. IV,
Xo. 2; Vol. V, No. 4; Vol. V, Extra No., pages 93-113; and
Vol. VI, pages 1-74). containing 3(H) pages and 4 plates.

Manuscripts of the Indexes to the Journal and Proceedings
(Vol. VIII, 1912 and Vol. IX, 1913) are nearly ready for press
and it is hoped that they will be published at an early date.

In order to expedite the publication of papers in the
Journal, the Council has resolved to publish a feu- separate
copies of each paper as soon as it is ready, instead of waiting
till sufficient matter for a full number is in hand. The Proceed-
ings are now being published in larger batches at longer inter-

vals, and the practice of identifying the various numbers of

the Journal with the months of the Proceedings published with
them, having proved misleading and inconvenient, has been
abandoned.

A revised edition of the Society's Rules and Regulations
has been published.

Exchange of Publications.

During the year, the Council accepted three applications
for exchange of publications, viz. (1) from the Ohio State Uni-
versity, Columbus; the Society's Journal and Proceedings and
the Memoirs to be exchanged for their periodical "The Ohio
Journal of Science"; (2) from the Bihar and Orissa Research
Society ; the Society *s Journal and Proceedings and the Memoirs
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for their Journal; (3) from the Mythic Society, Bangalore;
the Society's Journal and Proceedings and t he Memoirs in ex-

change for their Quarterly Journal.
On an application from the Ohio State University, Colum-

bus, offering vols. 1-15 of the Ohio Naturalist, 1900*1915, the
series issued previous to the Ohio Journal of Science, the Coun-
cil agreed to send them the back vols, of the Societv's Journal
from 1875.

Philology, etc.

Rev. H. Hosten has edited a paper on Portuguese Losses in

Indian Seas between a.u. 1627-1636. The losses were inflicted
by the Dutch, and are estimated at 30 millions, apart from
those incurred in the Southern Seas. He has also edited some
old records of the Madras Army which contain seven unpublished
papers. Among them are copies of two letters between Clive
and Watson, a list of French ships, and four lists of English and
French prisoners.

v-^
In h™ N°te °" the Ta'ikh-i-Salatin-i-Afaidiana by Ahmad

ladgar, Mr H. Beveridge discus.,-, the historical value of the
work, and the date of its composition.

Mr. H. Beveridge also contributes some notes on Father
Monserrate s Mongolicae Legations Commentarius in two instal-
ments, these notes illustrate manv incidents in Akbar's reign.

au i o •
Rushbrook Williams describes a work entitled

Ahsan al-Siyar the 4th volume of which he found at the Nawab
of Kampurs library. He says that it contains much informa-
tion about Babur, and will clear up some disputed points.

In his note on a Buddhist Sculpture from Kandv, Ceylon
ur. vogel gives an account of a sculpture which came into the
possession of a British officer at the capture of Kandv in

1815 a.d. and now belongs to His Excellencv Lord Carmichael.
the sculpture, which represents the eight principal events in the

fliiift 1S suPP°8ed to hil ve been brought into Ceylon
from Buddha Gaya about 1000-1200 a d

*h*
Bab" Rakhal Das Banerji contributed a paper containing

£™?T *?*' With translation, of the Talchcr Plate of

Oayacia-tungadeva, a plate which records the gift of a village

hal 1 ?
V1?a

,r
t0 three Bf^mans, one of whom is said to

faZhZ

X

«~m Varendra mandala, and another from Sravastrm about the 11th century a.d.

dm vm™k?'
RoSS

' ? IJL
'
an(* Mahamahopadhvava Satis Cbaa-

tLl^t™™' haVe edited * the Memoirs the well-knoun

ahnnton.^ 7 -*-««g>ur ana translated into vju&"^

C^omlSI''
a? b^the Sioulo-Hungarian Scholar Alexander

funeral nSr
S

' &? Dawa-S^-D«P in his paper on a Tibetan

hvmn Ihilf
PUbllSh? the text and translation of a Tibetan

hymn winch is supposed tn h»™ k™ 1 t... t^~ Smn2
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tsan-gam-po in the 7th century a.d., and is now chanted on all

solemn occasions, fast-days and other holidays. In an account
of Taxila as a seat of learning, Babu Bimala Charan Law brings
together passages from Pali Jatakas to show that Taxila was
an important educational centre, in which three Vedas and
eighteen Vijjas were taught.

In his note on the Bengal School.of Artists. Babu Surendra
Xath Kumar, while describing a stone-image from the district

of Burdwan, maintains that there was but one School of Art in
the whole of Bengal and Bihar, and that no proofs were avail-
able for the existence of a separate Eastern School of Artists.

Rai Monmohan Chakravarti Bahadur has contributed to our
journal several interesting papers which throw a good deal of
light on the History of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa during the-

Mahomedan period. In his note on the geography of Orissa in

the sixteenth century the Rai Bahadur discusses all geographi-
cal information available about Orissa in such books as Madala
Panjl and Ain-i-Akbari, while in his History of Mithila during
the pre-Mughal period he gives a fairly full account of the
Karnata dynasty and the dynasty of Karnesvara that ruled in

Darbhanga in the fourteenth and succeeding centuries. His
History of Navya Nyava rontains a list of Brahmanic writers on
Modern Logic with their approximate dates; and his contribu-
tions to the history of Smriti, of which two parts have been
published, furnish us with some useful information about the
Brahmanic law-givers that flourished in Bengal and Mithila in

the eleventh and succeeding centuries.

Anthropology.

Four short papers on ethnographical subjects were pu
lished in the Journal of the Society in 1916. They were:
North Indian Folk-Medicine for Hydrophobia and Scorpion -

Sting, by Sarat Chandra Mitra, M.A., B.L. ; On North Indian
Charms for Securing Immunity from the Virus of Scorpion-
Stings, by Sarat Chandra Mitra ; The Invention of Fire, by
H. G. Graves; Denion-Cultus in Mundari Children's Games, by
Sarat Chandra Mitra.

Sir George Duff-Sutherland-Dunbar has published in the
Memoirs, as an appendix to his report on the Abors and Ga-
longs, a personal narrative of a visit to Pemakoichen.

Zoology.
Zoology, Botany, and Geology.

Mr. Baini Parshad published an interesting essay on the

Seasonal Conditions governing Pond Life in the Panjab. The
material was chiefly obtained from natural freshwater ponds
or from pools left on the banks of rivers receding in autumn.
Observations were made on Hydra oligactis, Spongilla carteri,
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SpongiUa lacustris. Australelh indica, Daphnin spp. and larvae

of Chironomus and Anopheles.

Dr. Annandale concluded his aeries (if interesting papers

on the fauna of the Jordan System with a paper on the distri-

bution and origin of that fauna, with special reference to the

fauna of the lake of Tiberias. The paper contains a list of the

aquatic fauna of the Tiberias basin, an account of the distribu-

tion of the aquatic fauna of that basin, a disquisition oil the

origin of the fauna of the Jordan S; tern and a reference to the

more recent and more important work- on the aquatic animals

of that System.

The Society has undertaken to publish the result a of Dr.

Annandale's recent tour in the Far East in a special volume ol

the Memoirs. The first instalment, published last December.

contains short descriptions of the physical features of bake

Biwa in Japan, the Tai llu situated in the delta of the Yang-

tsi-Kiang, and the Tale Sap in Siam ; and deals further with the

Polyzoa Entoprocta and Ctenostomata obi lined from the last

two lakes. New are the genus Chitaipis, represented by Chita,xpi>

otkleticus, and the species Palwhcella j» nUiqonalis and Jlislopv:

malayensis. The Memoir further deals with the Molluscs- ot

Lake Biwa, a number of which are illustrated, and contains

discussion of the general geographical distribution of the specie-

met with in Lake Biwa and their distribution into various life

zones, the classification being under the headings " Hupicolous.

'Shallow Water," "Deep Water" and -Non-Lacustrine/'

Botany.

Mr. I. H. Burkill presented an interesting note on the Terai

Forests between the Gandak and the Teesta, based partly on fr-

own observations and partly on existing records. The author

discusses the influence which man. aided by Are, has exercised

on the history o! the Terai belt, and the important part played

by the sand cones deposited by the rivers traversing theTer

in determining the courses of the trade rout j from Tibet to tW

gangetic plains.

A series of notes on the pollination of flowers in India, k

Mr. I. H. Burkill, is concluded by a note on the flowers of nu-

merous species of plants visited by birds, Bphingids, butterfw

hymenoptera, and various other insect-. The late Mr. »• k

Ramaswami describes a new species of Tephrosia named Tep-

rosia falciformis. and regarded by him as the type of a distinct

section.

Palaeontology.

Mr. H. C. Das-Gupta gives an account of triasaie,
Jurassic-

Gieumal sandstone, and tertiarv fossils collected during n. <;°
u '

through Hazara. He describes Corbnla middlemi**" and N" u

Mm hazaraensis as new
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Physics and Chemistry.

In a paper on the action of light on silver chloride read
before fche Indian Science Congress and published in our Jour-
nal, Prof. P. S. Macmohan attacks the vexed problem of the
nature of the coloured product obtained by the action of light

on silver chloride. The suggestion is put forward that the
photochemical decomposition of silver chloride is attended
by a partial oxidation of the colloidal silver produced, but the
question is whether silver oxide or hydroxide is necessarily asso-

ciated with the coloured product or only accidentally admixed.
A note on the constituents of the bark of Hymenodyctyon

excelsum was read by Mr. Charles Stanley Gibson and Dr. John
Lionel Simonsen, before the Indian Science Congress and pub-
lished in our Journal. The authors isolated aesculin and scopo-
letin, but were unable to find any traces of an alkaloid.

Mr. J. Evershed presented an interesting short paper, accom-
panied b}r photographs, on Sunspots and Prominences. Photo-
graphs of the limb of the sun's disc are taken daily at
Kodaikanal 0bservator3r

. The author arrives at the conclusion
that some repulsive force acts on prominences, as on the tails

of comets, and suggests that light-pressure is concerned in the
act, but declares that astronomers are not yet in a position to

explain what forces cause prominences to assume the many
strange and varied shapes which photography reveal.

Medical Section.

Owing to the continuance of the war and the absence of so

many members there has been little activity in the medical
section. Only two meetings have been held and the attendance
has been meagre. Valuable papers, which evoked considerate
discussion, have been read on the subject of the treatment of the
Kala-azar by the intravenous injection of antimony, by Sir

Leonard Rogers and Dr. Brahmachari. Dr. Hossack read a

paper on modern bacteriology.

International Catalogue of Scientific Literature.

During the year Invoices for 192 copies of the Inter-

national Catalogue were received, but no copies came to hand.

Subscriptions to the total value of Rs. 1.335-6-0 were
received and these were remitted to the Central Bureau together

with the amount in hand at the beginning of the year, after

the usual deduction of the discount allowed by the publishers.

Catalogue slips numbering 744 have been despatched
during the year.

The expenses of the Regional Bureau for the year 1916

amounted to Rs. 457-14-6.
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The Bureau of Information.

A number of queries from various parts of India were an-

swered during the year under review. The most important

matters dealt with were these :

—

Sir Sankaran Nair, who has two chests full of ancestral MbS.,

sent a specimen for decipherment, as he had been unable to

find anybody to read them. On a very close examination it

appeared to be in the now defunct vattelluttu character, to have

been composed in the Old Tamil language, and to have been

copied in the 15th or 16th century ad. The work is the Sixth

Book of the Ramayana.
Another important query came from the Calcutta Corpo-

ration, as to the best method of disposing of the ashes in the

cremation ground. All the MSS. on the subject of cremation

were read and a reply was sent.

From a remote village came a question as to how to reconse-

crate a Phallic Emblem of Siva, made impure by human excreta.

The proper advice was given after consulting standard and

authoritative works.

Many letters came from Alwar, the most important of them

relating to the connection of Gopichand of Bengal and his uncle

Bhathavi with Bhurthase's grave at Alwar.

Sir Edward Gait sent a number of inscriptions, of which

seven have been read.

Some inscriptions came from the office of the Commissioner

of Rajshahi and a query from the Commissioner of Tirhut.

Sanskrit Manuscript Search and Catalogue,

The staff was engaged in preparing descriptions of MSS. and

in passing the specimen volume through the Press. All pur-

chase of MSS. has been stopped by order of the Council, in

order to facilitate the publication of the catalogue.
The specimen volume of the Catalogue of MSS. in the

Government Collection is nearly ready. The number of MSS.

described came to 8.300, the year's work being the description

of 532 works.

Manuscript

During the year only one Persian MS., entitled Sikandar-

Xama, elegantly written and illustrated, was purchased on

behalf of the Government of India. As in 1915, the efforts ot
.

the Officer-in-Charge of the ; arch were directed rather to as-

certaining the existence and whereabouts of rare and interesting

MSS. than to purchasing them, if in good keeping. Accordingly

Maulavi Hafiz Nazlr Ahmad has prepared notices of 461 rare and

important Arabic and Persian MSS. found in various libraries

in [ndia. Notices of 152 Arabic MSS., with an introductory

description of a number of Indian libraries, are already in type

and await publication in the Proceedings of the Society-
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Maulavi Asad al-Zaman Khan has amplified, up to the his-

torical portion, the printed Persian Catalogue of MSS. belonging
to the Society. Maulavi Shah Mu'In-al-Din Ahmad lias prepared
an alphabetical list of 262 MSS. omitted in the first printed list

of the Government of India collection. Maulavi Abu Miisa
Ahmad-al-Haqq has prepared a hand-list of the commentaries

Q

Bibliotheca Indica.

Of the three fasciculi published in the Bibliotheca Indica
series during the year under review, two are continuations of
old works, while the third is a new publication. The three
fasciculi are as follows :

1. Akbar-nama, Vol. III., fasc. VIII.—translated into

English from Persian by Mr. H. Beveridge, I.C.S. (retired).

2. Yoga-Sastra, fasc. IV.—a Jaina Sanskrit work edited
by Sastra-visarada Jainacarya Vijaya Dharma Suri.

3. A Dictionary of the Kashmiri language, Part I—edited
by Sir George Grierson and M. M. Mukunda Rama Sastri. This
dictionary, based as it is on materials left by the late Pandita
Iswara Kaul of Kashmir, is a most comprehensive one, contain-
ing all important words of the Kashmiri language, together with
their synonyms in Sanskrit and Hindi, as well as copious ex-

planations in English.

Bardic Chronicles.

During the year under review, thanks to the good will of
the Government of India and the enthusiastic support of the
Bikaner Durbar, successful attempts have been made to place
the Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana on a firmer foot-

ing, and to eliminate the difficulties which had been handicapping
the progress of the work last year. His Highness the Maharaja
of Bikaner, at the end of the four months during which he had
employed Dr. Tessitori to examine the manuscript materials
in Bikaner, manifested a desire to retain Dr. Tessitori' s ser-

vices for a longer period, so as to enable him to compile a His-
tory of Bikaner and to edit some of the most interesting bardic

poems referring to the State. He offered to contribute the

cost of the work if the Government of India were willing to

continue Dr. Tessitori's pay. Meanwhile, an offer was made by
the Mewar Durbar to employ Dr. Tessitori in connection with
the bardic materials in Udaipur, and willingness was expressed
to contribute a certain sum towards the cost of his employ-
ment. Encouraged by these facts, but at the same time realis-

ing that big schemes were hardly suitable to the present time
of financial stringency, Dr. Tessitori prepared a new Scheme for

a Summary Survej7
, in which he proposed to deal only with the

six principal States of Bikaner, Udaipur, Bundi, Jesalmer, Jai-

pur, and Jodhpur, and to devote only one year to each of them.
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The Scheme was submitted to the Government of India, and

met with approval, and an annual grant of Rs. 6.000 for a

period of five years was sanctioned to meet the cost of Dr.

Tessitori's employment, independently of any contributions

made by the States of Rajputana. The details of the Scheme
for the Summary Survey will be given in the Progress Report

for the year.

In accordance with arrangements made with the Society

for the publication of the results of the Survey, two works,

which had been prepared during the last year, were sent

to Press, and will soon be issued. These are : the Vacanika

Rathora Ratana Singhajl ii Mahesadasota ri 1st part, and the first

fasciculus of the Descriptive Catalogue of Bardic and Histori-

cal MSS., Section i. Part i, dealing with MSS. of prose chronicles

extant in Jodhpur. Two more fasciculi of the Descriptive Cata-

logue have been prepared during the year these being respec-

tively the first fasciculi of Section i. Part ii and of Section ii.

Part i. A great part of the l.ardic po< try relating to Bikaner
has been examined, and a work is in preparation, in which all the

most important com memorat ive songs referring to the Rulers of

Bikaner from Rava Viko—the founder—to the present Ruler

Maharaja Colonel Sir Ganga Singh, will be collected and edited

with critical and explanatorv notes, and English translations.
A Progress Report on the Work done during the vear 1916. with

appendices, has been prepared as usual, and will be shortly

published, it is hoped, in this " Journal."
No regular search for manuscripts and inscriptions was

undertaken till the conclusion of the arrangements, mentioned
above between the Government of India and the Bikaner Durbar;
and the results of the exploration have therefore been much
less notable than is to be expected in normal vears. The ex-

ploration of the district was begun onlv in October. The num
ber of impressions of inscriptions collected is about 110, *b«

number of manuscripts purchased 6. and the number of manu-
scripts copied 29.

Coins.

Our relations with the N

™TvVy members of the Numismatic Society an
come tendency on the part of members to specialise
* I6 Vari

°,
US branch*s of Indian numismatics ThreeThree num is-

matic supplements were issued, and a number of valuable con-

tL laW«ar
?p
aW

?
iting Portion. Of chief importance are

ssuis anH l
Professor «• H. Hodiwala, of Junagadh, on Mughal

doonL D T
p"re Tillts

'
and the contributions of Mr. F*Jdoonjee D. J. Parnck, of Bombay, to the further knowledge of
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Sassanian numismatics. The publication of new coins shows
that no field in India has yet been exhausted. The chief need

of the present time is the collation and co-ordination of past

contributions, and the Numismatic Society is working system-

atically towards this end. The difficulties are great, not the

least being that of the cost involved in securing satisfactory

reproductions.

During the past year thirteen lots of Treasure Trove coins

have been sent to the Society, and a detailed account of them
with their provenance is appended. No coins of peculiar in-

terest have been sent in, but there were two useful finds of

Mu glials. Among these were the following rare coins: Aurang-

zeb-Ilahabad Baldat of 1071-3 R., Bhakhar 1076-8 R , Zaf-

arabad 1070-3 R., and 1075-7 R., and a fine series of Gulkanda
coins of that sovereign ; and Muhammad Shah of Haidarabad,

Farkhanda Bunyad 1143-13 R. There was a small find of the

rare rupees of the Bahmani Dynasty, but these were too muti-

lated to be worth preserving. The only other find worth not-

ing was that of 330 copper coins of the Malwa (Hoshang
Shah) and Jaunpur Kings ; but in this there was no coin of

special interest.

The majority of the coins went to Nagpur Museum, in

which the Mughal series must now be very well represented.

Treasure Trove dealt with by the Society during 1916.

(l)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(H)

Nature of Find.

Undecipherable thick

Copper coins
Mahratta struck
Mughal rupees
Fire altar type of Raj-
putana

Mahratta of Katak and
Surat

Mahratta of Katak and
Surat

Debased Ravishnagar
Sagar type

Bahmani rupees and 1

copper (rupees illeg-

ible)

Gadhiya paisa (one of

11 in find)

Mahratta rupee
Malwa and Jaunpur .

Mu glials .

.

(12) .

( 13) Mahratta rupees

Total * •

Number in

Find.

M

9
42

13

200

7

8

1

I

262
2

545

134

68

• •

1

330

533

Number dis-

tributed.

M

17

M
• 9

• m

• •

* *

99

1

64

116 65

Provenance.

Seoni Dt.
Narsingpur Dt
Betul.

Mandla.

Chhindwara.

Chanda.

Damoh.

Drug.

Nimar.
Bhandara.
Jubbulpore
Wardha.
Bhandara.
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Two gold and nine silver coins were presented to the So-

ciety's cabinet during the year. The coins were received from

the Government of Assam; from the Archaeological Survey

Circle : and from the Bombav Branch of the RoyalWestern
Asiatic Societv.

Lieut.-Col. Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt., President, delivered

an Address to the Society.

Annual Address, 1917.

As the report of the Council for 1916 is already in the

hands of the members I propose to follow the precedent I set

last year of only mentioning the salient features of our work,

and then to speaking on a subject which I hope may prove of

some interest.

The work of our Society has made satisfactory progress

during the past year, our publications having been exception-

ally extensive and important, with the result that our expendi-

ture has exceeded our income by almost five thousand rupees,

the deficit having been met from our reserve fund. The philo-

logical and natural history sections have been particularly active.

Among the former the publication of Part I of Sir George

Grierson's

theca Indica, and in the latter the first of a series of memoirs

recording the results of Dr. Annandale's recent tour in the Far

East are especially worthy of mention. Good progress has

been made with the catalogue of Sanskrit manuscripts, a volume

of which is ready for publication. The work of Dr. Tessiton

on the Bardic and Historical Survey of Rajputana has been put

on a satisfactory footing by his salary for five years having been

sanctioned by the Government of India, and important support

having been secured from several of the Rajput States, while two

works on the subject will be published very shortly. Our rela-

tions with the Numismatic Society have been placed on a good

working basis, and three numismatic supplements have been

published during the last year, while further important papers

are in hand. We have "also published extracts of a large

number of papers read before the Indian Science Congress.

Three lantern lectures were delivered last year, two by f)l -

Annandale and one by Babu J. C. Chatterji.
The number of new members just equalled the losses by

deaths and resignations, but in addition the Council have had to

remove the names of 34 members, who were greatly in area*

with their subscriptions, which accounts for the reduction in our

number during the year ; the loss being more apparent than real

The annual meeting of Fellows have recommended for eIec
r*J!

to the fellowship to-night Dr. Simpson. K.R.S.. Lt. -Colonel W
Sutherland, I .M.S., and Dr. Gravel v. who have all done vai»
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able work in their respective lines. Death has deprived us of

no less than four of our Honorary Fellows—Monsieur Rene
Zieller, Sir William Ramsay, Sir Clements Markham, and Sir

William Turner; while Dr. Boulenger has been elected to fill

one of the vacancies. Before leaving this part of my address I

must not omit to mention the excellent work of our llonorar;

Treasurer. Mr. R. D. Mehta, CLE., and our hard-working

Honorary Secretary Dr. Gravely, who have borne the burden
and heat of the da v.

Twenty Years" Research on Kala-Azar,

I have chosen the subject of twenty years' research on

kala-azar for the main portion of my address to-night, both

because of the great importance of this disease in a large area

of India, and on account of the ignorance of the general public

regarding it. Most people have fairly definite ideas about
malaria and cholera, but few have any regarding the far more

deadly and insidious kala-azar, which on account of its ex-

tremely high mortality and the painfully lingering nature of

the disease, is without doubt the most terrible scourge occur-

ring in India. It is now over twenty years since I was for-

tunate enough, when with less than three years' service, to be

selected to carry out the second investigation of the Assam
epidemic of kala-azar, and it has never ceased from that time

to occupy my thoughts, although my opportunities for continu-

ing my researches on it. have sometimes been more limited

than f should have liked. Fortunately I have been able to

discover how to prevent the spread of the disease, and also

independently to find a cure for it. The time therefore seems

to be ripe for giving a brief popular summary of the progress

which has been made in our knowledge of kala-azar through

the researches of the last twenty years, which has resulted

in a very great degree of success both as regards the prevention

and the cure of the disease, although some links in the chain

of infection remain to be forged.

In the first place I wish to remove a misconception which

I find is commonly prevalent among the public, namely that

kala-azar and black-water fever are the same disease or at least

intimately related. It is true that some years ago a high

medical authority did make such a suggestion on theoretical

grounds, but I did not think any medical man now holds that

view. As a matter of fact it would be difficult to imaging two

more widely different conditions than the lingering kala-azar

and the short sharp blackwater fever complication of malaria

which ends in death or recovery within a very few days. I

should perhaps mention that some theorists hold that black

-

water fever is a distinct disease, but most authorities with much
practical experience in tropical countries agree that it is but

a complication of malaria, with which view I am in agreement
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On the other hand, the differentiation of kala-azar from

chronic malaria was not possible before the discovery of a

distinct parasite in the former, and up to quite recently it

remained very difficult on purely clinical grounds in many

cases. It is therefore not surprising that the two were for

long confused even by research workers, including myself in

mv report of 1897 on "the Assam epidemic and a little later by

i great authority on malaria as sir nonaia txus*

I malaria to be mosquito borne.

The Ravages of Epidemic Kala-Azar in Assam.

who

It is generally known that kala-azar spread through A> am

for a number of years causing a great mortal it v. but it is diffi-

cult to convey to those who have not seen its effects anything

like an adequate idea of the terrible nattfre of the affliction.

I show you a map the shaded portions of which were more than

decimated by the disease, while the figures indicate the years

in which different places and districts were invaded by the epi-

demic. The deeply shaded area between the Brahmaputra

river on the north, and the (Jaro and Khasia Hills on the south

including the Garo Hills, the southern portion of the Ooalpara

and Kamrup districts, and the whole of the sorely afflicted

Xowgong, lost about one-third of their entire population from

kala-azar. which spread about ten miles a year along the Grand

Trunk Road, which forms the main line of communication. The

more lightly shaded parts north of the Brahmaputra were

much less affected, communication with them being mainly b}

steamer across the river. At the time of my investigation
.

m
1896-97 the disease was at it- height in the Nou-ong district

the population of which in the decade 1891-1901 actually

showed a decrease of 315 per cent against an increase of 9 «°

16 per cent in the more easternly unaffected districts. Large

areas of land fell out of cultivation md e\eu at the head-

quarters town of Nowgong land absolutely lost it- value, hem
quite unsaleable. When the tea gardens became Infected in 0*

district and accurate figures were available, it was found that

the mortality in several hundred careful! v treated cases varied

from 90 to* 96 per cent. When I add that the unfortunate

patients suffered from fever with little inten -ion for on the

average nine months, during which thev were a burden on then

relatives, and that T have seen the last of thirteen ehfldf* in

a single family, all the rest having died of the di>ease, yon m*?

be able to form some faint idea of the havoc wrought W
such an epidemic in the course of its spread through

<Jhundred and fifty miles of countrv during a period of twenty

five years. In the Mangaldai district, where I closely investi

gated the spread of the disease, I frequently met with squan

patches of jungle in the midst of cultivated rice fields, and[0

inquiry found that the had belonged to a familv which »
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recently been wiped out by the epidemic, no one being left to
cultivate their land. I myself saw an unfortunate girl, who
shortly after her marriage into a village not yet affected by
the disease, showed signs of kala-azar, in consequence of which
she was made to live in a grass hut outside the village, where
her food was brought to her: so great was the dread of the
infection being introduced. The Garos also segregated patients
in this way, and I was told that occasionally if they took
too long to die they were made comatose with drink and
their huts burned over their heads : an effective, but scarcely
humane, method of sterilizing the infective agent. But I
must pass on to show you some photos of cases taken during
my investigation. The first group was taken in the Nowgong,
and the second in the Mangaldai dispensary. Both show the
great emaciation contrasting with the tumid abdomen due
to great enlargement of the spleen and often also of the liver,

while the skin becomes darker and more muddy, which accord-
ing to some gave rise to the term kala-azar or black fever.

Now it will no doubt occur to many of you that you have
seen precisely similar cases in malarious areas around Calcutta,
and you will ask how do you differentiate between kala-azar
and chronic malaria ? That indeed was the problem which
confronted me in Assam, with the added difficulty that the
disease was spreading and causing an awful mortality such
as malaria was not known to do in Lower Bengal, and that

, the people themselves had no doubt that the disease was an
infectious one, which malaria was not believed to be at the
time of my investigation, which of course was several years
before the mosquito-borne theory of malaria was established.

In fact there were at the time two rival theories regarding
kala-azar—one that the disease was malarial therefore it could
not be infectious, and the other that it was infectious and
therefore it could not be malarial so must be some undeseribed
disease.

I first set to work to find out if kala-azar was infectious,

and in the cold season I tramped 130 miles in ten days from
village to village by paths and across dried-up rice fields in an
area where the disease was still spreading making inquiries.

I found that the disease always began in a village through an
infected person coming to reside there, the next to be attacked
being those living in the same house with the infected visitor.

If time sufficed I could give many graphic instances proving
infection in this way, but can only state that the evidence was
conclusive that the disease was communicable in some way, the

infection being usually a house one. This naturally led me to

suspect that the disease was not malarial, vet I frequently found
malarial parasites in their blood (it was not then known that

in malarious parts many apparently healthy persons harbour
malarial organisms in their blood), and search as I could, I could
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find no differentiating point from malaria, I therefore visited

Svlhet to the south of the Khasia Hills, where kala-azar was then

unknow x ia which in

every respect, including investigations of the blood changes

resembled kala-azar of the Brahmaputra Valley, except that

they were much more chronic, and sometimes lasted as many

years as epidemic kala-azar did months. The next picture

shows two such chronic cases in Svlhet. With the boldness of

comparative youth I therefore declared the spreading kala-azar

of Assam to be an epidemic infectious form of malaria, corres-

ponding in some respects to the well-known Mauritius malarial

epidemic in 1877. We shall see presently that I was partly

wrong and partly right in coming to this conclusion.

The Prevention of the Spread of Kala-Azar.

However, I was not content with merelv theoretical con-

siderations, but strove for practical results from my inquiries

and I early realized the great practical importance of finding

out as much as possible regarding the spread of the disease in

order to obtain a basis for preventative una si ires. Among
other things I learned that the Garos after bitter experience

hit upon the plan of evacuating infected villages and moving
to new sites, apparently with good results. I therefore sought

for more accurate data on the tea gardens which had become

badly infected in the Nowgong district, and on which I investi-

gated many cases with the help of my friend \)v. Doddfl Price,

who has a unique experience of kala-azar, and has rendered me
the greatest possible assistance throughout a number of years.

I ascertained that on one of his gardens so main- deaths had

occurred from kala-azar that 200 new coolies had to be imported

at one time. He had already independently recognized the in-

fectiousness of the disease before I went to Assam, and baa

arranged for separate cooly lines to be built to prevent as many
as possible of the new coolies going into the infected houses of

the old lines. Only 150 could be accommodated in the nt>*

lines so fifty had to go into the old one On learning this I

at once set to work to ascertain the results of this importan
measure, and we found that in the course of two years no

single case of kala-azar had occurred in the new lines' (and the

same was true eighteen years later), while no less than 16 per

cent of the new coolies firing in the old infected lines were

already dead of the disease, although the two sites were only

about two hundred yards apart. This experience led me t

urge moving out all the health v people from the infected line

into new ones, taking none from infected houses, segregating ™e
remaining infected families and destroying the old houses.

The results were so sucet rful that the plan was repeated I >)

Ur Dodrls Price on other gardens, and in 1913 during a visit

to Assam in the Pnja vacation we worked oui ihe results ot
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eighteen years' experience. This may briefly be summarised

by saying that the dread disease had been completely stamped

out of ten coolies' lines, in one of which three-fifths of the

whole population previously had the disease in their house-

holds, while the new lines had subsequently remained free from

the disease in every case, namely for from 12 to 18 years in

five of them and for shorter periods in the others, no recur-

rence having ever taken place ayhere Dr. Price had been able

to get his orders carried out by the garden managers to prevent

any infected person being allowed to go to live in the new-

lines. That this success was not due to the decline of the disease

in the Nowgong district was clear from the fact that on two

gardens where he could not get the managers to adopt my
measures the disease was still present at the time of my 1913

visit, having persisted on them for twenty years. I am glad

to say that as a result of the publication of our results within

the last two years the disease has been completely removed

from these two plague spots, and recently Dr. Price was unable

to obtain a single case in which to try a new treatment 1 had

suggested to him When it is stated that the population of

the neAv kala-azar free lines in 1913 amounted to 6,727 souls.

and that the deaths from kala-azar alone in the old lines before

removal had amounted to 1 .393 or no less than 207 per mille,

over one-fifth, that the loss would have continued indefinitely,

as shoAvn by the fact that the disease remained present for

twentv years on two gardens Avhere the plans Avere not adopted,

and that coolies cost about Rs. 200 a head to recruit by the

time the\ reach Assam, the saving to the tea industry in this

one district alone must haA-e amounted to lakhs of rupees.

I am glad to be able to say that the industry has shown its

gratitude in a very practical way by promising Rs. 20,000 a

year for five years for investigations in connection with the

School of Tropical Medicine.

The more difficult question remained as to whether any-

thing could be done to check the spread of the disease up the

Brahmaputra Valley. On turning once more to the map you

will see that the Nowgong district is bounded on the east bi

the sparsely populated Mikir Hills with no roads through them,

and the only traffic eastward is along the narroAV strip between

these hills and the Brahmaputra River, which also has com-

paratively feAV inhabitants. I found it to be free from kala-

azar in 1897, so recommended that steps should be taken to

stop infected people from passing up into the Oolaghat sub-

division of the Sibsagar district, and that if any villages became

infected in Golaghat the segregation measures should at once

be carried out, and the healthy people moved to a new site.

This was actually done later with succe 98, and as the epidemic

has abated in Nowgong although sporadic eases remain, there

is good reason to hope that the main danger has been averted.
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and the eastern part of the valley saved from devastation little

if at all less disastrous than war itself. A recent investigation

by Major McCombie Young, Sanitary Commissioner. Assam, has

showed that the disease remains in a sporadic form in just those

mi

point

Before leaving this part of the subject let me emphasize the

fact that all the above practically important prophylactic

measures were worked out as a result of m\ epidemiological

studies before we had any accurate knowledge of the true

nature and causation of the disease, so that however wrong my
theories proved to be, 1 have the satisfaction of knowing that

my earliest important investigation in India led to much saving

of life and suffering, which has always been a greater satisfac

tion to me than in making purely scientific discoveries without

much practical value.

The Discovery of the Parasite of Kala-Azar and
of its "Life-History.

In the meanwhile my theory that kala-azar was an epi-

demic malaria, although supported by the high authority of

^ir Ronald Ross, was criticized by others, and Dr. Bentley, on

the strength of what ultimately proved to be erroneous blood

tests made at Kasauli. declared the disease to be an epidemic

of Malta fever, but at the same time he brought forward some

strong arguments against the disease being malarial. While

opinions

probl
is scientific thought all over the world united b\ medical litera-

ture at the present day. In Africa the late Dr. Dutton. the

most brilliant worker yet produced by the Liverpool School of

Tropical Medicine, discovered a human 1 1 ypanosome in th«

blood of a patient suffering from a fever, which was later proved

by Sir David Bruce to be the eariv si age of the deadly sleeping

sickness. Sir William Leishman then recorded having fouad

some minute bodies in the spleen of a soldier who died in

England of a fever contracted in Dum Dmn. and suggested

that they were degenerate trypanosoro ;. Lfc. < olonel. C. Dono-

van, I.M.S., of the Madras Medical College, immediately
announced that he had independent!; found the same bodie

some months before, and added the important fact that thev

could be obtained by spleen puncture during life, thus disprov-

ing Irishman's theory that thev were degenerate trvpanosomes
Donovan also suggested that the so-called malarial cachexia
and kala-azar might also be due to this parasite. Leishman
and Donovan were therefore the joint discoverers of the para-

site of kala-azar which is called after them, and I am glad to

say that the Asiatic Society has been the first to recognize the

importance of Donovans work bv electing him to our Ml°w "
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ship last year, although it is but a small recognition of such

an important discovery. The way was now cleared for more

rapid advance, and Dr. Bentley and myself independently

found the same parasite in epidemic kala-azar in Assam, and

1 also found them in cases in the north-west of the Dinajpur

district, where the disease had been known as kala-dukh.

Thanks to the kindness of the Physicians of the Medical College

Hospital in 1904-05, and especially to Surgeon-General Harris.

I was able to investigate scores of cases of what had hitherto

been always regarded as malarial cachexia, with the result ot

show ing that a large proportion of them were kala-azar. These

i 1 nervations established the important fact that a sporadic-

form of kala-azar is widely prevalent in Lower Bengal, which 1

found to be exactlv similar to the cases I had formerly studied

in Sylhet, of which I have shown you a photo. The mysten

of the nature of kala-azar was thus cleared up. the destructive

Brahmaputra Valley wave having been an epidemic form of the

disease which is endemic in Lower Bengal and Sylhet; so that

although I was wrong in regarding it as malarial, 1 was correct

in saving it Mas an epidemic variety of the disease I found in

Sylhet, which had always been regarded as malarial cachexia,

but which we now know to be sporadic kala-azar. As special

skill and laboratory facilities are required for demonstrating

the parasite of kala-azar, while the treatment of the disease is

different from that of chronic malaria, it still remained a matter

of great practical importance to solve the century-old problem

of finding a simple clinical differentiation between kala-azar

and malarial cachexia. Only last month I recorded the results

of three years' investigation of this problem in the Medical

College Hospital, thanks to facilities kindly afforded me by ray

medical colleagues, which has, I believe, resulted in a simple

and practical solution of this difficulty, which will enable th<

curative treatment I shall come to presently, being successfully

used by the general practitioner even in places remote from

laboratories.
.

The discoverv of the parasite of kala-azar in HMM placed

us in a position to studv it with a view to ascertaining its life-

history,' and so to obtain a clue to the mode of infection. In

the following year I was fortunate enough to succeed in culti-

vating this protozooal parasite in test tubes under certain con -

ditions and in watching the minute spleen form develop int..

a long flagellate organism resembling one of the stages of a

trvpanosome. but which further study showed to belong to the

closelv allied herpetomonas. The next picture illustrates the

stages of the development. This discovery gave the required

clue to the nature and probably life-history of the par. ite, a-

similar organisms are found naturally in the digestive canals of

certain flies, indicating that the infection is probably insect

borne T spent the next vear in studying the conditions f ;1 Vour
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able to the growth of the parasite in cultures, and for reasons

which I have not time to go into, I came to the conclusion that

the homelv bed bug is the carrier of the disease. The fact

which had" by this time been established by Dr. Dodds Price

that two to four hundred yards i> a sufficient distance to remove

healthy lines from infected ones is sufficient to exclude a flying

insect such as a mosquito. I next took privilege leave to

Assam to search for the development of the parasite in bed bugs

from kala-azar infected houses, but only strained my eyes

without obtaining any positive result-. At this time Major

Patton, I.M.S., of the Bacteriological Department, was placed on

special duty to work at the subject in Madra and recognizing

that professorial duties do not leave sufficient time for such ai

investigation, I gladly left the field open to him. After some

two years' work he obtained development of the parasite up to

the flagellate stage in the digestive canal of heel bugs fed on

kala-azar patients with the parasites in their I >lood. Lt.-( Lionel

Cornwall, I.M.S., has recently confirmed these experiments, and

although the final proof of communirat ing the disease by mean

of infected bed bugs has not yet been famished (experiment

on human beings, such as were carried out in the case <>f malaria,

not being justifiable in the deadly kala-azar) -till the evidence

incriminating these insect- is sufficiently weighty to make it

desirable to wage war upon them wherever the disease is present

Cocoanut oil applied to the runs of the bugs on walls and to

the buttons of matresses, etc.. where they often hide, is a useful

measure for this purpose. As these insects can live for month-

without food, the way in which the infection clings to house

is well explained on my theory that thev are the carriers of

the disease.

The Cure of Kala-Azar.
Lastly I come to the most important discovery regardifl

kala-azar, namely that of a reliable cure of this formerly v&y
deadly disease. The fact that eases in an i ielj advanced
stage of emaciation occasionally take a sudden turn for the bette

and eventually completely recover their health. -rly led me to

feel morally certain that some day a carats treatment wouM
be discovered, and I have never o d to search for such a

method, although through having no hospital beds I have l>ee»

greatly handicapped in this part of mv work. Fortunately
Surgeon-General Harri more especially at the Medical College

and a long succession of Resident Surgeons at the Europ< ?1

General Hospital as well as my old friend 1 1 r. Dodds Price, ha*
from time to time been kind enough to allow me to trv variou

remedies which are too numerous to mention. Moreover, fthe case of the closely parallel human trvposomiasis incliw

ing sleep.ng nekness of Africa, laboratory animals are •**
infected, and many remedies have been found to have more

or less power to destroy the trypaaosomes in their blood. I
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have long thought that if a cure was discovered for trypano-
somiasis it would very probably be also effective in kala-azar.
and consequently have carefully watched for some years the
work on the African disease. At first arsenical preparation-
promised well, but they proved to be either too toxic or too
temporary in their effects, and they have also failed in kala-
azar. More recently antimony preparations have proved to be
of value in trypanosomiasis, and nearly two and a half years
ago I decided to tr}' intravenous injections of tartar emetic
in kala-azar. Unfortunately just at that moment %I had no
clinical facilities for testing my idea, and for six months I carried
about sterile capsules of tartar emetic without being able to
use them, a disability which will end when the Carmichael
Hospital for Tropical Diseases is opened. Eventually I obtained
the facilities I required, and soon saw reason to believe that
the drug was proving effective. Imagine my disappointment
when I read that two Italian doctors had recorded successes in

the treatment of the African form of kala-azar with the very
drug I was using in Calcutta, although the fact that I had
independently discovered the treatment will save some of the
credit for the Indian Medical Service. At any rate I am now in

the happy position of being able to say that, thanks to the kind
help of Captain N. H. Hume and Lt. -Colonel O'Kinealy, no
less than twenty-five consecutive cases of kala-azar, including
three children, have been successfully treated in the European
General Hospital by my method, and the most deadly common
disease of India, if not of the world, has now been largely con-
quered both as regards prevention and cure, perhaps more com-
pletely than any other highly lethal disease known, as a direct
result of the researches of the last twenty years.

In conclusion I cannot resist this opportunity of pointing
the moral, namely that no greater benefit can arise than from
successful medical research, and that no better use ,can be
made of wealth than in endowing such research for the benefit

of the present and all future generations. Bengal, and I would
add Bihar, have already nobly responded to my appeal for

endowments for the Calcutta School of Tropical Medicine, and
when the terrible war is over wre hope to have at least nine
research workers in the new laboratories, instead of one poor
man with routine professorial duties devoting such time as he
can snatch to medical research. —

The President announced the election of Officers and
Members of Council for the year 1917 to be as follow

:

President :

H. H. Havden. Esq., CUE., D.Sc, B.A.. B.A.T., F.G.S.,

F.A.B.B., F.R.S.
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Vice-Presidents

:

Lieut. -Col. Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt., CLE., M.D., B.8.,

FRCP., F.R.C.S., F.A S.B., F.R.S., IMS.
Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, CLE., M.A..

N. Annandale, Esq., D.Sc, C.M.Z.S., F.L.S., F.A.S.B.

The Hon'ble Justic Sir J. G. Woodroffe, Kt., M.A.. B.C.]..

Secretary and Treasurer

:

General Secretary:—F. H. Gravely Esq., D.Sc.

Treasurer :—R. D. Mehta, Esq .. CJ.E., F.R.S.A.

Additional Secretaries

:

Philological Secretary :—A. Al-Ma mun Suhrauanly. Esq.)

Iftikharul Millat, M.A.. Ph.D., Bar.-at-Lau.

(Biology:— H. G. Carter. Esq., M.B.,

Natural History \ Ch B.

Secretaries:— 1 Physical Science:—P. .). BruhJ, Esq..

\ D.Sc, F.A.S .B.

Anthropologial Secretary:— N. Annandale Esq., D.8c.,

C.M.Z.S., F.L.S., F.A.8.B.
Joint Philological Secretary :—Mahamahopadhyaya Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A.. Ph.D., F.A.S.B.
Medical Secretary :—W. C. Hossack, Esq., M.D., D.P.H.
Honorary librarian :—The Hon'ble Justice Sir Asutosh

Mukhopadhyaya, Kt.. C.S.I., D.L., D.Sc. F.K.S.E.

F.R.A.S., F.A.S.B.

Other Members of Council

:

C. S. Middlemiss, Esq., B.A.. F.G.S., F.A.S.B.
Major D. McCay, M.B.. I.M.S.
The Hon'ble Mr. F. J. Monahan. I.C.S.

P. C. Ray, Esq., C.I. E., D.Sc.
A. H. Harley, Esq., M.A.
H. G., Graves, Esq., A.R.S.M.
S. W. Kemp, Esq., B.A., F.A.S.B.

The President also announced the election of Fellows to be

as follows

:

G. C. Simpson, Esq., D.Sc, F.R.S.
Lieut.-Col. W. D. Sutherland. M.D.. I.M.S.
F. H. Gravely. Esq., D.Sc.

The meeting was then resolved into the Ordinary General

meeting.

The following persons were balloted for as Ordinary

Members :

—

Miss Rejina Guha, B.A., B.L.. 9, Marquis Street,
proposed

by the Hon'ble Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, M
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seconded by Dr. A. Suhrawardy ; Babu Jamini Kanta BiawM
Zemindar, Cuttack, proposed by Kashinath Das, seconded by
Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

The General Secretary reported the death of Rai Sarai
Chandra Das, Bahadur, an Associate Member ; and of Dr. R. A.
Barker, F.G.S. a Life -member of the Society.

The President announced that the following six members
being largely in arrears of subscriptions had been declared de-
faulters and that their names would be posted up in accordance
with Rule 38 :—

Maulavi Aminulla, Ghazipur.
Babu Debendra Kumar Banerjee, Dacca,
C. H. Hutchinson, Esq., Pusa.
S. M. Jacob, Esq., Bombay.
Babu Munan Dube. Domardagunj.
Babu Lachmi Narain Singh, Bankipur.

The President called attention to the following exhibi-
tions :

—

1. Two old copper-gilt Buddhist figures of Tara and Vajra-
Sattva. Hon'ble Justice Sir J. G. Woodroffe.

2. Two Buddhist Temple Banners of the beginning of the
XIX Century, and two dated Nepalese Statuettes oi
the XVIII Century. Mr. E. Vredenburg and Dr. Satis
Chandra Vidyabhusana.

3. Arabic and Persian Manuscripts and Moslem Antiqui-
ties. Dr. A. Suhrawardy.

4. Some recently discovered coins belonging to Mr. P. N
Tagore. R. D. Banerji.

5. The first volume of the Philosophical Transactions of

Honorary Librarian.

he Opera Chirurgica

Annandale.

edition

Dr. N.

7. Some specimens of early printing in India. Rev. H.
Hosten, S.J.

8. Drawings and photographs of cases of Leprosy and
Kala-Azar. Lieut. -Col. Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt^

9. Some Indian Medicinal plants of the order Solenaceae
Dr. H. G. Carter.

10. Intermediate hosts of human parasites from Japan.
Dr. N. Annandale.

11. Fairy shrimps (Phyllopoda) from Aden. S. W. Kemp.
12. Specimens and photographs of spiders. W. H. Phelps.
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13. A set of minerals such as are of special interest in con-

nection with the War. The Geological Survey of

India.

14. New Indian Meteorites The Geological Survey of

India.

15. Some cyclone records. C. W. Peake.

The President announced that there would be no meeting

of the Medical Section during this month.
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Director, Zoological Survey of India. Cal-

cutta.
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N.R
R.

Date of Election.

1910 April 6.

1911 May 3.

1904 July 6.

1914 Mar. 4.

1870 Feb. 2. I L.M.

N.R

Ascoli, Frank D:ivid. LC.s. Dacca.

Atkinson, Albert Charles. La Martiniere

College, Calcutta.

Aulad Hasan, Sayid, Khan Bahadur. Dacca.

CLE.

i

1891 Mar. 4.

1909 Feb. 3.

1910 Dec. 7.

F.M.

N.R.
N.R.

1905 Mar. 1. R.

1907 Jan. 2. R.

1885 Nov. 4.

1898 Mar. 2.

1908 Nov. 4.

1916 Sept. 27.

1909 July 7.

1895 July 3.

1907 Feb. 6.

1915 April 7.

1909 April 7.

1876 Nov. 15.

Bacot, Mons. I. 31, Qnai d'Orsau. Pari>.

Baden-Powell, Baden Henry, m.a.,

Ferlys Lodge, 29, Banbury Road, Oxford,

England.

Baillie, The Hon. Sir Duncan Colvin, k.c.s.i.,

i.C.s. 9, Pall Mall, London.

Banei-ji, Cham Deb, b.a., LL.B, Allahabad.

Banerji, Devendra Kumar. Dacca College,

Dacca.

Banerji, Muralidhar. Sanskrit College, Cal-

cutta.

Banerji, Rakhal Da m.a. 45/4, Simla>,
Street,

Calcutta.

Barman, Damodar Das. &••. Olive Street, Cal-

cutta.

Barnes, Herbert Cliail.s. m.a., i.C.s., Deputy

Commissioner, Naga Hills. Kohima, I *#m.

Barnes, James Hectoi. B.sc., k.i.c, k.c.s., Prin-

cipal, Punjab Agricultural College. Lyall-

pur.
R. Basdekas, Rev. Hilarion. Curate of the Greek-

Church. 2. 'hitmm Street, Calcutta.

Bazuz, Rangnath Khunra j .
Giraaon, Bombay-

Beatson-Befl, The Hon. Mr. Nicholas Dodd.

R.

N.R.

N.R.

X.R.
L.M.

N.R.
N.R.

R,

F.M.

b.a., c.i.k.. i.c.s. 4, Elyrium Row, Calcutta-

Bell, Charles Alfred, i.C.s. QangtoK Sikhm.

Belvalkar, Sri pad Krishna, m.a., Ph.0., ?rot

of Sanskrit, Deccftn College* Poona
,

Bentley, Cha.l,- A., K.B., D.P.H. Writ**

Building, ' 'eUctUta, . ,»

*Beveridge, Henry, k.a.s.i;., I.< I.
(retired).

Pitfold, Shottermill, Hasleaiere, Surrey, Eng-

land.

1908 Nov. 4. N.R.
|
Bhattacharji, Bisv. ir, Deputy Magistrate,

17, Mohm-1909 July 7.

1914 Nov. 4.

1910 May 4.

1893 Feb. 1.

Krishnagar. Nadia.
R.

i Bhattacharji, Shib Nath, M.n.

N.R
A.

L.M.

bagan Road, Calcutta.

Bhattacharji. Vireshwar. Nuvadv'pa
Eurof

1912 Ont. 30.

1912 July 3.

A.
N.R

Bishop, T. H., M. K.C.S , L.R.C ., D.P.H

Boddinor, Revd. P. O. Dumka, Sonthal ^
ganas. u p ,

Bolton, H. O. ( r/o Messrs. Graham Sf Go., </•£

Bomford, Capt. Trevor Lawrence, IJM »

M
7

B.s., m.r C.s., u .r,p. {do Rev. T. Bomto^

Q.M.S. Hotfte, Peshawar)*
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Date of Election.

1898 Feb. 2.

1908 June 3.

1895 Mar. 6.

1914 Nov. 4.

1910 July 6.

1911 Nov. 1.

1908 Jan. 1

1913 Aug. 6.

1906 July 4

1907 July 3.

1909 Oct. 6.

1909 Oct. 6.

1901 June 5

1S96 Jan. 8

1913 Jan. 1.

1900 May 2

1913 Apl. 2.

1907 Apl. 3.

1901 Mar. 6.

1895 July 3.

1912 Mar. 6.

1915 Jany. 6

1910 May 4.

1905 May 3.

R.

R.

R.

N.R.
N.E.
N.R.

R.

N.R.
R.

N.R.

R

R.

F.M.

N.R.

N.R.

N.R

R.

R.

N.B

A

R.

I Jose, Amrita Lai, Dramatist. 9-2, Rum
Chandra Maitra's Lane, Calcutta.

Bose, Hira Lall, Dewan Bahadur, L.M.S. 10,

Creek Lane, Calcutta.

*Bose, Jagadis Chandra, c.s.i., m.a., d.Sc, c.i.k..

f.a.s.b. Presidency College, Calcutta.

Bose, Thakur Birendranath. Dacca.

Botliam, Arthur William, i.C.s. Shillona.

Boyle, Lieut. Cecil Alexander, llth King
Edward's Lancers, Cavalry Lines, S. Wari-
ristan Militia. Wano, Wuriristan, N.W.F.F.

Brahmachari, Upendra Naih, ji.a., h.D. 19,

Grey Street, Calcutta.

Brown, C. J. Canning College, Lucknow.

Brown, Lieut.-Col. Edwin Harold, m.d., i.m.s.

(retired). 4, Harrington Street, Calcutta.

Brown, John Coggin, if.so., f.g.s., f.C.s.

>/

(c/o Geological Survey of India, C

Brown, Percy, a.k.c.a. Govemmer*

Art, Calcutta.

*Briihl, Paul Johannes, Ph.D., F.C.S , F.A.S.B.

4, Humayun Place, Calcutta.

Burkill, Isaac Henry, m.a., f.a.S.b. Botani-

cal Gardens, Singapur.
*Burn, The Hon. Mr. Richard, c.i.e., i.c.8.

f.a.s.b., Chief Secretary to the Government
of United Provinces. Allahabad.

Burrard, Col. Sir S. G., k.c.s.i., c.s.i., f.r.s..

Surveyor General of India. Dehra Dun.

Butcher, Flora, m.d.

tray, Pilibhit District.
$

Calder, Charles dimming. Royal Botanic

Gardens, Sibpur, Horcrah.

Calvert, Lieut.-Col, John Telfer, m.b.. m.r.C.p.,

i.m.s. Medical College, Calcutta.

Campbell, William Edgar Marmaduke, i.C.s.

Pilibhit, U.P.

Carlyle, Sir Robert Warrand, k.c.s.i., C.i.e.,

i.C.s. Europe (c/o India Office).

Carmichael, His Excellency the Right Hon'ble

Thomas David, Baron of Skirling, g.c.i.e..

k.c.m.g., Governor of Bengal. Calcutta.

R. Carter, Humphry G., Economic Botanist to

the Botanical Survey, Indian Museum. 27,

Chcvringhee Road, Calcutta.

A. Carter, Capt. Robert Markham, i.m.s. Europe

(c/o India Office).

R. Chakravarti, Dwarkanath, m.a., b.l., Vakil

High Court. Calcutta.
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Date of Election.

1890 June 4.

1909 Mar. 3.

N.R. *Chakravarti, Rai Monmohan, Bahadur, M.A.,

1906 Jan. 3. R.

1895 Oct. 27. F.M.

I b.l., f.a.s.b. Camilla, Tipperah,
R. Chakravarti, Nilmani, m.a. Presidency College,

i
Calcutta.

1905 July 5. [
N.R. Chakravarti, Vauaniali. t'otton College.

Gauhati,

Chapman, John Alexander, Librarian, Im-

perial Library. Calcutta.

Chatterjee, Atul Chandra, i.< .8., Royal Society's

Club. St. James* St., London, 8.W.
Chatterjee, Gopal Chandra, m.b. Medical Col-

lege, Calcutta.

Chatterjee, Karuna Kumar, f.k.c.s. 74.

Dharamtola Street, Calcutta.

Chatterjee, Khagendra Xatli, b.a., B.L., Attoi

ney-at-Law. 12, Madan Mohan Chatterjee

Lane, Calcutta.

R. Chatterjee, Promode Prakas. 8, Dixon Lane.

1908 Feb. 5. R.

191 1 June 7. R.

1916 Jan. 5

1907 Sept. 25.

1893 Sept. 28.

R.

R.

1911 Mar. 1.

1914 April 1.

1913 June 4.

N.R.

R

R

1907 July 3. F.M.

1909 Nov. 3. N.R..

1906 Nov. 7. A.

1915 Sep. 1. R.

1908 Nov. 4.

1907 July 3.

1908 Jan. 1.

A.

R.

Calcutta.

Chaudhuri, B. U, r.a.. ksc. (Kdin.;, k.r.s.e.,

f.l.s. (Loud.). 120. Lower Circular Boad,

Calcutta.

Chaudhuri, Charu Chandra, Kai Bahadur,

Zemindar, Sherpur Town. Mymcnsingh Dist.

Chaudhuri, Gopal Das. 32, Beadon Eon:

Calcutta.

Chaudhuri, P., Bar.-at-Uw. 2, Bright Street,

Sallygunge, Calcutta.
Christie, William Alexander Kynock, B.sc

Ph.D. Europe (c/o Geological Survey or

India, Calcutta).

Christophers, Major Samuel Richmond. «-B-

f.a.s.b, i.m.s., Mesopotamia Field Force, c/o

Postmaster General, Bombay.
Clarke, Geoffrey Roth, i.c.s. Europe (.c/o

India Office).

iina West, f.l.s., k.e.S. r>.

Alipur Lane, Calcutta

.

Cook, Capt, Lewis, i.m

Office )

.

Cleghorn,*Maude Li

Europe (c/o /*<*'" •

1876 Mar. 1.

R.

Y . & I

1887 Aug. 25. R.

1895 July 3. A.

Cotter. Gerald dePurcel I, Assistant Superinten-

dent, Geological Survey of India. Calcutta.

Crake, Dr. Herbert Milverton, Health Officer

15, Loudon Street, Calcutta.
Crawfurd, James, b.a., I.O.B. (retired). Thorn-

wood, Uddington, Lanarkshire, Scotland.
Cnper, William Risdon. f.O.S f.i.c, A.b.S.M-

Konnagar, E.I.R.
Cunuuing, John Ghost, c.l.i., i.C.s. /'>'««**

(c/o India <>ffi'> •).
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Date of Election.

1878 Dec. 3.

1915 Sep. 1

1896 Mar. 4. LM.

P.M. Dames. Mangel Longworth, l.C.S. (retired).

Ventnor, Wodehmd Hand, Guildford, Surrey,

England.
\\.

|

Das-Gupta, Hem Chandra, m.a., P.G.8., Pro!..

Presidency College, Calcutta.

Das-Gupta, Jogendra Nath, b.a. (Oxon

1916 Dec. 6. R.

N.R.1912 April 3.

1910 Jan. :>.

1895 Sept. V.) N.R.
R.

1906 Dec. 5. R.

1904 Sept. 28.

1912 May 1.

1906 Dec. 5.

1916 Dec 6.

N.R.

A.

1910 May 4.

1912 .Inly 3.

1907 Oct. 30.

NR.
R.

L.M

1898 Jan. 5.

R.

Barrister-at-Lnw. 39, Lower Circular Road,

Calcutta.

Dasji, Sri Baman. Kaviraj, Ayurvedic and
Unani Physician. 152, Harrison Road, Cal-

cutta.

Das, Kasi Nath, Prof., Ravenshawe College.

Cuttack.

David, David A. 55, Free School St., Calcutta.

De, Kiran Chandra, b.a., i.c.s., Commissioner,

Ghittagong.

Deare, Lieut.-Col. Benjamin Hobbs, m.r.c.s.

(Eng.), L.R.c.r. (Lond.), D.P.H. (Cantab),

i.m.s. 14, Russell Street, Calcutta.

DeCourcy, William Blennerhasset. Leddles-

dale Estate, Naduwatum P.O., Nilgiris.

Demetriadi, Stephen. Europe (c/o Ralli Bro*. r

Calcutta).

Dentith, Arthur William, i.C.s. Shillong.

Dharmapala, Anagarika, Secretary, Mohabodhi
Society. 4a, College Square, Calcutta.

Dhavle, Sankara Balaji, l.C.S. Lahiria Sarai

Darbhanga.

N.R.

Digby, Everard, B.So. (Lond.). 1, Gar*ti»'

Plac . Calcutta.

Dixit, PanditSri Ram, B.A., Dewan o/Banswaru,

Rajputana.
Dods, William Kane, Agent, Hongkong and

Shanghai Banking Corporation. Calcutta.

1909 Nov. 3. N.R *Doiiovan, Lieut.-Col. Charles, M.n., i.m.s.,

R.

1902 July 2.

1909 Aim-. 4.

1912 Nov. 6.

k.a.s.r. Medical College, Madras.

R. Doxey, Frederick. 9, Queens Park. Battygunge,

j
Calcutta.

N.R. Drake-Brock mnn, Digby Livingstone, i.e.-

Allahabad.

N.R. I
Dube, Marian. Tahsildar, Domariagunj, Basti.

1912 April 3.
j

A. Duff-Sutherbind-Dunbar, Capt. Sir Georire,

1 n't. Europe (c/o India Office).

1914 Sept. 2. R. I
Dutt. B. C. 172. Manicktola Street, Calcutta.

1916 Mav 3. N.R. Dutt, Dharanidhar, r..A. Nepal.

Dutt, Cedar Nath. Prasad Kitir Pitury $1877 Aug. 30. R.
Ghai St., Kamarhati P.O.

1910 April 6. N R. Kbden. Capt. F. T. P. 73rd Carnatic Infantry,

Trichinopol ft

.
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I

1910 April 6.

1911 Nov. 1.

1915 Jany. 6.

1904 Aug. 3.

1916 June 7.

1906 Dec. 5.

R

1907 Mar. 6.

1910 Sept. 7.

1913 Nov. 5.

1910 April 6.

1903 Mar. 4.

1893 Jan. 11.

1912 Mar. 6.

1909 Oct. 7.

1908 Feb. 5.

1916 May 3.

1905 July 5.

1912 Aug. 7.

1907 Oct. 30.

1912 Mar. 6.

1905 May 3.

R.

N.R

R. •

R.

N.R.
1906 Oct. 31. N.R

R.

A.
I

P.M.

N.R.

R.

N.R

Elmes, Dr. Cecil H. l,Middleton Row, Calcutta.

Esch, V. J., Architect. Victoria Memorial

Building, Cathedral Avenue,, Matdan Calcutta.

Fazl-i-Haqq, Q., m.a., Prof, of Persian Litera-

ture. Govt. College, Lahore.
#Fermor, Lewis Leigh, A.R.8.M., n.sc, f.g.s

f.a.s.b. Superintendent, Geological Survey

of India. Calcutta.

Ferrer, Joseph Orlando, Cuban Consul. 5,

Eastings St., Calcutta.

Finck, Herman, H. G., m.k Ahmednagar.
Finlow, Robert Steel, Fibre Expert to the

Govt, of Assam. Dacca.
Firminger, The Ven'ble Walter Kelly, M..

b.d., f.r.g.s., Archdeacon of Calcutta. St.

John's House, Council House Street, Calcutta,

Fortescue, Capt. Archer Irvine, r.a.m.<

Europe (c/o Army ]><>pt., Simla).
Fox, Lieut. Cyril S., Signals 46 Infantry Bde..

15th Division. B.K.h\, France.
Francis, Lieut, Reginald Kmnkland, Indian

Army. Jullunder, Puvjah.

i

*Gait

R

R.

N.R

A
R

R,

tge, Major Andrew Thomas, m.a., m.b., b.Sc,

L.8., i. m.s. Royal Bot. Garden*, Calcutta.

lit, His Honour Sir Edward Albert, K.c.S.L,

C.s.l. , c.i.e., i.c.S., Lieutenant-Governor of

Bihar and Orissa. liunehi.
Ganguli, Manmohan, B.I.. District Kngineer.

Mirzapur Street, Calcutta.
Ganguli, Ordhendhn Kumar. 12, Ganguli's

Lane, Calcutta.

Gardner-Brown, John Gerald Gardner, M.A.,

Director, State Edu ition. Holkar College,

are.

82,

R.

R.

N.K

1907 Mar. 6. R.

Geuns, M. Van. Europe.
Ghosh, Araulya Cliaran, Vidyabhtucma.

Manicktolla Street, Calcutta.
Ghosh, Atal Behari. ma., b.L. 59, Snke<1

Street, Calcutta.
Ghosh, Birendra Nath, i.m.s., Medical Practi-

tioner. 109, College Street, Calcutta.
Ghosh, Harinath, m.d , Assistant Surgeon.

15/Di, Balaram Ghosh Street, Calcutta.
Ghosh, Hemendra Prasad, Zemindar and

P«v»c,i<7 T.nrino flhnnnalhha L X)eur
Jessore

.

Ghosh, Prafulla Chandra, m.a. Presidency

College, Calcutta.
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Date of Election.

1913 Dec. 3.

i

A ' *-v ^ »

1869 Feb. 3. N.R. Ghosh, Pratapa Chandra, B.A. Vindyachal.

1912 Sept. 4. R. Ghosh, Tarapada. 14, Paddapuker Street,

Kidderpur, Calcutta.

1902 June 4. N.R. Ghuznavi, The Hon. A* K. Mymensingh.

A. i
Godson, Capt. Charles Aubery, t.m.s. Europe

(c/o India Office).

R. Goenka, Roormall. 57, Burtolla Street, Cal-

cutta.

Gourlay, William Robert, c.i.e., i.c.s. Govern-

ment House, Calcutta.

Gravely, Frederic Henry, d.Sc, Assistant Su-

perintendent, Zoological Survey of India.

Calcutta.

Graves, Henry George, a.r.s.m. 1, Council

House Street, Calcutta.

Graves-Law, H. D., i.C.S. Simla.

Green, Lieut.- Col. Charles Robert Mortimer,

M.D., F.R.C.S., I.M.S. Bombay.
*Greig, Major Edward David Wilson, M.B.,

|
t.m.s. Europe (c/o India Office).

A Grey, Lt.-Col. William George, Indian Army.
Europe (c/o India Office).

Grieve, James Wyndham Alleyne, Deputy
Conservator of Forests. Jalpaiguri.

R. Gurner, C. W., i.C.s. United Service Club,

Calcutta.

1909 Jan. 6. R.

1910 Sept. 7. R.

1905 May 3. R.

1910 Nov. 2.

1907 June 5.

NE.
N.R.

1910 Mar. 2 A.

1910 Sept. 7

1900 Dec. 5.

1915 Aug. 4.

1901 Mar. 6.

1892 Jan. 6.

L.M.

N.R. Habibur Rahman Khan, Maulavi, Raees.

F.M.
Bhikanpur, District Aligarh.

Haig, Lieut.-CoL Wolseley, Indi?

H. B. M.'s Consulate Genl., Meshhed, Persia.

Army.

1907 Aug. 7.

1908 June 3.

1916 Jan. 5.

1913 May 7

1912 May 1,

1906 Dec. 5

1908 April 1

1916 Feb. 2

1897 Feb. 3.

1908 June 3.

X R *Haines,
Ranch i.

Henry Haselfoot, f.c.h., f.l.s.

R.

R.

Hallowes, Kenneth Alexander Knight, b.a.,

a.r.s.m.. f.g.s., Assistant Superintendent.

Geological Survey of India. Calcutta.

Hamilton, C. J. University Professor. Cal-

cutta.

N.R. Hankin, E. H., m.a., d.sc. Agra.

R.

N.R.

Harley, A. H., m.a. Madrassa, Calcutta.

Harris, Lieut. G., b6th Infantry, F.F., Hangu.

N.R. Harrison, Edward Philip, Ph.D., f.r.s.e.

{cjo Presidency College, Calcutta).

Haslimi Mohammad Yusuf, m.a. Madrassa,R

R.

N.R.

Calcutta.

*Hayden, Henry Herbert, d.sc., CLE., B.A., B.E.,

f.a.s.b., Director, Geological

Calcutta.

F.G.S.

,

B.A.I.,

Survey of India.

Heron, Alexander Macmillan, B.sc.

logical Survey of India, Calcutta).

(c/o Geo-
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Date of Election.

1911 April 5.

1908 April 1.

1891 July 1.

X.R

KR
R.

1908 July 1.

1910 Jan. 5.

A.

1914 Feb. 4.

1901 Dec. 4.

1873 Jan. 2.

Hiralal, Bai Bahadur, B.A., m.r.a.s. Chhind-

wara, C.P. [Army, Shillong.

Hirst, Captain Frederick Christian. Indian

*Holland, Sir Thomas Henry, k.c.i.e., d.Sc,

a.r.c.s., f.g.s., p.r.s., f.a.s.b. c/o Geological

Survey of India, Calcutta.

Holmwood, The Hon. Mr. Justice Herbert,

1911 June 7.

i.C.s. Enropr (c/o India Office).
R. Hope, Geoffroy D., b.sc, Ph.D. 27, Ghoir-

ringhee Road, Galctitta.
R-

| Hornell, The Hon. Mr. W. W., Director of

Public Instruction, Bengal. Writers' Build-

ing, Calcutta.

Hossack, William Cardiff, M.D., d.p.h. United

Service Club, Calcutta.

Housroun, George L . k.<..s. John^i one Castle,

Henfreu-shire, Scotland.
Husain, .\[. Hedayat. 7-1, Bamsanker Boys

R.

L.M

R.

1908 June 3.

1911 Feb. 1.

1915 April 7.

N . R

R.

Lane, Galen I tn.

Hutchinson. C, M. p "-VI.

Insch, Ja>. 101, Civ Street, Calcutta.

N.R. Ishak Khan Maulavi Mahomed. A. 0.

1904 Jan. 6.

1908 Nov. 4.

1916 Jan. 5.

N.R.

College, Aligarh.

N.R.

1907 Dec. 4.

1907 Sept. 25.

1912 Mar. 6.

1908 June 3.

N.R

A.

R.

A.

A.

Jackson, Victor Herbert, m. a. Patna College,

Bankipur.
Jacob, Sydney Montague, r.c.s. (c/o Messn

King King $> Co.. Bombay).
Jain Kumar Devendra Prasad, Secy.. All-India

Jain Association. Arrah.
James, Henry RosIxt, m.a., Bengal Educa-

tion Service. Kurope (c/o India Office)-

Jenkins, Owen Francis, i.c.S. 1, Oowiril Bov
Stri t, Calcutta.

Jeasop, \V. Euro/,,-
(c/o Young M ''>• Christian

Association, Calcuft. i.

Jones, Herbert Cecil, a.r.s.m., a.k.'.s., t.M

1911 Sept. 1. ! N#R .

1911 Nov. 1.

1915 Oct. 27.

1891 Feb. 4.

1911 Jan. ].

»/ '/

Ze
cutta).

Juggarao, Sree Rajs Ankitam Venkata
mindarof Shermahamadpuram, Dahagarden>

Vizagapatam.

A. Kamaluddin Ahmed. Shams-ul-Ulama. i'«

N.R
N.R
A.

. .'/ - ,. _ ..

Kaushala, R. S. Ambala City.
Kapur, Raja Ban Behari, c.s.i. Burdican.

Kaye, George Rusby, Registrar. Europe fof*

India OJVh ).
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Date of Election.

1910 May 4

1882 Mar. 1

R.

N.R

1 906 Aug. 1

.

II.

1906 Sept. 19

1909 April 7.

1910 Mar. 2.

Kemp, Stanley W., it. A., f.a.s.i;., Superin-

tendent, Zoological Survey of India. Cal-

cutta.

Kennedy, Pn'ngle, m.a., B.r,., Vakil. Moznffer-

pur.

Kennedy, William Willoughby, m.a., m.d.,

d.p.h., m.r.s.c, L.B.O.P. 10, Harrington St.,

R.

Calcutta.
Govern

ment. 26, Balhousie Square, Calcutta.

R. Kilner, John Newport, M.B., l.r.c.s., l.r.c.p.

R.

Garden Beach, Calcutta.

W

1914 April 1.

1887 May 4.

1889 Mar. 6.

Calcutta.

1914 Aug. 5

1911 Feb. 1

L.M.

1914 July 1

1909 Jan. 6

1902 July 2.

1907 Dec. 4.

1907 Mar. 6.

N.R. Laddu, Tukaram Krishna. Queen's College.

Benares.

L.M. Lanman, Charles Rockwell. 9, Fairar Street,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S. America.

La Touche, Thomas Henry Digges, b.a.,

p.g.s., p.a.s.b. Alfriston Hills Road, Cam-

bridge, England.

R. Law, Bimahi Charan, b.a. 24, Sukea St., Cal-

cutta. >

Law, Narendra Nath, m.a., B.r,. 96 Amherst

St., Calcutta.

Law, Satya Charan, m.a., b.l. 24, Sukea St.,

Calcutta.
v.c. Europe (c/o

R.

R.

A. ,cu.».v,, ". —— ,

Bengal Nagpur Railway).

N. R.

1911 May 8.

1906 Oct, 31.

N.R. Leake, Henry Martin, m.a., f.(,.s. Nawab-

gunj, Cawnpore.
Little. James Henry, Assistant Master,

Nawab Bahadur's Institution. Murshidabad.

Lloyd, Major Richard Ernest, M.B., B.sc,

i. M.S. Medical College, Calcutta.

Lomax, O.E., m.a. 11, Loudon Street, Calcutta.

Tnmvd Cant, Charles Eckford. Indian Army,

R.

R.

N-R.

1910 April 6.

1913 Jan. 8.

1870 April 7.

A.

M.A. (Oxon). Nimach.

Ludwig, Eugen. Europe.

1912 April 3

1905 Aug. 2

A. Luxburg, Count Graf. Karl L. Europe.

L.M. ' Lyman, B. Smith. 708, Locust Street, Phila-

delphia, U.S. America.

A MacCabe, Surgeon Capt. Frederick. Europe

(c/o India Ofllce).

R. M David. M.i>., i.m.s. Medical

College, Calcutta.

1916 July 5.! N.R. MacKenna, J., i.c.s., Agricultural Advi>er to

Govern Pusa.
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ate of Election.

1893 Jan. 11.

1912 May 1.

i

L.M. Maclagan, The Hon. Sir Edward Douglas, M.A.,

k.c.i. e., c.s.i., i.C.s., Secretary, Government

of India, Education Department. Simla.

R. McLean, David. Choirrfnghee Mansions, Cal-

cutta.

1913 Mar. 5. A. MacMahon, P. S. Europe {cjo Canning Col-

lege, Lucknoii'.

Madho Rao Scindia, His Highness Maharajah

Colonel Sir, Alijah Bahadur, g.c.s.i.,

g.c.v.o., a.d.c, ll.d., Maharajah of Gwahor.

Jai Bilo", (hrnlior.

Mahajan, Snrva Prasad. \I»r<irpnr, Gaya.

Maha'la nobis. Suhodh Chandra. B.Sc, f.k.s.e,

p.r.m.s. '210, Oornwallis Street, Calcutta.

Mahatap, The Hon. Sir Bijoy Chand, k.c.s.i..

Maharajadhiraj of Burdwan. 6, Ahjn

1893 Jan. 11. L.M.

1916 June 7.

1906 Dec. 5.

1911 Mar. 1.

N.R.
R.

R.

1898 Nov. 2.

1901 July 6.

1901 June 5.

N.R.
A.

Lane, ('tilciitta.

1907 Dec. 4.

X.R.

Rajshah-Maitra, Akshava Kumar, I'-.A., B.L.

Malyon, Lieut. Prank Hailstone. Europe [cje

Oft
Prin

1899 Aug. 30.

1905 Dec. 6.

N.R,

1916 Feb. 2.

N.R.

P.M.

Mann, Harold Hart. D.8c, m.sc., r.L.s.,

cipal, Agricultural College. Poona.

Manners-Smith, Lieut. -Col. John, I^J1

Army, c.v.o., c.i.i: , Besident, Nepal. A/wf-

mandu.

Mannu Lai, Rai I ihadnr, Retired Civil bur-

geon. Bai Bm el i. ,
,

Marsden. Kdmund, i:.A., K.u.a.S. 12 FAerdaU

Road, Hamp8tead, London. „ *

Majemdar, Narendra Kumar, m.a., Asst. rr

Calcutta Univernty, Calrnif"
Mazumdar, Rai Jadnnath, Bahadnr, Goven-

ment Pleader. ./ sore. _. Ar ,

1913 June 4. I R. Mazumdar, Ramesh Chandra, m.a. 16, Chnwm
nath Chatterji Street, Bh»mviipnr, ' ' ,r "n

%

1912 Jan. 10.

R.

N.R.

1886 Mar. 3. L.M.

1895 July 3.

1914 May 6.

1884 Nov. 5

A.

I

N. I I

1884 Sept 3.

1912 June 5.

1911 July 5.

R.

Mehta, Roostumjee Dhnnjibhoy
Baiwy Park, Ballygunge, Calcutta.

Melitu-. Paul Gregory, C.I.I., T -c - s -

(c/o India Office). n ,lMf
Menon, K. Ramunni. Presidency 0<>IW>

I'.nrof

Madras.
tfi-

R.

N.R
N.R.

*Middlemiss, Charles Stewart, r-.A.,

f-a-si:., Superintendent, Geological &*r

r 21 Old Conrt %##
of India. Calcutta.

Miles, William
Street, Calcutta.

Misra, Champaram. Barabanki, Oudn.

Misra, Rai Sahib Shyam Behari, B.A.,
I.C.S

Revenue Member, Council
Jodlipur
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Date of Election.

1906 June 6. R.

1915 Jan. 6.

1909 May 5.

R.

N.It.

1901 Aug. 7. ! N.R.

1895 July 3. R.

1906 Dec. 5. A.

1908 Dec. 2.

1912 Jan. 10.

1909 Mar. 3

A.

R

R

1916 Jan. 5.

1899 Sept. 29.

1916 Mar. 1.

1898 May 4.

1894 Aug. 30.

1886 May 5.

R

R

R

R.

R,
L.M.

1908 Feb. 5.

1892 Dec. 7.

1910 Nov. 2.

K.

R

A

1906 Mar. 7.

1916 July 5.

R

R.

1904 Dec. 7. A

1914 Feb. 4.

1914 Feb. 4.

R.

N.R.
1901 Mar. 6.

|
N.R.

1889 Aug. 29.; L.M.

Mitra, Kumar Manmatha Nath. 34, Sham-
pukur Street, Calcutta.

Mitra, Prakash Chandra, Engineer and Con-
tractor. Iti, Amherst Street, Calcutta.

Mohyuddin Ahmad, Maulavi Abul-Kulam,
Azad. Uanchi.

Molony, Edmund Alexander, i.c.s. Allahabad.
Monahan, The Hon. Mr. Francis John, i.c.s.

Harrington Mansions, Calcutta.

More, Capt. James Carmichael. hist Sikhs.

Europe (c/o Army Dept., Simla).

Moses, Capt. Owen St. John, m.d., p.r.c.s.,

i.m.s. Europe (c/o India Office).

Muhammad Kazim Shirazi, A#a. 23, Lower
Chitpur Bond, Calcutta.

Mukherjee, Brajalal, m.a. 12, Old Post Office

Street, Calcutta.

Mukerjee, Harendra Kumar, Asst. Prof. Cal-
cutta University. Calcutta.

Mukherjee, Jotindra Nath, I3.A., Solicitor. 3,

Old Post Office Street, Calcutta.

Mukerjee, Prabhat Kumar, Bar-at-Law. 4,

Choivringhee Eoad, Calcutta.

Mukherjee, Sir Rajendra Nath, k.c.i.e. 7,

Harrington Street, Calcutta.

Mukherjee, Sibnarayan. Uttarpara, Bally.

*Mukhopadhyaya, The Hon. Justice Sir Asu-
tosh, Kt.,C.S.I., M.A.j D.L., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.R.A.S.,

F.A.S.B., Judge, High Court. Calcutta.

Mukhopadhyaya, Girindra Nath, b.a., m.d.

156, Harts Mukerjee Eoad, Bhowanipur, Cal-

cutta.

Mukhopadhyaya, Panchanan. 46, Bechoo
Chattcrjis Street, Calcutta.

Murray, William Alfred, b.a. (Cantab), m.b.

Europe (c/o Assam Bengal Railway, Ghitta-

gong).

Nahar, Puran Chand. 48, Indian Mirror
Street, Calcutta.

Naseer Hoseni Khankhayab, Syed. 78, Prin-
sep St., Calcutta.

Nathan, Robert, C.S.I,, i.c.s. Europe (c/o India

Office).

Nawab Ali,Chaudhury, The lion. Navvab Syed.

27, Weston Street, Calcutta.

Neogi, Panchanan, Rajshahi College, Rajshahi.

Nevill, Henry Rivers, i.c.s. Etawah.

Nimmo, John Duncan, c/o Messrs. Walter Dun-
can Sf Co., 137, West George Street, Glasgow.
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Date of Election.

1913 July 2.

1908 Feb. 5.

N.R. j
Norton, E. L., I.CA, District Magistrate.

1916 Feb. 2.

A.

Allahabad.

R.

1906 Dec. 5 R.

1915 April 7. F.M

1907 July 3.

1901 Jan. 2.

A.

Nott, Lieut.-Col. Arthur Holbrook, M.D., i.M.8

Europe (cjo India Office).

Oka, Rev. R. (c/o Bangae A Co., 35, Park

Mansions, Calcutta).

O'Kinealy, Lieut.-Col. Frederick. M.R.c.s

(Eng.), L.B.C.P. (Lond.), i.m.s. Presidency

General Hospital, Calcutta.

Otani, Count Kozui. c/o Consulate.!General of

Japan, Calcutta.

1901 Aug. 28.

1904 Aug. 3.

1910 April 6.

1899 Aug. 2.

1906 Dec. 5.

O.
Page, Will Walt Keigley. Europe

A.

N.R.

N.R.
R.

1916 July 5.

1888 June 6.

N.R

N.R.

(c/o Pngh fy Co., Calcutta ).

Pande, Ramavatar, i:.a., [.< .8., District Judge.

Mirzapur, U.P.

Panton, Edward Brooks II uderson, B.A., i.C.s.

Europe (c/o India <)(ficc).

Parasnis. Rao Bahadur Dattnlraya Bftlwanl

Satara.

Patuck, P. tonji Sorabji, i.c.s. Nartinghfur.

Peaks, Charles Will mm, m.a. The Obmm-
tory, Alipnr, Cat rut hi.

Peart, .Major Charles Lube. lOMh Eatat

L.M.

1 'eterinat

1877 Aug. 1

1915 Oct. 27.

1915 May 5.

1889 Nov. 6.

N.R.

R.

A

1914 Nov. 4.

1904 June 1.

L.M.

A.

1910 Aug. 3.

1906 Aug. 1.

N.R.

R.

N.R

1914 Mar. 4.

1880 April 7.

N.R.

Pioneers, Quetta.

Pease, Col. H. T., c.i.e.. m.u.cv.s.

College, Lahore,

Pennell, Aubray IVrrivul. B.A., Bar.-at-U«.

Rangoon.

Peters', Lieut.-Col. Charles Thomas, M.B.,

l.M.s. (retired). JHnajpur.
Phelps, William Heath. Park Hou , 13 Park

Street, Calcutta.

Philby, H. St. J. B., i.r.s. Europe (c/o AlUa*

Bank, Calcutta).

Phillott, taeut.-Colone] Dougl Cravei

'".I.., p.a a. Indian Army (retired), c/o

Messrs. Grindlay & Co., 54, Park****1

Street, London.
Pickford Alfred Donald. 12, Mi*** RoV '

Calcutta.
(c/o '

logical Survey of India, Calcutta)-

Podamraj Jain, Rnniwalla. 9, Joggo***"*

Mullick*8 Lane, Calcutta. ,,
Price, Charles Stanley. Victoria Boys' Scho<

imm K.G.S.

Km eong.

Raffin, Alain. Mirzapur.
N.R. Rai, Bepin Chandra. rvh% < 'hota batf 1"'
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Date of Election.

1895 A^g. 29

1908 Feb. 5.

N.R

N.R

1908 July 1. N.R.

1905 Jan. 4. |N.R.

1904 Mar. 4. F.M.
1890 Mar. 5.

1905 May 3.

191:^5 Sept. 3.

1903 Mar. 4.

R.

R.

Rai Chaudhuri, Jatindranath, ma., B.L.,

Zemindar. Taki, Jessore.

Randle, Herbert Neil, b.a. Queens College,

Benares.

Itanganathasvami, S. P. V., Aryavara<juru,
Arshya Library, Vizagapatum.

Rankin, James Thomas, 1.0.8. Darjeeling.

Rapson, E. J. 8, Mortimer Road, Cambridge.
*Ray, Prafulla Chandra, d.sc, k-.a.s.b., Pro-

fessor, Presidency College. Calcutta.

Richardson, The Hon. Mr. Justice Thomas
Willi

citta.

i.c.s. 21, Belvedere lioad, Cal-

A

1900 April 4.

1901 Dec. 4.

1909 Nov. 3.

1889 June 5.

1903 July 1.

1915 Oct. 27.

N.R

R.

F.M

N.R.

1910 Sept. 7.

1914 June 3.

1915 April 7.

1906 Feb. 7.

1916 April 5.

1913 Apl. 2

N.R.
L.M.

R.

N.R.

1911 Nov. 1

1910 May 4.

191 July 5.

1898 Mar. 2.

Rogalsky, P. A. Europe (c/o Imperial Russian
Consulate General, Calcutta).

Rogers, Charles Gilbert, p.l.s., F.C.H., Forest
Department (c/o Grindlay

fy Co., Calcutta).

^Rogers, Lt.-Col. Sir Leonard, Kt., CLE., M.DM
U.S., F.R.O.P., F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., F.R.S., I.M.S.

Medical College, Calcutta.

*Ross, Edward Denison, c.i.e., Ph.D., f.a s.b.,

British Museum, Dept. of Oriental Books
and MSS. London.

Royehaudhury, Mrityunjoy. Shyampur P.O.,

Rungpur.
Roy, Maharaja Girjanath. Dinagepore.

Roy, Maharaja J agadindranath, Bahadur.

6, Lantdoume Road, Calcutta.

Roy, Kaviraj Jamini Blmsan, If.A., m.b. Bea-

ddi St., Calcutta.

Roy, Kumar Sarat Kumar. Dayarampur.
Rajshahi.

Roy, Dr. Satyendra Nath. 49, Chakraberi

Road, North, Bhawanifmr, Calcutta.

Roy, Hon Mr. Surendra Nath, Vakil, High
Court. Calcutta.

Russell, Charles, m.a. Patna College, Bankipur.

Saha, Radha Nath. 16, Lachmikundu, Benares

City.

Sahay, Rai Sahib Bhagvati, m.a., b.l., Offg.

Inspector of Schools, Patna Division.

Bankipur.
Sahni, Dayaram, m.a., Supdt. of Archaeology.

Jammn, Kashmir.

Sandes, Capt. J. D., MLB., i.m.s. Europe (c/o

India Office).

Sarkar, Ganpati. 69, Beliaghata Main h'oad,

Calcutta.

N.R. Sarkar, Jadunath. Patna College, Bankipur.

R.

R.

N.R

N.R.

N.R.

N.R.

A.

It.
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Date of Election.

1909 Mar. 3.

1911 Jan. 4.

1902 Feb. 5.

1900 Dec. 5.

R.

R.

1915 Feb. 3.

A.

A.

R.

1902 May 7. R.

1914 April 1.

1897 Dee. 1.

1911 July 5.

1885 Feb. 4.

1902 Dec. 3.

1909 Jan. 6.

N.R.

R.

F.M.

L.M.

N.R.
N.R.

Sarvadhikari, The Hon. Mr. Deva Prasad, m.a.,

b.l. 2, Old Pod Office Street, Calcutta.

Sarvadhikari, Dr. Suresh Prasad. 79-1,

Amherst St., Calcutta.

Schulten, Joseph Henry Charles, Ph.D. Europe.

Schwaiger, Imre George, Expert in Indian

Art. Europe.

Segard, Dr. C. P. 23, Park Mansions, Calcutta.

Sen, Jogendra Nath, Vidyaratna, m.a. 31.

Prasanna Kumar Tayore's Street, Calcutta.

Sen-Gupta, Dr. Nares Chandra. Dacca.

Seth, Mesrovb J. 19, Lindsay Street, Cal-

cutta.

Sewell, Capt. Robert Beresford Seymour,

M.R.C.S., l.r.c.p., I. M.S. (c/o Indian Museum,

Calcutta).

*Shastri, Mahamahopadhyava Haraprasad,

CLE., m.a., f.a.S.B. 26, Pataldanga Street,

Calcutta. [Ddh.

Shastri, Hamarain Goswami. Hindu College,

Shirreff, Alexander Grierson, b.a., .
I.CA

Inspector of Schools. Bareilhj.
1913 Dec. 3

I

A. Shorten, Capt. James Alfred, b.a., m.b. •
.Ch..

1914 Mar. 4.

1908 Mar. 4.

1916 Aug. 2.

1902 Feb. 5.

A.

R.

i. M.S. Europe (c/o India Office).

N.R.

1899 May 3.

1913 Mar. 5

1909 April 7.

1894 July 4.

1895 Aug. 29.

1912 May 1.

1893 Mar. 1.

1892 Mar. 2.

Shrosbree, A. de Bois. . Europe (c/o Improve-

ment Trust, Calcutta).
Shujaat AH, Nasurul Matnalik Mirza, Khan

Bahadur, Acting Consul-General for Persia.

10, Hungerford Street, Calcutta.
Shukla, Pandit Ashwani Kumar, b.a., il.b-

Revenue Officer, Mewar State. Udaipvr.

N.R.jShyam Lai, Lala, m.a., LL.B., Deputy Col-

lector. Naimadri, A<jra.
Silberrad, Charles Arthur, B.A., I'.sc, i-C- s-

Gorakhpur, U.P.
Simonsen, J. L., d.sc. Presidency College

Madras.
Simpson, George Clarke, D.Sc. Simla.
Singh, Raja Kushal Pal, m.a. Narki.
Singh, Lachmi Narnyan, M.A , B.L.,

Pleads

High Court. Bankipur.
Sineh Ray, Lalit Mohan, Rai Bahadur.

N.R.

N.R.

N.R.
N.R.
N.R.

R.

N.R.

4,

Creek Bow, Calcutta.

L.M.

1899 Aug. 29. N.R.

Singh, Maharaja Kumara Sirdar Bharat, Lft •

(retired). Shankergar, Allahabad. . .

Singh, Raja Ooday Pratab, c.s.i., Ka
J
a

Bhinga. Bhinga.
Singh, H.H. The

>M.E.,Narain, Bahadur,
Benares. Bamnagar Fort, Benares

Prabhu

Maharaja o1

Sir
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Date of Election.

1 909 April 7.

1889 Nov. 6.

1912 \[ar. 6.

1913 July 2.

1894 Feb. 7.

1912 Sept 5.

1897 Jan. 6.

N.R. Singh, liaja Prithwipal, Talukdar of Suraj-

pur. District Barabanki, Otidh.

L.M. Singh, H.H. The Hon. Maharaja Sir Ramesh-
wara, Bahadur, K.c.l.E. Dnrbhanga.

R. Singh, Maharaja Ranjit. Nasipnr.

N.R. i Singh, Rudradat, m.a., ll.b., Vakil. Lucknow.
N.R.

N.R.

R.

1898 Aug. 3
1913 July 2

1911 Mar. 1

1912 Jan. 10.

1901 Dec. 4.

1913 July 2.

1912 May 1.

1912 Oct. 30.

N.R.
N.R.

N.R.

R.

N.R.
N.R.

A.

N.R.

1904 Sept. 28.

1908 Dec. 2.

1904 June 1.

1900 Aug. 29.

1907 Dee. 4.

A.

A.

A.

1907 June 5.

1906 Dec. 5.

1911 Feb. 1.

1915 April. 7

1914 Jan. 7.

1916 July 5.

1907 Aug. 7.

1907 June 5.

N.R.
A.

A.

A.

A.
N.R.

N.R.
R.

N.R.

R.

Singh, H.H. The Maharaja Vishwa Nath,

Bahadur. Chhatturpur, Bundelkhund.
Singhi, Bahadur Sing. Azirnjunj, Murshida-

bad.

Sircar, Amrita Lai, F.c.s., l.m.s. 51, Sankari-

tolla Lane, Calcutta. \_habad.

Sita Ram, Labi, B.A., Depy. Magistrate. Alia-

Sivaprasad, r.a., Offg. Junior Secretary to the

Board of Revenue, U.P. Allahabad.

Smith, Major 0. A. 27th Punjabi*, Hazarz-

bagh.

Southwell, T\, a.r.c s., f.z.s., f.l.s., Deputy
Director of Fisheries. Writers' Buildings,

Calcutta.

*Spooner, David Brainerd. Bankipur.

Srinivas Iyenger, P. T., Principal, M.A.V.N.
College. Vizagapatam.

Stadler, George L. Europe (48, Grand Marche,

Maeslricht, Holland).
Stnllard, Dr. Philip Lechmen, District Sur-

geon, G.I. P. Railway. Igatpuri, Bombay.
Stapleton, Henry Ernest, B.A., B.Sc. Europe

(cja India Off s).

Steen, Capt. Hugh Barkley, M.B., i.m.s. Europe

(c/o India Office).

Stephen, The Hon. Mr. Justice Harry Lush-

ington, Europe (c/o India Office).

Stephenson, Lieut.-Col. John, i.m.s. Lahore.

Stevens, Lieut.-Col. C. R., i.m.s. Europe (c/o

India Office .

Stew rt, Capt. Francis Hugh, I.M . Europe
(c/o India Office).

Stokes, Captain Claude Bayfield. Europe (c/o

India Office). [Burn $f Co.).

Stonehridge, Arthur W. Euroye (c/o Messrs.

Storey, C. A.. Prof, of Arabic, M. A. O.

College. Aligarh.

StrailfiS, Dr. 0. Ahmednagar.
Street, W. S. 8haw Wallace

fy
Co., Calcutta.

Subramania Iyer, Valavauur, Extra Asst.

Conservator of Forests. Coimbatore.

Suhrawardy, Abdullah Al-Ma'mfm, Iftikharul

Millat, ma., D.Litt., ll.d., Bar.-at-Law. 3,

Well ley \st Lane, Calcutta.
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Date of Election!

1914Tlar. 4.

1916 Sept. 27.

1907 June 5.

1909 Jan. 6.

R.

N.B

.

A.

R.

1914 April I.

1898 April 6.

R.

Sutherland, U.-Col. William Dunbar, i.m.s.

W.S. Club, Calcutta.

Sutherland, Rev. \V. S., iu»„ Scottish Univer-

sities Mission. Kalimpong, Darjeeling Dist.

Swinhoe, Rodway Charles John. Europe (cjo

High Court, Rangoon).

Tagore

1904.My 6.

1910 Aug. 3

1893 Aug. 31

1906 Dec. 5.

R.

N.R.

N.R

A.

1878 June 5.

N.R

1914 Aug. 5.

1904 May 4.

1911 Mar. 1.

F.M

, Kshitindranath, r.A. 6/1, Dwarkanath

Tagore Lane, Oal< tin.

Tagore, Pr&fulla Nalh. 1, Darpannrain

Tagore Street, Calcutta.

Tagore, The Hon. Maharaja Sir Prodyat

Coomar. Bahadur, Kt. Pathuriaghatta, (.'"'•

cutta.

Talhot, Walter Stanley, i.e. Revenue 0m-
mi$$ timer, K< < % h mir.

Tiincock, Capt. Alexander Oharli • 3b/ Pm«-
i ft f i r -r n

A
India).

jabis, Nowsi >vi, W.h.P,
~ a ^ n _ - r% t«

intiza )

,

TekCliuinl. Dewan, h.a. H k.a.s., i.c.s., Deputy>». vjiiiuu, i/ewuii, It. A., .U.K.A.S., I.V.D., i

Conn vsioner. Gujr wala, Punjab-— '- " ' >1 Sir Richard Carnac, Bait,

9. Pall M'i II, I**'

Temple, Colo
Indian Arn , C.I.E.

1909 Aug. 4.

1908 Nov. 4.

1911 July 5.

1904 June 1.

N.R,

N.R.

F.M.

N.R
A.

A

1912 Nov. 6.

1907 Feb. 6.

A

R.

F.M.

1861 June 5.
I L.M.

dot/.

Teesitori, Dr. L P. Bikaner, ]i<ij) tana.

Thanawala, Framjee Jamasjee. 85, Be**

Gate St., Fort, Bombay.
Thomas, F. W., m.a., Ph.D., Librarian, India

Office. London.
Thompson, John Perronet, m.a.. i.c.s. £«*J*
Tli.-.nely, Major, Michael Harris, i.m.s. Eu-

rope (c/o India Office).
Thurston, Capt. Edward Owen, i.M.

r.B.c.8. Europe (c/o India Office).
•Tipper, George Howl. m . I ,' f.<

Etrof

B.S.

(c/o

1894 Sep. 27.

1900 Aug. 29.

1890 Feb. 5.

R.

A.

N.R

Tomkins, H. G„ c.i.k.. k.r.a.s. At******
General II /aJ, Calcutta.

•Travers, Morris William, n.sc, MkS., k.a.s.b.

43, Warwick Gardens, Loudon, W. . ,

Tremlett, James Dyer, m.a., i.c.s. (retired)-

Dedham, h tem, England.

Vasn, Nagendra Nath. 2". Visvakos La*'

Buybuzaar, Q„ ,,

Vaughan, Lieut.-Col. Joseph Charles Stoel^<

•M.s. Europe
(c/o India Office).

•Tenia, .\rth-- « • -— «» '•*- s
'B '

Benares.
Ur, M.A., lU.itt., C.1.K-,
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Date of Election.

1902 June 4.

1901 Mar. 6.

E.

F . M

1894 Sept. 27. L.M.

1902 Oct, 29

1909 Jan G.

R

N.R

1907 July 3

1901 June 5.

1911 Feb. 1.

1905 Dec 6.

1910 Sept. 7.

1909 Dec. 1.

1913 April 2.

1915 Jany. 6.

1906 Sept. 19

1915 May 5.

R,

N.R.

N.R.
A.

A.

N.R.
R.

N.R.

N.R

N.R.

1909 April 7.

1912 Mar. 6.

1906 Mar. 7.

1903 April 1.

1894 Aug. 30.

N.R.
R.

N.R.

R.

A.

1911 Aug. 2.

1906 June 6.

1910 April 6.

N.R.
N.R.
N.R.

* Vidyabhusana , Mahmnaliopadhyaya Satis

Chandra, m.a., Ph.D. f.a.s.b. 26/1, Kanay
Lai Dhur's Lane, Calcutta.

*Vogel, Jean Philippe, Litfc.D., f.a.s.b. The

University, Leiden, Holland.

Vost, Lieut.-Col. William, I.M.S., Civil Sur-

geon. Secunderabad.

*Vreden 1mrg, Ernest, B.L., b.Sc, a.r.s.m., a.k.c.s.,

P.Q.S., f.a.s.i:. 27, Chowringhee Road, Cal-

cutta.

*Walker, Gilbert Thomas, c.s.i., d.sc, m.a.,

F.R.S., f.a.s.b., Director-General of Observa-

tories. Simla.

Walker, Harold, a.r.c.s., f.G.s., a.m. Inst, m.,

Assistant Superintendent, Geological Sur-

vey of India. Calcutta.

W~"-~~-7 ——

w

- — !

C.s.L, i.c.s., Commissioner, Chota Nagpnr
Divn. Banchi.

Waters, Dr. Harry Geor<

Watson, Edwin Roy, m.

Dacca College, Dacca),

Watts. H. P.. b.a. (C;

h. Asansolm

Europe (c/o

Europe (e/o

La Mnrtinere College, Calcutta).

Webster, J. E., i.c.s. Sylhet, Assam.

White, Bernard Alfred. Chartered Bank Build-

ings, Calcutta.

tehouse, Richard H., Prof, of Biology,Wh
Agra College, Agra.

Wl

w
TJmbala, Punjab.

Rupar,

of Modern Indian History, Allahabad Uni-

versity. Allahabad.

Woodhouse, E. J., b.a. Sabour.

Woodroffe, The Hon. Justice Sir

Kt. 4, Camac Street, Calcutta.

Woolner, Alfred Cooper, M.A., P:

ental College. Lahore.

Wordsworth, Will
College, Calcutta.

Wright
0$

Nelson, B.A., i.c.s. Europe

Young, Gerald Mack worth, b.a., i.c.s. Simla.

Young, Mansel Charles Gambier. Asansol.

Young, Capt. Thomas Charles MeCombie, m.b.,

i. M.S. Shillong, Assam.
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SPECIAL HONORARY CKNTENABX MEMBERS.
Date of Election.

1884 Jan. 15. Dr. Ernst Haeckel, Professor in the University of

Jena. Prus* >.

1884 Jan. 15.
[
Revd. Professor A. B, Sayce, Professor of Assyrio-

logy, Queen's College. Oxford. England.

1884 Jan. 15. Monsieur fimile Senart. 18, Rue Fnuigozs I* t

Paris, France.

HONORARY PELLOWS
Date of Election.

1879 Ju~ne 4.

1894 Mar. 7.

Dr. Jules Jaussen. Obsenafa/re d'Astronomit

Physique d>' Pan's, France.
Professor Theodor IS" »ldeke. G/o Mr. Karl T.

1895 June 5.

Trubner, Straubvrg, Germany.
Lord Rayleigh, m. a., D.C.L., D ., i.i..i>., Ph.D., FJU-Si

p.b.s. Feding Place, Wttkam, Est . England.
1895 June 5. Charles ] I. Tawney, Esq., M.A., c.i.k. G/o Into*

1896 Feb. 5.

Offi

Profe >r Charles Rockwell

1899 Feb. 1. Dr
Street, Cambridge, Massachnst'tts; I'.S. America.

P. Augustus Frederick Rudolf I tortile, Ph.D., M*

1899 Dec. 6.

1899 Dec. 6.

1901 Mar. 6.

lrotessor Edwin Ray Laukester, m.a., LI..D., F-B- s -»

British Museum {Nat. Hist.), Cromwell Road,

London, S.W.
Professor Edward Burnett Tylor, D.C.L., LhJ>., »*8

Keeper, University Museum. O/.
v.a.i.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1903 Mar. 7.

Wesley
t

Late Prof, of the Roval College
30, Cumberland Boad, Kea: England.

Professor Hendrick Kern. I -echf, H>
Professor Sir Ramkrishna Oonal Bhandi
Poona.

Professor Ignaa Q
Budapest, Hungary.

fell- Charles Lyall, m.a., K.C.8.I., CLE., HJ>- 8"

Cornwall Gardens, London, 3. W.
Sir George Abraham Grierson, K.C.I.K., Ph.D., D -L1

,

'

I'h.D., D.I-itt., «"

thfarn Cai'ibeM

190*3
1.

Surrey, England.
The Right Hou'ble Baron Curzon of Kedleston

M.a., d.cl., k.r.s. 1, Carlton House Terrace, W*

1908 July 1.

don, S.W.
Lieut.-Col. Henry Haversham (Godwin- Austen, t^
W, P.R.Q.8. Nora Godalming, S rey, Eng'*£

Dr. H. Oldenberg. The University, Ghttingen,
heT

many.



lii.

Date of Election.

1911 Sept. 6.

191 L Sept, 6.

1911 Sept. 6.

191 1 Sept. 6.

J 91 5 Aug. 4.

1915 Aug. 4.

1915 Aug. 4.

1915 Aug. 4.

Lieut-Col. Alfred William Alcock, c.i.e., m.b., ll.d.,

c.m.z.s., p.r.s., i.m.s. (retd.). Heathlands, Erith
Road, Belvedere, Kent, England.

Prof. Edward George Browne, m.a., m.b., M.B.O.8.,

l.r.c.p., m.r.a.s. Pembroke College, Cambridge.
Dr. A. Engler, Prof, of Systematic Botany, Univer-

sity of Berlin, Prussia.

Mahamahopadhyaya Karaakhyanath Tarkavagisa.
111-4, Shambazar Street, Calcutta.

Prof. Paul Vinogradoff, f.b.a., D.C.L. J 9, Linton
Road, Oxford, England.

Monsieur Jean Geston Darboux. 3, Rue Nazarine,
Paris, France.

Sir Patrick Manson, g.c.m.g., M.D., ll.d., f.r.c p. 21,

Queen Anne Street, Cavendish Square, London, W.
Sir Joseph John Thomson, Kt. O.M., M.A., sc.D., D.sc,

ll.d., Ph.D. Trinity College, Cambridge, England.

NOTE.

Insert the attached for pages liii and liv of the List of

Members printed in the Journal and Proceedings, Vol. XIII,

1917, No. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb 2.

1911 Feb. 1.

1911 Feb. 1.

1912 Feb. 7

L912 Feb. 7

1912 Feb. 7,

L912 Feb. 7

1912 Feb. 7.

F.R.S.. I.M.S.

E. D. Ross, Esq., c.i.e., Ph.D.

Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana,
M.A., Ph.D., M.R.A.S.

M. W. Travers, Esq., D.sc, p.r.s.

A. Venis, Esq., m.a., D.Litt., c.i.e.

G. T. Walker, Esq., c.s.i., d.sc, m.a., p.r.s.

The Hon. Sir E. A. Gait, k.c.s.i., c.s.i., c.i.e., i.c.s.

H. H. Hayden, Esq., c.i.e., d.sc, b.a., b.e., b.a.i., f.g.s.>,

F.R.S.

H. Beveridge, Esq., i.c.s. (retired).

J. C. Bose, Esq., c.s.i., c.i.e., m.a., d.sc.

P. J. Bruhl, Esq., Ph.D., F.c.s.

Capt. S. R. Christophers, I.M.S.

Charles Stewart Middlemiss. Esq., ha„ f.«..s.



liii

Date of Election.

1911 Sept. 6.

1911 Sept 6.

1911 Sept. 6.

191 1 Sept. 6.

1915 Aug. 4.

1915 Aug. 4.

1915 Aug. 4.

1915 Aug. 4.

Lieut.-Col. Alfred William Alcock, c.i.e., m.b., ll.d.,

c.m.z.s., f.r.s., i.m.s. (retd.). Heathlands, Erith
Road, Belvedere, Kent, England.

Prof. Edward George Browne, m.a., m.bm m.r.c.s.,

l.r.c.p., m.r.a.s. Pembroke College, Cambridge.
Dr. A. Engler, Prof, of Systematic Botany, Univer-

sity of Berlin, Prussia.

Mahamahopadhyaya Kamakhyanath Tarkavagisa.
111-4, Shambazar Street, Calcutta.

Prof. Paul Vinogradoff, f.b.a.,

Road, Oxford, England.
Monsieur Jean Geston Darboux.

Paris, France.

Sir Patrick Manson, g.c.m.g., m.d., ll.d,, f.r.c p. 21,

Queen Anne Street, Cavendish Square, London, W.
Sir Joseph John Thomson, Kt. o.m., m.a., scd., d.sc

ll.d., Ph.D. Trinity College, Cambridge, England.

D.c.L. 19, Linton

3, Rue Nazarine,

FELLOWS.

Date of election*

1910l^b. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Keb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb 2.

1911 Feb. 1.

1911 Feb. 1.

1912 Feb. 7.

1912 Feb. 7.

N. Annandale, Esq., D.sc, c.M.z.s., f.l.s.

The Hon'ble Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya,
Kt., C.S.I., M.A., D.L., D.SC., F.R.A.S., F.R.S. E.

I. H. Burkill, Esq., m.a., f.l.s.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, c.i.e., m.a.

Sir Thomas Holland, k.c.i.e., d.sc, a.r.c.s., f.g.s., f.r.s.

T. H. D. LaTouche, Esq., b.a., f.g.s.

Rai Bahadur Monmohan Chakravarti, m.a., b.l.

Lieut. -Colonel D. C. Phillott, Ph.D., Indian Army.
Dr. Prafulla Chandra Ray, d.sc.

Lieut.-Col. Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt., c.t.e., m.d., b.s.,

F.R.C.P., F.R.C. S., F.R.S., I.M.S.

E. D. Ross, Esq., c.i.e., Ph.D.

Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana,
M.A., Ph.D., M.R.A.S.

M. W. Travers. Esq., D.Sc., F.R.s.

A. Venis, Esq., m.a., D.Litt., C.i.e.

G. T. Walker, Esq., c.s.i., d.sc, m.a., f.r.s.

The Hon. Sir E. A. Gait, k.c.s.i., c.s.i., c.i.e., i.c.s.

H. H. Hayden, Esq., c.i.e., d.sc, r.a., b.e., b.a.i., f.g.s.-,

F. R#S.

H. Beveridge, Esq., I.C.S. (retired).

J. C. Bose, Esq.. c.s.i., c.i.e., m.a., d.sc.

1912 Feb. 7. P. J. Brulil, Esq., Ph.D., f.c.s.

L912 Fek 7. Capt. S. I: Christophers, r.M.s.

1912 Feb. 7. (hark* Stewart Middlemiss. Esq., B a., f.o,s.



liv

Date of Election.

1913 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

1915 Feb. 3.

1915 Feb. 3.

1915 Feb. 3.

1915 Feb. 3.

1916 Feb. 2.

1916 Feb. 2.

1916 Feb. 2.

"

Major A. T. Gage, i.m.s.

E. Vredenburg, Esq., b.i., b.Sc, A..R.8.M., A.R.C.S., P.G.s.

J. Ph. Vogel, Esq., Ph.D., i.itt.D.W
W

G. H. Tipper, Esq., m.a., f.g.s.

D. B. Spooner, Esq., Ph.D.

H. H. Haines, Esq., f.c.h., k.l.s.

Lieut.-Col. C. Donovan, M.D., i.m.s.

The Hon. Mr. R. Bum, c.i.k., i.c.s.

L. L. Fermor, Esq., a.r.s.m., d.sc., v.g.>

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS.
ate of Election.

1875 Dec. 1

1882 June 7.

1885 Dec. 2.

1886 Dec. 1.

1899 Nov. 1.

1902 June 4.

1908 July 1.

1909 Mar. 3.

1910 Sept 7.

1910 Sept. 7.

1910 Dec. 7.

1913 Feb. 5.

Revd. J. D. Bate. 15, St. John's Church Rod,

Folkestone, Kent, England.
Herbert A. Giles, Esq., ll.d., Professor of Chinese

in the University of Cambridge. Cambridge,

England.
Dr. A. Fuhrer, Prof, of Sanskrit, 5, Dorenbach-

strasse Bininngen, Basil,, Switzerland.
Sarat Chandra Das, Rai Bahadur, 0.1.1. 32, Greek

Bow, Calcutta.

Revd. E. Francotte, s.j. 30, Park Street, Calcutta.

Revd. A. H. Francke. Niesky Ober-Lausits, Ger-

many
Rai Sahib Dinesh Chandra Sen, n.A. 19, Visvah

I .
#"* AA *\ i ^ 7 _ itLane, Calcutta.

Bel

1 —
- — ~WVVVl*» t

Rai Balkrishna Atmaram Gupte, Bahadur
vedere, Calcutta.

Shamsul Ularaa Maulvi Ahmad Abdul Aziz

Azeez Bag, City-Hyderabad, Deccan.
L. K. Anantha Krishna Iyer, Esq. Trichur.
Rev. H. Hosten, s.j. 30, Park Street, Calcutta.
fckendranath Ghosh, Esq., l.m.s. Medical Cotefr

Calcutta.

lilt tf!
1

; I' i ?
ala Kaji Marichiman Singha. Bir Library, Nepal

E. Brunetti, Esq. 27, Chowrinyhee Road,
Surisvaraji

1915 Dec. 1., Pandit Jainacharya Vijayadharma
lasovijaya Granthamal Office, Bena



U)

Date of Election.

1911 Sept. 6.

1911 Sept. 6.

1911 Sep*. 6.

1911 Sept. 6.

1915 Aug. 4.

1915 Aug. 4

1915 Aug. 4

1915 Aug. 4.

Lieut-Col. Alfred William Alcock, c.i.e., m.i:., ll.d.,

C.M.Z.S., f.r.s., i. M.s. (retd.). Heathland*. Erith

Bond, Belvedere, Kent, England.

Prof. Edward George Browne, m.a., m.i;., m.k.< .,

L.R.C.r., m.r.A.S. Pembroke College, Cambridge.

Dr. A. Engler, Prof, of Systematic Botany, Univer-

sity of Berlin, Prussia.

Mahamahopadhyaya Kamakhyanath Tarkavagisa.

111-4, Shambazar Street, Calcutta.

Prof. D.C.L. 19, Linton

:>, Rue Nazarine,

Paul Vinogradoff, F.B.A.,

Road, Oxford, England.

Monsieur Jean Geston Darboux.

Paris, France.

Sir Patrick Manson, g.c.m.g., m.d., ll.d., f.r.c p. 21,

Queen Anne Street, Cavendish Square, London, W.
Sir Joseph John Thomson, Kt. o.m., m.a., Sc.d., d.sc,

ll.d., Ph.D. Trinity College, Cambridge, England.

FELLOWS.

Date of Election.

1910~Feb. 2

1910 Feb. 2

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2

1910 Feb. 2

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb 2.

1911 Feb. 1.

1911 Feb. 1.

1912 Feb. 7.

1912 Feb. 7.

1912 Feb. 7.

1912 Feb. 7.

N. Annandale, Esq., d.sc, c.m.z.s., f.l.s.

The Hon'ble Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya,
Kt., C.S.I., M.A., D.L., D.SC, F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E.

I. H. Burkill, Esq., m.a., f.l.s.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, CLE., m.a.

Sir Thomas Holland, k.c.i.e., d.sc, a.r.c.s., f.g.s., f.r.s.

T. H. D. LaTouche, Esq., b.a., f.g.s.

liai Bahadur Monmohan Chakravarti, m.a., b.l.

Lieut.-Colonel I). C. Phillott, Ph.D., Indian Army.
Dr. Prafulla Chandra Ray. d.Sc.

Lieut.-Col. Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt., c.i.e., m.d., b.s.,

F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.R.S., I.M.S.

E. D. Ross, Esq., c.i.e., Ph.D.

Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana,

M.A., Ph.D., M.R.A.S.

M. W. Travers, Esq., D.sc., f.r.s.

A. Venis, Esq., m.a., D.Litt., c.i.e.

G. T. Walker, Esq., c.s.i., d.sc, m.a., f.r.s.

The Hon. Sir E. A. Gait, k.c.s.i., c.s.T., C.I.B., i.e.s.

H. H. Hayden, Esq., c.i.e., d.sc, h.a.., B.B., h.a.i., f.<;.s.,

F.R.S.

H. Beveridgc, Esq., I.C.8. (retired).

J. C. Bose, Esq., c.s.i., c.i.e., m.a., d.bo.

P. J. Brnhl, Esq., rh.i>., F.r.s.

Capt. S. R. Christophers, r.M.s.

1912 Feb. 7. Charles Stewart Middleraiss, Esq., B.A., r.G.f



liv

VSSOCIATK MKMBKRS.

ate of Election.

1913 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

1915 Feb. 3

1915 Feb. 3.

1915 Feb. 3.

1915 Feb. 3.

1916 Feb. 2.

1916 Feb. 2.

1916 Feb. 2.

1875 Dec. 1.

1882 June 7.

1885 Dec. 2.

1886 Dec. 1.

1899 Nov. 1.

1902 June 4.

1908 July 1.

1909 Mar. 3.

1910 Sept. 7.

1910 Sept.

1910 Dec.
1913 Feb.

7.

7.

5.

1914 Apl.
1915 Mar.
1915 Dec.

1.

3.

1.

Major A. T. Gage, i.m.s.

E. Vredenburg, Esq., b.t.. B.8c., a.k.s.m., A.E.C.8.,1M
J. Ph. Vogel, Es(|.. Ph.D., i.itt.D.

S. W. Kemp. Esq., b.a.

Major E. I). W. Greig, c.i.k., m.b., i.m.s

G. H. Tip|>er, Esq., m.a., P.O.8.

D. B. Spooner, Esq., Ph.D.

H. H. Haines, Esq., f.c.h., k.l.s.

Lieut.-Col. C. I><novan, M.D., i.m.s.

The Hon. Mr. R. Hum, CLI.I., lo.B.

L. L. Fermor\ Esq., a.k.s.m., D.8c„ f.g.s.

Revd. J. D. Bate. 15, St. Johns Church Sod

Folkestone, K< nf, England.
Herbert A. Giles, Esq., LLJ>., Professor of Chinese

in the University of Cambridge. Cambriif

England.

Dr. A. Fiiluer, Prof, of Sanskrit, 5, Dorcnbd-

itram Bin /en, Basil, Switzerland.
Sarat Chandra Das, Rai Bahadur, c.i.i. 32, Gmt

Row, Calcutta.

Revd. E. Francotte, S.J. 30, Park Street, Calcutta-

Revd. A. H. Francke. Niesky Ober-Lausitz, Ger-

many.
Rai Sahib Dinesli Chandra Sen, bjl 19, F***

Lane, Calcutta.
Rai Balkrishna Atmaram Gupte, Bahadur,

vedere, Calcutta.
Shamsul Ulama Maulvi Ahmad Abdul Aziz-

Azeez Brnj, Citt/-}fyderabad, Derran.
U K. Anantha Krishna Ivor. Esq. Trichur.

Rev. H. Hosten, s.j. 30. Park Street, Calcutta.

Kkendranath Ghosh, Esq., UM. M died C«'

U

' 'alcntta.

Jefn
f

Badn Kaji Marichimau Bindm . Bir Library
" '

ringh Boad,0ay#tK- Bi unetti. Esq. 27, Chou-t
randil Jainacharya Vijaye

Yasovijaya GrantkamaH fffi

SurisvHf»]
1-
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LIST OP MEMBERS WITO HAVK BEEN ABSENT FROM
INDIA THREK YEARS AND UPWARDS*

Rule 40.—After the lapse of three years from the date of a

member leaving India, if no intimation of his wishes shall in Hie

interval have been received by the Society, li is name shall he re-

moved from the Lis! of Members.

The following members will he removed from the next Mem-
ber List of the Society under the operation of the above Rule:

H. 0. Bolton, Esq.
Lieut.-Col. William George Grey, i.a.

W. Jessop, Esq.
A. Martin Leake, Esq., f.r.c.s.

Eugen Ludwig, Esq.
Surgeon Captain Frederick MacC&be,
Lieut. Frank Hailstone Malyon.
Paul Gregory Melitu Esq., CLE., i.c.s.

Robert Nathan, Esq., I.C.S,

Captain J. D. Sandes, I.H .

Joseph Henry Charles Schulien, Esq., Ph.D.

George L. Stadler, Ksq.

LOSS OF MEMBERS DURING 1916.

BY Rl'TlHKMENT.

B. K. Basu, Esq., I.C.S.

Babu Ramakanta Bhattacharjee.
Lieut.-Col. Walter James Buchanan, [•M.S.

Dr. Manmatba Nath Chatterjee.
Captain John Inglis Eadie. J. a,

Kai Bahadui Motilal Ganguly.
Dr. David Hooper.
Sir Charles Pardy Lukis, k.c. i.

Lewis Sydney Steward O'Malley, E [., r.c.8.

Leonidar Petrocochino. Esq.
Dr. Prasanna Kumar Ray.
Balm Brajendra Nath Seal.

Br Death,

Ordinary Members.

Nawabzada A. K. M. Abdus Sabhan Khan Bahadur.
Dr. Satis Chandra Banerjee.

Kai Bahadur Bhawani Das Batra
R. C. Burton, Ksq.

Raja Saccidanandfl Tribhuban Dew
Capt. Sidne} Morton, UL
M. S. Ranmswami, Esq.



liv

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

Major A. T. Gage, i.m.s.

B. Vredenburg, Esq., B.I., B.Sc., a.k.s.m., a.r.c.s., F.fo.

J. Ph. Vogel, Esq., rh.n., r.itr .i>.

S. W. Reran. Esq.. b.a.

Date of Election.

1913 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

1913 Feb. 5.

1915 Feb. 3
|
Major E. I

>'. \V. Givi<r, c.i.k.. m.b., I.M.S

1915 Feb. 3.

1915 Feb. 3.

1915 Feb. 3.
j

H. H. Haine-. Ksq., r.O.H., k.i s.

1916 Feb. 2.
|
Lieut.-Col. C. Donovan. m.p., [Ji.s.

1916 Feb. 2.

1916 Feb. 2.

1875 Dec. 1.

G. H. Tipper. I -<|., ma., k.o.8.

D. B. Spooner, 1 q.. ili.u.

1882 June 7.

1885 Dec. 2.

1886 Dec. 1.

1899 Nov. 1.

1902 June 4.

The Hon. Mr. ft. Burn, i.e., f.<

L. L. Fermor. I q., a.u.-.m., i>.sc f.g.s.

Revd. J. D. Bin' 15, St. Jokn't Church Bml

Folkestotf . K I. England.
Herbert A. Gilo. I |., i.i..i>.. Professor of Chinese

in the University of Cambridge. Camhrid<jt

England.

Dr. A. Ffihrer, Prof, of Sanskrit, 5, Dorenback

32, Creefc

$tra<*> Bininngen, !'• l
t
Switzerland.

>arsit

Boir, Calcutta.

Revd. E. Francotte, s..i. 30, Pari Street, Calcutta.

Revd. A. H. Fiaiicke. Niesky Obcr-Lnutitt, Gei

1908 July 1.

1909 Mar. 3.

Chandra 19 Visvok®

1910 Sept. 7.

1910 Sept. 7.

1910 Dec. 7.

1913 Feb. 5.

Bahadur. Bel

1914 Apl. I.

1915 Mar. 3.

1915 Dec 1.

many.
Rai Sahib Dinesh

Lane, Calcutta.

Rai Balkrishna A
vedere. Calcutta.

Shamsul Harm. tulvi Ahmad Abdul Aziz.

Azeez Brig. City-Hyderabad . Derran.

h. K. Anantha Krishna [yer, Esq. Trichur.

Rev H. Hosten, s.j. I, Par* Street, ''alr»tta.

Ekendranath Ghosh, Esq., L.M.8. M <&*& G°m '

Calcutta.

Badn Kaji Maricbiman Siogha. Bv
E. Brunetti. Ks,j # 27, Ohowri*ghet B
Pandit Jainachan i Vijayadhanna

Yatovijaya Granthamal ffu . Bena

I braru.&P
d

l
n

Calcutta.

Snrisviiriji

r
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LIST OF MEMBERS WHO HAVE BEEN ABSENT FROM
INDIA THREE YEARS AND UPWARDS.*

* Rule 40.—After the lapse of three years from the date of a

member leaving India, if no intimation of his wishes shall in the

interval have been received by the Society, his name shall be re-

moved from the List of Members.

The following members will be removed from the next Mem-
ber List of the Society under the operation of the above Rule

:

H. 0. Bolton, Esq.
Lieut.-Col. William George Grey, i.a.

W. Jessop, Esq.
A. Martin Leake, Esq., F.R.C.S.

Eugen Ludwig, Esq.
Surgeon Captain Frederick MacCabe,
Lieut. Prank Hailstone Malyon.
Paul Gregory Melitus, Esq., CLE., I.C.S.

Robert Nathan, Esq., i.c.s.

Captain J. D. Sandes, i.m.s.

Joseph Henry Charles Schulten, Esq., pIi.d. •

George L. Stadler, Esq.

LOSS OF MEMBERS DURING 1916.

By Retirement.

B # K. Basu, Esq., i.c.s.

Babu Ramakanta Bhattacharjee.
Lieut.-Col. Walter James Buchanan, i.m.s.

Dr. Manmath a Nath Chatterjee.

Captain John Inglis Eadie. i.a.

Rai Bahadur Motilal Ganguly.
Dr. David Hooper.
Sir Charles Pardy Lukis, k.c.s.i.

Lewis Sydney Steward O'Malley, Esq., i.c.s.

Leonidar Petrocochino, Esq.
Dr. Prasanna Kumar Ray.
Babu Brajendra Nath Seal.

By Death.

Ordinary Me7nbers.

Nawabzada A. K. M. Abdus Sabhan Khan Bahadur
Dr. Satis Chandra Banerjee.

Rai Bahadur Bhawaui Das Batra

R. C. Burton, Esq.

Raja Saccidananda Tribhuban Dev.

Cap! Sidney Morton, i.a.

M. S. Ramaswnmi, Esq.
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Robert J. Russell, Esq., i..c.s.

Maulavi Saifulla Saifuddin Ahmed.

Edward Thornton, Esq., fiu.b.a.

Major Horace Hayman Wilson, i.a.

Under Rule 38.

Maulavi Abdur Rahim.

Maulavi Abdus Salam.

Maulavi Abul Aas.

Maulavi Abmed Hosein Khan.

S. A. Ashgar, Esq.

R. S. Bhatnngar, Esq.

P- S. Ramulee Chirtv. Esq.

Syerl Fida Ali.

Suresh Chandra Ghatak, Esq.

Babu Jogindra Chandra Ghosh.
Babu Brijrnohan Goenka.
Babu Hem Chandra Gosswami*
Babu Abhaya Sankar Guha.
Babu Bipin Behari Gupta.
Maulavi Habibur Rnhman Khan.
Reginald Johen Hirst, Esq.

William A. Lee, Esq.

Rai Sahib Srikrishna Mahapatra.
Babu Manmatha Nath Maitra.

Babu Manahar Lai.

Mnulavi Mid hut Hosein Khan.
Pandit Tulsi Ram Misra.

Babu Gobin Lai Mukerjee.
Nawab Murtaza Hosein Khan.
Syed Muzaffar Ali Khan.
Babu Jyoti Prakash Nandi.
Captain Vincent Blunhardt Nesfield, i.m.

Babu Sri Ram Poplai.

Babu Surendra Chandra Rovchaudhuri.
Babu Surendra Prasad Sanyal.
Babu Chandra Kumar Barkar.

Babu Girindra Kumar Sen.

Babu Sukumar Sen.

Kumar Shyama Kumar Tagoro.

Undkk Rul» 40.

George William Kachler, Esq,, c.i.i:.. m.a.

A. White Robertson, Esq., f.k.c.p.

Major Edmund Wilkin m, i.m.s.
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ELLIOTT GOLD MEDAL AND I \SII.

Rkcipibwts.

1893 Chandra Kanta Basu.

1895 Yati Bhusana Bhaduri, m.a.

1896 Jnan Saran Chakravarti, m.a.

1897 Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.

1901 Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.

1004, f Sarasi Lai Sarkar, M A.

( Surendra Nath Maitra, m.a

1907 Akshovakumar Maznmd«r.

1Q11 S
Jitendra Nnth Rakshit.

iyU
I Jatindra Mohan Datta.

fRasik Lai Datta.

Saradakanta Ganguly.

Nagendra Chandra Nag.
Nilratan Dhar.

BARCLAY MEMORIAL MEDAL.

Recipients.

1901 E. Ernest Green, Esq.

1903 Major Ronald Ross, f.r.o.s., c.b., c.i.k., f.r.s., i.m.s.

(retired).

1905 Lieut.-Colonel D. D. Cunningham, f.r.s., c.i.e.,

i.m.s. (retired).

1907 Lieut.-Colonel Alfred William Alcock, m.b., ll.d.,

C.I.E., F.R.S.

1909 Lieut.-Colonel David Praia, m.a., m.b., LL.D-,

f.r.s. , i.m.s. (retired).

1911 Dr. Karl Diener.

1913 Major William Glen Liston, H.D., (U.K., i.m.s.

1915 J. S. Gamble, Esq., c.i.e., m.a., f.r.s.
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ABSTRACT STATEMENT

OF

RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS

OF THE

siatic Society of tSengal

FOR

THE YEAR 1916.
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19 1 6.

STATEMENT
Asiatic Society

Dr.

• • •Salaries

Commission
Pension
Grain Allowance
Gratuity • •

• • •

• • •

- -

. • •

• «

To Establishment
Rs. Ah. P.

• • •

• • •

» * •

•

• •

• • * • -

6,754
61.' :.

180
106
20

2 4
6 U

2 3
«•

Rs. As. P

7.685 11 <?

Stationery...

Light and Fans
Postage
Freight ...

Auditing ...

Taxes • %%

Insurance
Petty Repairs
Miscellaneous

Books
Binding

* • .

»

t

- - •

i • •

. . .

• « •

• • •

• • •

• * •

* .

T(> CONTINGRNCIRP.

094

• • t

* • •

• * •

• • •

. .

f • •

• • •

• • i

* • •

• « «

t - .

• • •

#••

• •• • • i

• •%

146
287
742
51

150

1 ,408

343
17

50<>

1"

16

10
6

12

6

To Library and Collrctions.

To Publication.

Journal and Proceedings and Memoirs
To printing charges of Circulars, etc. » » .

Bardic Chronicles
Personal Accoimt (writen-off and miscellaneous)

% »

»

• • i

2,944 3 4
351

8,378 9 7
605 15

3,734 1 9

3,205 :: 4

8,984
1.H93

1 .885

8

14

14

7

To Extraordinary Exphnoitiw
Royal Society's Scientific Catalogue

Balance
* • .

• #•

• • *

• • •

Tot at, Rs.

4,116 9
I

1,87,808 15 «

2,18,699 14
1



lx.

No. 1.

of Bengal. 1916

Cr.

By Balance from last Report * t • t

Rs. As. P.

• • •

Rs. As. P.

1,93,987 4 8

By Cash Rkckipts.

Interest on Investments
Rent of Room
Publications sold for cash
Miscellaneous

. - .

« • %

* • m

• -

• •

• • •

• • •

7,659
950
148 5

173 14

8,931 3

By Extraordinary Rkckipt.

Subscription to Royal Society's Scientific
Catalogue • • • • • • 1,383 12

By Personal Account.

• « •

• • •

• • •

• *

Members' subscription
Admission fees

Subscription to Journal and Proceedings and
Memoirs

Sales on credit

Miscellaneous

- •

• • •

• * •

Subscription Componnded

• t •

• # •

• * •

• * •

• • >

10,458

736

1,800

1,219 8
84 2 6
100

14,397 10 6

Total Rs. • •• 2.18,699 14 2

Calcutta, 31st December, 19HJ.

E. & O. E.

R* D. Mkhta,

Hon, Treasurer
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STATEMENT
1916. Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1*, in

• • »Salaries

Commission
Grain allowance
Contingencies

Postage
Freight
Stationery .

.

Light and Fans
Building

Printing charges
Editing charges

. • •

• •

• * i

Dr.
To Cash Expenditure.

El*. As. P.

• -

• •

• •

• •

• •

1 ,883 6
4.3 11

17 2
108 1

190 15

15 1?

11 12

36 13

42 8
2,330 6

48

6

4
9

7

3

10
5

2

To Personal Account (write-off and miscellaneous)
Ralance • • •

ft* •

Total Rs • • •

Ks. As. P.

4,728

79

9,615

10

2

7

9

I

14,423 3 10

* Prom monthly grants made by the Government of Bengal for the

publication of Orient.-. I Works and Works on Inst ruction in Eastern Langunges
(Ks. 500), and for the publication of Sanskrit Works hitherto unpublished

(Rs. 250 J.

STATEMENT
1916. Oriental Publication Fund, No. 2*, *«

Dr
Rs. As. P.

Rain nc*»
fl ft

8,109 3

Totai, Rs. • t •

r>r«*UZ«Zr
m™th'y *ranfc made by the Government of Bengal, ««*?*

for ZVnW- K
ed

''" the «Bd 0f the carrent fiB*™al year only, of E».»
STtSLSSSSS and Per8ian Work8 of Hi8fcoric,l, Intere8t (
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No. 2.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. WIG

Cr.

Rs. As. P.

By Balance from last Report • • •

Rs. As. P.

2,300 3 4

By Cash Receipts.

Government Allowance
Publications sold for cash
Advances recovered

» * •

• • *

9.000

641 1 6
125 9

9,766 10 6

By Personal Account.

Sales on credit • t

»

• • • t * 2,356 6

Total Rs. 14,423 3 10

B. & O. E.

R. D. Mehta
Calcutta, 3lst December, 1916. Hon, Treasurer

No. 3.

Acet. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 1916

Cr.

By Balance from last Report • 09 • ••

Rs. As. P.

5,109 3

By Cash Receipts.

Government Allowance » • • • * •

Total Rs.

• •

«

- • •

E. & O. E.

3,000

SJ09 3

R. D. Mkhta,

Calcutta, 31 sf December, 1916. Hon. Treasurer
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STATEMENT
1916. Oriental Publication Fund, No. 3*,in

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure:.

Printing charges * •

Balance • • - • •

Rs. As. P.

369 I

1,175 7 6

Total R- * % • • *
1,544 8 6

* From special non-recurring granta made bv the Government of Bengal,

in 1908, of Ra. 3,000 and in 1914 of Re. 2,000. for the publication of an English

translation of the Akbarnama (without remuneration).

STATEMENT
191 6. SanskritMan n script Fund* in Jcct

« • •Salaries

Contingencies
Grain allowance
Stationery ..

Light and Fans
Insurance ...

Purchase of MSS
Printing charges
Bonus
Binding
Posta ge

• * •

Dr.
To Cash Expenditure

• •

• •

• #

•

•

• •

•

• • •

• • •

• •

• •

.

• •

• »

#

• 9

. .

» » »

- *

• •

• I

Balan cm

Tota l R*.

Rh. As. P. Km. As P.

1 ,587 2 9

19 15

P 15 <i

6 2 10

34 5 4
125 ">

878 7

1,209 8
420
30

I 7
4,321 15 5

4fU9 * i

TU„ w «.i o'T *
n"Rl *rant of R « *.20°. made by the Government

Bengal «nd at present sanctioned for another year only, for the catalog*"*
o» Sanskrit Manscripta aconirorl U* n. «„„;„..1 <•.._ , :„.',.„mBni.

m m m 1*111 -! | | 1 | T r'» I ' 'II I Jl J
• ' "

pts acquirer! by the Society for Governmeu
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No. 4.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 19JO

By Balance from last Report

Cr

. - •

Ka. As. P

1.544 8 fi

Total Rs. 1 .544 8 tf

Calcutta, 81*4 December, 191(5.

B. & O. 1

K. D. Mkhta.

Han. Treasurer.

No s.

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal 1!)1

6

Cr.
R.<. A*. P.

By Balance from last Report ... • • • . a .

Rs. As. r.

f>
f708 3 7

By Cash Receipts.

(iovernment Allowance
Pnbiications sold for cash

. .

.

« • t

• .

• « •

3,200

3 8

3,203 8

By Personal Account.

Sales on credit 59 8

Total Rs. 8,971 3 7

B. & O. B.

R. D. Mkhta,

Calcutta. 31*1 December, 11)16 lion. Treasurer
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STATEMENT
1916. Anthropological Fund* in Account

Dr.

To Cash Lxpinditi-kk.

Journal and Proceedings aiul Memoirs
Books • • • • • #

• • .

• -

Ks. As. P.

» 12

Balance

Total R^ • •

Rs. Ab. P.

44 H 15

1,484 7 6

2,886 7 3

From an annual grant of Rg. 2,000, m*d« I
the Government of

Bengal, for the publication and purchase of Ami >logio*t work*.

1916.

STATEMENT
Bureau f Information*; and C«t«

Dr.

TO f ASH ElPKNDITraR.

Salary (Cataloguing M >

Do. (Bureau of Information)

Balance

R«. A*. P.

• • •

1,400 '

l.SOCi

« • •

Total Rg. •

i;- As. P

3,600

3,000

o o

6,600 o o

the L*::z::?:?\zt<£t 2r r R * se sb*:*'
,nftdebf

nengal, for the salary of the »fficer.in-Char*e.
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No. 6.

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal 191(1

Cr
Ks. As. P.

By Balance from last Report • • f * *

Ks. Ah. P.

s86 7 3

By (ash Rkceipt

Go vein men t allowance • * 2,000

Total Rs. t • • 2,886 7 3

Calcutta, 3L&6 December, 1916.

E, & U. E.

R. D. Mkhta, lion. Treasurer

No. 7.

logue, Sansk rit MSS. *; in Acct. , A. S. B. 1016

Cr.

Rs. As. P

By Balance from last Report • *

Rs. As. P.

3 .000

By Cash Receipt.

Government allowance • * * • • 3.600

Total Rs.
• 4 * 6.600

E. & O. K.

Calcutta* 8M December, 1916. R. D. Mkhta, Hon. Treasurer
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1916.

STATEMENT
Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund* in

• • «

fit

Salaries

Grain allowance

Contingencies
Binding
Stationery ...

Printing

Light and Fan
Insurance ...

Books

. t

Dr.
To Cash Expenditure.

• •

. « •

• •

. • .

• •

. •

t •

• •

• • •

• •

• •

Rs. As.

3.780 6
10

56 8
t •

t •

• •

• •

»

*

«

6
97

6
8

2 1

• •

• *

SI

103 7

P.

3

a

o

i<>

o

8

I

Balance • * * •

TotAt Rs.

Ks. As. P.

•

4,12« 4 8

6,177 8 10

10,898 8 fi

1916.

Salary
* *

STATEMENT
Bardic Chronicle Fund* in

Dr
To Cash Expenditure.

Rs. As, P
• • •

Balance
*

•

ft * *

Kb. A*. f

5,500

j.166 10 9

TOTAT, R«. • • *

* Frum an annual grant of R* 6,000, mftdft by tlu
India, for the salary of the Officer-in >Charg<

7,666 10

runiffit of

STATEMENT
1916. Barclay Memorial Fund in .lecoud

Dr
Commission for realising interest
To Balance

—

G.P. Notes (face value
Accumulated interest

Rs. As. P. Rs. A«. p
;

u
• •

»

• •

• i

• • •

• •

• ••

500
53 I 7

Total R*. •
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I

No. 8.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal 1016

Cr

By Balance from last Report • m * • *

Rs. Ar. P

5.298 8 6

By Cash Receipt.

Government Allowance • m . * * • * 5 ,( >0O

Total Rs. • • 10,298 8 6

E. & O. E.

R. D. Mehta, Hon. Treasurer.Calcutta, 31st December, 1916.

No. 9.

Acct. ivith the Asiatic Soc of Bengal 1916-

Cr.

By Balance from last Report
Rs. As. P

• •

Ks, As. P.

,666 10 9

By Cash Receipt

Government Allowance • • t * $

Total Rs.

6,000

7,666 10 9

E. & O. E.

R. D. Mehta, Hon. Treasurer.Calcutta, 31sf December, 1916.

No. 10.

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal 1916

Cr
Rs. As. P.

By Balance from last Report

G.P. Notes (face value)

Accumulated interest

Ks. As. P.

• • •

- -

• • BOO
37 9 6

Interest . » » • •

»

537 9 6
16 3 6

Total Rs.

B. ft O. E.

53 18 <»

Calcutta, 81*4 December, 1916. K. D. Mehta, Hon. Treasurer.
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STATEMENT
1916 Ind. Science Congress Fund* in Acct.

Contingencies ...

Stationery
Printing charges
Postage

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure.

• ft

* • »

- -

i * -

*

Balance

Total Rs.

Rs.

2

10
79
12

As
8

12

6

2

P.

9

• • •

Rs. As. P.

104 12 9

780 7 3

885 4

* From the subscriptions of members of the Congress

1916.

STATEMENT
Building

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure.

Commission for realising interest

Balance
• • t

Rs. As. P.

# » •

• ••

Rs As. P.

3 6

48,379 6

Total Rs. 48,382 12

1916.

STATEMENT
Trust

Dr.
To Pension

• • •

„ Commission for realising interest

Balance

« t • 32
4

Rs. As. P

32 4

1,486 li 10

Total Rs.
t *

1,518 15 10
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No. 11.

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal. 1916

Cr.

By Cash Receipts.

Amount received from Hon. Secretary Ind.
Sen. Cong, in Feb. 1916

Subscription
Discount for cashing cheqne

Rs. As. P.

385
4

Rs. As. P.

500

385 4

Calcutta, 31st December, 1916

No. 12.

Fund.

Total Rs.

E. & O. E.

885 4

R. 1). Mehta,
Hon. Treasurer.

1916.

By Balance from last Report

Cr.

$ • * ^ •

Rs. As. P.

46.982 12

Interest ...

By Cash Receipt.

* <• «

Calcutta, 31sf December, 1916.

No. 13.

Fiuid.

Total Rs.

• * 1,400

48,382 12 O

E. & O E.

R. D. Mkhta,
Hon* Treasurer.

1916.

By Balance from last Report
Interest ...

Cr.

• • •

*

Rs As. P.

1,469 15 10

49

Total Rs. 1,518 IIS 10

Calcutta, 31 sA December, 1916.

E. & O. E.

R. D. MftHTA,
Hon. Treasurer.
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1916

STATEMENT
Invest

Dr

To Balance from last Report

Total Rs

Permanent Reserve.

Funds.

Value.

Asiatic Society
Building Fund
Trust Fund
Barclay Memorial Fund

» t

#*

Total Rs. t * •

Cost.

Rb.

1,65,685

48,370
1,899 6

500

A.

9

6

2,15,964 5

P.

8

Value.

Rb. As. P.

Cost.

Rs. As. P.

2,59,300 2,56,163 8 10

2.59,300 2,56,163 8 10

Temporary Reserve

Value.

Total.

Cost.

Rs a.
42.000

• # m

m * . » •

p.

o
• * •

- I -

42,000 40.191) :* 2 2,56,163 8 10

1016.

STATEMENT
J'ersomtl

Dp
To Balance from last Report

• • -

Rs. As. V Rs. As. P.

6/204 3 3

To Cash Bxpinditum,

Advances for purchase of MSS. etc.
To Asiatic Society

,, Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1

„ Sanskrit MSS. Fund

• • •

• t •

- - .

313 14 11

14,31)7 10 6

2,366 6

69 8 • I

17,157 7 5

Total
* • 23,361 10 8
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No 14.

merit. 1916

By Balance

Cr.

* » • • • t

Total Rs.

Calcutta, 3 st December, 1916.

Value.

Rs. As. P.

Cost.

Rs. As. P

• • • 2.59,300 2,56,163 8 10

... 2,59,300 2,56,163 8 10

E. & 0. E.

R. D. Mehta,

Hon. Treasurer.

No. 15.

lecouitt 1916.

By

> t

Cash Receipts
Asiatic Society
Oriental Publication

Cr.

• •

Pond, No. 1

By Balanci

Members
ttubscrilx rs

Employe
Oriental Publication
Fund, No. I

Indian Science
Congress

Miscellaneous

Due to the
Society.

Rs.
1,027

As* r.
8

- ft *

181

« * • t *

100
221 8

4,780 15 2

Calcutta, 81ft December, 1916.

Due by the

Society.

i * ff

Total R>

Rs. As. P

* * t

* *

K. A O. E.

lis As. P

17,503 3 6
1,385 14 <>

7<> 2

4.393 2

23,361 10 8

R. D. Mkhta,

Hon. Treasurer,
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. •

STATEMENT
Cash

Rs. As. P.

6J 23 10 10

• • •

Receipts.

To Asiatic Society

Oriental Publication Fond, No. 1

Do. do. No. 2

Sanskrit Manuscripts Fund
Arabic and Persian MSS. Fmid
Bardic Fund

>»

»

'

« t •

Anthropological Fund
Bureau of Information

Sanskrit MSS.

• •

« • • • •

ant 1 Catalog amir
m m •

u

Barclay Memorial Fund
Indian Science Congress
Building Fund
Trust Fund
Personal Account

• * •

t •

ft • *

*

ft • »

• # i

• • t 9 *

Total R>

Rs. As.

10,314 15

9,766 10

3,000
3.203

5,000

6 000
2,000

* *

8

3,600

16 3

885 4
1,400

49
1 7 ,503 3

P.

6

6

6

152,738 12 6

H8.W2 7 4

1916.

* • * ft

- . -

• • t

• * #

• • •

LIABILITIES.

Asiatic Society
Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1...

Do. do. No. 2 ..

Do. do No 3...

Sanskrit Manuscripts Fund
Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund
Bardic Fund
Anthropological [-and
Bureau of Information and Cataloguing Sans-

krit MSS.
ft ft •

Barclay Memorial Fnnd
Indian Science Congress
Building Fund
Trust Fund

STATEMENT
Balance

• t • • *

• • •

- * -

• •

• .

• •*

a

• * •
.

Rs.

1,87,803

9,615

8,109

1,175

4,649

6J77
2,166

2,484

3,000
553
780

48,379

1,486

As. P.

15 6

Rs. As. P.

7
3

7
4

1

6

2

3 10
10 9
7 6

1 7
7 3

6
11 10

2,76,381 6

Total Rs. 2,76,381 6

Book^nd v\S^rJme^Z^V l^h^ & ,hc *"'M detailedl^^iT^M^
forth the positioTonre;;,:;/^

Calcutta, '

Wh March, 1917. HlOft* Pkat & Co,
ChmUre<l Accountant^ Auditors*
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No. 16

Account 1916.

• * •

• • •

• • •

Cr.
*

Expenditure.
By Asiatic Society

,, Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1

»» Do. do. No. 8
., Sanskrit Manuscripts Fund
„ Arabic and Persian MSS Fund
„ Bardic Fund
„ Anthropological Fund
,, Bureau of Information «nd Cataloguing

Sanskrit MSS. ...

„ Barclay Memorial Fund
„ Indian Science Congress
„ Building Fund
., Trust Fund
., Personal Account

• • -

• i f

• • •

•

• • «

* •

• • -

• • •

• t

»

• #•

• .

> •

> •

. • t

„ Cash with Bank of Bengal • • •

n „ ,, Alliance Bank of Simla, Ld.
„ in hand

* « « • •

# •

«

• •

»

Total Rs.

9

5

Hs As. P.

29,510 8
4,728 10

369 1

4,321 15
4,121 4 8
5,500
401 15 9

3,600

11 5
104 12 9

3 6
32 4
343 14 11

15,719 14 11

53 I 7

51 5 6

• m *

Calcutta, tUt December, 1910.

No. 17.

Sheet.

K. & O. E.

Rs. As. P #

53,038 I 4

15,824 6

68,862 7 4

R. D. Mehta, Hon. Treasurer.

Investments
Personal Account
Cash Account

• 4 +

1916.

ASSETS.

*

• • •

Rs. As. P.

. 2,56,163 8 10

4,393 7 2
15,824 6

Rs As. P.

* f

2,76,381 6

Total Rs. 2,76,381 6

Calcutta, BUt December, 1916

E. & O. E.

R. D. Mehta,

Hon, Treasurer,
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Liabilities up to 31st December, 1916.

4 « •

FUNDS.

Asiatic Society

Oriental Publication Fnnd, No 1

Do. do. No. 2

• • *

• * •

- •

• «

« »

Total Rs.

• • •

• i •

• •

Rs. As. P.

2,595 2

1,034 12

1,012

I • 4,641 12 2

Copy of Certified Statement of Securities in Custody of the Bank of

Bengal on account of Asiatic Society of Bengal. December 31, 1916 :

3i per cent. Loan of 1842-43 ... * < . •

.

• • • 16,700

M „ ,, ,, ,, 1854-55 ... •• ... • • 1,53,700
a4

,, ,i m 1865
» • M 44,300

34 „ m » 1879
' » t fl

• - 8,000
34

,. „ 19U0-1
' • • . • 26,000

3 „ „ „ „ 1896-97 ... •• * •
500

\ ., ,, Terminable Loan of 1915 •16
! « • . . • • 10,100

* Total Rk. • • • 2,59,300

[* Cashier's security deposit. - .Ed.]

Copy <>f Certified Statement
Bank of Simla, Ltd., on account
1917 :—

of

of

Secnrities in Custody of

Barclay Memorial Fund,
the Alliance

January 17,

3*

3*

per cent Loan of

i

!l

1854-55

1854-55

1900-01

* * *

*

« * *

• * t

# *

• • •

* • .

4 » •

t • •

• • •

Total Rs • *

300

100

100

500



Notes on Important Arabic and Persian MSS. found in

various Libraries in India*—

L

INTRODUCTION.

In 1904 the Government of India accepted ' the proposal
of the President of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, made at the
instance of Dr. E. D. Ross, CLE., to create a special Depart-
ment for the institution of a systematic search for MSS. of

Persian and Arabic works on behalf of Government, and
indicated the two-fold object to which the efforts of this De-
partment should be directed—viz. (a) the purchase of Arabic
and Persian MSS., and (b) the search for and cataloguing of

MSS. Large sums of money have been spent on the purchase
of MSS. and a catalogue of MSS. acquired up to date is in the
course of preparation under my supervision. Two Hand-lists of

1,646 MSS. have already been published. The first Hand-list
is arranged alphabetically and deals with 1,106 MSS. acquired
during 1904-7, while the second list deals with 540 MSS. pur-
chased during 1908-10 and is grouped according to subjects.

The catalogue under preparation is on the lines of the Cata-
logue of Persian and Arabic MSS. in the India Office Library by
Dr. E D. Ross and Professor E. G. Browne and supersedes the
two Hand-lists just mentioned.

In 1912, at the instance of Major C. L. Peart who adopted
the suggestion of his predecessor Col. D. C. Phillott, the then

Officer-in-charge of the Search for the Arabic and Persian MSS.,
it was decided to apply the Search Fund rather to ascertaining

the existence and whereabouts of rare and interesting MSS.
than to purchasing them if in good keeping. In pursuance of

this decision, Hafiz Nazlr Ahmad, the First Travelling Mawlavi,
was directed to visit various libraries, book-stores, etc., scat-

tered throughout India, and to prepare notices of MSS. The
Mawlavi accordingly visited a number of libraries a list of

which, with short description of each, is subjoined herewith.

The notices published in the following pages, which repre-

sent only in a small degree the labours of the Mawlavi in this

direction, are prepared under my supervision from the notes

made by him during his visits to the libraries. The whole work
is divided into three sections, A, B and C, dealing respectively

with Libraries, Arabic MSS. and Persian MSS. The notices are

grouped according to subjects and arranged alphabetically

under each subject, the Arabic MSS. coming first. The notices

of Persian MSS., however, will be published in subsequent

numbers of the proceedings of the Society.

1 Government of India letter No. 880, dated the 14th June, 190*.
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The notes are on unique, rare, and valuable MSS., on old

MSS. written in or before the 9th century a.h., on autographs,

copies of autographs, and such copies as bear sufficient testi-

mony to their correctness, on MSS. written by eminent scholars

or calligraphers , or bearing notes of Emperors, Kings or dis-

tinguished personages, on highly illuminated MSS., and works
not noticed by Brocklemann in his Geschichte der Arabischen Lit-

teratur. Each notice contains the title of the work , name of the

author, date of his death, date of composition of the work,
subject-matter, the beginning and state of preservation of the

MS., nature of hand- writing,date of transcription and the name
of the scribe.

The contents of the libraries visited by the Mawlavl have
not been fully examined. Much remains to be done. Besides
the principal libraries, only a few of which the Mawlavl has
visited, there are many small libraries, where valuable MSS. are

stored away, which require to be inspected.
Remarks or criticisms on the notices themselves or of their

arrangement are invited, and will be thankfully acknowledged,
and suggestions for the improvement of the arrangement and
classification will receive due attention.

The system of transliteration adopted in the following
pages is that recommended by the Royal Asiatic Society with
the slight variations indicated below :—

-

A = t

S = d

•^ mm

u° = s

o* = d
i = i

is = ay
•ft

j = aw

List of Abbreviations.

A. S. B. = Asiatic Society of Bengal.
Ah. ~ Ahmad.
A. = <Abd al-

Ar. a Arabic
Br. Mus. Suppi. ^ British Museum Supplement.
Brock = Brocklemann's Geschichte der Ar. Litt.
Bodl. Lib. Cat. = Bodleian Library Catalogue.
B. = Bin, Ibn (son of).

Berl. m Berlin Arabischen Handschriften, Ahiwardt
b. = Born.
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Cairo Lib. = Khedivial Library.
d. c. — Died circa.

Fihrist = Kitab al-Fihrist by Md. B. Ishaq B. Abl Ya'qub
al-Nadlm. (d. a.h. 233 = a.d. 847)

Govt. Ind. Coll. ~

H. i£b. = Hajl Khalfa
Ha. = Hasan.

• • •

Hu. = Husayn.

Colle

Ind. Off. Lib. Cat. = India Office Library Catalogue.
Imp. Lib. = Imperial Library (Buhar Collection)

, Calcutta.
J.R.A S. = Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.
Lith. = Lithographed.
Md. = Muhammad.
M. as Mawlavl
O.B.D. = Oriental Biographical Dictionary, Beale's.
O.P. Lib. a= Oriental Public Library, Bankipur.
Pers. = Persian.

Rawdat al-Jannat = Rawdat al-Jannat flAhwali'l-'Ulaina'i
wa'1-Sadat by Baqir.

In conclusion, I wish to express my gratitude to the owners
and superintendents of the libraries visited, and to those gentle-
men who rendered all possible assistance to the Mawlavl in the
discharge of his duties, particularly to Shams al-'Ulama'
Khan Bahadur Nawwab 'Aziz Jang Na'itl of Hyderabad,
through whose influence the Mawlavl had "access to several
splendid libraries of Hyderabad and Madras, to Hafiz Ahmad
'Alt Khan, Superintendent of Rampore State Library, who
rendered valuable assistance to the Mawlavl in the examination
of MSS., Mr. Abu'l-Hasan Klian, Secretary, Oriental Public
Library, Bankipore, and Mawlana 'Abd al-Bari of Lucknow.

I am also grateful to Dr. F. H. Gravely for his valuable sug-
gestion as to the arrangement of the work, and to Mr. S. W.
Kemp, Hony. Librarian of the A.S.B., for the encouragement
and help given by him to the Mawlavl in the preparation of
the notices.

A. Al-Ma'mijn Suhrawardy,

Officer- in-charge of the Search for

Arabic and Persian MSS.
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DESCRIPTIVE NOTES ON LIBRARIES

LUCKNOW.

(1) Mawlavi 'Abd al-Bari Lib., Firangi Mahall.

The real founder of this library was Mulla 'A. Razzaq (d.

a.h. 1295 - A.i). 1877) grandfather of M, 'A. Barl, the present
owner of the library and successor of the deceased. There are

about 1,000 MSS. in the library, most of which are Com-
mentaries on the Qur'an, Tradition, Law, Theology, Belles-

lettres, Theosophy and Philosophy. The library has a subject
catalogue in MS. I have inspected almost all the MSS. with
the exception of a few valuable MSS. locked up in book cases.
The owner is engaged in writing a commentary on a well-known
Sufi work entitled Fusus alHikam ( +£^\ ^^ ) bv Muhvl al-

Dln B. al-<Arabl.
'

' /
r

(2) M. <Abd al-Hayy Lib., Firangi Mahall

This library was founded by Mulla 'A. Hakim (d. a.h. 1258
= a.d. 1842), father of M. Abu'l-Hasanat A.' Hayy (b. a.h. 1265
= a.d. 1848; d. a.h. 1304 = a.d. 1885), the celebrated modern
Oriental savant who died in the prime of life at the age of 39
years

The library is now under the control of Mufti Md.Yusuf,
the son-in-law of the Mawlavi, and is not open to the public.
It has a good collection of Arabic and Persian MSS. and has
a subject catalogue in MS.

Mujtahid
- + j j

This library is well known in Lucknow, and was founded
by M. Hamid Hu., father of the present owner. The library is

reserved for the SJii'ahs. I had access to it through the influ-

ence of some Shi * ah gentlemen , and could inspect only a few MSS.
with much difficulty. The library appeared to have a fine col-

lection of MSS. When I again went to Lucknow with the main
object of visiting the library in question with a letter of intro-
duction from the Society to the Commissioner, I was informed
on my arrival at Lucknow that the Commissioner had left for

the Hills. I could not therefore visit the library again.

.a i^-
6 i^Jl^'^ama-i-Firangl Mahall for lives of M. 'A. RazzSq,

•A. Halim, «A. Hayy, and 'A. Barl.
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The library has a catalogue, but the public are not allowed
to see it.

(4) Nadwat al-'Ulama' Lib.

This library is situated at Golaganj and was founded
(a.h. 1328 = a.d. 1910) by Shams al-'Ulama' ShibK Nu'manl
(d. a.h. 1333 = a.d. 1914). It is in a very good condition and
contains mostly printed works, arranged in 32 big book cases.
I could not fully inspect its contents as it was closed before I
could do so, on account of some festival. For fuller details
vide alNadwah 1910, No. 7, p. 3, and No. 11, pp. 31-33.

(5) M. Hakim 'A. Hayy Lib.

This library is situated at Aminabad and has a fine collec-
tion of MSS. I found the owner engaged in writing three
voluminous and interesting works^n Arabic namely

The above works are now complete, and are noticed below (see

Nos. 140, 143 and 148).

(6) Nawwab Sayyid Nur al-Hasan Lib.

This library is situated at Ghasyari Mandl, and had for-

merly a large collection of MSS., but owing to some difference
among the family members, its contents have been divided and
taken away. Now it contains mostly printed books and about
100 MSS. I could not inspect the library owing to the absence
of the Nawwab Sahib, the owner.

(7) Tahsin Lib. , Chawk.

This library is situated behind Tahsin Masjid. It has
about 1 ,500 MSS. mostly by Shi'ah authors. It is in a bad con-

dition. The owner is Md. Ibrahim who belongs to a well-known
Shrah Mujtahid family.

(8) Shah Habib Haydar Lib., Kakuri.

500 good order. It

is especially rich in Sufi works.

There is also a considerable number of printed works, and
every facility is offered to visitors for inspection. The owner
belong to a distinguished family of Sufis. Vide Al-Mutawarl
ft kali Nizam al-Din al-Qari by Shah Turab 'All, father of the

owner.
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Mtrza Md
This library has about 300 MSS., but none of much interest.

The greater number of MSS. are by Shl'ah authors. It has a
catalogue in MS.

(10) Sakhawai Husayn Lib., Nakhkhas.
This library contains about 250 MSS. and many printed

books. None of the works are of any exceptional interest.
The two book-sellers referred to by Mr. H. Beveridge in

his article in the J.R.A.S. 1901 are still living. I met them
at Lucknow and purchased from them some MSS. for the
Government Search Department. Besides these two, there are
other book-sellers who also supplied the Department with MSS.
Lucknow is the only city in Upper India where valuable MSS.
are available, as Mr. Beveridge has also remarked in his article.

Benares.

(11) M. Md. KhaUl aUDin Ahmad Lib., Salimpurah.
The above library has 200 MSS. which are in a state of

decay for want of proper care due to family differences. On

HbrSs
my 8tay ^ Benares I could not visifc other

™,JheT
Z I

8 a
il_

bo2k
-seIler in the town from whom MSS. were

purchased for the Department.

Madras.

(12) Ahl-i-Islam Lib.

\raw
T

-K nu
T
f-
y ^aS establish«l (a.h. 1266 = a.d. 1850) by

otn ff^-
U

u,
m -hTawtJ^ *** Bahadu* °f Carnatic and is

open to the public It is situated in a good quarter of the town.

nnnfr kTy .^ th
,

e
L
reading-rooms are upstairs. Government

contributes to the library Rs. 35 monthly from the pension of
the Nawwab. The contro, of fcfae^ .

g ^ th/ handg o{

nnlT
na^ag

ru°
mmittee consi8«ng of Muharamadan K—

narvJ Jn'fT
COntains ab°ut 225 MSS. and has «u —nary printed Catalogue in Urdu.

(13) Shams al-<Ulamd> Qddx 'Ubayd-Allah Lib., Roypetta.

OaHn
h
M,1

1

il
a
D
P
^
pul

,

a' library in Madras, and was founded by

members

a.d. 1863).

loriTaJT
30° MSS -' m°StIy on literatureTiur^udence anc

sS'to all ^ Pnnted b°°ks
-

Tt is in g°od ord*r and aCC69

(comp 95 A7-t,-8Wrh (poetically called • A'zam ") Sltbh Wat

1852 &.d~) no* ""Si tu
h P

;

:5
'
and 0ulz5r ^'5om(comp."l269A.H.&.D.), p. r,2. Both the works compiled by himself.
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(14) Nawwab Iktisham aUDawlah Lib.

This library contains about 200 MSS. and many printed
books. It is in good condition and is under the control of the
sons of the deceased Nawwab. It is located in spacious rooms
on the second storey.

(15) Haji Habib-Alldh Lib., Nellore.

This library containing 445 MSS. and 1,024 printed books, is

in a very good condition. All the MSS. are well arranged and
carefully preserved. The collection of MSS. on Sufi-ism is parti-

cularly valuable. The library is situated in a fine locality of the

town. It has a Catalogue in MS. The owner is willing to sell

the library.

Hyderabad, Deccan.

(16) Naivwdb Mahbub Ydr Jang Lib., Sayfabad Road.

This library was originally founded by the above-mentioned

gentleman, and is at present under the control of his son

Sartaj Jang. There are about 900 MSS. in this library and
3,099 Arabic and Persian printed books. The MSS. are kept in

a pell-mell condition, and no proper care of the library is taken

by the owner, who is willing to sell it off at Rs. 12 per volume
of MS. I could not fully inspect the library, as it was closed

owing to the indisposition of the Nawwab Sahib. The library

has an ordinary printed Urdu Gatalogue.

(17) Mawlavi Sayyid 'All Husayn Bilgrdmi Library,

Ku chah-i-Madrasah-i-A* izzah .

This library, containing 1,082 MSS., is in a very good con-

dition and possesses a valuable collection of MSS. It also con-

tains autographs and fine specimens of calligraphy seldom found

in other libraries. The owner is very fond of acquiring more

MSS. The library has an excellent MS. Catalogue in Persian.

(18) Mulla 'A. Basil Lib., Chadarghat.

This is a popular library in Hyderabad founded by late

Mulla 'Abd al-Qayyum, father of Mulla 'A. Basit, the present

owner, and contains 551 MSS. The owner is willing to sell it

at a reasonable price.

(19) H.H. The Nizam's State Library.

This grand library opened to the public in a.h. 13'J7 = a.d.

1889, contains t5,000 Arabic, Persian and Urdu works (printed

and MS.). It receives an annual grant of Rs. 12,000 from the

Nizam's Government, of which Rs 4,000 are reserved for the
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purchase of Arabic and Persian MSS. and printed books. It is

a pity there is no proper Catalogue of the MSS. in this splendid

State Library. An ordinary Urdu Hand-list is the only index

to the valuable and interesting collection of Oriental works.

It is absolutely of no use to the scholar in making any

research.

I hope H.H. the Nizam will see that a proper Catalogue of

his library on modern lines is prepared ere long for the benefit

of scholars.

Sir Salar Jang's Library which ranks next in respect of rare

works was visited by Mr. Beveridge. Unfortunately I was un-

able myself to visit it, and owing to lack of time my examina-

tion of the State Library was incomplete.

Hyderabad is also a good hunting-ground for Arabic and

Persian MSS. Besides the libraries containing the MSS. there

are many book-sellers who offer MSS. for sale. A few of them

have already supplied MSS. to the Government Search Depart-

ment.

Rampore.

(20) Shah Muhammad Muhadditji Library.

This library was founded by the father of the present

owner Shah Hasan Muhaddith, both well-known 'Ulama' of

Rampore. Besides printed works the library has 200 Arabic

and Persian MSS.
The books are well arranged in shelves. Most of the works

are gifts from disciples.

The library has a Hand-list in MS. according to subjects.

(21) Hafiz Ahmad 'Alt Khan Library, Kuchah-i-Langar
Khdnah.

This library was founded by the owner's father Asghar

'All Khan, Nazim of Rampore State (d. a.h. 1321 =a.d. 1903).

It contains 500 books and MSS. and a MS. list of the same.

The works are systematically arranged according to the list.

The owner is the superintendent of the Rampore State

Library and of His Highness' Household.

(22) Rampore State Library.

Full details of this library and the notices of its Arabic and
Persian MSS. will, it is hoped, be published next year.

(23) Oriental Public Library, Bankipore.

I stayed about two weeks in this library which owes its origin

to Mawlavi Md. Bakh , Khan, who, at the time of his death in

July,A.D. 1876( = A.H. 1294), left a collection of 1,400 volume-.
Bakhsh was a lawyer of Bankipore. Though not a rich man

,
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he had a passion for Arabic and Persian books and succeeded
in adding 1,200 MSS. to the 300 which he had received by
inheritance. On his death-bed he charged young Khuda Bakhsh
to complete the collection in every branch of Oriental learning

and to build a library-hall for the use of the public.

In 1891 the library, which then contained nearly 4,000

MSS., was opened to the public. At the present time the nuni
ber, as I found after careful inquiry, is about 5,130 (Arabic,

3,050; Persian, 2,030; and Urdu, 50), though it is stated in the

preface to the first volume of the O. P. Library Catalogue that

it exceeded 6,000. The library also contains about 3,000
Arabic and Persian printed books.

In the year 1915, a Muhammadan gentleman of Patna
presented 130 Arabic and Persian MSS. and about 400 Arabic
and Persian printed volumes.

The additions made since the library was first opened are

entirely due to the son of Mawlavi Md. Bakhsh, Khan Bahadur
M. Khuda Bakhsh Khan, CLE., who died in the year 1908

( = A.H. 1325). It is to him that the library in its present form
owes its existence.

The founder spent a large sum of money on the library

buildings. It is a two-stpried structure with a spacious hall

and two side-rooms on the first floor and wide, shady veran-

dahs. Most of the lower rooms are paved with marble or stone

mosaics ; in the other verandahs and rooms the floor is covered

with encaustic tiles. The single storied reading-hall was built

at Government expense.
Since 1891 the Government has granted a monthly sum for

the maintenance and proper guarding of the library. H.H. the

Nizam contributes Rs. 600 a year towards its upkeep.

In 1903 that great patron of learning, Lord Curzon, honoured

the library with a visit and was pleased to make the following

remark :
" While at Patna I inspected with great pleasure the

library which the liberality of Khuda Bakhsh has presented the

public, and I was shown many of the rare and valuable trea-

sures which it contains.
" I discussed with the generous donor the means by which

the collection may be preserved from risk of fire or any other

danger and by which its advantages may be made even more

accessible than they now are to the reader and student. I hope

that steps may be taken in both of these directions.'

'

In view of the fact that this splendid collection was almost

unknown in Europe, and not nearly so well known as it

deserved to be among the learned Muhammadans of India,

Lord Curzon realised the urgent need of a detailed Catalogue of

the library and at His Excellency's request the Government of

Bengal undertook to provide funds for the purpose.

Formerly Khan Bahadur Mawlavi Khuda Biikh-h, CLE.,
compiled a descriptive catalogue of many of his MSS. It is
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Mahbub al-Albab. Written
graphed at Hyderabad in the Deccan when he was Chief Justice
there: it is dated a.h. 1314= a.d. 1896.

After the death of the founder, a descriptive Catalogue of
Persian poetry in three volumes was compiled by Khan Sahib
M. 'Abd al-Muqtadir who is at present working on the historical
MSS.

*

The first volume deals with the poets from Firdawsi to
Hafiz, the period thus covered extending from the 11th to the
14th centuries of the Christian era. The second'volume includes
the works of the poets of Iran, Turan, and Hindustan, who
flourished during the 15th and 16th centuries The third volume
completes the description of the works of Persian poetry con-
tained in the library, and deals with poets, both Persian and
Indian, who flourished during the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries.
The 4th volume, dealing with the Arabic works on medicine,
was prepared by Dr. 'Azim al-Dtn Ahmad, Ph.D.

The chief feature of the collection is that, apart from
being full of ancient Arabic works on medicine, it is according
to Dr Ross " even richer in the writings of Indian authors who
have done so much for the collection and preservation of older
works and the adaptation of the ancient system of medicine to
their own surroundings and requirements.''

m «

^

0t¥uV°lume on Arabic MSS
« on Tradition, compiled by

M. Abd al-Hamid
,
is in the press. A hand-list of the Arabic and

Persian books and MSS. is also in course of publication by the
same Mawlavl.

For notices on the library, vide Mr. Beveridge's Notes on
P^smnand Arabic MSS. in Indian Libraries (J.R.A S., for 1901,
p. »U), Mr. EG. Browne's article in the J.R.A.S. 1910, p. 207,
fcastwick s Handbook for Bengal (Murrav), the preface to
Vol. I of the Bankipore O.P. Library, written by Dr. E.
Uenison Ross Ph.D., CLE., the preface to the Ramvore State
^raryUrdu Catalogue (page 2). For fuller details see the Life
of Uuda Bakhsh, founder of the library, by his eldest son

415,-^ BakM>' M'A" BCL - (Oxon), Bar.-at-law, and
AMMotesof Aurangzeb, Historical Essays, pp. 227-242, by J. N.
Sarkar, M.A., Professor, Patna College

(24) Muradabad'Library.

lonJ^M
a

l
ma,

}\
Ubrar

~v containing about 50 MSS. It be-

disnosW T$l Ahmad-A11^ of Rampore who is desirous of

onlv T 1 u i

°Wlng t0 my sfcay at Muradabad for a day
only, I could not see the other libraries of the city.

(25) Buhar Library, Burdwan.

Din
T
wl

a
S°!i

elibrary Was founded by Mun>hl Sayyid Sadr al-
Din, who died m a.h. 1211 = a.d. 1796, at Buhar in Burdwan.
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founded in a.h. 1189
chronogram

:

Madrasah-i-Jalallyah
rs from the followin

jj.y ^ csy—Aa. jiJU £j; l3 ^-l-fyL

**,** df>L*c ^j| ig&jj aiii? ^i^i,

(IIM)

The Madrasah-i-Jalallyah , which is known to all, enjoyed a
wide celebrity under the principalship of the eminent scholar

and most prolific Indian writer Mawlavl 1 'Abd al-'All Md. B.
Nizam al-Dln of Lucknow, popularly known as the Bahr al-

'Ulum (d. a.h. 1225= a.d. 1810).

The Madrasah was named after Sayyid* Jalal al-Dln Tabriz!

(d, a.h. 642= a. d. 1244) who came to Bengal and was granted
the tenure of the Ba'is Hazari Parganas. The first Sadr al-Din

became the Waqif of the trust estate and he founded the

Madrasah and the library by its income. The name of the

Madrasah-i-Jalaliyah is written on the fly-leaves of many MSS.,
from which it may be inferred that the library was attached to

the Madrasah. 3 Most of the contents of the library were lost

after the death of the first Sadr al-Dln, the founder, and during

the minority of his only son Kafil al-Din (d. a.h. 1243 = a.d.

1827) whose estate was taken charge of by the Court of Wards.
On his attaining majority the estate reverted to him. It cannot
be ascertained how many MSS. he obtained when the estate

devolved upon him. Kafil al-Din was succeeded by his son

SayyidKarlm al-Din Ahmad (d.B.S. 1262 = a. d. 1856 = a.h. 1273).

It is not known how the founder of the library, the first Sadr

al-Din, collected the MSS. and what was their number, but

when the second Sayyid Sadr al-Dln Ahmad succeeded his

father Karim al-Din he found only one hundred volumes of

MSS. He added much to the library by purchase and by copy-

ing from other MSS. found in different libraries in India. He
was himself a patron of learning and author of many books

and had a special taste for the Persian language.

In the year 1904, during the viceroyalty of Lord Curzon,

the library was presented by the owner, the second Sadr al-Dln

-
|

1 For his life see Ahwal-i-TJlamcC -i-Firangi Mahal, p. 64, Hada'iq al-

Hanafiyah. p. 467, O.P. Lib. Bankipore Cat., Vol I, p. 117, where the

date of Bahr al-'Ulum's death is given a.h. 1235, and al-Nadwah, 1910,

No. 12, pp. 14-18. M m
2 For his life see Rawa'ih al-Mustafa, p. 298, compiled by M. Sayyid

?adr al-Dln Ahmad al-Musavi and Khazinat al-Asfiya of Ghulam Sarwar,

p. 262.

8 For Madrasah see al-Nadwah, 1910, No. 12, p. 10, and Tazkirah

'Ulama'i Hind, p. 123.
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(who died in b.s. 1312 == a.d. 1905), to the Government of

India and was incorporated with the Imperial Library under
certain conditions. It contains 468 Arabic MSS., 522 Persian
MSS., and 1,500 printed works, representing the various branches
of Muhammadan literature.

It appears from Mr. Beveridge's article (J.R.A.S. of 1901,

p. 82) that when he visited the library to find another copy of

Gulbadan Begam's Memoirs, which was the main object of his

journey, he saw only two beautifully illuminated Persian MSS.
amongst others in the library, namely Shahnamah and Hakim
SanaTs famous work. In the contents of the library there are
now several interesting, rare and old MSS.

In conclusion, I take the opportunity to express my in-

debtedness to Mawlavl Sayyid 'Abd-Allah al-Musavi, B.A.,
son of the second M. Sayyid Sadr al-Din

;
for the very valuable

information that he gave me regarding the library. Owing to
the complete absence of records it would have been impossible
for me to have learnt the facts from any other source.



B.

NOTES ON IMPORTANT ARABIC MSS

I.

The Qur'an.

1.

«•

Naskh

A valuable copy of the Qur'an Sharif, written by Yaqut
Musta'simI, the celebrated calligrapher, who died in 698 a.h.
The first half of the copy is unfortunately missing. There are
thirteen lines to a page, of which three are written in bold
Naskh. Each of the first two lines in bold
by five lines written in small Naskh.

It appears from the colophon that Yaqut finished this
copy in 601 a.h. Illuminated throughout. For another copy
by the same scribe see O.P. Lib. Ar. Hand-list No. 6. A com-
plete copy by the same scribe is in the Ihtisham al-Dawlah
tab., Madras, and another copy is mentioned in E. Blochet's
Catalogue de Collection de Manuscrits Orientaux No. 6082. See
J.R.A.S 1901 a.d., p. 334, No. 5961.

Beg :— *jty ^f ij3 pj+ybj l^k* j

(Wajid Hu., Yahyaganj, Lucknow.)

2.

T/lA valuable and beautiful copy of the Qur'an Sharif

written on deer skin by Dara Shikuh, son of Shah Jahan
(d. 1069 a.h. = 1658 a.d.), in a.h. 1051:—

l

cil^ gift f\AA)& fj^m tf£*ti t^F^ fctf *J& \)\± f*1 *^ **P

J Vide Proceedings of the A.S.B. for 1870, p. 251, where a MS. copy
entitled §i Mathnawi Sultan Walad" in the handwrit
ia mentioned by Blochmann.
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The verses of the Qur'an are written throughout in gold.

The headings are illuminated with fine floral designs and the
copy is beautifully illuminated throughout. The MS. is care-

fully preserved in a splendid binding.

('Aziz Bagh, Hyderabad.)

3.

Q
paraphrase. This copy is of historical interest. It was written
by Sayyid 'All of Shlraz for Nur Jahan, the favourite wife of
the Emperor Jahangfr. The text is written in large Naskb
and the paraphrase in Nasta'liq. Dated 1024 a.h.

(Wajid Hu., Yahyaganj, Lucknow.)

4.

A valuable Qur'an Sharif, written in very good Naskh
by 'Abd-Allah Tabbakh (d. c. 900 a.h. = 1494 a.d.). He is men-
tioned among the great penmen, who lived in the reign of

Sultan Hu. (a.h. 873—911 = a.d. 1468—1505). See Br. Mus.
Pers. Cat., Vol. I, p. 6b.

Each verse and the names of Surahs are illuminated with

The following three seals are found on the last page

:

gold.

)

(M. All Hu. Lib. Kuehah-i-Madrasah-i-A'izzah, Hyderabad.)

II.

Various Readings and Orthography of the Qur'an

A treatise on the

5.

Qur'an, by
iru -• u nV T — ,BUUl» readings Ol tne wur un, u\
^bwajah Muhammad B. Mulla Md. Rahlm-Allah. The author
dedicated the work tn RwdA sj.,uu^_ nits wj »_i.-j_- vus n------ ^.ux^ „u oayyia suDnan yuli Md. Bahadur Jviian.

h»A S168 ^ work exist in the Nizam Library, Hydera-
bad Shams al-'UW 'Ubayd-Allah Library in Madras, and

hL . Vu" '

Firangl Mal?all > Lucknow. The work and
the author are not mentioned in Brock.

Written in elegant Naskh 1200

Beg:- oU^y, j^ j ^ ^ ^ M)^^ f
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6.

A versified treatise on the various readings of the Qur'an
by Tahir al-Hafiz a]-Isfahan!.

Written in eiegant Naskh. (C. 1000 a.h;).

i

(M. 'A. Bar! Lib., Firangi Mahall, Lucknow.)

7.

A treatise on the orthography of the Qur'an by Md. B.
Ali, B. Nur al-Din al-Kirmani of Mecca. It is divided into
ten chapters.

Written in good Ta'lia. (C. 1200

i

Beg :— c)1-^! y (-^MJb G)^ ^ ^UjJIU Uj^ <^oJ| aJJ j^sJt

Yizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

8.

A work treating of the various readings of the seven recog-
nised Qur'an-readers, by 'Abd-Allah B. Md., known as Yusuf
EffendL It deals exclusively with those words or passages in
which variants occur. Written in Naskh. (C. 1200 a.h,).

Beg:— fid ... jxW\ cXAiJf J^i **u U\ ... <xJJ o^ajj

.Aa^UUl c!^' C5
3' V^5^ V^ fT*** iSX **1

(M. 'A. Bar! Lib.. Firangi Mahall, Lucknow.)

9.

) (jUSJl ±~&

A work treating of the abrogating and abrogated verses
of the Qur'an by Abu <Abd-Allah B. Md. B. <Abd-Allah B.
All al-Isfara'inl.

Written in Naskh (C. 1200 a.h.).

Beg :— J| IJ|AA ^ aili^ j aiioJ j^acJL** ^aJt aU a+acJf

(M. *A. Bar! Lib., Firangi Mahall, Lucknow.)
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III.

ft

Commentaries on the Qur'an.

10.

G
Md. B. Isma'il (d. 1182 a.h. = 1768 a.d.) Author mentioned
in Brock. See vol. II, p. 400. It is an autograph copy, accord-
ing to a note on the fly-leaf :

—

A

Preface begins thus :— ...
r
JL.j|

( ^ rUJU)iyi Jli

Written in careless Naskh. Dated 1137 a.h.

;UJl j^^*it ^1* ;
l
t
£*-.

(2) A work on jurisprudence by the same author.

Written in careless Naskh. Dated 1183 a.h.

(3) A treatise on jurisprudence without preface and title

by the same author. Careless Naskh. Dated 1188 a.h.

£eg:- J| o^ll^ ^ ... ^
I

(4) » .&J I J#*>

0n Sufism, by the same author. Same Naskh. (c -

L200 a.h.). The last three treatises are written by the son of

the author of the first.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

11.

y*~*d\ .J ^.ic^

Q
oen^r; 7.. M

ai

r
am! al-Bayh^^ who flourished in the 5th

century of the Muhammadan era.* See Brock., Vol. I, p. 412.
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I comprises the commentary from &1j+c Jf up to

A copy beginning from the verse
ry ^\ ^feii J15

e^ of iif^J(l iJr» (chap. 7, v. 13) and carried down to the verse
mm

*>

"

*»Vi ^
;
«ur ok ^r f ^^ sJr,

(
chap 10 v> 34); dated 674

a.h. = a.d. 1275, is preserved in the A.S.B., in the Govt. Tnd.
Coll. (see Hand-list, Part II, p. 1, No. 2). All the volumes
excepting the VI, which is dated 627 a.h. = a.d. 1229, are
written in a modern hand. H. Kh. saw a vol. dated 652 a.tt
= a.d. 1254, as he says, in Vol. II. p. 482

:

^The Commentary deals with the various readings of the
Qur'an, vocabulary, syntax, sense, substance, time and place
of revelation and arrangement of the verses H. Kh. says with
reference to the work:—

For other copies vide Brock., Vol. I, p. 412.

(This MS. was bought in 1914 by the O. P. Lib., Bankipur, from
'Abd al-Hu., Mahallah Dargah, Lucknow.)

12.

A Commentary upon the Qur'an by Md. B. Md. Hadar,
better known as Nur al-Dln Ahmad B. Md. KazarunI wa'I Shkfi'I
(d. c. 918 a.h. = 1512 a.d.).

A note on a fly-leaf says that the author was martyred
when Sultan Sallm I (d. a.h. 926 = a.d. 1520) entered Egypt.
Written in Naskh with marginal notes,
minated 'Unwan.

#i

Dated 980 a.h. Illu-

•

Beg:— - u}\ ^UJf j ikmJl ^ *x^j)\ &ikx£J\ ^ &Ub i^*|

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

13.

^>J i ^
A Commentary upon the Qur an according to Sufi doctrii

by Md. B. Ahmad B. Md. al-Sharlhi al-Thanfsarl al-Gujratl.

For another copy see A.S.B. Ar. Cat., p. 3.

Scribe :—Zahid. Written in elegant Naskh. Dated 1194 a

»

Beg:— U^U *i*^ 3 Jfjtti *xxp± ^ic Jj.it ^jJt aD s+x*)\

(M. 'A. Bar! Lib., Firangi Mahall, Lucknow.)
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14.

A Commentary upon the Qur'an, by Ahmad B. Md. B.

Ibrahim al-Tha'labi al-Naysaburl (d. a.h. 427 = a.d. 1036). See

Brock., Vol. I, p. 350, H. Kh., Vol. V, p. 217.

The library has only the latter half of the Commentary,
slightly imperfect at the end. An old copy (c. 600 a.h.) written

in Naskh. For other copies vide Brock., Vol.1, p. 350. An in-

complete copy exists in the Rampore Lib. See Cat. of the same,

p. 24. For another copy see Hand-list of Govt. Collection,

A. S. B., Part I, p. 13, No. 207.

(M. 'A. Barl Lib., Firangi Mahall, Lucknow.

15.

vaii^

An extensive glossary in four volumes upon the well-known

^^j+Jii of Jalal al-Dln Md. B. Ahmad al-Mahalll (d. a.h.

864 = a.d. 1459) and Jalal al-Dln 'A. Rahman al-Suyutl (d.

a.h. 911 = a.d. 1505).

Author:—'Atlyat-Allah B. 'Atiyah al-Ujhuri (d. a.h. 1190

= a.d. 1776). For another copy entitled ^Hxc'l <>= *****

consult Brock., Vol. II, p. 329.

Written in Naskh. (C. 1200 h.).
i

a.

Beg :— cw&sJl laib vli£Jt t*±c ^e J>>| ^oJl At* y**J\

IkiJl &<*)

(M. 'A. Bari Lib., Firangi Mahall, Lucknow.)

16.

Our
Abu'l-Qasim 'A. Karim B. Hawazin B. 'A. malik B. Talhah &
Md. al-Qushayri (d. a.h. 465= a.d. 1074). Brock., Vol. I, p.

432, for another copy see Ar. Hand-list O.P. Lib., No. 312,

p. 32. Composed in 437 a.h. as author says :—

a51L**) i^ilJ j g~ <U-o j^i <y **

Kh
Written in Naskh. Dated 727 a.h.

Hyderabad
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17.

JS8JI *.,*«•*" >>

An extensive Shl'ah Commentary upon the Qur'an, by
'A. 'All B. Jumu'ah 'ArusI Huwayzi (d. c. a.h. 1100 = a.d.
1688). Written and compared with the author's copy in th*
lifetime of the author as written on the margin at the end

:

ZHUh d^i ^*u «ijj
ft* uiiyi &*^ »>f ^, ^^ jby

Copied by Hu. B. Md. B. Muslim, written in Naskb in the
Lib. of the Madrasah-i-Huwayzlyah in Shlraz, dated 1076 a.h.

i

J*

&*)j ejl-^oj &V\jf£ J&e il
yo[i &m**J\ pi sJJJS ^yo x\yL)\ ^

if? $ &" */^ e^ uiJ)f js*j ^ajuJij i-^LJi AwJij^i
*

See Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 358. .*i>Jj*Jt

According to Brock., Vol. II, p. 412, only one copy exists
in Europe, in the Lib. of Ind. Off. For another copy see
O.P. Lib. Ar. Hand-list No. 347, p. 34. There is an imperfect
copy in the Imp. Lib.

Beg:
!

*J\ Jy ^aJf *i) a*xJi

('Abd al-Hu. , Mahallah Dargah, Lucknow.)
(Bought in 1914 by the State Lib., Rampore.)

IV.

Traditions.

18.

•V

• •

o*Jl ^J ) XyuJI cjy»' ^i i^J\ cJUJ

An extensive collection of authentic traditions from the

p. 150.

|0J

j&m ^JS and ^*j)t ajJLmc. See H. Kh

Author :—Abu'l Fadl Ahmad B. 'Alf B. Md. B. Hajar
Shihab al-Dln al-'Asqalam al-Shafi'I (d. a.h. 852 = a.d. 1449).
For author see Brock., Vol. II, p. 67.

The grandson (daughter's son *-ft-'$Jl ^" ) of the author.

Yusuf B. Sahi (
^aL. ^j ca«**> ) states at the end of 3rd vol.

in part 5th, that he finished the transcription of this copy on
the 12th Jumada II a.h. 868:—

J~c (/$ (a.) u-*^ f# *»**- A»^iJf 8*A £~i ^ ^(^i £$\i3
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Written in old Naskh. Rare, valuable copy.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

19.

An autograph copy of the abridgment of Badr al-Munlr,

on Shafi'i jurisprudence. This is a commentary on &/*) the

well-known work of Md. B. Md. al-Ghazzall al-Shafi'i (d. a.h.

505 = a.d. 1111) : see H. Kh., Vol. VI, p. 427.

Author:—' All B Ahmad B. Md. Siraj al-DIn B. al-Mu-

laqqan al-Ansarl al-AndalusI (d. a.h. 804 = a.d. 1401). For

author see Kh
For another copy see Berl. Lib. Ar. Cat. No. 10039.

It is divided into four volumes, as H. Kb- s*ys

:

««1UJ| jl^o , ^.(jkIsv.^ jj ,| ^i a^ij J Only last volume exists

in this lib. Written in Naskh. Dated 749 a.h.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

20.

A treatise on tradition.
Author :-Md. Taj al-Din B. <Abd al-Mulisin al-Q
Autograph copy. Written in good Naskh.

Beg :— £*l &ij*

I

(M. 'All Hu. Lib., Kuc^h-i-Madrasah-i-A'izzah, Hyderabad.)

21.

A short collection of genuine traditions which are calculated

to lead one to a moral and niou~ life.

Author :-Muhyi al-Dln Abu Zakarlya Yahya B. §bg*
al-Nawavi (d a.h 676 = A.n. 1278). For details «*?.©•;
Vol. Ill p. 518 and Cairo Lib. Cat , Vol. I, p. 345. For other

copies vide Brock., Vol. I, p . 397.
'
F
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The MS. has been compared with the author's copy.
Written in elegant Naskh by 'A. Karlm B. Md. Dated 719 a.h.
Very good copy. (Lith. Lahore, 1876. See Cat. Ar. Books
Br. Mus., Vol. II, p. 786.)

(Mahbub Yar Jang Lib., Sayfabad Road, Hyderabad.)

22.

*-

A work on Shrah traditions, by Md. B. Ha. B. 'Alial-Hurr al-

'Amill (d. a.h. 1099 = a.d. 1688). For author see Brock., Vol.
II, p. 412, and for his printed works see Br. Mus. Cat. of Ar.
Books, Vol. II, p. 182. The author says in the preface :

U^*J i3&*3 J* **1j'J> *&&+)* ^J^JIf o^JtJ lU <J oj(yi »J0b

JLA j ^JL^Jf (_U| J&u. l^e {J^^ <J ^UL., Jf ^Uj iLinJi JWl

-

For details see Shuzur al-'Iqyan, fol. 83 (MS. copy Buhar
Coll. Imp. Lib.). Written in the author's time. Dated 1075 a.h.

(Wajid Hu., Yahyaganj, Lueknow.)

23.

c 5»

0> J! , J c_^Jl

A work on traditions, arranged on the system of Fiqli.

Author :—'Abd- Allah B. Abl Shaybah (d. a.h. 235= a.d.

849). See Fihrist, p. 229, Brock., Vol.* I, p. 516. H. Kh. holds
a very high opinion of the work and remarks in Vol. V, p.
588 :—

$
A

For other copies see Cairo Lib. Ar. Cat., Vol. I, p. 424.

1st Vol. of the work exists in the Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.

2nd Vol. of the work wrongly styled j£* ^1 *w> exis

A.S.B. Lib. See Ar. Cat., p. 11. Written in Naskh. (C. 1000
A.H.)

(M. 'A. Hayy Lib., Firangi Mahall, Lueknow.)
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24.

A work dealing with the excellences and virtues of the ten

companions of the Prophet without author's name, written

in Naskh, by Hafiz Abu'l-Hajar Md. B. Yusuf. Dated 700 a.h.

Some folios are wanting at the beginning.

Beg:— J-ai ys ^ ^aixJi \&&> ^ ©j^'f t-L» <>j^^

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

* U«>j^j cLa» w>

V.

Theology.

25.

First volume of dU^i, v^i on Theology by Hafiz Md.

B. Muzaffar B. Hibat-AHah.
The author states at the end that he finished the work on

the 10th Ramadan a.h. 548 = a.d. 1153, and says as follows:

j^ v* M j^\ t5* *ijixr ^x) iy. </"***' ^lr*t^

Written in old Naskh. Fol. I is written in a different hand.

Beg :— <UajA=. ^ jjj| o^ .J J^aJf . VU al) **»Jl

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

26.

<u**s zr ^J*^^
Aj >^r

A super-commentary upon the theological treatise entitled

£>• Sharh 'Adudiyah of Jalal al-Dln Dawwani (d. a.h

^r^n *
1
7

50l): see Brock
'
Vo1 - n > P- 217. Sprenger Cat.,

p. M, Kawdat al-Jannat, p. 142.
Author-Yusuf B. Md. Jan, Qarabagh/i Md. Shahi.
The words

I
a* ^ equal to a.h. 1145 indicate the date of

composition. Neither the book nor the author is mentioned
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in Brock. Edited, with marginal notes, by Md. Raqim. Lith.
Lucknow, 1875. See Cat. Ar. Books in the Br. Mus., Vol. II,

p. 814.

Written in good Naskh.

(Chanchal gura, Hyderabad.)

27.

A controversial treatise on theology.
The author wrote this work to prove the prophetic mission

of the Prophet in reply to Biqa'I (j*l&i who did not believe in

it. Probably this is the same Biqa'I who died in a.h. 885
= a.d. 1480. See Brock., Vol. II, p. 142, Berl. No. 9694. Com-
posed in a.h. 874.

The name of the author is not given in the work itself, but
on the fly-leaf he is called

:

^UiiJt ^i&flxJt i*+A. ^ <y+suc

Written in elegant Naskh. (C. 900 a.h.).

Beg :

—

... %J\ &) UJU4 ^ gU*£*.li ULx* ^ ^^c y

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

28.

A work on theology.

Author:—Abu Bakr Ahmad B. al-Hu. B. 'All al-Bayhaqi
(d. a.h. 458 = a.d. 1066). For author's life see Brock., Vol. I,

p. 363. Written in good Nasta'liq by Mir Muhammad Yusuf
Bilgraml. Dated 1130 a.h. Mir Md. Yusuf died in a.h. 1172

= a.d. 1758. See for his life Sarv-i-Azad, foil. 117
b—116

b
,

Author Cat. of the Hyderabad Coll. of MSS., in the A.S.B.,

p. 4, and Svbhat aUMarjan, p. 100.

(M. 'Ali Hu. Lib., Kuchah-i-Madrasah-i-A'izzah, Hyderabad,)

29.

An autograph copy of the Commentary by Mi
Khan Tafrishi, upon his own treatise on Shi'ah tl

ed al-Faridat al-Mahdawyah •kj<>Wl **ljM

I
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Written in Nasta'llq, dated 1093 a.h.

Reg :— >j\ ^j'ly ***> u*Wi cjJU ^*U|

(M. 'Ali Hu. Lib., Hyderabad.)

30.

A work on theology, by Muhibb-Allah Uahbadi (d. a.h.
1058 = a.d. 1648). It is divided into several sections, called

c£ $t (Daqa'iq). For author see Tazkirah-i-'Ulama-'i-Hind, by

p. 412. Writt
Hanafiyah

Scribe :—Fayd- Allah, (c. 1200 a.h.).
i

(M. «A. Ban Lib., Firangi Mahall, Lucknow.)

31.

., *•

A work on Shl'ah theology, by Md. Baqir B. Md. Taqi al-

Majlisi (d. a.h. 1110 = a.d. 1698). For author see Shuzur ai-

Iqyan, fol. 53 (MS copy Buhar Collection, Imperial Library),
ihe author composed this work in one night, The greater part
of the MS is in the author's own handwriting. Written in
goodNaskh. (C. 1200 a.h.).

(M. 'All Hu. Lib., KuVhah-i-Madrasah-i-A'i/./.ah, Hyderabad.)

32.

J^l *j*Ji ) ^^jjuji u±±\ j ^ui\ e^/bu

Baghd
) on Ikhtilaf al-Mukh'alif

a work on theology. Written in Naskh. Only the first part of
the Work p-riate i*n *V.« T :u ^the work exists in the Lib.

Beg :— *^ t . jj^il, ^ ^j, ^ juoijfi ^ *>», ^ j aJU .>+*Ji

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)
Jl U**
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33.

v» *- +.*9 5,^

dUbJI Jjiftil c>jt»*j JUj^Jl d^jjJl ^J'W'

A work on theology, by 'A. Wahhab B. Ahmad B. Ali-

al-Sha'ranl al-Ansarl al-Shafi'l (d. a.h. 973 = a.d. 1565). It

is divided into some Fasls and a Khatimah. The MS. has
been collated with the author's copy. For another copy con-

sult Brock., Vol. IT, p. 335. Written in elegant Nasta'liq.

(C. 1200 a.h.).

Beg:— -J\ ... &ij& ***** **$> - *V ^.sJ|

(M. 'A. Ban Lib., Firangi Mahall, Lucknow.)

34.

The well-known commentary upon al-Manar, a work on

scholastic theology by Abu'l Barakat cAbd- Allah B. Ahmad
al-Nasafl (d. a.h. 710 = a.d. 1310): see Brock., Vol. II, p. 196,

and Cat. of Ar. Books in the Br. Mas., Vol. I, p. 148.

Commentator:—Shaykh Ahmad B. Abl Sa'Id known as

Mulla Jlwan of Amithi,a village in the jurisdiction of Lucknow,
died at Delhi a.h. 1130 = a.d. 1718. the author compiled this

work at Madinah in the year 1105 a.h.

Autograph copy. VVritten in bad Naskh. Dated 1105 a.h.

For Commentator's life see Subhat al-Marjan of Azad BilgramI,

p. 79. Hada'iq al-Hanafiyctfi, of Faqir Md., p. 436, and Tazki

rah-i- l ZJiama-i'Hind (by Rahman 'All), p. 45.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

35.

A work on theology by 'Uinar B. al-Hu. B. al-Ha. al-Tab-

art al-Makki.

Copyist :—Mahmud B. 'A. Salani B. 'A. Rahim al-Kirmani.

Dated a.h. 550 = a.d. 1155 as mentioned at the end:—
i

fiSJt ^U>yJ| ***y)\ ±XC <>* fJUf ±±c ^ d^suc *S±X &* £J

d)| H^e^p ,-*UJt ./> r*jk

Written in old and neat Naskh.

Beg :— v****i -H&**1 ^ f
lc|

" ^*^ S?'^
(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)
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VI.

Jurisprudence.

36.

toNl jUSVI *£4&X

A work on jurisprudence by Ahmad B. Sayyid Ishaq B.
Sayyid Ibrahim al-Hasani al-Husaym, known as Nizam al-Din-
al-Muhadditb.

Written in Nasta'liq. (c. 1200 a.h.).

(Shams al-'Ulama', Qadi 'Ubayd-AJlah Lib., Madras.)

37.

A work oa Zaydi Law, by al-Mahdi li Din-Allah Ahmad B.
Yahya B. al-Murtada (d. a.h. 840= a.d. 1437). For other copies
vide Brock., Vol. II, p. 187, and for details see Br. Mus. Suppl.
No. 365-7. Noticed also by H. Kh., Vol. I, p. 262. The present
copy is very valuable. It contains signatures of most of the
imams of Zaydi sect who must have perused it. Written in
Naskh. (c. 900 a.h.).

Beg:

(M. 'A. Ban Lib., Firangi Mahall, Lucknow.)

38.

u A dissertation on the Laws of Muhammadan marriage, by
Afimad B. 'Imad al-DFn B. Md. al-Aqfahsi al-Misrl al-§hafi<i
(d. a.h. 808 = a.d. 1405) (see Brock., Vol. II, p. 93). It is

SHi
*™ a feW chaPter9 - Noticed by H. Kb. See Vol. II,

\t li.
e work is not mentioned in Brock. Written in

Naskh. (c. 900 a.h.). Slightly imperfect at the end.
i

Beg:—£* \j^3 iwi *l*^h \y^ ,y,
{1
yc

i
}i^ ^±)\ aiW^f

Luckno

39.

W zr *>iU
Short nofes upon the well-known Hanaff Jurisprudence
* aUWiqdyah iliy, jj, of 'TJbavd- Allah B. Mas' 3d B. Mah-
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b

mud B. Sadr al-Sharl'ah (d. a.h. 747 = a.d. 1346) (see Brock.,
Vol. II, p. 214), by Qadi Nur-Allah Shustarl ShI'I (d. a.h. 1019

= a.d. 1610). For author's life see Shuzur aU'Iqydn, fol. 251
MS. copy Buhar Coll., Imp. Lib.

Autograph copy. Written in Naskh.

Beg:—J>ax> **> j ... &A33 l£L\oj*> ^ y*y* ^ U ^**xu

(M. 'All Ha. Lib., Kuchah-i-Madrasah-i-A'izzah, Hyderabad.)

40.
-w

A Commentary by Zayn al-Dln B. 'All B. Ahmad al-Shanji

al-'Amill (d. a.h. 966 = a.d. 1558) upon a treatise of the Shi'ah
law, by Md. B. Makki al-Amill al-Shahid (d. a.h. 786 = a.d.

1386), entitled al-Lum'at al~Dima>shqiyah jl Fiqh al-Imamlyah

a^oUJfl aai ^i *&£ncd\ **JJ| See Brock., Vol. II, p. 108. For

Commentator's life and his numerous works see Naqd al-Rijdl,

AmalalAmil, p. 14, Qisas al-
c Ulama 9

, p. 197, Muntaka'l Maqdl,
p. 141. For another copy see Br. Mus. Suppl. Ar. Cat., p. 334.

(Lith. on the margin of al-Sharh Radavl (1870) : see Cat. of Ar.
Books Br. Mus., Vol. II, p. 359.)

Autograph copy. Written in Naskh. Dated a.h. 957.

(M. 'All Hu. Lib., Kuchah-i-Madrasah-i-A'izzah, Hyderabad.)

41.

^/!j W-A'l^lJU;

A very short treatise on Jurisprudence.
Author :—Ahmad B. *A. Halim, better known as Ibn

Taymiyah (d. a.h. 728 = a.d. 1328). See Brock., Vol. II, p. 104,

where the MS. is designated as uM\) ^Ml &Ju*.^ j.KJ|. See

Berl. Lib. Ar. Cat. No. 2089. Written in good Nasta'liq by Mir

Md. Yusuf (d. a.h. 1162 = a.d. 1748) who was a distinguished

Mawlavi of Bilgram. See No. 28 of the Notes for further

particulars of scribe.

(M. 'AHHu. Lib., Kuchah-i-.Madrasah-i-A'izzah, Hyderabad.)

42.

A valuable treatise on Shi'ah Jurisprudence.

Author :—Ahmad B. 'A. Rida, better known as Muhazzab
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al-Din (d. a.h. 1084 = a d. 1673). For author see Brock.
Vol. II, p. 412.

Autograph copy. Dated a.h. 1084. Written in elegan
Naskh. 'Unwan illuminated with gold.

Beg :— * J| 't^TlaJi^ b ,J^\
(M. 'AliHu. Lib., Kuchah-i-Madrasah-i-A'izzah, Hyderabad.)

43.

ola^l o
An autograph commentary upon the well-known Shafi'I

Jurisprudence at&jfj f Isma'U E. Abl Bakr B. Maqarri al-
lamani al-Shafi'l (d. a.h. 836 = a.d. 1432).

Commentator :—Muhammad B. Abl Sharif al-Maqdasi (d.

wH."J
93°= tf*

,

l
f
23

-|
For details «ee H. Kh.. Vol. I, p. 256.

Written
900 a.h. This

J) tt r*-J» *J
J

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad).

44.

An extensile commentary on the Shafi'I Jurisprudence

Umar B. al-Baydavi
J^aVi ^ t|

J

p. 214, Brock, vol. I, p. 416.

a.d. 1286). For details see H. Kh

* * %Sf ntat« :-^mad B. Hu. B. Raslan (d. a.h. 844 =

bVh i^ :

P
6 Brl' V°L l

' P' 418
- For other copies see

Ber
. 4383, Pans 800. The MS. has been cnmn^fl with tfhe

ailr i np 5 ' *T7 '. r ***" "<*° U^n compared witu mo

firs .LfTfb
WrfeninN^- Dated 965 a.h. Only the

first part of the work exists in this Lib.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

45.

Jurisprudence
81^ C°mmentar? uPon «" principles of SJn'ah

Th. ^mmentat
f

or -'-Jawad al-Kaziml. Composed in a.h. 1027

Brock
Commentary are not mentioned in

Writ
1200

;rasah
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46.

A collection of opinions and decisions of particular law
cases, by Ahmad B. Md., known as Nizam al-Jilani, dedicated
to Ibrahim 'Adil Shah, King of Bijapur, reigned a h. 941-963 =
ad. 1534-1555. See for details Br. Mus. Pers. Cat., p. 464b, and
al-Nadwak of 1910, No. 8, pp. 25-28,

The work is unknown to Brock.
For another incomplete copy see Ar. and Per. MSS. Cat.,

Calcutta Madrasah Lib., p. 19. Three other copies exist in
India, one in the Nizam Lib., Hyderabad, and two in the
Rampore Lib. Vide Govt. Coll 1st list A. SB., p. 1, No. 2,
where a MS. is wrongly styled Fatawa Ibrahim Shahi, but it is

a different work altogether. The present MS. is defective at
the end.

Ends with &*»eb\ u-b

A.H.).

Written in elegant Nasta'liq, gold ruled border (C. 1100

(M. 'A. Hayy Lib., Firangi Mahall, Lueknow.)

47.

It « *"

A glossary by Md. B. Shaykh Yusuf al-Talavl upon the
Qurrat al-'Ayn, or Manual of the principles of Jurisprudence,
according to the Shafi'I school, by Muhammad B. Muhammad
al-Khattab al-MalikI. The ^i*'* SJS is a commentary upon

the e»Uy of Imam al-Haramayn 'A. Malik B. 'Abd-Allah al-

Juwayni (d. a.h. 478 = a. d. 1085). See Ibn-Khalhkan, Vol. II,

p. 120; H. Kh., Vol. VI, p. 433; and Brock., Vol. I, p. 389.

Autograph copy. Written in Naskb.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

48.

r
LJi jjUi ^ ^yJi

A work on the advantages of fasting in the month of

Ramadan. It is divided into three chapters : (1) <>&* JjL^ ^-'

r^l, (2) JU*,jr> JJUi ^i, (3) ^U-'l J-iij <3i*i> *5fy if

Author :—Md. Amin B. Sayyid Ha. Mir Ghanl. Composed
in a.h. 1144 = a.d. 1731. The copy was written by the author's

son 'Umar (j*e) in the year 1169 a.h. :—«ia.(-J ^* ^'i &\$j
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* ^ftisJt ~_Um3%/| ^X&jXA ^x^ A+xi* «3»a—^Jf *j^*)f ^i

Written in clear Naskh.

Beg:— *J\ -jftSW'jb**^ vte"jjf» O^i ^a)f aU *4.xJf

(M. 'A Bar! Lib., Firangi Mahall, Lucknow.)

49.

A work on Jurisprudence.
Author :—Ikhtiyar B. Talib al-DIn al-Hasanl. (?)

Written in NastaiTn. Nnt datPfl

author are not mentioned in the Brock.
The work and the

Beg :— . J| pj (a) 0# U
(Shams aP llama' Qadi 'Ubayd-Allah Lib., Madras.)

50.

A compendium of the legal teachings of the Shafi'i religion
Author :—Abu Ibrahim Isma'il B. Yahya al-Muzani al-

Misrl, who died in Egypt a.h. 264 =a.d. 877. See Ibn Khal-
Wean, Be Slane's translation, Vol. I, p. 200: Fihrist, p. 212;

Mukhtasar
Copies

Cairo, Lib. Ar. Cat., Vol. Ill, p. 273, Berl. Lib. Ar. Cat. No.
442. See Br. Mus. Suppl. Lib. Ar. Cat. No. 304.

Written in elegant Naskh. Dated 606 a.h.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

51.

A work on Muhammadan Law, according to the Shi' ah
r
^o^

by I5suf B
-

'

Al1 B
- Mutahhar al-Hilll (d. a.h. 726=

a.d 1326) (See Brock., Vol. II, p. 164, and J.R.A.S., 1905.

p. 5lb JNo o3.) The present MS. was copied from a copy
transcribed from an autograph copy. See for details Shu?**
al'Iqyan iol 269-B. (MS copy Buhar Coll. Imp. Lib.).

Written in Naskh. (C. 800 a.h.).

(M. 'A. Bari Lib., Firangi Mahall, Lucknow.)
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52.

**

A work on Muhammadan Law according to the Shi' ah
doctrine, by Baha* al-Din Md. B. Hu. al-'Amili (d. a.h. 1031 =
a.d. 1621). For author see Brock., Vol. II, p. 414, and Berl.
Lib. Ar,Cat. No. 1527.

Written in Naskh. Dated 1084 a.h., as appears from the
colophon

:

I
•A|C&«9 Asl2cJ( ijj&jt& >iwo £**»J|

fy*
iJolif ^ok\yd\

f5j
±S j

(Wajid Hu. Lib., Mahallah, Yahyaganj, Lucknow.)

53.

A work on Shi ' ah Jurisprudence.
Author:—Md. B. Salih al-Asadl. Composed in a.h. 986 =

a.d. 1578. Written in elegant Naskh. Dated 986 a.h. Auto-
graph copy. See J.R.A.S., 1905, p. 516, No. 36, where a similar

MS. is mentioned.
Beg:— v)i ftj&fl j pa&Jlj *fi ... a**Jf

(M. 'All Hu. Lib., Kuehahi-i-Madrasah-i-A'izzah, Hyderabad.)

54.

A work on the Laws of Inheritance according to the Han-
bali School, completed in the year a.h. 989 = a.d. 1581.

Author:—Md. B. *Ali B. Salum. (The work and the

author are not mentioned in Brock.).

Written in Naskh. (c. 1100 a.h.).

Beg :— d>Lk*'f JjT^j w^U-^l ^V *U *+=*Jt

(M. 'A Bari Lib., Firangt Mahall, Lucknow.)

55.

A treatise on Muhammadan obsequies.

Author:—Ibrahim B. Isma'Il of Junagarh. (?) The work
and the author are not mentioned in Brock. One copy exists

in the Rampore Lib.

Written in Naskh. Dated 1235 a.h.
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(Shamsal-'Ulama' Qadi 'Ubayd-Allah Lib., Madras.)

56.

I

A work on Shi'ah Jurisprudence by Md. B. Ha. B. 'All B.

Md. al-Hurra'l-'Amili (d. a.h. 1099 = a d. 1688)." For author

see Brock., Vol. II, p. 412.

The MS. contains only ty^f %J& and ij^\ \J*~

Written

Q

_u_ _

Baha, al-Dln B.

Dated 1113 a.h.

(Mahbilb Yar Jang Lib., Sayfabad Road, Hyderabad.)

VII.
t

StJFlSM.

57.

^CsJl feift) I ^JU» ^U *««J| u?jj> A
t
*k)

ft* I

A commentary on the Hikam-aU Aia'iyah, a work on Sufism,

of Ahmad B. 'Ata-Allah al-Iskandram (d. a.h. 709 = a. d. 1309).

Commentator :—Ahmad B. 'Isa al-Burnusi, known as al-

Zawraq al-FasI.

Autograph copy. Written in Naskh. Dated 1159 a.h.

Beg:— ^,: ^& VU> .. JL= lU ^, ... 8<i^ *U ***))

(Nizam Lib. , Hyderabad.

)

58.

J^ of Kb.
Allah al-Chishti al-Qadiri who was in a.h. 1093 at Madinah.
See Tarjumah-i-Nawaqid al-Rawaftd, a MS. of which exists in

the A.S.B. Lib. See Pers. Cat. No. - 8.

The name of the author is not found in the MS. (Not

mentioned in Brock.)

Written in Naskh. Not dated.

Beg:
V * t

*JJ *»*!

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)
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59.

A work on Sufi-ism.

Mulla 'AH al-Qarl (d. a.h. 1040= a.d. 1630) wrote a com-
mentary on this text in which, agreeing with Ibn Hajar, he said
that the author was an Indian, but according to H. I£h. and
others it is by Md. B. 'Uthman B. 'Umar al-Balkhi (d. a.h. 800
= a.d. 1397). ( i^Vi c,l*le &> j+e ^ *»..*.) See H. Kh., Vol.
IV, p. 283.

In the Berl. Lib. Ar. Cat. the title of the work is given as

ert^Uil ^aU* Manakij al-' Arifin (see No. 3064), and the author

is said to be ^dJ\ ^^Ji *** ^ «D| «xw «Abd-AUah B. 'A.

Rahman al-Mada'ini. See also H. £h., Vol. VI, p. 159.

The work is divided into 20 chapters and a Kjiatimah.
Written in elegant Nasta'liq on blue paper. (Not mentioned
in Brock.) Many copies exist in India. Dr. Ross and E. G.
Browne also mention a copy in their Catalogue (see p. 160) and
Ind. Off. Lib. Cat., p. 190, where it is mentioned that it is not
an abridgment of GhazzalT's Ihya' as stated by Stewart in his
Cat., p. 139. The work has been lithographed with meanings
in Persian at (Pishawar) in 1281 a.h.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

60.

A work on Sufi-ism.

Author:—Md. Baqir B. Ja'far of Delhi. (?) (Not men-
tioned in Brock.)

Written in Naskb. Dated 1 187 a.h.

Beg :

—

*laJfj &£/op£&Jb &j& itf*
b J^su

(Shams al-'Ulama' Qadi ' CJbayd-Allah Lib., Madras.)

61.

A work on Sufi-ism, by Ahmad B. idrls (d. a.h. 684 = a.d

1285). Probably he is Shihab al-Din Ahmad B. Idrls al

Qarafi al-Malikl, commentator of the Tanqlh al-Fmul
al-Din al-Razi (d. a.h. 606= a.d. 1209). (For author and his

other works see Brock., Vol. I, p. 506).

Written in cursive Naskb. (C. 1200 a.h.)
(

Beg:— . -J\ aSlxJy *-**** d*+ ^aJf *V

(M. 'A Ban Lib., Firang! Mah<ill. Liuknow.)
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62.

UilJI cjUJJi

A work on Sufi-ism, by Mustafa B. Kamal al-Din B. 'All-

al-Siddiqi (d. a.h. 1162 = a.d. 1749).

It is an abridgment of the author's three previous works

Ak-iyJl cs»U^J| - u'J^ u^i* - is>^ u°Jj* fjjS- For details see

Berl. Lib. Ar. Cat., No. 3913. For author and his other works

see Brock., Vol. II, p. 308.

Written in good Naskh. Dated 1223 a.h.

Beg:— ... JU< &> ^ftk^w ... ^*ail| J^ ... ±**)\

(M. 'A. Bar! Lib., FirangI Mahall, Lucknow.)

63.
*

^-**Jl £jd\j ^^ odJ

A work on prayers according to the Shrah tradition, by

Ibrahim B. 'All B. Ha. B. Md. B. Salih al-'Amill ai-Kaf'ami,

who composed his other works in 895 a.h. See for author's

life Amal aLAmil, p. 5, In the Buhar Coll. Imp. Lib. another

copy exists, but the beginnings are different.

Written in elegant Naskh within gold- ruled borders with

marginal notes in Shikastah. Dated 1080 a.h. First folio is

illuminated. The MS. contains two other treatises, viz.,

iotjJJt ^ix)\ <u*,U* and ^yi)\ ^>\ .^i &* y**^* by Sjhihab el-

Dln al-Suhrawardi on Sufi-ism.
i

s*

Beg :— J| sbix1

! J*^ t c^\ *& -**3*-1

'

*s
«*

(Wajid Hu., Mahallah Yahyaganj, Lucknow.)

64.

An extensive work on Shrah prayer, by Ahmad B. Rukn-
al-Din al-Husayni al-Radavi. It is divided into a **»*" and

three *t^|.

Written in elegant Naskh. (C. 1200 a.h.) Good copy.

Beg :— J| &)Ui\ Ja^ j «J (y Jjj^ J* ^ -^
(Jugail Kishore, Lucknow 'M.awk.)
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VIII.

Biography.

65.

A short biographical dictionary of the eminent gramma-
rians of the sixth century of the Hijrah in alphabetical order
with specimens of their works.

Author:—Abu '1 Ha.
banl al-Qiftl Jamal al-Di:

B. Yusuf B. Ibrahim al-Shay-
a.h. 646 = a.d. 1248). Forade-

tailed account of the author, consult Mu'jam dLBvldan of
—9

Q
From a note on a fly-leaf at the beginning it appears that

from fol. 2—95 have been written by the author himself.
Written in old Naskh. (C. 700 a.h.) For another copy see
Brock., Vol. I, p. 325.

Kh., Vol. I, p. 441, is

Inba aURuwdt aid Abna 1 alNuhdt ( »l«.iil *lwf JU

Beg:— ^' ur& \& Al-» **» *>j ^x, ^J| *^| ^
(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

66.

An abridgment of the history entitled -J ***ijf oaifjJf

E nud B. Q;

Khallik

Wathiq
a.h. 232-a.d. 847), the ninth Caliph of the Abbasid dynasty.

The work deals for the greater part with fictitious tales

and anecdotes. The work is not mentioned in Brock.
Written in Naskh. Dated 1160 a.h.

{

Beg :

—

u*;Wj c%4-Jf^fcl* p&)] f^it^'t *U «u*Jf

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

67.

A work on the merits and glories of the Imam Malik.

Author:—'A. Rahman B. Abi Bakr. Jalal al-Din al-

8uyutl (d. a.h. 911 = a'.d. 1505). See H. Kh., Vol. II, p. 286.

Written in Naskh. Dated 1285 a.h.

(Shams al-'Ulama' Qadi 'Ubayd-Allah Lib., .Madras.)
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68.

A work containing a description of the Temple of Jerusalem
without author's name. This is most probably an abridgment

of j^iHt *«-Jf &>/> fji &*&-J\ £*tWl by J^^L.^ ^, (d. a,h.

600= a.d. 1203). See for Ibn-'Asakir Brock., Vol. II, p. 130,
Br. Mus. Suppl. Ar. Cat. No. 1250. Written in Naskh. (C-'

900 A.H.).

(Nasir Hu. Lib., Khajwah, Lucknow.)

69.

Lives of the Imams of the Zaydiyah Sect.
Author :—'Abd-Allah B. Md. B. al-Sld al-Bataljusi (d. a.h.

521=a.d. 1127). Brock. (Vol. I, p. 427) mentions that one
copy only is in Berl. Lib.) written in Naskh (C. 1000 a.h.).

(NSsir Hu. Lib., Khajwah. Lucknow.)

70

49*
A work containing biographical notices of the Arabian

poets of Yemen, without author's name.
Composed in a.h. 1207. Not mentioned in Brock. Writ-

ten in Naskh.
(Nizam Lib.. Hyderabad.)

71.

To -Vof-^VA1 the life-w°i"k of Imam Abu Hanlfah by
isma il Shah of Rampore. The author presented this work to
bul^an A^Majid Khan B. Mahinud Khan, the Turkish Em-
peror ot Constantinople, who died in a.h. 127S = a.d. 1861.
Written m ordinary Naskh. Dated 1275 a h

(Wajid Hu., Yahyaganj, Lucknow.
)

72.

Wahhabisl^"^-^.^1111^ Na^> the founder 0f the
WaHnabi Sect, who died in a.h.1206 = a.d.1791. See Br. Mus.
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Arabic Catalogue, pp. 436a., 784a. It is divided into one
chapter and five fads. Written in Naskh by Ahmad Abu'l
Khayr al-Makki. Dated 1200 a.h.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

73.

This treatise deals with the lives of the first four Caliphs
of the Prophet, by Sayyid Ha. B. 'All B. Shadqam al-Hasanl-

al-Madanl J>&J\ ^i-sJi ,**£ ^ ^L ^ cr~A> *^. The author
flourished in the time of Nizam 'All Khan of Hyderabad
(a.h. 1175-1218 = a.d. 1761-1803). Vide for author Amal al-
Amil, p. 38, and for the Nizam see 0. B. D. of Mr. Beale
p. 300, and Br. Mus. Pers. Cat., pp, 325, 326 and 723. Written
in Naskh. (C 1200 a.h.)

(Xasir Hu. Lib., Khajwah, Lucknow.)

74.

*<X>*Jl

The work deals with the virtues and excellences of the
imams by Yahya B. Ha. B. al-Hu. B. All al-Asadl al-Hilli al-
Kib'i, known asIbn-Batriq (^k. ^|) (d. a.h. 600 = a.d.1203).

Raivdat

and
Imp. Library). One copy of the work under notice is in the
Buhar Collection, Imperial Library. Written in ordinary
Ta'llq. Not dated.

Beg:— . .A3J/T Jbj.*J \fi> Z\) A*sJl ...o^,Jf| UL* &&
(Xasir Hu. Lib., Khajwah, Lucknow.)

I
-*

yjj

75.

A work dealing with the lives of those companions who

*jj*

Author:—Md. B. Md, B. al-Hu. al-Sandusl. (?) Written
Naskh.

(M. 'A. Bar! Lib., Firangi Mahall, Lucknow.)
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76.

I2J&)
I

ffl (JjU* ^ ^i^j! &*a+$\
£f\

*ey

This work deals with the virtues of the descendants of the
Prophet and their superiority over others.

Author:—Rajab B. Md. B. Rajab. known as al-Hafiz al-

BursI (d. c. a.h. 900 = a.d. 1494). For author see Amal aU

000
Ratvdat al-Jannat. p. 284. Written

Beg :— J\ &\j ^c ya4j\ &V ^acJf

(Nasir Hu. Lib., Khajwah, Lucknow.)

77.

A rare topographical work on the beauties of Isfahan, the
old capitial of Persia, with copious poetical extracts from
various authors.

Author :—Al-Mufaddal B. Sa'id B. al-Hu. It is stated at

the end that the work was written in the time of Jalal al-DIn
Md. B. Md. Amir al-Tabataba'i and after the death of Shah
'Abbas Safavi (who died in a.h. 1038 = a.d. 1629) at Isfahan :

* ^^ft-aJt «j» Lie

Beg :— mi uL , AJ3lT ^Jk j »*U->! o—wi *!>» ml

Only one incorrect copy without title or author's name is men-
tioned, the Br. Mus. Suppl. Ar. Cat., see p. 476, No. 703.
Written in Shikastah. Dated 1038 a.h. The work has been
translated into Persian by Hu. B. Md. al-'Alavl and described
by E. G. Browne. See J.R.A.S. 1901. Art. XV, p. 411.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

78.

Uk*J<; ^*k*Jl ( utf
(1) Lives of some traditionists, Sufis and companions of

i«!U?
rop

J?
efc

'
by Ahmad Badavi al-Husayni (d. a.h. 675 = a.d.

1276). For author vide BrnnW V«l * T ~ <*n

901
Written
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The MS. has been compared with the author's copy

Bound up with two different treatises :

(1) JiS\ V!^f ^i <*)U
;

A tract on Sufi-ism.

Written in Naskh. Not dated.

(2) ^cjJj A+^Y <^>>*»* w^U*

Life of Abu'l 'Abbas Ahmad B. 'All B. Ibrahim al-BadavI,

the popular saint of Egypt (d. a.h. 675= a.d. 1276).

The name of the author is not mentioned in the MS.

Written in Naskh. Dated 863 a.h.

For another copy vide Brock., Vol. I, p. 450.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

79.

*
JU> jJ sx»U\ c^JljJ' ^6*"

A work on the life-works of the first four Caliphs, by an

anonymous author. It is divided into five chapters. Another

copy of the work is in the Lib. of M. 'A. Hayy of FirangI Mahall,

Lucknow.
Scribe :—Ghiyalh al-Dln. Written Mad

ras 1234 a.h.
i

Reg :

—

-J\ **>ift *<** s1*1* <-U»- is^

(M. 'A Bari, FirangI Mahall. Lucknow.)

sJl

80.

JuWJl y(Jl ,J *U)lyJ*J'

A work on the life of Sayyid Shams al-Dln Md. B^ Ha. B.

All al-Hanafl al-Sufi al-Shazili (d. ah. S47 = a.d. 1443). bee

Brock.,' Vol. II, p. 121.

Author:—Ahmad B. 'Abbad.
# .

It is divided into five chapters. Written in Naskh. Prmted in

Egypt. Autograph copy. Dated 1124 a.h.

Beg :— life «La* A*lb»^ J » 1^ *^^ &" V** ^ *****

i

I

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)
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81.

A short biographical dictionary of the traditionists of both

sexes

.

Author:— 'Afif B. Sa'Id B. Mas'ud B. Md. al-Kazaruni.

For another work of the same author see O. P. Lib. Cat.,

Vol. VI, No. 484, p. 82. Written in elegant Naskh. Dated

1252 a.h.
I

Beg :— *J\ hlf2J\ **tf II UWj ls^ 1 *^ ^^
(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

82.

Wi ( M* )

Another work on the same subject, by Muwaffaq B.

Ahmad al-Makkl al-Bakri al-Khwarizmi. The MS. was copied

by the late M. Hamid Hu., the father of Nasir Hu., from a

copy in the Lib. of C A, Ha. al-Tihranl
( ^j\^ ^^h ±±* )

at

Karbala. Written in Naskh. (C. 1300 a".h.).

Beg: Jt uuh*)\ uxSJ\ &«*

(Naair Hu. Lib., Khajwah, Lucknow.)

83.

The work deals with the virtues of the descendants of the

>het and their superiority over others. A few pages at the

nning are wanting. > Written in Naskh. (C. 900 a.h.).

(Nasir Hu. Lib., Khajwah, Lucknow.)

84.

An extremely valuable work dealing with the history of

the early Quraysh, a tribe of Mecca, by Abu Ja'far Md. B.

Habfb al-Hashiml al-Baghdad! (d. ah 245 = a.d. 895). For

Written in Naskh. (C. 600
Kh., Vol. I, p- 456.
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Beg :— Jli ^^UUJi <j*U*Jt ^ js«.»x er*aJi^jt Q^f

}

vi| **a^J| ^ l^i* tfrAJ Ail j j^liJ, TJL, * Jjjl ^ cUft)l ^ aDf l^ai

(Nasir Hu. Lib., Khajwah, Lncknow.)

85.

A dictionary of such names of tradition] sts as are liable to
be confounded, by Hafiz <A. GhanI B. Sa'id B. 'All al-Azdl al-

Misrl (author of Mushtabih al-Nisbah fe-JJ| &*&«>) (d. a.h.

409 = a.d. 1018). For details and other copies see Brock.,
Vol. I, p. 168. Unfortunately, slightly defective at the begin-
ning. Written in Naskh. Very old copy. Dated 564 a.h.
Printed in India.

Beg:
tp

u)\ /*£Hj ±x*\ *J*

(M. 'A. Hayy, Firangi Mahall Lib., Lucknow.)

86.

It deals with the names, titles and burial places of the

descendants of the Prophet, by 'All B. Musa Rida, who wrote

it for ^^scJf J^ &?j*>. (Consult for his life J&lteJf eulikfc by

<sk*±* Chapter VIII.) This MS. was copied from a MS. of the

^ajaf Lib. Written in Naskh. (C. 1200 a.h.)

(Nasir Hu. Lib., Khajwah, Lncknow.)

87.

< fib y* .

) f*
The fourth volume of the biographies of the noblemen

and eminent 'Ulama' of the l?th and 13th. century of Hijrah.

Author :—Ahmad B. Md. al-HafravI.
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Arranged alphabetically. Written in Naskh. Not dated

Beg: J\ JU\ A*aj ^lff %<*+*.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

88.

U^V'V
An autograph copy of a modern historical work, composed

in Blrut in a.h. 1286 = a.d. 1869.

Author :—Iskandar Agha B. Ya'qub Abkarius (d. a.h.

1303 = a.d. 1885). See Brock., Vol. II, p. 495, and Cairo Lib
Ar. Cat. Vol. V, p. 171. The contents of the present compila-
tion are as follow :

—

(1) A short history of Mount Lebanon ^UJ JL^.
(2) A short history of Damascus Jj^xu.
The work is divided into nine Fasls.
In a letter, dated a.d. 1887, quoted at the beginning of

the work, the author says that he presented it to a gentleman
of Hyderabad.

Written in a eood Naskh <

B©g :— £-'' J^l j ****J» j dUO< 3 s&fl* iji ^J \

(NizSm Lib., Hyderabad.)

89.

A work dealing with those names of traditionists which
are alike and similar in forms, e.g. :

Author :—Hafiz 'A. GhanI B. Sa'id B. 'All al-Azdi (d.

a.h. 409= a.d. 1018).
The author distinguishes the names by giving diacritical

and vowel points with a meagre account of each of them.
Arranged m alphabetical order. The earlier part from -^
to a portion of ^ is wanting. For details see Br. Mus. Suppl.
Ar. Oat. No 619. For author and his works consult Brock.,
Vol. I, p. 167.

nil
A c®Py °* the same work exists in the Government of India

t? f™ S \ Written by ?a
- Bal™ ^ Naskh. Old copy-

Dated 708 a.h. Printed in India.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)
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IX.

Philology

90.

^J< £^U

A very old, valuable and well-known copy of a lexico-

graphical work, by Abu Yusuf Ya'qub B. Ishaq B. al-Sikklt,

who was one of the most eminent 'Arab lexicographers and
was put to death by al-Mutawakkil, a.h. 243 = a.d. 857. For
notices of his life see Ibn Khallikan, De Slane's Translation IV,

293, Fihrist, p. 72, Kamil, Vol. VII, p. 59, and H. Kh., Vol. I,

p. 328. The words are arranged under the various normal forms

of the language, and exemplified by quotations from ancient

poets. For other copies consult Brock., Vol. I, p. 117.

I

Written in Naskh. Dated 599 a.h.

Beg :— ...
r
Uiyi ^ 4b

f&\±*
Us ^lijjt d>j& ^&J| ^ ****l

I J*ij J*i vU

(Nizam liib. , Hyderabad.)

91.

A very valuable and complete copy of the well-known lexi-

cod by the celebrated lexicographer

B. al-Ha. B. Durayd. who died a.h. 321 = a.d. 934.

Vol. II, p. 629, and Fihrist, p. 61.
% . « * 1 i T~\

ammad
Kh.,

For other copies consult Brock.. Vol. I, pp- 11M 12.

1X7 *i.i. • _1 i. ~~.A M^»f MoofoOTn Oa.fr«H 1078.Writt

Copyist :—Md. Sharif al-Tatiu.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

92

The well-known and valuable abridgment of Jawharl's

famous Arabic Dictionary, the Sihah, by Abu'l Fadl Muham-

mad B. *Umar B. Khalid, commonly known as Jamal al-

Qurashl (d. a.h. 681=a.d. 1282), with the Persian equivalents

added to the Arabic words. Consult Brock., Vol. I, p. 296.

It was completed on the 16th of Safar a.h. 681 = a.d. 1282.

It is probably an autograph copy. Written in good neat *as-

ta'llq. Dated 681 a.h.
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The lexicon is very popular in India and it has been
printed several times.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

X.

Grammar.

93.

<*JVI jycfr

A commentary upon the grammatical work of Abu
Zakariya Yahya B. 'A. Mu'tl B. <Abd al-Nur al-Zawabi, who
died a.h. 628 = a.d. 1230.

Ahmad
a.d. 1286). For details see Brock., Vol. I p 303

Written in old Naskh. Dated 785 a.h.
"

One fol. is
wanting.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

94.

J-J, L^ A>S/C jA^C

A useful and autograph copy of an 'Arabic Grammar byA
.
Kasul B. Md. Rida al-Ansarl, composed in a.h. 1177 = a.d.

17od, as appears from the following passage :

»»»J*U\ fi/H A^ ^iltf, UJM **©, *5UI jjrt^i J, iA>*

^* "+«* ** ^' f& - +k1 >M iSV^ ^U*

Written in elegant Nasta'liq.

(M. <A1 i Husayn Lib., Kfiubah-i-Madraaah-i-A'iz/.ah, Hyderabad.)
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XI.

Rhetoric

95.

^^oU! <U*A) j ^*)|^sJ| aJL)
^ yt

5M'u*
A commentary upon the rhetorical work <^x*i| ;^ of Nash-

wan B.Sa'Id al-Himyari (d. a.h. 573 = a.d 1117) by an anony-
mous author. See Brock., Vol. I, p. 300, Berl. Lib. Ar. Cat.
No. 8753-4. The commentary is not mentioned in Brock.

Written in old Naskh. Not dated ; old copy.

i

y\ i*y*>) &jqjC &+sJt v^L^i ^!y}\ aU *«^Jf **j

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

XII.

Prosody.

96.

A treatise on Prosody.
Author*:— < A. Sattar B. 'All B. al-Hu. See H. £h., Vol. V,

P- 211. Autograph copy. Written in Naskh. Dated 919 a.h.

ill

Beg :— l«H£J| &)j.x* u^jyJi d*^ ^f&l &U **=»Jf

(Nizam Lib.. Hyderabad.)

97.

*<>z^jy** d<>^ £ r*

A commentary upon the metrical treatise of Diva' al-Din

Abu Muhammad 'Abd-Allah B. Muhammad al-KhazrajI, who
died in a.h. 626 = a.d. 1228 Consult Brock., Vol. I, p. 312.

Commentator :— Ghulam Naqshband, known as al-Shafi'I,

who flourished in the 12th century of the Hijrah. See for

another work of the commentator No. 126. Written in ordinary

Ta'llq. Dated 1059 a.h The commentary is not mentioned
in Brock.

Beg: kr* eM*$\ tt>t)*»{ eyji *j*" <"&>• &

(Wajid H-isayn, Yah\ a Gang, Lucknow.)
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XIII.

Proverbs.

98.

A work on Arabic proverbs, by Jamal al-Dln Muhammad
B. 'All B. Muhammad B. Abu Bakr al-Shaybl al-Makkl al-

Shafi'I (d. a.h 837 = a.d. 1433). Composed for Nasir 'All B.

Ashraf Isma'il, the Amir of Yaman. See for author's life and

his works O.P. Lib. Copy of Mu'jam by Ibn-i-Fahd (d. a.h.

S85 = a.d. 1409) fol. 241b. (For Fahd see Brock, Vol. II, p.

175). The MS. is dated 845, i.e., 8 years after the author's

death.

Scribe :—Muhammad B. Ahmad B. Muhammad B. Sa'id
• • •

al-Shafi'I. Written in Arabian Naskh.
tit

Beg :— J| -^ Jft JU| *.' j JUi^ %>Wt il) *+^

(M. Khalil al-DIn Ahmad Library, Salimpnrah, Benares.)

XIV.

Literature.

99.

<o»

A work upon Arabic literature with notes, by 'Abd al-

Jalil Bilgrami, who died in a.h. 1138 = a.d. 1725; see Br. Mus.

Pers. Cat., p. 963b. The name of the author is not mentioned

in the MS.
Written in good Nasta'liq.

(M. -AH H usayn Lib. , Kuchah-i-Ma<lra.sah-i-Ai//ah, Hyderabad.)

•* »

100.

%2~c 5)L;

A treatise on Arabic literature.n neawsa un nraDic literature.
Author:—Ahmad B. <Abd al-Rida, better known VL.V&W

zab al-Dln (d. a.h. 1084 = a.d. 1673)
;'

see Brock., Vol.11, p. «*
This is also an autograph copy. Written in elegant NaskO-

Dated 1084. Illuminated with gold.

Beg:
)j*y\ J+-J a*~j

!

(M. 'AIT Husayn Lib., Kuehah i-Madrasah-i-A'i/.zah, Hyderabad
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101.

L*
J! pS c5Ul ^j ja*Ji fa

A critical treatise on Mutanabbi's (d. a.h. 354 = a.d.965)

works bv Mir Ghulam 'All Azad Bilgrann (d a.h. 1200 = a. d.

1785).

The following is a short extract from Bilgrami's preface.

^ yiU*JI| a^JU^ ojUJt w^Jt)| JLc ^±u2j

Written in Ta Jiq, not dated.

The MS. bears copious marginal notes in the handwriting

of Azad Bilgrarni.

(M. 'All Husayn Lib., Kuchah-i-Madrasah-i-A-izzah, Hyderabad.)

XV.

Ornate Prose and Letter

102.

A work on miscellaneous subjects, by Hafiz al-Dln Muham-
mad B. * Adil Pasha al-'Ajaml.

See for details H. Kh., Vol V. p. 610.

The copy was transcribed from the MS. in the Bhupal

library in 1312 a.h.

Scribe :—Muhammad 'Abd al-W si'.

Beg: J| ^xk)\ (tfl\ **<&.

(Nadwat al-'Ulama Library. Golagang, Lucknow.)

103-

A work on literature. iou-c<- /a

Author—M B. Hasan al-Nawaji al-Qahirl al-Shan i (d.

a.h. 859 = a.d. 1455).' See for other copies Brock., Vol. II,

Written

Kb.
Not dated.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)
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XVI.

Sciences.

104.

A work on Philosophy.
Author:— Sadr al-Din Muhammad (Mulla) B. Ibrahim Shi-

razi, called Mulla Sadra (d. a.h. 1050 = a.d. 1640). For author
and his other works see Brock., Vol. II, p. 413, and Berl. Lib.
Ar. Cat. No. 306,k

Written in elegant Nastaliq, by the author's son. Not
dated.

(Nizam Lib. , Hyderabad
.

)

105.

A work on Philosophy, by Abu Sa'ld Zahur al-Haqq. (?)
Written in careless Ta'liq (c. 1300 H.).

Beg :— ^Ji j^MjJ>>l &V\ ^
(Nadwat al-'UlamS' Lib., Lucknow.)

L?

106.

Aa*J

An exceedingly valuable copy of the well-known Com-
mentary upon the philosophical work of Mufaddal B. 'Umar
Attar al-Din Abhari's (r\_ aw «««*_. ~ m^i,' »>js.^i „/

Hikmat
Abhari's (d. a.h. 663 = a.d. 1264) Uidayat al-

* u
C
«°cS

mentat
?^7:

¥u"ayn B
-
Mu '

in al "D'» al-Maybuzi (d.

cZ' a p\D -

r

7
;
5)

;
See Brock

'
Vo1

-
J

» p- 464
>
Br

-
Mu8 -

anrf pl S^'n
7

*

1
-
l& 701

'
and Calcutta Madrasah Lib. Ar.

tolnh
SS ' Cat

- WritteQ in Naskh. Dated 701 a.h. Au-
tograpn copy.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

Logic.

107.

better knowntl^^ °[1^ogie, by Ahmad B. «Abd al-Rida
better known Muha/.zab al-Din (d. a.h. 1084= a.d. 1673). For
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author and his other works see Brock., Vol. II, p. 412, Br.

Mus. Pers. Cat., Vol. II, p. 864a > and No. 100 and 108 of the
notes. Written in good Ta'llq, with an illuminated 'Unwan.
Dated 1080 a.h. Autograph copy.

(M. 'All Hu. Lib., Kuehah-i-Madrasah-i-A'izzah, Hyderabad.)

XVIII.

Ethics.

108.

•*

A treatise on Ethics.

Author:—Ahmad B. 'Abd al-Rida, better known Muhazzab
al-Din (d. a.h. 1084 = ad. 1673). For author and his other
works see Brock., Vol. II, p. 412; Br. Mus. Pers. Cat., Vol. II,

p 864a , and No. 100 and 107 of the notes. Written in good
Naskh with illuminations. Dated 1079 a.h. Autograph copv

(M. 'All Hu. Lib., Kiiehah-i-Madrasah-i-A'izzah, Hyderabad.)

XIX.

Mathematics.

109.

A Commentary upon the well-known arithmetical work

uUi a^lU. of Baha' al-Din Md. B. Hu. B. 'Abd al-Samad al-
• • •

Hariri al-'Amuli (d. a.h. 1030 = a.d. 1621). The original work
has been Lith. in a.h. 1285 and 1299. See Br. Mus. Cat. Ar.

Books, Vol. II, p. 190 and Brock., Vol. II, p. 414.

Commentator :—Shams al-Din 'All al-Khalkhali. See

Brock., Vol. IT, p. 415. Written in excellent Naskh. Dated

a.h. 1221.

Madrasah

Astronomy

110.

A work on Astronomy.
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Author:—Hafiz Ah. B. Shaykh Tilimsani al-Ansari. Writ-

ten in ordinary Nasta'liq. Dated a.h. 1235.

Beg:— y» dj£& 3 oit J/i i)| if^ b sj&+^

(Shams al-' Ulama' Qadi 'Ubayd-AUah Lib., Madras.)

111.

A treatise on Astrolabe and its use, without author's name.

It is divided into a a-oS* (Introduction) and 12 ^ (chapters).

Written in ordinary Nasta'llq (c. a.h. 1100).

Beg :— uf\ x±ijs lankly jtsxfa 4JL.J »j.^» <x*> ^

(M. 'A. Hayy. Lib., Firangi Mahall, Lucknow.)

XXI.

Alchemy.

112.

Author:—Abu'l 'Abbas Ah. B.Md. al-Uhamrl (d. a.h. 905

= a.d. 1499). According to Brock., Vol. II, p. 170, only one

copy is in the Cairo Lib. : see Ar. Cat. , Vol. V, p. 335. Written
m ordinary Naskh. Not dated.

i

Beg'— £»! ^Df,, ^Jll jl^ ^oJt &U *»*

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

113.

Author :-'AH Beg al-Azruqi al-Rumi al-Jadld. See H. Kb-

v i\oA
P
'mV

3
" For another copy see Berl. Lib. Ar. Cat.

xNo. 4189 The work is not mentioned in Brock. Written in

the same hand. Not dated
I

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)
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114.

^^aj! ;Jlj-^ySj] ^J| (r )

By an anonymous author.
Written in Not dated.

Beg:— ^\ h^\ <J *+L* aAU.1 ^AJ| ^l

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

115.

A work on Alchemy, by Abu Musa Jabir B. Hayyan
(d. c. a.h. 160 = a.d. 776). The work is divided into 90 Tashih,
as appears from the preface of the work.

Only one copy is mentioned in Brock. See Vol. I, p. 241.
For author's life "see Ibn Khallikan, vers. De Slane, Vol. I,

p. 300; Fihrist, pp. 354-8, and Cat. Ar. Books Br. Mus., Vol. I,

p. 771. Written in Naskh in a modern hand.

Beg:— ^jj^j+Juj c^-t^l c^Isr^uax vlif i*a ^\jJ\ JU

ft*d of ^5*^ kjS&J *JJf «J|^ Jli - &L*

(Bahadur Shah, Mochigate, Lahore.)

XML
Magic

116.

An interesting work on Magic.
Author:

—

4Abd al-Rahman B. Abl Bakr al-Dimishql al-

Jawbari (d. c. a.h. 630 = a.d. 1233). It is an incomparable
work as H. Kh. (Vol. V, p. 438) says

:

*V U? *J^ I*^ *iJ*yQ **^t *jlj J* **& *) ^xi ^Jji v ltf jAj

***** **" u" j*>bfy j Jih^^^j *~**J» ;IA*0Hj i^^Jf *#* &*

For details see Bed. Lib. Ar. Cat., Vol. V, No. 5563. For
other copies see Brock., Vol. I, p. 497. Written in elegant

Naskh. Dated 771 a.h.

Beg:— £*|
f<±*)\

OJtJ ofd^yJ\ sfi* (*&£$! cJJUi aU j^^Ji

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)
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XXIII.

Medicine.

117.

I

A treatise on the properties of the newly introduced medica-
ments.

Author :—Ahmad Lutf-Allah Efendi. (?)
The work has been translated from Turkish as stated in the

Colophon. For details and another copy see O. P. Lib. Cat.
Vol. IV, p. 174, xviii. Written in Naskh. Dated Mecca, 1150
A.H.

Beg:— ^f\ . gi^Ui aajU, ^ j^ij ... *^j

(Wajid Hu., Yahya Ganj, Lucknow.
)

118.

(^'>y..j*'kj*
The third abridgment of Qanun of Abu 'All al-Hu. B. 'Abd-

Allah B. Sina, called al-Shaykh al-Ra'ls, the most celebrated
Arabian philosopher and physician, better known in Europe
by the name of Anicenna, who died in a.h. 428 = a.d. 1037, in

his 58th year.

Commentator:—Fakhral-Dm ai-Khujandi. (?) One copy
of the Commentary is in Paris: see Brock., Vol. I, p. 458.

OnecopyisintheBankiporeLib.r see Cat., Vol. IV. p. 100; and
one copy is in the A.S.B. : see Gov. Ind. Coll., Part I, No. 229,

p. 14. Written in elegant Nasta'liq. Not dated.

(Nizam Lib., Hyderabad.)

XXIV.

Military Arts

119.

A unique work on the military arts and the use of weapons,
without author's name. It is divided into six treatises as

enumerated in the preface of the MS. There are numerous
coloured drawings representing the various instruments of war.

Written in old Naskh. Not dated.
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Beg:—J*'j&&\ p\& <d <y Jjlli wWj ... ^Ji ^xJi <*U ^xJf

(NizSo Lib., Hyderabad.)
Ti^l

XXV.

Interpretation of Dreams.

120.

o-ui
r
u* J»J$ ^J Jb*Ji

A work on the interpretation of dreams.
Author:—'Abd al-Mu'tl B. Salim B. 'Umar al-Shibll al-

S'inilavl, who flourished in the 11th century of the Hij rah. See
Cairo Lib. Ar. Cat., Vol. IV, p 219. For author and his other
works see Berl. Lib. Ar. Cat., Nos. 3202,4679, Brock., Vol. I,

p. 44, and Cat. Br. Mus. Ar. Books, Vol. I, p. 235. Autograph
copy. Written in Naskh. Dated 1090 a.h.

i

Beg :— jJ\ ^UJi^ju* jy aL»jU teJLJi
&*jJ\

j**> ^aJi &V o^sj

(Ahli-Islam Lib., Madras.)

Supplementary List of Arabic MSS,

121.

This copy of the Qur'an is due to the penmanship of

'Abd al-Qadir al-Husayni who probably flourished in the 11th

century of the Hijrah. The weight of the MS. sufficiently

speaks of the quantity of gold used in it. It is exceedingly

valuable on account of the profuse illuminations and orna-

mentations and beautiful designs in gold throughout. Wn
Naskh

This copy was kindly lent by Nawwab-zadah Khusraw
Mirza of Murshidabad to the A.S.B. for Exhibition held on the

3rd February, 1915 a.d.

122.

if

Q
margin is exceedingly valuable on account of its profuse illumi-

nations and ornamentations. It is written in two different

characters, viz. Tiulth and Naskh (c. 900 a.h.).

(O.P. Lib., Bankipore.)
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Various Readings and Orthography

123.

Volume I of the above work treating of the various
readings of the seven recognized Qur'an-readers, imperfect at
the beginning, by Abu 'All al-Hasan B. Ahmad B. <Abd al-
Uhaffar al-Farsi al-Nahvi (d. a.h 377 = a.d. 987). For author
and his other works see Brock., Vol. I, p. 113.

The testimonies of the recognized Qur'an-readers, Huflaz
and learned men of the 5th century of the Hijrah are on the
fly-leaf of the MS.

Volume II of this work of the same date is in the Lib.,
out it is also defective at the end. Written in N»«kh to. 500
A.H.).

Beginning abruptly :— J, . (y^' vlidi Uj
(O.P. Lib., Hank

i
pore.)

124.

ShalafL
W
5

f
Q °i

th
f Cf

8ame subject, by Abu Tahir fcmS'll B.
lar, a. fca'id al.Sfl.nah oi m„~ , /j •+**

n iq63).
See Brock., Vol Id 407 n P ' ^H\^ =V\ t-T

• See Ar Cal v i V
P
\t '

0nly one C0Py ,s in the BerL Llb "

&ee An Cat., Vol. I, No. 591. In the Hand-list of the Banki-
pore O.P. Kb. the work is wronglv styled ^! instead of

oV-. Compare Hand-list, p. 17, No. 151

Qur'an-readersand Wrn«H rvvl * .,
recognized Qur'an-readers, liunaz

colophon oMhTM«°
f

S? 6th century of ^ Hijrah are the
coiophon of the MS. Written in Wi-h tw^ ««o » «

Scribe:—
•
a bdal-Q

Anmatf al-Sa'dl.

Dated 052 a.h

Beg :-_(;,*,
J ^ ^ ^ j. ^ ^^ ^ ^

*i»yii
i5iu' o*j ut . *>j£*j p**^

(O.P. Lib.. Bankipore.)

125.

I

\yz> ^UwjJi <waJ

tensive

b
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the Jami' Akbar at Kashmir. Written in neat Naskh. Head-
ings with rubrications. No date.

Beg:

—

iJl is**^ lif U j ri^ U»dA ^jJf alJ ^»
(Md. Muhaddith Lib., Rampore.)

Commentaries on the Qur'an.

126.

A Commentary upon the first seven and half chapters (viz.

from *x6U)rS;^, to oyVf y^) of the Qur'an, by Ghulam

Naqshband, known al-Shafi
c

i. Composed in 1110 a.h. as ap-

,
pears from the following chronogram of a latter composition :

( £*uJ ^±& ) ILciJ) liA ^ j^ij fi^-e*

Js* c5—^ ls*{

*)\

u

i

* j
—m & x— ^ a *i^ Ai j

For author and his another work see No. 97.

Written in good Naskh (c. 1200 a.h.).

Scribe:—Md. Iltifat Mubariz K£ian of Loharpore.
!

Beg:

—

J\ ^4) Ijji ejlijiif d**> ^^l *AJ ->*J>

(Ahmad-Allah Lib., Muradabad.)

127.

)
*-**J' ^ c;W^'

«
Ja'far Md. B. al-Hasan al-Tusl (d. a.h. 459 = a.d. 1067). For
author see Brock.', Vol. I, p. 405, Fihras al-Tusi, pp. 285-288,

edited by Mr. Sprenger.

Written in very good Naskh.

Scribe r—AbuM Hasan B. Hajl Hu. Fahtajl al-Tibsi al-

Isfahani.
,

Beg :— *J\ • **£>>?. ^^ 3 **¥*& ^ljU\ *U ^sJf

(Md. Ibrahim Lib., Lucknow.)
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128.

A Commentary on the Qur'an, by 'Izz al-Dln 'Abd al-
Salam B. Ahmad B. Ghamir al-Maqdisi (d. c. a.h. 678 = a.d.
1279). For author and his other works see Brock., Vol. I,

p. 450. There are two parts of the work. First partis
detective at the beginning. Written in Naskb. Dated 687 a.h.

(O.P. Lib., Bankipore.)

129.

Qu
An abridgment of j^'^f, a Commentary upon the

v^'an, by 'Abd al-Rahman al-Suyutl (d. a.h. 911 = a.d. 1505).
See Br. Mus. Suppl. Ar. Cat. No. 125

i n
Aw h

+
°/ :
-<A

c
bd al-Ahad B. Shaykh Md. Sirhindi al-Hanafi

(
I) Written in Shikastah. No date.

Beg :- &,lk* ^j)h ^, ^1 8^c j^ c>Lm j &u^
(Muhammad Muhaddith Lib., Rampore.)

130.

^wvUJ! ^L.o-0 • ^jL^J
«•

Sect.
Q

<Ah£Ti
men

*f?v~^yyid m^m B Sulayman B. Isma'll B.Abd al-Jawad al-Katkanl (d. a.h. 1107 = a.d; 1695). Composedm 1077. The preface isdivided intoa ***** and 1 2 chapters (J^
See Amal al-Amil, p. 73, for author.

Beg:- £l| JA^ ^jj,^ ^^ ^ ^^
wlb.e

'~' I
^
Zat^llal

l
B

- Md. Hu. 'Abbasf.
Written in Naskh. Dated 1130 a.h.

(Md. Ibrahim Lib., Lucknow.
)

Glossary.

131.

^OjiJl ^J^

and diffionft «
d

i°

0Py ? the well-knora glossary of the rare
difficult words used m the Hadith and QuAn, by Ahmad
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B. Md. al-Hiravi (d. a.h. 401 = a.d. 1010). For details see

H. Kh., Vol. IV, pp. 324-26. For other copies see Brock.,

Vol. I, p. 131. Written in Arabic Naskh. Dated 528 a.h.:

i

Ms

V* &]Sj> *li| pXie ^5/t Atyj^^yo ywolxJl ^31 I fy> <j Ai^ CT* £7*
<"• •• •

Ajl+^+A • y^c i*jl+J &Jwa

Scribe :— Abu'd Damin B. Ghalib B. Abi Nasr.

(Shah Habib Haydar Lib., Kakuri, Lucknow.)

132.

A work on the Science of Tradition, by Abu Bakr Ahmad
B. 'All B. Khatlb al-Baghdad! (d. a.h. 403 = a.d. 1071). See for

details Brock., Vol. I, p. 329, H. Kh., Vol. V, p. 222, and Berl.

Lib. Ar. Cat. No. 1034.

Written in Nas
work are in the Lib.

Part VI, beginning abruptly :— ^ * er^V° &)**

„ VII, beginning :— t»>»crt •>»* «r^»*J!»
f*^'

b̂ '

fO.P. Lib.. Bankioore.) Q

Theology

133.

ooU*J! ^ *JL;

A theological work, by ' Utiiman al-Qurayd)i, compos

in a.h. 996. Written in Arabic Naskh. Dated a.h 1020.

Scribe :—Ghafur B. SJiaykh Sharaf al-Din al-Quray

al-Hanafi. i

Beg :- a^^I *M^ (&**)^ U t>^ *> ^^
iuaJt oWi <>»t»* **kL'

lxLA>

( M. Md. Muhaddith Lib. , Rampore.

)

134.

iLKll l***J\

A very interesting copy of the famous Prayer Book of 'Ali

B. al.Hu. B. 'AH B. Abu Talib (d. a.h. 95= a.d. 713). Written
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by Md. B. Makki al-'Amuli al-Shahld (d. a.h. 787 = a.d. 1385).
See for scribe No. 137. From the colophon it appears that the
MS. was collated with a copy dated 601 a.h. Written in
Arabic Naskh.

(Md. Ibrahim Lib., Lucknow.)

135.

pon jf^iHI .U*

of 'Abd-Allah B. Ahmad al-Nasafl (d. a.h. 710 = a.d. 1310).
Commentator :—Mulla ' Abd al-Salam of Divah. The author

flourished in the time of Shahjahan (1037 A.H.-1068 a.h.). See
for author and his works Kashj al-Mutaioari fi Hal-i-Nizam
u-Dtn ai-Qari, printed copy p. 136, Ma'athir al-Kiram of Azad
Bilgrami, p. 235, and Tazkirah-i-' Ulama-i-Hind by Rahman
'All, p. 120.

'

Written in Ta'liq (c. 1200 a.h.).

Beg :— £ k-aJU U3U ^jjy , &5JUJtj
(^ % ) J, y «i tV\ *«*

(Shah Habib Haydar Lib., KSkuri, fcucknow.)

Jurisprudence.

136.

*USaJ| JLAsO

, A

U

A
,

ff
u
ork on Jurisprudence, by 'Abd al-Ghafur Mubarak B.

Abd al-?aqq B. Nur (?). The work is divided into 24 chapters.
Written in clear Naskh. (c . 1200 a.h.).

Beg:- tlft-tti*^ J^; ... ^ • ^,*. L i_/A*«-»

J\ )}hi)\ *p J'jJ
(Ahmad Allah Lib., Muradabad.

)

137.

44J1 i^yt) wji er
Ahmti fS'i^

0Wn
,

c°mmentary by Zayn al-Dln B. 'All B.
Ah^al-S.hami al-'Amili (d. a.h. 966= Id. 1558) : see Shuzur
*

:g
ya
£d°u r

3 ' and Raw&* al-Jannat), p. 528, upon a treatise

ad 1385) '
y S- ahId B

-

Md
' * MakkI id - AH '

On the margin of fol. 162 is a note in ten lines written by

/ 87
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Md. Baqir. MajlisI (d. a.h. 1111 = a.d. 1699), see Shuzur

al'Igyan, fol. 56.

(Md. Ibrahim Lib., Lucknow.)

138.

A work on Muhammadan Law of the Hanafl School, by Md.

B. Ahmad B. Md. al-Tahiri (? ). Written in Ta'llq (c. 1200 a.h.).

The work is slightly defective at the end.
i

Beg :— *J\ *Li*Jt flay ai+fe* jUsu ^i oJ^i <^«>Jt ^ *+**) »

(Ahmad-Allah Lib., Muradabad.)

139.

A valuable and autograph copy of a well-known work on
the Furu' according to the Hanafl School, by Ibrahim B. Md.
B. Ibrahim al-Halabl (d. a.h. 956 = a.d. 1549). Composed in

a.h. 923:—
a-

fAAfyf ^ ±+=UQ ^ ^ui jX*il)\ **XjU *J JL* *+*Jf &U J

The above colophon shows that the work is an autograph

copy written by the author at Constantinople in a.h. 929. The
work is written in fine small Ta c

llq within gold-ruled borders.

The headings are written in red. 'Unwan illuminated.

(Imperial Lib.)

History.

140.

,uji *lw u>;y i

> C-'

A work on Islamic history relating to education and litera-

ture in India, and contains an introduction, 4 chapters, many

parts and an appendix.

Author:—M. Hakim 'Abd al-Hayy.

Written in clear Ta'liq.

Beg :— *UUi JU^ ^ >!*** **> «M* t+> v* U*^ *#

(See Lib. No. .">.)
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141.

A very old copy of the well-known manual of early Muslim
history and biography by the famous 'Abd-Allah B. Qutaybah
(d. a.h. 276 = a.d. 889). For details see Br. Mus. Suppl. Ar.
Cat. No. 447. The headings are written in KutI character.
Written in Arabic Naskh. Dated 500 a.h. Some pages are

wanting at the beginning. Time-worn.
I saw it at Lucknow in the possession of a book-seller

Subsequently I found it in the Rampore State Lib.
Lith. Gcttingen 1850 a.d. and Cairo 1883 a.d. See Cat.

Ar. Books. Br. Mus., Vol. 1, p. 17.

(Rampore State Lib.)

Biographies.

142.

jUiJl ,jU*;Jl ^d<Jv0 44ai ^* jLe^i\ f^fi'

The work contains the history of Muhammadan Law and
the biographies of the early and modern jurists of the Hanafi'
School by Md. B. Sulayman al-KafavI who died in ah. 990
-a.d 1582. Ahlwardt gives Mahmud instead of Md., see
Berl. Lib. Ar. Cat., Vol. IX, No. 10027, where the title of the

1 • a _ A I

(*JUt walls'

Brockelmann has misspelt the A'lam and omitted to refer

to the Berl. Lib. Cat. ; vide Brock., Vol. II, p. 83.
The work is written in usual Ta'liq. Transcribed from

the copy of Md. Diya' al-Din of Chawgharya of Burdwan.
Dated a.h. 1282.

i

Be£ :~ ^ - <^b Ai^-y JL>| ^JJl *L> *>»Jl

( [mperial Lib.
|

143.

Pj^h£cL.J\^j ^L±J< &
The work contains eight volumes divided into 14 chapters,

i^acn chapter is assigned to a century and contains the bio-

graphies of the learned men who flourished in India in that
centurv. T herfi are a 1-w-in <• o oaa u: i - * !!.. i nA and—_— jr. j.„cicareaoout ,*,3U0 biographies of the learnea am
eminent Muslims who lived from the 7th to the 20th centuries

Author :-M. Hakim <Abd al-Hayy.
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Written in clear Ta'liq.

Beg :— ±)\ e)^l «*JU: j eA«*S¥| <>J^ t$£Jf *M ±+*d\

(See Lib. No. 5.)

144.

A dictionary of the Shi'ah Traditionists, by Md. B. 'All

al-Astrabadl (d. a.h. 1028 = a.d. 1619). Composed in 988 a.h.

It is transcribed from the author's copy in 1090 a.h.

For details and other copies see Brosk., Vol. II
, p. 385,

and Amal al-Amil, p. 45.

Scribe :—Mas'ud B. Badr. Written in Naskh.

(Md. Ibrahim Lib., Lucknow.)

145.

UUl . *U^I ^>±4>

The famous biographical dictionary of illustrious men,
chiefly of those who flourished in the beginning of Islamism, by
Yahya B. Sharaf al-Nawavi (d. a.h. 676 = a.d. 1218). For
details see Brock., Vol. I, p. 394, Iktifa' al-Qunu\ p. 10, and
H. Kb., Vol. II, p. 477. The work is printed. See Br. Mus.
Ar. Books Cat. Written in old Naskh (c. 700 a.h.). It is an
ncomplete copy. The headings are written with rubrications.i

(Md. Muhaddith Lib., Rarapore.)

146.

Short biographies of the latest Ulama' and Shaykhs of

India, by Md. Ashraf (?). Arranged in alphabetical order.

The author probably flourished in the 12th century of the

Hijrah.

Written

Beg :— ty>r=o ^Mi Aj£* Jl*y j [
(j^l** ^^ ]

(Shah Habib Haydar Lib., Kakurf, Lucknow.)

147.

Notices on the Shi'ah 'Ulama', who flourished in the early

and later times, with their works, by I'jaz Kusayn Kanturi
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(d. a.h. 1286 = a.d. 1869). Arranged in alphabetical order.

Two other copies are in Lucknow, one in Nasir Ha. Lib., one
in Md. Ibrahim Lib. One in the Buhar Coll. Imp. Lib. and
one in Rampore State Lib. Written in good Naskh (c. 1300
A.H.).

]

(M. Sakhawal-Hu. Lib.. Lucknow.^

Geography.

148.

The work contains three parts. The first part is on geo-

graphy, the second part on history, and the third part on
politics. The first part contains an introduction and 4 chapters,
which deal particularly with the geography of India. The
second part contains 10 chapters. The third part contains 10

chapters and many sections.

Author:—M. Hakim 'Abd al-Hayy.
Written in nlear TV'lin

a.

Beg :—v* *i~i cU*. J ^^ ^UiVi ^K ^ il) ***)

(See Lib. No. 5.)

U±«* fl*^ &&•

Philology.

149.

A treatise on Arabic colloquialism, by Awhad al-DIn Ahmad,
icated to Faqir Md. Kfcan Bahadur {?).

'

Written in good
llq (c. 1300 a.h.).

l
'

Beg :- £j| *j, *^ j*j ^tf 5jJuj ^U ^^j, ^ ^ L

( Md. Muhaddith Lib. , Rampore.

)

Grammar.

150.

- A
V

D
ri^Uable c

u
0I?mentary of RadI al-Dln Md. (d. a.h.

M&rJ'SB, Upon fche Kafiyah, a well-known grammar of Ibn

303
Kh
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Copyist :—Sa'd-Allah Khan (d. a.h. 1066 = a.d. 1655), who
was the most able and upright minister of the emperor Shah-
jahan. The following lines on the first fol. are in the hand-
writing of Shahjahan (a.h. 1037-1068= a.d. 1627-1657).

C**J" ^ ^ **~ ^ >V &1 ^i^J ^i} ^ yJiS ^|

(Rampore State Lib.)

Ornate Prose and Poetry.

151.

A short autobiography of Fadl-i-Haqq B. Fadl-iJmam, a
well-known learned Mawlana of Khayrabad, who died while in

transportation at Rangoon in 1278 a.h. In the course of his

narrative the author records important events of the Mutiny of

1857 a.d. and mentions the troubles and pains which he
suffered during the time of his expatriation. For author's life

and his works see Hada'iq aUHanaflyah of Faqir Md., p. 480.

Written in Ta'llq by Hasan Muhaddith, the father of the
owner of the Lib., with useful explanatory notes. The MS.
contains two Qasldahs at the end.

(M. Md. Muhaddith Lib., Rampore.)

152.

A very interesting copy of the poetical works of the cele-

brated Indian scholar-poet Ghulam 'All Azad of Bilgram
(d. a.h. 120 = a.d. 1785), containing seven Dfwans. Penned by
himself. The author commenced the work in 1179 a.h. and

finished in 1194 a.h. The following note at the end of the

work is an autograph :— ig*/ty\ ^^^ c***-^1 *rfj^ u f

Two Dlwans were published in Hyderabad some years ago

They are full of misprints.

Written in minute Ta'llq Shikastah Amiz.

Beg :

—

J\ - t&=^\ l«H*j ^ oW
(Nawvvab Nur al-Hasan Lib., Lucknow.)
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THE FOURTH INDIAN SCIENCE CONGRESS,
BANGALORE, JANUARY 1917.

The Fourth Indian Science Congress was held in Bangalore
on January 10th, 11th, 12th and 13th, 1917, under the presi-

Bourne The meet-
ing was attended by about 270 members and some 70 papers
were communicated, abstracts of which are given below.

The Patron of the Congress, H.H. the Maharajah of My-
sore. Gr.C.S.L, was present at the opening meeting and welcomed
the visitors in a felicitous speech.

Presidential Address.

By Sir Alfred Gibbs Bourne, D.Sc, F.R.S., K.C.LE.

Your Highness,

My first duty is the very pleasant one of saying, on be-
half of the members of this Congress, how much we value the
honour Your Highness has done us in consenting to be our
Patron and in coming here to preside at our opening meeting.
Many of our members have come from distant parts of India
and are paying their first visit to the State of Mysore ; the in-

terest of this visit is greatly enhanced by the pleasure of seeing
Your Highness in person.

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Before going further may I say how greatly I appre-

ciate the honour of my new position as President of this Con
gress, a most unexpected honour as it is now fifteen years since

1 was caught up by the great wheels of administration and had
during that time very little leisure or energy to devote to

scientific work. This is one reason among others why I cannot
follow in the footsteps of my distinguished predecessor and offer

you, as he did. an intellectual treat.

I had, at first, hoped it would be possible for me to attempt
some review of the history of science in India ; and though I

have been compelled to give up that idea as impracticable, T

should like to express my gratitude to Mr. K. V. Bangaswami
Aiyengar of Trivandrum for the notes which he kindly compiled
for me on the science handed down to us in Sanskrit literature.

I make one quotation from these notes now : its bearing on my
own remarks will be evident later. After pointing out that no

cientific treatises in Sanskrit have come down which deal with
the subject matter of any of the Physical Sciences in the direct

modern manner, he says :
" Even in such cases as those of

fndian Astronomy and Mathematics, we find the purely scienti-
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fie aim subordinated to the practical and the subjects treated
of as incidental to the consideration of practical arts like Men-
suration or Judicial Astrology." I am not quite clear as to

what Judicial Astrology is, but we shall doubtless agree that it

is not pure science.

I was particularly anxious that t he Congress should meet
in Bangalore in order to give its members the opportunity of

becoming acquainted with the Indian Institute of Science, that
they might see for themselves what has been so far the outcome
of Mr. J. N. Tata's unique beneficent intention and what
immense
follow his excellent example.

Unfortunately, the Institute itself is not a suitable place for
the holding of our meetings owing to the lack of sufficient
accommodation for visitors on the spot and the difficulties of

transit to and fro. It is, however, an ill wind that blows no one
any good, and as things are we have the pleasure of accepting
the hospitality of His Highness' Government and of seeing at

so well

termed go-ahead State for the teaching and practice of science.

mi ^
h^ 1S the fourth meeting of this Congress, and I think you

will all join me in congratulating those who have worked so
hard to bring such a Congress into being. Although Dr.
kimonsen of Madras and Mr. MacMahon of Lucknow are per-
haps responsible for its conception, the Congress has hitherto
tound a complaisant foster-father in the old established Asiatic
bociety of Bengal

, and it may become permanently established
as a peripatetic form of activity of that Society. That Society
began life under the auspices of Sir William Jones, and he wise-
ly urged at its inaugural meeting that there should be no rules,
and tor a long time there were no rules and the Society
Nourished without them. There is, however, little doubt that
ne made what were virtually rules, although not so-called, as

occasion required. A founder may do this but every Society that
persists beyond the time of its founder finds the need for some
rules however few and simple. This Congress has managed
tamy well up to now without anv, but one of the matters which
win be brought before you at the present meeting will be the
oesiraoility of some simple constitution. We are indeed to
have a discussion with regard to its future, and I venture in the
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Like the British Association we may, I think, safely say
that we contemplate no interference with the ground occupied
bv other institutions.

The objects of the British Association were at the outset
declared to be :

—

"To give a stronger impulse and a more systematic direc-
tion to scientific enquiry,

—

to promote the intercourse of those who cultivate science
in different parts of the British Empire, with one another
and with foreign philosophers.

—

to obtain a more general attention to the objects of science,
and a removal of any disadvantages of a public kind
which impede its progress."

These have remained its avowed objects for 85 years.

To speak of the last of these first, it has not the force now
which it had in the early part of last century. There may still

be comparatively few " whose favoured steps the lamp of

science through the jealous maze of nature guides/' but there
is no comparison between the amount of general attention the
objects of science now receive and the state of things in 1831.
So far as a general appreciation of science, its aims and methods
was concerned, those days were not so very very far removed
from the time when " chymistes were distillers of waters," or
people who " turned"—or were supposed to turn—" everything
into siluer," or perhaps in the East from the time when " the
most eager search was the transmutation of metals and the
elixir of immortal health." Indeed, within the year jufct closed

a gentleman came to the Institute of Science to show us how
to obtain gold from egg-shells, and not long ago I received a
postal order of no small amount with a request that the value
might be remitted in boxes of our best brain pill3

Science of some sort is now being very widely taught at all

stages of education, and so far from its progress being impeded
as used to be the case by disadvantages of a public kind, most
Governments are more or less alive to the importance of de-

voting public funds in furtherance of scientific work and
almost every Honours list now contains the names of men distin-

guished in science.

In this countrv the various Governments have made a

very fair beginning in the matter of funds

It is impossible and would be of little value for our pur

poses to estimate the amount devoted to scientific teaching

in schools and colleges by the various Education Departments.

1 have, however, endeavoured, with the kind assistance of the

Hon'ble Mr. Davidson and the Financial Department of the

Government of Madras, to form some idea of the amount being

spent upon original research and other higher scientific work

throughout the country.
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With the nature and essence of
Ci research" I propose to

offer a few observations later on, but it is not without interest

to note at this point the connections in which the word occurs

in the various budget estimates. The Government of India

support a Forest Research Institute and College at Dehra Dun,

and devote about 4 lakhs a year to it ; they contribute 5 lakhs

a year to the Indian Research Fund, about 5J lakhs to the

Agricultural Research Institute at Pusa, and a lakh to the Cen-

tral Research Institute at Kasauli.

Some of the local Governments have entertained, or pro-

pose to entertain, what they call in the budget, Forest Research

Officers. The Agricultural College in the Madras Presidency
has, for part of its title, that of Research Institute. The Gov-
ernment of Bengal give research scholarships. The Punjab
Government enter a small portion of their contribution to Gov-
ernment Colleges as research grant. In Burma a small sum is

devoted to what are called Leprosy researches.

The budgets, however, provide for many other forms of

vscientific activity in connection with which the word research
does not happen to have been used, such as :—further experi-

mental work in connection with agriculture, bacteriological
work as affecting man and animals, other investigations of a

medical nature, and work relating to fisheries and other in

dustries.

Further, various Governments support Museums in some of

which, at any rate, scientific work is carried on, and our Institute
here at Bangalore receives an annual grant of Rs. 87,500 from
the Government of India who have promised, should any pri-

vate individual be willing to subscribe, to provide a like

amount so long as their total grant does not exceed Rs. 1,50,000.
Lastly, there are the various Imperial Surveys; in some of

these the expenditure must, of course, be mainly debited to ad-

ministrative work, but in the majoritv of them the funds do
something towards the progress of science.

In all these ways and without taking the Surveys into

account the annual expenditure from public funds on scientific

work in British India is somewhere in the neighbourhood of

Rs. 70—80 lakhs, that is to say, £500,000 ; and to this must, of

course be added large capital sums invested in buildings. I

have the exact figures under each head but the difficulty comes
when one endeavours to pick out the expenditure resulting in

additions to scientific knowledge, and I have given the Govern-
ment the benefit of the doubt in the majority of the doubtful
cases.

J J

This expenditure is supplemented to some extent by the

more progressive of the Native States, including,' I need
hardly say, the State in which we have the pleasure to be at

present. r

Lastly, private sources have contributed but to a la-raenta-
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bly small extent. In this latter respect there have been a fev>

striking exceptions, and perhaps the foremost of these was the

projected gift of the late Mr. Tata to the carrying out of which

by his sons our Institute owes its existence.
4 ^^

So far as Government contributions are concerned, I must

leave it to others interested to make more exact calculations,

particularly with a view to deciding what share of this expendi-

ture is intended to make for progress in science and to insti-

tute comparisons with similar efforts in other countries I can-

not arrive at any total for expenditure in Great Britain on

corresponding objects, but I note that, at the opening of the

National Physical Laboratory in England in 1902, His Majesty

the King, then Prince of Wales, expressed the belief that it

was '"' almost the first instance of the State taking part in

scientific research." and that the capital grant towards that

laboratory was £13.000 (viz. under two lakhs), and that the

annual allowance towards its maintenance was £4,000 (0*6

lakh in our budget terminology), while the only other sum men-

tioned by the recently appointed Advisory Council as a State

contribution of any magnitude in the pre-war period of the pre-

sent century, is an annual subsidy of £20,000 (since increased

to £30.000)' to the Imperial College of Science and Technology

at South Kensington. I would ask you to compare these

figures so far as they go. on the one hand with those I have

just given for some individual institutions in India, and, on the

other, with the amount that must have been contributed from

private sources in England.
I do not ask you to make any odious comparison with

what has been spent by any State in Central Europe but would

remind you of a private benefaction in another continent ol

about 22 million dollars yielding an annual income of what

amounts to over Rs. 30 lakhs in our currency.

I do not intend to dwell further on finance, nor need I

linger over the other wax's in which science has obtained re-

cognition in recent years, but it is clear that much has been

done not only to remove disadvantages of a public kind but

actually to further the progress of science, since the Association

we have taken as a model was founded This Congress may
now do its share.

l
. ...

With regard to the first object of the British Association,

iz. to give a stronger impulse and a more systematic direc-

tion to scientific enquiry. I would ask this Congress to consider

how it can secure this stror

more systematic direction.
,

It seems doubtful whether much will be done in this respect

if the programme continues to be limited to an address from

the President, a few public lectures; and for the rest, meetings

in small sections for the reading of papers some of which, I

gather from past proceedings, have been mere preliminary

VI
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notes, while others, although valuable contributions to science,

;vre of immediate interest to very few.

„ r ii, invidious or otherwise,

in this respect with the British Association, but should like to

point out that from its foundation onwards some of the most
important work of that body is to be found in the " Reports on

the State of Science." The Board of Scientific Advice in India

has. it is true, for several years published an Annual Report.
and in some subjects this gives a very fair idea of the progress

during the year, but in others it is little more than an extract

from some administration report, and there seems to be no
attempt at co-ordination nor any endeavour to formulate deside-

rata.

In these days of increasing specialization great effort ought
to be made by those working at one subject to get some notion

of the progress in others. To make one or two suggestions,

there might be some greater effort at combined meetings to

deal with subjects in which all or most scientific men must take

some interest; there might be permanent committees dealing
with specific problems, and the President of each Section, if you
must have Sections, might endeavour to review recent work in

his subject. This latter is indeed frequently done, but as these

addresses are usually all delivered at the same hour they are

for the most part listened to onlv by those who best know be-

forehand what that work has been.
The other object which the British Association sets before

itself, viz. to promote the intercourse of those who cultivate
science in different parts of the British Empire with one another
and with foreign philosophers, has always seemed to me, even
taken alone, to justify the annual meeting ; but here again the

object would be more fully attained were something arranged
other than that the agriculturalists should shut themselves up
in one room, the chemists in another while the devotees of

Natural Science segregate themselves in various ways and pay
very scant attention even to one another. I can' quite sym-
pathise with the botanist failing to appreciate the beauty of a

paper "Ona Cubic Surface referred to a Pentad of Co-tangen-
tial Points," or the chemist being somewhat bored bv a dis-

quisition "On the Aberrant Form of the Sacrum connected
with IS. aegele's Obliquely Contracted Pelvis," but is an Associa-
tion or Congress with its rare opportunity of meeting a number
ottetlow-workers in science, albeit in other branches, a suit-

able occasion for such papers ?

Should not some attempt be made throughout the meeting
to deal with subjects intelligible to all students of science
alike? There must be something in the complaint recent!
made by Prof. Armstrong that a science nowadays ma
develop a special language threatening to estrange the usei

altogether from common knowledge and sympathy, and some
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of us fully appreciate the demand he quotes " that chemists

should talk common sense in the vulgar tongue.

Should not such meetings as this be almost entirely de-

voted to the bringing together all the time of all the scientists

present ?

To quote the hitherto unborn words of the memorandum

to be presented by my Council to the Industries Commission,

" the isolation hitherto experienced by many scientific workers

in India has been one of the chief reasons of the comparatively

disappointing results."

Now if you will bear with me a little longer. I propose to

revert to the question of research.

I have alreadv drawn your attention to the frequent use

of the term ( research " in the Government budgets of the day.

Look only a few years back and you will hardly find it in these

documents. I have not been at any pains to measure the

increase of frequency in the general use of the word but it is

certain that it is now being continually brought before a public

few of whom concerned themselves much with the matter in

the very recent past.

Research is now alluded to as a perfectly simple operation.

one even hears of men being " taught to research "
;
newspapers

speak of it in the lightest manner, whereas, in even my student

days, it was spoken of with almost bated breath as indicating

something to which only the best of us could look forward.

something which few of us were ever likely to carry on witJi any

hope of success. How well I remember my own first piece
»
01

original work and the months 1 spent in trying to ascertain tne

structure of an organ little more than just visible to the naKea

eve and the excitement of trying to unravel its extreme

complexity. Mv impression is that the term was at that time

used almost entirely in connection with the pure cience but

even in this respect it is now quite a common thing tor a

candidate for a higher degree in science to be expected to present

a thesis based upon some original research and there is a

Professor in this country who, so I have been told, expects^and

helps each of his students to « turn out a research to use a

now common expression, every month. This mav or ma ^not

be true. If true? it bespeaks considerable energy
; howJar it

makes for progress authorities in the subject alone can sa>-a

any rate it may serve as an example of how things h^e

Chan

!htn again instead of there being one or two jjoljed^

Of institutionsP«
t̂K^^SS3are now quite common, bome 01 me^e ^ »« .

to, including that which is perhaps the most ambitious of all

The Carnegie Institution of Washington fo^
< Vunegie "to encourage in the broadest and most liberal manne.
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investigation, research and discovery, and the application of

knowledge to the improvement of mankind/ 5

Perhaps the most striking and modern example of the use

of the term has been the name given to the recently appointed
Committee of the Privy Council—a Committee for Scientific

and Industrial Research. This has still more recently become a

separate Department of State and bids fair to influence pro-

foundly the position of research. I have based some of my
remarks upon the instructive report lately issued by the Advi-
sory Council of that Committee.

As this is a Science Congress there are probably few present

to whom this will not be the merest commonplace, but there

seem to be many people in this and in other countries who
have not yet fully realized that the word " research " is now in

use in ways that differ greatly from one another. Almost all

investigation is now spoken of as research. This is doubtless
verbally correct ; but the motive directing the investigation and
the spirit in which it is carried out vary and it seems desirable

to emphasize the variations.

The Oxford Dictionary defines a researcher as " one who
devotes himself to scientific or literary research (especially as

contrasted, with one whose time is chiefly occupied in teaching
or remunerative work)." The word " research " is now however
very widely used in connection with remunerative work, that is

to say, remunerative in a pecuniary sense.

The Advisory Council to which I have just referred quote
the managing director of a manufacturing firm who stated that
he had no interest in research which did not produce results

within a year; it is evident that he meant results favourably
affecting his own pocket.

Dr. Mees, the Director of the Research Laboratories of the
Eastman Kodak Company, no doubt takes a wider view. Hi^
interesting paper has been published in Nature, but I take the
following from the Advisory Council's report :

"In this paper Dr. Mees [joints out that three grades of

laboratory are needed by every manufacturer who wishes to

get the best results from the application of science to his busi-
ness. First he needs the ordinary routine or- works laboratory
for controlling the quality of raw materials, finished products
and processes. Next he should have what Dr. Mees calls an
industrial laboratory or, as it might perhaps be described, an
efficiency laboratory where improvements in products and in

processes tending to lessen cost of production and to introduce
new products on the market are worked out. Valuable as this

type of work is, it does not go to the root of things ;
the results

it can give are strictly limited.

Fundamental developments in the whole subject in which
a firm is interested require something very different from the
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usual works laboratory. In every case where the effect of

research . work has been very marked, that work has been

directed not towards the superficial processes of industry but

towards the fundamental and underlying theory of the subject.

The function of the third type of laboratory—the true research

laboratory—is to formulate this underlying theory.

This kind of research work involves. Dr. Mees tells us, a

laboratory very different from the usual works laboratory, and

also investigations of a different type from those employed in a

purely industrial laboratory. It means a large, elaborately

equipped, and heavily staffed laboratory engaged largely on

work which, for many years, will be unremunerative and which,

for a considerable time after its foundation, will obtain no

results at all which can be applied by the manufacturer. The

shortest period in which any considerable results can be ex-

pected is five years, while results so considerable as to affect

the whole industry cannot be looked for in less than ten years'

.consecutive work."
You will observe that even Dr. Mees' highest form of re-

search that carried on in the true research laboratory as lie

calls it, is to be conducted with a view to remunerative result -

although these may be deferred for five or even ten years

!

I would ask you to contrast this attitude with that indi-

cated by Sir Rav Lankester in a lecture delivered at the meet -

ing of the British Association in Sheffield Lankester pointed

out how different from " the eager practical spirit of the inven-

tor who gains large pecuniary rewards" was the devoted

searching spirit of science which heedless of pecuniary reward-

ever faces nature with a single purpose to ascertain the causes

of things." " Invention," he said, " follows the footsteps of

science at a distance. She is utterly devoid of that thriftless

yearning after knowledge, that passionate desire to know the

truth, which causes the unceasing advance of her guide and

benefactress."

It is probahlv impossible to find a classification of research

work devoid of considerable overlapping and in many cases

the motives are undoubtedly mixed, but it seems possible to

recognize three classes :—that carried on with the single pui

pose of ascertaining the truth in regard to the causes of things,

that which has for its immediate object a specific utilitarian

purpose but still without any expectation whatever of a pecu-

niarily remunerative result, and research with the avowed

object of making money out of it sooner or later.

The first and second classes would come under the head ot

scientific research in the sense in which the term is used by the

Privy Council, while the third class is industrial research; hut

What I want to emphasize is the fact that the first class alone

is research in pure science, while the second and third class

are both research in applied science, that is science put to
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practical use
;
practical as distinguished from abstract or theo-

retical.

Huxley said that what people call applied science is noth-

ing but the application of pure science to particular problems.

The Advisory Council say that this no doubt is so ; there are

not two different kinds of science, at the same time they realize

that they have to deal with the practical business world in

whose eyes a real distinction seems to exist between pure

science and applied science. There are, however, men in the

business world who see more clearly. An American manufac-
turer pointed out only the other day that " there are no sharp
lines to separate pure from applied, scientific from practical,

useful from useless. If one attempts to divide past research
in such a manner he finds that time entirely rubs out the Hues
of demarcation."

It is interesting to note in passing that the word applied

is being increasingly used in comiection with specific branches
of science. I have been unable to trace the history of such
usage. The term Applied Mathematics must have considerable
antiquity. There have, for many years, been chairs of Applied
Mechanics, Applied Physics, and Technical Chemistry, but I

have failed to find any early use of the term Applied Chemistry.
Some branches of science have an applied side with a special

title, such as Economic Botany, others are in their very nature
wholly applied, such as Agriculture and Medicine.

But whatever terms have been used, the application of

scientific knowledge for the good of mankind is as old as that

knowledge itself, and one may safely say that the majority of

those who have attempted this application have not been
swayed by any pecuniary motive. The scientific agriculturist
is not in most cases the person into whose pockets comes the

money secured by the use of better methods. Medical science
in all its branches is, as I have just said, applied science and
although the doctor may earn his living by means of fees,

medical research is not undertaken from pecuniary motives.
It has been for the most part the application to a particular
problem of the scientific knowledge of the day, and there has,

of course, been no such application with a more noble purpose.
Still it is not pure science and there have often been medical
men who have left further application to others while they
have reverted to purely scientific problems.

Sir Francis Bacon in the fable already quoted seems to

have had in mind pure science on the one hand and applied
science on the other

:

"Wee have Three that try New Experiments such as

themselves thinke good. These wee call Pioners or Miners.

Wee have Three _ ««™o™
f
***,«*«* —

Experiments of their Fellowes, and cast about how to dfl
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out of them Things of Use, and Practise for Man's life and

Knowledge.
These wee call Dowry-men or Benefactours."

* # *

Observe who are the Benefactours, and in the use of this

term we all doubtless most cordially agree ;
personally I would

not have it supposed for one moment that I am belittling re-

search even if undertaken from pecuniary motives, or would say

one word to detract from its importance. All I maintain is

that pure science must remain upon a pedestal and no utili-

tarain work can replace it.

Dr. Mees may talk of going to the root of things and of

the fundamental and underlying theory of a subject in connec-

tion with his industrial research, but all this is, for the most part,

mere superstructure based on pure scientific research.

What utilitarian research would have discovered the funda-

mental facts in regard to electricity or have led to the framing

of the atomic theory? Who can say how many profound

truths await discovery because some utilitarian who happened

upon a glimmering of them did not think it worth while to

pause and investigate the apparently irrelevant 1 In like case

your " Pioner or Miner " eager to ascertain the causes of all

things would have asked no better lot than to follow up the

faintly marked trail wheresoever it might lead, perchance in

the end to the elucidation of some great truth susceptible of an

application which might completely revolutionize the very sub-

ject upon which the utilitarian had been at work.

How much research has been undertaken by the student of

pure science which he would have frankly admitted to be

apparently useless ! How much patient work and loving care

have been bestowed upon investigations seemingly impossible

of application to any of the specific problems of the day

.

Upon research of this kind no utilitarian would have been at

all likely to embark, vet sooner or later such research has

either proved capable of direct application or, and this has

more often been the oase, has unexpectedly formed a corner-

stone, or occupied a more humble but still useful position, in

building up some far-reaching generalization capable ot being

seized upon at once by the worker at applied science, thus m
turn perhaps stimulating further scientific research.

It has been said that " even the brilliant experiments of

Daw did not suffice to give any very great impetus towards

further work at the subject until Ronalds constructed an elec-

tric telegraph, and in this and other ways pure electrical science

r»n»i,r»A .„L,k imntilaes bv the commercial applications ot
received enormus impulses by the commercial appiwi>»£
electricitv." Thus according to Sir Frederick liramwell the

applications of science and discoveries m pure science lave

acted and re-acted the one upon the other. No one can deny

the existence of such action and reaction, but nevertheless it
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remains true that each one of the modern practical applica-

tions of science, from wireless telegraphy to antitoxins, " had
its foundations in purely scientific work, and was not the
result of deliberate intention to make something of service to

humanity." You will, I think, find evidence of this in the work
from which I quote :—Professor Gregory's " Discovery ; or the
Spirit and Service of Science."

The immediate recognition of the value of applied work
implied in the term "Dowry-men or Benefactours " does not,
of course, trouble those with the ' ' thriftless yearning "

: they
have faith that sooner or later their work must fit in toward
some useful purpose. We have heard of mathematicians who
drink the toast " Here's to Pure Mathematics and may they
never be of any use to anybody", but even they know that
Mathematics rule and govern a great variety of subjects. Most
students of pure science believe, to use weightier words than
mine, that ; you cannot get the science you desire for utili-

tarian ends by going straight for it. You must treat science
with profound honour and respect and let her go on her own
way. Then she will give you rich fruit ; if you try to cripple
and force and direct her to your own immediate ends she dries
up and becomes a mere hag." Had there not been in the past
men imbued with this spirit, there would have been no scien-
tific knowledge to apply to any particular class of problem and
any widely successful effort to wean the earnest student of pure
science from his single purpose for anv utilitarian end and
above all by means of pecuniary reward must spell disaster for
the distant future, and may hamper progress long ere that

;

but 1 cannot believe that a time will ever now come when
there will not be many whose passionate desire to know the
truth will rule them to the end.

a
Th

i

1

f
bemg S°' Jt Dehoves ev'en us devotees of pure science

to do all we can to train and assist the race of " Dowrv-men
and Benefactours," and this is whv I so strongly advocate the
giving over of the Institute of Science to work of an applied
character. We shall rejoice over anv one in whom is born the
passionate desire; but we must face the fact that men are
wanted and that in very large numbers, who will help th

ZLU rt Tffi ? the WOrds of the Advisorv Council, to over-
come the difficulties that cross his path from dav to day. The
training of such men is indeed of the utmost importance if we
are to emerge from the cloud that at present hangs over so

EST*W? mdustries
- A time is coming, we all devoutly

n«El l

ma
T
COme soon

-
when things «»Y return to their

normal courses^ but tins cannot be untit manv vears after this

rml f i
men of science »" the world over can con-

e
ftP

, !

ip
T**** in the Wfty <* knowledge, and we know

treL! n ", K
Wl1 l

'emuin
' PiotW8 «***" Miners." Now our

greater need bv far s for tu a « tv. «_.«—*„« V
S
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there are ample balances upon which to draw, balances inherit-

ed from the " Pioners or Miners " who have gone before.

I have spoken of the cloud that hangs over industries, but
one cannot forget that even this is as nothing when the whole
sky is overcast when young, middle-aged and old alike, men of

science as well as others, are sacrificing everything, forsaking

what have hitherto been their ideals, giving their very lives,

for the sake of what they hold to be a righteous cause.

We, too, are doing the duty allotted to us and, precluded

from more active help, must take what comfort we can from
Milton's words :— ' They also serve who only stand and wait."

My chief duty, as your President, is now over.

I fear I may have very partially succeeded in putting

before you my own somewhat conflicting thoughts but it seems

to me that a new danger of misconception in regard to science

may loom large in the near future,—pure science may be al-

most submerged for a time by a wave of utilitarianism and it

will require concerted and sustained effort to make people see

things in their proper proportions. The motive of the utilita-

rian is so obviously unimpeachable ; the student of pure science

may be, in the words of the Preacher, casting his bread upon
the waters whence it may return only after many days. On
the one hand is the crying need for active help, on the other is

the conviction as to what is the ideal. I do no more than ask

you, as citizens of the Empire and as students of science, to

reflect upon these matters. Each must follow the dictates of

his own conscience—" to thine own self be true ; thou canst not

then be false to any man."

ABSTRACT OF PAPERS COMMUNICATED TO THE
CONGRESS.

Section of Agriculture.

President.—mi. J. MacKenna, MA., I.OJ3. 9
Agricultural Ad-

viser to the f the Push

Agricultural Research Institute.

The Agricultural Development of North-West India (Summary). 1

—By Albert Howard and Gabriellf L. C. Howard.

I. Introduction.

The development of the agriculture of North -West India is largely a

question of tl£ conquest of an alluvial desert by means of irrigation.

There are only two defects to consider as far as the soil itself is concerned-

want of organic matter and a tendency towards the accumulation of alka

salts These shortcomings, however, are small matters compared with

the want of moisture.

I This paper will be published in extenso in the Congress number of

the Agricultural Journal of India.
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That water is the limiting factor in the agricultural production of

North-West India is generally recognized. The continuous development
of the work of the Irrigation Department is the outward and visible sign

that the State is dealing with one of the greatest problems in Indian

agriculture in a practical manner. The supply of irrigation water is, how-
ever, only the first stage in irrigation. Equally important is the dis-

covery of the best use of this water and how we can extract from each unit

its utmost duty. The provision of water is the work of the engineer.

The discovery of the best method of using it is the work of the Agricul-

tural Department.
The present position of irrigation in North- West India is this. Gov-

ernment has provided a magnificent system of canals which protect the

country from famine and which increase its production. The people,

however, do not know how to use this water to advantage and are mak-
ing all kinds of mistakes in irrigation practice and are doing injury to the

country. They have yet to realize the evils which follow from over-

watering alluvial soils.

The waste of water is not the only defect in agricultural practice in

the North-West. The necessity of increasing the supply of organic
matter in desert soils is often lost sight of and insufficient use is made of

the nitrogen collecting leguminous crops. The object of thi3 paper is to

suggest a means by which the fertility of the soil in this region can be in-

creased and by which the present supplies of irrigation water can be

made to go much further.

II. The Place op Leguminous Chops in Desert Agriculture.

The obvious method of increasing and maintaining the amount of or-

ganic matter in the soil is by means of green-manuring. In desert agri-

culture this is, however, a counsel of perfection. The problem is to

discover a method by which the organic content of these soils can be in-

creased which will, at the same time, prove profitable to the cultivator.

It is suggested that the solution will bo found in the extended growth of

fodder crops like shaftal, lucerne, berseem, senji and guar.
No great extension of thesa fodder crops is likely unless they can be

dried and baled for use as fodder for transport purposes. Besides enrich-

ing the land, their extended cultivation will help in the feeding of the

work cattle and allow of an improvement of the fodder without the use

of grain. The albuminoid ratio of dried lucerne and dried shaftal is

very high, from 1 : 3 to 1 : 4. .Actual feeding trials in the Army at

Quetta prove that working animals like horses and mules thrive on com-
paratively small quantities of such fodder.

With proper precautions, drying and baling fodder like lucerne and
shaftal present no great difficulties even in the arid climate of Baluchis-
tan. First class produce has been prepared, the use of which is likely

to reduce the weight of fodder taken by an Army on active service by 25
to 30 per cent, an obvious military advantage. The trials of baled
shaftal in 1915 and 1910 in the Army at Quetta have proved so successful
that it has been decided to purchase 6,000 mds. in 1917 for full tests by
the various units of the Fourth Division. Arrangements have been ruad
to grow and bale this amount near Quetta.

III. The Saving of Irrigation Water.
In order to increase the organic matter in the soil by means of legu-

minous crops it is evident that a good deal of water will be required.
This can be obtained by the application of water-saving methods in

the growth of wheat, the most important cereal crop of North-West
India. *

Since the year 1912, a considerable amount of attention has been
paid at Quetta to the discovery, under Indian conditions, of the maxi-
mum duty of water when applied to wheat. The details of the work-

are to be found in Bulletins 4 and 7 of the Fruit Experiment Station,
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Quetta. The water now wasted by the zamindars on every 200 acres

of irrigated wheat is sufficient to produce grain and straw worth a lakh

of rupees. Demonstration work on cultivators' fields has been even more

successful than the results obtained at the Experiment Station, and this

vear the wheat area grown with one irrigation is considerable.

IV. Summary.

The object of this paper is to draw attention to the problems under-

lying the development of agriculture in North-West India. It is suggest-

ed that the question must be regarded simultaneously from two points of

view—the enrichment of the soil by the extended growth of nitrogen col-

lecting leguminous plants and the saving of irrigation water.

No great extension of the leguminous fodder crops of this tract is

possible unless they can be dried and baled and unless the product can

be sold to advantage. To introduce this fodder to the notice of all con-

cerned there must be a steady demand and for this purpose the Army is

the most obvious purchaser. On this account the trials of baled shaftal

by the Quetta garrison were initiated and developed. The tests already

made show that by the use of such fodders the weight of forage taken by

an Army on active service can be reduced by 25 to 30 per cent, an obvious

military advantage. The extended growth of these fodders will enrich the

land and will increase the production of crops like wheat. A great op-

portunity for developing the North-West now presents itself in which the

Army authorities and the Government can work together to the mutual

advantage, of both. In such a matter, the Army will not function as a

mere spending Department but as a powerful agent of development m
that region of India in which it is mainly concentrated.

Once the Army comes into the market for these dried fodders, their

extended use is certain. Anyone who has seen the poor feeding of

the thousands of cattle engaged in moving produce over the mam trunk

roads in the North-West, will at once realize how much these fodders

would improve the efficiency and reduce the numbers necessary for the

work In urban areas, both cattle and horses are underfed and over-

worked. The numerous dairies springing up in the large towns are pro-

ducing milk inferior both in quantity and quality to that which would be

possible if the albuminoid ratio of the fodder could be improved. *or

famine reserves, these baled fodders would be of the greatest use. Such

produce is easily stored for long periods, is readily transported and the

quantity is easily checked by merely counting the bales. It isJiighly

nutritious and therefore would be a useful remforcement to^mrtaraJ.

as bhusa and dried grass whose function would be the dilution of the legu-
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ind only the merest skin of the deep alluvial soils of the plains is made
use of by crops. This vicious circle, however, can be broken. Nature
in the form of the nitrogen-fixing leguminous fodder crops provides the
means. The resources of the State, properly directed, are amply
sufficient to utilize this means.

The Results of some Experiments on Ragi (Eleusine coracana).
By L. Coleman and K. B. Veneata Row.

This paper deals with the results of cultivation experiments extend-
ing over some eight or nine years and plant breeding experiments extend-
ing over four years.

Science of Forestry.—% C. E. C. Fischer. 1

1. Backwardness of forestry in Great Britain owing to her geogra-
phical position and climatic conditions.

2. Progress of forestry in Europe.
3. Advocacy of forestry in Great Britain.
4. Position of forestry in India.
5. Indirect benefits of forests.

6. Necessity for further research in India.
7. Natural phenomena on which the science of forestry is based.

1 A Study of the Arrowing (flowering) in the Sugarcane with
special reference to Selfing and Crossing Operations.—By
T. S. Venkataraman.

In the work of breeding new sugarcane varieties by raising seedlings,
a study of the conditions which lead to the flowering in the sugarcane is
naturally one of great importance. Geographical situation, amount of
rain received during the period of active growth in the cane, interference
with the vegetative growth as resulting from the roots getting pot-bound,
and the time of planting combined with the nature of the soil on which the
canes are planted, are all found to be factors of some importance in in-
ducing flowering in the cane. It has also been found that, whereas
certain classes of canes flower freely year after year, others do not flower
at all, or do so but scantily.

Sugarcane varieties show a marked sequence in the time of arrowing
and the thick canes, on the whole, arrow earlier than the thin ones. There
has been in the past, a persistent attempt at making the above two
classes of canes arrow simultaneously witii a view to crossing, as it is be-
lieved that in such a cross lie the greatest chances of success at the pro-
duction of a better class of cane for North India. A certain amount of
approximation between the two arrowings has been secured by a careful
manipulation of the dates of planting and soil conditions,
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equally important results, the presence of starch grains inside the cells
of the style branches appearing to be an indication of female fertility.

It is hoped that the above studies will introduce a certain amount of
certainty in future selling and crossing operations.

Bagging is found to have an inhibitory effect on the seed setting in
an arrow, chiefly in the case of the thick cane3, and a study of tempera-
ture conditions inside and outside the bags shows a higher temperature
under the former conditions, occasionally by as much as 10 degrees at
midday.

Because of the poor and comparatively slow results obtained in other
countries by actual emasculation and cross pollination, this method was
found to be unsuited for purposes of the station, which was sanctioned only
tor 5 years, and new methods had to be evolved.

J Study of the Sucrose Variations in successive Cane Joints as

they attain maturity, with special reference to the Death
of the Leaves.

—

By T. S. Vknkatraman and K. Krishna-
murthy Rao.

The main work at the Sugarcane Breeding Station, Coimbatore, is to
raise a large number of sugarcane seedlings year after year, grow them to

maturity and select the best of these, as regards their botanical, agricul-

tural and chemical characters, for propagation.
The sucrose value of any seedling is ordinarily ascertainable only

when the seedling is ripe and is harvested. As this takes sometimes as

long as 20 months from the date of germination, an attempt was made to

get some earlier indication of it. Besides this, it would save heavy
botanical and chemical work on undesirable seedlings to be able to detect
the good ones before maturity.

(1) An analysis of that part of an obviously immature cane which
bears only dead leaves (analysis up to dead leaf) showed that this part
of the cane is, in a certain sense, mature ; but the interference of various

other factors (such as shooting, lodging, weather conditions) prevented
this form of analysis from being fully useful.

By comparing the analyses, however, of the same, cane* up to the

highest dead leaf (Dead leaf analysis) and up to the point where the ryot

ordinarily cuts the cane for the mill (Ryots' sample analysis), it was found

that, whereas the two figures show verv great differences when the canes

are immature, they practically coincide at the time of maturity. Here
then we have a new method of ascertaining the maturity of a cane.

(2) By cutting the canes into successive pieces from the base upwards,

and analysing these separately, a better result was obtained.

(a) In a very immature cane the highest sucrose content wa

found in the lowest section.

(b) As the cane ripens this region of highest sucrose content

gradually moves upwards.

(c) If different canes of the same variety are sectionally analysed

on different dates, the highest sucrose contents obtained

on those dates are practically identical.

(d) A cane left growing in the ground after it has attained

maturity showed rapid deterioration in the basal joints.

The highest sucrose reading obtained by sectional analyses we have

called the ' Sucrose Index 7

of the cane, and it is claimed that this is fairly

constant, and will enable a comparison to be made between different

seedlings even when they are immature.

1 This paper will be published in extenso in the Congress number of

the Agricultural Journal of India.
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1 The Planting Industries of Southern India.—By R. D.
Ansteab.

The Planting Industries of Southern India comprise a number of
different products of which Coffee, Tea and Rubber are the main crops,
and the paper sketches the early history of these three industries.

The oldest planting industry in Southern India is .Coffee. The early
history of this product is shrouded in mvstery and veiled in legends.
Coffee is indigenous to Ethiopia and was probably introduced from there
into Abysynma about 875 A.D., and from there it reached Arabia. Syria,
.Persia, Turkey and other countries in Asia.

No food product has ever had to face as much opposition as Coffee
;

religious superstition, political opposition, medical prejudice, fiscal restric-
tions, taxes and duties, but surviving all these it has become a world
popular beverage and food.
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has '* that Coffee was introduced into South India by
tfaba Budm in 1600 on the hills above Chickmaglur in the Mysore State.
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in 1800 references are found to it in Indian literature. There are now
some 200,000 acres under cultivation on the hills from the northern limit
of Mysore, through Coorg, the Xilgiris, Shevaroy>. Pulnevs, to» Cochin
and Travancore. ' *

The next biggest planting industry is Tea. The Tea plant is indige-
nous to Assam and also in China, and its use and cultivation originated
in the latter country

, the history of its discovery being purely legendary.
The cultivation of Tea in India was first recommended in 1834 and the
China variety was tried and failed. In 1840 the Assam Tea Co. was started
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practicable in India. The following three points are especially dealt

with :

—

(a) Under Indian agricultural conditions will a scheme of rain in-

surance practically serve all the purposes of agricultural

insurance ?

(b) Can any periods be marked off in the Indian agricultural

year the quantity of rainfall in which by itself will practi-

cally determine the success or failure of agriculture for the

year ?

(c) What percentage of deficiency in the normal rainfall should

be regarded as a minimum limit for insurance purposes ?

As regards (a) and (b) the result arrived at is an affirmative answer.

As regards (c) it is found that the percentage is different under differ-

ent conditions but a percentage can be arrived at for every risk-fixing

period of the agricultural year in any of the homogeneous agricultural

areas.

The detailed investigations of the author on the subject of agricultural

insurance in Mysore and the concrete scheme which he has drawn up with

reference to that area are also referred to in the paper.

" Some Enzymes of Germinating Red Gram " l (Cajanus

Indicus).—By B. Visvanath.

The enzymic activities of an aqueous extract of germinated red gram
have been investigated and it has been shown that diastase, maltase,

sucrase, oxidase, lipase, urease are present together with a rennet-like

enzyme.
The main interest, however, attaches to the fact that, although these

seeds contain about 23 per cent of reserve proteins, there is no peptase

present either in the normal or freshly germinated seed. This enzyme
only appears at a much later stage of germination. There is, however,
an enzyme present which hydrolyses peptones.

The proteolytic enzymes act best under slightly alkaline conditions

while the rest of the enzymes act best when the conditions are slightly

acid.

Water Hyacinth (Eichomia crassipes) and its Value as a Ferti-

lizer. 1—% R. S. Finlow.

In recent years the growth of Water Hyacinth has assumed alarming

proportions in Bengal, Burma, Indo-China, Australia, Florida, etc. In

Burma it has caused such difficulties in the navigation of rivers that spe-

cial legislation has been resorted to with the object of eradicating it.

Different measures are being tried in different countries to remedy the

evil. The habit and growth of the plant has been described in this

paper. With a view to investigate its agricultural possibilities the author

in collaboration with Mr. McLean, Deputy Director of Agriculture,

Eastern Bengal, carried out a series of experiments at Dacca m the mon-

soon of 1916 with jute as a test crop. The results show that up to 9-4 lb.

potash (K20) per acre with lime, applied to acid laterite soils in Bengal,

produces a remarkable effect on the yield of jute. The same result was

produced by equivalent amounts of potash in rotted Hyacinth, Hyacmtl

ash, carbonate of potash and chloride of potash. In the green state the

plant is very bulky. The rotted material is also very bulky, being com*

parable with Farm-yard manure, except in regard to the potash con ten

—
... .

This paper will be published in extenso m the Congress number of

the Agricultural Journal of India.
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which is several times greater. Transport difficulties will , therefore, prevent
its use at any great distance from the place of production. The plant can
be dried and burnt but, of course, all the organic matter and the nitrogen
are lost in the burning. The ash containing 50% of chloride potash in
addition to phosphate and lime can be profitably used as a fertilizer.
Messrs. Shaw Wallace & Co., of Calcutta, have offered to buy any quan-
tity of Hyacinth ash at Rs. 4 per unit of potash (K20) landed in Cal-
cutta. This is equivalent to from Rs. 84 to Rs. 120 per ton of the ash.
Further the author mentions that there are already indications that the
cultivator has begun to appreciate the agricultural possibilities of Water
Hyacinth.

Conditions influencing the Distribution of Potato Blight in

India. 1—By J. F. Dastur.
The author describes the conditions under which the fungus Phytoph-

thora mfestans was found to occur, and also how it spread all over potato-
growing countries from America where it made its first appearance. This
tungus was introduced into India from Europe along with the importation
of large quantities of seed tubers from infected countries such as England.
±ne potato blight is not well known on the Indian plains, but it is to be
found with certainty in Northern India, and that, too, at high altitudes.
*rom the account of the experiments with potato cultivation at Jorhat,
habour, etc., it seems that at times this blight has also been found on the
plains, but the epidemic has always been sporadic and the origin of the
disease has been traced to the sowing of diseased seed tubers got from
infected sections of tubers after the end of summer
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The Improvement of Cotton Cultivation in the Central Pro-
vinces studied from an economic point of view.'—By D
Clouston.
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and five lakhs of rupees to the wealth of the Provinces this year which
will cover the cost of the Department of Agriculture in the Provinces 20

times over, and the cost of all the Agricultural Departments in India in-

cluding Burma about twice over.

Much time has been given to the improvement of Roseum and other

promising varieties by selection ; and it has been definitely proved that

Buri (0. hirsutum) is immune to cotton wilt—a fungoid disease which

does much damage to cotton in parts of the cotton tract.

Of the many crosses produced the Sindewahi cross obtained by cross-

ing Bani with a neglectum cotton is of considerable promise It gives

36 % of lint to seed while Bani gives 26 % only. Its lint is nearly as

good as that of Bani.
It has been proved that the ginning percentage of different strains

vary and that the percentage can therefore be increased by careful selec-

tion from pure line sowings. The offspring of a mother plant giving a

high percentage of lint has been found when taken collectively to inherit

this same character, though the percentage given by different plants of the

same strain varies. The variation in the percentage of lint to seed in the

case of a cotton depends on the quality of the soil, on the rainfall and on

the time of picking. The first and last pickings give the lowest percent

age. Light soil and an insufficient rainfall both affect the ginning per-

centage adversely.
Cotton in the Central Provinces is grown in an area of about 4J mil-

lion acres. The soil of this area is almost all black cotton,' a stiff clayey

loam which suffers from water-logging during periods of heavy rain.

Irrigation of cotton is never practised, and the crop is only grown in Dis-

tricts where the rainfall does not exceed 45". Experiments carried out on

the thin laterite soils of the rice tract have shown that on such soils

cotton can with irrigation be grown very successfully with a rainfall of

even 60". It would appear, therefore, that on well-drained soils the rain-

fall is not necessarily the limiting factor in cotton cultivation.

The Phosphate Depletion of the Soils of Bihar : its effect on

the Quality and Yield of Crops of the contingent risks of

Malnutrition and Endemic Disease in Cattle and Man. i

W

Mathematics

President—The Rev. D. Mackichan, D.D.. LL.D.. Principal

arid Profess&r of Physics, Wilson College, Bombay.

I 'residential Address.

In opening the sessions of the Physical and Mathematical Section of

this Congress I have elected to address you on the history of the develop-

ment of the scientific spirit in India rather than to follow the usual course

of passing in review before you some of the more recent developments in

the department of phvsical research. With these you are, most ot you,

already familiar or have the means of making yourselves acquainted, i

possess no special title to instruct you concerning them ;
I am more con-

cerned to keep before you the possibilities that exist in India for the

growth of an Indian School of Research as judged by the past history of

Indian thought in the department of the studies represented in this bee

tion of the Congress and the present attitude of the mind of India to-

wards them.

' This paper will be published in externa in the Congress number of

the Agricultural Journal of India.
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The advancement of Science in any country depends not simply on
the gifts of individual genius but on the surrounding environment, and
both these factors are in their turn largely affected by a nation's tradi-
tions and history. This environment has received the form which it pre-
sents to-day to a large extent through the influence of Western education
which has re-awakened the scientiHc activities of India, which had long
lain dormant, into something of their ancient liveliness and vigour. This
Congress is itself a witness to this re-awakening and the Institute of
Science which has drawn us to this centre is a concrete exhibition of the
resolve of India to enter upon its rightful inheritance. The number of
Indian workers in the field of Science who are participating in this Con-
gress proclaims the fact of a Science Renaissance in India.

mtu y
r

°Wn memorv g°es bftck to the time of its first real beginnings.
When I first came to India, the higher education of this country was
largely confined to literary channels, and Science, apart from its relation
to certain professional courses of study , had a very insignificant place in
tne system of higher general education. Pure Science as recognized in our
Indian Universities was, to a large extent, a merely theoretical study,
acquainting men, no doubt, with the results achieved by experimental
research m other ands, but having no definite purpose of training the
youth ot India in the processes by which these results were reached or of
inviting them to enter by similar methods into the same quest. But the
generation that has just ended has witnessed enormous changes. Just as
in England the period preceding that generation had seen a general revi-

IhL . Tlern scienfcific sP irit and a large infusion of it into the higher
education of the country, India receiving something of the same afflatus
oegan later to enter on the same path. Some of the best minds in our
Cniversities began to be attracted into special lines of sci-nce study
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u
at Indlan names which have won distinction in these

new neJds are those of men whose student career began when this new
movement established itself. The eminence which they have attained
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experimental work. To-day throughout the Bombay Presidency so great
is the emohasis that is being laid on this side of education, so revolution-
ary has been the change that many institutions are still only struggling
towards a compliance with the new demand.

In order to grasp the full significance of these movements let us
glance ,back at the past of India and note the lines along which the mind
of India found its development. Let us bring a truly scientific spirit to

this inquiry, a spirit which demands the acceptance of well-established

facts and not a blind enthusiasm for antiquity. We are not unaware of

the existence of persons who sincerely believe and solemnly affirm that

there is no modern scientific truth that was not familiar to the writers of

the most ancient Hindu Scriptures, who find in the Vedas the steam-

engine, the locomotive, knowledge of electricity and even the aeroplane.

We may well marvel at the lack of imagination and the ignorance of the

most elementary canons of literary criticism that renders such credulity

possible. There are those again, persons of an entirely different grade of

intelligence who claim for the ancient scientific writers of their country

the credit of having anticipated by several centuries the greatest dis-

coveries of more modern times. There is really no need for such an
excess of national piety towards a people whose intellectual history is

-urelv rich enough to enable it to dispense with any false accretions.

In studying the progress of scientific knowledge in this ancient land

one is struck by the fact that the only sciences within the proper domain
of Physics that bulk largely in this ancient history are those of Astronomy
and Mathematics, its indispensable handmaid. In this respect India's

case is not essentially different from that of all the old nations at a cor-

responding period in their development.
In India the impulse to the cultivation of the Science of Astronomy

came from three sources:

—

(1) the impression which is made upon the

human imagination by the splendid majesty of the heavens and the desire

that is thus awakened to understand something of the laws which govern

their silent movements, (2) the necessity of a calender of times and sea

ons to regulate the performance of religious observances, (3) the func-

ion which astronomy performs as a basis for systematic astrology. The
extent to which these scientific inquiries were fostered by religion has

probably been greater in India than in any other country. In India, the

influence of religion has made itself felt in every department of man's life

and even the scientific writer of ancient India regarded their theories

and their rules as divinely revealed. In the opening verses of the Surya

Siddhanta the Sun propitiated as a deity is represented as saying : "I
am eratifiied bV thine austerities. I will give thee the science on which

time is founded^ the grand svstem of the planets." Mathematical trea-

tises like the Siddhanta Shiromani. the Lilavati of Bhaskardcharya begin,

as indeed do all Sanskrit writings, with an invocation to the gods. One

cannot but respect the religious feeling which prompts such invocations ;

but at the same time one cannot forget that the idea that Scripture con-

tains a revelation of scientific truth has proved both m the East and in

the West a hindrance to the progress of science.

I. The earliest period of Indian thought, of which we have written

records, is represented by the Veda Sanhitas and the Brahmanas attached

to them, a period that we may safely regard as free from Greek and other

foreign influence. A great portion of this literature is concerned with the

mvtholo^ical interpretation of nature and its phenomena, a feature winch

is not entirelv absent even from some of the systematic treatises on astro-

nomv of a later age. But there is also a non-mythological element m
this old-world view of things. It calls attention to the presence of law

and resularitv in recurring phenomena of nature the path of the dawn,

the motions of the sun and the moon. We find the beginning of reflec-

tion on tl ae phenomena in the naive wonder so often expressed that

the sun though un ipported does not fall down from the heavens Only

two heavenlv bodies are mentioned, but it is scarcely probable that the
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brighter planets, Venus and Jupiter, could have escaped notice. But
that the knowledge of this early period extended to the five planets, there
is no evidence. To this age, the year was one of 360 davs, i.e. 12 months
each containing 30 days. Such a reckoning of time, if uncorrected, would
inevitably have wrought confusion among the seasons. That this was
corrected by some kind of intercalation seems to be suggested by a pas-
sage in the Rig-Veda which runs thus :

• Varuna knows the month that
is born in addition to the twelve." The movement of the sun toward^
the North is said to last 180 days, and the movement to the South an
equal number of days. To bring this into harmony with actual expe-
rience, the Saraa Veda states that from time to time the Ayana or move-
ment to the North lasts 189 days. This is not science ; it is a crude
conjecture intended to adjust the solar and lunar reckonings to each

4

To this age belongs also the conception of a zodiac consisting of 27,
sometimes 28, constellations known as nakshatras. A feature of special
interest in this connection is the point from which these nakshatras are
reckoned This enables a conclusion to be drawn as to the period to which

S6
i ~u

helo»8a - The most reliable conclusion is that which fixes it in
the 12th century B.C.

II. It was only at a much later stage that anything like an astro-
nomical system was formulated, viz. in the Sutra period of F3rahmanie
literature, the age of the Maha'bharat, the Puranas and the Buddhistic
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the above limits, and contains the system which has been followed e\ it

since down to the present day.

The system preserves some characteristic Indian features. The
period of the revolutions of the heavenly bodies is not defined by num-
bers of days but is fixed with reference to the Mah&yuga or cycle of

4,320,000 years. The number of revolutions completed in this period

fixes the duration of each revolution. The sun, the moon, Mars, Jupiter

and Saturn are dealt with in this fashion. For Mercury and Venus the

procedure and its explanation are different. Their mean positions (thi

in agreement with the system of the Greeks) are given as the mean posi-

tions of the sun ; their actual positions, now to the East and now to the

West of the sun are explained as due to the action of unseen beings

designated ** forms of time " which pass through the zodiac and continually

draw the planets to them by cords of air. These disturbing beings mak
the same number of circuits in a yuga as Mercury and Venus.

In this system the use of the mahdyuga and the still greater kalpa .

which are out of all proportion to the periods required in astronomical

observation, shows the strong influence of religion on the scientific method-

of India. So dominant was this influence that one of the Siddhantas was
excluded from the Smriti simply because it made no use of these period

which enjoyed a religious sanction. This method of periods was essen-

tially unscientific. Instead of measuring the periods as multiples of th<

year, the year became a submultiple of a particular period and the accu-

racy of the determination of these smaller periods was sacrificed in the

interests of the mahdyuga into which a definite number of them must be

fitted.

The mythological device employed to explain the libration of the

nodes of the moon and the apparent inequality in the motions of certain

planets is another illustration of the same characteristic.

The question as to the dependence of this system on the teaching.-

of the Greek astronomers is one of long standing. It is natural that

India' should desire to establish its independence of foreign influence in

the development of its astronomical system. The weight of evidence seem

to be, however, in favour of the conclusion that the essential features

of the new svstem owe their origin to that contact with Greece which

established itself in commerce in the early centuries of our era. The new

and scientifically constructed system which is found m the Surya bid-

dhanta and which has remained practically unmodified ever since, is so

identical with that of Ptolemy's Syntaxis that it is difficult to imagine

that the two systems had an independent origin. Setting aside peculiari-

ties in the mode of explaining certain phenomena, features that are

characteristically Indian, there remains an identity of astronomical

method so complete that anyone following the rules of the Indian bicl-

dhanta is bound to arrive at practically the same results as he would

have reached by employing the formulae of the Ptolemaic astronomy

It is no argument against; the identity of the origin of the two systems t,

point to differences in some of the determinations given in each. This

discrepancy in some minor details is easily intelligible and cannot set

aside a conclusion based on complete and minute agreement m regard to

fundamental conceptions. It is true that Aryabhatta whose date-cannot

be fixed earlier than the third century nor later than the fifth, asserts the

doctrine of the rotation of the earth on its own axis as a sufficient expla-

nation of the apparent movements of the heavenly bodies- One can

imagine such a single conception arising independently in different minds

and it is found also among the predecessors of Ptolemy among the

Greeks ; but in Greece as in India this fruitful conception fell on unre-

ceptive soil. It was first controverted and then ignored. Only attei

the lapse of centuries did it succeed in gaining in the ^ of "onnon-

opposition, the place which it now permanently holds. It i not, how-

ever, possible toaccept such mutual independence in the ca*o of Mom*
plete elaborate systems both resting on the peculiar theory of opicyclic
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movement
names. The

, both containing similar technical terms and astronomical
he Greek "kentron" is undoubtedly the origin of the Indian

kendra and the greek zodiacal names were known to the Indian writers,
also the Greek names of the planets.

As to the question of priority as between the two systems, there is

every reason to consider that the Greek system was prior to the Indian
in time. This however is a less convinciing argument because of the
uncertainty which always attaches to such early chronology than the fact
that the Greek system was the result of a development which can be
traced in successive stages of thought during preceding eras, whereas
the Indian system stand out in complete isolation from all that preceded
it. There is an absolute gulf between the Siddhanta system in its earli-
est form and the Puranic doctrine already alluded to, which cannot be
bridged. A new influence must be assumed to account for a change so
abrupt, for which there was no preparation in the eras which went before.

To my mind this is a consideration which ought to outweigh every
other form of argument in leading us to conclude that the Indian system
was an offshoot from that of the Greeks.

The system thus formulated has undergone practically no develop-
ment since the time of its adoption.

But if India has to renounce her claim to be the discoverer of this
system

,
she deserves a renown of really higher value because of the bril-

liant names which adorn this period. The names of Aryabhatta. Varaha.
Mihira, Brahmagupta and Bhaskaracharya, to mention only the best
known, add a great lustre to this age of Indian research. Greece had
developed a mathematical system of wonderful perfection in the domain
of geometry. On this was built up her astronomical theory. In India
mathematics played a different part. It did not serve as the foundation
of the theory but as the instrument of calculation in the practical appli-
cation of the system, in the solution of problems which were likelv to
arise Hence its methods are analytical, embracing a scheme of algebra
and trigonometry which marks a great advance in mathematical attain-
ment. Here India can make good her claim to originality. In respect of
both arithmetic and algebra India has been the world's teacher. Algebra,
although it bears an Arab name, was borrowed from the Indians by the
Arabians and our numeral system is not Arabic but Indian.

The representation of the value of numbers according to their posi-
tion in a decimal scale the solution of quadratic and bi-quadratic equa-

ls and more part.cularly the solution of indeterminate equations of
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purely Indian lines ? I believe that the answer to these two questions is

to be found in the speculative character of the Greek mind'on the one hand

and the eminently practical character of "the Indian mind on the other.

To the Greek, mathematics was a field of mental exercise cultivated

mainly in order to satisfy the craving for the ideal that was a character-

istic feature of the Greek mind. Geometry was not pursued in the first

instance for any definite practical purpose, chiefly as a study of ideal

relations, a department of ideal truth. On the other hand the Indian

cultivation of algebra was stimulated by the necessities of his practical

life. Astronomy was essential for the exact performance of his religious

duties and for astronomical calculations algebra and trigonometry were

the necessary instruments. These instruments he furnished and kept in

readiness for the operations that were necessary, and this to a degree of

perfection elsewhere unknown at that ancient time ; but beyond this the

science had little further interest for him and its development stopped

short when the necessary purpose had been accomplished. What led the

Indian mathematician to busy himself with the solution of the indetermi-

nate equation ? The answer is that there was an astronomical, and

ultimately astrological, necessity for it in connection with certain inverse

problems that arose out of the calendar.

Now many have been in the habit of regarding the Indian as so in-

tenselv speculative as to be in danger of missing the practical in life and

action. It would rather seem to be true that the bent of the Indian

mind is towards the practical and not towards the merely speculative. I

have sometimes wondered whether we may not discern even in the strict-

ly philosophic efforts of the thought of India something of the same prac-

tical purpose which runs through its mathematical achievements. Indian

philosophy was no mere speculative exercise, it was not pursued simply

to satisfy an intellectual craving ; it was something pursued with a view

to the practical ends of the religious life. No doubt it demanded an intel-

lectual effort of a high order and employed in its service intellects as great

as any which have grappled with the sreat problems of existence
;
but

emancipation from a condition from which the soul strove to free itself

was the goal of all this high speculative endeavour. Perhaps we may
discern in this also the reason why India's speculative efforts in philo-

sophy, like her achievements in mathematics, came to a standstill and suc-

ceeding generations were content simply to attach themselves to one or

other of the leading schools, once they were satisfied that they had found

in it the practical satisfaction that their religious instincts seemed to

demand. I merely suggest this as a possible explanation of facts pecu-

liar to the history of the development of Indian thought and m opposition

to the generally accepted view that the Indian mind is so wedded to the

speculative that it is less fitted to devote itself to the tasks of severe

From the rapid survev I have attempted it appears then that India

like the rest of the world was in the ancient time still far from the paths

of the modern scientific method. Even its later efforts were confined to

the reduction into an ordered system of the manifold phenomena which

pressed themselves on their attention; the external tramework, not the

inner connections of the phenomena, was that which occupied their

thinking. The dynamical foundations of their favourite science remained

beyond their ken and were not reached by them or ^ oto peopte

until the modern age represented by a Kepler and a Newton. I have

seen it stated that Bhaskaracharya had foreghmpses of the law of univer-

sal gravitation ; but this statement rests on a m^PP?*en^
significance of that law. Let me simply quote the statements on which

this claim on his behalf has been made.

Thev are mainlv these : -The earth stands firm by it own power

m-fv/ *

m
• LlrT \* heat is in the sun, coldness in the moon,

without support m space, as neat is "* UUD
;,

"'

so immobility is in the earth by nature.

-The eSth possessing an attractive force draws towards itself any
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heavy substance situated in the surrounding atmosphere, and that sub-
stance appears as if it fell. But whither can the earth fall in ethereal
space which is equal and alike on every side ?

"

It may be admitted that the idea of attraction is a step in advance of
those who see bodies fall without attempting to inquire why they fall,

but we are still far from anything like an anticipation of the great generali-
zation of Newton, a generalization which was based on a theory of at-

traction which had been verified by elaborate calculation and which
gave the key to the explanation of all the heavenly movements. Let
every credit be given to Aryabhatta and to Bhaskaracharya, great
mathematicians both ; but let us not transplant them into a world of
ideas that had not yet dawned on the thought of the men of any land.
I have been endeavouring to show that Indian science in all its ancient
stages was dominated by a specific practical religious purpose and was
hampered in its freedom by certain traditional conceptions which had
acquired a religious sanction. The stage of the free independent study
of nature had not yet been reached. Nor was there a scientific effort
after ideal exactness. One of India's great astronomers, Bhaskaracharya,
defends his predecessor Brahmagupta from the charge of having refused
to admit a periodic motion of the equinoxes. He says that the incon-
siderable quantity of the procession which was not marked in his time was
the reason why he omitted it from his system : but that, now that it had
become sensible in amount, it is taken into account. This plea for in-

accuracy is most remarkable. It confirms the view I have stated, that to
the mind of India what was sufficient for practical purposes was sufficient
also for scientific statement. This is one of the inherited tendencies
which we sometimes meet with in the students of to-day. Ideal exacti-
tude has not the place it ought to have in our investigations. We are too
much disposed to be satisfied with what will sufficiently serve a particu-
lar purpose.

M 7^** we should aim at in view of the widening field of Indian scien-
tific inquiry is that sense of absolute freedom which is the vital air of the
physical investigator and that exactness of observation and inference
which is its necessary complement. It is a hopeful sign of progress that
our Indian students of science are beginning to enter into and enjoy this
atmosphere and that new ideas of accuracy are being eagerlv assimilated.
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On the Theory of the Periodic and Cyclical Vibrations of

Bowed Strings.

—

By C. V. Raman.

The author has found that, in a considerable variety of cases, the

motion of a bowed string instead of being periodic, becomes cyclical in

character. Some photographic records illustrating this fact will be shown
as Iantern-slides, and the theory of these cases will be discussed in the
light of the corresponding theory for the periodic forms of vibration.

On Discontinuous Wave-Motion.

—

By C. V. Raman and
Ashutosh Dey.

Continuing the investigations described in the Phil. Mag. for Jan. '10

jointly by C. V. Raman and S. Appaswami Aiyar, it has been found
possible by the authors to obtain, experimentally, wave forms containing

two equal or unequal discontinuities, of the same sign or opposite signs,

in each period. The resulting vibration forms are found to be of consider-

able interest in acoustics.

The Cause of the Abnormal Displacements in the Sun's

Spectrum.

—

By T. Royds.

Difference of vapour density in the sun and arc has been suggested

to account for the abnormal displacement of certain lines in t ie sun'

spectrum, and though no objections have been raised against this hypo-

thesis, attempts at direct experimental proof have failed.

Types of Electric Discharge.—By D. N. Mallik and A. B.

Das.

In this paper, the authors use vacuum tubes of ordinary pattern

(electrodes consisting of thin rods of aluminum) and show, that the dis-

charge passes through the various stages previously obtained with a De
La Rive tube, * showery,' ' band,' and ' glow,' so far confirming the

theory worked out in their former papers on the subject. In accordance

with that theory it is during the second stage that the discharge should

behave like a flexible wire carrying current. This is verified by experi-

ment. When the discharge is striatory, the effect of the magnetic field

due to a rectangular coil of wire with two of its sides parallel to the

electrodes and carrying current has been studied. This is likely to lead

to a theory of striatory discharge, on which the authors are now engaged.

The effect of the length of a discharge tube on the change in the types

of discharge is most marked. But anything like a complete explanation

of it is impracticable at present.

The Cathode fall from different metallic Cathodes.—By H. E.

Watson
which was given at the last

This work, a preliminary account of which was given at the last

Science Congress, has been continued. A large number of detailed ob-

servations have been made with regard to the conditions under which the

cathode fall is the same as the total potential across the tube

The cathode fall has been measured in different ga^ t^ atout
;
d

metals, and it has been found that for most of these it is almost constant

within the limit of experimental error. A few metals, however, are ab-

l-ts-tMM_.. 1 J a1_ Mn «nf,.lrr rlljr'lTSQpH
wiuiiiii uie limii/ oi ex.periLu^"*'*** «.»««-•

normal, and these are separately discussed.
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Interference Fringes formed by a grating.

—

By C. K.
Venkata Row.

A system of interference bands was observed extending throughout the

spectrum when using a celluloid copy of a Rowland grating mounted on
glass as a reflexion grating, the light being incident on the grating face

first. The theory of these bands is worked out and experiments given in

confirmation thereof.

On the Interference Pattern of thin films at nearly critical inci-

dence.

—

By E. P. Metcalfe and B. Vexkatesachar.

A somewhat convergent beam of monochromatic light is made to fall

on to a plane parallel air film enclosed between two glass plates immersed
in water at and near to the critical angle of incidence. The interference
pattern so formed is viewed in a telescope focussed for parallel light and
is found to consist of nearly straight parallel fringes of varying thinness
This is shown to be due to the rapid variation in the reflecting power of

the air-glass surface in the neighbourhood of the critical incidence. The
fringes have been photographed with light polarised in the two principal
directions. The theoretical intensity curves have been drawn and have
been found to agree with the photographs. A new set of interference
fringes is observed when the reflecting system La placed between crossed
Nicol prisms. These fringes have also been photographed and are

accounted for theoretically.

A Note on the Efficiency of the Aeroplane Propellers : Meaning,
Measures and Tests, with an Outline of a new Method of

Procedure.—By S. S. Nehru.

The following is a section-wise abstract of the above paper which i

a corollary to a technical paper , that has been submitted for publication
in Europe.

Section 1. Introductory and explanatory. The disturbed motion in

the medium set up by the propeller is only a specific case of the turbu-
lent motion of fluids, which is the province of the physicist, and not of

the technician. In considering and measuring turbulence, the root-
problem of aerodynamics, an abrupt departure is made from the classi-

cal methods of the air-laboratorv, and the study of the efficiency of the
propeller is placed on a scientific basis.

Section 2. The propeller, function, redefinition, best types. The
propeller is re-defined as a transformer, converting rotative into propul-
siTO horse-power. Leading types are considered from the standpoint of

efficiency :— (a) the Ratmanoff, subject of tests in England, (b) the
UiauviSre, the commonest in use, (c) the Bigourdan, a " circular wing/
the efficiency of which in the laboratory is four times that of (d) the
Uuthemburg, the best German Type.

Section 3. Considerations of efficiency, anomalies. A series of

anomalies are presented. Thus, the above types are fundamentally un-
like, and they are all supposed to possess the same high order of effi-

ciency
;

classical methods, as shown by the technical reports of the
British Advisor Committee for Aeronautics, suppress turbulence, which
is precisely the mam characteristic of fluid motion ; anomalies in the

nrnn 1Jr°^
m^ rePorts are explained

; so also the anomaly of a

P^MW% ' converting 50 HP into onlv HP 20 : etc.

of JnSw £^ tlc
l
sm of ******* conception of efficiency, and methodSt £ w ?°wn ^w the current conception of efficiency *
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\
and other anomalies

I
and the imperfections of

the classical method whuh measure the mere mechanical pull, in con-
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fined space, of the artificially and arbitrarily mounted propeller, by the

pull-balance, are fully set forth.

Section 5. A complete conception of efficiency should allow full

weight to all the multiple factors of natural aspiration.

Section 6. Factors affecting efficiency are fixed under the categories

of—space-elements, force-elements, time-elements, from the point of

view of the space distribution of thrusts, at any time, in the medium
agitated by the propeller.

Section 7. Effect of the preceding factors on efficiency are fully

analysed. Leading up to—
Section^. The fundamental test of efficiency, which covers two

points:

—

(1) Is the thrust-system, in the natural space, maximum ? (2)

Does it grow in the minimum time ?

Section 9. The measure of efficiency. The space-map i3 defined.

The construction of the space-map is explained. The measure is dis-

cussed ; and the apparatus, which was actually used with good results,

communicated. The gauge, which is the novel feature of the apparatus,

and which permits of the actual measurement of the turbulent motion,

is described. The working of the gauge is shown step-wise.

Lastly the action of the guage is placed on a theoretically rigorous

footing, by basing it on the mathematical theory of an oscillating fluid

column and the attractive or repulsive force between spheres immersed

in it and placed close together, such oscillatory fluid-motion being the

type of turbulent-flow in the medium in which the propeller is at work.

To conclude, the method records flow-effects just as they occur,

just where they occur.

The Duration of School Life, a New Measure of Instruction

and a Test of Educational Administration.—By R. Little -

hailes.

The method of calculating the duration of school life adopted by the

Government of India is criticised and shown to be imperfect. Three

other methods of calculating it are proposed and discussed. From the

value of the duration of school life thus calculated and from the number

of pupils under instruction at any time, a new measure of instruction is

proposed. From a comparison of the rate of variation of this new mea-

sure of instruction with the rate of variation in the number of pupils

under instruction, it is proposed to test the efficiency of the Educational

Rules or administration in force at the time ,of the comparison. The

variation in the cost of a unit of instruction is also referred to. Statistics

from the year 1895 up to date, i.e. for twenty years, are analysed.

On certain Integral Functions defined by a Taylor's Series

with extensions to the case of the n— pb Power Series.—

By K. B. Madhava.

Section of Chemistry.

President—Dn. J. L. Simonsen. F.LC., Professor of Chemistry.

Oentlemen,

Presidency College, Madras,

rresidential Address.

I wish in the first place to say how ^.^^Jfig™^^
•onour of being asked to

Reside^^^^^ •US^t^S
^ZS£$££** iddr^ra i £ on* aft*r much consideration
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that I have decided to break away from this precedent. I do so for the

following reasons. Science—the Cinderella of Education—appears at

last to be coming into her own, and it behoves us as chemists in India to

show that we are prepared worthily to uphold the dignity of our Science.

I do not think that we can say that all is well with chemistry in

India, rather would I say that very much is bad. It is only a short

seven years since I came to India and I feel some diffldenoe in criticising

the present conditions in the presence of such veterans as my friend Dr.

Ray, but perhaps being fresher to the country I may more clearly see

the needs and failings if I may net quite so well appreciate the difficul-

ties.

When I first came out. the University of Madras was still slumbering
under the old regime, although new courses of study had been arranged
and were shortly to be introduced. For the old degree all that was
required of a chemistry student was that he should be able to analyse a

mixture, the use of the balance was apparently considered to be too

difficult and yet his theoretical knowledge, according to the syllabus,
would not have disgraced an Honours student. Even for the higher
degree, the M.A. in chemistry, practical, physical, or organic chemistry
were unheard of. Although unfortunately we still suffer from the after

effects all this is altered now and in our Honours courses, I may say, I

think without undue exaggeration, that the training given to the student
in chemistry does not fall below the standard of that given in the major-
ity of Western Universities. The Pass degree, too, if it is improved in

the manner now proposed, will be quite satisfactory. We see then that
there has been progress, and rapid progress too ; but yet I say that chem-
istry, not only in this Presidency but in India in general, is not in a satis-

factory state. When we consider the number of first and second grade
colleges, the number of men engaged in teaching the subject, we cannot
but be amazed at the very small amount of original work which is being
done. Let it be understood that I am referring solely to educational in-

stitutions and not to special research laboratories such as we have at
Pusa, Coimbatore and Bangalore.

As Secretary of this Congress since its commencement I have had a
unique opportunity of judging of the number of those who are doing
research m chemistry in India, and I am astonished at their fewness.
Only in Bengal does there appear to be more than one college in the
University in which research is done. It might perhaps be desirable for
us to examine into the cause of this and see how it can be altered,
because I feel that until there is a healthy research atmosphere in all the
Universities and University colleges, we shall see no real advance in the
position of chemistry in India.

I would submit, for your consideration, what I consider to be the four
main causes of this paucity of research: (i) that in many colleges the
staff are insufficiently trained. I do not intend to throw any aspersions
on a hardworking worthy body of men ; it was not their fault that
when at college they received a training which did not fit them for
higher teaching or research, and for the reasons which I shall mention in

k«™TT -7.1 ^ had n° subs<*Hient opportunity to improve their
knowledge

;
(n) that the majority of colleges are very much understaffed.
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at which the lecturers and demonstrators commence, to be inadequate

—

it compares favourably with that offered in other countries—but rather
it is the future prospects which are so poor. In many cases the lecturer

can, under no circumstances, hope to get more than Rs. 150 and that
only after many years of arduous service. Now I do not think that any-
body can consider this to be an inducement for a clever student to enter

upon an academic career, and the obvious result will be, therefore, that
instead of there being any improvement in the staffs of colleges, they will

more and more tend to . deteriorate as other openings arise from the in-

crease of the development of the natural resources of the country.
The tendency for the teaching and research to deteriorate is further

enhanced by the fact that in practically all cases promotion is made by
seniority and not by merit. I am quite willing to admit that in the
larger services, such as the various Government educational services, it

will be a matter of considerable difficulty to make any change in the sys-

tem, but I really cannot imagine that it is beyond the wit of man to devise

some more satisfactory scheme than the present. One can but too well

understand the feelings of a brilliant young investigator, when he sees a

colleague promoted to a higher post, who has done nothing to render
himself worthy of it beyond putting in a certain number of years of ser-

vice. This system must be radically altered if we are to see research

really develop.
J have thought it of interest to look into the matter of the staffing

of the various colleges teaching chemistry up to the degree standard and
I find that in many colleges, not only in this Presidency of Madras, but
also elsewhere, it is considered sufficient to have one lecturer in chemis-
try to look after not only large Intermediate classes but also the B.A. (or

B.Sc.) classes. He is perhaps assisted by a demonstrator without any
previous teaching experience who is very often of little help. Not only
is this the case, but in some colleges a lecturer is expected to teach both
chemistry and physics. So long as this continues we cannot hope to see

any improvement. On a recent occasion I pleaded elsewhere for an in-

creased staff in a college which was to be affiliated in chemistry, and I

was told that in view of the fact that other colleges had no larger a staff,

the management saw no reason why the staff should be increased. In
this case it was not a question of finance, money was available, laborato-

ries were in process of construction, but the authorities, apparently,

although they were not men of science, considered that they knew better

than their scientific advisers.

Gentlemen, I have dealt with this question of the staffs of colleges

at some length because I feel it to be of vital importance. We have to

meet in this country the same opposition as has to be met in England.

The heads of colleges, the managers of schools, in short the authorities in

charge of education have, as a rule, little or no appreciation of the impor-

tance of science or of its requirements. It is perhaps too late in the day
for us to educate them but we must make sure that the rising generation

is not similarly steeped in ignorance. We must insist that our science

shall be given a fair chance and that our teachers shall not be sweated—

I

use this strong word with intent—but that they shall be given opportu-

nity for original work. For I very strongly hold the view that no man
can remain a first class teacher or inspire his students who is not actively

engaged in research.
Gentlemen, the future is in our hands. Let us prove ourselves

worthy.

The Stereochemistry of Alanine Derivatives.—By C. S. Gibson

and J. L. Simonsen.

The authors have for a considerable time been engaged on the stereo-

chemical study of compounds of the type

:
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CH
;i

H—C—NHR.

COOH.
Where R is an acyl group.

The objects of the research were discussed and a brief account was

given of the results so far obtained and the conclusions that may be

drawn therefrom.

The Nitration of Isomeric Acetylamino Methoxy Benzoic

Acids.

—

By J. L. Simonsen and M. Gopala Rau.

The authors have investigated the products formed on the nitration

of the four isomeric acids, 3-acetylamino-2 methoxy benzoic acid, 5-acety-

lamino-2-methoxy benzoic acid, 4-acetylamino-3-methoxy benzoic acid,

and 3-acetylamino-4-methoxy benzoic acid. They discussed the bearing

of the results obtained on the general problem of substitution in the ben-

zene nucleus.

Synthesis of a Derivative of the lowermost Homologue of

Thiopken.—By P. C. Ray and M. L. D v.

By the intraction of thioacetamide and monochloracetic acid

crystalline compound is formed which is found to be methyl-carboxy
J

ethine sulphide (or carboxyl propine sulphide). The reaction evidently

takes place according to the equaction.

CH, CS NH2 + CI. CH
2 COO H—> CH.,-C-S Ft CI. CH2

COOH

I I

8
! NH

CH.,O-^C. COOH + NH, CI.
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The results indicate that in most cases with the exception of castor
seed cake, an appreciable portion of the oil is left in the cake.

Certain samples of copra cake were found to contain as much as 30° n

of oil.

Experiments on the Distillation of Sandal Wood Oil —By J. J.

Sudborough and H. E. Watson.

The Authors describe :

1. A tilting still for dealing with about 200 pounds of chipped wood.
2. The variation in the physical constants of the oil as the distilla-

tion proceeds.
3. The results of re-distilling the oil with superheated steam at differ-

ent temperatures.
4. The results of vapour pressure determination.
They have compared :

—
(a) The results obtained with new wood and wood one year old.

(b) The yields of oil obtained from spiked and unspiked wood.
(c) The yields obtained from (1) healthy, (2) dying, (3) dead wood.

The Distillation of Mysore Forest Woods.—By H. E. Watson,
J. J. Sudborough, K. Umatstatha Rao, and K. S.

Dheebender Doss.

Some twenty samples of Mysore forest trees supplied by the Forest

Department as representing the commoner kinds of wood available in the

State have been submitted to distillation in a specially constructed retort

and the products analysed to determine the yields of charcoal, acetic

acid, methyl alcohol and tar.

The retort is electrically heated and will be described, and the results

so far obtained will be given.

Direct Nitration by means of Nitrous Gases.

—

By R L. Datta

and P. S. Varma.

By nitration by means of nitrous gases, ortho-cresol gives 3-nitro-

cresol and 3 : 5-dinitro-o-cresol in good yields, m-cresol gives 4-nitro-m

cresol and t>-nitro-m-cresol. From p-cresol, 3-nitro-p-cresol is obtained

p-hydroxyphenylarsenic acid yields a mono-nitrocompound. Acetophen

one gives m-nitro-benzoic acid, iodo and bromo benzene yield p-nitroderiva-

tives, o-iodo toluene yields a mono-nitro product. Chlorbenzene is not

acted upon by nitrous fumes. By the treatment of benzene and toluene in

the heat, traces of nitro compounds are formed which have however no

practical interest.

lodination by means of Nitrogen Iodide or by means of Iodine

in the presence of Ammonia.—By R. L. Datta and

N. Prosad.

The action of iodine and ammonia has been studied in the following

<ases. Phenol gives a quantitative yield of 2:4: 6—trnodophenol.
Ortho-cresol, para-cresol and meta-cresol give in quantitative yield dnoao-

o-cresol, diiodo-p-cresol and triiodo-m-cresol respectively. From thymol,

•-iodo-thymol has been obtained. 1:4: 5-xylenol has been found to yield

a mono-iododerivative. Pbenolphthalein yields tetraiodophenolphthalem.

Ortho-nitrophenol gives on iodination 2 : 4-diodo-ft-nitrophenoI u hich

yields a stable ammonium salt. M.^ta-nitrophenol yields 2-iodo-.{-nitro-

phenol which however yields an unstable ammonium salt which decom-
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poses on keeping. From paranitrophenol 2 : 6-diiodo-4-nitrophenol has

been obtained which does not give any ammonium salt. 3-nitro-l :
4-

cresol has been found to yield 5-iodo-3-nitro-l : 4-cresol and a stable am-

monium. The special feature of this reagent is that in all oases quanti-

tative yields of the products are obtained. In view of the fact that both

ammonia and iodine in the mother liquor could be conveniently recovered,

these methods would serve as the best modes of preparing these iodo-

phenols and iodonitrophenols on the large scale.

The following iodinations of hydroxyacids have been achieved. Sali-

cylic acid gives 5-iodo-salicylic acid. From m-oxybenzoic acid 6-iodo-3-

oxybenzoic acid has been obtained, p-oxybenzoic acid yields 3 : 5-diiodo-

6-oxybenzoic acid. A mono-iododerivative is obtained from p-hydroxy-

phenylarsenic acid.

It has also been found that dimethylpyrone is readily iodinated by

means of nitrogen iodide with the formation of 2 : (i-diiodolutidone which

form a stable hydrochloride. From pyrrol, a quantitative yield of tetra-

iodopyrrol has been obtained and the reaction could be used for the

quantitative estimation of pyrrol. Acetylene forms with great ease

tetraiodoethylene and phenylacetylene yields triodostyrol.
Nitrogen iodide also acts as an oxidising agent. For instance, quan-

titative yields of benzoic acid and quinhydrone have been obtained

from benzaldehyde and hydroquinone respectively. Nitrogen iodide also

effects the breaking up of organic compounds with the formation of iodo-

form as the end product of the reaction. Iodoform has been found to

be produced from acetone, methylethylketone, diethylketone, acetylace-

tone, acetylmethylpropylketone, acetylmethylhexylketone, acetoxime,

acetophenoneoxime, malomc ester, ace toa< tic ester, diethylamine, trie-

thylamine, ethyl and propyl alcohols, and mesityloxide.

On the Decomposition of Nitrogen Sulphide.—By F. L. Usher.

When pure yellow nitrogen sulphide is sublimed in vacuo over silver

gauze at 100°, a blue sulphide of nitrogen is formed very slowly, accom-
panied by the evolution of traces of nitrogen At 115° the formation of

the blue compound proceeds a little faster, and the rate is considerably
increased at 125° and 139°. If the yellow sulphide contains free sulpha
a new ruby-red sulphide is formed at 125°, and this has the same empiri-

cal composion as the blue sulphide. On heating a mixture of yellow nitro-

gen sulphide with sulphur in vacuo at 125° without silver gauze, a dark
red volatile liquid is produced, which analysis shows to be nitrogen per-

sulphide (NS2 )x. The persulphide is not formed by direct combination
of the yellow sulphide with sulphur, but by the decomposition of an un-

stable intermediate compound, probably N,Sq. A method is given for

analysing very small quantities of the sulphide.

A new method of preparing Colloids.—By J. C. Gosh.
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On the determination of ozone, oxides of nitrogen and hydro-

gen peroxide in atmospheric air.

—

By B. Sanjiya Had.

A summary of previous work is given, and the methods employed

are criticised. A method has been devised, in which three samples of

air, each of 5—10 litres, are shaken for several hours with an extremely

dilute standard solution of sodium nitrite, rendered slightly alkaline

The first sample, prior to treatment with the nitrite solution, is passed

through a tube of chromic acid crystals, whereby hydrogen peroxide is

removed ; the second sample is passed through powdered manganese

dioxide, which destroys both ozone and hydrogen peroxide but is without

action on oxides of nitrogen ; the third sample is collected directly. It

is shewn that ozone, even in excessive dilutions, oxidises sodium nitrite

in solution rapidly and quantitatively in accordance with the equation.

NaN0.2 +03=NaN03+ C>2. Hydrogen peroxide oxidises the nitrite

similarly, but only in acid solution. By estimating the amount of nitrite

remaining after shaking with the three samples of air, the amount ot

ozone, hydrogen peroxide, and oxides of nitrogen can be calculated

The estimation of nitrite was carried out colorimetrically by the method

of Griess, and using naphthylamine and sulphanilic acid.

The results of some experiments on the air at Bangalore are recorded.

1 Waters Their signifi-

cance to the Municipal Engineer and to the Manufacturer.

—By J. H. Barnes and Arjan Singh.

A brief history is first given of chalybeate waters and the difficulties

which have been experienced in making use of such waters for municipal

purposes and in manufactories.
m .

The problem of iron-depositing waters has arisen in the Funjab

where deep waters are being tapped by tube wells and a detailed study ot

such waters from different parts of the Punjab is described. The pre-

sence of iron bacteria well known in Europe but hitherto unrecorded m
India—such as Leptotkrix ochracea, Gallionella ferrugmea (Ehrenberg),

Spirophyllum ferrugineum (Ellis) and Crenothrix Polyspora (Conn) is demon

strated.
. .,

The sub-soil waters of the Punjab show a marked increase in th

amount of ferrous iron they contain as the distance from the Himalaya

—the source of the water— increases, thus proving a steady now west-

wards of sub-soil water.
, , . , %

,

The contact of these ferruginous waters with an aerating agent such

as sea water offers a feasible explanation for the formation of the mineral

limestone. . , „ , A rt
i

The paper includes a description of the methods of analysis used and

full tables of the composition of tube well water before and after the mon-

soon. In conclusion, recommendations are made for the purification ot

these ferruginous waters when making use of these for municipal or manu-

facturing purposes.

Some biochemical factors In the reclamation of alkali soils.

By J. H. Barnes and Barkat Am.

The paper first reviews in brief the sources and nature of the salm

matter which causes sterility in alkali soils. The view is advanced tha

sterility in such soils is not due to any specific toxic effect of the chemicals

This paper will be published in extenso in the Congress number ot
l _

the Agricultural Journal of Tndia.
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comprising the saline salts but is due to the physical effect they exert on
the protoplasm of the plant cell in causing plasmolysis.

Chemical analysis alone is useless in examining a saline soil with a
view to determining either the cause of sterility or the degree of cure
effected in reclaiming such a soil for agricultural purposes. It is pointed
out in the paper that the direct measurement of the osmotic pressure of
the soil salts in solution would be too difficult and lengthy to be of practical
utility and the indirect measurement by crop tests lengthy and expensive.
This working result is achieved by the use of soil bacteria and measuring
their rate of chemical activity. The paper describes the biochemical
methods used in determining the chemical activity of carbon oxidising or-
ganisms, the ammonifying and nitrifying bacteria and the nitrogen-fixing
activity of bacteria of the azotobacter type.

Tabulated statements are given of the study of the soils of an experi-
mental farm at Xarwala in the Punjab where saline land has been sucess-
fu ly reclaimed and abnormally high yields of crops obtained ; as much as

' *
™aunds of wheat Per acre being obtained in one field.
I ho paper contains a tabulated statement of crop outturns on the

-Narwala farm where the biochemical methods described in the paper
Have been used in reclaiming the land.

Metallic Derivatives of Alkaloids. Part I.—By J. N. Rakshit.

i™
T
5
e sodiuni and Potassium derivatives of codeine and sodium derive-

™vf-
na

?
cotlne are

J
obtained by boiling them in benzene ; and calcium

morphine is prepared by rubbing morphine with lime in rectified spirit.

The Sodium Bisulphite Test for Formic Acid and an attempt
to reduce the Aliphatic Acids to their corresponding alde-
hydes.—% s. C. Chatterji.

bisnlnSrjJ
to CwnMriuccta' statement it has been shown that sodium

acid
P
Th* r 25 % a" a conven ient reagent for the detection of formic

usht 7nl
S,

i °u
an atteniPt t0 reduce the aliphatic acids to aldehydesusing /n. and Mg. has then been given.

Detection of Lactic and Glycollic Acids and a Suggestion about
the Constitution of Morphine.-% S. C. Chatterji.

acids
Ab^d

o?
,

ig -

With C6r*ain Colour actions of lactic and glycollic

pectivek onTrplT
CO"ver

i
lon int« acetaJdehyde and formaldehyde res-

formufaChilli
"* "^ COI>eentrated H&O,, a new constitutional

stuch-of tne 1JL P
-

r0p°9
!
d f°r morphine. The suggestion is based on a

tabiL Ldol^n
°U
/ °f morphine

> codeine
> "dole and proteins con-

tratcH^H sn ^u PS towards formaldehyde or acetaldehvdo and concen-
trated HjSOi. Th
asa result nthJ;

co
i

nclu
?
ion arrived at is the same as that of Bucherer

result of his mvest.gation on the action of sulphites or morphine.

Space representation of Nitrogen in Organic Ammonium com-
pounds by means of a single tetrahedron.—By P. Neogi.

W dlgerodt ^doutlT? I" 2S Paper that neither Van't Hoff's cubic, or

n.trSnin ortlnt »
tetrah

.

edren or Bischoff's pyramid representation o

n»3^wLh^Se

;S.?
OI

|

lu? ComP°unds explains recent experimental

-ingle trtrahJ^n
Sat

.^
ac'on,y explained by representing nitrogen as a

•^nda^DK?™?,*
1? the native radical attached to it but in the

adop
n
t

d
o?oJft^nLte S^^he f

°,
ll0Wing c°nsiderations necessitate theadnnHnn ,yVvT •

t
°^">u. me following -^option of the angle tetrahedron formula :
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(1) the discovery of isomers of the pe [Me \ ORpRl and

[Me N.OR)]<)R which shows that the fifth valen. i- differ t

from the other four,

(2) the number of isomers of the type Na bx, Naabc*

predicted by the existing configurations never conforms even

remotely to experimental result* which, howev* invariably

agree with the deductions from the single tetrahedron formula.

(3) the number of isomers containing one asymmetric «
arbon am

one asymmetric nitrogen atom predicted by the exiting for

mule is absurdly large whilst the tetrahedron formula would

yield only four optical isomers which have l>een obtained ex-

perimentally by Harvey and others,

(4) the discovery of optically active amine oxidoe O: me b\

Meisenheimer is a crucial proof of the validity of the tetra-

hedron formula,

(5) the fact that substituted pyridinium and qumolinium com-

pounds have not been resolved whilst tetrahydro qumolinium

derivatives have been resolved is satisfactorily explained by

no formula other than the tetrahedron formula,

(6) the passage of trivalent nitrogen to pentavalency is explained

by supposing that trivalent nitrogen in the amines has a

plane configuration which, when passing to the pentavalent

condition assumes an M in-tetrahedron " configuration and then

passes
III III v V

(7) Owing to the fact that N . N is more stable than X. N, com-

pounds containing two pentavalent nitrogen atoms joined to-

gether are not stable and therefore have not been resolved.

The non-existence of such compounds is not due to interference

as supposed by B. K. Singh. Compounds containing two asym-

metric nitrogen atoms separated by and joined to carbon

atoms have been obtained as isomers. In this case as we have

two separate pentavalent nitrogen atoms not joined together,

they are capable of existence in the same compound. As a

matter of fact carbon is almost unique it. forming chain* of

carbon atoms joined together—a property to which the ex*

tence of organic chemistry is due and which is not shared by

other elements.

It is to be noted that the idea of a tetravalent i
onfigiiration

J*™**
valent nitrogen is to be i«und in some of the writings of Wo™7; *

ff*""
heimer and several oth^But the systematic development oi thw con-

figuration for nitrogeAicke hitl rto been wanting so much so .at so late

r?,_ ,„,- „ , -aHrttll and Woodman (Tram Chem. Boo., IMS, 887)

wrote mac " tne cnoiceof space formula f«>r n itrogen at pr ™tlu*bej

ween the double tetrahedron arrangement of W . lgerodt and the pjramid

formula of Bischoff " and that in 1916 Singh has^^^^J^™^
tion of the inability of two pentavalent nitrogen »to™ ™ «"*£^

^

deducible from the pyramid formula. It has been the P"^"[
™

paper to show systematically that the""Vf**^^^^^
far more satisfactorily a much large, number of experimental facts than

the existing formula for nitrogen.

Potential of the Nitrogen Klectrode.-% R. Veskate^varak.

wrote that " the c

E.M.F. of pol

r normal MvuKwv- ~

—

i

nmablv due to hydrogen and
«.«..£ ui tjumti^..^.

f
•; nitrocen electrode by coating a hani

An attempt was made to prepare a nnrogtm *
.nH immfraini? he

lass tube with a film of platinum, platinising^ an '™™^^
solution of Na ions, through which carefully |wnW«»

tube
sen

electrode
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decinormal calomel electrode, and was found to be slightly (about "08

volts) negative to hydrogen, an impossible value for a nitrogen electrode.

It was proved that the nitrogen was not electromotively active, the

measured potential being due to the platinum metal in a solution contain-
ing a minute concentration of Pt ions. Subsequently the potential of a

platinised platinum anode, at which nitrogen was being evolved electro-

lytically from a N. Sodium azide solution was measured with an
auxiliary calomel electrode during the passage of the polarising current.
Results were obtained indicating that the potential of a nitrogen electrode
in a normal solution of N3 ions is very near to that of the bromine
electrode. It is also evident that the nitrogen set free during electrolysis
of sodium azide differs from ordinary nitrogen, since the latter is electro-

motively inactive.

Section of Zoology and Ethnography.

President—Mr. K. Ramuxi Menon, M.A., Professor of Zoology,

Presidency College. Madras.

{Presidential Address.)

In opening the proceedings, the President disavowed any intention
of giving an introductory address and said :

However, as President of the Section , I think I may say that I
note with pleasure the increasing interest in zoological investigations
evinced m this country as evidenced by the rapidly-increasing output of
zoological work in which the Indian Museum takes' such a predominant
part, and incidentally also by the number of zooloci.nl papers beinir pre-
sented to the section this year. When the people of this countrv really and
seriously require original work to be done in zoology as in other subjects,
1 feel confident that workers will be forthcoming in zoologv no less than
in other subjects. In the meantime, those who by their position or by
inclination are interested in zoology „ ill cordially appreciate such addi-
tional opportunities and facilities as are thrown up by the ever-advancing
wheels of administration, and we may uugrudgingly 'welcome the fact that
in the newly established University of Mysore zoology forms one of the
P
'T

Pal
i

U
u
JeCtS ° f Study

-
With the amPle backing of the Mysore Gov-

f,?.™
n
f , T We

,

may reasonably anticipate a fruitful and prosperousSr£ Z
°?l°f1t

l 1-eS6arch in this cit>- There is one other point. You

othno^h n
S £ear our 8ection co »' '«** not only zoology but

an ££l PhyasweIL Personally
, lam not i, ns ~d to regard this as

Zrfas lTg
;^ '- haveno doubt that ,V^ kers ii/ethnograph'

nresent thff
Ste SeCtl°n Wi" have to be <™ '<>r them. But for th

obvTou; 1 1%rangrT fc 1Hthe most practicable, and, in view of the

Wl il ,

n
„
0f Physical anthropology to /.oology, is a logical one.

eTnnolc^ts°1°f
1StS ""* haVe Httle ^ offer at pr- nt which will interes

suSt nf 4Vh
8Ure W

t
Sha11 be benefited by being associated with a

subject of such surpassing human interest.

Recent Experimental Enquiries concerning the so-called
Renal Portal " System.-/iy \V\ X. l\ Woodland.

(£woUtSi191
T,!

**£*•* the renal afferen* vein9 of three toad

weeksZ leatJ fed
S'

n 7 &U recovered from the operation and for some

xac% * xTeets If
**$ appeared to be Perfectly ht" U hy. One died

al th?ee toi wh„ ^ had Kved twelve "** **»* * kilbd lfc
' *"

found to beTtill -n'l^T 111

?
1 P°M mortem

'
toe renal affOTenfc veinS Wefe

6 St,H Wel1 Matured (no new veins having formed), the kidneys
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were perfectly healthy and had much increased in weight (the ratio

Weight of kidneys/Weight of body was much greater in these toads

than in normal toads), though the renal arteries had not increased in

size. In all three cases however (even in the three-month toad which

appeared when killed to be in perfect health, eating well, active and shed-

ding its skin on the night previous) the liver was in a diseased condition,

large cysts having developed in it, which condition was apparently solely

due to the large amount of additional venous blood poured into it via the

anterior abdominal vein. Had it been possible to divert the blood ex-

cluded from the renal afferent veins into the main venous system instead

of into the liver capillaries, the three toads would have remained in per-

fect health. . _ . . u
In 1916 I repeated these experiments and obtained similar results.

In the case of one toad which lived nearly six weeks, I analysed the urine

while the animal was in good health (active and feeding like normal toad)

and ascertained that the urine secreted each day was normal in quantity

(total nitrogen estimation) as compared with that of normal control toads.

In 1915 I also ligatured one renal afferent vein in each of tour toads,

. one surviving three and a half weeks and another eight weeks after the

operation ; the other two I killed after eight weeks and twelve weeks res-

pectively. In all cases the kidneys were together slightly larger tba&m

normal toads and were equal in size to each other, the kidney with the

ligatured vein sometimes being larger than the other.

In 1915 and 1016 I cut out a piece of the anterior abdominal vein in

a number of toads and found that they either died, or, after a certain

number of days, re-formed a new abdominal vein ; in no case aid the toad

assume a healthy appearance and remain devoid of an anterior abdominal

The conclusions I drew from those results were that the arterial

supply of the kidney is the only essential one, the kidney not making use

of the venous blood supplied by the renal afferent or other veins.

vein.

num
perfusion and other experiments on the frog (E. ttgrina) kidney. The

most important experiment I performed (repeated twelve times) was to

anaesthetize a frog with ether, remove all the brain except the cerebellum

(thus preserving the respiratory centres), ligature the renal afferent ve n

(which was cut behind the ligature) and pelvic vein of one side and run in

normal saline (with or without a trace of urine) through a «aimul» ""?£
ted into the co 'liaco-mesenteric artery and connected with a Pe™on

bottle. The frog continued to breathe well for several hours, censur-

ing the oxygenation of the saline solution traversing he renal arteries and

the rest of the body. The ligature of the pelvic and the cutting
,

of the emd

afferent of the same side posterior to the ligature ensure that J^e
pressures

in the two iliac arteries are approximately equal and there ore
^

that he

pressure in the unligatured renal afferent bears mud, the san e relation to

the pressure in the renal arteries as exists in life. The ureteis e,e care-

full/ dissected out and inserted each into a glass coUectmg
: *««^Jne

results of these experiments were that during the m̂e
.J^^'**^

renal afferent vein remains empty and the pressure in.the.kidney of that

side (the « arterial
" kidney) is therefore less than the pressui in the

other kidnfiv the secretion of the arterial kidney is less, bu when tne

ngatoredt/a'l HeZTvein becomes distended with the perfusion solution

from the renal arteries, then the secretins of the
J^JSwS^iJiJS

duced at an equal rate, though the urine of the arterial k.dney » more

"%&j^!tt£tt -ins carrying blood tothe kidney

fluid used), was found to he as strong as normal urine

In another series of experiments I connected the l.ac a. terywitn t e

renal afferent vein of the same side by means of a glass L tube ana so
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i aused a flow of arterial blood and oxygenated saline to traverse the

venous channels of the kidney : urine was produced abundantly while the

renal arteries were intact, but on ligaturing these the secretion entirely

ceased.

The conclusions to be drawn from all the above experiments (to be

published in full in due course) are (1) that toads and frogs can live with

their kidneys solely supplied by the renal arteries* the venous supply to the

kidneys being unessential ; (2) that although the venous supply to the

kidney maintains blood pressure in that organ , yet since this function

can readily be taken on by the penetration of the arterial blood into the

venous sinuses of the kidney, it is not an essential feature of the venous

supply ; (3) that experimental facts prove that the arterial capillaries

of the kidney open into the venous sinuses of the renal venous meshwork
('* renal portal system ") after the former have supplied both the Malpighian
capsules and the tubules , and that therefore the venous blood does not come

into contact with the excretory cells in a functional capacity, i.e. the venous

blood never penetrates under normal conditions into the arterial inter-

tubular plexus or the glomeruli ; (4) that the fact that in my perfusion

experiments the urine of the arterial kidney was more dilute (in nitrogen-

ous contents ) than the urine of the normal kidney (i.e. with a venous

supply) is to be accounted for by the further facts that in the normal
kidney of these experiments the venous blood supply contained more
diuretic in solution (due to addition of waste products from the leg

tissues) than the arterial blood (diluted by perfusion saline introduced
into renal arteries) and therefore diuretic diffused from the venous
sinuses in the kidney into the arterial intertubular capillaries, thus

making the arterial blood in these capillaries strong in diuretic ; in the

arterial kidney this venous supply was absent and the arterial blood con-

sequently weaker. Since under normal conditions the arterial blood con-

tains as much waste nitrogenous matter in solution as the venous, no such
diffusion would occur, and the urine produced by an arterial kidney is as

strong as that produced by a normal kidney (as proved by the non-perfu-
sion experiments quoted above and by the experiments* of Bainbridze,
Collins and Menzies). Evidence from all sources therefore proves that
the renal venous meshwork (" renal portal" system) is, under normal
conditions, devoid of junction.

A revision of the Indian Species of Meretrix.—By J. Horneix

The genus Meretrix contains a number of estuarine species. Those
living in the waters of Continental India are exceedingly variable in re-

gard to colouring, shape, or both combined. Ignorance of this fact has
led to great taxonomic confusion and to the undue multiplication of

species. There are really only two good species living on the Indian
mainland, viz. M. meretrix and M. casta. The former is very variable
in colour, particularly when young, but is stable in size and shape when
mature; the latter varies with differing environment, resulting in the

production of several varieties and local forms. The forms found in the

east coast estuaries of M. casta are true to type within narrow limits ;

while those meretrix living on the west coast vary greatly and present
several varieties, which, however, are all connected by a perfect series of

intermediate variations. The author gives a key to the Indian Species
arm varieties nf lf»of»a/>. Jand varieties of Meretrix.

A new Protozoan cause of widespread Mortality among Marine

Fishes.—By J. Horneli
Several theories have been advanced to explain the annually recurring
tality among fishes and crabs on the Malabar and S. Canara Coasts..iU.»i.v, ..iuuHg nsnes ana crabs on the Malabar and S. Canara coas^-

Among these may be specially mentioned (1) Suffocation by excessive
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mud in suspension, (2) influx of putrid water from rivers into the sea.

None of these theories can be regarded as satisfactory. The result of

certain investigations made on the west coast shows that the mortality

is to be directly traced to the immense development of Euglenid swarms

in inshore waters after the rains. The water at this time is highly

charged with dissolved organic matter and thus favours the growth and

multiplication of Euglenids. The effect of the vast superabundance of

Euglenids is to render the water thus contaminated unsuitable for the

existence of all kinds of fishes, crustaceans, and molluscs. Many of

these animals are thrown ashore moribund or dead ;
great quantities of

them are stupefied and die and putrify in the sea. The foul water thus

produced extends seawards under favourable conditions and thus spreads

the area of the plague and causes further mortality among fishes. The

Euglenid concerned differs from typical fresh-water Euglenids. The

author gives details of its structure and behaviour.

A method of cutting sections of the wings of Insects.—By

E. H. Hankin.

The wing is first placed in a solution containing ammoniacal silver

nitrate, Rochelle salt, and alcohol. After a time varying from a few minutes

to a few hours the wing is thereby blackened owing to the deposit of a thin

film of metallic silver. The wing is then washed in 50% alcoholand placed

in rectified spirit. It is then embedded in jelly. The jelly used is a strong

agaragar containing eight per cent of hyposulphite of soda. The portion

of the°lump of jelly containing the wing is cut into ten slices of equal

thickness by means of a Gillette razor blade. The slices are threaded on

to a wire in the right order after trimming to a convenient size. They

are then placed in a half per cent solution of tartaric acid m 70 per cent

glycerine for 24 hours. The acid causes precipitation of finely divided

sulphur (by decomposition of the hypo) in the jelly which is thereby

rendered white and opaque. The sections therefore are seen in black on

a white background. The sections are mounted in a cell containing gela-

tine jelly.
, , . „,.

A number of wings of different kinds of insects treated in this way

were exhibited.

Anthropological notes on the Eurasians of Indo-Portuguese

descent in Cochin—By L. K. Anantakrisiiva Iyer.

Introduction.-Orimn and History of the Community. Habitat.-In-

termarriage of the Portuguese with native women m former times.

Marriage customs.-In former times and at present. Inheritance -
Religion. Funeral customs. Occupation. Dress, appearance, d*c. Ine

paper was illustrated with lantern-shdes.

—By C. R. Narayan Rao.
.1/

ornata (rsom.j.

—

ny ^- **• «»«»*»»
'

The striking feature in the colouration of the larva ol Mycrohyla

ornaLlJMollis the occurrence of a bright*°^7^<ft,
band and of silver brilliance on the s,des and the ventral surface of the

abdomen, and probably used as a warning ^vertsement in consequence

of the floating habits of the tadpoles The dorsal b»d formed of very

fine plates of guamn or iridocytes while the silver brightness i .due to^the

reflecting tissue or argenteum, which is notguanm kalk On chenucal

analysisf it is found that the substance °V? ^?fS^^
identica with that met with in the .r.descent tissues of fishes.

.

The only organ that bears both chromatophores and indocjtes
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the lung whose homology with the air bladder of fishes is corroborated on
the chemical side.

On the habits of the Hilsa {Clup&i ilisha) and their artificial

propagation in the Coleroon.—By B. Sundara Raj.
1. The Hilsa.—Otherwise called the Indian Shad, is a valuable food-

iish in India.

2. Distribution of the Hilsa.—Extensive. In peninsular India it is
known to occur only on the east coast. The apparent success of the
Madras Fishery Department to introduce the fish into the Ponani river
(Malabar) in 1909.

3 Size.—Adult males attain a length of 30 to 35 cm. and are smaller
than adult females which reach a length of 35 to 40 cm.

4. Habits.—A knowledge of the habits essential for pisciculture—

A

summary of all that is known of the habits of the Hilsa and my own ob-
servations at the Lower Anicut (Coleroon).

5. Effect of weirs on the Hilsa fishery.—Dr. Day's condemnation of
weirs and his prediction (1869) of the extermination of the 1 1 ilsa. Sir F.
-Nicholson s reply (1909). The conclusion that Hilsa since the loss of their
upstream spawning grounds have probably found suitable places for
breeding in streams unfettered by weirs.

6. Histryof the Hilsa Hatchery in the Coleroon.—Bay's proposal ( 1 868)
to construct feh passes abandoned as impracticable. Mr. Wilson's sug-
gestion (1908) that pisciculture is the only satisfactory and final solution

fira* ~f • i

a
-
P
S

°

ble
T
m

\.
The construction of the Coleroon Hatchery the

°f Js kind in India ( 1 909) and a description of the Hatchery. *

ar , ono -d 1
d;~Mr

;
Wils°n succeeded in hatching Hilsa eggs in 1908

ml, J"?? 1,"8 °f the prOCess as determined by a series of experi-
ments conducted by me at the Hatchery last August, when about 10
million fry were successfully hatched out

h*t,h?
O
n-?

Si0n-~7h6
,
P™Cticahility of artificially impregnating and

thltv
8 ? f

&'a 6
u
ggS haS been estab»ished beyond doubt. The rearing of

tne delicate fry has not yet been attempted and remains yet to be done.

Notes on some South Indian Cec idomyiids causing galls i ti

grasses.—By Y. Ramachandra Rao
Anaikombu,""TK

Pa?yiS8»bje(£ t0 a disease known variously as "

thlformat on o a',^ "*"*
u

Silversh-ts ". It manifests .tself by

i; :zToh:L
a

^L\f:t
w shoot instead °f the n°rmai ear-head '

and

theia!Sl^H^
fc

it
agallca,,aedby a Gall-fly: I 'achudiplosis oryzae :

ing thfs of thl l°
n
,

h6
?anf

'
and the °»ggote that hatch seek thegrow-

mLeots nult
and

°T? the f°™ation of the tube-like gall. The

UellarrKurnnnI fTn f Coimb^ore and in several places in the

at nnd
y
;e^he wHd h i

1°^^' Di8tricfcs were examined in the attempt

in tte fX^
e

n:
U
liLt Plant 0t the P^dy gall-fly. Galls were noticedin th e following grasses :

2 Plnicum tUT/ J ,,
The Same ^ atta^ks both the grasses :

j. lamcum punctatum,
\ life-history fully studied

y
7tnZ/

aCtyl°n A "ollect-e
y

gall
S

?8 formed: life-history

y Ischoemum ciliare
: Coimbatore : Fly reared

cX;;hrt^;S.°daVa" : «" reared and probably iden-i
cal with the paddy fly.

7

F
AXoZoThiCTUm ; (wild ™™*y> '

F*y not reared.
/. anaropogon annulatus

: Fly reared.
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S.AndropogonS6ha>nanthuB, i
Flies not reared.

1). Apluda varta.
'

10. Iseilama spp : 2 Flies at Palur.

11. Ophiurus corymbosus,
J Flies not reared.

12. Oryza sativa (wild variety.) )

13. Ischcemum pilosum: Galls noted in black soils in Bellary Dis

trict: flies reared. These are probably the galls forming the

subject of a paper on " Galls on an Indian grass " by Mr.

Boodle : Kew Bulletin No. Ill, 1010.

Except in the case of Panicum Stagninum, the flies bred out proved

to be distinct species , each restricted to a single grass.

Numerous parasites attack these gall-insects and fall into 2 groups :

In one the chalcids,—the wasps lay their eggs directly on or near th>

maggots. In the other—the Proctotrupids—the wasp searches out the

eggs of the gall-fly and deposits eggs therein, as exemplified by Platyo-

jaster oryza.

Indian Tadpoles.—By N. Annandale, and C. R. Xarayana
Rao.

The tadpoles of most of the frogs and toads that inhabit the plains of

India are now known and have been or will shortly be described in detail,

but in a considerable proportion of the species that live in the Hima-

layas and the Western Ghats little has yet been discovered about the

life-history. In a paper to which this may be regarded as a preliminary

note we hope to give full descriptions of the larvae of about one half of

the Batrachian Anura of India proper and Assam. '

>

Those tadpoles that have been found in the mountainous districts ot

the Indian Empire are of special interest on account of the adaptations to

environment they exhibit. Most of their peculiarities are correlated with

life in rapid-running water in which it is important that they should not be

carried away by the current or if carried away should float lightly on the

surface In some tadpoles from the Himalayas and other mountain

regions situated to the east of India (for example, the larvae of Rami

afghana) we find a large sucker or adhesive organ formed on the ventral

surface of the abdomen, while in others the lips are modified o perform

the same function. This is the case, for instance, m the tadpole of Bufo

asper. Other larvae from the same streams (those of several,species of

Megalophrys) liye in small crannies at the edge but are provide£ with an

enormous funnel-shaped structure that surrounds the mouth and <can^open

like an inverted umbrella in such a way as to support them floating on

the surface with the tail held vertically The^°°J™I^Zm
which lives in the hills of Western India is modified

I

for an *™P^°us
existence bv the early outgrowth of the hind limbs and tl « degenerate

character of the fin-membrane of the tail ; it can thus skip away over

dam^ock" at the approach of a flood Some alhed species rom the

same streams have lost the horny teeth characteristic of.the 1arvae of

most families of Anura, but in th.s case we do not know what the modi

ficatwn means^ m wafcer mogtl be!ong to two types : (I) tad-

pole^ ^TlffiSo mouth-disk and no horny beak or teeft^and^n

which the spiracle is situated in the ™?f-ventral line an^i{~V*«» ««*

have a fleshy disk surrounding the mouth, with a horny b. k in the rmd

die and armed with transverse row of minute horny teeth 'n such farms

+u i •« .jfnafari nn the left side of the body. Indian taapoiea 01

Sl?^-

"

X£po\^,K while in— ^
eiee of sJL the horny teeth, .s already note.1. are absent
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At first sight adaptive modifications in structure frequently mask
taxonomic features in tadpoles. A good instance of the kind is to be
found in the genus Megalophyrs of the family Polobatidae. Most of the
larvae of this genus as yet known have the peculiar mouth-float briefly
described above and also remarkably long and slender tails, but the tad-
pole of M. hesseltit, which lives in Burma and the Malay Region, is of amuch more normal type. One Burmo-Malayan species of Mi.rohyla (M.
annectens) of the family Engystomatidao, in which the mouth-disk is usu-
ally absent, has, on the other hand, a funnel-shaped mouth-float analo-
gous to that of tadpoles of the peculiar Megalophrys type, though differ-
ing m details of structure.

It would thus seem that convergence often plays a more important
part in the superficial characters of Anurous larvae than genetic relation-

al^' • iu j ?°s8lbl
,

e fchat in some instances the convergence has taken
place ,n the adults rather than in the larvae and that species in which the
adults seem to be related actually resemble one another because of paral-

O„ iZ ^T.T f ^an °n account of descent from a common ancestor.K?? hand the resemblance between tadpoles of different ancestry

ar Sl2 h
suPer

5
cial «nd one finds that adaptations at Or* sight simi-

n rh™O^ Produ?ed in different lines of modification. For instance,

Jul SSL?,

1

ap6
Vu

3 °f By° in which the ,llouth has become a power

ment of rh«
?**"*{ ^

u
mod,fi

?
a«on consists mainly in a great enlarge-

African frot ifT *
P * ^Z**™ the larva of a species of Helopkryne,ln

SproTuced bv th«
m,1

.

y Crtl8nathid™> a superficially similar structure
is produced by the equal enlargement of both lips.

vet aLSnabTtn y^ a t&W6 very like th«* of Helophryne but not

SSSoSn 7
r

known Indian species or genus, occurs in the hill-

woukTnot h«^w i
U
?
Sl
*
S
,
fr0m What we know of other tadpoles, we

reffonshipeS 8 *° **• When *he adu,t ia discovered, that a real

Notes on the Anatomy of a Double Monostrosity in the Chick.
By J). R. Bhattacharya.

geJr^longTheTr Zt^l SL^T^^t' intimately COnnected
*T

There is a distTZt «JTt 7 i TheTe ls
' however, only a single head.

individual The hS; ver*ebral
r
column

, limbs and limbgirdles, to each

two3*1 cords
hl^\re^on oithe medulla Oblongata divides to form

as wS to be expect uT^t two individuals do not meet together

viduaTs coalesceMafol. « <
"** °£ the ad

Jacent sides of the fcw°*
a ventral position %Zl

Bt
?
mum

-
which thus takes a lateral, instead of

formation,^ I oth tS L' TT' therefore, is contributed to, in its

viduals coalesce and he Z T^^ The body-cavities of both the indi-

and their attached vlhl i\ 8P
c
8C

?
aituated between the two sterna

which arecSt to both 2£? S- 5°
!

nternaI °r«ans ' «*»**% th
.

09e

There is only a Snl se 2Vh

"d,
,

v,
I?
ua s

«
lie in this

J
oint body-cavity,

individuals :i-The hlart l.m! 1 fo,1ow.ng organs common to both the

from the gullet down tn ST" ™e greater portion of the digestive canal

liver, snlefn ™5. toJhe ™.lddle of the ileum, the trachea, bronchi,

duals.

cloaca and bursa Fabricii. kidney;

Ktjnhi

TT •

iViutatlon Coccus
fulvmana psidii (Maskell). _^ ___ .__„
Saltatory variationq

*

antennal segments Tn mJE^l bug
" The *yp«eal green bug has seven

number has l>een reduJh\
1 Waa so when ifc first appeared but the

plant in Bangalore 1^,1 fu
eXCept in specimens found on a single

B ore. m Ceylon the number is seven. In Uganda there
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are two forms, one typical the other for some time regarded as a sub-

species, but recently given specific rank. In Java there are two forms,

one round, the other long—both showing loop more or less but with 8 an-

tennal segments instead of 7. These therefore are structurally nearer

P. psidii. The specimen from Lagos is said to agree with the typical

form.
Similar antennal variability in P. psidii specimens showing loop,

without ovisac but with the eggs laid directly beneath the body have

been found. The variability in the same direction is explicable only on

the hypothesis that the forms of green bug are derived from P. psidii.

This hypothesis waa discussed.

Section of Botany.

President—Rao Bahadur K. Ranga Achari, MA., L.T..

Government Lecturing Botanist, Agricultural College, Coimbatorc.

Tinnevelly Fauna.—By K. Ranga Achari.

The flora of the Tinnevelly District may be considered to be an epi-

tome of the whole of the Madras Presidency, as almost every feature of

which is represented within this area. There are two distinct botanical

regions in this district—the eastern and the western.

The eastern region is a vast plain extending from about the base of

the hills to the shore, and it supports a vegetation more or less similar to

the plants growing on the eastern side of the Presidency from Ganjam to

Cape Comorin, although there may be well defined areas with different

sets of plants, and hence distinguishable one from the other, while at the

same time we meet with plants of very wide and even distribution. The

sea-coast abounds in sea-weeds, littoral species and sand-binding plants,

and the vegetation towards the inland is of the stunted type, as this

region is very dry and hot on account of its peculiar geographical position.

The western region consists of the southernmost end of the Western

Ghauts separated from the long chain by the Palghat gap. This region

is botanically the most interesting. The vegetation at the foot of the

hills and at the lower elevations consists of mostly scrubby jungles

characteristic of the Madras Presidency. Amidst these, however, occur

species of plants peculiar to these regions, such as Eugenia rubtcunda.

Anogeissus pendula, Alphonsea sclerocarpa, etc. In certain places near

Mundanthurai , Anonaceous species predominate, showing Malayan affini-

ties. Four new species of plants, Diospyroa Barben, Qrewia pandaica,

Aglaia Barberi and Farmeria indica, were found flourishing here.

Viewed from a broad standpoint, the higher elevations of the hills in

this district present the same characteristics as those of the Anamalais,

Pulneys and Nilgiris, but as we proceed southwards we notice features

peculikr to this district. The forests are evergreen and moist for the

greater portion of the year. The species of plants Dtotocanthu* gran-

dis, Hedyotis purpurascens and Orthosiphon comosus, that are confined to

these hills lend a charm to the landscape. There are over thirty specie

of plants endemic to this region and most of them are found in the

southern part of the Western Ghauts. Recently two new species of Com-

positae, Senecio Calcadensis and Vernonia Ramaswami, were discovered.

One species of Crotalaria and two species of Vernonia are awaiting deter-

mination.

The Indian .Species of Iseilema Hack. 1—By R S. Mole.

1

.

Existing confusion regarding the definition of the species.

2. Revision of existing definitions and key to the species.

i This paper will be published in extenso in the Congress number of

the Agricultural Journal of India.
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3. Importance of a detailed study of wild species with reference to

(a) economic questions and (b) the problem of the origin of species, as in-

dicated by a study of this genus.

The Method of Inheritance of certain Characters in Rice.

—

By
F. R. Parnell.

This is a continuation of a paper given at the Science Congress in

Madras two years ago.

Certain characters, there described as simply dominant, are now seen

to be due to two factors. At least four factors are concerned in the vari-

ous types of awning investigated.

Several types of gametic re-duplication were illustrated. These in-

clude two cases of coupling of separate factors giving a result which was

previously regarded as the effect of one factor on several organs.

The Economic Significance of the Root-Development of Agri-

cultural Crops. 1—By Albert Howard, and Gabrielle
L. C. Howard.

The detailed study of the root-systems of the various agricultural

crops has been greatly neglected in the past. Hitherto far too much at-

tention has been devoted to the above ground portion of the plant and
it has almost been forgotten that a very large part of any crop consist-

of the root-system which is ordinarily out of sight This omission to

study the relation between the soil and the distribution of the roots is a

common feature of the variety trials which nowadays form so large a

part of Experiment Station work.
The object of this paper is to show that a comparative study of the

root-systems of a set of varieties throws a considerable amount of light on
the relations which exist between the most suitable type of crop and the

oil in which it grows. The results of variety trials often become con-

iderably clearer from a study of the roots of the various varieties tried.

For proper root development, one of the conditions necessary is good
soil aeration. Now in the alluvium of the plains of India one of the most
difficult things is to manage the soil so that its aeration is not interfered
with by rain or by irrigation water. The crumb structure of fine alluvial

oils which is so easy to produce is also readily lost under monsoon and irri-

gation conditions. In consequence, the soil and the roots of the crops can-

not obtain sufficient oxygen and in many cases carbon dioxide accumulates
The crops suffer from lack of aeration in the soil and oxvgen becomes a

limiting factor. This is the explanation we have suggested for a whole
enes of phenomena relating to crops on the Indo Gaugetic alluvium.

All the facts so far obtained fit into our aeration theory and we have
come to regard the surface layer of the Bihar alluvium as a vast oxygen
filter separating the atmosphere from the sub-soil water, which analysis
•shows is particularly poor in dissolved oxygen. All soil-aerating agencies
like surface-drainage at once increase production provided the supply of

organic matter in the soil is adequate. Now if this is true and if the Bihar
alluvium does act as an oxygen filter we should expect to find that all

the varieties which really thrive during the monsoon phase in this tract
are surface rooted and that very deep rooting kinds would not do well,

lo some extent, a similar rule ought to hold in the cold weather (rabi)

crops but not to quite the same extent as in these crops the rainfall be-

tween sowing time and harvest is small and during this period soil-aera-
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tion is at its best. We have from time to time investigated this point

and have dealt with some of the results obtained in the present paper.

1. Linseed.

The Indian linseed crop falls into two main classes :

—

(a) The large seeded, early, little branched types of the soils of the

Peninsula.
(b) The small seeded, late, much branched forms of the alluvium of

North Bihar and the Eastern Districts of the United Provinces.

Associated with these differences in the above ground characters are

differences of equal magnitude in the root-systems. The linseeds of the

Peninsula are deep-rooted, the branching of the tap root taking place

mainly at a point about a foot below the ground level. The linseeds of

the alluvium are shallow rooted ; the main tap root sending out numer-

ous strong laterals parallel to and near the surface of the ground. It

would appear that soil aeration is the dominant factor in the type of lin-

seed grown in the two areas in which this crop is mainly concentrated.

On the soils of the Peninsula, the cracking of the soil enables the moist

subsoil to be aerated. On the alluvium, the roots are compelled to run

near the surface so as to secure a sufficient air-supply.

2. Gram.
The distribution of the gram crop in India depends chiefly on two

factors—soil temperature and soil aeration. Gram is an important cold

weather crop to the north of a line joining Bombay and Patna and is not

found to any great extent on the warmer soils to the southward. In the

gram tract itself, the density is greatest where the natural aeration of the

soil is above the average.
That the distribution of this crop in the gram area depends on the

aeration of the soil is supported by all the results obtained at Pusa. The
best crops are obtained in dry years on high, well-drained soil. On stiff

badly aerated plots the yield falls off and the root development is shal-

low. In wet years, the yield is inversely proportional to the length of the

tap root.

3. Wheat.
Very little work has been done in India in tracing the connection be-

tween the root-systems of wheat varieties and their suitability for certain

types of soil. The matter, however, is being taken up at Pusa and it is

possible to refer to some of the preliminary results.

Some very interesting details have been obtained on this point in

connection with the distribution of Pusa 12. Pusa 12 is a deep-rooting,

high-yielding variety. It was isolated from a mixture in the Botanical

Section at Pusa where it was found that this type gave excellent results

on the lighter wheat soils of the Experiment Station but was apt to be

disappointing on heavier lands. When tried in the United Provinces

however, it quickly came into favour. Excellent crops were obtained ;

the size of the ears and the yield were greater than anything that had

been obtained at Pusa even with the best cultivation. The soil of the

alluvium of the United Provinces are more open than those of Bihar, and

this deep-rooting wheat immediately responds. On the other hand, the

wheat which suits Bihar best is Pusa 6, a shallow-rooted variety which

does not do well in the drier wheat-growing areas of the Indo-Gangeti<

plain. Here the shallow-rooting is a distinct disadvantage.

4. Hibiscus Sabdabiffa and H. cannabinus.

These two species of fibre plants which are usually^J^^

g

of the rains in Northern India, d fier greatly in two ^^J-m *J
amount of branching and in their tolerance of moist soil condit on, .The

varieties of Hibiscuf Sabdariffa are much branched P^nte*^
the «rtM mnn,nnnS and show little sign of wilt. The types of H. can
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nabinus, on the other hand, are tall, erect plants which, when grown in

the ordinary way for fibre, branch little but are particularly prone to

wilt. These distinctions between the two species are correlated with
marked differences in the root-systems. The main tap root cf H. Safda-
riffa is comparatively short but there is a great development of lateral

roots which run parallel and quite close to the surface. The root-system is

extensive but it is concentrated near the surface of the ground, and in very
wet seasons leaves the soil and grows out into the air. The development
of the aerial roots all over the surface of the ground was very marked in
the wet monsoon of 1916. In H. cannabinus, the tap root is deep and the
development of the laterals is not concentrated near the surface. The
root-system in this species is much deeper than in the case of H. Sabda-
riffa. The general connection between the depth of the root-system and
the liability of the two species to wilt will be evident. In the case of H.
<abdariffa y the aeration of the roots is easy and the crop thrives even in
wet years. In the case of H. cannabinm, aeration is more difficult and
the plants are very liable to wilt.

5. Java Indigo.

I p to the present, we have considered the root-systems of crops
which are either grown in the monsoon or in the cold weather. Bihar
agriculture, however, has to deal with a plant-^Tava mdigo-which is

grown all the year round including the hot months of April and May.
Any successful type of plant must accommodate itself to a set of soil con-
ditions ranging from extreme wetness in the monsoon to comparative
dryness m the hot weather.

;o+*
Ja
/
a

i
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The genus Oxalis is geographically very ui table and a discussion of

the distributional history of the remaining species is prompted by their

now recorded presence as wild plants in India.

In conclusion the authors call for the co-operation of systematist

and others engaged in botanical pursuits in recording the arrival and the

success or failure of exotics in establishing themselves, in India.

Note on a Malformation of a Pine-apple {Ananas).— H\j P. F.

Fyson.

A malformation of the Pine-apple is described in which the receptacle

had grown out laterally and bore a very large number of small flowers in

an irregular formation, recalling on a large scale the Cockscomb variety of

the cultivated Celosia. The tissues were found infested with an intra-

cellular plasmodium, to which the fasciation was in all probability due.

Note on the Killing off of a True Water Plant {Scirpus micro-

witus) by a Plant of firm though moist land (Ammania

Rotundifolia).—By P. F. Fyson.

Scirpus micronatus L. which forms a dense fringe round the shores of

the lake at Kodaikanal has been dying off at certain depths, while grow-

ing well in deeper as well as in shallower water. Where this happens the

roots are surrounded by a dense matting of thin stems and narrow leaves

which though different in appearance have been traced to the Ammania
rotundifolia Ham which grows on the adjoining bank.

Oecological Notes on the Flora of the Pulney Downs.—By
P. F. Fyson.

Attention is drawn to certain plant associations and special adapta-

tions exhibited.

The Inflorescence and Flowers of the Banana (Musa sapientum)

and its wild relative (Musa superba)

—

By W. Burns,
V. G. Mandke and P. J. Dhunbhttra.

The paper describes a research in progress, the aims of which are :—
(1) to observe accurately the development and morphology of the in-

florescence and flowers in Musa sapientum and Musa superba ;

(2) to study the phenomena of pollination and fertilisation in these

species
;

(3) to study the seed production of M. superba and the non-produc-
tion of seed in M. sapientum.

The transition-leaves that herald the appearance of the inflorescence

are described and a theory put forward to account for their fewness in

M. sapientum and their abundance in M. superba. Variations in the

bracts both as to shape and axillary flowers are described. The various

organs of the several types of flowers are described and special atten-

tion is given to the perianth and androecium. It is concluded that the

flower of Musa is undoubtedly developed from the usual monocotyedon-
ous type, and that its present form is due to (a) suppression of the

posterior stamen, (6) the reduction of the two anterior members of the

inner whorl of the perianth and their fusion with the three similarly re-

duced members of the outer whorl, and (c) the development of the re-

maining member of the inner whorl as a hood-like body.

Sections of the ovules of both species are described. The erabryosac

contents have not yet been clearly made out. Crosses made both ways
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between the species resulted in seed production. It is proved that the

banana fruit swells without pollination but that of M. superba does not.

The influence of pollen of a red variety did not show when used to

fertilise a yellow variety of banana. The origin of the edible pulp is

stated. An interesting variant of the banana, producing in normal

circumstances 25 ** hands," is described and its possible heritability dis-

cussed.

Observations on Pollination in Alysicarpus.—By K. Cherian
Jacob.

The whole genus Alysicarpus possesses in the flower an interesting

explosive mechanism for the sudden discharge of pollen into the air or on
an insect-visitor. The Indian species of Alysicarpus can be divided into

two groups, one with glumaceous calyx enclosing the corolla and the other

with small calyx reaching to only about half the length of the corolla.

A. rugosus—a representative of the glumaceous calyx group explodes its

mechanism only when visited by Nomia oxybeloides. Unexploded flowers

do not set fruits at all. A. vaginalis—a representative of the small calyx
group—is capable of exploding its mechanism without the help of any
external agency and throws a cloud of pollen upwards showering the same
on the flowers of the neighbouring plants. The usefulness of this adapta-
tion in securing cross-pollination is evident from the fact that this specie
possesses a gregarious habit. In fact, in a patch of ground 7 inches in

diameter, the branches of 9 different plants could be traced and one
square foot of ground covered by the plant showed on an average about
90 different inflorescences.

So, in the above we have an instance of a common plant which en-

sures cross-pollination by the spontaneous explosion of its flowers and
without the help of any external agency.

The irritability of the Bladders in Utrirulnria. II. Structure
and Mechanism.—By T. Ekambaram.

1. The structure of the irritable hairs is described and compared with
those of aldrovanda.

~. ±*art of the ridge surrounding the mouth is shown to act as a
spring hinge which draws down or pushes up the valve.

3. The positions assumed bv the valve before and after irritation is

shown to be due to a difference in the dimensions of the two layers of

cells that make up the valve. The mechanism is explained.

t' ^u
e
[
unctlon of the margin is also partly explained.

5. I he hungry condition of the bladder is brought about by all the
tissues becoming turgid.

«4
*' T£

e
f
e3llU °* irritation is taken to be a momentarv loss of to*tF

dity in all the tissues.

Variation in some Himalayan liverworts.—By 8- R. Kashyap.

Four species of thallose liverworts are described showing a consider-
able degree of variability.

1
.
Targionia hypophylla. Already worked out by the writer and also by

Miss O'Keefe. (Xew Phytologist, Vol. XIII. Nos. 6 and 7 and Vol. XIV,
No3. 4 and 5). The chief features of interest here are :—(a) the presence
of anthendia on the usually described disc-like ventral snoots, also on
shoots having more or less well-developed wings and lastly even on the

mam shoot m the form of a dorsal cushion, (b) The different degrees of

development of the teeth in the involucral valves. In some specimens
they are well- developed throughout the whole margin of the valves, m
others feebly developed or quite absent on the greater part of the margin.
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2. Aneura Indica St. n. s. Great variations in habit and the shape
of the dorsal epidermal cells. The plants may be thin loosely attached to

the substratum, very slightly branched or simple, leading through various

transitional forms to those which are firmly fixed to the soil, have thick

lobes and are very much branched. The dorsal epidermal cells may he
quite flat, slightly convex externally, dome-shaped, or conical and dis-

tinctly papillate with distinct spaces between them. These variations in

habit and structure seem to depend on climatic conditious in which the

plant grows.
3. Metzgeria pubescens (Shrank) Raddi. The usual form found in

Britain has ten or eleven epidermal cells on each side of the midrib and
the plants are pinnate. In some plants found in Mussoorie by the writer

the midrib was very narrow and had only four epidermal cells on each

side and the plants were distinctly dichotomous. In some other speci-

mens found by the writer on the Chamba-Pangie road about 10,000 ft.

above sea level, the midrib had six or seven cells on each surface and plants

showed a tendency to pinnate branching owing to great development of

one branch. Those variations are interesting as the two characters are

generally thought to be constant.
4. Anthoceros Himalayensis Kashyap. The plant was described by

the writer from Mussoorie (New Phytologist, Vol. XIV, No. 1). The
sterile plants were narrow, closely attached to the soil and bore tubers

either marginally or ventrally or both. Specimens are found in a place

near Simla, under water showed broad thin lobes dividing dichotomously

and entirely without tubers. These plants differed from the typical

specimens of A. Hymalayensis so greatly that they could be referred to

that species only after some more specimens had been found in a moist

place midway between the two above-mentioned forms in habit and bear-

ing embedded tubers.

The effects of Physical and Climatic conditions on the distribu-

tion of plants in Mysore Malnad.—By M. K. Venkata Rao.

Introduction. Literature-abstract. The area comprising the Mysore

Malnad.
Physical conditions :

—

T
(!) Variations in elevation. (2) Exposure to sea breeze. (3) Long

and narrow valleys. (4) Winding rivers and streams. (5) Evergreen

forests. (6) Loose and pervious soil.

Climatic conditions :

—

, ft , -. . ..

(J) Variations in rainfall. (2) Prolonged drought (3) \ ariations in

temperature. (4) Fog and humid atmosphere. (5) Heavy winds.

Effects, (a) Direct:— m .. ., /Q *

(1) Reduction in size of leaves. (2) Presence of aromatic oils. (.3)

Poor quality of timber. (4) Uniformity of distribution and similarity of

species. (5) Intense colouration of flowers. (6) Occurrence of Xero-

phytic vegetation. (6) Indirect :— r»mT1«r
( 1 ) Occurrence of forests in patches in protected valleys. (2) Propor-

tionate increase of climbers and epiphytes. (3) Comparative absence of

thornv plants. (4) Abundance of Ferns and mosses. (5) Comparative

rarity of fresh-water species of algae except Diatoms (6) SaP^P 1^
fungi and Parasites plants due to decomposing vegetation. (7) very

wide distribution of seeds and fruits.

Conclusion.

Spike Disease of Sandal.—By L. Coleman and M. S.

X VRASIHMAN.

This serious disease of one of the most valuable Indian Forest Pro-

ducts was first noticed near Fraserpet on the Coore-Mysore frontier in
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1899 but was probably in existence for several years prior to that date.

Within the past sixteen years about three-fourths of the sandal area in

Coorg has become infected. In Mysore it has appeared in most of the
sandal areas in Mysore District and in several areas of Hassan and
Bangalore Districts. In Madras Presidency it has also appeared in a

large number of sandal areas in Salem, Coimbatore and Trichinopoly
Districts.

It is difficult to estimate the losses due to the disease but there are
indications that sandal to the value of 5 lakhs of rupees are being des-

troyed annually. If as appears likely the disease continues to spread to

areas which have hitherto remained free, sandal as an economic product
will practically- cease to exist unless we can discover some efficient means
of combating the disease.

The chief outward symptoms are (a) a reduction in size of the leaves,
(b) shortening of the internodes, (c) disturbance in the growth periodicity
leading to growth throughout the year, and (d) death of haustoria and
end roots. Inner structural changes are few and unimportant but there
is one typical internal symptom, viz. the deposition of large quantities
of starch in parenchyma of twigs and leaves.

The paper considers the question of starch deposition and shows that
there is a disturbance in the translocation indicated by a reduction of
diastatic activity in diseased leaves. Whether there is any alteration in
the rate of carbohydrate formation in the diseased leaves as compared
with healthy ones is under investigation. The fact not heretofore
sufficiently emphasized, that leaves showing outward evidence of spike
are invariably pale in colour, would point to a decreased carbohydrate
formation rather than to an increased one.

The question of the communicability of the disease is discussed and
the results of experiments in which twigs from spiked trees were grafted
on to healthy trees are given. These show conclusively that the disease
is communicable as m a large number of cases the disease was communi-
cated m this way. Injection of an aqueous extract from diseased leave^
into healthy trees has. up to the present, given no result.

A number of other plants have been found attacked by diseases
Rowing similar symptoms. In the case of one of these plants, viz.

f£W*g oenopha, it has been found possible to communicate the disease

Shi&t f

JUSt aS m the (aSe of sandal sPike - The question of the pos-

it/*SL?l ^"YT ^1^ the disease as ** appears in one of the species

gatton
a healthy Plant of mother susceptible species is under investi-

ng IuT!ull
me^od* of infection in the light of our present knowledge

too fncnm^f f
the PaPer '

but our knowledge of the disease IS still
too incomplete to formulate definite conclusion on this point.

On the Endophytic Xitrogen-fixing Bacteria in Lemm minor

By 81 O. TlKUNAKVYANAN
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On the Nitrogen-fixing Bacteria inside Root-galls caused by
Eel -worms.—By M. 0. Tirunarayanan.

Nodules caused by eel-worms, in roots of Benincasa, Momordica and
Must* contained bacteria. These were isolated and by the colonies ob-

tained on different media, stabs and streak-cultures, the peculiar motility,

staining reactions, and capacity to fix atmospheric nitrogen, have been

identified as belonging to the species of Bacillus radicicola. They flourish

in nitrogen free-media.

These plants have been healthy. Instead of being harmful, the

nematode attack is perhaps beneficial, because, through its agency, there

is established an association between these bacteria and the plant, and

the plant may profit by the presence of these bacteria in the same

way as Alnus Eleagnus, &c.

Section of Geology.

President—Mr. C. S. Mtddlemiss. CLE. M.A., F.A.S.B.

Geological Surrey of India.

(Presidential Address.)

Complexities of Archaean Geology in India.

There is no doubt that if one impartially regards the trend of geo-

logical theories concerning the oldest rocks, known as the Archaeans, in

India, there is apt to arise a feeling of bewilderment. One gets puzzled

and perhaps upset by the fertility and versatility in explanation indulged

in by geologists when once they give their imagination a free rem in the

domain of these very difficult rocks. I am also bound to admit that

very much the same sort of bewilderment may readily take possession of

one when, instead of theories, one surveys the prime cause of those

theories, namely the rocks themselves. The science of geology, alas, does

not seem to get any simpler, clearer or more straightforward as it grows

older !

Here in Mysore, and one may sav in Southern India generally, there

are certain aspects of the Archaeans about which a great change of opin-

ion appears to have arisen during the last 12 years or so-as the geology

of to-day has gradually unfolded itself from earlier beginnings.

One has but to refer to the beautifully executed geological map of

Mysore, on the scale of 1* to 8 miles, recently issued by the Mysore Geo-

logical Department, and to the solutions of some of the Archaean^roWemj

as concisely presented in the very interesting •« Outline of the ^logical

History of Mysore " by Dr. Smeeth, Director of the Department of Mines

and Geology;and which, I believe, is the substance of his address before

a previous meeting of this Congress, to recognise that many geological

problems, regarded as delightfully simple in the old days of Indian geo-

logy, now bear new and startling interpretations and that ^me rock

terms (or the theoretical conceptions underlying them) have had to be

scrapped and cast into the melting pot, to emerge-something quite

1

^fbe a little more explicit, let me call your attention to the owe of

ocks known as the Dharwar system, one of the orig.nal .homes ofJ™
is Mysore. In the earlier days of Indian geology (though not so tongago

after all) thev were described in modest terms as hornblende and chlorite

schists, quartz iron-ore rocks, quartzites conglomerates, etc., and the>

were regarded mostly as metamorphosed sediments, or-at.toast
:

as sucft

associated with epidiorites of effusive igneous origin. Th«v were sup

posed without question to overlie the " fundamental ei

They were sup

sneiss
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been deposited upon it with an unequivocal unconformity marked by a
conspicuous conglomerate at or near the base,—in fact to be younger than
that gneiss, to have been folded un on ton of it. fan 1 fori in n1a.p.Aa rianuri.gneissvijchv gLivioa, uu nave utron iuiucu up uix vkj^j ui it, iiAUltCU. 111 JJIfctUUS, UeilUU-
ed in places, and so left in their strip-like basins, as presented to our view
to-riRv vto-day

But things have gone apace with the energetic and versatile members
of the Mysore Geological Department, and now the main order of rock
succession has long ago been implicitly, and more recently formally, re-
versed

; the Dharwars becoming the oldest rocks in Mysore, whilst for
nearly every one of the rock members of that system, including even the
limestones, conglomerates, quartz iron-ore schists and lastly the quartz-
ites, an igneous origin of some sort is now seriously championed. If one
reads through the Records of the department for the last ten years or so
one constantly comes across remarks by Messrs. Wetherell, Slater.
Jayaram and others to the above effect. For instance : '« The quartzites
are probably all of igneous origin and belong to different relative periods
of formation, just like the various other acid members of the series" or
" From the general evidence obtained it is satisfactorily clear that the
true character of these conglomerates is autoclastic and not sedimentary.

i ITS
ti

*

eaimentary-looking grit, arkoses, and fragments! rocks appear
to be highly altered lavas and tufaceous deposits and not metamorphosed
true sediments.

I might go on quoting in the same strain for sometime, but I will
con ent myself with one more example from Dr. Smeeth's "Outline"
where, speaking of the quartzites, he says : '« Others, entirely quartzose,

whi.TT ? w *?
6Xhibit intrU8ive Contacts with adjoining rocks,

whilst others of a later date penetrate the subsequent granitic gneiss and

tW JT8

,T
tbG gn61SS int0 the schists

- Ther° can be little doubt

«nH ^oJ u
e 9uartz 'tes ar« crushed and recrystallised quartz veins

ouesSon wffT
hyne\and P°ssibIy fortes, and it is at least open to

WhSrjlr Z WG haVe
f
ny Which are genuine sedimentary rocks."

Ins hi! r Ty
u
thiDk as to the Pliability of these condu-

ced advoeatSf
1

. rf° r^e* to the unanimity with which they have

to be "?h«r f : J
n
^td °r

L
Sme6th in one of his annual reports appears

o? the
* coZZf f

he " hom
r

et s nest " that he has raised in the form

I o nerate t «,I
transference of previously imagined sedimentary con-

find a ,1 e S£S^ ""S
°merates " a"d he dghs for " some one to

watr worn
P
pebb£'

a
?
t0ry Sed 'mentary conglomerate with nicely rolled

unde^one* hTtt*
1^ °l

thou
§
ht

> <!«*•% and apparently unanimously

gaSr the o?1 aT^8 °f the Mysore Geological Department, re-

and phvsical trTn f ^f^T °f these roc^ and the series of mineral

verv SncertlT oTt,0r
\
S

.

thro,l
?h which they have gone, must be

tremelv pe"Plexinl J! ult^ ^^cal student. It must be ex-

entirety Xlt"LTht Zf 115 *?Tg
very ""acceptable at least in its

considerable^ imTmanninT^
6^ that in the early nineties I spent a

associationUrMrF P
H g

««

^

aPe88 °f Salem and Coimbatore, and in

appear tailing off into in™ 5
&&W something of the Dharwars as they

part of these ditrcts
lo

?f
drawn-°ut strips and patches in the northern

sional wider patches^ pZ.
0pi?n then formed of those strips and ocea-

and I may perhan^ r."nL
P

!•
m an MS

" rePort written at that time,
*
^y

perhaps quote a portion of this. I then wrote :-

system, .^evident That
r£ti0nS °f

,

the Dha™ars with the gneissic

their distinctness o^f text"- *
g6I

i
eral aPPearanee of the Dharwars,

they lie in continuous 2 "? 8tr"c
,

t
1

ure and composition, and the way
tions in evS" Z^rti:nf°,d

f
d amon8 the pisses, are indie*

formation and that ifcomTlnV' th
?

f°rmer bein« the y°,mgercomes in normal sequence above the gneiss:
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although since their formation they have been subjected to earth

mcvements which have acted on them both alike, and caused their

present disposition (as indicated by outcrops and foliation dips) to

be generally inconclusive one way or the other.

Some few exposures (sections they can hardly be called) are,

however, so strongly in favour of the received views concerning

this relation that they must be mentioned here. Mr. Smith has des-

cribed, and I also myself saw, one locality in the valley N.N.W. of

Maharajgadi, where a certain flattening out of the Dharwars and a

bending round of their strike appeared to point to the existence of a

slightly shallow synclinal of them upon the gneiss. In another

locality a few miles east of Krishnagiri and a little west of Sundana-

palli Mr. Smith states that the exposure of the Dharwars seems to

be that of a rough basin resting on the gneiss though the dips are

seen to be much disturbed. Also round about Maradapalli the Dhar-

wars are seen to rest directly on the upturned gneiss. Other places

visited by myself to the north of Barugur show the same thing—in

the usual imperfect way in which sections are exposed in this part

of the country. T may instance the hill 1£ miles E. by N. from

the Barugur travellers' bungalow, the upper parts of which are all

Dharwars apparently resting on a platform of the gneiss beneath ;

and also an exposure north of Neralkotta where a somewhat sudden

change from the one rock to the other has all the appearance as

of the Dharwars lying upon the top of the gneiss.

The search for actual junction sections was, however, for a long

time unproductive. At last the little crag on the side of the hill

E.N.E. of Barugur, and easily recognised in the distance by its darker

colour, yielded such a section : but we were not prepared for the ex-

traordinary nature of the section revealed. It is about 5 yards long,

and at the base of it the hornblende biotite gneiss, typical of the

Hosur and Krishnagiri plateaux, is seen. Above there are Dharwars

of the lower-most orepidiorite type, whilst between the two is a zone

composed of a matrix of the hornblende-biotite gneiss among which

is distributed an irregular assortment of fragments of Dharwars.

We might describe the arrangement as a zone of the gneiss containing

included blocks of the Dharwars. The fragments are of all sizes

from a few inches across to several feet. They are roughly angular,

and many of them are composite blocks, being built up of a number

of smaller fragments-the result without doubt of a large block

having split up into pie< 9 in situ. With everything else m favour of

the Dharwars being the younger formation, here is an appearance

that I think the majority of observers would say showed that the

intrusive gneiss was younger than the Dharwars !

But before committing ourselves to this last conclusion, let us sum

up the arguments for the contrary :

( 1

)

The work of the older observers has been held to show that the

Dharwars are a younger formation resting with complete

unconformity and a great conglomerate on the gneisses.

(2) The Dharwars of the Salem District here referred to are directly

continuous into those of Kolar, and must cartamly be the

same.
(3) The mode of occurrence of the Dharwars is as strips among the

gneiss, not the reverse. Also there are no veins or vemlets

of the gneiss among the Dharwars.
O :m ;i or

(4) Almost universally in the gnei* there are long trams of s.mdar

inclusions at other places where no bulky outcrop of Dhar

wars of sufficient magnitude to be mapped s known and

these trains of inclusions frequently coalesce moneor other

direction into unbroken strips ,n the gneiss of from 1 to 3

feet wide.
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_ «

Thus the evidence is conflicting. Whilst general conclusions that
have great weight are in favour of the younger age of the Dharwars.
the particular section given above might be held to prove just the
contrary.

Only, I think, by looking upon the Hosur gneiss as a rock that
has passed through (it may be) several vicissitudes of solidification
and plutonic remelting without ever having developed much intru-
sive motion as regards the formations above, can the above conflict-
ing testimony be harmonised."

Such was the somewhat inconclusive view I had of tho Dharwar strips
in Salem at that time. I was prepared for a liberal interpretation of the
nature of the unconformity at their base, but no suspicion directed against
the then received explanation of their sedimentary or sub-aerial origin had
entered my thoughts.

Well, gentlemen, the new interpretation of this Dharwar problem by
the Mysore Geological staff has now been before us for some years, and
presumably it is being constantly tested on the ground, and in due course
the full data in support of it, accompanied by accurate drawings, photo-
graphs and detailed plans on an adequate scale will likewise be laid before
us and before the geological world. It is a matter of considerable impor-
tance that these (especially the drawings and photographs) should be pro-
vided, for so far I think I am right in saying that no graphic representa-
tion of these extraordinary wholesale transformations of granites quartz-
porphyries and other igneous rock types, into schists, conglomerates,
limestones and quartzites, has as yet appeared from the pencil of any of
those responsible for the statements. Otherwise I am afraid there will
always be a feeling of doubt and questioning in the minds of many.

Meanwhile in this short address it is no part of my desire or intention
to questJOQ them. Geology is not a science whose results can be settled
as by a debating society. I confess, however, that I should verv much
like to question the rocks themselves, once more again,—to go straight to
the fountain-head so to speak, and help myself to the arguments and
facts at first hand-but unfortunately one cannot b^ in more than one
place at a time, and I have other duties to attend to.

It has nevertheless, occurred to me that, whilst one may perhaps be
permitted to suspend judgment as regards these South Indian rocks, un-
til the long awaited data, m full, are kindly vouchsafed us bv the Mvsore
geologists, it might not be amiss to take into consideration certain other
areas of Archaean rocks that have recently been under exploration bv the

Slj.1 ^fVey
.f

f r^ia
-
and see if they »how a similar or different

tendency ,n the matter of mterpreting the facts discovered. Manv of these
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the extremely natural and normal calcareous and other sediments show
no passage into anything resembling what are ordinarily known as crys-

talline limestones, calciphyres and calc-gneisses.

Hence, failing any trace of a sedimentary origin, there have not

been wanting efforts to explain the limestone element of these rocks as

having been derived, by the action of carbonic acid in solution, from

pyroxenic ortho-gneisses, which by assumption are regarded as magmatie.

I need only refer to the classical work of Judd and Barrington Brown on

the Burma crystalline limestones (Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc, Vol. 187 A,

p. 205) and to the earlier interpretations of my colleague Dr. Fermor in

the case of the Central Provinces calciphyres (Rec. Geol. Surv. of India,

Vol. XXXIII, pp. 168-171). Quite recently, however, both my two col-

leagues in the Central Provinces, Dr. Fermor and Mr. Burton, have re-

turned to the more simple and straightforward conclusion that not only

the calc-gneisses but also the crystalline limestones have been derived

from a banded series of calcareous sediments of varying degrees of purity,

combined with lit-parlit injection of acid magma. This will be seen from

the quotation which I now reproduce from the General Report for the

Geol. Surv. of India for the year 1914-15.

"Mr. Burton in his progress report, 1912-13, regards the crystalline

limestones as derived from sedimentary limestones of various degrees of

purity, and accepts the formation of mica, pyroxene, amphiboles, and

chondrodite, as due to the re-crystallisation of the original impurities in the

limestone, with pneumatolytic addition of fluorine ; but the felspar in the

quartz-pyroxene gneisses he regards as in part of pneumatolytic origin.

He thus favours in the main the recrystailisation hypothesis. During the

past season's work (1913-U) Mr. Burton had the opportunity of devoting

further attention to these calcareous rocks as developed in the Balaghat

district. This led to an interesting development of ideas, so that whilst

Mr. Burton still supposes that the calc silicate minerals of the calc-

gneisses (calc-granulites) were in part derived from original impurities in

the calcareous sediments, he lays stress on the fact that the predominant

felspar is microcline with varying amounts of orthoclase, plagioclase being

present only in small amount or altogether absent. He deduces that thi>

microcline was derived from the associated orthogneisses during folding

when the latter became refused and attained the condition of an *&*&**

magma containing gases and pneumatolitic agents. The felspars both ot

the calc-gneiss and^of the ortho-gneiss show quartz inclusions {quartz as

corrosion), and this, Mr. Burton thinks, indicates that the calc-gneiss and

the ortho-gneiss must have crystallised under the same conditions ot pres-

sure, indicating that the calc-gneisses are reaUy mixed gneisses which

have re-crvstallised under plutonic conditions '

"

In the rase of the Idar State examples, 1 may perhaps be allowed a

few words of description, since the observations and data are ot my oun

collecting, and have not been hitherto mentioned from this point of view.

The rocks of this category, there, consist of erystalline limestone and

calc-gneiss, of various kinds within certain well-defined limits. I he

whole set is thoroughly well banded after the manner of any Arcnaean

schist or gneiss, and it is penetrated almost-everywhere by a very con-

stant set of lenticles, lenticular bands, branching dykes and occa.iona 1>

anastomosing granite aplite veins and occasionally by more massive in-

trusions of biotite-hornblende granite, known as the Idar granjte Itw

generally roughly equidimensional granular aggregate of frequently large

' Daring the present field season (1914-15) Dr. Fermor has accepted

Mr. Burton's idea that these rooks are mixed gne.sses and both he

n

Chhindwara) and Mr. Burton (in Balaghat) have arrived at i he conet won

that the hybridism has, at least in part been effected by the ht-p^

I

«' in-

trusion of the calcareous rocks by an acid magma In Chhmduara. how

ever, labradorite is as abundant as microcline in the calc-gne.-se^.
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amounts of calcite, pyroxene (diopside), quartz, orthoclase and microcline
with a little plagioclase, biotite and sphene. Occasionally there is a little
graphite and pyrite, scapolite, wollastonite, zoisite and minute pale
garnet grains (grossularite), with large developments of idocrase (vesu-
vianite), at one or two places.

These rocks occupy a considerable area in the northern part of Idar

,

and though they may merge into another division of the Aravallis, theS 6
, f

St0neS (which I must not sfc°P now to describe) in one
direction and into a non-calcareous biotite gneiss in the other, they dis-
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their bases. They are frequently extremely sheared and broken up into
platy layers near any Aravalli junction, against which they frequently
plunge with dips at right angles to the strike of the juxtaposed Aravallis.
The whole aspect of the Delhi Quartzite in this area is of enormous ridges,
sections and blocks of quartzite strata floundering about as it were in a
viscous Aravalli sea. Furthermore there are in certain places actual junc-
tions shown, where stoping of Delhi Quartzite blocks of from one foot or
less to several yards in width can be seen as it were in actual operation,
and where the whole of these blocks and many also of the half disintegra-
ted basal layers of the Delhi Quartzite have begun to get detached and
ready to break away under the stoping operations of the underlying
biotite gneiss And all of these blocks and loosened lower strata, it is im-
portant to notice, are in their interstices crowded with many of the typi-
cal cale-gneiss minerals, e.g. wollastonite, calcite, diopside and grossular
garnet—these contact-developed minerals weathering out at the surface
of the blocks and leaving a spongy, cavernous layer behind. Chaotic and
irregular as is the junction between these two systems in Idar, I am not
sure that the parallel arrangement in Ajmer of the same Delhi quartzites
to the underlying calc-gneisses (chiefly amphibole epidote gneiss there)
does not eclipse it. Last cold weather in the company of my colleague
Mr. Heron I had the privilege of seeing near Sendra some of the most
amazing relationships between these two formations, which, however,
would require diagrams to illustrate them satisfactorily and for which I

fear I have not time to trouble you with now, as we have a large number
of papers to get through this morning.

Before concluding, I should say that the impressions I have gathered
in Idar with regard to these and other phenomena are on the whole in

favour of calling largely on the processes known as plastic deformation
and dynamometamorphisra for an explanation of very many of these
peculiar results. I am inclined to picture to myself that below a certain
level underground, such as may well have now been exposed by uplift

and denudation in the roots of this old Aravalli mountain chain, processes
of the above category may well have brought about in the Delhi Quartz-
ite, in the Aravallis below, or along the junction line between them, very
great and powerful metamorphosing actions that have simulated magma
tic stoping and assimilation, that have probably reduced much rock in

certain areas to the condition of aqueo-igneously fused rock-pulp, and
that have culminated in the production of gneisses. It is even allowable
to suppose that they may also have caused the inception among them of

intercrustal veins, lenticles and dykes of aplite and other pegmatitic vari-

ants, after the manner advocated by A. C. Lane, quoted in Daly's M Igne-

ous Rocks and theii Origin," p. 370, and named by him " selective solu-

tion." In that reference it is said that: ^During intense regional,

metamorphism, specially of the dynamic kind, deep-seated rocks, charged
with much interstitial water, may reach the relatively low temperature
at which minerals corresponding to the quartz-felspar eutectic go into

solution with the water and other volatile fluxes. Such small, locally

generated pockets, lenses or tongues of fluid may be driven through the

solid country rock for an indefinite distance ; subsequently to crystalline

with the composition and habit of the true b&tholithic derivatives. It is

thus quite possible that these particular rocks, though truly magmatic,
have had no direct connection with abyssal injections."

In other words, it seems to me that from what may once have been

two unconformable systems, such as the Delhis above and the Aravallis

below, one may have had generated by plastic deformation and dynamic

metamorphism the appearance of a complete eruptive unconformity, sepa-

rating a lower gneissic from an upper quartzite series. And if that be

granted, then it is obvious that the great march of events here in these

northern rock areas can only be understood as being the exact reverse of

that which the Mysore Geological Department are advocating in the case

of the not dissimilar position in Southern India.
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I do not propose to go further than this, anil it is certainly not my
intention in any way to suggest that the Mysore Department should
immediately proceed to revise their conceptions regarding the origin of
the rocks of their own extremely interesting country ; but I do urge that
all the pros and cons in the case should be very carefully and patiently
considered, as I have no doubt that they certainly will be.

Chamberlin and Salisbury have written as follows in their Geologv,
p. 429 (1905), under the heading of " Completion of the Rock Cycle " :—

"The crystallising processes of metamorphism are fundamentally
-imilar to the processes by which rocks crystallise out of magmas,
only in the first case the work is done chiefly by the aid of an aque-
ous solution, while in the second it is done through the mutual solu-
tion of the constituents in themselves where water was but an inci-
dent. If the heat factor in metamorphism be sufficiently increased,
aqueous solution may actually grade into magmatic solution through
various degrees of softening and melting, and the cycle of change
be closed in upon itself."

Consequently, it seems to me, that in dealing with any rock that
appears to be of doubtful igneous or magmatic origin, it is above all
necessary ln these days to ascertain in which direction the cycle of change
is moving. To put the matter bluntly—an apparent ortho-gneiss with its
contemporaneous veins may quite as well be an intensely metamorphosed
sediment with pegmatites formed in it by ' selective solution ' as it may
be the extreme, fohated or otherwise modified, representative of a grani-
tic, gabbroid or hybrid abyssal injection.

Notes on the Origin of the Living Molluscan Fauna of the
Indian Ocean, with reference to Former Geological Times.—By E. Vredenburo.
The object of this paper is to show that most of the genera and

species characteristic of the Indian or Indo-Pacific region at the present
day have originated in that same region in former geological times ; and
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of tourmaline introduced by pneumatolitic processes from the intrusive
granite. The author also gives other arguments illustrating the mag-
matie segregation theory—pegmatitic or aplitic—- of the formation of the
lodes, as contrasted with the theory of BJeeck of their formation by mineral
solutions and pneumatolysis. In the case of the wolfram and cassiterite

quartz veins, of which the pegmatitic origin is not so clear, it seems
reasonable to regard them as a hydro- thermal phase of pegmatites.

A Revised Classification of the Gondwana System.

—

By
G. de P Cotter.

An attempt is made in this paper to sub-divide the Gondwana System
into series and stages on the lines laid down by the International Con-

gress of Geology, and to determine the European equivalents of each

stage. The Maleri stage has been separated from the Kota stage ; the

former has been placed in the Trias, while the latter remains in the

Oolitic. Evidence is brought forward to show that the Panchet stage of

Raniganj is lower Trias. The upper Trias is represented by the Maleri

stage, and the Rhaetic by the Thinnfeldia odontopteroides beds of South
Rewah, to which a new stage name, the Parsora stage, is given. The
Damuda series are shown to be Permian, and not partly Trias, as Koken
supposed. The relationships of the Maleri to the Parsora stage are doubt-
ful ; the author paid a visit to South Rewah to determine which was
tratigraphically above the other, but no definite conclusion was arrived

at. He suggests, however, that the Parsora stage is very possibly the

upper of the two. The Umia stage is no longer placed in the upper Jurassic

,

but in the lower Cretaceous, in accordance with the work of Kitchen.

An account of the Sub-division of the Deccan Trap Series in

the neighbourhood of Xarayanganj. Mandala District.

Central Provinces.

—

By K. A. K. Hallowes.

The author, in continuation of the work of Fermor and Fox in the

Chhindwara District, gives a short account of his sub-division of the

Deccan Traps in Mandla District. The separation of the boundaries of

particular flows was principally effected by the aid of vesicular surfaces,

green-earth horizons, intertrappean limestone and chert and by the

terraces due to the above. Eight different flows have thus been distin-

guished, which also are found to possess minor differences of texture and

composition ; all of them being either basalts or dolerites with varying

amounts of olivine, serpentine, chlorophaeite and palagonite in addition

to the ordinary minerals of the Deccan Trap. He discusses the origin of

some of the palagonite, the varying specific gravities of the flows, their

silica content and their other physical characteristics.

On the application of Cochineal Stain on Calcite, and Arago-

nite.

—

By S. Datta.

The author details a further set of experiments in continuation of

those described bv him in a paper before the Indian Association for the

Cultivation of Science in September 1916, on the staining of these same

minerals by means of aniline black, as a means of distinguishing them.

On the Occurrence of Limburgite in British Baluchistan.—By

H. Das Gtjpta.

The author describes a limburgite from the Deccan Trap of Baluchis-

tan, characterised by a smaller amount of the phenocryste of olivine as
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compared with those of augite, and the presence of felspar microlites in

the groundmass. Si(>2= 40*73 per cent. According to the M Quantita-
tive Classification " the position of the rock is III. 6. 4. 4, and the term
Hamandunose has heen proposed for the subrang. The presence of felspar

in the groundmass is discussed and it is suggested that a very large sec-

tion of the rocks now known as limburgites is very closely allied to the
picrites.

Corundum and its Occurrence in Mysore.

—

By L. Subba Rao.

After a brief reference to the origin of the word corundum, the author
proceeds to describe the economic value of the mineral and states that,
though corundum is the richest and purest of the ores of aluminium, the
cost of the mineral compared with that of Bauxite presents a real
difficulty in the way of using the former for the manufacture of the
metal. The paper then goes on to describe the crystalline form of the
mineral. Three twinned crystals are described as specially deserving of
mention. Two of them are of the cruciform type and the third repre-
sents prism of the second order and rhombohedron combined on the
prism of the first order as the composition plane, the twin thus giving
rise to a curious monoclinic appearance. The paper then refers to
certain samples of corundum occurring at Kupya and Doddrei in Mysore
where this mineral, which is generally considered unalterable, is found to
be surrounded by a greenish material which the author makes out to be
marganle. The author discusses the nature of this alteration and cites
Professor Judd's statement that conditions must exist in the earth's
interior under which chemical change of this mineral does take place.

in Mysore. After stating that mineralogically emery is simply a mixture
of corundum and magnetite and that its value as an abrading agent
depends upon the proportion of the former constituent, the author men-
tions a locality ,n Mysore where corundom crystals are found enclosing
grams ot magnetite arranged in peculiar patterns as stellate figures, etc.
ano gives it as hia opinion that such occurrences are to be considered as
merely instances of emery.

»* .

Th® PaPer concludes "with a short note on the origin of corundum and
scares that its occurrence in Mysore well illustrates the processes of

mKSi metamorphism. In many cases, says the author, it is of
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6, Riddles Current in the District of Sylhet, in Eastern

Bengal.

, By Sarat Chandra Mitra, M.A., B.L.

It appears that Dr. W. Schultz of the Solvvay Institute.

Bruxelles, is engaged in studying the riddles current in all

countries of the world. He
;
therefore, requires collections of

Oriental riddles, in an English garb*, for his study-purposes. In

response to his requisition, the two undermentioned collections

of Parsee riddles have been made and published in the Journal

<>f the Anthropological Society of Bombay.'
The literature of Indian riddles, so far as known to me.

consists of the following papers :

—

(1) Riddles Current in Bihar By the present writer.

[Published in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, Vol. LXX., Part III., No. 1 (for 1901).

pp. 33—58].

(2) Bihari Life in Bihari Riddles. By the present writer.

(Published in the Journal of the Anthropological

i 50)

(3) Kashmiri Riddles. By the Rev. J. Hinton Knowles.

[Published in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, Vol. LVL, Part I., (for 1887), pp. 125—164].

(4) A Few Parsee Riddles (Part I). By Rustamji Nasar-

vanji Munshi, Esqr. (Published in the Journal of the

pp. 94—100).
»/

(5) A Few Parsee Riddles (Part 11). By Rustamji Nasar-

vanji Munshi, Esqr. (Published in the Journal of

the Anthropological Society of Bombay. Vol. X..

No. 5, pp. 409—425).

(6) Mundarl Riddles. By the Rev. Paul Wagner [Pub-

lished in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal

Vol. LXXIIL, Part I., (Extra No. for 1904)].

(7) Six Specimens of Mundarl Riddles. By Sarat Chandra

Rov, Esqr., M.A., B.L. [Published at pp 505-7 ot

his The Mutndas and Their Country (Calcutta

1912)].

» Vide the Bombay Anthropological Society'* Journal, Vol. X pp.

Uff. 40uff.
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1 also find that, in the Banglyn Sahitya Parishai Patrika

(The Journal of the Academy of Bengali Literature at Calcutta),

five papers on riddles current in different district? of Eastern
and Northern Bengal have been published in Bengali and are

as follows :

—

(1) Chattagrami Ghhelttkakana Dhandha. (Chittagong

Riddles for Puzzling Children). By Moulvi Abdul
Karim. [Published in the 12th volume (for 1312

B.S.), pages 177—188.]
(2) A Collection of Nine Riddles from the District of

Pabna, Eastern Bengal. By Pandit Eajkumar
Kawabhushana. | Published in the 14th volume
(for 1314 B.S.)'._page 202.

J

(3) Kochbiham' Henyali: (Kuch Bihar Riddles). By Babu
Pravash Chandra Bhattacharyva, (Published in

the 15th volume).

{4) tirihatter Pami (Sylhet Riddles) By Babu Dwar-
kanath Chaudhuri, b.a. [Published in the 20th

volume (for 1320 B. S.). pages 77—80.

j

(5) A Collection of Riddles from the District of Murshida-
bad. (Published in the 20th volume).

As these five papers are in Bengali, they ate inaccessible,

for purposes of study, to Orientalists in Europe, America and
other parts of India. But, at the same time, they are highly

interesting from an ethnographical, as also from a philological

point of view. It, therefore, appears to me that, if these

collections of riddles be transliterated intoDevanagari characters •

and translated into English with notes on the interesting

features thereof, they will become available for study-purposes
not only to Dr. Schultz but also to other scholars who may be

interested in this branch of Oriental research. In this hope, 1

intend to publish, in this article, the transliterations (in Deva-
nagari characters) and the translations into English, with short

notes thereon, of a selection of the riddles current in the district

of Sylhet, which have been collected and published by Babu
Dwarkanath Chaudhuri in the Bengali quarterly periodical men-
tioned supra. In Sylhet, riddles are called 4f .

These riddles from Svlliet are 41 in number and in the

peculiar dialect of Bengali which is spoken in that district,

rhe collector has published them without sufficiently elucida
tory notes and without classifying them under proper heads.
I have omitted four riddles as I have not been able to make out

the meanings thereof. I have classified the remaining 37 under
the heads of (1 ) Vegetable Products

; (2) Human Beings, Fish and
'"sects

; (3) Articles of Furniture and Household Implements:
W Heavenly Bodies and Natural Phenomena

; (5) Condiment,
etc.; and (6) Miscellaneous. 1 now give below the translitera-
tions and translations thereof —
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(I). Vegetable Products.

m^K zei^k ^rfe U$t *rm "T* ^R^T I

Translation.

(1) The thing, of which the name consists of three letter**

becomes delicious (to eat) when it is fried.

If you omit the midmost letter ra (t), its name becomes

fa^TT) which means " plantain"
Answer.—The harala or the fr Momor

dica charantia (Order Cucurbitacece) . It is bitterish in taste

and possesses, according to the Ayurveda, medicinal properties.

It is, therefore, esteemed as a culinary vegetable in Bengal and
Bihar. The smaller variety is called udihe and botanically

known as M. muricata.

W cr% m£t ^r^ wit w«r s^Ct ret i

i

Translation.

(2) Below (her) is the earth ; above (her) is the earth ; in

the middle is a beautiful girl.

Answer.—The turmeric. It is likened to a beautiful girl

on account of its beautiful yellow colour.

Translation.

(3) Although it possesses ten heads, it is not Ravana (the

demon King of Lanka who had ten heads). It is produced in

the months of Asadh (June-July) and Sravana (July-August).

Answer.—The ' jhinga or the fruit of the creeper Luffo

ucutangula (Order Cucurbitacece) which comes into season during

the rains. It is esteemed as a culinary vegetable both in

bengal and Bihar.

Note.

(fi*C)

means both ' the head ' as also ' a vein ' or ' a raised ridge.' The

jhinga has ten veins or raised ridges on its peel. Therefore it

has "been called da6aiir (W**) which means both " possessed of

fe» raised ridges " as also
' ; ten-heade.l t

" which latter epithet is

"pplicable to the demon-king Ravana.
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i

Translation.

(4) Below the roots are Bhikmati's chhani.
In what country have you seen water at the top of a tree ?

Answer.—The cocoanut.

Note.

I have translated the word ?^rsr as meaning " roots.
?>

But I have not been able to find out the meaning of the words

Wrfr. The word f»wrf*i may be the name of some

woman. It occurs again in the next riddle.
This riddle is similar, in one respect, to the Parsee riddle

about the cocoanut which is published at page 421 of the
Bombay Anthropological Society's Journal, Vol. X. It is as
follows :

—

" Though there is water, there is no fish. Though there is a
>ky, there are no stars. Answer.—Cocoanut."

The fact of the cocoanut's containing water inside it has
been pointed out in both the Sylhet and Parsee riddles as the
peculiar characteristic of this fruit

W IT* fl?T 5TT*^ WKMm II

^tN: - trrsr
i

Translation.

(5) Below the roots is Bhikmati's tree.
Although it does not bear flowers or fruits, it bears leaves all

the year round.

Answer.—The betel-vine.

Note.

The meaning of the first line is obscure. As I have said

above, I have not been able to find out the meaning of the word

f»J*frf?r
• I have translated the word jj*t as meaning " /nwfc

w

This riddle bears a striking similarity to the Hindi riddle

aoout the betel-creeper which has been' published by me at

page dU ol the Bombay Anthropological Society's Journal Vol

.

VII. It is as follows :_
U
(What is that) which neither bears fruits nor (lowers., but

which is plucked by basketfuls ?
"

Answer—The betel-creeper and its leaf.
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The fact of the betel-vine's bearing neither fruitsnor flowers

but only leaves has been pointed out in both the Sylhet and
Hindi riddles as the peculiar characteristic of this plant.

(i) jTk tft fam fafie fair ifTcr i

Translation.

(6) The iri iri plant has tiri tiri leaves.

The plant of the house (is) 24 cubits (king).

Answer.—The areca-palm.

I am unable to make out the meanings of the words ^PCTft

and f?lfrfafc as the gentleman, who has collected these riddles.

has not given the same.

(«) *T5TT*: wrek *ft#t} ?ctj fa?rpr ^ft I

3ttc - ansrnnw

'

Translation.

(7) The mare belonging to the king's palace becomes old

after having foaled but once.

Answer.—The plantain tree (Musa mpientum).

Note .

This riddle mentions the remarkable character of this tree,

namely, that it bears the bunch of fruits only once and that, there-

after, it becomes useless and is. therefore, cut down for the sak«

of the inmost pith of its trunk which is used as a culinan

vegetable. But the other distinguishing features of this tre<

are mentioned in the undemoted Hindi riddle No. 12 of my col-

lection published in the Bombay Anthropological Society -

Journal, Vol. VII. :—

*t. is fr.Hn.tf which has onlv one flower, but hundredf(Wl
of fruits ?

"

Answer.—The plantain tree.

Also compare the above with the following Hindi riddle

forming No. 15 of my J.A.S.B. collection :—

" Its leg is like a pillar ; its leaves are broad ;
its fruit -

hang down in bunches and its fruits are sweet,

Ans wear.—The plantain-tree.

sit fqw *nfz *nft
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ilsft ?z\ ^m k* ii

^tR[ - flfaT*, K^^f I

Translation

.

(8) 1. The girl lives below the ground,

2. (And) wears rags very tightly.

3. (Although) the barber does not shave her (lit., does

not touch her), and the washerman does not wash
(her clothes)

,

4. Still the girl lives clean and spruce.

\nswer.—The onion and the gallic.

Note.

The most distinguishing feature of an onion or a garlic is

that the fleshy layers of these succulent vegetables overlap
each other. These have been likened to the rags which a poor
girl wears tightly tied over her person. This distinguishing
feature of the onion has also been pointed out in the under-
mentioned Parsee riddles published at page 412 of the Bomba.x
Anthronnlno-inal «««;«*„>« r„ _.i it , *?Anthropological Society's Journal

, , -.*»,.v,v.i nunc VJTUKl

clothes (i.e., layers)."
Answer.—Onion.

m
(b) " Coat over coat do I put on and hot-tempered am I :

lo some do I appear white, to others even red."
Answer. Onion.

It has also been pointed out in the following Hindi riddle
numbered 28 in my J.A.S.B. collection :-

" She is the daughter ot a king, and the granddaughter of

HumelHuinel.
(> wean
knots"

>f
ith

are
:

.'<

li

Answer.—Onion.

The philological peculiarities of the foregoing Sylhet riddle

The word tern (^n) means « a rag "
;
pindhe (ft*) means

"
; chhaya («*) means « ((ruches "; dhnyn (yv) meanswears

™*h* n
\ andfe (^) mean8 «

J , / ,7r
-

(*-) TTcft* ^icT **^* nTcf I

^tT*>-IJWT I
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1

Translation.

(9) An elephant's tusk (with) the leaves of the Kadamba
tree (Nauclea cadamba).

Answer.—The radish.

Note.

• :

The tapering white radish has been very aptly likened to

an elephant's tusk in the foregoing riddle, and to a silver nail

in the following Parsee riddle published at page 414 of the

Bombav Anthropological Society's Journal, Vol. X. :

—

A silver nail in a jungle or forest." Answer.—The

radish.

In another Parsee riddle about the radish, published in the

sa me page, its white fleshy portion has been likened to a white

beard, while its crown of green leaves has been likened to green

moustaches. This comparison seems to me to be somewhat far-

fetched. The same remark also applies to its comparison with

a small girl going to the market with her frock on in the Hindi

riddle No. 27 in my J.A.S.B. collection.

^Z\ TmH 1TT«T *WT II

Translation

.

(9A) (What is that which has) three spines and is the

bhenga of the paddy,

(And of which) the fruits are sweet, and the leaves are red '

Answer.—The Water

.Vote.

I have translated the word terenga (%%Tl) into " spt*«

This nut has two lateral spines and one in the middle. But J

have not been able to make out the meaning of the word bhenga

(%T). The word guta (tot) means « fruits^ The fruits

have been called sweet, because these nuts are delicious eating.

The flour made from them is considered by the Indians as a

ooling and nutritious article of food in bilious affections and

diarrhoea.

Now I come to olasa

(II). Human Beings. Fish and Insects

^ttc - *nv* i
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.

Translation.

(10) (It has a) belly, back and head,
Two hands, twenty fingers, and one nose,
(Two) eyes and ears, (and) one navel. Where shall I get

-uch an animal ?
°

Answer.—Man.

Note.

The word «nr (nai) in the 3rd line of the above
means " navel:'

riddle

I

Translation

.

Ka„ii
1

/

1) (

TJ
ei

"f

ar
?

)j on this bank a reed
- and, on the other

bank, (another) reed.
There is a quarrel between the two reeds
Answer.—The eyelashes.

Note

.

lil^vi
n
il

hi8
/
iddle - ,

;

lleuPf)erand tne lovver evelids have been

ZLTS ,° 7° reeds (vvith their tu^ed flower-spikes), one on

?
tt Y1VT (which resents the cavitv of the eye)

;

S3. #fc
COM^?% moving n P and down has been compared

S,fch
?
^arrellmg (,.,.. the being wafted to and fro bv the

wind) of the two reeds.

*j% HT ^fT*T ^%?I ^TT<; STT% 11

^

Translation.

l^ti
12
^!

1^18 a
.?-

atuie) of whieh the name is made up of one
letter with the a^ar (the vowel ^ ) tacked on to its back,

<artlT
P g itS Weight on ita §ilJs

-
dances uPon fcht>

iTJ
eT
i7l

h
^ Kai nsh or the climbing perch (Ambits

tens) which is considered delicious eating in all parts of
tcandens)

Bengal

.

S'oU

ur<mn!r
W°rd " l

(**}) in the rtbov< ' nddle, means ' the earth or
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-tfNi' I

Translation.

(13) The girl of the company goes about in company and

lodges with the company.
She has no bones ; mangal lusa lusa.

Answer.—An insect.

Note

I have translated the word dalkumari (^grfflft) as mean-

ing " the girl of the company " (referring to the habits of insect-

of going about in swarms). The word tair (W\K) means ;

her.

sp? ) as meaning - bones

.

As the collector has not given the meaning of the words mangal

lusa lusa ( wwm ?W*W), I have been unable to translate the

same.

*p? far ^Tfne^T irfetftr^ ii

Translation.

(14) (It is) red-coloured, (possesses) six legs
;
(and) moves

about even when its stomach is cut.

How can the ignorant solve (this riddle), when even tin-

learned feels difficulty in doing so ?

Answer.—The red ant which infests mango trees.

Note.

I have translated the word bhangaiba (WTTTT^D as

?»meaning cc
solve this riddle,

lng
u

feels difficulty in solvit

(\H) U* f^g if* ?TcT
»

W&
??

ifar nTT#t^: *ft^ tf» ii

T

Translation.

(15) Parai rfi/^ pami haL

What bird has got" a tooth in its rectum I

Answer.—The wasp
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Note.

I have been unable to translate the first line, as the collector
has not given the meanings of the obscure words therein. The
tooth is the wasp's sting.

(VO TTfc TT* *T*JT, JTTf* ^5 ifTcTT, Usffr aiT5 fej?

Translation.

(1H) The fish has not got any head
; the tree lias not got

any leaves
; the bird does not lay any eggs,

I shall pay one thousand rupees to him who can solve this
riddle.

Answer.—The crab. The plant Euphorbia antiqvorum or
h. nenijolia.— The bat,

XoU

.

The crab has not got any hea.l. The Euphorbia plant* do
not bear any leaves. The bat is. zoologically speaking, a mammal
and does not lay eggs.

The word bhanghaite iHnrTT%), in this riddle, hears the

meaning " to solve a riddle" as it does in the riddle No. 14

means " / shall give"

'**)

f*WH& SWT£S| SHCfefr cTTcf 5TT mz m
tffarc: ^<>x\ ht!%% ^T5 ^^r^ B

<3Trc:-f%** i

Translation,

w -

i

«Tke room has been washed with water which has been

rf°fu
and

,

does not contain any clotted mud therein.
it the golden en,, gets broken, the goldsmiths wages have

not to be paid.

Answer.—An egg.

.Vote.

The philological novelties m fchig .jddie are the word

Uluirklmn (nfcfc) meaning »
ft, ^ », /5/a (wm)

meaniiiu

toerem
,
km («*> meaning " <**«§ mud ".'and <p#» <***»

meaning - ;

goldsmiths wages."

CO Iltainin!
g
tJ!

aS b
iT
n ,ikened *° a gol<^' "<l> <"' ««-«»» ,lt rf

-

*
fining the yellm*-,;,,!,,,,,,,,,

yolk, ft is f,for this reason that
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when an egg is held in a strong light, it emits a golden effulgence

To my mind, the Parsee riddle about an egg, published at page

415 of Vol. X. of the Bombay Anthropological Society's Journal,

is more expressive of its appearance and attributes. It is a>

follows :

—

" There is a jar which contains two kinds of uhee or clari-

ied butter." Answer.—An egg.

Then I come to class

—

v

(111). Articles of Furniture am» Household
Implements.

UTW* *r%* Wfe f^% %T IT *T*r ^Tf| |

*Q\lt*: m^T. Wf& fc% *^T5rt% 1§T? I

*Tl*fo ^^R $lf? t^% *ra-3jiDT7nir jits I

Translation.

(18) (1) The thing, of which the name consists of three

letters, is to be found in every house.

(2) Nobody goes near what is left, if you omit the last

letter.

(3) Everybody eats what is left, if you omit the first letter,

(4) If you omit the midmost letter, (what remains) sin^

the praises of Rama.

Answer.—A bed.

Note.

It the last letter tia
(

ffWT

which means ' a centipede ," is left. Of course, nobody come

near If the first.

letter bi (fa) is omitted, the word chhana (WWT

cream Everybody eats it. If the midmost

letter chlia. (WT) is omitted, the word Una- (ftwi) is left. It

means 'an Indian lyre " to the accompaniment of which hymn*

in praise of Rama and other religious songs are sung.

(Xs.) sirT^TiT ffhrfa "n* ms* i* I

fiwr fr*m *n^ erri^iT anrc w i

„ i
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Translation.

(19) A black-cornplexioned old lady has in her nose a nose-

ring,

And wears a thick cloth. On the upper portion is her hole.

Answer.—A chest.

Note.

A black-coloured chest (most likely an iron-chest) is likened

to a dark-complexioned old lady. The large padlock with which
it is shut up is likened to the ring in her nose. The covering of

t hick cloth with which it is protected from the dust is likened to

the thick sari she has on. The hole in the upper portion is the

keyhole in the upper surface of the iron-chest.

The philological novelties in this riddle are the word-

kaliana (^rnfterreu which means " hlnrb-rnm/nlp^inrtpd "
: tail

K«\\\) means ner
; pihn (TW) means 'wearing \

niyaw

(fa^r) means " tit irk "
; and talubdya tumiW) means ;

' on the

upper surface."

ztonrofft tufa *§T5?r %&m *f*rrc m

^fi?: - wriT i

Translation

.

(20) The tank was given bv the maternal uncle ; the bank
was given by the sister's son.

The green parrot, while drinking water, sees the whole

world. &

Answer. A looking-glass.

Xote.

The water of the tank, glistening with the sun's rays reflect-

ed tnereim is compared with the bright surface of the looking-
-lass. Ihe parrot, while drinking water from the tank, seesit*
«>wn image as also those of the surrounding objects reflected

n!f
ein

^
JUS* f a Person Poking into a mirror sees his ow»

image depicted therein.
The word pukhuri

(S^t) means a tank
;

' ; and par (W

n?r^fii 5* b
,Tk of a riv*r or *»•*•" This latter word occur-

in riddle No. 1 1 supra.

(n) ^^^?§T%fcI^T%^r I
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Translation.

(21) (It is a thing) made up of a first, a second and a third

piece.

A live charcoal is brought and placed on its top.

Answer.—The hubble-bubble and the chillam,

- Note.

The first piece of the hubble-bubble is its bowl containing

water; the second piece is its tube standing upright on the

bowl ; and the third ^is the chillam (or the small pan containing

the tobacco and live charcoal heaped therein) on the top of the

tube. Compare this riddle from Sylhet with the Hindi riddles

Xos. 43, 44 and 45 of my J.A.S.B. collection, and with the

Kashmiri riddle No. 96 of Knowles' collection.

The most interesting philological feature of this riddle k

the expression phuri angtar goda (^fk <*f*n; *teT) which means
' : a piece of live charcoal."

Translation.

(22) One rod ; the rod bears (at its end) a dead (worm) ;

the dead (worm) catches a live (fish).

Answer.—An angling hook.

Note.

The word guja (apiT), in this riddle, means n fishing-rod ';

mara (jujj) means ' a dead worm. '; and jita (f*W) means a

live fish.'

T.WIX *l#lT *T1Hn£ *?JT*1TT*T W I

TfTSIH: ZW* *f«W mti ^**w •

Translation.

pal

(23) A cow with curved horns

en tie
Ana, alter ua,vuigp'»"

thousand rupees, wants to eat more.

Answer -A hone for pounding spices upon

Note.

.- ,....ological noveMes of this riddle »re the word,

m*»- JtanTC) ««» ^n^naiya (.«*wm). The former
hil
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half

towards each side of

To my mind, the comparison of a hone or curry-stone with
a cow seems far-fetched. The second line, of course, refers to

the unlimited quantity of spices that can be pounded upon
it. Compare it with the riddle (No. 25) about a curry-stone
published by me at page 43 of Vol. X. of the Bombay Anthro
pological Society's Journal This latter is more expressive.

%

Translation

.

(24) On the other side of the river, the old woman pound*
the newly-harvested paddy.

If anybody places his foot on (her) waist, she utters the
ory of " kekkata

.

Answer.—The pedal or machine for husking corn.

Note.

The pedal is placed on a lever and lias, on one of its ends, a

pestle which fits into a cavitv in the ground wherein the com
to be husked is placed. It is worked by a person placing hia

foot on the other end of the pedal, which being done its pestle-

end is lifted up. As soon as he removes his foot from the pedal,
its pestle-end falls into the cavity and husks the corn. The
busked corn is then removed

; and a fresh supply of unhusked
corn

A l <- f n •
iT

^wviuy, anu me peuai is men *««,«-
Mud let tall in the aforementioned way. And so on and so on.

Here the pedal is likened to an old woman. The act of

the person working it by placing his foot on the other end of

me lever, is likened to his placing his foot on her waist. I have,

translated the words builguli (1**3%) as meaning -an old

kamkalita (^rfarr _ „
pafdik On^r**) into « by placing'the foot? TheMa (**pi) raeans the heavy thud made by the pa
the pedal falling into the cavity

.

Then I come to class

(IV). Heavenly Bodies and Natural Phenomena.

: and

*t*itc *&3\i u%,r ^^ ^ffr^^n: tt*^m g»fe*T **f ^fawn: *ni;

^i** - ^% wmvi, t^w i
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Translation.

(25) The king's son is lying dead, (and there is nobody) to

weep (for him).

The king's courtyard is lying (unswept), (and there is no-

body to sweep it)

.

The flowers have bloomed, and there is no florist to pluck

them.

Answer.—The moon—the sky—the star

Note .

The comparison of the moon with the king's dead son seems

to me to be far-fetched. But the likening of the sky to th*

king's unswept courtyard, and that of the stars to the bloom-

ing flowers in a garden, seem to me to be apt The last-men-

tioned concept is a beautiful one.

On the contrary, the following Parsee riddles about th<

sun and the moon and the stars, published at pages 97 and 9S

of Vol. X. of the Bombay Anthropological Society's Journal.

appear to be more apposite :

—

(a)
t: The brother goes out for a walk in the morning, and

the sister strolls about at night." Answer.—The Sun and

the Moon. Here the Sun is spoken of as the brother, and the

Moon as the sister—a relationship which is supposed by many
races of people to exist.

(b) A plateful of mustard (seeds) which could not be

-counted by anybody." Answer.—The stars. Here the sky i

likened to a plate, and the stars therein to mustard seeds. This

Parsee riddle has close parallels in the following Bengali and

Hindi riddles about the stars which have been published by me
at page 46 of Vol. VII. of the Bombay Anthropological Society*

Journal :

(c) " There is one trayfui of fcreca-nuts, which the trader

^ven cannot count." Answer.—The stars

{d) " A handful of parched rice scattered over the whol-

yard." Answer.—The stars.

*rf*isT q**^ mw ^ fwSr m^ »

Translation.

stolen
(26) The light is strong and fierce ;

the light has been

Who can extinguish the fi

\nswer.—The sun's rays.
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Note.

I have translated the words iffsrHfir and qrvPVW as mean-

ing c

strong and fierce' The meaning of the expression i: The
light has been stolen by the thief " is obscure. The collector has
given the meaning of the word " anilparbat " as meaning " the

hill on which the sun rises/' But I cannot make out why this

hill should be called Anil. I have therefore preferred to tran-

slate the word as meaning iC
the hill called Anil/'

<3tts - fasjcr I
•* N.

Translation.

(27) 1 have just now seen it ; but it does not exist any
more.

What shall I say in the I

Answer.—The lightning.

Note.

T
.

ne first line refers to the evanescent character of the
lightning. Its other attributes are explicitly expressed in the
following Parsee riddle about the lightning, which has been pub-
lished at page 421 of Vol. X. of the Bombav Anthropological
Society's Journal :

—

"I was white when 1 came and black when I went. I

burnt those who came into my clutches."' Answer.—The
btning

(Vs) srrJTcr^ qf%^ ^tctjt *j^% wtjtt ssrif i

Translation.

(28) A spinning top has fallen from the sky. A fire burns
upon the ground.

Cries of
:

vlu, ulu ' are uttered in whatever direction my
7 looks.deity looks.

Answer

• Note.

spinning top Just as a top when twirled about spins round.
soitmay refer to the oscillating movement of the earth's surface
caused by an earthquake. The meaning of the words « A fire

burns upon the ground " seems to be obscure. Does it give an
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inkling of the idea possessed by the primitive composer of this

riddle that earthquakes are caused by subterraneous fires ?

Stripped of its metaphor, the second line means that

wherever earthquakes occur, cries of
i ulu, ulu

9

are uttered"

It refers to a custom which prevails among the Hindus of

Bengal. The Hindus throughout India believe that whenever
the god Vishnu, in his Boar-incarnation, transfers the burden
of the world from one of his tusks to another, earthquakes take
place. Another popular explanation is that the earth-tremor is

caused by the great bull or elephant, which supports the world,

changing his posture. At any rate, whenever earthquakes take

place, it is the custom in Western Bengal to blow conches, ring

I >ells and sound gongs. It would appear from the foregoing

riddle that the custom exists, in Sylhet and other parts of

Eastern Bengal, of the women's uttering cries of ' ulu, ulu ' on
the occasion of this natural phenomenon.

^rf*; - ^ttst I

Translation.

(29) On the other side of the river, a cayenne pepper plant

waves to and fro.

What mother's son can

Answer.—The shadow.
Note.

Stripped of its metaphor, the meaning of the second line is

that nobody can stand upon his own shadow.

Compare it with the following Parsee riddle about th

shadow (published at page 98 of Vol. X. of the Bombay Anthropo-

logical Society's Journal) which sets forth its characteristics

more expressively :

—

11 What is that thing, which has neither flesh, blood nor

bone, and which, though inanimate, moves freely about ?

"

Answer.—The shadow.

Then I come to class

(V). Condiment, etc.

Translation.

(30) The courtyard is empty. It has no house

The edible substance has no bark.

Answer.—Salt.
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Note.

I have translated the words than than ftPTOW) as meaning
i< sin^^**. "empty.

3
' But the meaning of the whole of the first line is

obscure. I have translated the word khai (^fnO as meaning

" edible^

On the contrary, the following Parsee riddle about salt

(published at page 100 of Vol. X. of the Bombay Anthropologi-
cal Society's Journal) expresses the attributes of this condiment
more explicitly :

—

" Though white, yet it is not sugar ; though bright, yet

it is not glass ; though melting, yet it is not snow ; but you
always eat it." Answer.—Salt.

(^) ^rarr z*$s*i ^tt m€\ i

^1 f«i^ *n?^ w^t ii

^
fsTTT ^ If ^ I

'OTT fflR tnsg t II

Translation.

(31) 1. The courtyard is empty. Its seat is the earth.
2. What potter is makir»<* t.h« hrm/l

3. (Within which) curd]
milk ?

4. How shall I find such a potter ?

Answer.—Quicklime.
Note.

The expression " uthan than than " (^htst 3*3?*) also

occurs in the previous riddle ; and I have translated it accord-

ingly. The words baithak matt (w*T^t), perhaps, refer to the

fact that quicklime is produced by burning limestone which is

found in quarries beneath the ground. The third and fourth

lines allude to the fact that, when dry quicklime is placed in a

vat and water is poured over it, it bubbles and effervesces and
becomes wet lime which, in appearance, is like curdled milk.

Then I come to the last class

(VI). Miscellaneous.

*) $*f far is $3T %ct sriir wit tfteT i

3*f ^ mrm\ htjt, *r^rf% %%* stt** *tf
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Translation.

(32) Kuthd kuthd nava kuthd. It requires eighty thick

rattan canes.

brother Kamla ! Hear me. One of the rattan canes has

got no fastening.

Answer.—A house or hall.

Note.

1 have not been able to translate the words kuthd kuthd

nava kuthd. The meaning of the two lines composing this

riddle is verv obscure.

(^) ^*TcT ^fe cTRF TT% I

^tTC: - ^^IR f*3*f

Translation.

, (33) Awaking from sleep, (one has to place his) hand on it.

Answer.—The latch of a door.

Note.

As soon as a person awakes from sleep and has to go out-

side the room, he has to open the door by unfastening the latch

with his hand.

3T!^ 5fa HI^JITW
II

I

Translation.

(34) Here I have cut down a tree.

The tree went to a distant place named Bhanugachha.

Answer.—A road.
Note.

The meaning of this riddle is far-fetched. On the other

hand , the undermentioned Parsee riddle about the road (pub-

lished at page 417 of Vol. X. of the Bombay Anthropological

Society's Journal) is more apposite :—" There is a substance

which, though it follows us wherever we go, is stationary.

Answer.—The road.

*THRf 117?% ^ ^^TT 1TTO ||

I
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it.

Translation.

(35) Though it is neither fish nor flesh, yet everybody eats

If anybody eats it in the presence of other men, he feels

greatly ashamed.
Answer.—A fall upon the ground.

Note.

The Bengali idiom for falling upon the ground, either by

stumbling or slipping the foot, is achhad khawa (^rn*I^ ^srnH^T)

which, literally translated, means " to eat a fall." Hence the

metaphor of eating has been used in the above riddle.

(\i) iranHfc IT* *n^«l^ UTS*!! l

wfV^f *m% <tt^: %% gfsT vi&n d

Translation.

(36) Anguldatta (i.e., the fingers) received Nakadatta."s

(i.e., the nose's) treasure,

And, after getting hold of the same with great care, placed

it elsewhere.

Answer.—The mucus of the nose.

Note.

The nose, from which the mucus is taken out with the aid

of_the fingers and thrown away, has been personified here as

Nakadatta; whereas the fingers have been personified as

Anguldatta. The word thaila (ira^O means " placed.
•

-..,»,OT,™, J-uv/ nwu HtutMi ^l^lj IUtJ«lll> /7M*l/Ol*.

The comparative study of riddles current in different parts

of the world is of great " interest to the ethnographer, as it

shows the identity of humour of the different races ot people

inhabiting various parts of the same country, separa ted from

each other by long distances, or even different countries of the

world, separated from each other bv vast oceans and high

mountain -ranges. The truth of this will appear from the

parallelisms, which have been pointed out above, between the

riddles current among the Bengalis of Sylhet and those in

vogue among the Hindus of Bihar and the Parsees of Bombay
Mr. Andrew Long, the doyen of English folklore study, njj

very rightly said : " Proverbs and riddles are as universal!)

scattered, and the Wolufs puzzle over the same devinetW^
the Scotch schoolbov or th« Br^tnn npa.sn.nt. Thus, t°r

What
ever, and rests never 1

' "AnswerT—' The Wind.' ' Who are the

comrades that always fight, and never hurt each other-
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Answer.

—

c The Teeth.' (Compare this with the Sylhet riddle

No. 11 supra). In France, as we read in the ' Recueil de Calem-

bours/ the people ask :
' What runs faster than a horse, crosses

water, and is not wet ?
' Answer.

—

c The Sun.' The Samoans put

the riddle :
' A man who stands between two ravenous fishes ?

'

Answer.— ' The tongue between the teeth.' Again, ' There

are twenty brothers, each with a hat on his head ?
' Answer.

—

1 Fingers and toes, with nails for hats.' This is like the French

un pere a douze fils?
9—'Van.' A comparison of Holland's

4

Devinettes ' with the Woluf conundrums of Boilat, the Samoan
examples in Turner's ' Samoa,' and the Scotch enigmas collected

by Chambers, will show the identity of peasant and savage

humour." l

1 Custom and Myth. By Andrew Lang. London : Longmans, Green,

and Co. 1893. p. 14.
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7- 'Alam Khan's Mosque at Katwa.

By MaulavI 'Abdu'l Wall

i

The name Katwa is said to have been derived from the

Sanskrit Katadwipa, and was therefore, in ancient times, an
island like Nadia or Navadwipa. The town of Katwa, other-

wise called Ganj-i-Murshidpur, is the head-quarters of the sub-

division of the same name of the Burdwan District, and is

situated at the junction of the Bhagirathi and the Ajay. It

was regarded as the military key to Murshidabad. " In the

Gola Ganj," says Long. " there are several hundred shops which
sell sugar, cloth, iron, etc." At the beginning of the 18th cen-

tury Katwa and the surrounding places greatly suffered from
the raids of the Bargis or Maharattas whose yearly excursions

depopulated the country and converted it into jungles. Nawab
:

Ali Vardl Khan used Katwa as a base against the invaders.

He defeated them in 1742 in a battle outside the walls of the

fort. The mud fort of Katwa was situated on a tongue of land

at the confluence of Ajay and Bhagirathi, about half a mile in

circumference. It was here that Clive after an hour's medita-

tion formed the decision to fight with Nawab Siraj-u'd-Daula,

which was done on the 23rd June, 1757, on the battlefield of

Plassey, with the result that India passed gradually into the

hands of the British.

I visited the place on the 10th March, 1916. The Mosque,

of which the inscriptions are given below, is situated at

Baganiapara, on the bank of the river and by the side of the

bazar. The Mosque is a large one. At the last great earth-

quake it suffered terribly, but the local Muslims had it repaired,

and it has since been kept up In a good state of preservation.

According to Hafiz ;Abdu's-Sattar, the husband of the lady

who is the sole descendant of the builder of the Mosque, the

Masjid was built by 'Alam Khan. The latter and his brother

Zulfiqar Khan lived at Delhi and were supporters of Jahandar

Shah. After Jahandar Shah's defeat at Agra and Zulfiqar

Shan's death. 'Alain Khan left Delhi with his son Bahram

;

and, after wandering in various places, came and settled at

Baganiapara in Katwa. when the Maharatta depredations were

at its height. 2 The place being low, 'Alam Khan raised it by

1 The Gazetteer of the Burdwan District (1911) ascribes this ft

to Murshid Quli Jafar Khan. This appears to be not accurate.

2 The following Bengali couplet is still current in the District :

" Chhelo ghumalo, para juralo, Bargi alo deshe_
_

Bulbuli-te dhan kheyechhe, khajna debo kishe

(The child has gone to sleep, the hamlet is quiet—(lo !) the Bargi has come
into the country The Bulbul has eaten up the paddy, how ill I pay the

r«nt ?
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digging a moat round the Mosque, which he built or rebuilt, and

the hujra or retreat for prayer which he constructed close to it.

The passage from his retreat to the riverside was through a

gate, which I found was half shut up by the wall of a neigh-

bour. A Persian inscription was carved very beautifully in

bold nasta'liq character over the gate in white raised letters.

The first half of the inscribed verse is now invisible. The east

ern

Kh
The

I am not aware who the brothers 'Alain Khan and Zulfi-

qar Khan might be. They cannot possibly be the two noble-

men, whose history is recorded in the Ma'asiru'l-Umara and
other books. Hafiz 'Abdu's-Sattar admitted_ that they should

not be confounded with the two noblemen— 'Alam Kb.
and Zulfiqar Khan Nusrat-Jang.

The marriage of Hafiz 'Abdu's-Sattar with his wife is won-
derfully dramatic. He was born at Dehli and is sixth in descent

from Zulfiqar Khan. She was bom at Katwa and is also sixth

in descent from 'Alam Khan. Abdu's-Sattar came to Bengal,

as he told me, on board a trading boat which moored at Katwa
to dispose of its cargoes. Arrived at the Baganiapara mosque
to say his Jum'a namaz. his eye caught sight of the name of

'Alam Khan in the inscription in front of the Mosque. At last

they became surprised to know t hat the would-be couple were

the two branches of the same tree. After some years both

were united in the happy bond of Islamic wedlock. On account
of Hafiz Sayyid Abdu's-Sattar making Katwa his home, the

Muslim population of the place have become more regular in

their observances of prayer and Islamic ceremonies.
The following are the texts of the inscriptions. The one

m the interior of the Mosque above the pulpit has been marked A.

The two on the outside of the Mosque, close to each other, are

marked B and C, the former on the right side and the latter on

the left of it.

A

B

V

1 The fatha or zabar on » is incorrect, it should be on 'am of W«.
.
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°

.lilidi w ^ ^xu.Jl i.* &*J| J Kg *J <i^ 1«J *Wf yN ^ V**

* ^u jju g^t u- ^r^ j u^ :>
**u

jj
aJt *- ^^ *

*^

Translation.

A. Worlds

blessings be upon Muhammad and all his family. The candle

and the Mosque and the arch and the pulpit, Abu Bakr and

Omar, Othman and 'Ali.

B. In the name of God the compassionate, the merciful.

Invoke Ali. the Displaver of Wonders. Thou wilt find him

to be a helper in thv calamities. All the cares and woes will

presently be dispelled by thy prophetship. Muhammad, and

by thy Saintship O 'AH, O 'All, 'All.

C. Saith the Messenger of God. mercy of God be on him

and blessings, " He who buildeth for God Almighty a Mosque on

earth, verilv God Almightv will build for him an abode m Para-

dise." This Mosque (was built) during the time of the Mighty

Khaqan, the most high and exalted Sulfcan. Muhammad Farrufen

Siyar Badshah Ghazi. May God Almighty perpetuate his King-

dom and Sovereignty. (In the) year of Hijrat One thousand

and one hundred and twenty-seven (1715 a.d.). 'Alam KJian.

(1713-1719 a.d).

Farrukh Siyar reigned from 1124-1131 h.

Notes

.

Besides what I have heard and seen at Katwa, I have con-

sulted the following publications :

—

The Banks of the Bhagirathi. By Rev. J. Long, in the

Calcutta Review, Vol. VI, for 1846

The Gazetteer of the Burdwan District (1911).

Hunter's Statistical Account, Burdwan.

Imperial Gazetteers of India.

History of Bengal. By Stewart, etc., etc
,
etc.





8. Madaran and Mubarak-Manzil, in the District

of Hugli.

Bv MaulavI 'Abdu'l WalI.

I. Madaran.

The word Madar is an up-country form of what is called

in Bengal ' Mandar ' with a nasal n at the end of the first syl-

lable ; but the form Madaran is entirely up-country and Hin-

dustani, and as such, it is to be found in Emperor Akbar's

rent-roll included in the Ain-i-Akbari. To spell therefore the

word as ' Mandaran,' as has recently been done in the :< Hooghlv

Gazetteer" (1912) and other publications, is not, in my opinion,

philologically permissible. Madaran was the name of a Sarkar,

and Haveli-Madaran a Mahal or Pargana, and is noted in the

Ain-i-Akbari and the Fifth Report of the Parliamentary Select

Committee, on the affairs of the East India Company (Madras

Reprint, 1884). The place was of great strategical importance,

being situated on the Badshahl road from Bengal to Orissa.

Madaran is situated in the Jahanabad (now Arambagh) sub-

division of the Hugli District. Blochmann has noted in detail

the legends connected with Madaran and its patron Saint,

Shah Isma'll Ghazl. 1

I visited Madaran from Goghat on the afternoon ot the

11th June 1915. examined the tomb of Shah Ismail Ghazi in

Bhitargarh or " Inner fort," and the inscribed basalt which,

according to tradition, contains the history of warfare between

the Rajas of Burdwan and Bardah, and other places, lne

following tradition about the origin of Madaran was narrated

to me, which, I believe, contains some substratum of tenth.

According to this the fort of Madaran was built by Qutlu

Khan to check the invasion of Orissa Madaran being the

southern boundarv of Bengal Proper There is a large gate on

the south of Madaran. known as « Um-Mardana °r Orissa

Gate, which divides Bengal from Onssa.* It was Qutlu Man
who, as a ruler of Orissa, constructed the parapet m Madaran

as a temporary measure to check an attack on Onssa. Shah

Isma'il (lhazi, a general of Husayn Shah lung of^;

fought

a bloodv battle with Qutlu Khan, was defeated and beheaded

at Madaran. and buried there. To avenge his death, Hnaayn
J

i

i i
i

Proceedings
For a consid

Kingd

Damod
ween the Kingdoms ot Bengal anu Y*r™^~ +u« frnn tipr of the latter
subdivision of the Hooghly District forming ^,^^,7 ™%
Kingdom-Gazetteer of the Midnapur District :

Calcutta, l.H I, p.
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Shah invaded Orissa, but he too was defeated. On hearing

this, Man Singh was sent by Emperor Akbar to Bengal. On
the arrival of Man Singh, a Governor was appointed at Mada-
ran. Man Singh constructed a road from Burdwan to Medni-
pur which joins with Shir Shah's Grand Trunk Eoad.

The tradition mentioned above supposes that Shah Ismail
Ghazi, said to be the general of Sultan 'Alau'd-Dln Husayn
Shah of Bengal, who reigned from 899 to 925 h. = 1493-1518
a.d., was a contemporary and vassal of great Akbar. This can

never be true.

There are two tombs, one of Shah Ismail Ghazi, called

CJihota Astana, and the other on an elevated spot, called Bard
Astana. No one can definitely say whose tomb the latter As-

tana contains. It is surrounded by jungle and consists of

terraces, on the highest of which is the tomb. Some say that

when Shah Ismail Ghazi was beheaded, his head was buried at

the Bara-Astana and his trunk at the Chhota-Astana. Others
say that Shah Isma'll Ghazi was buried at the Chhota-Astana.
and the Bara Astana contains the remains of another person.

It is supposed that Royal treasure was buried there.
According to Lieut. -Colonel Crawford ' the ruins of the

inner fort or Bhitargarh are situated on the south-west bank
of the river Amodar, which issues at the northern corner of an

extensive ramp, flows across it, passing out a gap in the wes-

tern side, near its south end. Outside the southern ramp is a

narrow tank, which is no doubt the remnant of a moat. The
situation was well chosen for defence. The ramp of the

"outer part" or Bahir-garh is some 15 feet high. A little

north of the northern fort is Garh Madaran, where I met a few

Muhammadan gentlemen of the "place.
The legends of Shah Isma'il Ghazi, the Warrior Saint, are

such that I cannot believe them as a whole. But they are

universally believed by the young and old of Madaran.
* This

Tugh
peo

1 ft.) loosely fixed in front of the Ghazi's tomb made it very

difficult for me to obtain for a long time a rubbing of the in-

scription. I was promised that an estampage of the inscrip-

tion would be sent to me in the course of a couple of day-
but no one of the village was willing to get up and take a rul>-

bmg through fear that some calamity would befall him.
\then requested a Muhammadan gentleman at Jahanabad

Arambagh)
also, it possible, copy of the same, which, as I understand, wa>
taken some years ago. The gentleman very kindly supple

impression 1 studied

"Twi? ^ ?
f historical Interest in Hughli District, published

bengal, Past and Present," Vol. II.

in
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the copy, which according to an educated gentleman of Mada-

ran was quite accurate. Shortly after, I was supplied with

the rubbings of the inscription, which were not well taken. I

found, however, that the copy and the rubbings didnot tally on

all points. I requested, again, the gentleman at Arambagh to

get for me better impressions of the inscription. When his

men went to the Astana, the KMdim, as well as everyone of

the village, stood in their way, and prevented them from taking

impressions of the inscription. They said the shrine was very

garm (hot), and if any one ventured to get up where the in-

scribed slab was fixed,'Shah Isma'il Ghazi would at once punish

him. The matter was put off for several months. At last my
friend was enabled to take several rubbings when the Astana

people were off their guard. I was at the same time informed

that the inscription was so defaced that better and more

legible rubbings could not be taken. These obstacles did not

discourage me. I was determined to see if the extraordinary

legend of the " Headless rider of Madaran," as told me and to

others, had any real foundation. I requested the gentleman

of Madaran, referred to above, to try to decipher the lower

part of the inscription, which contained the name and time of

the sovereign, in whose reign it was carved. During his stay at

home, he tried to decipher it with his naked eye and with glasses,

and took rubbings for me. The result is noted below :

1. The copy of the impression taken previously omit

the Qur'anik verse &&*>•**^ , ^ij> £ j *Ul o* f*>

entirely.

2. After copying the Avatu'l-Kursi. or Throne-verse,

the copvist, being apparently unable to account tor

the remaining passage, conjectured it to be the

verses that followed the Throne-verse. So he adde« I

from 8 \f\ $ up to the words^
3. The lower part of the inscription is very illegible.

The letters are badly cut, and the engraver being in

want of sufficient space inscribed the last two lines

crookedlv.

4. The copy has the following passage at the bottom or

end of the impression

a«
v>Ji yu 3 *** , j* f*> / e?)

U J^-' |L
" °^

ir 9 * * £

I give below the text and translation of the j^P*™ £
tar as I have been able to decipher it. The reading be

considered as tentative, and an attempt to solve a really dtfh-

cult problem. The words overlined are doubtful, and the

places where 1 have put dots are undecipherable.

*
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Text.

tf# «W «P **

KJP)$3
« er*^^ etf^**1

*jU*«J q . . ^)f° wi\^ )J1 l\» SkJjJ

Translation

.

In the name of God, the merciful and compassionate.
Assistance from God and a speedy victory : and do thou bear
good tidings to the true believers.

God ! There is no God but He ; the Living, the Eternal

:

Slumber seizeth Him not, nor sleep. To Him belongeth what-
soever is in Heaven and in the Earth ! Who is he that can
intercede with Him but by His permission ! He knoweth what
hath been before them and shall be after them ; and they shall

not grasp aught of His knowledge save what he willeth. His
Throne comprehendeth the Heavens and the Earth ; and the

upholding of both burdeneth Him not : and He is the High,
the Mighty.

This Gate was constructed during the time of the Ruler of

the Cities, Chief of Chiefs, 'Alau'd-Dunya W'a'd-Dln Abu 1

Muzaffar Husayn Shah May God perpetuate
his Kingdom and sovereignty.

For Shahlar Mubarak, in the year 900 h. (1494-95 a.d.).

• * *i T
11

]
n0W be seen that the ascribed basalt could not be

intended for an insignificant tomb, but was fixed or intended
to be fixed over one of the triumphal Gates of Madaran. The
name of the Gate was «?. Mubarak," the first word-

<i m C
°L

not deciPher, commences with the letter 8h

^n .

*ther the basalt was fixed over the Uria-Mardarui>
or unssa Gate, which has, at present, no inscription, after a
victory; or on the Gateway by which people might enter the
tort from the plains below, is not certain. The inscribed basalt,
i daresay, was removed by some unscrupulous persons, after it

nad fallen or been pulled down, from a gateway for which it was
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intended, and fixed on the wall of the little building. Tombs
of Shah Ismail Ghazi are numerous. Besides those mentioned

by Blochmann, there is one at Madina, only two miles north-

west of Madaran itself. There are four such shrines at Kanta

Duar and its neighbourhood, in Ghoraghat, described by Mr.

G. H. Damant, C.S. 1 According to the legend which Mr.

Damant has published, Shah Ismail Ghazl's head lies buried at

Kanta Duar, and his body at Madaran. While I am in favour

of collecting legendary and traditionary information, I am at

the same time against relying too implicitly on them, without

corroborative evidence from other sources.

D
Thev say that the tank near Goghat is called Farrmn-

gAi, because Shah Ismail Ghazi, who was superintending

b digging of it, received a farman recalling him to court.
1

This is, in my opinion, against the spirit of the Persian or

Hindustani language. It is so called, I opine, because it was

excavated under a Royal farman, or by one bearing that name.

Madaran being a frontier post, well suited for the purpose

of defence, it was colonised by a large number of fighting

Musalmans. whose descendants are still to be seen there.

Stewart writes that in 1589-90 Raja Man Singh directed can-

tonments to be built for the army at Jahanabad on the

Dwarkeswar ; and in order to put a stop to the ravages of the

Afghans, a number of forts had been constructed in different

parts of the country.3 I believe that Madaran, being so close

to Jahanabad, was one of the places where cantonments were

built. Dr. Crawford found that there was no trace of any defi-

nite building, even in ruins, at Madaran. If there were any

fortification, it was dismantled by the forces of the rival claim-

ants to the throne.

II. MUBARAK-M^NZIL.

About two miles south-east of Madaran, there is a place

popularly called Shanbandi (Persian : §ahn, courtyard or plat-

form, built of mortar, bricks or stones) which Professor Bloch-

mann noticed in the Proceedings and Journal of the Asiatic

Societv of Bengal for 1870 (Vol. XXXIX, Part I)- Here, by

order of Nawab SJiuja'u'd-Daula Mu'taminu'1-Mulk Asad Jang,

two huge gatewavs were constructed in 1142 and 114J H ,

respectively. The Rivazu's-Salatin briefly mentions that

ShujaVd-Daula was in "Orissa as Naib-i-Diwan, when his

father-in-law, the celebrated Murshid Qull Ja'far Khan, died in

Murshidabad. The Emperor Muhammad Shah, on the death

„ > Notes on Shah IsmS'il Ghazi with a sketch of the Contents of a

Persian Manuscript, entitled
~ Risalatush-Shuhada ' found at RBnta

Duar, Rangpur, by G. H. Damant, GS.-J.A.S.B., Vol. XLIII (1874),

Part I, pp. 215-239.
3 Vide also Proceedings, A.S.B., 1870, p. 118.

! Stewart's History of Bengal, pp. 182-183.
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of Murshid Quli Khan, conferred the Viceroyalty of Bengal on

Amirirl Umara Khan-i-Pauran (who was the uncle of Khwaja
Anwar-i-Shahid, whose Mausoleum is in Burdwan 1

), and

Shuja/u'd-Daula was appointed to be the Deputy Governor of

Bengal. When Shuja'u'd-Daula reached this side of Mednipur,

or, as I believe, had crossed Madaran and reached within

Bengal and halted at the aforesaid place, the Patent and Robe
of Honour arrived. 2 Shuja'u'd-Daula considered this as a good

omen and ordered the place to be named the " Mubarak-

Manzil" and a Katra and a Caravansarai to be built. The

Gateways with inscribed inscriptions in Persian verses still

exist, but the Katra and market etc. which existed between the

two Gateways have long since disappeared.
I have procured correct copies of the inscribed verses and

find some material difference in one of them from what has

been published in this Journal. The QaVa on the Northern

Gateway, with the exception of the first hemistich of second

distich, is correctly published, as also the last hemistich ( <j\j

U *Udx> v^Ut ^V° ) (the Rest-house of Mu'taminul-Mulk,

the Refuge of the World) which gives 1143 h. (1730-31 a.d)

as the date of its construction. The inscription on the South-

ern Gateway consists of another QaVa of 9 distiches, of which

Blochmann has left out the sixth distich entirely ; and the second

hemistich of the last distich has been incorrectly copied, with

the result that the date of the construction of the Gateway is

deduced to be 1136 h. = 1723-24 a.d. instead of 1142 h. = 1729-

30 a.d. The date given by Professor Blochmann is some four

years before ShujaVd-Daula was appointed as Naib-i-Nazim of
""

" 'It will now be seen from the inscription I publish that

while the Southern Gateway was built in 1142 h . the Northern

Gateway was built in the following year, in 1143 H. and not

after an interval of seven vears. The mistake has been con-

tinued in the Bengal District Gazetteer of Hooghlv (1912), pp.

291-92.
6

'

I give below correct Persian texts of both the inscriptions

with the translation of the first.

Bengal.

i(*E*\

r

t

<

Southern Gateway.

Text.
.•.

*aU> g +XK* XX &> »L-**V *~* l

V&,>
fj* u a-osf y S-*

*»

2

xr i !

Vid
f^ Paper on the " Antiquities of Burden " in the p«*ent

volume of this Journal.
2 Having received information that Mur.4iid Quli could not survive

Khan
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r^ ^ $U e>;^ ^j ^ cA^ ^ l—W »^ c^) 1 !r^->J^ :>

•

nana

Translation.

1. In the name of the Sovereign, who is thesustainer of the

people. Muhammad Shah, the mighty Shahinshah.

2. When Nawab Asad Jang firmly determined to proceed

from Orissa to Bengal,
3. Here, at this spot, which is named D

Victory and Fortune.
4. There arrived, for the Administration of the Province

of Bengal, from before the Emperor, firm command.
5. The heart and souls (of all) swelled at this happy news

;

the world became happy and pleased at these glad tidings.

6. Here at this spot that benevolent Master bade me to

construct a Saray (building).

7. (And) named this the Mubarak-Manzil (Auspicious halt-

ing-place), as the special desire and that of the world were ful-

filled.

8. When the delightful spot was laid out, I searched a

hemistich for its date.

9. An unseen messenger gave me this voice :
.

"It is an Auspicious Halting-place and also an Abode ot

Fortune."

The last hemistich of the above verse (No. 9) as published

by Blochmann omits the letter ( j ) whose numerical value is <>

uid which being added to 1136 (the Hijri date of the construc-

tion of the Gateway according to Blochmann) will give 1142 h.

Instead of a wao, Blochmann has put a kasra under J of J>*

r am sure the learned Professor had doubts as to the accuracy

Orissa and quitted Katak, and before he arrived at Mur^idabad received

on the same day, news of the Nawab's death and his credentials from

Kh5n Dauran, constituting him Deputy Governor of Bengal and On«^
Ho then proceeded to the capital and assumed the duties of his ottice

e«rly in | i.-jo H ri725 a.d.]—Stewart abridged.
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of the misra; as he had left it untranslated, for without a wao
the word ham (also), the last word of the hemistich, becomes
meaningless.

Northern Gateway,

Text.

pZ^uo j ^J^c &£ ^U| ^fc* ^j\ja ..t
/. •

^ lt^ LT^*- U«*» vb' <^b •* 1j

/

^JL *l»X« «-£lJt i^*iy<> LS ]J •JlJlA tf
r

l*3
' ij Ju 3

The word overlined in the first hemistich of the second

tammam
According to Professor Blochmann and the people of the

neighbourhood of Shan-bandi, whom I consulted, the village

has never been called Dinanath. It was a resting-place for

wayfarers, and as such might have been called Dina-nath (the

friend of the poor), the name of the village being different.



9* The Topkhana Mosque at Santipiir.

Bv Maulavi 'Abd'ul Wall

When visiting Santipur, a considerable town in the District

of Nadia, on the 4th September, 1915, 1 little expected that

there could be any ancient building there dedicated for the

worship of the Muhammadans. I found, however, to my sur-

prise that there was a very large population of Muhammadans
—mostly tailors and masons—and at a short distance, a diln

pidated Mosque, with an inscribed slab, which had fallen away
but is kept inside it. I took an impression of the inscription

which is inserted below. .The local Muhammadans told me
bat there were formerly there a Topkhana and citadel close i"

the Mosque ; but I could see no traces of them. It was the

policy of the Mughal Emperors to build forts and moats at a

short distance from the capitals of Hindu chiefs and on Trunk
Roads and water channels, and to station there a considerable

number of soldiers. This I found to be the case at Narayan-
garh

r
in the District of Mednipur

;
and in other places. Krish

nagar. once the capital of Nadia Raj, was connected with Santi-

pur by a broad and high causeway.

2. Bakhtyar-Ghat.

J

There is a ghat, or steps, to the river Bhagirathl. which

nous beneath Santipiir. called Bakhtvar-Ghat, bo called, it 1— J - - F -- •• »--• - J BakhtyarKhil

_ tyar Khilji \va

done quietly and stealthily without giving rise to suspicion or

alarm. Instead of going direct to Nadia or Navadwipa, where

the aged Raja then lived, the Khilji marauder took, in all pro-

bability, a circuitous route, and landed at. or embarked from, a

place since called Bakhtyar-Ghat. From Santipur, I conjee

Uire, he proceeded to Navadwipa, which was then situated on

the Bhagirathi and was almost surrounded by water, and selec

red a most appropriate hour for attack viz. the time of after

meal. Go where you may, in any of the Bengali village--noon
and towns, vou will see that between I and 3 p.m. all Bengal

and his w ife are either bathing, praying, breakfasting or sleeping

•n their ordinary clothes. I have seen houses of influential

landholders and rajas deserted by attendants and servants.

„ ' Some say the Ghat is named after some other person, called

HakhtyRr U.ndal.
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who too go to have their meal or midday siesta at this time of
the day. It was at this hour when the aged Raja, after a bath
and ablution in the sacred stream and the usual puja, was
having his meal, still in his undress, and no armed attendants
about, that the intrepid Turk with his intrepid troopers
came up and took possession of the capital. These Tatars and
Turkomans did at this instance preciselv what thev were accus-
tomed to do in their Central Asian raids, the difference, in it^

result however, being very great. While thev might secure a
booty of a few hundred heads of cattle in their home raids, here
by a smgle dash they opened for them and their co-religionists
a vast field of incalculable activity—politicallv, sociallv and
religiously. As Clive never dreamed what would be the"result
of his victory at Plassey, so Malik Bakhtvar never imagined what
might be the consequence of his sudden raid. But it is a mis-
take to suppose that Bengal fell an eas- victim to the Muslim
inroad. The Bengali fought bravely' and tenaciously, as can
be seen from the accounts of Pandua and Mnngalkot, in the
District of Hugh and Burdwan respectively, and other places.

3 Traditions.

Santipur has too its traditions. I regret I could not ex-
amine Persian documents said to be in the possession of certain
Muhammadans. A paper with the Nfid-i-'All and the names
ot twelve Imams written on it. which was shown to me. is of no
historical value. It is said that a Muhanimadan holy man,

llli?
ada

f
°mPa

.

n
f* Humayun from Persia to India, requested

Akbar that he might be allowed to live in a quiet and secluded

SSfS. f a ?•
be not distur^d by the noise and hubbub of

Sll q ?^tor
-y disc^sions. Akbar told him either to

?niw ;^T- h
,

(W6St of tlle modern Santipur). or Chandkmi

oned It MSftS*E Di8trict)
' The form '

'

'• Place was then ga rri-S y K300 ?athSns and 900 Rajputs with means for their pro-

S"I7nten
?
llce

- H thehoh man, said Akbar, uouldgo

for fh!
ga

- ' T°?
ld l,e ab,e t0 live **ere peacefully and pray

settlJd\»?T
Sa °^he ImPeri;l1 army- The holv man came and

Tn ;!i t?K
U™^lx

-
T* ^ also said that Suragarh was in the

Shah 'Alam. In another documpnf m„„; \ ii , — «Ji<m oimn Aiam. in anowiei «""-

Kazim tu
]

f
bo

?
ndary of a Jaigir conferred on Khundkar

STaSS ^US

:

South-th? Ganga. North-Nirjhar

^inf^^^fS^.8"?^^ WesrOofiva. The f
o
1-

on thpir »*«+ n^rZi.
""**""* "luuence: Wrhat, *aqir-para. *>r

™JuLT^Z°^&na
> Where the oW Mosque is situated,

and RaS T* ^{P^-Para. The descendants of the Path**and Rajputs are «tilif 7 ' \ f
descendants

«

jpucs are still to be met with at Suragarh. i

Kartik Charit by Bisvesvar Dfa, print , t 8ant] „ Gr in ,,,,5 A.D

,
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4. The Mosque.

The Mosque is situated at Topkhana in Suragarh or Sutra-

garh, the old name of Santipur. The following is the text and

translation in English of the inscription

:

*D I ^A

**2J& t3<*j

r e>—

7

M *Ui

;

y.xli )2j~> ^ j

J.x»..~s| ,

.

L>

—

*. c5J
I

)' crv
J

>y 3

r
AJWJ

AiJr SI «Jl *

a-Ui^

&ZX Jv
f •

.> J-+* >r£ >/*> ^
) (3

,>c
3 i^*-* s-^ ^J

^** ^ v*? ^ > e>»

5*a—X—irtl |ISJ^« a—f«

;!> j
1 i_r* Ju **>^ J «>^

JlJL^ (J/ii \ J^SLXJ *lj g&£

He is God after all

things.

Translation.

He is God before all In the name of God , the Merci-

things. ful, the Compassionate.

There is no God but God and
Muhammad is the Apostle

of God. I

The candle, the Mosque, the arch and the pulpit.

(Are) Abi-Bakr, 'Omar, Othman and Ali.

During the reign of the Emperor Aurangzib

The Mosque was built in sincerity and calculation

In the year One thousand, one hundred and fifteen.

After the Hijr (departure from Mecca to Medina) of that

renowned Leader. n A
Muhammad became the friend (Yar) by the favour of bod

Who is descended from the Gha/i. son of Isma'Il.

The Mosque, as will be seen from the above crude and not

very correct Verse, was built by 'Yar Muhammad, who was the

son of nuazl and grandson of Isma'll, in the Hijn year 1I1S

U702-3 A.D.) during the reign of Emperor Aurangzib (1068-

1118 h. = 1658-1707 a.d.) and during the Viceroyalty of Bengal

of his grandson Sultan Azimush-Shan.

x * \ S A \-M* V * >- * m r

t





io. Some Traditions about Sultan Alauddin Husain

Shah and Notes on some Arabic Inscriptions

from Murshidabad.

By G. D. Sarkar, M.A.

Communicated by R. D. Banerji, M.A.

[With Plates I—VI]

Many traditions are current in different parts of Bengal

about Sultan Alauddin Husain Shah who drove out the de-

praved Abyssinian usurpers from the throne of Bengal, and

restored peace and prosperity to the province in the latter

part of the fifteenth century a.d. Husain Shah, son of

Saiyad Ashraf , is said to have been a cowherd of a Brahmin
before he rose to greatness. His master, who was pious and

learned, is said to have foretold his future greatness from an

incident connected with a cobra. It is said that once the cow-

herd was sleeping in the sun, and a great cobra was screening

his face with its expanded hood. A similar story is told of the

Empress Nurjahan, immediately after her birth, when Gbiya

Beg was travelling from Persia to India. According to the

traditions still current among peasants in the northern part of

the Murshidabad district of Bengal, the earlier part of Husain

Shah's life seems to have been spent in the village called Chand-

para or EkanI Ohandpara which lies close to Sagardighi and

Manigram
,

! places claiming considerable antiquity. In this place

he is said to have served as a cowherd. His Brahmin master

advised him to leave the village for Gaur, where he ultimately

succeeded in caininc the throne. After his accession tradition

says, the Brahmin went to Gaur and obtained an audience.

He went with a cowherd's goad and a tethering rope, which

had been left behind, as tokens of remembrance The Emperor

granted to his old master his native village Chandpara, in per-

petuity for the nominal revenue of one anna. Thence Chand-

para is known as Yakani Chandpara in revenue papers.

The Brahmin of these traditions plays a role similar to that

of Gangu, a Delhi Brahmin whose name is honourably associated

with the founder of the Bahmani dynasty, Sultan Hasan Gangu

Bahmani. According to the tradition current at Chandpara

Suitan Hussain is said to have deprived his former employer ot

his caste at the instigation of his principal Begum. Chaitanya,

the celebrated Vaishnava reformer, is said to have granted the

1 Manigram is also called Munigram by local people. According to

the local tradition the name is supposed to have been Jerii^ ^m
JJ

association with the hermitage of Garga, a sage who according to ur. rven

flourished in the 44th year before the Christian era.
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Brahmin absolution from a suicidal penance. Another variant

of this tradition, about Sultan Alauddin Husain Shah, is current

in the district of Jessore. Babu Jogendra Nath Samaddar has

recorded this variant, in a Bengali monthly journal 'The
Bharati.' In the Jessore variant, the part played by the Brah-
min is ascribed to a local noble, named Raja Ram Chandra
Khan, of Benapol, the ruins of whose palace are still pointed
out by the local cultivators.

Another account is prevalent in the Murshidabad district

(near Sekherdighi and Babargram) about Husain Shah's sojourn
at Chandpara which is more in consonance with sober historic

verity. According to this story Saiyad Ashraf, Saiyad Yusuf
and Saiyad Sharif (Husain Shah) came over to Hindusthan
from Tabriz in Persia, and in the course of their wanderings
visited EkanI Chandpara and put up there in the house of the

local Kazi. They went thence to Gaur to seek service under
the Sultan of Bengal, but being disappointed in their quest
returned again to Chandpara. Here at the request of the Kazi,
Saiyad Sharif married one of his daughters and through the in-

fluence of his father-in-law managed to secure one of the minor
appointments in Gaur. Thence by sheer ability he rose to the

position of Wazir or Prime Minister, and popular outbreak
against the tyrannous Abyssinian Muzaffar Shah II brought
him to the throne. It was then that he assumed the title of

Sultan 'Alauddin Husain Shah. It may be mentioned in this

connection that the historian Stewart speaks of Husain Shah
being in a lowly situation in his early days, and also states that
he was raised to dignity by the Kazi of Chandpur, who gave
him his daughter in marriage.

During my stay in the Jungipur subdivision of the Mur-
shidabad district I succeeded in discovering a number of Arabic
inscriptions which, along with the architectural remains already
known, connect the early days of Sultan 'Alauddin Husain Shah
more closely with the northern part of the Murshidabad district

than any other part of Bengal.
There is a ruined masjid in EkanI Chandpara, the erec-

tion of which is ascribed by the local people to Sultan 'Alauddin
tlusain Shah. No inscription has been found here. But there
is a big mosque in a neighbouring village called Kherul or

ivherur, which, according to the inscription on it, was erected
oy a Pathan noble named RifVt Khan in a.h. 900 =M9*-95

rf'
/h^etwo monuments were inspected by the late Dr.

iheodor Bloch in 1905. There is another Arabic inscription at

Kherur, which has not been properlv deciphered, dated 917 or

tfiSA.H. ihe big tank called Shekerdighi, at a distance of

about four or five miles from Kherur, is said to have been
excavated under the orders of 'Alauddin Husain Shah. An

«£ •
^"Pfcon found close by records that this event took

place m the month of Rabi-ul-awwal of the year 921 a.h. = 1515-
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16 a.d. In the village of Babargram which adjoins Sheker-

dighi, there is a tablet recording the erection of a mosque, no

longer in existence, by one Malik Sandal ( Mandal? ), son of

Makhdum Shah, during the reign of Husain Shah, on the 12th

Rajab of the year 905 a.h. = 1499-1500 a.d. An inscription

atSuti, another neighbouring village, refers to the erection of a

mosque by the great Khan Muqarrab Khan, son of Chand Malik,

during the reign of Husain Shah, in the year 909 = 1503-4 a.u.

Though from stray inscriptions of this sort no definite conclusion

is possible, yet it is evident that this part of the Murshidabad

district was a centre of great activity during the earlier years

of the reign of Sultan 'Alauddin Husain Shah. Therefore pre-

sumption is in favour of that part of the tradition which con-

nects the early life of Husain Shah with this tract of land.

It is said that Shekerdighi was formerly known as Mantaka-

bad, and a fakir used to live there, when Husain Shah caused

this tank to be excavated in commemoration of his visit to

Mecca. It is generally believed in these parts that in order to

commemorate his Haj pilgrimage the Sultan caused the erection

of mosques and excavation of tanks at the end of every mile

from Shekherdighi to Pandua till the series culminated at one

end with Shekherdighi tank and at the other end with the great

Adina mosque which is said to have been built originally with

more than 350 domes. As there is no other tank or mosque on

the Badshahi road to confirm this popular belief it can only be

regarded as a characteristic popular exaggeration, and may 1

think be attributed to the goodly number of sacred edifices built

during the reign of this king. The local tradition has it that

the Sultan's followers met with an unexpected difficulty when

proceeding with the excavation of Shekherdighi which is said to

have been entrusted to a Brahmin. In spite of the great length

and width of the tank and its considerable depth no water

would come out of it. The phenomenon was attributed to the

sorcery of the fakir who was subjected to some harsh treat-

ment and had to remove from the neighbourhood, but in spite

of this persecution the tank remained as dry as before. U»e

unsophisticated villagers still believe that the mere touch ot a

peculiar wand brought by one of the fakir's disciples caused the

underground springs to break through their hidden bonds an

the tank was filled to the brim. It serves rather to remind

one of the alleged feats of modern water-finders with torfcea

branches of witch hazel. The Sultan, it is said subsequently

repented of his previous conduct towards the fakir ana on

waking his acquaintance found out that he was his father s reu-

gious preceptor and like himself an inhabitant ot1**>™
: .

*",

name of the fakir was Sultan Shah Abu Saiyad Tabnzi ami

there are still some persons at Shekherdighi who claim to be

bis lineal descendants. , .. , „„ n., s .

The only tradition about any military exploit during riu.
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a in Shah's reign is rather a curious one and is current at

Aurangabad, Nimtita and other villages near Suti Thanah.

At old Mangalpur which is only about a couple of miles from

Nimtita and 3 or 4 miles from Suti P. S. are to be found some

big earthen mounds and traces of masonry with fair indications

of what was once a castle moat These mounds, popularly

called the gadh, form as it were a circular embankment round a

small tank known as Jiat Kur which is apparently a corrupted

form of the words Jivat Kunda or Well of Life. That these

ruins are of Hindu origin does not admit of doubt ' as on the

bank of Jiat Kur is still to be found a piece of stone sculptured

in relief—which appears to have been the lintel of a massive

door frame. It is not difficult to make out that the figures in

these sculptures are Hindu deities although they have been

overlaid through the piety of village dames with more than

one coating of vermillion and turned into what can only be

described as a sort of minor shrine. 1 According to local opinion

these ruins mark the remains of a fortress held by a powerful

Rajbanshi chieftain. It is said that on one occasion when
the mother of the redoubtable Husain Shah was being conveyed
in a palanquin along the old Badshahi road escorted by a

retinue of followers, some retainers of the Rajbansi Raja began

to jeer at her in allusion to what they believed to have been

her former profession.

" Gauda bddshara ma ekavara nacan dekhiye ja.*'

" Mother of the King of Gaur
Show us for once
Your skill in dance. 9 >

The lady on reaching the capital reported the incident to

her son who at once sent a strong detachment of troops to

avenge the wrong. At the approacli of Sultan's forces the

chieftain with all his people took shelter in the fortress, which

he believed to be impregnable, and he successfully resisted the

onslaught of the Pathans for a iong time as a mere sprinkling

of Jibat Kunda water was sufficient to bring the dead soldiers~* ~„,w Mwnwu. wai/oi was sumcient to Dring tne aeau »vi«—*-

back to life. At last the leader of Sultan's forces came to know
of this secret and deprived the water of its miraculous property

It may be stated here that not old Mangalpur alone but also Aranga-
naa and its neighbourhood contain relics of past Hindu greatness. A»

f~,
'***** Place I <ame across a piece of enamelled brick like those to be

tound at Gaur which bore on one aid* th* K^L-rit. l««-.t,P,r Ah.' probabl}
a mason
Rovd. Y
I found

a
v*.<-

ture.
Gana

Chhapghatti, the river-side mart ot »'»

e likely to fit in with the lintel at J*

rp, - --—««• «» «ouu lute ngure sitting in a i;i"»- ° * *
lne sculpture appears to be of a conventional design as an exact

of this is to found T belie™ m .»,« ,ww«»»inn nf Varenda K«-
search Society.

possession
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by dropping into the tank a piece of beef tied to an arrow.

It is said that when leaving her abode on account of this defile-

ment the presiding Genius of this spring of life advised the Raja

to abandon the place, and the brave defenders thereupon left

the fortress to its fate and took their departure through a secret

underground passage; stripped of its supernatural trappings,

the plain fact is likely to be that on the only source of water

supply becoming polluted through some reason or other, the

inmates of the fortress were obliged to make a hurried exit.

The story of the underground passage does not appear to be a

mere fabrication as there are still some persons alive who saw

near the spot a cavity or opening which was obviously the

entrance to a tunnel connecting the stronghold with some

place outside. __ . ,

Though tanks with the name of Jivat Kundu are by no

means confined to this part of the country and although a simi-

lar legend is to be met with in the case of other tanks at Fandua-

and Mangalkote. the fact that » the great Khan Muqarrab

Khan," most likely a Pathan nobleman connected with

Hossein Shah's Court, had enough interest in the locality to

build a mosque near Suti or Mangalpur, would seem to point to

the fact that the place was probably an outpost of the kingdom,

and the defeat of the Hindu Chief and the demolition of the

fortress was not perhaps a mere mythical affair It may oe

stated here that Jangipur was long associated with the Fathans

of Bengal. The oldest inscription in the sub-diyision
.

dis-

coverd by me at Balighata, records the erection of a mosque

in 847 a.h. by Ulagh Sarafraz Khan, apparently a digmtan in

the Pathan court" as he is styled ' Khan of Majlis. (Vide

Appendix X). Another fragment of a Hossein Shahi inscnp.

tion has also been found at Baliaghata beanng date -l-l a.h.

EW-al-awal ( = 1515 a.d.). (Vide Appendix V). In
i

conclu-

sion I may mention that there is a noticeable P?!^nt*«® ?L *^ft|

banshi population in some of the principal villages near o d

Mangalpur. There is nothing however in .^'
n̂

n
.^ic

™
customs or in their circumstances and socal status to^indicate

that they had once been the members of a powerful ruling clan.

ADDENDUM

.

Besides the four Hossein Shah in^iption men oi ed

above there is an inscription in Murshidabad C.tv set on t

top of the Sadar gate of the palace which refers *o Sultan a«

ruddin Shah, King of Gaur (a son of Sultan Hosse
,

S iah) and

is dated 936 a.h/ I also came across several °thei in-cnpUons

in the northern part of the district which belong to a much la

1 This inscription I am informed is now to be found in

Khan's Imambara.
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period and do not seem to be of sufficient historical interest.

The latest of these is the inscription on Ballighatta mosque
erected in 1155 a.h. by one Syed Kashitn, said to be a descendant

of well-known Mahomedan devotee, Syed Murtuza of Suti. The
date can be made out from a chronogram which when translated

literally stands as " This is the well-adorned tower of God."
The tomb of Shah Hossein Gholam Kaderi which is also situate

at Baliaghata bears an inscription dated 1040 a.h. The in-

scribed stone on nawada mosque near Mirzapur P.S., which is

said to have been removed from an older mosque at Paikora,

bears a more recent date as it shows that the original structure

was built in the reign of Emperor Shahjahan in 1050 A.H. by

Babar Lodi Khan, son of Shaifc Husain Lodi, who is described

in the inscription as " Maharaf " or learned in letters.

Syed Murtuza had his astana or hermitage on the bank of

the Ganges near Suti where he lived on intimate terms with an

old Brahmin lady anchorite named Anandamayi Bhairavi.

After their death the two were buried side by side. The site

known as Murtuzanand ashram has been washed away by the

erosion of the river.

APPENDIX.
Note on New Arabic Inscriptions found in the

murshidabad districts.

/. Inscriptions on big brick mosque at KherauL
The inscription records the erection of this mosque daring

the reign of 'Alauddin Hussain Shah, son of Sayyid Ashraf-ul

Husaini by the great Khan Rif'at Khan in the Hiiri vear 900

1494-95 ad.

Text.

1% *i ili) J* ili f*r^ J, ^ • iJc AlJ| U >jj, jtf

No. II. 2nd inscription found at Kheraui referring to the

mosque of Rif'at Khan.

if! w-^j^aUi^l- ^| jli o^i ... JWaUi Jl*

cM^j **.*J| \U &3J, i Ujo IU3 *l»
t Jj I

///. Inscription found
The inscription lecords the erection of this mosque during

the reign of 'Alauddin Husain Shah by one Malik Mandal (San-
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dal), son of Makhduin Shah, in the year 905= 1499-1500, on the

llth day of Rajab.
Text.

i\)\ ^xj Lijl ^ f<J.*uwc ^xj ^ ^U , iJ-£ AUl ^e ,^1 Jt»

^oJlj U>JtyU ^Uyh ^IW- *•*«/ *i»Jl J *J
[r
-* ert**-

^L*^ ^ ^^ «i- w^
;
^u ^>j »>/ & H *u

)

/F. Inscription found in a ruined mosque near Suti.

It records the erection of a mosqae daring the reign of

'Alauddin Husain Shah, son of Sayyid Ashraf-ul-Husami by the

great Khan Muqarrab Khan, son of Chand Malik, in the year

909=1503-4 a.d. There is a verse on the rib which separates

the two panels of the inscription.

Text.

* &jl+*oJ J £~»>

P. TA6 /
'/

&%ad, dated Rabi-al-awal 921 JLff.«I51B A.iA

«SUJij ^JU ^ ^i &- J.»< C*; ^* ** ^U ->

"ixkU

Translation

.

* * *

al-awal 921 a.h.

his kingdom and dominion [ I ]
[the] month of Rabi'-

i

VI. Inscription found near the Sheker Dighi or Sagar Dighi

tank.

It records the excavation of a tank during the.reign o

'Alauddin Husain S_hah, son of Sayyid 'A.hraf.ul-Husaim,

the month of Rabi-ul-awwal of the year 921 = 1315-10 a.i>.
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Text.

F//. Inscription on a mosque at Nawadah.

It records the erection of a mosque during the reign of

Shahjahan by one Babar Khan LodI, son of Shaikh Husain

Lodi, in the year 1052—1642-43 a.d.
#

Text.

^£~*^ ^ ^JJ| «-ftJI AV« ^ ^ay i^i-*^ k>T

VIII. Inscription on the tomb of Shah Husain Ghulam Qadiri

at Beliaghatta.

The inscription begins with the usual formulae and con-

tains the name of the Saint and the year 1040 a.h. — 1630-31

a.d., which is most probably that of his death.

Text.

w**j

* uJ&i)l ^ •*•* J ^1 fi-i ^ t5>;i
l* Itffc-* T

,JU»U

QSsim

/Z. Inscription in a mosque at Baliaghatta.

It records the erection of a mosque by one Sayyid „

in the year 1155 a.h. = 1742 a.d. The inscription is partly ">

Arabij and partly in Persian. The date of the record is given

in the form of a chronogram consisting of the second half o*

the second line of the Persian verse.

Text.
,

sail >j* »*»J w*;U*Jf jfco Lie zi m Al)( Jr-S; O-xoo *Ut

<> W ^ L? <e&i%# *+** U tfilkui JLrv^ ^.^JJ- ^'^
JU b
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i

J. Inscriptions relating to two mosques no longer in existence

found at Baliaghatta, Jangipur.

They begin with the usual formulae and record the erection

of two mosques by the great Khan Ulugh Sarfaraz Khan—the

Khan Majlis—during the reign of Sultan Mahmud Shah in the

month of Ramzan in the year 847 a.h. = 1443 a.d.
1

Text.
I

^ i *

*} .
'J j) , IL. gttb * - r̂

l J**' * *' *" » ^

to

i

* r*
fcJl >Jf y^ u«js*~ i«£ ^ - u^ 1 j ^'-j^ 1^

XL Inscription set on the top of the sudder gate of the palace at

Murshidabad.

It records the erection of a gate and contains a ^erence

to Sultan Nasir-ud-din Nasrat Snah, King of Gour, and bears

the date 936 Hijri ( = 1529-1530 a.d.).

Text.
» f

eAtOl ^| ^IkD, *JJ\ J&Jl e,lW-Jf w^l ^ * - 1 J**
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u. NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT NO. XXIX.

Note.—The numeration of the articles below is continued

from p. 104 of the "Journal and Proceedings"
for 1917.

184. Novelties in Guvta Coins.

(With Plate VII.)

A few three highly

interesting Gupta coins with a dealer of Lucknow, who brought
them to me with a view to sell them to the Museum. My offer

though quite reasonable was low in his estimation, and as he
expected an extravagant value I could not help returning them

•of course after taking their casts, which I reproduce below.

However I still hope to get them for the Provincial Museum,
Lucknow, unless some too liberal a customer turns up to take

them away ! All are of gold, and at least two of them appear
to be unique.- The third bears some uncommon features and
can very well be treated as a new specimen. I should there-

fore like to bring them to the notice of numismatists and pub-

lish them accordingly.

One of these coins is of Chandragupta II and presents a

new variety of the Couch type. The remaining two are of

Kumaragupta I, one belonging to the Peacock type Var. (3,

while the other is an entirely new variety of the Lion-slayer

type). With this foreword I now proceed to notice the coins

in detail.

(1) Chandragupta II.

New variety of Couch type.

Obv.— King facing right, seated on couch in an easy posture

after the oriental fashion, having the left leg tucked up with

right foot hanging over the couch on which rests his left leg,

the left elbow resting on the two pillows or cushions of the

High-backed couch. The right fore-arm rests on the knee, the

hand holding a lotus-stalk. The object held in the left hand
is not clear but looks like a lotus stalk. By the side of the

couch under the left foot there is a vessel which I take to be

a spittoon.

'

The custom of keeping spittoons is still in vogue in th.s country

> not only chiefs but all rich people living in the oriental «tyle keep

.
- as a matter of course. To those who are given to betel-chewing, this

» an indispensable item in the household furniture.

them
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The marginal legend beginning from the proper left reads

paramabhagavata (ma).

The letters on the proper right margin are blurred and defy

decipherment. The only akshara which can be made out is to

followed possibly by a visarga of which the lower dot is quite

distinct.

Rev.—Lakshmi nimbate seated to proper right on a lotus,

on which the left hand is placed holding a cornucopia. The

right hand holds what is possibly a noose or string. Under-

neath the lotus is a couch or throne of which two legs are vis-

ible. Below this is a symbol which I cannot make out. The

legend on the left side which is separated by a long line reads

Vikramadityah.

know
of the British Museum and the Indian Museum, which have

been published and classed as a and 0. 1 Both differ from this

specimen, which is therefore presumably unique and may be

classed as variety y. That it belongs to Chandragupta II is clear

from the reverse legend ' Vikramadityak .

J The legend beginning

with Paramabhagavata is to be seen on the Horseman type of

his coins.2

This piece resembles more or less the Lyrist type of Samu-

dragupta coins and may have been modelled on it.

KUMARAGUPTA I

Peacock type.

ft

Obv—King nimbate, standing left stooping slightly, with

left leg crossing the right, which is bent at the knee, wearing

waist cloth and jewellery, his left hand resting on hip and right

hand apparently feeding the peacock which stands on the right

side facing the king.
The legend on the right side reads :

Jayati svagunairggunara&{ih) .
8

On the left margin I find clear traces of eleven aksharas
extending from the foot of the peacock to the nimbus of the

Gatahtueof S* n f ^ Gupta ^'J^ty, P- 33, Plate VI. 8. V. Smith,

PlSeXV 10 ?T«ln the Indian Museum, Calcutta, Vol. I, P; }%>

SX^ W89-„
J™ '&

B
r !?*• P- 179

' «• U - »* Journal Royal As»»
Society, 1889, p. 76, PI. 1. 13I

Dynasty3 Allen Cat n { a \
*"*<*«/»» dynasty, pAlien, Cat. of Gupta Dynasty, pp. 84-86.
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king. Of these the last four, especially the 8th and the 9th
which read ndra and Ku, 1 may be read with some certainty as

ndrakumara(h) . This suggests the reading of the two preced-

ing letters as make ; thus giving the full name of the king, viz.

mahendrakumara. The first letter on this side seems to read &a

and the second perhaps stands for tru. If these two symbols
really read 6atru, the next word cannot but be one which means
destroyer or the like. The adjective like nishudi or niltantr can
well fit in : this tentative reading giving us one half of a verse

in the Vegavati metre.
Rev.—Kartikeya riding his peacock facing to front holding

spear in left hand over shoulder, with right hand probably

sprinkling incense on altar ; the peacock stands on a kind of

platform ; border of dots.

Legend to right reads

—

Mahendrakumara (h).

This piece exhibits two novelties on account of which the

coin may claim to be unique. One is the reduplication of the

symbol for gu in the epithet gunaraMh in accordance with Paci-

ni's aphorism Wft^TWt i"
2 and the other is the position of

the legs of the king which is different from that seen on all the

coins of this type of Kumaragupta I which have been so far

brought to light

Lion-slayer type.

New Variety.

Obv —King holding goad or ankusa in right hand is seated

on elephant which advances right and tramples a lion under his

left foot ; behind him is seated an attendant holding achhatra

over him. Several indistinct letters are to be seen on the mar-

gin. Of these six or seven appear to be more or less complete.

Beginning from above the head of the elephant I would read

ksha(kshi) ta (ti) sa (6m) ra knka.

flew.—Goddess nimbate, wearing long robes standing left,

holding lotus ? with stalk in left hand which rests on the waist,

the right hand is extended upwards as if feeding the peacock

who stands to the right with beak touching the hand. Border

of dots. No svmbol. , . . . , , * .. ,

Legend commencing from above the right hand of the god-

dess reads

Sinhanihanla mahendra(dityah) .

Altogether I find traces of ten symbols, three on the right

and seven on the left side of the goddess. Of these eight are

kurnara.

' A specimen, No. 255, noticed by Mr. Allen also gives symbols for

2 Panini viii. 4-46.
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pretty clear and can be made out with certainty. The aksharas
just after the symbol for ndra or ndra are indistinct, but on the

strength of what precedes them I think they can not be any-
thing else but symbols for ditya(k). They could perhaps stand
for Kuma(rah), but their shape' will hardly admit of the latter

reading. In either case the legend is, I believe, quite new, as

is the coin which bears it. This- 1 call a new variety of the

Lion-slayer, and not Elephant-rider type because of the epithet

Sinhanihanta found in the legend, and owing to the fact that a

lion is trampled to death on the obverse side. Mr. Allen in his

excellent catalogue has shown five varieties of the Lion-slayer
type of the coins of Kumargupta I. In all of them the king
shoots the lion while standing, as is the case with the

Tiger -slayer types ; but here he kills it by the elephant he is

riding. The reverse of this coin, excepting the legend, is that
of the Tiger-slayer type, and omitting the trampling of the lion

the obverse is like that of the Elephant-rider tvpe. 1

Lucl
HlRANANDA SaSTRI.

mow
The mth October, 1916.

185. Three Interesting Sassanian Drachmes.

[With Plate VIII.]

Of the three drachraes described below, one is of Kobad 1

and is of special interest in that it bears no legend on the obverse
and no date but only the mint on the reverse. The others are
ol Hormazd IV, one having on the reverse the date and the
mint m changed positions contrary to the established usage,
while the other is dated in his thirteenth regnal year.

-p. _
ad I nephew and successor of Balash (484-488) and son

of Jjiroz I (459-484), was not disposed to be the humble servant
ol the priests and nobles to whom he owed the crown, and to
humiliate them he played the dangerous game of encouraging Maz-
dak, the energetic priest of a new religion, which demanded in
the name of justice that he who had a superfluity of goods and
several wives should impart to those who had none. This
tneory was actually put in practice to some considerable ex-
tent, but then the nobility and clergy rose, deposed Kobad,
and imprisoned him in the " Castle of Oblivion " (identified by

wl ™«'l_inson as Gilgerd in northern Susiana). placing his

to £rH
a
T*

8

iP ?"
the throne inm

- Kobad
>
however, escaped

to the Hephthahtcs, where he had once lived as a hostage,

gupta I^rLrvelVSTl ° f

fi
16 ElePha^^r type of Kumara-

logue. nairo oft >

e Ind,an Museum Calcutta. (See Allen's Cat**(See Allen's Cattv
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received in marriage the daughter of the king, and with his

help expelled Jamasp and recovered his kingdom in 499.

Kobad died; eighty-two years old, 13th September 631, and
was succeeded by his destined heir, Khusrau I, surnamed
Anosharvan "the Blessed", whom his father is said to have
caused to be crowned as he lav on his deathbed.

t.

Kobad or Kabad is the Avestic word Kawata " found on

the gate " (see the Bundehesh. Translation, West. 1880
; p. 136).

Qobad
WafiaTTjs

buch
; p. 159).

(See Justi, Iranisches Namen-

On his coins we find Kavat and rarely Kavad, amplified

from his sixteenth vear bv the word afzunV (from afzu'ni'k
. -

/

af. Kobad is the only king who has this word associated with

his name. On the coins /
always separate and inscribed on the other side of the field.

During his first reign, we find on the reverse his name Kavat

with the indication of the city of issue.

Although there were some exceptions during the reign of

Firoz I, the usage of marking the'regnal year on the drachmes

was not established till the reign of Jamasp in 497. There-

after the date is inscribed in the field on the reverse to the

left, the right being reserved for the mint monogram. This

usage became a definite convention which endured till the end

of the Sassanian dynasty. It was maintained by the Aiabs in

their copies of the Sassanian drachme, struck in the course

of the seventh and eighth centuries of the Christian era, and the

Ispehbeds of Tabaristan followed the same usage on their

coinage

With his restoration to the throne, Kobad adopted from

his predecessors the practice of dating his coins. The earliest

certain date is ot the vear 11 (iajdeh) which corresponds with

499 : for the reading dioki (one) mentioned by Dorn was dis-

puted with reason bv Bartholomaei (Melanges asiatiques, April

1859, p. 613). The last date is of the year 43 (se chehell which

is the year 531, the series between these two dates being com-

plete.

The mint-monograms did not appear on the drachmes

of the earlv monarchs till the reign of Bahrain IV (388-39J).

During the' time of this king and his successors Yezdegerd 1

(399-420) and Bahrain V (420-438) ;
the monograms, which are

composed of a few letters onlv, were inscribed on the right and

left or on both sides of the fire surmounting the altar on the

reverse side of the drachmes. Under Yezdegerd II (438-4;>7)

the monograms passed into the field on the right and were

regularly confined to that place.

From the vear 13 during the second reign (499-531) ot

Kobad I, the Sissanian coinage is enriched with the marginal
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lljllr80?8 and stars, the conjunction of Venus andthe Moon, the emblem of felicity in ancient Eran.

Description of the first drachme.

Metal.—Silver. Date.—Nil
Weight.—61 grains. Mint.—BST (Bost).
Diameter.—1-15 inohp«

PN

O CL_U \ BST (Bost).

Obverse.—Bust of king to right, with a verv short beard,

7hiT8
a*%

em
,

battled crown, surmounted by a crescent with

JuL
tra
f
ltlonal Sassanian globe, having a fillet floating on eachS •*
C
^s

?
ent 0n the forepart of the crown and a star be-mna it. Hair brought back in ringlets. A crescent over each

shoulder and a fillet floating beside it. In front of the nose a

Ifl ?u
Crescen

f
s and a star above them. Dress and necklace

IT I
Pen

,

dant pearls
- The whole device enclosed in a

grenetis with three crescents and stars on the margin.

fir*
.£*?-~An altar adorned with bands, surmounted by the

ill Ti!t t

Vl a"endants
- A star to the left and a crescent to

tne
:

right of the fire. In the field to the left two letters which

E? m?T N fr°m the outeide of the Piece '
and t0 the ri&ht

grLetis
1 n°gram EST

-
The whole device encIosed in a

rpnnJ
here

j* no
.

Iegend on the obverse, a very unusual occur-

InHUh?£ ^assaniaD Machine. It will lye seen from the crown

second ,
6SIgn

Si
the reverse that the eoin is of Kobad I in his

I
6

n
r^n

-
The two letters PN to the left on the reverse

SJmIS"
apS

*£e c
.
ommencement of the date, either panch'

the H,L

°

f
^?nfi6 S%h (35)

'
since they occupv the place of

becint fh ^ certainly do not represent>mcA' deli (15),

second i,^
C011

! ^anifes% belongs to the later" part of his

aboTf fI
^ ? the Star in front of the head was introduced

letters JTZ Venty
- * am s°mewhat inclined to regard the

drachme nf ti?
coramencement of punch' sih (35) since the

bE ™yLX ST figUred
, * D°r" <PT7 XXI >

fl« «> resem-

sameS?J 1 °°m Under revie^ also issued from themmt
'
and wlthou* any legend on the obverse.

^hkl\
m
^TT°^m B8T rePresente the town of Bet •—

!

occupies on the
" en

,i
n fuU

- *™ the position which »
as a faultv inZ2T' ,

S mon°gram cannot be confounded
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Mordtmann (Z.D.M.G., 1879, p. 128, no. 63) read this mono-

gram BST and identified it with the town of Bost in Segistan

(Seistan). He found it only on the drachmes of Kobad I,

years 35 (523) and 41 (529), and Khusrau I, year 12 (542).

De Morgan (Revue Numismatique, 1913, p. 335, § 57)

thinks that the last letter is only a deformation of io and

that this monogram represents Bost. He finds it only in 523

(year 35 of Kobad I)

.

I am of opinion that the last ligature is not a letter at all.

but a mark representing a full-stop, to show that the name
Bost is written full in all its letters.

" According to Ebn Haukal and other writers, it is one of

the principal cities in the province of Seistan. It is the Abeste

of Pliny. It was founded by Bastur, the Bastavairi of the

Avesta and the Nastur of the Shahnameh. It is said to have

been founded at the time when King Gushtasp had gone to

Seistan, to be a guest of Rustam, and to propagate the Zoroas-

trian religion there, a short time before his second war with

Arjasp." (Shatroiha-i-Airan. in the Asiatic Papers, p. 173, by

Dr. J. J. Modi).

The second coin was struck by Hormazd IV and has on the

reverse the mint to the left and the date to the right in defiance

of the established custom noted above.

Hormazd IV, who ascended the throne in February 579,

was the son of Khusrau I by the Turkish princess, and on this

account he is surnamed Turkzadeh " son of the Turk." He

was deposed and soon after put to death in the summer of 590.

Hormazd (Hormisdas, Ormazd, etc.) is the abridged form

«»f Ahuramazda, Zend, Ahura " Creator " and Mazda " Omnis-

cient." The name is written in Pahlavi, with the transposition

"f h, Auharmazdi. The Greek form *0/vi«x&k implies that the

pronunciation was Hormizd. (See Justi, Namenbuch, p. 7).

On his coins we find his name Auharmazi or Auharmaz

accompanied by afzu or afzun.

Description of the second drachme

.

Metal.—Silver. Date.—Shata (six).

Weight.—57 grains. Mint.—ZUZN (Zuzen).

Diameter.—120 inches.

ZUZN (Zuzen).

SHTA (Shata).

Obver
sur

uoverse.—J5ust. oi King to rigim, »***"'•& « ~-» - -

Mounted by the traditional globe. The hair brought back
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in curls and a short beard. Dress and necklace. Over each
shoulder a Sassanian fillet floating. In front of the crown, a
crescent and star, and behind it, a star.

Legend.—In front of the face, Auharmazi (very much
defaced owing to the deep impression on the reverse), and
behind the head afzu'n.

Auharmazi afzu'n " Long live Hormazd."
Grenetis and outside it on the margin three crescents and

stars.

Reverse.—An altar, adorned with bands, surmounted by
the fire, having two attendants. A crescent to the right and
a star to the left of the fire.

ihe field the mint ZUZN and toLegend.—-To the left in the field the mint
the right the date shata (six).

Grenetis.

The peculiarity of this drachme is that on the reverse the
mint is engraved in place of the date and vice versa. As far as
I am aware this is the sole recorded instance of such a departure
from the prevailing practice In the drachme figured by Dorn
(PL XXVI, fig. 12) the apparent change is due to the perver-
sion of the design on the reverse, as the result of faulty die-
smking. When seen in a mirror the whole reverse presents no
unusual feature.

De Morgan (Rev. Num., p. 507, no. 177) cites this mint-
monogram as unique in 590, and gives the reading GUGU as
very doubtful. He is unable to recall the name of any town
answering to this reading.

Mordtmann (Z.D.M.G., 1854, p. 23, no. 44, PL IV, no. 51 ;

and 1879 p . 124, no . 36) reads another monogram . similar to

7ttVvtt V
Ug a verticaI stroke at the end instead of the dot,

z,UZiNU and identifies it with the town of Zuzen in Khorasan.
De Morgan (p 507, no. 75) reads it GUGUN without any iden
tincation. There is also another monogram similar but having
two vertical strokes at the end. I am of opinion that these
strokes are nothing but a full-stop. In the monogram on my
com there is a clot, which is also intended to show that the
name is written in full with all its letters, as in the case of
Bost, already noted.

:wi! vertical stroke is either an O or an U and corresponds
Mitn the optional which in MS. Pahlavi is found following

1\
V
a ' ^ n

,

and & either in the body or at the end of

1 rl i I? th
^

°Idest MSS
" fail to observe any uniformity

as regards this redundant 0, but insert or omit it indiscrimi-

~SiJA 4.

Seems *° show that ° though inserted at a very
early date was not pronounced.

That the reading of Mordtmann is correct is substantiatedby the similarity of the two letters 7A1 in the word afzun or

lit if °n the obverse of the la<** Sassanian drachmes.
Jt is equally certain that the first as well as the third letter is
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an Z and not a G. De Morgan is very cautious in accepting

the reading of Mordtmann and remarks that it seems prefer-

able to refrain from all interpretations until we possess a great

number of coins or till one of these monograms is found in

another epoch, permitting us to fix the value of the first sign.

1 read the monogram ZUZN on this coin and identify it

with the town of Zuzen after Mordtmann. "cjjj; Zewzen (also

pronounced Zuzen) is a town and vast canton between Nisha-

pur and Herat. It was dependent ordinarily on the province of

Nishapur. It was surnamed 'Little Basrah' on account of

its producing many doctors, savants and learned men.

The name Zuzen was given in the following circumstances.

When the Magi transported the fire which they adored in Azer-

baijan to Seistan, the camel which carried it, arrived on the

site of this actual town, knelt down and refused to rise again.

Its conductor then said to it, zud zen (uij &j)) 9
that is to say,

haste thee (J~0, but the animal did not move, even when

cajoled and struck. It is in remembrance of this portent that

a temple of fire was erected on that spot and was given this

name." (Barbier de Meynard, Dictionnaire geographique, his-

torique et litteraire de la Perse, etc., p. 290).

Description of the third drachme.

Metal.—Silver. Date.—Slj deh (thirteen).

Weight.—59 grains. Mint,—RD (Hekatompylos).

Diameter.— 1*20 inches.

\v ljAorv

Ailharmazi afzun.

STJ DH.

QjJJ (Slj deh)

RD (Hekatompylos)

. This coin is also of Hormazd IV and the description it

almost the same as the last. „ .
r
-7Q _ nd as

Hormazd IV came to the throne in February 579>and

a

*as customary he reckoned his first regnal year from the last

Ne* Year's day, which fell on 30th June 578. According to

NoeMek he , as deposed and ki„ ed in the summer of^ H
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thirteenth regnal year on 27th June 590, as can be proved from
the coins of Khusrau II, Bahrain Chobln and Bistam. They
reckoned the commencement of their first regnal year from 27th
June 590. That shows that the deposition and the death of
Hormazd IV took place after the year had changed, otherwise
they would have reckoned even the few days preceding the
new year as their first regnal year.

Tt must have taken some time for the news of the events
in Ctesiphon, the capital, to reach distant Hekatompylos, and
in the meantime coins were struck and issued in the "name of
Hormazd IV bearing the year 13. (See what is said by
Gutschmid, Z.D.M.G., 1380, p. 746).

Mordtmann (Z.D.M.G., 1880, p. 126) mentions an unique
piece in his collection dated in the year 1 3 {sij deh) of Hormazd
IV. He says :

" Till now no other specimen is known of the
year 13. The letters are accurate and distinct and particularly
the year 13 is undoubtedly entire; it is written sij deli" Such
is the case with the coin now described.

Mordtmann's coin was struck at Gondishapur, the citv
between Dizful (Lat. 32° 22' N, Long. 4 8° 27' E) and Shushter
(Lat,32° 3' N, Long. 48° 53' E) whose ruins are now known as
.Jundishapur. It was founded bv Shapur I and Khusrau I
instituted there a university specially for the study of medicine.

">J'~ is^ Jondi Shapour, or joUi ^oJ* Gondi Shapour,
is a considerable city, populous and pleasant, abounding in dates
and the produce of agriculture." (Ouselev, lbn Haukal, p. 77).

•

1,roum (Les legendes dcs monnaies Sassanids. p. 49) speaks of
a piece of Khusrau II of the year 39 (nuj sth) in the Hermitage
Museum, struck at Darabgerd. There is another in the Bartho-
omaei collection (PI. XXX, fig. 43) struck at Meibud. The
vear 6.) commenced on 17th June 628. though Khusrau II had
>een deposed on the 25th February 628, and killed four days
later on the 29th. Drouin explains this fact by the ignorance

TJX the king in the cities rem°te &>** the capital

2trl SupP°r^ ™y the°ry. (See also what is said by Noel-

gS.SSTW;££ Mordtma™ Z.D.M.G • 1880. p. 140; and
Gutschmid, Z.D.M.G., 1880. p. 746).

llth October, 1916. Furdoonjee D. J. Paruck.

186. On a Silver Coin op the Sassanian ring Khorezad-

[Note.—In order that

Khusrau.

hended I have tLn ^ «rh End Gerraan quotations be well corapre-

EnS ralVth? •

fit t0
L
give their fairly ^eral translation into

g
'

ather than g'vmg them in the original language.]

with
A
t^e°

r

nl,

n

ti
t0
PPS' V

le eii3ay8 of Mordtmann, combinedwit* the plates of Bartholomaei, should be used still as the
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basis of all Sassanian studies. Dorn in his preface to these

plates (page 9) remarks: " In this magnificent collection one

seeks in vain coins of the two Sassanian queens Boran-dukht and

Azermi-dukht and other ephemeral kings, if they ever struck any

coins. But the absence of these is compensated by many
others which are not found elsewhere. In any case this collec-

tion is unique of its kind and the most complete that is known to

me.' ' Though new types have been published , no addition has

been made to the list of sovereigns whose coins are known save

in the case of Bistam and Queen Boran. The discovery of

coins of any sovereign not mentioned in these plates can be

regarded without question as a matter of great numismatic

interest.

I bought recently two parcels of Sassanian coins, several

of which are very rare. Out of these I found two similar in

design to those of the last years of Khusrau Parvlz. On the

obverse of one is the face of a king with moustache and beard

and on the other that of a young boy without the slightest

trace of any hair on the lips or chin. The reverse of both are

practically the same in design, having the same mint (NIHCji)

and same year (two). The former bears the legend on the

obverse " Auharmazx," the latter " Khusrui." The crowns of

both these kings are exact copies of that which adorns the head

of Khusrau Parvlz in the issues of the last years of his reign

(Dorn, Pi. XXX). '
. .

.

Thomas (Sassanians in Persia, p. 26) says
:

That these

headdresses have considerable significance in the attribution ot

our medals, and in most cases, even where the legends are

hopelessly obscure or obliterated, we can place our specimens

with the utmost certainty by the test of the form of the crown

which was officially adopted and usually retained throughout

as the banner or special discriminatory emblem of the ruling

monarch." ... A f >

On that assumption as well as the general design and the

legends I assign the former coin to Hormazd V (Dorn,
,

ri.

XXXI, fig. 2 *) and the latter to Khusrau. But the question is

which Khusrau ? Of course the one who ruled after Khusrau

Parvlz; because on comparing the portrait and tiara of his

second year (Dorn, PI. XXVIII, figs. 3 and 4) with tl,ose of my

coin, a vast difference is at once noticeable forcing us to the

conclusion on common numismatic grounds that this coin is ot

a king who ruled after Khusrau Parvlz. As far as is known t

us there were three Khusraus who attained the kingship tor a

space during the period of anarchy. .

Mordtmann (Z.D.M.G., 1880, p. 145) mentions a con on

which he reads the name '« Kesra." It»»"^S
altogether uncertain. Thomas had proposed for this

;

the
>

read

ing - Iarashf " in 1872. The Arab form " Kesra which was

formed much later is impossible on a Sassanian coin where the
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word would be written in Pahlavi as "Khusrui" (Drouin,
Revue Numismatique, III, 11, 1893, p. 168).

Drouin refers (on the above page cited) to a coin of Khore-
zad-Khusrau. He says :

<c We have of a certainty the coins of

:

Kobad Shiroie (on whose coins we have the name Kobad-
Kh ird "

He has not mentioned Hormazd V, whose coins also are known.
Noeldeke (Tabari, p. xxviii) describes a coin of Khorezad-

Khusrau ia the Berlin Museum. " After tlie printing of this
book was almost completed Dr. Ermann sent me the cast of a
Pahlavi coin from the Royal Coin Cabinet of Berlin which, to
judge by its appearance, belongs to the latest period of the
em pire and shows the name of Chosrau (Khusrui). The number
of the year is two (iartn) and the mint NIH. As Dr. Ermann
conjectures, this can only be Ohorezadh-Chosrau. During his
brief reign therefore there occurred a new-year's day; the
second year which he counts is conjecturally that beginning
with the 16th June 632 and is consequently the first of Yazde-
gerd III. A particularly interesting fact is that he is represent-
ed on the coin as wholly beardless like Ardashir III and like
Yazdegerd III in his earlier days. He was therefore like the
latter a child invested with the semblance of powrr by certain
of the nobles. This very well fits in with the tradition."

Drouin supports Noeldeke in ascribing the coin to Khorezad-
Shusrau. " We believe very willingly with Noeldeke that the
piece in the Cabinet of Berlin which he describes (p. xxviii of
his Tabari), with the legend Khusrui is of Khosroes III Khore-
zad. Revue Archeologique, 1898, p. 200).

Justi (Grundriss der Iranischen Philologie, Vol. II, 1900,
p. 54^) speaks of a coin of Khorezad-Khusrau which is dated
from the second year. It is the same that is mentioned by
iSoeldeke and Drouin.

.. ^y.

coi
£

i88imJ,ar t<>the one in the Ber,in Museum, des-
crioea by Noeldeke, as will be seen from the illustration and
its description later on.

« Tt
D
[°U.' n laments

<
Kevue Numism. Ill, 11, 1893, p. 167) that

tn\ ? .?• i
fy

°J>
the last Sa"anians is confusing and difficultm establish. Between Khusrau Parviz who died in February

rhU2\v \ ™T9i°n of begird III, the last monarch of

* ««~ tt
dynasty, at the end of 632, that is to say during

rn th»tk
y^arS> "early ten sovereigns or pretenders came

L»; «" L
h ' 8 COnfusion arose Pai>tly from the brevity of

historian", i

ea
f
h °f theSe raon^chs and partly from Oriental

nrnr^nr
W
H°
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' My investigations into the history of the coinage of this

period have led me to expect a much lower degree of exacti-

tude than I was at one time prepared to demand. The materi-

als, either legendary or monumental, hitherto available for

elucidating this history, are but scanty and it is unreasonable
to expect much help from numismatics, when the number and
variety of the coins of the last ephemeral sovereigns of the Sas-

sanian dynasty are so limited.

To understand the history of these sovereigns I cannot do
better than quote so distinguished a specialist on Iranian sub-

jects as Justi (Grundriss der Iranischen Philologie, Vol. II,

1900, p. 545), whose terse account contains all the historical

information we require for our immediate purpose.
" During the time of his (i e Kobad Shiroe's) minor son

Ardashlr III there took place a greater incursion of the Kha-
aars in Georgia, Albania and Armenia. Shahrvaraz was defeat-

ed both in Uti and in the vicinity of Lake Jelam (Bro^set, His.

de la Georgie, additions 49.'$). Thereafter this general, having

obtained the consent of Herakleios at a meeting in Arabissos,

removed the youthful monarch and himself ascended the throne

on the 27th April 630. He was slain on the 9th June. _
In

Khorasan he was opposed by Khusrau III, the son of Kavadh.
a brother or more correctly son of Ormazd IV, immediately after

the death of Ardashlr. Then we find mentioned a Juvansher, son

of Khusrau II, and Gurdia, a sister of Uahram Chubln, who
according to certain sources had already been assassinated by

Siroe (see Noeldeke, Gesch. d. Pers. 3U0, note 2). After Shahr-

varaz, Boran, who is alleged to have been married to him, was

crowned in Ktesiphon. She was a daughter of Khusrau. She

finally concluded peace with the emperor. The restoration of

the holy cross is ascribed to her, but it was received earlier by

Herakleios (according to Theophanes in 503 from Kavadh),

because it was ceremoniou
and it was later brought to By .

Chronik 32). Boran reigned from May 630 to October 631

(these dates are inferable from the coins, see Drouin, Revue

Numism. Ill, 11, 1893, 162). It appears that she abdicated

the throne in consequence of the defeat of her general. After

the brief interregnum of Jushnasbandeh, a cousin or more

correctly nephew, of Khusrau II and son of Kavadh (according

to Tabari), the brother of Khusrau II, there came to the

throne Azaruudukht, a second daughter of Khusrau II, who,

however, found a rival king in Ormazd V, the son of one of the

sons of Khusrau II killed by Siroe ; who according to his coins,

which are still existing, upheld himself till his second year

that is up to the first year of Yezdegerd, and then was k.lled

by the soldiers in NiPlbln. After the assassination of Azarmi

dukht there followed a Khusrau IV, son of Mihr Juslmasp and a

grandson of Khusrau I. Then came Peroz called Jushnasban-

sly set up on the 14th September 629,

to Byzantium (see Guidi's Syrische
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deh, probably his brother, and after him a son of Khusrau

II, who had escaped murder, named Khurrazad Khusrau,

of whom we possess a coin which is dated from the second

year; so that he must have reigned shortly before and after

the New Year's day, 16th June 632 (Noeldeke, Gesch. d. Per-

ser XXVIII). Thus between the death of Khusrau II on the

29th of February, 628, and the advent of Yezdegerd III, from

whom the era of Yezdegerd is dated 16th June 632, there

reigned twelve persons and during this chaos the lance thrusts

of the Arabs threatened the gates of the Empire."

It seems clear that Khorezad-Khusrau and Ferrukhzad-

Khusrau are the names of one and the same person. There is a

great deal of confusion between the words "ferrukh" and
11 khore," both having the meaning of " Majesty *' and em-

ployed for designating the king. For this confusion see Noel-

deke, Tabari, pp. 292 and 395; Guidi, Syrische Chronik, 1893
?

p. 24; Justi, ISamenbuch, p. 97; and Hubschmann, Iranica

inZ.D.M G , 1893, p. 622.

Khorezad-Khusrau was a son of Khusrau Parviz. He
reigned for a short time before and after the 16th June 632, and

was slain in the second half of 632 or the first half of 633.

I think I am not far wrong in concluding from the his-

tory of this period that more than one sovereign ruled simulta-

neously in different capitals, set up by the contending factions.

This state of things has perhaps led to the confusing nature of

the dates. In order that some idea may be formed I place

before those who would interest themselves in the pursuit, a

certain amount of materials collected for my own use, which

have a special bearing on this period, but which circumstances

make it impossible for me to utilize immediately to the full.

Description of the Coin.

Metal—Silver.

Weight—645 grains.

Size—Oval, 1H**1tV-
Date—Two.
Mint—Nihch.
Obverse.—The bust of king to right, wearing a crown

adorned with two wings and surmounted by a crescent and star.

The hair of the head is brought behind and arranged in a clus-

ter of locks. The face is that of a boy without the slightest

trace of moustache or beard, having in the ear a triple pendant
of pearls. Round the neck, a pearl necklace having two
pendant pearls in front and two strings of pearls reaching
below the bust. The dress is adorned with a crescent and star

on each shoulder. In the Held over both shoulders float a Sas-

sanian fillet and a crescent over the left shoulder near the

chin. Between the crown and the wing behind the head is »
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star and in front of the crown, below the wing, a crescent and
star* A larger portion of the bust of the king is portrayed than
on the coins of monarchs immediately preceding or succeeding
him.

Legend.—In front of the face reading from top from the

outside of the coin: Khusriii.

Behind the head reading from top from the inside of the

coin, a monogram and below it: afzutu. KhUsrui afzutu =
" Long live Khusrau."

The whole device except the two wings is enclosed in double
grenetis, outside of which on the margin are set three crescents
and stars, to the left, right and at the bottom.

Reverse.—A blazing fire-altar adorned with bands having
two personages on both sides, wearing tiaras surmounted by a
crescent and a fillet floating from their tiaras. Both their
hands resting on their swords. In the field to the left of the fire,

a star; to the right, a crescent and a dot on each side of the
upper base of the altar.

_
Legend.—To the right, NIHCh (Nihchavan) ; to the left,

tarln (two).

Triple grenetis outside, on the margin of which are set
four crescents and stars disposed in a cross.

Obv.

\t>)i*» \&\so Khusrui afzutu

Rev.

tarin Q/SJj^ NIHQ.

Gbv. Rev

.

,

Wh
^?

ia the sig nificanee of the crescents and stars on this
com < Ihe conjunction of Venus and the moon was a sign of
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good luck and prosperity in ancient Eran. This celestial phe-

nomenon is represented for the first time on the drachmes of

Phraates IV, son of Orodes, the Arsacid king who reigned from

37 B.C. to 4 a.c. Is it as a sort of irony that Phraates IV , the

parricide and fratricide, had chosen this symbol ? The Pahlavi

word which designated this astrological conjunction was naz-

dake (A vesta, nazda); the Arabic word 'iqtiran becomes qiran

in Modern Persian. The sign of the conjunction reappears on

the coins of Firoz in the third year of his reign (460 a.c). This

symbol is set on the coins of this sovereign and^of his sucessors

above the altar on the reverse till the end of the dynasty. Be-

sides it is figured, on the obverse to the right and to the left

of the royal crown, from Kobad (488 a.c). Lastly, dating

from the thirteenth year of the reign of the same monarch, the

symbol of the reunion of Venus in the crescent is figured at

three places on the margin of the obverse of the piece, and it

hereafter forms part of the Sassanian type until after the

conquest and under the Arab governors of Persia. We know

that these governors had adopted for their coins the type of

the Sassanian piece with the legends in Pahlavi, and the figure

of the altar of fire, albeit contrary to the religion of Muham-

mad. The altar and the symbol disappear from the purely Arab

coins bearing Kufic characters, but the astrological figure be-

comes the emblem of the Muslims and formed the origin of the

crescent on the banner of Muhammad.
The Persian astrology had been borrowed with its wise

organisation from the Babylonians. The Avesta and the Pah-

lavi literature make frequent mention of astrological devices side

by side with the cosmological and meteorological phenomena.

In the history of the Sassanians it is often connected with the

We

consequence
subjects, notably the signs of the zodiac and the image 01

Anahita, the only goddess that is represented. The name ot

Venus, in the Avesta, is Anahita "the immaculate. It was

peculiarly adored in Persia and the Avesta contains a very

poetic hymn about this goddess :
" The high and powerfu im-

maculate which has descended from the stars upon the &bx™;

It belongs to the epoch in which the cult of this strange divinity

was introduced by Artaxerxes Mnemon (404-361 B.C.). « «»

thus we can explain the presence of the figure of Anahita on

the Sassanian engraved gems. In the first century of the

Christian era, Anthita is confounded with Artemis In the

Chaldean astrology the name of this planet is1*^ <^*™??
of the sky, belit-shame), famous in the Assyro-Baby oman my-

thology, ^d this becomes the Astarte of the P«tenor Septic

religions. In the cuneiform texts the name °fAnahita »

Damiqitou (from damaqou, to be pure), she is the goddess

o

the waters, wife of Iao god of the ocean, the pure element
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par excellence. The Greeks have transformed Damiqitou in

Aouk^ and the Persians have translated the name in their lan-

guage ; but they have changed the attribution and have applied

to the planet Venus, on account of its brilliant light, the name
of the Chaldean goddess of purity. During the Pahlavi period

the name of Venus was Anahita but the modern Persian name is

nahid and the Arabic is zahera, which has the same meaning of

"brightness." (Drouin, Gazette beige de Numismatique Brux-
elles, 1901).

The moon in the Cuneiform inscriptions milu Sin " the god
Sin," in the Avesta it is the god Maonha, which in Persian
became Mah. Whether at a remote epoch the Avesta people
gave, like the Babylonians, to the moon the precedence over the
sun (see Jastrow, Die Religion Babyloniens und Assyriens, 1905,

p. 72) cannot be proved from the Avesta. The sun as the orb
of the day, giving light and warmth, the moon as the light of

the night, regulating the time by its waxing or waning, have
from the most ancient times been the object of worship. Both
are often invoked in the Avesta. The Khorshed yasht and
Khorshed Nyayish are dedicated to the sun, and the Mali
Yasht and the Mah Nyayish to the moon. In the writings of

the younger Avesta the religion of Zoroaster no longer appears in

its original state, but has in the course of time lost a part of its

old traditions and taken up various new elements (see Geldner,
Ueber die Metrik des jiingeren Avesta, p. IV). It is certain
that in the latest times of the Sassanians, who called them-
selves brothers of the moon and wore a crescent on their dia-
dem, as we see from their coins, the cult of the moon became
more and more important. It is indeed possible that the cult
of the moon-god was transmitted from Babylonia. A testi-
mony to the higher rank of Sin, the moon-god, in Babylon is the
computation of time according to the moon-phases the moon
being on account of the regularity of its changes a better guide
for men than the sun. (See Jastrow, I, pp. 66, 67, 72 and 73).

Recently Huesing has expressed the opinion (Iranischer
Mondkult. Archiv-fiir Religionswissenschaft IV, 349-357) that
the moon played a part of considerable importance in the Ira-
nian religion. The orb which, in the stereotyped representa-
tions in relief of the Achaemenian tombs at Naqsh-i-Rustam

,

floats in the air above the fire-altar, is, according to him, intend-
ed for the moon. In Stolze's well-known work the author
believes that he recognises on the first tomb of Persepolis the
crescent at the base of the orb. In Dieulafoy's book (L'Art

icflX*; m i l
eT̂ ' Acaemenides, Parthes, Sassanides, Paris,

1884-86 the half-circle, as the author says, may be seen quite
distinctly, for example, in Plate IV, Tombeau de Darius.
Dieulafoy speaks of it plainly as the «' disque lunaire " (III-
partie, p. 4). Hitherto most scholars took this orb or rather
globe for an emblem of the sun. Ker-Porter, who visited the
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tombs, says in his description (Travels in Georgia, Persia,
Armenia, Ancient Babylonia, etc., Vol. I, pp. 516-524) of this
first tomb-relief as follows : "A pedestal of three steps is sur-

mounted by an altar evidently charged with the sacred fire, a
large flame of it appearing at the top; high over it, to the
right, we see a globular shape, doubtless intended for the sun,
of which the fire below was the offspring and the emblem."
Spiegel (Eran. Altertumsk. Ill, 810) says: "A globe which no
doubt is intended for an emblem of the sun or of Mithra."

Weissbach

Weissbach
tombs on the spot, expresses himself as follows : (Ancient Per-
sian Sculptures: or the Monuments, Buildings, Bas- Reliefs,
Rock Inscriptions, etc.,, belonging to the kings of the Achaeme-
nian and Sassanian Dynasties of Persia, by K. D. Kiash, Bombay,
1889, p. 140.) " Opposite him (i.e. the king), on a platform, is

a burning censer, on the top of which is an emblem of the rising

sun." On the excellent reproduction which Kiash gives on
Plate xlvii, a shade is drawn into the circle above the fire-

altar, which has, I believe, no other purpose than to point out
that the emblem is a globe and not a mere circle. A photo-
graphical reproduction of this relief, representing a globe, will

show on the right or the left side and beneath, according to
the distribution of light, a shade which may be mistaken for a
crescent. No doubt a celestial orb is represented here, but the
crescent which Huesing professes to see in Stolze's work is, I

fchink, nothing else but the shade of the globe, which the

photographic reproduction gives unmistakably. Perhaps the

difference between the representations of Stolze and Dieulafoy
may be explained by the different distribution of light on the

occasion of photographing. A. V. W. Jackson (Persia Past
and Present, pp 297-8), who visited the tombs, takes the orb for

the sun. "The monarch is portrayed in the same manner as
ne is seen on the Behistan sculptures, bow in hand, but his

attitude is now that of worship before the sacred fire, over
winch floats the familiar winged effigy of Auramazda with the

emblem of the sun shining in the background." We must
*>ear m mind the prominent place ivhich the moon worship

undoubtedly held in very ancient times in Babylonia, Armenia
and ln Persia under the Sassanians. If Huesing is right, the

moon-cult of the Iranians should have existed already at the

"me of Darius I. Also Christensen (Orientalistische Literatur-
zeitung VII, pp. 49.52) thinks it not improbable that, at any
rate ln the time of Zoroastrianism, the cult of the moon-god
was closely connected with fire-worship.

-The veneration of fire, especially of the fire of the hearth,

j

8 one of the most ancient religious conceptions. It is not aston-
l8Q1ng, therefore, to find it also in the Avesta, which preaches

everywhere veneration for tiie element of fire. Hence we find
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on the coins the fire-altar, which is not of the king as suggested
as

the king, and I think Thomas is right in representing it (Sassa-
nians in Persia, p. 18) as "the small portable altar depicted
on the coins, which, as a portion of the religious paraphernalia,
formed so constant an accompaniment of regal processions and
royal progresses, from the days of Cyras the Great to those of

Yesdegird , who carried his revered fire in its fit receptacle even
in his last hasty flight before the conquering Arabs."

On account of the veneration of fire the Persians have
often been called ** fire-worshippers." It would be equally
logical for Christians to be called " Cross-worshippers " after
the symbol of their faith. Even in early times Muhammadan
writers have endeavoured to defend the Persians from this
charge. The immortal Firdausi says in his Shah-nameh :

"Say not that they (i.e. the Persians) were worshippers of
fare, they were worshippers of the Holy God."

It will suffice to say that the Persians and their descen-
dants the Parsis do not worship fire as a divinity. Fire was
considered by Zoroaster as the purest symbol of the Divinity,
and is held by the Zoroastrians to be the emblem of refulgence,
glory and light, the truest symbol of God, the invisible Creator
of the universe. Therefore the observances paid to fire are very
prominent. r

I must deal at some length on the monogram on the ob-
verse and the mint-name on the reverse of this coin, in con-
tinuation Of mv Wouinnc *,«*« 41 • » ^ ,>_ m

corns of Hormazd IV in the sixth year of his reign. (Dorn, PI.

»rwT\
g
Vi

''
i .

mon°gram is composed of several letters
ana strictly speaking it is but a conventional representation of

fhtT u
fZU} Whi

?
h lt has reP^ed. The interpretation of
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,ngU18h them separately but Mordtmanntnmks that the second ,s only the degeneration of the first.
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Thomas reads salam for the first sign and amach for the

second ; but he adds that the right sense remains an enigma.

Mordtmann reads zaman afzut " tempus augeatur "; Stickel,

sim "argentum auctum "
; Dorn, gadman; and Drouin has

decided on gadah g
' majesty

'

' and translates this monogram
Tin. hv 4i Inner livp his maiestv." He at the

adds
t

we do not find in this symbolic sign any element o! the-word

"gadah." It is certain, nevertheless, that this unknown sign

represents a word which must go with afzun, and if it is not the

Semitic word gadah, it ought to be something equivalent,

which must rather preserve for us the significance of this mono-

gram." The Persian dictionary Borhan-i-Kati gives in ex-

press terms : "Gadman is an old word which in Zend (Pahlavi)

and in Pazend (Farsi) is pronounced gadmin and signifies the

spiritual light and splendour.

"

Clearly the savants are far from being in accord as to the

reading of this monogram on the coins of Khusrau II and his

successors. It cannot be a sign without any meaning; but

turn it in any direction whatsoever and no word can be made

of it without stretching a point here and there so as to yield

the diverse renderings quoted.
How did the monogram originate ? It first appeared as we

have seen by replacing the word afzu, and in such a form that

the original word is legible enough. The gradual evolution

could be well seen in Dorn (PI. xxvi, figs. 11, 12 and 14 and

PI. xxvii, fig. 20). The word afzu could at first be traced, but

when we come to Khusrau II, no vestige of the word remains,

and that is in my opinion the main reason which induced Drouin

to distinguish both monograms. The view of Mordtmann, who

takes the hitter to be the degeneration of the former, is

reasonable. One very remarkable fact is that while we do not

find anv monogram on the coins of Bahrain Chobln, the mono-

gram of Khusrau II appears on the coins of Bistam, botn

rebels aspiring to the throne. If Dorn (pi. xxvm and follow-

mg) be studied, it will be seen that the meaning of the symDoi

is lost and the defunct monogram is placed above the word afzitu

If there is at all any meaning to be attached to the monog"-"

of Khusrau II, I would suggest that it is the degenerate lorL
_

the monogram of Hormazd IV which replaced the word afzu.

The original significance of the monogram must have been ioi-

gotten, for otherwise the employment of two words one adove

the other, both having the same sense, would be a pleonasm

difficult to admit. ., • . ot

to
,
Although we do not find any monogram^on t lie coins

u

Bahram Chobln, the device occurs on some but by no mean

fU the coins struck in the first year of Khusrau II. Tabar

(Zotenberg, t. II, p. 269) relates that Bahrain Chob n had

^ruck at Rai a hundred thousand dirhems in the name

ram
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Kh
Khusrau

on both sides. Drouin admits (Revue Archeologiqne, 1898)
that " It is not impossible, nevertheless, that the fact of the
issue is accurate, that among the coins we have of Khusrau II

with the date of year one " aioki," the figure and the youthful
appearance indicate that they appertain to this issue." In my
opinion those without the monogram and without the winged-
crown are actually the coins mentioned by Tabari, but with the

Khusrau
The mint is expressed on this coin in four letters NIH(Ji.

Ed. Thomas (Journal R.A.S., 1852, p. 402, PI. I. No. 39) con-
founded this monogram with NIH ; ignoring the bent form of
the extremity of H which presents itself verv clearly on the
coins. This curve in the form of C can only be the letter Q\.

Mordtmann (Z.D.M.G., 1879, p. 120, No. 25) followed
Thomas in taking both the monograms together and read NIH.
He identified them with Nishapur and added that in Pahlavi
Nishapur was also written Nhshapur. But some hesitancy is

revealed by his remark that it is not clear whether both these
monograms mark the same locality as both of them are found
in the same years, viz., Khusrau I, year 14, 28. 32; Hormazd
IV, year 10, 11; Khusrau II, every year

Subsequently (Z.D.M.G., 1879, p. 125, No. 45) he read this
same monogram on a coin of Khusrau II, year 9 as NACh and
expressed his belief in the identity of the monogram with the

Nakhjevan on the Araxes on theCjtj».iO

Russo-Pers,an frontier, the NaiWa of Ptolemy (V. 13).
xnese readings are no longer tenable in view of the conclu-

rns?
rg^tS °f ?* Mor8an <Revue Numismatique, p. 360,

s J is). llns readme fNAPM aoo^a tt<».„ j~„u**.,i :* ™«» fat*
info ,,™„-j i.-

"—"ft \"«**vai/ aceuia very aouDlIUl, 11 we ko""-mo consideration the numerous specimens which have passed
through our hands.
as (CI))

rnnnrUr! off J— 7 «""«*» it is composed oi two SWOKCO

comXlff
not squared as in A. Frequently the first is

completely separated from the second, which forms the head
of H. VVe

NAC.
J!f

8 re^iQg °,
f Mordtmann were acceptable, his in-

tion would involve the attribution of the value Kb for
the Pfthlo™ a u~ ITJ

e aitnoution ot tne value *
Pahlavi A, which does not take place in this instance.
ine reaHimr Mauh _jading

cheran- h.,f ;* l ,,
."""""wwy suppresses the A in lNasu-cneran but ,t should be noted that the Arabs occasionally

wrote the name of this town as^ and in no case did they

XIHCavL/'
6 mtervenin

g alif
- We therefore get the result

Owing^e^m^ *

he d°e8 l,ot ^ive the situation of this town.
g Pre8Uraab,y to an error on the part of the printer the
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name is given Nihcavan, but it should be NIHCavan (Niheh-

avan), because he reads the monogram NIHC (Nihch). The
correction can be made without hesitation as typographical
mistakes are far from uncommon in the paper.

The monogram NIHQh occurs on coins of Khusrau I of the
years 14, 28, 32, 34 and continues regularly till the end of the
reign of this king. Then it appears during the reign of Hormazd
IV, years 10 and 11 , and from 590 a.c. in the reign of Khusrau
II it shows itself almost every year till his death in 628 a.c,
and again from 629 to 632. It reappears under Yezdegerd III
in 634 and 638.
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Khusrau

on both sides. Drouin admits (Revue Archeologiqne, 1898)
that <fc It is not impossible, nevertheless, that the fact of the
issue is accurate, that among the coins we have of Khusrau II

with the date of year one lc aioki," the figure and the youthful
appearance indicate that they appertain to this issue." In my
opinion those without the monogram and without the winged-
crown are actually the coins mentioned by Tabari, but with the

Khusrau

•^L3Dj
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The mint is expressed on this coin in four letters NIHCh.
Ed. Thomas (Journal R.A.S., 1852, p. 402, PI. I. No. 39) con-
founded this monogram with NIH ; ignoring the bent form of

the extremity of H which presents itself verv clearly on the
coins. This curve in the form of C can only be the letter Qh.

Mordtmann (Z.D.M.G., 1879, p. 120, No. 25) followed
Thomas in taking both the monograms together and read NIH.
He identified them with Nishapur and added that in Pahlavi
Nishapur was also written Nhshapur. But some hesitancy is

revealed by his remark that it is not clear whether both these
monograms mark the same locality as both of them are found
in the same years, viz., Khusrau I, year 14, 28. 32; Hormazd
IV, year 10, 11; Khusrau II, every year.

Subsequently (Z.D.M.G., 1879, p. 125, No. 45) he read this
same monogram on a coin of Khusrau II, year 9 as NAQh and
expressed his belief in the identity of the monogram with the

or oL>».ai. Nakhjevan on the Araxes on the

Kusso-Persian frontier, the NatWm of Ptolemy (V. 13).
These readings are no longer tenable in view of the conclu-
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name is given Nihcavan, but it should be NIHCavan (Niheh-

avan), because he reads the monogram NIHC (Nihch). The

correction can be made without hesitation as typographical

mistakes are far from uncommon in the paper.

The monogram NIHQh occurs on coins of Khnsrau I of the

years 14, 28, 32, 34 and continues regularly till the end of the

reign of this king. Then it appears daring the reign of Hormazd

IV, years 10 and 11 , and from 590 a.c. in the reign of Khusrau

II it shows itself almost every year till his death in 628 a.c,

and again from 629 to 632. It reappears under Yezdegerd III

in 634 and 638.
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SHASTRI, -THREE GUPTA GOLD COINS.
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PARUCK. "THREE SASSANIAN DRACHMES."



12. The Antiquities of Burdwan

Bv MaulavI 'Abdu'l WalI.

Notice.

Foreign Societies who favour the Asiatic Society of Bengal

with their publications are informed that they may be sent either

to the address of the Society at Calcutta, or to the Agent of the

New Bond Street.

Bernard Quaritch

Avis.

Ben
Les Societes etrangeres qui honorent la Societe Asiatique de

ga" de lei Publications, son, prices de les envoyer on dnuo*.

i * n a An lo ^..mpfp 1 Park Street, Calcutta, ou a
merit a 1 anresse de la &<»ciete, j., \™ *

' ^ .
frtli n

lV«t de la Societe a Londres, Mr. Bernard

Grafton Street, New Bond Street.

Quaritch, 11,

Anzeige.

Aualandische Ge8ellsch,,f«n wslche .*•*"*£•^
schaft vor. Bengalen mit ihren Pubto'><™»

^Td'rease to
hkrdareh arencbt dieselbe- eatweder direkt au d» Ata^«f
OeseUscbaft, 1, Pa,k Street. Calcutta oto an to Agm*^

Mr. Bernard Q7

Street, zn senden.

.« „.,. h., mi lie Kliacum 01
^ui

Muhammadan
Burdwan—where most probabH tnen i^~

r.i-gi u„
Official of the Great Mughal-and begged a Jogi, Jaipal by

1 J.A.S.B. for 1871. part I. pp. 251-252, and the Proceedings of the

same year.

VTde Inscription no. II (below), dated 1015 MHjWW a.d.).

Saqqd means one who offers drinking-water to others.



12. The Antiquities of Burdwan.

Bv MaulavI \Abdu'l Wall

I. PlR Bahram.

I visited the shrine of Pir Bahrain at Burdwan more than

once in 1915 and 1916. buried

is also called after him ; Pir Bahrain.' and as such, is noted in

Persian and Vernacular instruments. The Astana is a histori-

cal sight of the town ; and the Musalmans of the neighbourhood,

who speak Urdu as their mother-speech, have been living there

since before the time of the British Government.

Blochmann
of Pir Bahram in the Proceedings and Journal of the Society. 1

He noticed two basalts ; one in the inner door of the shrine, and

the other on the right of the portico, with inscriptions. The

latter, he found so defaced that it was impossible to read it,

Both the slabs have now been fixed into an outer wall of the

Astana. Blochmann published only the upper part of the first-

named inscription, and left out the lower part of it entirely

It is strange that the inscription which Blochmann found

defaced is quite legible. He published the first verse of the

first inscription, which is comparatively illegible, and left out

the second verse, and the marginal writings, without any

comment. I am afraid, he trusted too much the Astana people

for a copy of the inscription.

The Saint.

The Saint is variously called Pir, Darvlshand Hajt. but at

Burdwan only by the first title as a prefix. Baharam SaqqS

was a Chaghtki Turk of Bokhara, and came to India during the

reign of Humavun. He made pilgrimages to holy places, an.

was In the habit of distributing water from his water-skin and

bowl to the wayfarers and the poor. For this self-imposed

task he was called Saqqa or drink-offerer s 1wWn
Dressed as a Faqlr with a water-skin (Mashak) and a leathern

wallet (zamtiil) with drinking cupjMza) there arrived one dav

in 970 „., so the Knadim of the Astana, told me PJi
»»***

Burclwan-where most probably then lived a Muhan madan

Official of the Great Mughal-and begged a Jogi, Jaipal by

m at

1 JA.S.B. for 187
and

"I ¥£ Inscription no. II (below), dated 1015 H. (IW<M a.o.).

Saqqa means one who offers drinking-water to others.
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name, to give him the land where he lived. Miracles were
demanded and worked. The JogI being convinced of Plr
Bahrain's sanctity, at once complied with what turned out to

be the last request of the Saint. The JogI who became his

disciple, wanted to go away, but the Saint bade him stay on.

After three days Plr Bahram 'Saqqa' died, and was buried on
this land—his own land.

The late Munshi Muhammad! of Burdwan noted in a bayaz
certain biographical notes about Haji Bahram Saqqa's life from
Nudrat and Khushgo ' in Persian." His son, Maulavi Ikramu'l-
Haq. whom I met, recopied them in a separate paper, which I

discovered among the documents in the custody of theMutawalli.
The notes were rendered by him, as he told me, into Urdu, from
which the interesting particulars published in the " Gazetteer of
the Burdwan District" (1910 a.d.) are compiled. So far as I

am aware, the author of the Sohof-i-Ibrahlm, andN udrat, alluded
m their accounts of the Saint, as to his death at Burdwan.

According to these, Haji Bahram ' Saqqa/ who had made
pilgrimages to Makka, Madlna and Najaf, enjoyed the good
graces of Emperor Akbar, who placed implicit confidence in him.
He was accused of being a Rafigl. He therefore left Agra
in disgust, and died, as I have mentioned, at Burdwan. On
the news of Saqqa's death reaching Akbar, he allotted the reve-
nue of Bahram Bazar, now Puratan Qhauk (a part of the town,
where the Maharaja's College is situated), and Mirzapur, for the
maintenance of the Shrine. I could get no information about
iaqirpura, situated close to Burdwan, which was, too. given aa
a Madad-i-M'aash, according to. one of the inscribed basalts.
1 he Government settled the Mauza's with the Maharaja of
Kurdwan as a part of his Zamlndart. and in lieu thereof, they
pay Ks. 41-2-4 a month to the Mutwallis of the place : the
maintenance charge is met from the fixed grant.

1 was shown the place where the JogI, Jaipal, was buried.
2

jt is m a corner of the garden on the roadside. The devotees,
i was told, formerly used to place their chelam, or earthen pipe,
with ganja into a masonry hole of the tomb on the roadside.

Tif
g
rV^

a used t0 be li^hted miraculonsly.
ine Dargah is an object of archaeological interest. The

tiTwi.1
1S P ed mside a Mausoleum, covered bv one dome,

the battlement of the walls is curved. The entrance is from
ine south, with a portico in front. The original brick-carvings
nave now been hidden in plaster and whitewash. The sur-

1 Nudrat's book is scarce. Khushgo was
a Bania of Benares. His Tazkira entitled
jL»jL was completed in 1147 H. (1734 A.D.).

— vv.ul,iOTOU lu 114/ j^ ^734 A.D.).

o 3Ut Auc^I
A
^!?n* M^amentB in Bengal, Revised and Corrected

6ist August, 1895 : Calcutta, Bengal Secretariat Press, 1896.
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roundings of the Dargah are very pretty, covered with fine

shady trees with a large tank to the north. 1

There have been buried in the garden prominent men of

Burdwan. including the good JogI, Jaipal. Close to the shrine

there are one or two masonry cottages where the faqlrs used to

go into Chilla or retreat for forty days, and in one of which,

across the road, the water-skin, bowl and the leathern wallet of

the Saint used to be kept and shown to the devotees. The
leathern zambil or wallet to carry the bowl of water, etc., is

the only article of the holy water-distributer still left to us, and

is kept inside the tomb. AH other things, but this one, have

long disappeared, being worm-eaten and deteriorated.

The Inscriptions.

There are two inscribed stone slabs as mentioned above.

The native carvers., to whom I think the work was entrust-

ed, were no experts, and the letters are so defective and

badly inscribed that I, too, like Blochmann would have been

unable to decipher them but for some fortunate circumstances.

Qat
least

errors which I was enabled to rectify from a copy of it madeb\
leaf

Works (Dlwan) preserved at the Astana. The verse has the

following headings :

—

— —

" Bate of the union (death) of the pilgrim of both the

oly Harams, Bahrain " Saqqfi," may God sanctify his secret,

ho was united with God (died) in the year 970 h. A Qata
hoi

by Fat-hir

l)i script ion I.

(A)

*U| U Jxi k *ill k J** b
> ^ [j

-

Z. '
"

*-

tfta. - aU| J,-,
*+~« *Sl Iff *i| S

Cb—v
J

0*

*-JB$ p._JU if—ii)* *>

«n j Ip J-Sj—s ,* i$

|ftA

' Annual Report of the Archaeological Survey, Bengal Circle,

I J03-4.

for
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il^- at, >> ^; f—X—x 3

Ifa fjj— tf
I—*i ^—J* jl *

—

AM

<

(B)

*•

J

;•>»*- & iS tb

j *i- wJ

yJtftij ^ t^ <* r JU

i>^ 8J.—ifji.. i>

JU« •

jlifiA ,*. >A

r.

-w

^
( AU ?

) ;^ j*

cj
51—^ ;<> /? cr^ *—«*f *j

<j^ J—-*t_> ^
There are some writings on both the margins of the above

inscription, which no doubt contained the name of the person

by whose order the inscription was engraved. Some words on

ifitl)* er* **-• »<> >*«-*» *l*J

If this inscription be divided into three parts, it will be

^een that the first or upper part (marked by me A) was carved
better than the second or lower part (marked B). where the

carver, in addition to his unfitnt 5, found no sufficient space to

proceed on. The second is a Ruba I with Mustazad. but I could

read this beautiful piece as I found it written elsewhere. 1 The
third part, viz. the writing on the two margins, is worst of all.

lne two words of the inscription overlined by me do not

appear to be correct. In 1.2 of the Qata, the word J* f°r

J^ and in 1.0 the word J* for ^di is apparently "wrong.

Blochmann copied and translated the words, as he found them-

Catalogue of Bankipur Library.
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I have corrected them from the copy in the fly-leaf of Saqqa's

Diwan. referred to above. 1

Translation.

(A)

Allah, O Fattah (Opener). Allah, O Fattah, Allah.

Thereis no God but Allah. Muhammad is the Vicegerent

of Allah : In truth.

Verilv Bahrain was the Saint of the world (i.e. the Saint

of world-wide renown)
Whose heart, in the true knowledge, was like the Ocean.

He went away from the world, on his way to Ceylon.

Bahram, the wise, quitted this transitory realm.

When the calculation of the year of that unique one's

death
1 desired from God, Fat-hl,

A voice said that the date of his death

Is our Darvish Bahram Saqqa* (970 H. = 1562-(vi a.d.).

(B)

Bahrain who was renowned in distributing water

Without excuse and deceit

Was learned in the Sciences, religious and temporal,

Withaut taking a lesson.

In Nine hundred and Seventy, went away from the world

In the country of (? India)

(And) pitched the tent of attachment on the gate ot Unrt.v

Became mixed with the Truth.

Inscription II-

••

M Jfei, ^,lvc JJ jS-L -M J , urtW-ft » *** «* >

# jj* j* ;!>* v#~* >& J*** **° *** W& & */*** i VC

' I found another poe,n probably by the poetJAgM eopijdbyg
same hand on the fly-leaf of the Diwan. It is pernaps

01,6

^Z!L of Bahram Saqqa's death as given by Blochmann j
not

correct, as he has added 12. the numerical value of ^}, to 970 |f)Vtn
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• *.
jgfa a£U jUiiu ^a* Ji^o ) *£ i^> ^ax g^scU-c Aiiy *_«^^

* i*m\i jti-sj
J^*.j c,j^fij j |>*k o.i*i> Ajy wj| io.JJLf

f - 1 e «**-» ^

Translation.

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.
In accordance with the holy verse t: and who giveth wealth

for His Love to kindred, and orphans and the poor, and the son
of the road (wayfarers), and beggars, and those in captivity"

;

and in atonement for the auspicious head of the slaves of His
Imperial Majesty, 1 the Qarya (village) Fckjirpura, in accordance
with the separate writing is set apart on account of the
Madad-i-Maash of the poor and the needy of the illuminated

Hm ! „
?ahr5m

'
Alld Shaykh Bakhtyar is appionted to be

the Mutawalll. d
will be afflicted with God's curse and the Messenger's abuse.
Dated m the year 1015 h (1606-7 a.i>.).

Haji Bahram, whose pen-name was " Saqqa," or drink-
otterer, has left a DlwSn or collection of poems which are valu-
able assets of his esoteric doctrine, and give many particulars of
the places and persons whom he visited. 1 saw a copv of
fcaqqa s Diwan at his Astana, but it was incomplete. There

IZ^'u
CTeS

,°
f h at the Asiatic «°cietx Library. His

ZZ ?lf
G W

j
th

,
the enComia of

•

Al1 and his descendants. I

Iconic !f
ld

?
f the Diwan a Tarfvband refuting the baseless

srLt nn°? /* he WaS a »• ^qS * not, however, a

Sp LPf 1 qUOte a few lines of the above Taril'band and
one or two other verses from his Diwan :—
;fe-i|y ^_u fc^Ai^X^

;
* si._^&_^ ., *_** tf

l

;»^-J, ;-& <*-*-*
(^ ;,<s3) y ^-^ u u^if j ju

;l
- ^T J—°> ) **-* *»—ti\

pj>

J_i b ^ [,_a . ^—A I; U

^ *3^*>-^ jt^—vj Jl^cJ, ,U, _,'' i. &$
LM'* )^' is>—~ *5 «^*>

* "*; <*-*** ^ vi_^ ^ jT . j^; (jT.
u

Emperor JahangTr is meant.
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J

J,

I/3 c*-£K>—*; )*— ~>
j

tij »l; ;*

lyo ^^51^—xr ^f^ a—**i Ja

f^iu la

* lM o*l

—

^ )y—A?

iXXA £b:k ^
+

\j< o~±5l*—& >^U *^ A—

^

• * •* •W W rv *

J>*J^

JJ^Uc
ct__*_aj wi—i—Ji J; i cr

4

\/>lj+j+j>i yS &** if»/*°
*****
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t=V*

«/-*> ,** a* /t? s^5
3' r'>* s^"

yi£** ^[lijj jbp* \^c . tf Jul\~

;*—* L?
jtJ l*~T 31 ^—«i ;>n tfsd U-

l**T yj^k
3 ;
i& ^ d̂ ^j ^r ^s u

II. Q 9 1

The recently -repaired tombs of Qutbu'd-Dln Kb
Shu Afgan at the courtyard of the Astana of Pir Bahrain
were pointed out to me. Attached to these tombs there is a
petty Mosque,4 where the people of the Astana say their
daily prayers. The tragic death of Shir Afgan and Qutbfi

'

l)in
"

of
Aur-Jahans early life told so graphically by Stewart and
copied in the Gazetteer of Burdwan, i- not quite accurate.
«ow thequestion is whether the tombs ascribed to Shi.' Afgan
'And Onf Kn'/i _TVt« T7L-.. 11 ...-.--. . 1-

. ~Qutbu According
to theMaasu-uldniara (Vol. II!. p. 68) and the Memoirs of
Janangir. Qutbiid-Din s body was transferred to Fathpur-

SS\ i-
thmk is that attor ,,ieir sudden death their

vlw r*^ temP°rarily interred at I'lr Bahrain, with a

«ntoki° 1
eil
f"

later on
- removed for burial to some other

suitable place, and this may be the identical sn, ,t where Qufcbud-

e^'l )

Afka

The
mahal and H,»™7 *• ,

irom ^©anipur through Burdwan to x*»r

' un The I!!T n
nU? *° Monghyr. At every 8 miles a mosque was

p6 mav bffcW?fi ^ ir

-T
an "^niing to the -Burdwan Gazetteer."

P. wt>. may be ident.fied wlth that still attached to Pir Bahram Shrine.
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Din was first buried beside his antagonist. There can be no

doubt that Qufcbu'd-Din's tomb at Burdwan is a spurious one.

I do not know and think, if the unfortunate Shir Afgan's body

was similarly removed.
When 'appointing Qut.bu'd-Dln as Viceroy of Bengal.

Jahanglr let fall a hint that if Shir Afgan, the Tayuldar of

Burdwan and husband of the beautiful Mihru'n-nisa Begarn.

afterwards Nur-Jahan Begam, was found to be dutiful and

obedient, well, he should then be allowed to enjoy his office,

or else he should be sent to His Majesty. When Qutbu'd-Dm

Khan assumed the charge of his office as Viceroy of Bengal.

SJiir Afgan, being secretly informed, hesitated to see him. At

last, to make a long story short, they met at a place near the

Burdwan Railway Station called Sadhanpw: Before they

met. Qutbu'd-Din gave a hint to his trusted Jama-adars that it

he would raise his whip thev should strike Shir Afgan at once.

When Shir Afgan met Qut'bud-Din. a crowd had gathered on

which ghir Afgan remonstrated. Qutbu'd-Din ordered he

crowd to disperse, walked a few steps and began to talk, it is

supposed that Qutbu'd-Din. having seen the good behaviour of

Shir Afgan. had removed any bad feeling he might otherwise

have entertained. But as he raised his hand to prevent]me

i

from crowding, his men thought that they had the expected hint

On this Shir Afgan. suspecting treachery, diw his sword and

inflicted amortal wound on Qutbu'd-Din. Slur Afgan too was

struck bv an attendant of the Governor.

The Uaasirul-Umara has it, that what . ahan| _had

spoken to Qutbud-Din Khan was communicated to Shir Atgan

by the latter's vakil. From that day he gave up ™«*^
or arm. an, I gave out to the officers that he was no longer »n

the employ of the Padshah. »*"*«*^/55^
departure to meet the Viceroy, his mother placed Ookdgk •

or helmet, on his head, and said. » B«m °*^' It*
makes your mother weep make his mother shed *««•

££
also stated, though not supported by theI^'^'™t
that in spite of mortal wounds, the brave f*J^™jte
his quarters to kill his wife, to save her from disggace H

mother said, weeping, that she had^ thrown}™^™°™
well. Having heard this, he breathed hrs to* /jf-JJt
pressed) is the word that expresses the year ch

(1016 „' = 1607-8 a,,,. A tradition^^y
™

k
say,, that Nur-Jahan, the real cause of the t ^d
belter, out of fear, in the house of AjhqaJ^J^ some
and afterwards, in the house of Mir Had, at Ba adu p

five miles north-west of Burdwan J^^^X. H
Iahan,dr's court from the latter place. »""££ Lion .

there had been no grave apprehensionl on the part ot t

Thrower, and doubt on the part of the cero^

formers luvaltv. the unfortunate traged> would not
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enacted on the plain of Sadanpur, and Nur-Jahan would have
remained the dutiful wife of Shir Afgan. 1

The Astana and the tomb of Plr Bahrain "Saqqa " as well

as the above two tombs have been repaired under the Ancient
Monuments Preservation Act. I saw that the tombs of the
Mutwallls and Khadims, too, are being repaired with marble.
This was quite unnecessary. I agree with the very pertinent
remark of Dr. Bloch, that "the ugly-looking modern tomb-
stones marking the sites of the graves should be replaced
by masonry tombs according to Muhammadan fashion, with
marble tablets attached The present tombstones would
tit into an English Cemetery and are quite out of keeping in-
side a .Muhammadan graveyard."'2

III. The Tomb of Khwaja Anwar-i-ShahId.

^ This tomb is situated in a quarterof Burdwan. now called
Ber" (or enclosure) ;

of Khwaja Anwar." There are two
large gates leading to the garden, in one extremitv of which
the nobleman and his fellow-martvrs are buried, over whose
tombs a superb Mausoleum was built. Between the gates and
the Mausoleum there is a tank, on one side of which is a Mosque,
and on the other a Madrasa. Tn the middle of the tank is a
little pavilion, surrounded by narrow verandahs which is con-
nected with a bridge on the side of the Mosque leading to the
pavilion. I could discover no inscriptions on anv of the build-
ings. It is seldom that one sees such a stately 'Mausoleum in
£engal so well preserved. It is strange to read, in the Annual
Keport of the Archaeological Survevor, the following eutrv :

" I
nave not been able to gather historical information about the
fcaint who lies buried there." 3

The incident of the tragic death of Khwaja Anwar is a
well-known fact which took place in Burdwan during the Vice-
royalty ot Sultan Azimush-Shan grandson of Kmperor Au-
rangz.o. As Aurangzib was long absent from his capital, and
was engaged in fighting with the .Muslim Rulers of the Dakan.
and the Maharattas, rebellions and disturbances in outlying
principalities of the Empire became common. During the
.Ooyernorship of IbtShlm Khan, who was appointed in 1689,

Si A\ o
U° "lilitary Stents, Sobha Singh rose against&J a,
;

,f

nBurthvan ^
who fel1 * * battle. His son,

Sobbl « u
°

.

Dacca and asked the hplP of the Governor,
fcobna Mngh was joined by Rahlm Khan or Shah, and his

vears aftlrwTJH?
01,

?
a[™n8iT m«r"ed the widow (of Shir Afgan) some

caused deatt
' if P?° "** to a l°&"d of the"Emperor having

* ReporrftTooroV^ Bi<W>/cal Dictionary, p
P
380

« Report for 1903-04. Khwaja Anwar is never known to be a Saint.
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fellow-Afghans. The country was in commotion, when the

Emperor sent 'Azimush Shan as Viceroy of Bengal, who came
with

Sivar to Bihar. K2
V

-

Zabardast Khan, defeated Rahlm. But the Prince did not

recognise his services, with the result that Zabardast Khan left

Bengal in disgust for the Dakan. Rahlm Shah, who was hiding,

now came forward and made incursions on the frontiers of

Burdwan, Hugh and Nadia. The Prince's march from Raj-

mahal was slow and stately. At the approach of the Royal

Army, Rahlm Shah pitched his camp in the outskirts of

Burdwan. '

'Azimush-Shan, who could displease Zabardast

Khan, thought that to trap the Afghans was not difficult. He
promised reward, if Rahlm Shah submitted ; or vengeance, if

he refused ._ Rahlm SJiah sought an interview with the Prince's

principal Amir and companion, Khwaja Anwar, representing

that if that nobleman promised on oath and reassured his mind,

he would come to His Highness in his company and seek par-

don of the Royal Prince. In accordance with the Prince's

order, Khwaja Anwar proceeded with a few companions to

Rahlm Shah's camp, and remaining on horseback sent word to

Afgh Kh
Kb.

asked Rahlm Shall to come out and meet him. Rahlm Khan
with his hidden soldiers sallied forth and attacked him The

Khwaja with his followers fell of mortal wounds, though Un-
defended themselves bravely. The wily Rahlm then surroun-

ded the Royal camp and attacked the Prince's elephant, the

Rovnl troops having fled, the Prince was left in a corner,

this critical juncture, Hamld Khan Quaraighl, «howas

attacked Rahlm Khan with arrows; Rahlm Khan fell with two

At
near,

wounds.

The above, in brief, is the account of the tragic death of

the nobleman, Khwaja Anwar, since called a hnama or

Martyr. The Khwaja and his companions fell at a place ou

side the town of Burdwan, close to Sadr Qpat. After h*

death, his uncle, Amin. l-l/.nara Samsamu d-Daula Khan Imu-

ran Bahadur Mansur Jang, and his brother, came to Burowan.

The Emperor Fanukh-Siyar. who must have been prese as a

Prince with his father at Burdwan, granted, in consideration of

the K_hwaja's services, Rupees 2,00.000.
(two lakhs) »«*£*

theMauza- " Poddarhat,"M called Khwaja Anwar
s

Ber

for the construction of the Mausoleum with seven doors, over his

remains and five of his companions, who fe 1 with him. Brides

this, five other Mouza's were granted for the purpose
,

f manv
taming the tombs. During the Permanent Settlement, the

Mauza% were settled with the Maharaja of Burduan vho pa>s

to Government the amount fixed by them There isnodate

on the tomb, but the Burdwan "Gazetteer which appaienth
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quotes from the "List of Monuments in Bengal" gives 1127 h.
(1715 A.n.) as the date of the building of the Mausoleum. The
Chronogram of Khwaja Anwar's death as 1 heard at Burdwan,
is contained in the following Persian hemistich :

—

^ jS\^ „.\ tf (Ah Anwar Shahid-i-Akbar Shud).
Anwar became the chief martyr.]

This gives 1109-1698 a.d.'

Alas!

IV. The Jam i' Mosqi k.

.
After his narrow escape, as mentioned above, Sultan 'Azim-

ujh-bjjan offered his devotion to Almighty God. and went to
the shrine of Bahram \Saqqa ' to pray. He distributed monev
to the poor and the pious. Having then entered the town he
resided tor three years in the Citadel of Burdwan. the residence

• ol the b aujdar. Among other things he erected a .la mi' Mosque,
which I inspected on the 25th June 1916. for the prayer of the
Muslim public. I found it surrounded bv low buildings and

fuo
t

\T

ai
)

d
-
a
_
narr

f
°^ r0ad which P*»«» ^ng the south side of

the Maharaja of Burdwan's stately Palace The Jami" Masjid
has three domes in the centre and four smnllpr on«« one onand four smaller ones, one on

m -

_ i n mi *» , —«v*,_ tl(llu> 1UU1 feinaiifi one*, one uii

slTb in f ^ 7?u
e £Uowin* ^ription is .arvcd on a stone

slab m front of the Mosque

:

Text of the Inscription.

Mi v£ <3ji *U| J«^ , * ^.j, uj, ^ y, 4

j* * o'y ^* r^' »
y*'i ± r^*'* 5

•I
J

—

.

J fUi^J ^jy ^apjt i^jtj ^ ^^ 3^ ^j g

The letters are badly cut. one line is rannmc into another
»ne. Ihe sentence commencing from the words 0«M and end-

StewartT Othw n?rt;,, «?
ls#ven » the Riyazu»-SalS tin and by ( harle*

the Astana rKlS8

£ *
fr0m the Mutawa,1Ts and ^l5dimS

°i
Corrected up to ?l,t a,. / ^'ent Mo™ments in Bengal. Revised and

1896.
P ,8t Aueust

- l895: Calcutta. Bengal Secretariat Press.
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»

ing with dfjl ^i has hardly any sense. In the 4th line J>y ought

*• •

to have been ly

Translation

In the name of God the Merciful, the Compassionate
There is no God but God, who is one, and verily there is no asso-

ciate of Him, and Muhammad is his servant and Messenger.

There is no refuge and strength but in God, the high and exalt-

ed. And God made distinction between Unbelief and Islam

(by) prayer and fastings at times. In the auspicious time of

Abi'z-zafar Sultan Muhy'ud-DinMuhammad Aurangzib Bahadur
'Alamglr Padshah'ul Ghazi, in the year of Hijri One thousand

one hundred and eleven (this Mosque) was nearly completed

(1111 H.« 1699-1700 A.D.).





13. The Stereochemistry of Alanine Derivatives.

By Charles Stanley Gibson and John Lionel Simonsen.

The authors have for some considerable time been engag d
on the stereochemical study of compounds of the type :

—

CH
s

fi—C—NHR

COOH
where R is an acyl group, e.g., C^H

fi
. CO -(benzoyl), C«H4 .

CH
8 . CO - (toluyl), C8H4 . CH3 . S0 2

- (sulphonyltolyl), etc. The
reason for choosing these compounds was because they were all

easily prepared, purified, and in most cases, beautifully crystal-

line : the latter being an important consideration since it is

hoped to make a crystallographic study of the racemic and
resolved compounds. The objects of the work are :

—

1. To investigate more completely the methods of the

resolution of externally compensated acids by naturally occur-

ring optically active* bases and, where possible by synthetic

bases, in ways which have been more clearly indicated by Pope
and his co-workers and recently by the present authors, for th<

resolution of externally compensated bases.

2. To determine the effect of slight changes in the con-

stitution of the group R, not directly united to the centre of

asymmetry in the compound, on the optical rotatory power and
' lispersion", e.g., the effect of replacing the benzoyl by a toluyl

group, etc. Most of similar previous work has been concerned

with the effect of changing one or more groups directly attached
fo the centre of asymmetry.

3. To determine the effect of the replacement of- CO by

~S0
2 on the rotatory power.
4. To determine quantitatively the influence of the same

change on the crystalline form of the racemic and optically

active compounds.
In the case of externally compensated benzoyl alanine

pope and ( Jibson have shown that different results are obtained

according as the compound is resolved by using brucine and

then strychnine, from when the bases are employed in the re-

vcrse order: whereas Gibson and Simonsen have shown more

recent.lv that in the ease of externally compensated sulphonyl-

Molylalamne. the compound could easily be resolved by the

above two bases independently of the order in which they are
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applied, the resolution being complete and quantitative in either

case.

Sufficient evidence has not yet been accumulated to estab-

lish numerical relationships in connection with, points 2, 3 and

4 ; but as far as the work has gone, it appears that increasing

the mass of the group R, but keeping the nature of the group

analogous, increases the rotatory power. When however -CO
is replaced by-S0

2
a distinct diminution in rotatory power

takes place. It is obvious that, by investigating as complete

a series as possible of these compounds, valuable information

concerning the relationships between chemical constitution,

rotatory power and dispersion will probably be obtained.

The most recent work we have had in hand has been in

connection with the preparation and resolution of the externally

ompensated compounds, sulphonyl — /3-naphthylalanine and sul-

phonyl-phenylalanine.

These compounds are of course readily prepared by means

of the Schotten-Baumann reaction using a molecular proportion

each, of alanine in the form of its sodium salt, the particular

acid chloride and sodium hydroxide. The reaction product is

crystallised in each case either from boiling water or from

aqueous alcohol.

In order to effect the resolution of sulphonyl -r#-naphthy1-

alanine many experiments were tried using those methods

which have proved so successful in the case of benzoylalanine

and sulphonyl-p-tolylalanine, but without success. In every case

it was found that the brucine salt could not be obtained crys-

talline. It was found possible, however, to isolate two strych-

nine salts having different rotatory powers. The method of

resolution adopted was to mix together one molecular propoi

tion of the externally compensated acid, half a molecular pro-

portion of strychnine and an equivalent proportion of sodium

hydroxide in standard solution. The whole was brought into

solution in boiling water, and on cooling the strychnine salt

crystallised out in colourless needles forming hard aggregates.

This strychnine salt had after recrvstallisation a constant spe-

cific rotatory power of [a] = -17*06, and it was found to

,
Hg greon

rfbe the strychnine salt of the dextro acid. After separating off

this strychnine salt the acid remaining in the mother liquor

was isolated and was found to be laevorotatorv. This acid \va-

then combined with strychnine and the strychnine salt of the

laevo-acid obtained. This strvchnine salt had a specific rotatory
power of [a] = -45'2o, but "it probably consisted of a m»

Hg green
tare of the salts, strychnine laevo-acid and strychnine dextro-

acicl, the latter, of course, being present in small quantity, but

it was difficult to separate the two. Accordingly the acids wci

•bta.ned from the strychnine salts in the usual manner and

*
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converted into their barium salts, and these were recrystallised
until their rotatory powers were constant and equal knd oppo-
site It will be seen from the above that the strychnine salt of
the dextro-acid was obtained pure in the process* of the resolu-
tion, so that the corresponding barium salt was easily obtained
pure and its constants determined. It was analysed'and found
to contain half a molecule of water of crystallisation, and its
molecular rotation was found to be [M] = + 1116 for the mer-
cury green line.

The impure strychnine salt of the laevo-acid, containing a
small quantity of the strychnine salt of the dextro-acid, was
converted into the barium salt and this was very carefully
fractionated. After three crystallisations it had a molecular
rotation of [M] = - 1090 for the mercury green line, which
approximates to the value obtained for the barium salt of the
dextro-acid.

The barium salts crystallise from hot water in very long
beautiful needles, and the two salts behave similarly in all res-
pects to the usual chemical reagents. It is thus seen that sul-
phonyl - /?-naphthylalanine has been resolved into its optically
active components, and it is interesting to compare the molecular
rotations of the salts sulphonyl-p-tolylalanine with those of the
compound above described.

d and 1—sulphonyl-p-tolylalanine [M]
64lft
,= ±819.

d and 1—sulphonyl-tf-naphthylalanine [M] >wl = ±110*3.
These figures indicate clearly that increasing the mass of

the group R has a very considerable effect in increasing the
rotatory power.

The experiments on the resolution of externally compen-
sated sulphonyl phenylalanine have so far been unsuccessful,
and it is interesting to observe that this compound which is no
doubt very closely related to benzoyl alanine both in chemical
constitution and crystalline form is not resolved in the same
way as the latter compound.

^ 4 1





14. Work
year 1916 in connection with the Bardic and Historical

Survey of Rajputana.

By Dr. L. P. Tessitort.

The New Scheme.

The progress of the work during the year under report, has

been on the whole very satisfactory, and thanks to the good-

will of the Government of India and the Avarm support of the

Bikaner Darbar on one side and of the Director General of

Archaeology on the other, arrangements have been made which

will ensure the continuation of the Bardic and Historical Survey

of Rajputana for a reasonable period, and eliminate all the

difficulties and the uncertainties which had been handicapping

the work during the last year. As mentioned in my last

Progress Report" {Journ. As. Soc. of Beng., Vol. XII. No 3,

1910. pp. 57ff.), I had left Jodhpur for Bikaner on December

6th, 1915, invited by H.H. the Maharaja of Bikaner, who had

promised to employ me for a period of four months in the first

instance, i.e. up to the end of March 1916, to examine the

bardic and historical materials in the Darbar Library in the

Fort, and suggest a plan tor future work. Before the expira-

tion of this period, I had completed a Descriptive Catalogue of

the manuscripts of prose chronicles in the afore-mentioned

Library, and submitted it to the Darbar. who on March 17th

decided to entrust me with the compilation of a History of

Bikaner and the publication of some of the most important

bardic poems relating to this State. Accordingly, the Bikaner

Darbar approached the Government of India desirmg that my
services might be lent to them for a period of one year more

and offering to share in the expenditure involved.

Early in May, the Government of India sanctioned the

grant towards my stipend for the year 1916-17. but in terms

which left some doubt as to whether they would continue their

assistance bevond the end of March 1917. Realizing that the

support of the Government of India was essential tor the

success of research work to be carried out in a difficult new

like the Native States of Rajputana, and knowing that the

financial economv imposed by the present political situation

was the chief and perhaps only reason why toftem***
India were uncertain about the continuation of their ass.stance.

I resolved to abandon the idea of an exhaustive survey as

advocated in my big Scheme of 1914, and substitute tor it a
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reduced scheme, which by involving a much smaller expendi-

ture and a much shorter period of years, would be better suited

to the present circumstances. The outlines of this scheme for

what may be called a •'Summary Survey" of the Bardic and

Historical Literature of Rajputana, were submitted to the

Government of India in July, and were warmly endorsed by

the Director General of Archaeology. The Scheme was ap-

proved, and in August arrangements were concluded by which

the Government of India sanctioned a grant of Rs. 6.000 a year

for a period of five years with effect from the 1st April, 1917,

to be met partly from the reserve at the i lisposal of the Depart-

ment of Education and partly from the Archaeological grant,

towards the cost of my employment, independently of any
contributions which would be made by the Native States of

Rajputana.

The features of the new Scheme for a Summary Survey are

briefly as follows. The Survey will leave out of consideration
the smaller States of Rajputana, and apply to only the six

principal States following: Bikaner, Udaipur, Jodhpur, Bundi
(including Kota). Jaipur, and Jesahner. Each of these States

will be taken up in turn, and a year will be devoted to each of

them. During this year, the Editor will have his head-quarters
at the capital of the particular State with which he deals at

the time, and explore the whole of the district as completely as

possible in search for manuscripts, inscriptions and other an-

tiquities
; compile a Descriptive Catalogue of the most important

bardic and historical manuscripts discovered, and publish some
of the most interesting bardic poems relating to that particu-
lar State. No histories will be compiled, except in the case of

Bikaner, which State will in consequence require two or more
years instead of one. In return for the contribution made
from the Archaeological fund, the Editor will be expected,
within the sphere of his operations, to prepare for the Archaeo-
logical Department lists of the monuments in Rajputana, and to

search for Sanskrit manuscripts. Rajput paintings, and other

antiquities. In consequence of the new arrangements, the

control over the Bardic and Historical Survey is transferred
trom the Asiatic Society of Bengal to the Agent to the Governor
beneral in Rajputana, but the publication of the results of the

survey will be made by the Asiatic Societv of Bengal in a

separate section of the " Bibliotheca Indica."
lfce most encouraging feature of the year has been the

support After intimating
to the Government of India that they desired to retain my

Z?Tl°T a P6ri0d of one ^ar, i.e. for the vear 1916-17, m
.viarcn they again approached Government in September asking
for a further extension of another year and a half. Other

?££; T n
°u

Vet been insulted, but in August the Udaipur
uaioar, to whom a proposal had been submitted last year,
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manifested a desire to obtain my services for a period of three
months, and showed themselves willing to bear the whole
expenditure of my employment. These symptoms are signifi-

cant and indicate that interest is awakening, and leave no
doubt that when their turn will come, all the States concerned
will be equally ready to give all the assistance which is expected
from them.

The Work Done.

As it had not seemed desirable to initiate the operations of

the Survey on their proper scale, previous to the conclusion of

some definite arrangements between the Government of India
and the Bikaner Darbar. such as would give assurance that

the work could be continued and carried to completion, no
assistants or other clerks were sanctioned during the first

six months of the year, and all the work during this period
was carried out by' myself alone within the four walls of my
office. The first appointment made was that of an assistant,

and the man chosen was Baratha Kisora Dana, whose services

were lent to us, by the kind permission of the Jodhpur Darbar,
on July 2 1st. The second appointment was that of a copyist,

made on August 23rd, and continued up to the end of Novem-
ber, when the copying of manuscript- was temporarily sus-

pended, as the greatest part of the winter months were to be

devoted to touring, and copying could not be done under my
supervision. The third appointment was that of a travelling

man, and it was made on October 1st. in the person of Vlthu

Slta Rama, a Carana of Sithal, near Bikaner. The fact that a

travelling man was* employed for only the last three months of

the year, and likewise a copvist was "employed for only about

three months, explains whv the results of the search in the

district, and of the copying of manuscripts, were much below

what could be expected in normal years.

But the absence of subordinates during the first six months
did not affect my editorial and research work, except in that

my activity had to be confined within the limits of Bikaner

City. The six months were spent by me in examining the

bardic and historical manuscripts contained in the Darbar

library in the Fort of Bikaner. separating them from the other

heterogeneous manuscripts with which they were mixed and

classifying the most important amongst them by means of two

fparate fasciculi of the " '
" /*--1— ~* n~** ^A

f

Historical .Manuscripts, the one (Sect, i, pt, ii) containing a

description of the manuscripts of ' Prose Chronicles, and the

other (Sect, ii, pt. i), a description of the manuscripts of

Bardic Poetry " The most noteworthy discovery made in

the afore-mentioned Library, were two bulky poems in efumdaa

«» honour of rava Jeta Si—the third ruler of Bikaner—com-

posed soon a.ft*r fKa a«Wrlifl victory he obtained over Kamran,
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the son of Babar, in Samvat 1591. One of the poems is attri-

buted to Sujo Nagarajota, a Vlthu Oarana, whereas the other is

anonymous. The importance of these two works is enhanced

by the fact that they contain an introductory part, in which

an account is given of the principal events in the reigns of Vlko

and Luna Karana, and that thev constitute the oldest docu-

ment we have for the history of Bikaner from the time of Vlko,

who founded Bikaner in Samvat 1545, to that of Jeta Si

(Samvat 1591). The fact that there is only one single manu-
script in existence of each of the two poems is in part compensated
by the accuracy of the copies, and by their antiquity, both

being dated in the Samvat centurv 1600.
The work which principally engaged my attention during

the later half of the year, was a collection of the most interest-

ing commemorative songs of the Rulers of Bikaner (
Vikanera ri

Kavita), from rava Vlko, the founder of the State, to maharaja
Colonel Sir Ganga Singh, the present Ruler. A small selection

from the songs thus collected, is given in appendix to the

present "Report." The songs will be published in a separate

volume in the ''Series of Bardic and Historical Texts," with

critical notes, as usual, and the translations, if time will allow,

may be published in another volume, with historical notes and
introductions.

During the year, something has been done towards publish-
ing the results of the Survey, but it is not the Editor's fault if

none of the publications has'seen the light yet. At the end of

the year, there were three publications in the Press: the

Vacanika Rathdfa Ratana Singhaji ri Jfahesadasdta ri. Part i

:

Dmgaja Text with Introduction, Notes and Glossary, and the

Descriptive Catalogue of Bardic and Historical Manuscript*.
Section i, part i. fasciculus i. and Section i, part h, fasci-

culus i. It is to be hoped that now that the Survey is placed
on a more permanent footing, and there are no more financial
or other difficulties in sight, the publishing will proceed more
rapidly so that works prepared may go to Pre- at once, without
being unnecessarily delayed.

The exploration of the district in search for manuscripts
and inscriptions, was begun onlv from the 1st of October, with
the appointment of a travelling man. The place- explored by
him during the three months October to December were:
Hanumangadh (October 13th-17th). Desnok, danglu and neigh-
bouring villages (October 18th-29th). Surpura and neighbouring
villages (October 31st to November 11th), Napasar. Morkhana

wHn inirS^,
1**6 Villa^es (November 13th -29th). Pugal (Decem-

V n } ' X beSan mv touring on December 3rd. and
visited

: Desnok, Janglu. Parwa. Morkhana (December 3rd-Sth)
Kodamdesar (December 2! t), and Xal (December 27th).

\detailed report on my touring, the monuments inspected, and
the inscriptions discovered, will he found belox . As a result of
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the exploration, a collection has been made of impressions of

about 120 inscriptions.

In the villages explored no manuscripts were found,

except two or three unimportant and recent copies. Two
manuscripts were presented by the Jainacarya Dharma Vijaya

Suri. and six were purchased by myself at Jaipur and Bikaner.

The works copied were 29 only, as against 68 copied during

the last year. I give below a complete list of the manuscripts-

received (#.), purchased (P.). and copied (0.), in continuation

of the list published in the "Progress Report" for 1915.

pp. 60-73.

Manuscripts Received.

R. 17 : WSTT«l JITraffr ft ?lcT

.

Size4f*x 10J". No. of leaves 27. Loose.

About 150-200 j ears old.

Presented bv the Jainacarya Dharma Vijaya Suri, January

1916.

Size 4" x 104". No. of leaves 18. Loose. Jaina.

Written in Samvat 1769.

Presented by the Jainacarya Dharma Vijaya Sun. January

1916

Manuscripts Purchased.

P. 17 : OTTf^T* d *HfW rfwi **H& Ct

Size 4¥ x 10*. No. of leaves 1. Loose. Jaina.

Written in Samvat 1839.

Purchased at Jaipur, the 6tK July, 1916

P. 18 : tWT IS^wift ft ^fa *^T •

Size 41" x 10". No. of leaves 30. Loose. Jama. Illegible

in several places owing to the bad quality of the ink which

has caused the leaves to stick to one another. The Hka is in

Old Western Rajasthani.

Written daring the Samvat-century 1000.

Purchased at Jaipur, the 6th July, 1916.

P. 19 : OTftfa d *ft* ttfl* * r ***** '

Size 4|" x 5f ". No. of leaves 36, of which 7 blank. Jaina.

Written at Dihavarl. in Samvat 183 ».

Purchased at Jaipur, the 6th July. 1916.

P. 20 : Jftift
5^ ^ *T« .

Size 4i" x 9jT. No. of leaves 2. Loose Jaina.

About" 100-150 vears old. Copied by a Kesara Arajaka.

Purchased at Jaipur, the 6th July, 1916.
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P. 21 : *T3 *?%tl 33T
Size 4£" x 10". No. of leaves 8. Loose. Incomplete

the end. Jaina.

About 200 years old.

Purchased at Jaipur, the 6th July, 1916.

P. 22 : TPTONgCT *T £fT .

Size 8£" x 5". No. of leaves 13. Loose. Fragmentarv
About 250 years old.

Purchased at Bikaner, the 29th August, 1916.

Manuscripts Copied.

O. 69 : fcT^ftT *Tf^lt ft WTcT, 10 leaves.

rxr ^?„
m

,
a MS

*
in the Darbar Library in the Fort of Bikaner

[No. 142 (H)]
s written about Samvat 1731.

C. 10: fcTSf *?T% 13 leaves.

From MS. No. 15 (d) of Descr. Cat., Sect, ii, pt. i.

C. 71 : 3T<IJ5rtereflr *\%m WT*TcT ^t *ft, 7 leaves.

From MS. No. 1 of Descr. Cat., Sect, ii, pt. i.

C. 72 : ttmf ^ *T«r, 15 leaves.

From MS. No. 29 of Descr. Cat., Sect, i, pt. ii.

C. 73: ^I^Tferf ft TO,. 19 leaves.

From MS. No. 22 (iii) of Descr. Cat., Sect, i, pt. ii.

C. 74 : *t* fmmm *3T*fs^ ft TO, 1 7 leaves.
From MS. No. 22 (xv) of Descr. Cat., Sect, i, pt. ii.

6 leaves^
' ^* ^^w ^ ^«WT HTSHT WTO ^ ^f?^,

From MS. No. 1 (d) of Descr. Cat., Sect, ii, pt. i.

C 76 : 3TTS* R*RcT *T ^farT, 6 leaves.
From the same MS.

C 77 : -qr^ $fw ^^^^ ^^^
Prom MS. No. 2 (6) ofZW Cat., Sect, ii, pt. i.

*t
_^ «t

^jmaftcT, 7 leaves.
From MS No, 5 (b) of Descr. Cat., Sect, ii, pt. i.
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C. 79 : $ct€1 ^ irmft ^^ €fc^ *t faf*ft, 31 leaves.

From MS. No. 15 (i) of Descr. Cat., Sect. ii. pt. i.

C. 80 : ^^W ^t^t ft ^faaRT, 13 leaves.

From the same MS.

C. 81 : *rs t\«&W«l ^IWT^T ft 3TeT, 9 leaves.

From MS. No. 13 (a) of Descr. Cat., Sect, ii, pt. i.

C. 82 : WSW^JTSrSSHr, 7 leaves.

From MS. No. 19 of Descr Cat., Sect, ii, pt. i.

C. 83 : ~5R\\ *T «lffaff WK3 ^irer IT 3ifw, 4 leaves.

From MS. No. 13 (&) of Descr Cat., Sect. ii
;
pt. i.

C. 84 : $"Ht ffT^ *T ?Tr, 26 leaves.

From MS. No. 12 (a) ol*Descr. Cat., Sect, ii, pt. i.

C 85 : \.r$ 1 «T^T ^ TTT^ft ^3, 43 leaves.

From MS. No. 2 (a) of I>escr. Cat., Sect, ii, pt. i.

C. 86 : n^TT ^*t%faft €taRT^t\^ ft afffacTT, 18 leaves.

From MS. No. 6 (k) of Ztescr. <7o*., Sect, ii, pt. i.

t>Tfaft ft W, 4 leaves

MS

0. 88 : *TST« ^^Wt%T^ ^NfT^fCT *T iftcf, 31 leaves.

From MS. No. 6 (I) of Descr. Cat., Sect, ii, pt. i.

C. 89 : fa* *£u« Tj£l* wrf*T*t *T * f̂ >
5 leaves.

From MS. No. 22 (e) of Deaer. Cto*., Sect, ii, pt. i.

C 90 : *T3^ XcTsr^r *#f^* ^ %5T
? 6 leaves.

From the same MS.. (/).

C. 91 : *n&*^ *firCT«ftr *T %*T, ° leaves

From a fragmentary MS., written in Samvat 1713, in the

possession of Kaviraja Asivo Ganesa Dana of Jodhpnr (pp.

108a-1136).

C. 92 : WT^twr S**T *T *ffa*, 12 leaves.

From the same MS. (pp. 1505-1636).
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pt. i.

G. 93 : sfta^C ? *I1^rff TT **lTcr, 96 leaves.

From MS. No. 19 of Descr. Cat., Sect, i, pt. i.

G. 94 : *R jffa^ *T ^, 4 leaves.

From MS. No. 18 (pp. 254a-2566) of Descr. Gat., Sect. i.

G. 95 : x.mj mfwf^t *T ?TT ^rf^rr TOTO (?) si

^fTTT, 3 leaves (fragment).

From the same MS. as G. 91 (pp. 160a-161a).

7 leaves.

G. 96
: Tjsm M\m\ ^ Tf«D mxz ^um\ ^ ^f^ft

850a).

MS

C. 97 : iffWT sfhri^cT *J £^T, 4 leaves.

From the same MS. as G. 91 (pp. 156a-1596).

TOURING REPORT.

1. Jagalu.

JagaluV the ancient stronghold of the Sakhalas, is about 10

miles south-west of Desanoka, a railway station on the

Jodhpur-Bikaner Railway,' the second from Bikaner. The
place was visited by me on December 5th. 1916. Jagaju had
a political importance till about the time of rava Vlko's coloni-

sation, when it was incorporated into the domains of the great

Kathora conqueror.
The best source of information for the traditions concern-

ing the ancient history of Jagalu is the Chronicle of Mfihandta
Nena Si. In the chapter on the Pavaras ( Vata Pavara ri),

NegaSi describes the origin of the Sakhalas and the founding
of Runa, their first capital, near Mudhivara. It was Raya Si,

the son of Mahi Pala and grandson of "the third rand of Runa,
who emigrated from Runa to Jagalu and succeeded in estab-
lish? his sovereignty over the place. His descendants were

f?ed Jangalava Sakhalas, to distinguish them from the

Salchala

Accordin the

MSm7u- TiJo
1/ in the Fort of Bikaner (see Descr. Gat. of

SK;W ' Secfc
*' P*- "• No. 2. pp. 37 a-h of the

i«E r= i - T far *>ack as the end of the Samvat century
iWO Jagalu had been colonize. I by the Dahiva Rajputs during
the time of raja Prithi Raja, the Cahavana ruler of Ajnier.
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A certain Ajiya De, daughter to Hard, a Dahiyo of Rin6 (?),

was being escorted to Ajmer to be married to Prithl Raja.

On her way, she passed through the Jagalu country, and.

finding it uninhabited, resolved to populate it and caused there

a fort to be built, which, after her own name, she called

Ajiy&pura. Subsequently, raja Prithl Raja came to Ajiyapura

to hunt, and there met Ajiya De, whom he took to Ajmer.

whilst the Dahiyas who formed her escort remained in the

fort she had caused to be founded. Fantastical as the above

account is, there is one particular in it which is certainly

correct, namely the mention of Ajiyapura. or rather Ajayapura.

as the old name of the capital of the Jagalu country. 1 The

'•orrectness of this name is confirmed by the inscription in the

Sivalaya of Jagalu. which is described below. As for the means

by which the Sakhalas succeeded in taking Jagalu, or Ajaya-

pura, from the Dahiyas, the account in the above-mentioned

Bikaner Manuscript mainlv concords with that in the Chronicle

of Xena Si. Raya Si, the emigrator from Runa. first estab-

lished 'himself at Raslsara, a village about 10 miles north-east

of Jagalu. From Raslsara he directed his ambitious aims to

the possession of Jagalu, and found a precious instrument to

Ms schemes in Keso. an upadhiyo brahmin of the Dahiyas.

Acting after the advice of this traitor, he sent to the Dahiyas

cocoanuts to offer in marriage the Sakhall maids, and when the

Dahivas accepted and came to Raslsara to be married he

intoxicated them with wine mixed with dhaturd, and then

slaughtered them all. According to Nena Si another stratagem

crowned the success of the fraud. Fifty covered carts, pre-

endhig to carrv the brides, were taken to Jagalu. and when

the Dahiva fathers opened the gate to give admission to whom

thev thought to be the brides of their sous, the purdahs on the

arts were torn open, and out there came the Sakha a mur-

derers to massacre the fathers with the same swords with which

they hart massacred their sons. In this way Raya hi made

himself lord of Jagalu. , . , . -„A
Nena Si gives the genealogies of the descendants of rano

Raya Si as far as rand Goy.nda Dasa ;
who »P*f**»

J™
15th generation. The names of the successors of Raya bi

are the following: Anakha Sl_> Khiva Si > Kavara S >

Raja Si > Karama Si. Mu"j6 > Udo > Je Singha. PunaJ*.

>

Manika Rftva > Napo > Raya Paja > *££»>*£;
Raja > Isara Dasa > Goyanda Dasa. Kavara Si had married

Bharamala, the daughter of a Kharalo clnef ruling over a

illage 10 kos from Pugaja and 15 from Vikapara. Je 8riigha

7^ ^ 1" <w 1QI5 dd 85-6, I had connected
> In my •< Progress Report *°r

'^iva go with Viajayapura, the
the name Ajayapura and the legend ofW"* w * '

p <
f- D

incorrect spelling m the PModhl'nscr^ ^
kamvat 1236. It seems, however, very OOUDWUi

ftny connection between the two names.
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had a sister who was married to ravala Karana of Jesalmer.

whereupon Je Singha himself emigrated to Jesalmer, and his

descendants, at the time of Nena Si, were still to be found at

Sabo. Puna Pala was killed in consequence of an expedition

against Jagaiu, which Kanho, the son of Cudd, the Rathora
rava of Mandora, undertook to punish the Sakhalas for the

part they had taken in the killing of his father, as allies of the

Multanis and of rava Kelhana of Pugaja. The following duhd

records the names of Puna Pala and his three brothers, who
were killed with him

:

TF^ [S
-v.

'Brave were the Sakhalas, [ whereas |
the fiend (!) fled:

[and the names of the] valorous [are:) tJdd. Vijo, Jhabbo.
and Puna Pala."

•

The fiend who fled is Kanho himself, who after he had
defeated the Sakhalas. was confronted by his brother Rina Mala
and being unable to resist the fresh force brought up' bv the
latter, had to retire into the Thall. So the fruits of Kanho's
conquest were reaped by Rina Mala. Whether the latter suc-
ceeded or not in establishing an effective sovereigntv over
Jagaju it is not known, but it is probable that when Rina Mala
became lord of Mandora, his attention was too much absorbed
in his vastdomains of Marwar to allow him to care for Jagaiu
and the Sakhalas. Certain it is that the sons of Puna Pala
continued to enjoy the territorv of Jagalil. though it may be
that they recognized the supremacy of Mandora. The relations
Of Kanho and Rina Mala with the Sakhalas have been made
the subject of a legend in which Karantji, the Ca rani deity
ot Bikaner, plays a prominent role, but I do not think it

necessary to mention it here.
Xap6, the son of MSnifca Rava and grandson of Puna

.,• ' " Perhaps the most famous name in the genealogies of

V-t ^ c
°f '%a

ia - He was contemporary with rava
viko the founder of Bikaner. and is believed to have greatly
neiped him to establish himself at Jagaj.1 and gradual! v conquer
all the neighbouring territories of the Bh, Hs, the Jatas. and the
Mohilas, and thus found the great state of Bikaner. It is on

X^^hfvSSSi?"' S6Ct
-

j

' * j
' P- m -

The Chr0ni°le °
f

urn*
*k *** w* ft* ^^ /
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account of Napo's services, says Nena Si, that his descendants
to this day enjoy the privilege of keeping the keys of the
Fort of Bikaner.' Jn the later chronicles, Napo is represented

as having devoted a great part of his life to the service of

Jodho also, and having given him invaluable assistance by
staying at the court of Citora and sending hiin intelligence of

all that the Rana was scheming against him.

The few antiquarian remains which I have discovered at

Jagalu, tend to confirm, in part, the old traditions mentioned
above. They were found in three places : the site of the ancient

fort, the Kesolal, and the Sivalaya, a modern little shrine

of Mahadeva. The old fort was situated close to the modern
village, to the north, and all that remains of it nowadays is

an elevation in the form of a ring, enclosing an irregular

circular or quadrilateral space. The elevation which evidently

marks the place of the old wall enclosure, has four openings or

depressions : one towards the east, one towards the south-west,

and two towards the north-east., but three of these openings

were probablv cut by the rains, and only the fourth one,

that facing the east, marks the place of the ojd Purabiyo

darvajo of the fort. Walking along the crest of the elevation,

which forms the periphery of the old fort, I have counted

only about 800 steps. Traces of wall structures seem to be

emerging on the surface of the ground at several poini almost

all around the elevation, but sure relics of the original wall

enclosure were discovered by me nea; the old eastern gate,

where I had the elevation dug a few inches, and a thick wall of

baked bricks came to light. The bricks seen by me were

from 8 to 13 inches long bv 4 J to 7 inches broad, and 2 to 2|

inches thick. Thev were laid in stratums superposed one upon

the other, and cemented with mud. In the middle of the

enclosure of the fort there is a small elevation wduch the local

tradition identities v ith the site where the kacerl stood. On
the crest of the peripherical elevation, towards the south-east,

there is a small inscribed devall in honour of Khiva SL the

third Sakhalo ruler of Jagalu.. in which he is represented as a

bhomiyo. but it is a posthumous and quite recent monument.

The Kesoffi is found to the east of the fort and is a small

Pond cut into the bard magam soil, without any masonry

embankments and looking more like a natural hole than any-

thing else. The legend is that Keso. the upadhiyo brahmin of

the Dahivas. caused the bhutas to dig it. In fact, the name of

Keso appears on a stone inscription on the Jmmjrf the to^

and there can be no doubt that it is from him that the tula*

has derived its name of Kesolai. The inscription is incised on

' They were deprived of this privilege under maharaj a S^J.S;gj;
when SSkhalo Dolat Sincha conspired to betray the Fort to Bakhat fcmg

of N agora.
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a devali formed of a slab of red sand-stone without any mould-

ings, and consists of four lines of writing covering a space

of 5|" high by 9J" broad. The record consists only of a date,

Samvat 1349, the 14th day of the bright fortnight of Sravana,

Thursday, and a name, sri Kesaji, preceded by six aksaras,

whereof the meaning is not intelligible.

1. Wf l *N<T \^8<L «TT -

3. ^ *ft i (?) trftaKcj (?) ^t% -

What the subject of the record is. I am unable to say with

certainty. But one thing seems certain, that the inscription

tends rather to destroy the tradition that Keso was con-

temporary with Raya Si and helped him to conquer Jagalu.

Raya Si must have lived long before Samvat 1 349. Taking the

pedigrees in the Chronicle of Nena Si to be correct, Raya Si

was the great grandfather of Kavara Si. or Kumara Si. two

sons of whom, according to the Rasisara inscriptions mentioned

below, died in Samvat 1382 and 1386 (?) respectively. It

would therefore seem that Raya Si must have lived towards

the end of the Samvat century 1200.

Much more recent in time are five other devalis. which

are also found on the bank of the Kesolal. The inscriptions

on three of these are so badly engraved and so incorrect that

they are entirelv illegible, except for the dates which are

Samvat 1618 (?), 1630, and 1664 respectively. They ap-

parently record the death of some BhatI jagirdars of Jagalu.

like the remaining two which are dated Samvat 1690 (?), &ad

1696. To this day. the jagirdarn of Jagalu are BhatI.
The Sivalaya is a small shrine of Mahadeva, situated

on the outskirts of the village towards the ancient fort. It is a

modern construction and in no way artistical or interesting

except for a stone basement of a linga which is lying in the

courtyard. The priest says that this was the original basement
of the linga worshipped in the shrine, and he seems to be

right, though the reason why the basement was changed is not

apparent. The basement is in the form of a block of red sand-

stone, and its only interest lies in a small inscription which i>

engraved on it, The inscription consists of 4 lines, and covers a

space of about 16J" broad by 5" high. It is, unfortunately,
so effaced that it is almost completelv illegible, except for

the word gfw in the second line, TT*?f*T: (?) in the third, and

**l*55 in the fourth. The inscription seems to open with;
date v. *o*, but such an earlv date is hardly possible, and it is

i Represented by a symbol.
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probably something else which is meant instead. According to
a small marble inscription set up in the enclosure wall over
the entrance, the shrine, whose proper name was hi Bhavanf
Sankara prasdda, was first caused to be built by rava Vlko, and
then rebuilt by maharaja Ratana Siftgha in Samvat 1901.

Jagalu possesses three other small shrines, but these are
also recent. One is dedicated to Jhaboii, a Pavara of Mukam—

a

village about 26 miles south-east of Jagaju and 21 south-east of

Desanoka somadh
ft

Samvat 1593. ' He is worshipped by the Visanols. The little

temple was built by the Visanols of Jagajii about a century
ago, and the special object of worship in it is a cold,

11 which is

believed to have belonged to Jhabojl.

There are two wells at Jagaju and they have no inscrip-

tions, but for a red sand-stone devaU, which has been built

into the wall of one of them. The inscription on this devafj

is much effaced and for a great part quite illegible, but the

date #^j i\%o [^] *fl«r ?jf^ * (?) can still be read in the first

and second line, and also the name jpr JIT^T (sic), in the

fourth line.

2. Rasisara.

Rasisara is a village about 4 miles south of Desanoka.

and about 10 east of Jagalu. According to the tradition

mentioned above, Rasisara was the first place where Raya Si,

the Sakhalo, halted after leaving Runa. As the name of the

village is evidently derived from Raya Si, it seems reasonable

to conclude that it was founded by him.

I have not visited Rasisara. but my traveller Slta Rama
has done it for me, and has brought from there impressions of

three cfe?;a2t-inscriptians which he found near the well of the

village. The oldest of these is dated in the year Samvat 1288.

the 1 5th day of the dark fortnight of Jaistha, Saturday, and

records the death of a Cahuvana Vikrama Singha. the son of

Lakhana. The inscription consists of 4 lines, covering a space

of 9r 'high bv 14"-14|" broad.

1. wf 3
ii
*N^ \r=c *« *"

2. f%^*ifw^ ^Tiw

3. 5TWHT $3 fW*-

The inscription is important, inasmuch as it proves that the

village was founded before Samvat 1288.

- -

1 This date was given me by the pujari.
-vmhol

« A sort of coat worn by tfdht*. 3 Expressed by a symbol.
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The other two inscriptions refer to two sons of^ rano

Kavara Si, or Kumara Si, the great-grandson of Sakhalo

Raya Si, who died in Samvat 1382 and Samvat 1386 (?).

respectively. Unfortunately, both the inscriptions are so badly

preserved that they are in part illegible, and there is some

doubt even in the reading of the names of the persons to

whom they refer. Certainly the records do not refer to

Raja Si, who, if Nena Si is 'correct, was the eldest son of

Kavara Si and succeeded him, but to two younger sons of

Kavara Si. The older of the two inscriptions is engraved on

a devaU in red sand-stone, under the sculpture of a horseman

and three satis. It consists of seven lines, covering a space

of 1\" high by 18" - 19" broad. The record opens with the date

Vikrama-] Samval 1382, corresponding to the Saka-year 1247,

Ajayajmra, and then proceeds to mention that the S[akhalo]

Vikrama [Si] (?), son of Kumara Si, went to heaven together

with his three wives, whose names cannot be deciphered.

2. *?t <n*^ (?) tffrnriT
a
^ftft 'sft**5^*:

3. 71 ~ *[°»] *ftfTO?tTW»B| 4°*] ^tfalJW (?) «fr ]

5. m^A [f*»r Wr]ji«^«(?) ^Nrhmtf
6. fro>r Wt]*Tinr - -

r 1

The other inscription is similarly engraved on a slab of

red sand-stone, but the sculpture above represents only a

horseman, without salt. This fact possibly indicates that the

man in question died in his childhood. The inscription consists

of five lines, covering a space of 9£" high by 15* -16 J* broad.

It records that Pratapa Si (?), another son of the same
Kumara Si. passed to the other world in the year Sarnvat

1386 (?)

l.
[ ~nf\m | ff3<r \y*[i]

2. (?) «qrf<p] [«t]*tn (?)

5. [sfra] 3h ^g;

.

i Expressed by a symbol. 2 Or <8t° ?
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3. Jegalo.

Jegalo is about 6 miles south of Desanoka and 5 south-
west of Raslsara. It was visited by my traveller on October
24th, 1916. The only old records in the village are two funeral
>tones, or devatis, in memory of Gogall chiefs. The older of
the two is dated Samvat 1647, Asa vadi 8, and refers to Gogall
Samsaro^ a man who. according to the local tradition, served
under raja Raya Singha and Prithl Raja of Bikaner, and
distinguished himself by performing, in the presence of the
Emperor, the feat of fighting for a time after his head had been
cut off. Gogalls are found to this day at Jegalo, and one of
the two jagirdars of the place is himself a Gogall.

4. Paravo.

Paravo is situated about 4 miles east of Jegalo, and 3 south
of Raslsara. It was visited by me on December 6th, 1916, on
my way from Jagalu to Morakhano. The only object of interest

in the village is a chattn covering an inscribed stone record-
ing the demise ot Rathora Mana Singha, a son of rava Jeta Si

of Bikaner. The inscription consists of six lines, and covers
a space of 4|" high by lOf" broad. It opens with the date
Samvat 1653, the Uh day of the bright fortnight of Asadha,

Wednesday, and contains, beside the name of Mana Singha,

also that of his wife, the Kachavahl Punima De, who was
burnt alive with the corpse of her husband.

4. n ^ [sfr>*^ft jnrracft *r%*w ^«ft%

5. D 5ITH ^H [wfta ^SJTJB*r^ «^«TC *?t^T -

The chattn is in the usual plain style, with four square

"olumns. The cupola and the cMjo are very dilapida ted. The

material is the ordinary red sand-stone.
1

5. Ghattu.

Ohattu was visited by mv traveller on November 6th,

l!J 16. The place is about 1(3 miles south-east of Desanoka, on
a straight line The onlv record worthy of notice in the

vi%e is a detwfi-inscription dated Samvat 156.
. ,

referring U
a Devard Teja Si.
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6. Sovo.

Sovo, a village about 9 miles east of Desanoka, possesses

three devali-mscriiptions dated Samvat 1662, 1668, and 1749,

respectively. The first refers to Rathora Savaja Dasa Hinga-

lavata, and the third to Sakhalo Del Dasa, The place was

visited by my traveller on November 5th, 1916.

7. Udasara.

Udasara is about 17 miles south of Desanoka, on a straight

line. The village was visited by my traveller on October 28th.

1916, and he brought from there impressions of six devah-

inscriptions, of which five dated Samvat 1727 (?), 1753, 175/

,

1768, and 1777, and one illegible.

8. HlYADESARA.

Hiyadesara is about 13 miles south of Desanoka, on a

straight line, and 5 miles north-east of Udasara. It possesses

seven devalis with inscriptions dated Samvat 1610, 16/4,

1742, 1750,' 1750, 1752, and 1779, all referring to Pirohitas.

The village was visited by my traveller, on October 29th, 1916.

9. MORAKHANO.

Morakhano is about 12 miles south-east of Desanoka, and

4 south-east of Sovo. I visited the place myself on December

7th and 8th, 1916, and found interesting records of the Samvat

Centurv 1200, and also of the Samvat Centuries 1500-1600.

The chief object of interest 'at Morakhano is the temple

of Susan! , the kuladevi of the Suranas, a gotra of the Mahajanas.

The Suranas derive their descent' from the Sakhala branch ot

the Pavara Rajputs. According to a tradition described jn the

Mahajana Vamsa Muktavali by Rama Lala Gani, 1 the Suranas

descend from Siiro, a son of Jaga De, the well-known Pavara

hero who lived at the court of Siddharava Je Singha, and is

famous for the offer he made of his head to prolong the life o

his master. The particulars of the conversion of the Suranas

to Jainism are accounted for by Rama Lala Gani in this

way. On the occasion of a huge Kabuli force having fallen on

Gujerat, Surd, who was an officer in Siddharaja Je Singha s

army, went to Maladhara Hema Suri and asked for his assis-

tance. Hema Suri first demanded as a condition that Sure an

his brothers Savala and Sankha should embrace Jainism, and tne

condition having been accepted, he gave them the vijayapataKa

yantm, by means of which they were able to rout the enem>-

Thereupon Siddharaja Je Singha welcomed Surd with tne

1 Bombay, 15)10, pp. 46-7.
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words: " sabasa surarana" ("well done, o prince of all the
heroes!") and it is from this phrase that, according to Rama
Lala Gani, the term Surana has derived. The story is. of
course, an amusing fiction from beginning to end ; and the only
reasonable conclusion we can derive from it is that the Suranas
were in origin Pa vara, or more precisely Sakhala Rajput
who changed their name as they were converted to Jainism.
Probably the term Surana is derived from one Suro, who wa
converted, and the Suranas are his descendants. 1

As regards Susani, the kuladevz of the Suranas, then is a

tradition current at Morakhano which is very interesting.

Susani was the virgin daughter of a bania of Nagora. She
was very beautiful, so much that the Nawab of Nagora heard
about her and fell in love with her. He asked her from her
father. The father said that the girl was an incarnation of

the Matajl, and it was not in his power to bestow her on
anybody. The Nawab got angry and threatened to obtain her

by force, whereupon the girl fled into the dessrt to the north.

The Nawab despatched a force in pursuit. The girl, fleeing

alone, had reached the place where now Morakhano is, when
turning round she saw the men of the Nawab on the point

of overreaching her. Seeing that there was no further escape,

she went to a small shrine of Mahadeva that was on the spot

and prostrating herself before the linga, asked the god to bestow

on her his curse so that she might be destroyed and avoid

disgrace. The god granted her prayer. She had proceeded

only a little distance, where there stood a fcera-tree, and the

men of the Nawab were on the point of laying their hands on

her. when the kera split in two, and she was absorbed into the

earth between. The chasm which had opened in the earth,

closed up again, but the two halves of the kera remained

disjoined and grew into two separate trees, and it is between

these that the temple was subsequently erected. The trees are

still to be seen at the two sides, close to the outer wall of the

temple.

The temple rests on a high platform and consists of a

cellar, open hall, and frontal porch. It is ail built in Jesalmen

stone. The external walls of the cellar are carved with figures

of deities and dancers, but the details of the carving have

all been covered with whitewash. The doorway is likewise

carved, but here also the particulars of the sculpture are in

Part hidden under a coating of vermilion and dust.
_

the

tikhara over the cellar is built hollow. The cellar contains a

stone image of the goddess, apparently carved m the same

style as the doorway. Round the cellar, there is a low wall,

built in line with the outer wall of the hall, so as to form an

_ _^—^—*

,TO
J Notice, however, that in a list of 92 Eajput j^.^J* 1 in

MS. 15 of Descr. Cat.. Sect, i, pt. i, the name Surana .9 also included.
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open circumambulator passage. The hall has a flat roof

resting on sixteen pillars, twelve of which are peripherical and

four central. The four central pillars and the two pillars in

front of the cellar are of the ghatapallava style, i.e. charac-

terized by the water-pot and foliage ornament, but the pattern

of the two posterior central pillars differs somewhat from that

of the other four. The peripherical pillars are of the sridhara

style, but they are so overcoated with plaster that it is not

possible to say whether they have any carvings or not. On
one of the central pillars there is engraved the figure of a man
in a sitting posture, which the local tradition identifies with the

Nawab of Nagora. The floor of the porch is connected with

the platform by a flight of eight steps.

The pillar in front of the cellar to the proper left is inscribed

on two faces. On the frontal face it bears a small inscription

of a single line, in part illegible, but evidently containing only

a name, either of a donor or of some visitor. This is the

following :

—

1. tf#M t*T *(?)-*--(?)* -I (?)

On the left face, it bears an inscription of three lines, covering

a space of 3" high by 9£" broad. The inscription is dated

in the year Samvat 1229, and refers to the temple of Susanevi,

i.e. SusanI, but its precise object is not quite clear. The
meaning of bhoi is unknown to me. Laliini (for lahina, fern.)

is used in MS. 12, (g) of Descr. Cat., Sect, i, p. i, in the meaning
of i:

public elargition (?)." Apparently, the inscription records

some perpetual (javajim) elargition made by a woman come
from Sehalakota. As the inscription does not seem to contain

the name of the donor. I wonder if she is to be identified with

the SonI Deva of the small inscription mentioned above

Possibly, the two inscriptions are connected with one another

and the one containing the name Son! Deva simply represents

the signature of the donor to the grant recorded in the other

inscription. Above the latter inscription there is a sculpture

representing a woman standing, evidentlv the donor herself.

I give below the text of the inscription, which is in corrupt

Sanskrit mixed with Bhasa :—

*

1 For references to Son! (Banias), see Jalora Stone Inscription of
Samanta Simhadeva, Samvat 1353, in Ep. Ind.\ XI, No. 4, p. 61.

2 Represented by a symbol.
3 In this case only, the e is indicated by a matra placed before the
ra in the archaic way.aksara in the archaic way.
* Apparently: y^ ^umx
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Whatever the exact meaning of the above inscription, its

chief value lies in the evidence it furnishes that the temple of

SusanI was built previous to the year Samvat 1229. This is

also borne out by the devalis standing by the side of the temple,
and described below. But the temple must have undergone
important repairs in the Samvat Century 1500, as shown by
another inscription, which is set up in the wall partition connect-

ing the left side of the doorway with the pillar immediately
in front. This inscription is on a slab of black marble, and
consists of seventeen lines, covering a space 7§" high by 12

broad. The only orthographical particular worth noticing in the

inscription, is that e and o are indicated by a rrmtrd placed before

the aksara, after the archaic manner. The inscription consist-

of two parts : the first in Sanskrit verses, six in all, and the

other in Sanskrit prose mixed with names in Bhasa. The first

part opens with a homage to the kuladevl SnsanI, then follow

three verses in which SusanI is praised as the universal deit\

and the fount of all happiness to the Surana-zwrasa and her

blessings are invoked (II. 1-6). The next verse mentions a

m Bhurir Dharma Suri as having converted to Jainism the

gotradevi of the Suvana-vamm (11.6-8). The fifth verse is not

completely clear, but refers to the sanghesa Siva Raja a>

having performed a pilgrimage, and having become the support

of the Marudhara, i.e. Marwar country (11. 8-10). The sixth and

last verse contains a praise of Siva Raja's son Hema Raja,

and the statement that it was he who caused to be made

that shining temple of the gotradevi, similar to a chariot of the

gods, with the beautiful lofty spire." The second part of the

inscription contains the date [Vikmma] Sammt 1573, the day

o/ the full moon of Jyaistha. Friday, and the information that

the sanghesa Cahara, the son of Puja, the son of Hema Raja,

the son of Siva Raja, the son of Gosala. of the SnianS-mm&i,

together with a number of relatives of his. whose names are

all given, caused the consecration (pratistha) of the image m
the repaired temple (?) to be performed by srl Nandi Vardhana

Suri, the successor of srl Padmananda Suri.

Considering that Cahara must have been in his old age in

:

Samvat 1573, for by that time his brother (?) Patama De and

his cousin Slha Mala bad already had grandsons in the persons

of Devi Dasa and Mokala, we can approximately n x the date

of Hema Raja in the beginning of the Samvat Century loOO.

As regards the nature of the repairs which he caused to be

made in the temple, it would seem-as is also borne out by the

inscription itself—that they principally consisted in the re-

has the prefix **, meaning sangheSa or sahghapati. Possibly q
|

is wrong*

bitten for ^ in which case Patama De would be the name of

<*hara>s wife and Devi Dasa would be a grandson of Cahara himself.
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building of the sikhara, and possibly also of other parts of the

temple, which had fallen into decay. I give below the text of

the inscription :

—

4».
-u ^ I wtTsi ssftrroft: f^TTO %% *?r fwat I

*t

5. tt n ^ cf^: far farer f^ gjfaspw far ihr*sifa$:
1 f*

^a^rTf^cT^ifinf^^r i **tflTff«
v-»

TfcTT^rrsr (?)

10. in? ^rrfeRn^ srSfn: fire*r*r sannTTi fa^f f ir^1
"

11. TO*nsNrrc:^nOTfaf<*rV«rfa*rf**ft t^rc^ft wfa®

wfhwisnf *rfa wrfirc ^rHfa-

1 Expressed by a symbol.
« Read^^. 3 The original read3 „.
* Read °*f. 6 The orjginal seems to have *wr°
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W^ ^ g«^ cr^ sg^rr% facnrer uftirm-

Wo ftr^T^f ?Tr*rw *f©
N» >»

«^Tlf W< %mfr »-

14. <vm w° h(1)*it wo ^nrr w» ttwt *f • 'rcS* *fo tjwt

5^ w° kjs^: (*°

15. **njk

)

3 i° w *f° ^*i *°wU u^* ^ftei* w°

^irr^TT [ml^rf ^fa^ s^ w° *nwm *° ^w^

16. *nr*w<?r s^r m^r i **ra*r r* sax 4 Mm 6
1
*° 5WT

3=r w° w^^m i[*] h>t *r° t*^ s^ mw-
17. f^ft^i ^^TT^srft«r*«i!TfofTmift:«^Br«?hrai-

cT^t H° *Wf*WTOfr^ s
[ll

*

At the proper left side of the temple of Susani, there is a

group of stone sculptures, consisting of nine devahs or salt-

tablets, a govardJm na or Brtistambha, and an image of some deity

Thev are partly in red sand-stone, and partly in Jesalmen stone.

Unfortunately, the frontal faces of all these records containing

the sculptures and the inscriptions, have been almost com-

plete! v covered by applications of vermilion, which in some

places has formed an incrustation more than three inches m
thickness. From the small portions of the stone that have

escaped the obliteration bv the vermilion, it appears that the

nine devaTts belong to the beginning of the Samvat (
entury

I20(.. and probably all refer to Rajput Chiefs. All of them

bear an inscription surmounted by a rilievo representing the

particular Chief whose death they commemorate, on horseback

aHd his sails standing at the left. In one case »£HP»
visible, as in the devn/1* of Ghanghana' The insertions on

the devafxs were verv short and incorrect if we are to judge irom

1 Read €t»
2 Wrongly written for *T«lf (?)•

• The five aktaras in brackets are a repetition probably due to a mi»

take of the engraver.

* Read *'. 6 Read €t°.
6 Read °«T.

' See - Progress Report" for 1915, pp. 104- l >.
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one which has been preserved entirely. This inscription i^

engraved on the left half of the stone and consists of 9 lines,

covering a space of about 11" high by 8|" broad. It is dated
Samvat 1231, the 3rd day of the dark fortnight of Pausa and re-

cords the death of a certain rajaputra, whose name and tribe i-

not decipherable, and the immolation of his three wives on hi-

funeral pyre. The degree of corruption of the text in this

inscription can be judged by the first three lines which 1 give
below

:

3. f^W *S 4 crq^V

• • •

By far the most important of all these records was the
rjowrdhana

,
which is in red sand-stone sculptured on all its

four faces. On the frontal face it beai an inscription in

northern characters, which cannot be later than the Samvat
Century 1100. The inscription consists of 12 lines, but un-
fortunately only a feu aksarm towards t he beginning of each
line are readable, as all the ft t is covered by a thick incrustation
of vermilion. I tried to remove this with a chisel, but had to
desist when J saw that fragments of the stone were coming off

with the vermilion. From the few aharaa readable. I have not
been able to make out the subject of the inscription. The image
ot the deity, which, as noted above, is found near the devalh, is

on a slab of red sand-stone, and is literal! v all covered with
vermilion except for the feet below.

Other records, though not so important, are found near
the basiyam Saqara, the well of the village. These consist
ol 26 small devalh arranged on a line all made of vellou Jesal-
men stone, except four which are of marble. A few derail-
are broken, and several inscriptions are illegible. All th<
rtewafts with only one exception pa haps «. refer to Bhatl jagir-
dars of the place, who died within the Samvat Centuries 1600

i -on , ,

,ly 0ne m«cnption is dated in the Samvat Century
loOO, and this is the following :—

1. *tsct ^*.8 srn? mint^ * 8 KT^- ^ ^.
2. cfcT %tfft Hw

, ^^ TJttlit $Tll [ 3??]-

3. mft w?t *** *t TO^ *f - -

* Read c% + Read ^ b Read _^
Devo, son oTdu-E"of^K^^-i '?' ****** '° * K*m **"

uo
'
OI tne Kvbhara )ati (sic).

o f
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One of the inscriptions, which is dated in the year Sarnvat
1695 (?), gives, the name of Morakhano as Morakhiydnd gama.
To the present day, the jagirdars of the place are Bhati.

Lastly, there is in Morakhano a Sivalaya, consisting of
~1 * Jl #7 1 • " • ,t m a

shrine and in no
way interesting except for the tradition which identifies the
linga worshipped in it, with the one near which Susan! sought
protection and prayed to be destroyed. The Sivalaya and the
temple of SusanI are the only paJcha buildings in the village

and will continue to remain so for very long, in homage to an
injunction by the above-mentioned goddess that nobody should
build a palcka house within the village territory. This explain-

why the haveli of the jagirdars of the place, though it waa
built very large at the cost of about ten thousand rupees, has

walls plastered with mud like the poorest hut

10. KODAMADl-SARA.

Kodamadesara is a very small village about 11 mile- to

the west of Bikaner. The place is famous for two things : the

tank, which in the cold season is much frequented by grouse

and bustards and only second to Gajanera in celebrity., and the

bank

the tank and is believed to have been brought from Mandora

by rava Vlko himself when he first came to establish himself

in the Jagaju count rv. I visited the place on December 21ri

1916, and found four inscriptions with dates ranging from

Samvat 1516 to Sarnvat 1630.

The oldest of the above-mentioned inscriptions is engraved

on two faces of a Krtistombha in red sand-stone, which is

extant on the eastern bank of the tank, not far from the image

of Bhenl. The UirHstambha has four faces with different sculp-

tures carved on each of them, to wit: Ganapati towards trie

east, Visnu (or the Sun?) towards the south l>.ahma(.)

towards the north, and the figure of a woman, perhaps Fanati,

in the act of worshipping a linga. the emblem of Malmdeva

towards the west. All the figures are standing, even that oi

Ganapati. The inscription is engraved on two faces ot the

stone, i.e. half on the noithern and half on the western face

under the figures. The first part of the inscription consists ot

^even lines covering a space of of* high by of* ^^iT®
second part consists of five lines, covering a space of 4 high >

'!" broad. The characters are effaced in many places espe-

«iaUy in the first part of the inscription, where the stone is

also broken in two places. The inscription reads as follows.

1. TO W< [ rf ] *T% U*M
2. srawpn [

- WTr]T»nn3i
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5. [*ft]*R[TOr] * (?)

6. - *T3[s l «]TTf^T(?)^ ^t

7. *t[v *r]"NW)w

1. *i*r(?) ^tftjrrer^i l[cT f] cT[*]T-

2. C3 H^(?)^r 2 WcTT | (?) flTcTT

4. *fa^W *T[lfq?]«lT: I &
5. *f H3<|: I ^^r(aic)j|fw (?)-

6. « [||*]

1516,

»/

'/

111
' J? --*—w^- ~--^ _.— «.—

yoflra and the Kaulava harana . . . . , the Rathora
mahadhiraya Jodho, the son of raya Rinn Mala, caused the

%« to be consecrated and the Hrtisiambha to be erected

for the sake of his mother Kodama De. The importance of

the record is all in the mention of rava Jodho and of Kodama
De, who, in contrast with the tradition current in Bikaner, is

here clearly aud explicitly described as his mother. It is

evidently from this Kodama De—the mother of rava Jodho—
that the tank, and hence the village, have derived their name.
The information thus supplied by our inscription finds con-

firmation in some of the oldest chronicles of Jodhpur. In MS-

9 (6) of Descr. Cat., Sect, i, pt. i. at p. 96, it is clearly stated

that rava Jodho was born of a BhatiySnl mother, her name
Kodama De, who was a daughter of "rava 1 manga De of

Pugaja. The same information is found in the Jodhpur chro-

nicle known as the Mudhiyafa rl A'Jii/ata. Rammga De is a

well-known name in the chronicles of* Jesalmer,' Jodhpur, and
Bikaner. He was contemporarv with rava Cudo of Nagdra,
and died without male issue, his onlv heir Sado" having been
killed by Cudo's son Araka Mala. After Rananga Des death,
the-.yaflfh of Pugala was usurped bv Kelhana, a son of ravaja
Kehara of Jesalmer, and has ever since remained in the hands
ot his descendants, known after him as Kelhana Bhatls.

*

' Read *T*W. 2 Hen.l *f**T.
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As regards the circumstances under which the talava of

Kodarnadesara came to be called after the mother of Jodho,
we can only make conjectures. The easiest explanation, which
suggests itself and is less inconsistent with the local tradition.

is that Kodama De must have immolated herself on the bank
of the talava. We know from the chronicles, that the other

wives of rava Kina Mala, as soon as thev heard of their

husband's assassination at Cltora, burned themselves in a

unique pyre at Sojhata. Some of the chronicles give their

names ' and amongst these there is not Kodama De. Evidently,

she was not at Sojhata at the time. If we are allowed to

make a conjecture, it is not unreasonable to suppose that she

had gone to her paternal home in Pugala, and whilst there she

heard of her husband's death, and went to the talava, which

now bears her name, and burned herself. Possibly, she heard

the news on her way from or to Pugala, when halting at

Kodarnadesara, and burned herself on the spot. Kodarna-

desara is just on the road from Pugala to Mandora. Rava

Jodhd must have visited the place soon afterwards, for the

Mudhiyara rl Khyata and other chronicles say that it was at

Kodarnadesara that he performed the bariyd or funeral cere-

mony of the 12th dav, after the death of his father. As a

matter of fact, Jodhd took refuge hi the Thaji. after fleeing

from Citora the night when Kina Mala was assassinated, and

topped at Jagalu Kodarnadesara, and Kahuni.4 It was not on

this occasion, however, that Jodho caused the hrtistambha to

be set up in honour of his mother, at Kodarnadesara, but only

1 The names are recorded in the following duhd :

^IT ^1 *PU1ft ^ *** '** '

f^5r% strait *mr* $*w$? « t «

(Mftdhiyara rl Khyata).

Cfr. also :

—

(Amara Sihghaji ra duha, Baratha Narahara Dasa ra kahiya).

9 Cfr. ^^^ ,% wf%*^ ftW*f I

**>w> aifw ww *W <

"

(Descr. Gat., Sect, i, pt. i, MS. 19, p. 1016).

And also :

...
• • •

t* q^ix ^rs t«l **
* *

wi* it* vm <« *» «* "! • ?:V
i a *•. i.

- - A-h?. Tinratha Narahara Dasa ra kahiya).
{Amara Sihghaji ra duha, Barama lw
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death of some Rajput, apparently Fjathora] Mefghaj Dasa,

which took place in Samvat 1542, the 1th day of the bright

fortnight of Bhadrava, Monday. He was likewise burnt with his

wife, a Guhilota. Lastly, the third inscription is on a yellow -

stone devali on the bank of the talavn, and records that in

630, the 13th day of the dark fortnight of Bhadrava,

Tuesday, the Sanghara
his faithful wife, the Rathorl Rupayl. I give below the text

of this last inscription, which consists of only 5 lines covering

a space of 7" high by 8" broad :

3. tfirw^ *&\\-

5. npft KldiU-

11. Nala ra Kua.

The locality of the Nala ra kua, " the wells of Naja'\ is

found about six miles west of Bikaner city, near the bifur-

cating of the metalled road which leads to Kodamadesara and

Gajanera, and two miles south of the homonymous village of

Naja. I visited the place on December 27th. 1916. and took

impressions of seven inscriptions whereof, six belonging to the

Samvat Century 1600, and one to the Samvat Century 1700.

The places of interest on the spot are four, to wit :
_the

group of the shrines, the two wells, and the site of the old lalava.

The shrines comprise different buildings surrounded by a wall

enclosure; the most noteworthy are two: a temple of Pftrs-

vanatha, and a small shrine of DadujI. Both arc comparatively

recent constructions in red sand-stone, probablv erected to-

wards the end of the Samvat Century 1700. The temple ot

ParSvanatha has a marble "image, at the foot of which there is

an inscription of two lines so incorrect and so badly engraved

that I have been able to read only a few ahsaraa in the begin-

ning, containing the date :

—

The shrine of Dadujl contains nothing of interest. At it*

side there is a chattri in red sand-stone, but all covered with

plaster. It is also dedicated to Dadujl and covers, I was told,

the foot-prints of the saint. In front of the temple of Pars va-

natha there are two devolia in yellow Jesalmeri stone :
one ot

the two represents a horseman and a sail and contains an

inscription dated Samvat, lfift.l «f»mn« *« Rl,nti Oonala Da-
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many years afterwards, i.e. after he had redeemed Marwar from
the usurpation of Cltora, and even founded Jodhpur in Samvat
1515.

My own explanation of the name Kodamadesara, however,
is still more simple. The chronicles say that rava Jodho, after

his escape from Cltora, being unable to recover Mandora for

the time, retired to KahunI and resided there for many
months if not for years. Now, KahunI is only seven miles

from Kodamadesara. It is not improbable that, while at

KahunI, Jodho thought of having the talava of Kodamadesara
excavated or rather enlarged—for the depression is apparentl
a natural one—and having it named after his mother to per-

petuate her memory. Whether the excavation was actually
begun during Jodho's stay at KahunI, or only afterwards, we
cannot say, but certain it is that the talava was inaugurated
only in Samvat 1516, as proved by the inscription. Thus the
connection of Kodama De with Kodamadesara would be only
an idealistic one. The fact that Kodama De was not amongst
the satin of Rina Mala, probably indicates that she had died a
natural death some time before her husband's assassination.

Much more romantic, if not accurate, is the tradition
concerning Kodama De, which is current in Bikaner. Thi>
has I think, originated from a confusion of the mother of
Jodho with a daughter of Manika Rava. the Mohila ruler of

Uiapara According to the Khyatas, Manika Rava had be-
trothed his daughter to Sado, or Sadufa, the only son of
Kananga De, the Bhati rava of Pugaia.' Ranahga De had
dissuaded his son from accepting the hand of tlie girl, because
to go to marry at Chapara, he would have had to pass through

f
6 C<

l
Ur

|j
ry °f his enemies

> the Rathoras, who from their
stronghold of Xagora were watching for the first opportunity to
revenge an old feud they had with the Bhatis of Pugaja. But
.>ado did not listen to his father's advice, and went to Chapara.
and married the girl. On his way back to Pugaia, however, he
was waylaid by Araka Mai., the son of Cddo. and in the
struggle lost his life. The Mohila maid, whom he had just
married and whom he was taking home with him, cut one of her
arms and threw it in the middle of her husband's pyre. Then
she proceeded to Pugaia, where she showed her face to her
miner- and mother-in-law as the custom requires, and after-
wards immolated herself in the flames to follow her spouse
mto the other world. This is the storv. which evidently hasSng

K !
° With our Kodama De. '

Besides, the name of

riZil v ^ 1S n
,
0t §iven in anv of the chronicles and she is

Bimpij spoken of as -the Mohila maid." It is probably thi

ITt?nC
!,
tkt has made Possible for the Bikaneri tradition

iS!?!? f
MohUa ** with Kodama De. and blend the

hZ th i ^\ with the stor
-
v of the former, thereby creat-

ing the legend that Kodama D« «:,* * .Whter of Mohila
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Manika Rava who was married to kavara Sado of Pugaja, and
that she became sail on the spot where her husband was slain

by Araka Mala. The talava of Kodamadesara, according to
this legend, was dug from the proceeds of Kodama De's bangles
and named after her to perpetuate her memory. As regards the
connection of Kodama De with rava Rina Mala, it is interest-

ing to note that the Bikaneri legend indirectly admits it bv
representing her as having been betrothed to Rina Mala before
being married to Sado. Curiously enough, the later Bikaneri
chronicles have lost any notion that the mother of Jodho was
a Bhativani Kodama De : the Khyata of Dayala Dasa, for

instance, believes that Jodho was born of a Parihara Ham-
samati. 1

Thus Kodamadesara was founded by rava Jodho in Sam-
vat 1516 Needless to say, the excavating of the tank and
the founding of the village were simultaneous, and the reason

is obvious to anybody who has any knowledge of the con-

ditions of a village in the desert, which cannot exist without a
tank or well The fact that a great number of names of

villages end in -sara, meaning "tank", is significant enough.

The village, as founded bv rava Jodho, was undoubtedly much
larger and more important than the present village is, and the

place must have possessed some attractions, for all the chro-

nicles agree in stating that when rava Jodho's son Viko came
to colonize the Jagalu country, he first chose Kodamadesara
as the best place to build a fort, and actually started building

it and would have established his capital there, if it was not

for the opposition raised against him by the Bhatls of Pugaja.

It was only in consequence of this opposition, according to the

chronicles, that rava Vlkd left Kodamadesara and went and

built his fort on the spot where now Bikaner is Whether tin

above account bv the chronicles is accurate or not. it is dim-

cult to say. but the villagers of Kodamadesara still point to

the visitor a long mound of earth running in two perpendicular

directions, to the north-east of the talava, and identify it with

•lie remnants of rava Vlko's fort. In fact, on the_top of th.

levation, there are in places some traces of a pakka vrall.

The other three inscriptions, which I have found at Koda-

nadesara, are of little interest. The oldest of the three is

incised on a marble >'evati, preserved in the house of the Sadhu

jagirdar of the place. It is dated Samvat 1529. the 5th day of

Me bright fortnight of Magha, Monday, and records the death of

a saba KapS(?V son of saha Ruda(?), and his wife the sati

Kautiga De. An interesting particular in this inscription is

fckat it gives the name of the village as Kodamadesara (A oda-

madesara madhye). The second inscription is on a red sand-

tone di rail near the mound of the old fort, and records the

I Descr. Cat., Sect. i. pt. ii. MS. 1, p. 123a.
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Bhanldasota. The inscription is fragmentary as the stone h
broken just under the third line. It reads as follows :

1. *faor \i°$ cr?qfnr-

4. [<ft

-

A short distance from the same temple, near the wall

enclosure, there stands a Mrtistambha formed of a plain block

of red sand-stone, without any mouldings of any kind. It

bears an inscription dated Samvat 1681, the twelfth day of the

bright fortnight of Magha(l). and recording that on that day.

under the victorious reign of maharaja Sura Singha, the conse-

cration took place of a chattri (?) made by the sutradhara Dedo
Nibavata(l). The kirtistambha has been evidently removed
from its original place, for there is no chattri near it to-day.

The inscription consists of 15 lines, covering a space of 12"

high by 6
J* broad :—

l.
ii wf l

i ^rirwl'w n]

2.
ii
^f^w^srfSra' n

3. || T*iiT^ fffocT-

4*. [h] ^«fN n*Kfl"

5- [«]**:

6. hii] (?) wis \i*\ to m (?)

7. w(?) *?t^ wr# *rc*?rf fa-

8. [it] *ftorT*rc; *it \\\i~

9. izvfoppr^^ ^^ '

io. ^ (?) Wftmfir *rfr *£* \r

11. ItM HTWJ^rfWT I

12. ^ «VTOTr *W^ «*-

13. fir* flrwT[*] «**'"

14. [<] ^T ^[^?K«T **t (?)
*-

15. [far]<*f i ] S* *[*§] I

I Expressed by a symbol.
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•

The two wells are situated side by side, and each of them

has a Brtistambha near by, bearing an inscription referring to the

digging of the well. The Brtistambha of the older well is in yellow

Jesalmeri stone, with ordinary carvings on the four faces. The

figures are: Ganesa facing the west, the Matajl facing the north,

the Sun facing the south, and a figure without characteristic

emblems facing the east. The inscription is under the figure of

Ganesa and consists of 18 lines, covering a space of 19* high

by 9|" broad. It is very badly preserved and in great part

completely illegible. From the portion of the inscription that

has been preserved, it appears that the well ill question was

dug during the reign of raja Raya Siftgha, and inaugurated the

eleventh day of the bright fortnight of Pha/guna. of the year Samvat

1650 (?). I give below the portion of the inscription, which

I have been able to read or reconstruct :

—

2. *Tf«(?) <r^ ^wte(?)^r«»[%(?)] wg-
3. *f^rosf^ fa[<jir$ wti\

4. cTSJT Sft*f[ij ]fcr m[ -

5. *m^\

6. ?TT

7

8

9

10.

11. *n*rg«fj(5W] [fer- ]

13. *pr[5TTf%«rYj5t , ^ fr^-] ^T^13rr.

14. fa(?)*i[«r i ] fl^w^wf[w]
15

16

17. f<ir]ffr«T *ift[a] (?)

18. - -
i ftK ^^ 2

, n ^ n

i Expressed by a symbol. 2 For °
n
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On the other side of the same well, there is a double
compound chattri of the usual quadrangular form. i.e. with two
cupolas resting on six pillars, but it has neither devalis nor
inscriptions whatever.

The kirtistambha of the second well is in red sand-ston<
and has no mouldings of any kind, except for the apex, whicl
is roughly carved in the shape of a lotus. The inscription is

engraved in huge and deep characters on the eastern face of
the stone. It consists of 24 lines of writing, covering a space
of 29£" high by 10£"—10J" broad. It records that the well in
question was dug by Indra Bhana, the son of Gopaja. and his
two wives—a Sakhall and a Rupavata—at the total expens<
of Rs. (?) 9,001 l

, and inaugurated the 8th day of the bright fort-

night of Jaistha. of the year Samvat 1756. The tribe of Indra
Bhana is not specified, but from a sa^-inscription referring
to him, in the village of Na}a (see below), we know that he
was a Vaghora and died in Samvat 1762. Again, from a list

of the jagirs of Bikaner, contained in MS. No. 13, of Descr. Cat.

of Bar. and Hist. MSS., Sect, i, pt. ii, p. 176, \ve derive the

information that he was the holder of a jagir which com-
prehended Nala, Devarajasara, Gusaisara, Unava, Dhiradeyani,
and Deho. The Vaghoras are a branch of the Sonigara Cahu-
vanas, and to this day the jagir of Naja is held by them. The
inscription is given below :—

.5. ?r i *w gwfafa^ ? ]

s fa^ *^~

8. f11J9I {sic) ^^ *r*WTTT *T

10. W? cT% ^«J?t H^WT^: *. R\

1 Understand 9,000; the 1 is often added to round figures simply for

the sake of sood luck.

2For °S||(?)
3 The original seems to read ^ir^ (!).
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12. ^nTt: *[.*] *«. fa a« %r irzn

13. ^fcn* tfNNWbrmaPr

14. ftcTT I
*Ta ^ffaTfnspt «rfr^-

15. sft szq-st w^l*PNPte'w-

16. w$\ zw^t ^tmwsft-^t w-

18. «T ^RTSef [•*] 5*f H^eT \ S?T-

20. ^ g^TI UMH4 Q I II

21. t«o^ Hurt ^w it ^tirc;-

23. sn rwr*5
||

» p

On the site of the old talava, which nowadays is separated
from the modern talava by the metalled road leading to Gajanera
and Kodamadesara, there is a chattri of the usual quadrangular
style, without any inscription, and a kirtistambha near by.

The kirtistambha consists of a plain block of red sand-stone,
and has no mouldings of any kind. The inscription is on the

eastern face of the stone, and consists of 7 lines covering a

space of 8' high by 10|" broad. The characters are much
effaced, especially in the centre, and in places illegible. The
object of the inscription is to record that the talava was caused
to be dug by i, the son of Rama, and inaugurated the

second (?) day of the dark fortnight of Vaisakha of the year

Samvat 1659 :—

1. w^ \in[t ? ]^ fhr[^?]*n-

2. t vwrtf] [fafv] f*(?)c?M?>r

8. ij(?)t^ ^tuOtt^ f%-

6. rr*rr?| (sk) 3»j ^^^
7. [h]^j *wnre*t?j

„

1 The entire name is illegible, but probably was either Naraina or

Paficama, as the two terminal syllables °ina can be still read distinctly-
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Of no particular interest is a small devali walled in the
interior of a niche, which is found near the brim of the present
talava. It is in yelloAv Jesalmeri stone and represents a woman
with a child in her arms, evidently a mother who been me sail
after her son. The date is Samvat 1717.

More interesting are two other devaUs which are found a
little distance from the wells, to the north. Both are in yellow
Jesalmeri stone and stand over a raised square platform. The
older of the two represents a horseman with three satis, and ha>
an inscription of 11 lines, covering a space of IT' high by 8|*
broad, and recording that Dhanno, a Cahuana of the Vaghora
gotra, passed from this world in the year' Samvat 1654, the
twelfth day of the bright fortnight of Pausa, and his three wives
became satis after him. The other inscription consists of
5 lines, covering a space of about 3|" high by 14£" broad, and
records that Hasa, the Jetuhga wife of Bhoja Raja of the
Vaghora gotra, immolated herself on the pyre of her dead
husband, the ninth day of the bright fortnight of PhtUguna, of the

year Samvat 1667.

12. Nala.

About 2 miles almost due north of the wells, is the village
of Xaja. Here the most characteristic feature of the place,

physically, is formed by seven or eight talais, or small tanks,
scattered around the village, which with the thorny shrubs and
trees clustered on their banks, make a pleasant variation from
the monotony of the desolate wilderness of that part of the
country. One of these talais. which is known under the name
of Kesolal

i
has on its bank a kirtistambha in red sand-stone

bearing an inscription of 6 lines, covering a space of Q" high

°y 7£" broad. The date of the inscription is not entirely

legible, but there can be no doubt that the record belongs to

the Samvat Century 1700. The object of the kirtistambha is

to record that the tank in question was caused to be made by
the Parihara Kesava—whence the name of KesoJaL which is

Perpetuated to this day.

2. %&\ 5TT«T^TcT *ff<J \[^~]\

4. *m f^ %*rc irfefra^r

6. *rarrfu[cr]: [»] 3[w] W*3
II

Of the other few recent inscriptions which are found in or
around the village, there is only one which is worth noticing.
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This is an inscription of 7 lines, covering a space of 8"x 11",

incised on the right jamb of a gateway leading to the house of

the Vaghora jagirdar of the place. The gateway is in red

sand-stone. The inscription is surmounted by the print of a

female's hand carved in the stone and records that in the year

Samvat 1762, the ninth day of the dark fortnight of Jetha, Sunday.

Vaghora Indra Bhana went to heaven and his wife, the Sakhall

Amrita De, became sati after him. It will be noticed that these

names are the same as those mentioned in the inscription near

the second well, which is dated Samvat 1756 (see above).

1. II *^pNrT5 W I

*

APPENDIX.
Commemorative songs of the early kulf.rs of Bikanee

It is no exaggeration to say that the old poetry by the

bards of the Rajputs must be given a very prominent place

ongst the sources of information for the mediaeval historyamong
of Rajputana
come into touch with the mod. n bards and has"heard or read

anything of their composition-. In fact, generally shaking.
there is probably no bardic literatim in any part of the world

m which truth is so masked by fiction or >o disfigured bj

hyperboles, as in the bardic literature of Rajputana. In the

magniloquent strains of a Carana, everything takes a gigantic

form, as if he was seeing the world through a magnifying gk*8

every skirmish become- a Mahabharata, every little hamlet

»

Lanka, every warrior a giant who with hi arm^ upholds the

sky. But. if one allows for th< exaggerations, and reduces

things to their natural size, and at the same time denudes the

tacts of all the fiction with which thev arc coated, the kernel

ot truth can still be seen lurking inside.'
1 here is, of course, a distinction to be made between

poems and poems. It is obvious that to have a re d historical

value* a poem must be genuine, i.e. must be conteiiiporar}
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with the personage it is intended to celebrate, or the event it i

intended to record. Posthumous poems are always more or
less open to suspicion, and even when written in a sober ami
apparently impartial tone, they can never be expected to be
so accurate as they would be if they had been written during
the time with which they are concerned. Fortunately, con-
temporary poems are not scanty in the bardic literature of
Rajputana, thanks to the warm encouragement and liberal

support which the Rajput chiefs had been giving to t heir
bards, the Caranas, since the very beginning of the Old West-
ern Rajasthanl period. Every Carana who "ate the salt" of
a Rajput Chief, was naturally bound to retribute his master
and patron by composing poems in his honour, and immor-
talizing with his rhyme the record of his master's feats of arms,
courage, liberality, etc. All the noteworthy events in the life

of the Chief were preserved to memory in the verses of the
Carana, and the Chief had hardly sheathed his sword after an
encounter with his enemies, that the Carana was ready to

welcome him with a song commemorating his bravery. These
songs, composed immediately after the event which they are

intended to record, if seen in a true light allowing for all the

usual exaggerations and the partiality of the Poet, are nothing
short of real historical documents.

The particular class of bardic poems mentioned above
is generally known by the Caranas under the name of sakhn
n kavita, which literally means'' 1 testimonial poetry." This

is in the form of small songs, which are found abundantly

interspersed in the Khyatas or prose chronicles, where they

are quoted as a kind of proof of the facts narrated. Often,

especially when referring to the earliest period in the genealogy

of a Rajput family, these " testimonial," or " commemorative"
"ongs are only later forgeries, but in such a case they are easily

recognizable. If the bardic literature of Rajputana had been

preserved to us in its entirety, we would nowadays possess in

the safclta ri kavita a continuous chain of evidence embracing a

period going from about the thirteenth century A.D. down to

the present time. Unfortunately, the greatest part of this vast

literature is lost. But even the small part of it that has

nrvived, is considerable, and when the scattered fragments are

collected and put together, thev will constitute a source ot

information of primary importance, which any inquirer into

the history of the Rajput- must necessarily take into account

The "small selection of commemorative songs which 1

Publish below, will give some idea of the nature of this pecu-

liar kind of literary compositions, and the help which the

kwtorian can expect from them. They are all songs referring

Jo the early history of Bikaner, from the time of lava Viko, the

founder of Bikaner (Sam vat 1545), down to the time of raja

%a Singha, the illustrious general who served under Akbar.
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They cover, though not entirely, a period of five generations.

Before producing the songs, I must, however, premise a few

words in explanation of the metre in which they are composed

and the language in which they are couched.

Commemorative songs, partaking, as they more or less do,

of the nature of extemporaneous compositions, are necessarily

short. The metres most commonly preferred by the Caranas

for their commemorative songs, are two : the gita, and the

chappaya kavitta. Of these, the latter is wr
ell known from the

Hindi poetry and does not call for any particular attention

here. But the gita, being a metrical composition peculiar to

Dingala, deserves some words of explanation. It consists of four

stanzas 1 of four lines each, but as the number of the instants in

each line can vary from a maximum of 23 to a minimum of 14,

there are different varieties of gitas, which the prosodists have

carefully described and designed with particular names. The

most common form of gita is that known under the name of

choto sanora. In it, each stanza consists of four lines, of which

the first and third numbering 16 instants, and the second and

fourth 15. The first line in the first stanza, however, forms an

exception in that it has 18 instants instead of 16. The second

and fourth lines in each stanza rhyme together. The other

varieties of gita, which most frequently occur, are : the sapan-

kharo, the savajhard, and the vado sanora. The sapankharo is

not regulated by the number of prosodic instants, but only

by the number of syllables. All lines in a gita must have the

venasagdi, i.e. the first and last word in each line must begin

with the same letter.

As regards art in the gita form of songs, there is an in-

teresting particular to be noted. It is this : that the four stan-

zas which form the gita, contain all the same idea or thought

but expressed in a different form and with different words. It is

generally a similitude, which is first expressed in the first stanza

and then repeated in the three other stanzas in a slightly dif

ferent form.* It follows that the circle of meaning or of contents

in a gita is always a very narrow one. It is only one single

fact or particular that a gita generally records, like the capture

of a stronghold, the defeating of an cncnn . the glorious death

of a hero in battle, the gift of a village to a bard, and so on.

The subject is rarely described directly ; it is generally described

)

1 In particular cases, the number of the stanzas may be only 3, and
in other cases it may also exceed 4, but the standard form of gtta has

always 4 stanzas.«*iwa,ys t stanzas.
2 The late Kaviraja Asiyo Murari Dana of Jodhpur, in his famous

work, the Jasavanta Jaeo Bhusana (Jodhpur, Samvat 1954, pp- M*°£
calls attention to this particular feature of the gita form of Dingala
poetry, and comparing it with the different rifts or manners of diction oi

the banskrit rhetoricians-the Parlcali, the Qaudl, the Vaidarbhi, etc--
uggests that .t should be called the Maravi rili.'
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indirectly in a figurative way. For instance, a bard who
wanted to celebrate Raya Singha's liberality and the great
number of elephants he gave away to the Caranas, pictured
Indra as full of anxiety for his elephant Airavata, lest Raya
Singha should take it away from him and give it to some
Carana. Another bard, who composed on the same subject,
represented the many elephants given away by Raya Singha
as throwing up with their trunks the dust of infamy over the
heads of misers. A third one depicted the same elephants as a
congregation of clouds pouring clown rain and inundating the
earth to drown the less generous chiefs. In some gitas the
subject is described in a plain and simple way, without figures,

but such gitas, though they may be more helpful to the histo-

rian, are considered as very poor compositions by the rhetorician.

Lastly, instead of repeating the same simile or figure in all the

four stanzas, the bard often prefers to form a complex similitude

and develop it gradually in the four stanzas, in which case each

>tanza has a separate contents of its own, different from the

contents of the other stanzas. To give an illustration, suppose
the bard wants to commemorate a battle and has chosen for

it the similitude of a rain storm. In the first stanza he will

begin by describing the gathering of the clouds, in the form of

the two opposite armies, and the darkening of the sun by the

dust raised by the marching of the elephants, horses, and men
In the second, he will represent the roaring of the elephants

and the beating of the drums as the thundering, and the

flashing of the naked swords as the lightning. In the third,

he will depict the discharge of arrows, bullets, and balls, as a

downpour of rain and hail : and in the fourth he will probably

<onclude his Similitude by saying that the earth, fecundated

by the rain, produced the harvest of victory

.

The commemorative songs given below were composed at

different times during the two last decades of the fifteenth

century, and the six or seven first decades of the sixteenth

century A.I). posed

I have explained elsewhere > the meaning of the term Dingala,

and have also remarked that, analogously to the division ot the

common vernacular into Old Western Rajasthani and Maravan

(or (Jujarati), Dingaja may be also divided into two stages,

which I have named Old Dingala and Later Dingala, respectively.

The term of separation 'between the two stages, may be ap-

proximated fixed towards the close of the sixteenth century

A.D. The" existence of an Old Dingala stage is ignored by the

bards, uho for centuries have been doing all their best to

modernize the form of any Old Dingala work which they have

preserved, therebv eliminating from it all those phonetical and

morphological peculiarities, which form the most striking

**—"*
I p I t^^ -Mi 1 I I I I I M^^M "II" " " ** ' '

1 Joiirn. As. Soc. of Beng., Vol. X, No. 10, 1914, pp. 375-77.
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difference between Old and Later Dingala. One of these, and
certainly the most evident of all, is the hiatus in the vocalic

groups a'i, ail, which is preserved in Old Dingala, much as it is

in Old Western RajasthanI, whereas in Later Dingala the two
groups are contracted into e, o. Another peculiarity of the Old
Dingala is the preservation of the original i in the termination
of the instrumental and locative singular, and of the conjunctive
participle. It is obvious that no serious attempt at critically

editing an Old Dingala text can be made, unless the editor first

of all proposes to himself the task of restituting into their

original archaic form all those words which have been modern-
ized by the later bards and amanuenses. This is what I have
tried to do in the songs given below, unmindful of the criticism

which the bards of Rajputana will raise against me, for daring
to violate what they regard 88 the traditional and correct form
of their language.

The first song which is given below, is in honour of rava
Vlko, and commemorates his rescue of Pfigaja and Verasala-
pura, two BhatI forts, from the hands of the Muhammadan
who had captured them. Vlko is compared to Krsna, who
lifting the mount Govardhana on one finger, sheltered the
goph from the immense deluge of rain, which Indra had sent
to test his divinity. In the same way, says the Poet, Vlko
sheltered Pugala and Verasalapura, but his action was much
more praiseworthy than that of Krsna, because the latter bene-
fited his own people, whereas Vlko' benefited people who were
strangers to him.

So far the Poet. We now must trv to integrate the in-

formation supplied by him, and find out on which occasion
rava Vlko liberated Pugala and Verasalapura from the hands
of the Muhammadans. Pugala, at the time of Vlko, w as in the
hands of Sekho, a son of Verasala Cacavata the BhatI founder
of Verasalapura. From the Khyata of Muhanot X<na Si.

we know that Sekho had three brothers: Jaga Mala. Jo-aita.
and Tiloka Si. Jaga Mala had inherited Miimana Vahana and a

portion of the territory of Verasalapura; Jogftita Keharora and
the remaining portion of Verasalapura ; and Tiloka Si—though
^ena Si does not state it—had probably inherited Marota.
Kava Sekho is well known from the Bikaner chronicles, and his

relations with rava Vlko form the subject of different anec-

t pi
Khyata of Davaja Dasa—a verv recent chronicle

pt tfikaner. which is locally considered as the best source of

information for the old history of the State—states that Sekho.
wno was a great robber, when returning one day with booty

nf
0I

?i vr
ne,ghbourhoo<l of Multan was overtaken by 400

oi tne Multan garrison and made a prisoner. Thereupon,
continues the chronicle, Sekho'.s wife went to KaranijI-the
wen-known deified Cftranl, who is considered . the tutelar deit>
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of Bikaner— , and promised that her daughter should marry
Vlko, if Sekho were liberated. Karanljl granted the prayer, anil

flying off to Multan, brought Sekho, who, though unwillingly,
bestowed his daughter on rava Vlko. Incorrect and absurd as
the above account is, it is not the less interesting as showing the
tendency prevalent in these later times, to attribute everything
that happened in Bikaner since the days of rava Vlko. and
even before, to the influence of Karanljl. For this tendency,
which is much detrimental to the merits of the princes wh<
with their swords conquered the country and maintained it

in their hands, it is the Caranas who are the only respon-
sible.

Much more ci editable to ra va Vlko on one side, and more
conformable with common reason and with the meaning of

our song on the other, is a version of the same fact, contained
in an anonymous poem in Chandas in honour of rava Jeta Si.

An old manuscript of this poem is extant in the Darbar
Library in the Fort of Bikaner, and it has been described in

Descriptive Catalogue of Bardic and Historical Manuscript*,

Section ii, part i, under No. 2 (a). Though the subject of the

Chandas is principally formed by a description of the exploits

of rava Jeta Si, yet the poem' contains also an introductory

part, in which an account is given of the predecessors of Jeta Si

from Sajakho down to Jeta Si's father Luna Karana. It is

here that, in the part devoted to rava Vlko, we find the

following trustworthy account of the particular event with

which we are concerned. Eava Sekho was a thorn in the ribs

of the Langahs, therefore thev conjured to capture him with

the help of Sekho's own brothers Tilho, i.e. Tiloka Si, and

Jaga .Mala. Apparently, it was the two latter who made Sekho

a prisoner and delivered him into the hands of the Langahs.

Captured Sekho, Tilho with the assistance of his Muhammadan
allies marched on Pugala and took it. But their success was

only a momentary one, for Vlko was not slow in gathering his

army and falling upon the Langahs and their Bhatl allies.

The enemy forces were dispersed, Mumana and Marota were

expugnated, the Langahs were pursued back into their own

territory, and Sekho was liberated from their hands Appa-

rently Jog6, i.e. Jogaila, the third brother of Sekho had also

a part in the coalition and was defeated with the others It

was after this victory, concludes the Poet, that Vlko went to

Pugala in the sarb of a bridegroom and married the da ugnter

of Sekho.
,

_ ..

n The name of the Poet is given as Cohatha, a Baratha

Carana who notoriously lived under Vlko. The text ot tie

£<«, Which follows below, is derived from a manuscript in the

Parbar Library in the Fort of Bikaner. The MS. was written

between Samvat 1615 and 1634, and has been described m
D<*cr. Cat., etc., Sect, ii, pt. i, under Xo. 15 (?).
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jft^T are tu§5 l wmfm |

sunns 2
rfftpjr «fnf

s ^Tfs*n[

^n^ srer?^ f%^re 4
^rf^r p \ ii

^fsf%iT grofrif sffJT^sr

«rft:?
B s^ms; sjbt ifr^ i

/

il* TOTK H*5tT ^§ra sr

«nroT l0 sura ^ne ^ihtr; i 8 ii

l. Praise Vlkd, for he protects [even] the big strongholds
in the jurisdiction of the [other] big raws. What an extra-
ordinary feat doest thou, O Krsna, deem thine of preserving thy
own Gokala ?

2. It is because the Kamandhaja » [actually] cleared away
the clouds [of the enemies] that [so] many monarchs praise that
monarch. [Whereas] thou [contentedst thyself with simply]
keeping over thyself, on one finger, the mount [Govardhana].
whilst the hail continued to fall, O Govinda. 14

3. For having [simplv] made a shelter of that mount
over the goph, the heart of the Adivarn hi » rejoiceth [so much].
[But] Vlko [did much more, in that he] rescued the captured
Puga]a and Verasalapura.

4. Bestowing an unprecedented boon, and displaying an

1 °*. To avoid overcrowding notes, I shall henceforth leave unmen-
ioned cases in which the MSS. write $ for« and #T

3
°ft- 9

°f*Rr. 10 ^T
o

" An epithet of the Rathoras.

the firsfthrl s^anzt
6 *°* "** * different name ^ K«*B

' * *"* °'
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extraordinary energy, [Viko] saved both the strongholds

repelling the Muhammadans. [Tt is only] the good and superior

folk who benefit strangers
;
[whereas] the common folk benefit

[only] their own.
The song that follows, is also in honour of rava Viko, and

celebrates the resistance offered by him to a powerful coalition

which was formed against him by rava Satala of Jodhpur,

ravala Del Dasa of Jesalmer, rava Sekho of Pugala, and the

Khan of Nagora. This event is not even mentioned in the

Khyata of Dayala Dasa, but is described in other older works,

like the Chandas of rava Jeta Si mentioned above, and the Khyata

of MS. 30, of Descr. Cat. of. Bar. and Hist. MSS., Sect, i, pt. ii.

Tt seems that the chiefs of Jodhpur and Jesalmer, together

with the Khan of Nagora, made a coalition against Viko and

invaded his territory. The date is not given in any of the

works mentioned above, but we can safely circumscribe it

between Samvat 1545—the year of the accession of rava

Satala and of the founding of Rikaner— , and Samvat 1548,

—the year of the battle of Kosano, in which Satala lost his life.

Apparently, rava Sekho of Pugala was unwilling to fight against

his son-in-law, but was forced to do so by the ravaja of

Jesalmer, to whom Pugala was in a state of more or less nomi-

nal subordination in those times. Whatever momentary success

the four allies may have scored on rava Viko at* first, certain

it is that thev were unable to reduce him, and at last were

forced to withdraw with scorn, " rubbing their hands," as the

author of the Jeta SI m Chmida says. 1 It is significant that

most of the Jodhpur chronicles are absolutely silent about the

dventure. , ,

In the song, the four enemies are compared to four ele-

phants, that come into the forest of Jagalu to graze. Hut

here thev find Viko, a terrible lion, who confronts them roaring

his throat. Frightened, they turn back, relishing instead ot

i-'rass, the points of the arrows of their powerful toe.

The song is anonymous. The manuscripts in which it has

been preserved, ar, the following: i-Dmr. 0*4 Bn^and

His'. MSS., Sect, i, pt. ii, No. 30, p. lla-b, b-

pt. i, No. 21, p. 666.

Ditto. Sect. ii.

t^rf ^t*f t^«f>

wr«i ^T^f ^^^ 7
H ^

1 *f* TOT f^HT <3TO *%, Jet.Ch.,l 85.

^
2 AB °im. »Bw. * AB

I*
1

•

5 A °t, B °fa.
6 AB *°. 7 AB **
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fl^3 t^f f^TT^f ^VW

tftn wse tft ^if* ^t? i

^rcfasTrerf
l m^ 2 *fiT3

T^rt *> ***re t^^xz n ^ n

svcwt &i§^W s ffr*

^ *C% TO" *W fTW 4
I

6

sm*r ^s fare* wiftor 9

%ht " fhw fira*
12

ffprf

*ra3£ g>«rr^ ^j?«t l3
\\ a n

*rft f^s T^ ^ift:
l7

I

w-ff 20 ^ TTftRrr Sl
f^«nrfx:

22
II * i

1. [Over his] enemies, [who] conjuring together [had
come upon him] with one mind. Vlko [like a lion] raised [his]

terrible paw. [For] near had come the huge(?) bodies (?) [of]

four elephants to graze in the forest [of Bikaner].
2. Single-handed was Viko, and four were the elephant

[and yet] the enemy host could not restrain [him]. He faced
the roaring elephants 23 in the forest, rattling his throat [in

anger].

3. To overthrow his foes, Vlko, the ingle-handed mon-
arch, made his heart firm. And tho four elephants, who had
come upon the den of the lion, threw up their trunks with a
roar.

r

1 A *rftft°, B uk$\°. * a c
*fr, B *yr. 3 A 1 i <s°.

4 AB ^r°. 6 A o^ B o^ 6 AB ^o , A^ B f^
5 AB ^r°. » A mxo

, A^ „ B fa>
2 Bfr°. »SB°^. i* B °T. i6AB°w.
1,AB °^ ,7 AB°t. "Brcrr. i9A«ai3

.

23 WCft^T, from q^ff
proboscis lifted in the air."

t with tb
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4. [Powerful enemies they were], like Satala, Dedd, 1

Sikhara,* and the Barbarian [of Nagora], the mighty archman
[But] the lion Vlko in the middle of the [four] elephants,
prepares himself to fight, expanding his mouth.

5. With force, the son of Jodho cannot be reduced, and
his enemies never fight [him] a second time. After relishinj

the arrows [of Vlko], as if it were the grass of the forest, the
four elephants withdrew.

We now come to Viko's son and successor, rava Luna
Karana,. whose rule, according to the current tradition, ex-

tended from the year Samvat 1561 to Samvat 158.3. One of

his most daring enterprises was an incursion he made into the

territory of Jesalmer. venturing with his horses till under the

walls of that inaccessible stronghold. The following song,

which is a chappaya kavitta, mentions the most important

exploits of Luna Karana. The kavitta is by Goro, a poet

—

probably a Carana—who seems to have been contemporary

with both rava Luna Karana and his son and successor, rava

•Jeta Si Judging from the pessimistic remark with which the

song closes, it seems that it must have been composed soon

after Luna Karana's death, in Samvat 1583.

The" text of " the song is derived from MS. 15 (p. 72a)
;
of

Descr. Cat. of Bar. and Hist. MSS., Sect, ii, pt. i, a manuscript

written between Samvat 1615 and 1634.

5TC* fa^ 6

fSJ3TO5 I

51 SSTCK;

«̂*2re ** ^rtt wros i

Ti^t gr*f 6 f?*T*

*?fa **st ufa 7
sftt: i

flW Wf^trfa urs 8

farwfa »f«nc
9 *s ^t l

fsmw ^fc *fte^ HfliT

msfa 10
TT£

11
<sfe« ftf^T

12

turned
1. With Muhamad Khan he fought, ana

ities of Sind ; then he crushed the stronghold of Jesalmer, as

1 For DeT Dasa. 2 For Sekho.
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everybody knows ; then marching against Hamsl and Himsara

he conquered the country as far as Saraso. [See !] monarchs

are paying him tribute,* and everybody is singing his praise.

Sayeth Goro : in the feud of Vlrama, Luna Karana assembled

a numerous army of his kinsmen, and strove to his best

[But] the decrees of Fate cannot be cancelled.

The death of Luna Karana, which we have found vaguely

alluded to in the kavitta above, is commemorated in another

song, ateo in the chappaya kavitta metre. Luna Karana died a

glorious death on the battlefield of DhosI , where he was met by

the joint forces of the Ravala of Jesalmer and the Navab of

Sind. Though abandoned by a great number of his vassals,

who treacherously stood aside or cowardly fled, the son of

Vlko resolved to die on the field as is the duty of every good

Rajput. The song pays a particular tribute to the loyalty of

Rajadhara, a brother of Liana Karana, who preferred to die

with the latter, rather than abandon him and save himself.

The song is by the same poet Goro and is composed in

Pingala. I have derived the text from the same MS. 15 (p.

12a-b) of Descr. Cat. of Bar. and Hist. MSS., Sect, ii, pt. i.

^iT *ranc *¥* * sns

r^s 9frt Juit *n*ft i

*nr
2
*tjj re *?fr «itf

^sr m *nns: i ^r^t i

*re% sr^T ffa

xm wfa* f%c ifcft I

re^ 3 w ^ffa^

^c <T3 w«m «! %ef^
|

trc mtnfcv *ii?*n#
4

wfar jfkr *rfir *ig faro*

qwwfa * *ts fa it*t

*rf? j?^1% ^t^ fairs 7
ii ^ ii

fH<s*J3
8 xm w£ 9 we*

*w 3>qfc
l0 fre ftar ll

i

J ot 8 °* 3 °*t * °j\\ *^
« =o*°. 7 ^Wt. « °^t. 9 ^ 10 *°.

11 o^
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<IW
l «TT^ " ,%-,J, -J 2

^rifar
8 fafa fa* ^^ ^g^ *

i

^ffa *rf*5 ^frirai^

wftfe fsTOf* ^-rfnjre *

1

f%*re
6 *ww ir^;

qifw^ wfrlN «T^T^
7

I

*ffin tffar *lfa *f^ ff^

wt*wt ftsf
8 is

^iw^rc: wrr* l\ww l0 a*re

t! u t wtfNw ls «re 13 **£ n i

Sifa f%*re 11 ^.-4; 16

font 16 sqf l7 Xj*fa
13 WS I

ta ^tef ww 19
&

Wfr *fe f^WJT^ 20 wtst?

iimc t irt wraTfic

«ifw <re faw t wit

^Tg 33*1
2l

*TcT €fa
«v

w»»rem 22
fspc

2S fr f«ra»W **

*f% 24
*rfr ;j

85 *twt ^UT i

1. "He who can [bear the ignominy of] withdrawing, let

him withdraw ; he who will remain, let him be my companion.

So long as I have breath in my human frame, I will not surren-

der my elephant. Rfl vana gave Lanka to Rama, [but he gave it]

together with [his own] heads

*

7 [For] the duty of the Rajput

is this, nor [is there for him] anything [like] commerce or agri-

1

°w. » °wt s
°jft.

7 °^t. s °afw.
9 °H.

13 ^r. 14 w?Nt. < 5 nit.

19
ww. 80 ^O 21

Wf.
85 °^. 26 *W°.

w

10 ft°.
U %t.

12 «^°-

a7 As is well known , Havana had ten heads.
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culture." [With this determination]—sayeth Goro—rava Luna

Karana. the son of Vikrama, 1 resorted on this earth to the sanc-

tuary of the sword, and acquired renown in the world, and

fought a [memorable] battle over the orb of the earth.

2. "[Cursed be Vibhlsana ! For he] went to join Rama,
and set [his covetous] mind on Lanka, and then, coaxed by the

Raghava,2 did whatever he told [him to do], and saving his

own life, [helped to] destroy millions of raksasas, [till at last]

he betrayed the secret of the bee [in which the stamina of the

life of Ravana lay concealed], and completed the ultimate defeat

[of his brother]."—Sayeth Goro : in the family of the monarch

Jodho, Rajadhara, the son of Vikrama, says :
" At the sight

of the enemv army. I do not fear. I will never do like Vibhl-

na."

3. " I will behave as Kama 8 behaved, or as ravata Jajo 41

behaved. If at seeing the [impending] battle, I seek [safety] in

the jungle, then rava Jodho and Rina Mala 5 will be ashamed [of

me]. Nobody is immortal in this world, and nothing goes with

[him, who departs from this life, but] the liberality, the valour,

the truthfulness, and the good behaviour, these are the compa-
nions at the end [of one's life]." In the Kamandhaja family,

sayeth Goro —all men are veritably called irreprehensible. [In

this spirit], rava Rajadhara fought the battle, and an unani-

mous voice [of praise] remained [after him. to last through] all

the ages.

Rava Luna Karana was succeeded by his son Jeta Si, who
held in his hands the reins of Bikaner from Samvat 1583 to

1598. Fortunate like his father in life, he was similarly un-

fortunate in death, for he also fell in battle, in a vain

attempt to oppose the invading forces of Mala De, his ambi-
tious and unscrupulous neighbour of Jodhpur. Nothing can be

more conspicuous than Mala De's ingratitude, when one knows
that it was Jeta Si's help that enabled Mala De's father, Gago-

to defeat his rival Sekho, who strongly supported by the Khan
f Nagora, contested him the succe ion to the "cadi" of

Jodhpur. From both the Bikaner and the Jodhpur chronicles,

it appears that Jeta Si had a ven prominent part in the defeat

of Sekho and his Muhammadan ally. The Icavitta which I

give below, commemorates an encounter between Jeta Si and a

Juhammadan army, which took place at Jakhanivo—a village

on the Bikaner and Nagora border—the 1 3th d f of the dark

J
Yiko- 2 Rama.

6 -Lhe famous hero of the MahSbharata.- -"«> UUUUU9 nero ot the Mahabharata.A valiant Rajput chief, who on one occasion when the village where
he was temporarily staying as a guest, was assailed by a strong enemy
orce though he would have been justified in leaving the place and saving
h.mself preferred to remain and die sword in hand

6 Name of the father of rava Jodho.
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uncer

A

fortnight of KatI, of tlie }^ear Samvat 1585. I am „
to whether the song is to be understood as referring to the battle
in which rava Jeta Si. fighting on the side of Gago, defeated
the Khan of Nagora. The date given by the Jodhpur chro-
nicles for the last-mentioned battle is Samvat 1586 (the M&dhi*
yam ri Khyata, however, has Samvat 1585), the 1st day of the
bright fortnight of Migasara, and, moreover, the name of the
place where the battle was fought is not Jakhanivo, but Sevaki.
Possibly, Jeta Si and Gago did not fight jointly^ as the chro-
nicles seem to imply, but separately. . The Ma Si rd Chanda
does not mention the place where the battle took place (see
stanzas 247-8).

The kavitta is anonymous, and is derived from MS. 21 (p.

886), of Descr. Cat. of Bar. and Hist. MSS., Sect, ii, pt. i.

?=Ncr fa«r ?rc* «fin*nf
8

i

w^^w if* m$t ^fanrs
2

i

**! * ^<t^ct [^rft*]

w«rr ** %& tffirac
8

i

mfc b

*\k m*$ 6

to sjt *tft "tffa^
z

i

If^* %far 7 wn^ifinirs 8

^jfni^
2 ^tt ^f^re 9

1

^ScT^t 5f^
I0 w%® TCS"

n

Sipaif frit *rfid*3
l2

II ^ II

1. In the Samvat year fifteen hundred and twenty-five,

the thirteenth day of the dark fortnight of Karttika, on Satur-

da .v, a battle took place between the Kanaujas 13 and the

K&bulis,'* [where] the heavenly nymphs [were seen to] alight*

on the earth for the sake of the distinguished heroes. Thus the

Maraas,H the sovereigns, freed the earth, smiting the Muham-

naadans. Engaging battle on the field of Jakhanivo, [they] over-

turned the Khan | of Nagora] with the points of [their] spears,

[hi this way] Jeta Si, the nephew of Jalhana, waged a war

against the Mugals.'*

U

13 An epithet of the Rathorarf. „ _ oo «#*«,*•&U Generical . for " Mulmmmiwlans." >
6 The same as Marwans.
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But the most illustrious of all Jeta Si's achievements was
the victory he obtained over the army of Kamran, the son of

Babar, who after taking Bhatanera had marched over Bikaner.
The victory was achieved bv means of a nocturnal assault, in

which the forces of Kamran were surprised unprepared, and
completely routed. This happened in the year Samvat 1591,
and the event is commemorated not only in several minor ex-

temporaneous songs, but also in two big poems in chandm,
whereof one has already been mentioned above.

The song given below is one of those which commemorate
the afore-mentioned victory. It consists of three cliappaya
kavittaa, each of which contains an independent simile of its

own. In the first, Jeta Si is represented as a goldsmith, who
melts in the crucible, and beats, and weighs, and cuts the gold
of the army of Kamran. In the second, Jeta Si is described as

making the enemy army dance like an acrobat. In the third,

he is represented as a sacrificing brahmin, who makes a sacrifice

of the enemy army in the fire. The song is in Pingala, The
name of its author is Sivo, probably a (a rami.

The text is derived from the same MS. 15 (p. \{)a) of Duet.
Cat. of Bar. and Hist MSS., Sect, ii. pt. i.

©v

wft; *rfc
2
ifte f%*re faw

*r sirefa $fS3
i

wr vzstxu fa^- *
i

*fi3ft 6
*rfc mw<3 6
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against the weights of gold, 1 Sayeth Sivo : the son of Luna
Karana [lastly] passed [it, under the form of] spears, through
the jan&ri* [of the enemy bodies]. [In this way] rava Jeta Si

broke and wrought the army of Kamaro, as the goldsmith does
with the gold.

2. Jingling horse-bells and elephant-bells were adapted
to the feet [to produce] as it were the music of anklet bells,

coats of arms [were put on] in the place of bodice, warlike
trumpets were sounded [in the place of ordinary] drums, hel-
mets were put on on the head in the place of flowers, the time
was beaten with the swords, the loins were girdled up for a
strife, and the body of the enemy was curved with blows. [In
this way] the invincible son of rava Luna Karana—[sayeth] the
poet Sivo : I am telling the truth—, rava Jeta Si made the arm;
of Kamaro 3 dance [like an actor] in an acrobatic performance

3. Arranging [his] threefold army like the kunda, as it

were, whilst the blood was streaming from the many wounds
like the ghee, and [pouring in] the horses, Hie men, and the
elephants like the flour, as it were, [he] instantly formed tin

determination [to accomplish the sacrifice). The [cloud of]

dust appeared like the [column of] smoke, and the [flashing]
swords split up like the flames. [Then], taking the heads of

the enemies as the cocoanuts, whilst the vultures [for the
sake of the] flesh, were assembling Hike as many brahmins] in

the sacrificial ground, the son of Luna Karana performed the
sacrifice of the battle. Sayeth the poet Sivo : [in this way]
rava Jeta Si maketh a sacrifice [of his] enemies [in the fire], and
feankara putteth on the skulls—the ashes, as it were, [remain-
ing from the fire of the sacrifice].*

i

The task of revenging Jeta Sis death over Mala De, the

unscr
mg tfikaner from his usurpation, fell to Jeta Si's son and su<

cessor, Kalyana Mala, lie repaired to Saraso and from there
began to ravage the portion of the Bikaner territory which had
been occupied by Mala De, meanwhile looking for an opportu-
nity that would give him the means to accomplish his designs.
ine opportunity soon presented itself when Vlrama De Diida-
vata, dispossessed of his domains of Merato by the same Mala
ue, went to the court of Ser Sail to offer his services and obtain
•evenge in return. Kalyana Mala, accompanied by his brother

i.e. rails and masas.
2 A brass plate with holes of different sizes, through which the gold
n passes the eolrl t.n mot,, u s_a. . i:

' esmith
3 Kararan.u ivamran.

coml n«!r
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nS Hl

f
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wirworl A
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u
h E,iroPean languages have no equivalent*. Un-

necessary to Say
, all the beauty of the original is lost in Such translations.
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Bhiva Raja, was not slow in joining Ylrama De at the imperial
court, and according to the chronicles, had a principal pari in

inducing Ser Sah to undertake against Marwar that expedition
which ended in the complete rout of Mala De and the suhji

tion of Jodhpnr. The date given by the Jodhpur chronic*
for the last-mentioned event is Samvat 1600.

The gita given below is a psean of triumph and exultation
for the punishment thus inflicted by the imperial forc< on tin

arrogant Mala De, and the crushing of Jodhpur. The imperial
army is likened to an immense rock, and the credit of bringing
it over Jodhpur is all attributed to rava Kalvana Mala.

The song must have enjoyed a certain popularity in pre

vious times, for I have found it contained in no less than four

manuscripts. These are : A-Descr. Cat., ii i. MS. 8, p. Ha ;

v>-Descr. Gat., i. ii, MS. 30, pp. 161&-6 ; c = De$cr. Cat., ii, i.

MS. 21, p. 120a; i^Descr. CaL. ii
;

i. MS. II. p. 466. Th-

name of the author is given as (Vvrana Hamira in MS. A, but in

Ms. C the song is attributed to [Vlthu ?] Siljo Na[ga]rajdta,

^itMwft6
fii^n *f*mf«i7 wot i \ ii
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12 u **•

13 BCD place stanza 2 in the place of stan ?a 3, and vlcc versa.

14 C rcfi. 15 A reads this line as follow ^f% ?$ *«**! *«T"t
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i

mftnre 55c % l
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2
*re ^s* *x s

jrffsnn: wt^c ^nfe * 5)ft 11 ^ 11

**<n wrra ^^gnn l0
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1. When, at the reverberation [of the crash] the other
monarchs trembled in their heart [only then] the world knew
the deed of the son of Jeta [ft]. [For]' Kalyana had brought
over the Mandovaras " the great 1

'2 Emperor, like an immen-
surate rock [to crush them].

2. [On the one side] the Afuhammadan warriors (?)

charged together in the battle, [and on the other, (he men of

Mala De] abandoned together their manly strength and their
homes. Like a powerful imponderable <tone, the Sultan fell

with a thud over the breast of rava Mala [De].
3. At the very first knock. Mala | DeJ lied abandoning

[his] domains and [his] warlike spirit, and the earth was
cleared by the destruction passed [over it

18 bv] Sura, [the
Emperor,] whom [Kalyana Mala) had brought—for the revenge
ot rava Jeta [ Si]--like a huge (?) stone, [as it were], to crush
Jodhpur.

4. Crushed were the enemies, and avenged was the feud,
and Mala [De] was ruined, whilst the grandson of [Luna]
Karana, the ornament [of the Rathdras], overflowed [with joy]-
Ine great Ra va was repelled, and the city of Vlkd trium] >hcd, and
the earth [became safe under its] protector. Kalyana Tat hdra.

The following song, which is likewise in the form of a gil"

comm.anorates an expedition, which Kalvan Mala must have
imciertaken against the Bhatis at some period during his reign.
JNo mention of this expedition is found in the prose chronicles,
DUt the silence is not surprising when one knows that the

* A <*, B °fe, D °m. 5 A |w
K /' O

7

C °* *ftw* (for vfw fa$), A ^^^
****"• fl CD ^TfNt *r#wr.

A reads the line as follows
: *T3 «*t<ft^*&* *T^ ^*S<

.

" The RSthdfM of Jodhpnr
Literally: inconceivable

Amara 8ngka,t rS data, I'.an.tha Nmnhara Dasa ra kaybja- 235.

n
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Bikaner chronicles are very deficient in particulars with regard
to the reign of Kalyana Mala, Probably the reason of this

deficiency is that the last-mentioned rava had do opportunities

for distinguishing himself in any military exploit of some im-

portance, and the events that happened under his reign were

all of an ordinary kind. But silent though the chronicler ma\
be in such cases, the bard is always wakeful, and looking, as he

does, to things through his magnifying glasses, he does not (lis

criminate between ordinary and extraordinary events. To him

all that tends to add to the merits and fame of his sovereign, is

equally important, and if the particular deed is but a small

one in itself, he has the power to magnify it a hundred times.

The expedition recorded in our song was probably of only e

secondary importance, perhaps a small punitive expedition

against some BhatI raiders, but was successful, and this per-

mitted the Poet to exaggerate it poetically and represent the

Bhatis as utterly defeated and unable ever to recover from tlv

blow. Apparently, the expedition must have been chiefly

directed against Vikupma, which was possibly captured, and

its defenders pot to Hight.

The g'lhi is found in MS. 21 (p. 406) of Descr. Gal. of Bar.

and Hist. MSS. ,Seot. ii. pt, i, and is attributed to Maharu Cago
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1. Now that thuuhas. assembled [agiiinst themt^p^ud
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Bhatls, as long as they Jive, will never forget the [blows of the]

hands which thou hast brought [upon them), O Kalyana.
2. With the blow, which thou—O lord of encomiator.v

epithets, pure both from the paternal and Hie maternal side
marching to battle, administeredst [to them], thou struckest
down theKhiyas 1 [of Verasalapura], and [also] the Kelhanas 1

and [their] stronghold of Vikupura . with the force of [thy] sword.
3. Now that thou hast assembled [against them thy]

powerful army, [enemy-] slayer Kald,8 and hast punished
[thy] great enemies with the force of [thy] sword, the Bhatls no
longer inhabit Vikupura, [but] have fled' for their lives as far
as the Sindh.

The reign of raja Raya Singha, the successor of Kalvana
Mala, coincides with the period of the highest ebb in the his-

tory of Bikaner. His distinguished services in the fields of

Gujarat, SlrohL and the Dekhan. had endeared him to Akbar,
and in a few years his domains had been considerably increased,
so as to include, at one time, even Jodhpur, the rival neighbour
of the south. The rich booty made in the imperial campaigns,
and the prosperity consequent upon the increased power and
the efficiency of the internal administration, had turned into
the sands of Bikaner a flood of wealth, which had never been
known before. Simultaneously with the augmented prosperity
there had grown a taste and a liking for poetrv and literary
culture, of which Raya Singha himself was a most fervent
patromzer. Scores of poets flocked to his court, and his praises
were sung night and day, whilst his unparalleled generosity
was at the same time a good theme for poetical composition
and a most effective stimulus for the poets themselves. The
songs m honour of Raya Singha are numbered by hundreds.
and no other Ruler of Bikaner ever had s ( , ,,i,u, panegyrists as
Kaya Singha had. Selecting a few songs from such a rich
Harvest is indeed embarra- ing, but 1 will leave aside all songs
referring to military exploits, and confine myself to two which
celebrate two of the most characteristic features of the reign oi

-ayahingha: the prosperity inaugurated b him and his gene-
rosity to the bard ~

•
.i ,/'rst of tlle tuo soag* « anon vmous. It is contained

His l/'vvVf ..

foll'-in,:-A= IXsrr. mi. oi Bard, and

« Iftftf n' %£" "' P*- *• Ms - 6
< V 71a; I* = Ditto,m.U,

v- S) m '''
H (

'" Progre*s Repoft
"
etc"

for 1915i

1TH *ft ^flT ^TJO 7 reT |

2 t
H
uf orl 'ranchofthet5h5tis.

5

An abbrevated form of Kalyana. s C **. * AC '*•
A * BO °*. 7 AC o^ A^w (f<)r ^ ,0)

_
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1. "In the Patala there is Bali.27 and [so] I cannot stay
[there], and in the Heaven there is Karna 27 sowing prosperity.

[Now] in the mortal world there is Raya Singha, who [has taken
to] beat me. Where can I stay, Hari ? "—sayeth Poverty.

2. " In the City of the Serpents there is the son of Viro-

cana as who keeps me off; and in the City of the Immortals

[fif51 A ffT^T*. C WWfrW. B c* 2 BC ^°, A TT

s C ^r°, B ^ft*. * AB r^. C °vr. fc A °g*, BC °s*.

6 C ft* , r ABC °x.
8 A fare, C fro. 9 ABC °*ti.

BC *. • i A °m B xmiri*, C S*^fc.10

12 A c^7
BC <mT<?T ,8 A faspfffa**.

'* A f%^°, B vf°, C ^e^ .

lf> AB °f, C *f*<m
16 B <«TK ,, c *JTf*fm<*.

17 ABC f.
18 A c

*.

19 B reads the line as follows : 3TTJT S*f «!** faTWt c substi-

'8 the following : %WW W*JI STO»n? 9lWff •

24, C 5w. 25 AB aim, C air
86 AC °t.

known
Indian mythology. In the bardic literature, they are celebrated as aonore

for excellence, the former for having surrendered his domains of the

heaven and earth to Visnu, and the latter for his large donations of gold

tO thfl hral,mi»„ '
"

•?) Rolito the brahmins.
'

'

» Bali.
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there is the rule of the son of the Sun. 1 [Now] in the City of

the Men [there has been born] the son of Kalo, 2 a donor of

wealth. Ananta ! what shall be the sort of Poverty, to-

day ?"

3. " The donor of earth 3 would not keep me in the

Patala, and the donor of gold 4 has closed [before me the doors
of] the Ifcailasa. [Now] on the face of the earth the donor of

elephants 5 [has also taken to] beat me. O Visnu ! in which of

the three worlds shall I [now J make my abode ?
"

4. After inspecting the [three] worlds of the Serpents, the

Immortals, and the Men, Hari sayeth :

—"[For thee] there is

[still] one place [left]. [There are] the houses of the enemies
brought down by [Raya] Singha. Go. Poverty, and make [thy]

abode there."

The other song of Raya Singha, with which I am going to

close this small selection of commemorative songs of the early

rulers of Bikaner, celebrates, as has been already anticipated
above, Raya Singha's unparalleled liberality to the bards. In

those golden times of Rajput life, when swords were never allowed
to rust nor steeds to rest, and the bard was always wanted at

the side of the warrior as a witness of his deeds and a singer of

his praises, the lavishness of the Chiefs to the bards had known
no limits. Lakha-pasavas, or gifts equivalent to a lakha of

rupees, had become quite an ordinary thing, and krora-pasavas,
or gifts equivalent to a crore. were not unheard of. But a sava

krora-pasava, or a gift of 1J crore of rupees, and these in cash,
was given only by Raya Singha, who thus established a record
of liberality which, so far as we know, has never been surpassed
since.

%
The particulars of the fact are related by Dayaja Dasa

in the following manner. Sankara, a Baratha Carana. had
pleased Raya Singha with his verses, and Raya Singha ordered
his minister Karma Ganda to pav to the bard one crore of rupees
from his royal treasury, the minister had the 10 thousand
bags counted, but before giving them to the Carina, insisted that
Raya Singha himself should inspect them, hoping that at the
sight of such an enormous amount of money, the Raja might
repent of his lavishness and reduce the amount. Raya Singha
saw through his minister's mind, and inspected thebags >

and
then said

:
" Is this one crore ? Whv, I thought one crore was

something more
!
", and ordered that the bard should be given

one crore and a quarter.
The song commemorates the above-mentioned act of

prodigality, and was probablv composed soon afterwards. To
understand the meaning of the sons one must know that the

6

1 Kama.*** *****

3 Raya Singa, son of Kalo, an abbreviation of Kalyana ^lala.

6 Tf • 1, ,

* Kania - 6 Raya Singha.

wfir„ nil!
3 W

e

!!,
^own that lakha-pasavas , and much less krora-pasavf-

were never paid in cash entirely but only for a small part in cash and the
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bards always used to compare the liberality of their patrons to an
ocean, whereof each wave is a gift Of course, the cunning idea

underlying in the comparison is that as the waves of the ocean
are numberless, so should be numberless the gifts of a really

liberal Chief. The above comparison is made the subject of our
song, but it is further developed in that the krora-pasava, which
formerly represented the utmost a Chief could be expected to

give, is described as the boundary of the ocean, i.e. the shore

which Raya Singha has overrun, with the result that the earth

has been inundated and the other princes have been drowned
in the flood.

The two manuscripts from which I have derived the text

of the song are :—A= _Descr. Cat. of Bard, and Hist. MSS., Sect,

ii, pt. i, MS. 6, p. 656, and B = Ditto, Sect, i, pt. ii, MS. 1, p. 2166.

In the latter manuscript, the song is attributed to Adho Duraso.

^« ^ cTS * cT£ ^TT
10 H^r«wft 11 wra l%

I

18 TrrTMrll *9T*-tl b
^r^T ^ft ^SffT

18 *3TW U TT3T

L6 **%tj siraw ii ^ II

20

*rra tret* * 19 €N f**tft.

rest

and
in kind. A lakha-pasava, amongst other ^SlSl^m!^
an elephant, and the total value was computated as equaling one

a, but in fact it never equalled this sum.lalcha, but in fact it never equalled

1 AB °*. 3 B *j°. 3 AB «*' * B °T B B *

6 B *r°. 7 B ^sr. * B fawt (for *F»*

i»B^ 1 1 B °< 12 B °w*.
18 B C

'- '* BW"T

16 B °*t <e A wl, B wr.
17 AB «*•

l8 B ^.
^ ' <\ n n A oft- n TX °ar

19 B T^g; (for t° m). «° AB c
¥-

21 A ™ »

araft
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^, B m* *T*r

|. 86 B *¥•
86 B^
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T£ TSftW l
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2 ffaTO
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fasrc <rfc 3ni

4 w ^fTii i

to^ktc 6 g*rc
6
flftiij

7

*i^3f
8 n-** * *m ujr *rfag

9
n 8 i

1. firm

and huge ocean [of thy liberality] to the bards [used to be re-

strained], Raya Singha
; [but this time] by turning up a wave

nnm:

wned

over [the boundary], thou hast surprised [all] the other kings.

2. What thou promisedst, thou hast given, son of

Kalo
(

10
), and so immense [has been] the wave of th\ liberality,

that, pushed away [by the force of the flood], the other cr

[monarchs] are drowning [in it].

3. Those twenty-five lakhs which thou, swelling up, hast

given in addition to the hundred lakhs, Navasahaso (")!, [have

spread] over the face of the earth [so 1 hat], tumbling over and

over, the other kings are drowning in the flood.
4. Over has run the water of the ocean [of thv liberality],

Vikapur6 ('*), and the other kings h ve been swept away leav-

ing their pride. [Though many a king may] set up a royal um-
brella and [wear] a crown, [yet] in front of thy prodigality no-

body can set his foot.

L. P. Tessitobi.
Bikaner, 25th February 1917.

8 B 335*. 7 B f%r »&. s B^ 9 B *v .

|0 An abbreviated form of Kalvana Mala.
1 An epithet of the Rathoras. '

12 An equivalent of " Bikaneri."

' ^/
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By P. F. Fyson.

[With Plate IX.]

I lie Pine-apple as is well known consists of an
of numerous spirally placed flowers, the perianths of
contiguous and form the edible row*. ~t +u~ t„„:*.

aggregate

which are

Notice.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE IX

t?:~ 'PUa Anf^-imnA J*-»#^«r*o/\»-»^rt TV»rt Mt\£* ^»» YM/3rro r%r

DIRECTION FOR BINDING.

To face Plate IX of the Journal and Proceedings of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series, Vol. XIII, 1917, JNO. o,

p. 254.

multinucloar " plasmodial " bodies

TT

parasitic fungi, and a somewhat similar phyllody of grain

-

Plants is known to be due to various species of Sclerospora.

0ne of the Oomycetes. I have not been able to find any record
01 phyllody being traced to a plasmodiu in , as appears to have
°een the case here.
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[With Plate IX.]

ihe Pine-apple as is well known consists of an __
ot numerous spirally placed flowers, the perianths of which
contiguous and form the edible nnrt ^t +u

e
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig- 4
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vascular bundles^ ^ bodies
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the figure. . showing &«
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oparasitic fungi, and a somewhat similar phyllody of grain-

plants is known to be due to various species of Sclerospora,

°ne of the Oomycetes. I have not been able to find any record

°* Phyllody being traced to a plasmodiuni, as appears to have
been the case here.



15* Note on a Malformation

(Ananas sativus, Schult).

By P. F. Fyson.

[With Plate IX.]

kno
of numerous spirally placed flowers, the perianths ofScontiguous and form the edibl* n*i* ^ +£ are

Notice.

Foreign Societies who favour the Asiatic Society of Bengal
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Mr. Bernard Q,

Street, zu senden.
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to Parasitic fungi, and a somewhat similar phyllody of grain-
Plants is known to be due to various species of Sclerospora,
°ne of the Oomycetes. I have not been able to find any record

?* Phyllody being traced to a Plasmodium, as appears to have
been the case here.



15- Note on a M
(Ananas sativus, Schult.)

By P. F. Fyson.

[With Plate IX.]

The Pine-apple as is well known consists of an aggrega^
of numerous spirally placed flowers, the perianths of which are
contiguous and form the edible part of the fruit.

In the specimen shown on the screen it will be seen that
the whole inflorescence is broadened out considerably and has
assumed an appearance which recalls on a gigantic scale a
variety of the Celosia cristata L. of horticulture. There is also
a general phyllody of the floral parts, so that while in places the
separate flowers can be distinguished, along the central ridge
this is not possible.

This monstrosity was brought to me by Mr. LI. Jones of

Madras, who has for many years grown choice varieties of the
fruit in his garden. He had, he told me, several plants spoilt in

this way, this year, but had destroyed the others. The specimen
had been cut off above the leaves, so that there was no chance
of keeping it alive, and with the idea of following the develop-

ment of any possible parasitic organism, it was allowed to dry,

and not preserved in fluid.

Sections were made from the axis of the inflorescence, and
examined for fungi, but no hyphae were found. In certain

parts, however, the tissue was seen to contain bodies which
appeared to be of a plasmodial nature. They possess no cell

wall, and as will be seen from micro-photograph shown on the

screen, vary considerably in shape and size. Some are confined

to one cell "only, and have one nucleus, others spread through

two or even more cells, and have several nuclei. The tissue

so attacked is the general ground parenchyma, a few cell-layers

below the epidermis ; and as the plant dried and the tissues

shrank the parts most affected, and especially the phyllodineous

1oral
i
>arts , became black. No spores or resting cells were seen.

The cause of the malformation appears therefore to have

been an intracellular plasmodium, which had entered the plant

probably through the roots.
• Malformations of different kinds have long been studied

and a considerable literature has grown up about them. .But

the earlier study was directed mainly to the evidences afforded

by them of the morphological identity of different organs of

toe plant. Several have in recent years been shown to be due

to parasitic fungi, and a somewhat similar phyllody oi gram-

Plants is known to be due to various species of Sclerospora

°ne of the Oomvcetes. I have not been able to find any record

oi phyllody being traced to a plasmodium, as appears to have

been the case here.
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16. Notes on the Ecology of the Nilgiri and Pulney

Highland Plateaus

Madras
»/

The science of Ecology as compared with other branches of

Botanv is so young that it is hardly surprising that little has so

far been done on the Ecology of Indian areas.

In this paper an attempt is made to indicate some points

of Ecological interest in the Flora of the Nilgiri and Pulney

^^% I **^ 4* rf~X **^ m ^ft **^*plateaus.K MM If-* I 11**

There are two facts of special importance, which appear to

the writer to render study of these areas of some interest m
relation to Ecological problems ; one is their comparative

isolation the other is the uniformity of certain factors which

are often of considerable importance. The narrowing of prob-

lems is almost always of the greatest value m *e"^^-
ff

.

The two plateaus stand mostly^^ «^
h

a^^? ^
though one or two peaks run up to 8,000 ft. The underljmg

rock is much the same throughout, an^ dec^^™?^e
morphic rock, charnochite, and the jjotajl - » •«££
very similar all over. We nave iiuu w ---

u-innWp* and
calciphobous species, nor to distinguish YnXSere^ceTh
xerophytes. This, however, does not exclude localdiffeHmces

the U; which may be light «d£*, o^^ornch m
humus, or in swamps deficient in oxygen.

sutrolv of
every variation in tfiat-important>«^>aJ
water to the roots—a factor varied still tuitner o>

,water to the roots—a tactor *"^T,
ith the c00i shade of

hot sun on the open downs, as contrastrtwiw
diffefences in

the moist wooded hollows. We have also grea

light, a factor which seems to * *«"^£b^M gr°ow in
first, importance in determining union specie

any particular habitat,
sTjecies which belong to

1 do not propose to numerate the specie *

this or that particular type oi sigatiom ^long properlj
as such lists are in the studv of Ecoio^

particularly
to the paper which is to be read at 1 isur^> of fe& Section,

interested, rathe, than to a paper£t a^aeet g ^ ^
It is proposed only to draw attention ro

points in distribution and captation.
t tion8

. where the

Taking first species of the anesi
throUgh, we find

•soil is very thin, the«^^^wl and the

almost always the shrub, <>9^K/* VJ> j>ent%. while Anaphalis

undershrub.Anisochilus
dysophylloides, Benth,
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Bournei, Fyson occurs everywhere on stony hill sides. In

Osbeckia Wightiana there is no -well-marked adaptation which

would explain its presence in these situations. In every visible

character, except the peculiar scales of the calyx tube and a slight

silkiness of the under sides of the leaves, this dry open sun-

loving species is almost indistinguishable from Osbeckia reticu-

lata, Bedd. which occurs in woods and moist ground. The slight

silkiness of the under sides of the leaves seems too slight a

protection against transpiration to account for the difference

in habitat and is matched by the coarse hairiness of the leaves

of the other species. This adaptation of hairiness is well shown

in several species of Anaphalis, A. travancorica, A. Beddomei,

A. neelgerryana, A. brevifolia, and A. Bournei: as contrasted

with A. Wightiana and A. aristata which grow in moist places,

and have green glandular leaves, though they also are white

underneath. A. travancorica and A. Beddomei occur as

densely branched rounded shrubs along the tops of the preci-

pices which bound the downs near Kodaikanal, where they

are enveloped , every afteruoon during the summer months with

the dense mist that rises from the plains, and, at other times,

are exposed to strong dry winds. In company with other

species of Anaphalis the leaves hang for a considerable time

after they have died, so that the lower stems are thickly

clothed with these dead leaves. The suggestion is hazarded

that a certain amount of absorption of water may take place

from the air entangled in the interior of the bush. Ana-

phalis neelgerryana which grows specially on bare crags

on the Nilgiri plateau, but not on the Pulneys, shows the

further adaptation of the leaves being closely packed together.

In Anisochilus dysophylloides, which, as ho- been mentioned,

grows in the driest situations, the leaves are crowded and

fleshy and arranged, curiously for a Labiate, in six not in four

rows. Smooth fleshy leaves are well shown in Kalanchoe grandi-

flora, Wight and Arnott, which occurs abundantly on the Snow-

don to Dodabetta ridge on the eastern side of Ootarainund, and

very prominently also in two epiphytes, Peperomia reflexa A.

Dietr., and the orchid Saccolabium filiforme Lindley. This

latter shows the interesting peculiarity of having flowers ot

different colours on the two plateaus. On the Nilgiris they are

pink, on the Pulneys orange streaked with red. No other

difference can be made out. Since the plant is an epiphyte, the

difference cannot be due to any difference in the mineral salts

of the soil. It seems to be a clear instance of a mutational

change, all the more remarkable because in cultivated flowers

pinks and yellows are not, as a rule, interchangeable ; the former

colour being usually dissolved in the cell sap, the latter, with

red, contained in special plastids. «
While on the subject of adaptations to xerophytic condi-

tions, what seems to be a curious anomalv deseives notice
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Blumea hieracifolia, DC grows near streams, often almost in

the water and has thick leaves ; while B. neilgherrensis which
grows on the open downs where the soil is often very dry, has
thin aromatic and slighthr woolly leaves; and another species,

not identified, which occurs on the very wettest spots on the
downs, has very excessively hairy leaves. Again Exacum atro-

purpureum, Bedd., one of the Gentianaceae, grows especially

near running water, on rocks near waterfalls and in the beds of

streams, and has leaves much thicker than the closely related

E. Wightianum, Arnott, which grows on the open hill sides. It

may be that plants which are exposed to the greatest alterna-

tion of wet and dryness, as in situations near streams which
certainly dry up in the dry months from January to April,

have more need of xerophytic adaptation than those which

grow in soil that is never so wet and never drier. Otherwise it

is certainly curious that there should be this contradiction of so

universal a rule.

Coming now to the grassy hill sides where the soil is deep

enough to allow of a rich and varied flora as soon as the summer
rains begin : the commonest grasses are the purple Ischaenium

ciliare, Retz., the silky auburn-coloured Pollinia phaeothrix,

Hack., a coarse hairv-leafed Arundinella, and the Stork's head,

Heteropogon (Andropogon) contortus, Beauv. The smaller herbs

have., for the most part, hard and glossy leaves, as in Polygala

sibirica, L., and are often distinguished by the erect position of

the leaves. This is seen in a comparison of Viola Patrinii, DC.

with the shade-loving V. serpens, Wall., and Pimpinella Les-

chenaultii, DC. with P. Candolleana, W. & A., from which it is

otherwise hardly distinguishable except by the ripe fruits. Of

under shrubs, two species of Leucas have narrow hairy Leaves,

and are, in other respects also, very nearly alike. But one L

helianthemifolia . Deaf, is most abundant on the eastern side of

the Nilgiri platen u . near Kotagiri, and also on the Pulney downs

near Kodaikanal ; the other L. suffruticosa, Berth, takes its place

on the western side towards Pykara. This seems to be a

seasonal difference, for the western side is wettest m the sum-

mer from the S.-W. monsoon, the eastern side and the fulnexs

near Kodai get most of their rain later on in November The

eastern and western sides of the Nilgiri plateau are also distin-

guished bv the abundance of the two shrubs Dodonaea wosa,

Linn, and Rhodomvrtus tomentosa, WivM, the Hill-gooseberry

on the former ; and of Hypericum mysorense, Heynt on the

°the

What appears to be the direct effect of the ^i™"™*£
regard to the supply of water is illustrated in a species of Knoxy

,

one of the Rubfaceae. This species, Knoxia mollis \ . ,
A

is one of the commonest plants everywhere except m ru*

shade or on bare rock. It oeeurs in*^^^^S
the one in drv hill sides has a loose corymb of flowers standing
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well above the uppermost leaves ; the other, which is found on
the banks of streams and in the moist ground that borders a
wood, has the inflorescence condensed into a rounded mass close

down on the top pair of leaves.

Coming now to shade-loving plants a definite difference in

. the position of the leaves when compared with those of the
open downs has already been noticed. They are also in general,
as would be expected, much larger than in the open, though not
always so. The flowers are either small and inconspicuous or
large and white. This is well illustrated in the small epiphytic
orchid Eria braccata, Lindl. which from a flat tuber not half an
inch across bears solitary white flowers over an inch hi diameter

:

and also in two epiphytic species of Coelogyne. C. nervosa, A.
Rich, and C. odoratissima, Lindl. when compared with C. glandu-
losa, Lindl. which grows on open rocky slopes.

These epiphytic orchids have, as often happens, tubers in

which water is stored, and in Eria braccata, Lindl. (E. reticosa,
Wight) the tubers which are quite small, less than half an inch
across, are covered with a raised network of v. icularbundlesfrom
between which the parenchymatous tissue has decayed away.
This fine network would hold water that ran down the branch
of the tree on to the tubers. Two orchids which grow on ex-
posed and rocky slopes are sharply contrasted in regard to

their water-storing adaptations. Coelogyne glauclulosa, Lindl.
has large banana -shaped tubers which swell during the rains
and slowly shrink in the dry weather. Aerides crispum. Lindl,
which grows in much the same sort of locality, has no tubers,
but the long thick roots run laterally along the natural ledges
of rock and form a collecting ground for soil and debris washed
down from above. In the earth so collected various small
herbs and grasses take root and form a compact sod. two to six

mches deep, in which water is most effectively retained and
easily available for the orchid. The root of this plant have a
velamen exactly similar to that of epiphytic Bpecies, in which
alone the velamen is usually the subject of notice. It ems
probable that the usually accepted explanation of the value
and function of the velamen should be modified and that it

should be regarded not merelv as a modification for the special
purpose of absorbing intermittent rainwater, but also as being
an absorptive tissue of use to roots in soil ; and of special value
as being much less easily damaged bv dessication than are the
root-hairs.

These orchids seem also to illustrate the direct effect of illu-

mination on distribution. The two species of Coelogyne men-
tioned as shade plant occur, as far as I know, onlv as epiphytes
in the shade of trees

; one, that just mentioned, onlv on absolute-
ly open rocky slopes. Of Aerides also one species, A. radicosum,
a mch., is only an epiphyte, the othe A. crispum Lindl. grows
only on sunny rocks. The leaves, stem tubers and other
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vegetative parts are almost exactly the similar. Between the
two species of Aerides, in fact, the only real difference lies in the
shape of the flowers. Taken in conjunction with what has been
pointed out in regard to the two species of Pimpinella and of
Osbeekia, of which one in each case grows on the drv hill sides,

the other only in damp and sheltered spots, and with what is well
known of the many other species which occur only in special situa-

tions, it would seem that in the diagnosis of species greater stress

might well be laid on physiological characteristics of this kind,

not indeed to the exclusion of morphological characters but in

addition to them. In this connection it may be pointed out that
if there is considerable latitude in the conditions under which
many plants will thrive in nature, so also is there in the habit

of the plant the shape and hairiness of the leaves and in the

other external features on which species are founded. Much of

the work of Herbaria is in the critical re-examination of species

which have been lumped together or separated by previous

workers. And it must be conceded that the differences be-

tween species is ultimately a physiological one, and that the

morphological characters are but expressions of the living sub-

stance within. Physiological differences cannot, of course, be

determined in the herbarium where ultimately the critical deter-

mination of species must be made, though they could be made
use of there if known ; but for the identification of species in

the field and their recognition from printed descriptions, the in-

clusion, as part of the diagnosis of such characters, would often

be of great assistance to the collector. And reciprocally were

more stress laid on these, more notice would be taken of them

by collectors and advance on Ecological lines would be rendered

more rapid and secure.





17. The Dramas of Bhasa: A literary study.

By A. M. Meerwarth.

The following is a lecture delivered by the author in the

rooms of the Asiatic Society of Bengal on the 6th July, 1917.

It is an attempt to show some prominent literary features of a

collection of dramas edited recently in the Trivandrum Sanskrit

Series and attributed by their editor to Bhasa, a famous

dramatist anterior to Kalidasa.

Seven y< rs ago Mr. Ganapati Sastri, the learned editor of

the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series, discovered in Travancore a

palm-leaf manuscript containing ten dramas. Two more

dramas were found on another manuscript, also in Travancore.

Systematic researches yielded more material, and finally the

lucky discoverer saw his pains rewarded by a series of^manu-

scripts containing thirteen dramas not known before. No indi-

cation was, how ever, given in the works as to the name of their

author Mr. Ganapati Sastri undertook therefore the difficult

task to collect all the evidence available—unfortunately it is

verv scanty—and to come to a conclusion as to the author and

the historical period of the dramas. His conclusions are

:

(1) The thirteen dramas have been composed by one and the

same author
; (2) this author is Bhasa, whom Kalidasa himseit

calls a famous ancient poet
; <3) this author lived at a very

early period, at any rate before Buddha.

If I speak in this lecture about the dramas of Bhasa, 1 do

so only for convenience's sake: it does not mean that 1 share

the learned Sastri's opinion. The time has not yet come to

give a final answer to the questions about the author or the

authors. Only so much can be said with absolute certainty,

that the dramas are later than Buddha, as Buddhist monks

play a part in t hem and are quoted several times, it is. now -

ever, not my intention to discuss these intricate problems in a

popular loct ure. I wish to draw the attention of non-Sanscr t

-

ists to an unknown ancient poet of first magnitude and discus-

sions of the Shakespeare-Baconian type have a fatal tendency to

kill the interest in the subject. Let me therefore aequo.mt >o

with some of these masterpieces and point out their mam

characteristics.
, . . . „, frnm

The subject-matter of our dramas has been taken
J™*

various sources. Two are what we may call historical plays.

Their titles are
" rratijnayaugandharayanam or *;«g*n -

dharayana who is true to his promise, and Svapna vasava-

dattam" or Vasavadatta, the dream-appantion Jt
,

1S ^.
they do not relate incidents of which we have any historical
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j>

knowledge ; but we can with a great degree of certainty identify

several characters in these plays as well as their historical

period. Both plays are without doubt the work of one author.

They have the same peculiarities of style and language. Even
more ; the second play, " Vasavadatta," is the sequel to the first

one and contains several allusions to " Yaugandharayana.
The historical setting is the period before the unification

of Northern India by Candragupta Maurya, a period with

which we have been made familiar by the Buddhist scriptures.

The Ganges valley and the adjacent country was split up into

a number of petty principalities, which were in a constant state

of rivalry and war. The greater ones, especially Magadha and
Avanti-Ujjaini, tried to reduce the smaller ones to a state of

feudatory dependence. The smaller ones, as far as they did

not voluntarily surrender, used every possible means to save

their liberty. Spies and bribes were common, political mar-

riages were considered to be of great importance. On this

historical background our poet has painted a number of magnifi-

cent human portraits, the chief figures of our two plays. For

this is one of our poet's main qualities ;
he has the power to

draw living, breathing, human portraits of great psychological

reality, and does it as a true dn matist by action and not by
verbose description.

The plot of the first drama is the following : Pradiota, the

warlike king of Avanti, to whom his contemporaries gave the

proud title of Mahasena, i.e. Great Warrior, has spread his po

litical influence over all the princes around. Only the small

country Vatsa-Kausambi, ruled by prince Udayana, has managed
to remain independent. This is unbearable to Mahasena's
pride and interferes with his

|4
world-policy." But he is rather

afraid of Udayana \s prowess and still more of the skill of

Yaugandharayana, Udayana's chief minister, Ee has there-

fore recourse to a ruse. Udayana besides the usual qualities

of a stage prince, as beauty, prowess and an excellent character,

has a special gift, hereditary in his dynasty. He possesses a

veena the sounds of which tame even the wildest elephants.

He is naturally very proud of this wonderful gift and does not

miss an opportunity to use it. On this passion of the prince

Mahasena builds his rather simple plan. \t is a variation of

the Trojan horse-trick. A huge elephant is made of wood,

painted blackish-grey and placed so skilfully in the dense jangle

that the deceit can be discovered only at a very short distance.

Behind the elephant in the jungle a force of select warriors is

concealed under the command of Mahasena's best general.

Udayana promptly falls into this trap. Too proud to tackle

the animal with all his hunting-companions, whose number
would have more or less equalled the number of the enemies,
he advances towards the elephant accompanied onlv by a fe«

friends. As soon as the prince is near enough, Mahasena's men
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fall upon him. He puts up a heroic fight, but the odds against

him are too heavy. All his followers except one are killed and

after a long resistance he sinks to the ground, exhausted and

unconscious. Covered with wounds he is taken to Ujjaini.

Yaugandharayana learns too late of this plot to warn his

master, but he is decided to save him at all costs Open war

being impossible with the prince as a hostage in the enemy's

hands, ruse must be pitted against ruse. A hint is given to the

minister in a miraculous manner by the divine sage Vyasa, who

appears and leaves a madman's garb behind him. This serves

him as a disguise, and together with another minister in the

cloak of a Buddhist monk, and the prince's buffoon who dresses

as a religious mendicant, he steals himself into Ujjaini to release

ill ^ TY1 1-^1" £*T*

The young king has meanwhile met with an exceedingly

chivalrous treatment at the hands of Mahasena A brave

fighter himself, the king of Avanti appreciates gallantry m his

enemy. He keeps his royal prisoner in the coolest part ot the

palace, and Udayana recovers quickly. Meanwhile the intrigue

of the faithful servants develops. Yaugandharayana has gradu

allv filled the palace and city with his spies and devises a cun-

ning plan which he explains to his friends at a sec******
But here a new difficulty arises. By some accident U^yana

has seen the king's lovely daughter Vasavadatta and she has

seen him. The inevitable happens ; the two young people
^
fall

at once in love with each other. Udayana naturallv refuses

leave his prison which the visits of Ins beloved co,\™*»£
paradise. He puts forth his ultimatum ;

either I ^getter

with Vasavadatta or I remain prisoner. K*P"™"££
finds a way also out of this difficulty. One ot his»»"»
mahout of Vasavadatta's elephant, and on a da pi

e^
uu^

arranged the loving couple elopes. The foltM^f^^
bead of the small force which he has f^^ ove r -

Ujjaini covers their flight, manfully hghtmg^ «
_

whelming odds ; but his sword is broken and he has o^u

render il his enemies. He is prepared to sufferJh .utmost

penalty for his &<$£j$22tf^^
rto^rh: he^^rttt he forgives plover, and

will hale the proper marriage-rites formed ojert^ por

traits. Needless to sav that the queen .
Mahasena s consort,

a considerable share in this noble dwjot mmfeter He
.

The central figure of the&>^»g£^A one
. . hvely drawn, ne shows sc>^™^»^
which an other qualities ™-fi%^££S!^
faithfulness to his master. This is Deauuiuuv r

promise to save Udayana (1st Act, sloka 14)

.
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In Mahasena's town 111 be with him,
In prison with my lord, in jungle deep.
Yea, should they kill him, die with him I will
To be his servant in the world to come.

This splendid devotion keeps him to his dangerous task
and allows him to despise death. When after his last heroic
fight he is taken to Mahasena's palace, wounded and in fetters,
he savs :

—

t/

I've helped the king of Vatsa to escape.
'Tis true I am in chains and doomed to die,
Because my sword has failed me in mv need

;

But I brought freedom to my lord and bliss
And thus I say

: the victory is mine. (4th Act, sloka 5).

At the same time he has all the qualities necessary for his
dangerous exploit. Thus Udayana's mother speaks of h im when
she implores him to save her son : "He is my son's friend and
councillor

;
he is shrewd ; he is not afraid of danger ; he does

not lose heart before obstacles; he does not despair when
deceived by the enemy ; the blows of fate do not discourage
him. On the other hand, though he is not an old man he has
not much understanding for the romantic sides of life. Love he
thinks rather a nuisance and an obstacle to his plans. The
attairs of his master's heart have exactly as much interest for
him as they are of value for the state. As a matter of fact he
could well say that he was the state ; for his roval master had

V l̂

uahfeies of a gallant knight but none of a ruler. In
v augandharayana our poet has draw n a stern, manlv figure. A
ripe strong character with decidedly manly feelings. Love to
his master and friend, a high conception of his own post and its

auties, coupled with a strong desire for fame, are the mainsprings
oi nis soul. His antagonist is Pradyot;. Mahasena. He is a
Kinci ot Napoleon in a small way. But the poet did not intend
to snow us Mahasena the concpieror. Only once the king men-
tions his political successes :—

"The mighty princes follow me like slaves :

Iheir golden crowns are coaled with the dust,
that on the road si rike up my horse's hoofs."' (Act

sloka 3).

UthHH* *?*.
ac
?
uainted rather with Mahasena the man, the

St™*-^ h
V
sband

- The Poet has chosen a very interesting

ch^r S^°W US SOme of the intimate traits of the kings

famil^r!'
a
^7-

to allow us at the s -l 'ne time a glimpse into the

h^ii! °i

1S time
- V^avadatta. the king's only daughter

for thJ I i

marriageable age ; a number of suitors have asked

deekinn 7 the
,

Vnncess, but Mahasena cannot come to a

chamberla
ex

'
)lail!s the reasons for this hesitation to his
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Mahasena. I wish the man whom for my child I choose
To be the scion of a famous race.

He should be soft of manners, kind of heart

;

This is of great importance for a husband.
I want him handsome ; for it's women's way
To love their husband more when he is fair.

And lastly, gallant should he be and strong

To ward off danger from his tender bride.

Chamberlain. I am afraid in our time all these virtues

together can be found only in Mahasena.
Mahasena. I think, therefore, all a father can do and is

bound to do is to choose the husband for his child with the

greatest care. All the rest we must leave to fate. At any rate

that's how I have learned it. However the time when the

daughter is given away brings always misery to the mother.

Go therefore and ask the queen to come here.

Chamberlain. Very good, your Majesty. {Exit).

Mahasena. I must say since this embassy from the Maha-
rajah of Benares has arrived I am constantly thinking of

Shalankayana, (this is the general who has been sent to capture

Udayana). How long is it since he went to capture the

king of Vatsa ? And no news up to now ! No doubt all the

councillors of the king watch with anxiety the spot where he is

hunting, and every precaution has been taken to save him.

(Enter queen and chamberlain).

Queen. I greet you, my lord.

Mahasena. Pray, be seated.

Queen. As it pleases my lord. (Sits down).

Mahasena. Where is Vasavadatta ?

Queen. She has gone to the northern wing, to the music -

room and is practising on the veena.

Mahasena. She is studying music ?

whim come from ? . , ,

Queen. She happened to see, how Kanchanamala played

the veena and now she's got it into her head to learn it too.

Mahasena. Yes, she is quite a child still.

Queen. And she asked me to tell you

Mahasena. Well, what is it ?
t

Queen. She says, I wish father would give me a teacher

Wher

Mahasena. be

talks about studying. Let her husband teach her.

Queen (weeping). Has the time really come to give my

daughter away % .*

Mahasena. Here you are. You never gave me a moment s

Peace : our daughter must be married, our daughter must be

married
! What is it you are crying for now ?
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Queen. I want her very much to be married. But to part

with her is so hard. To whom will she be given ?

Mahasena. We have not yet arrived at any decision. •

Queen. Not yet ?

Mahasena (aside). That's just the trouble :

1

Tis shameful if the child remains a spinster

;

And if she leaves her mother's arms, it's tears.

Thus love and duty wring a mother's heart

;

Whate'er she does it's misery for her.

(Aloud). Anyhow our Vasavadatta has attained the age

when she should attend to her father-in-law. To-day another

embassy has arrived, Jaivanti, the teacher of the Maharajah of

Benares. I must say this suit rather attracts me. All I have

heard about the prince is very much to his advantage. (Aside)

She does not say anything. Of course how can she speak when
she is crying. Well I shall tell her every thing in detail. (Aloud)

Now listen my dear, I want to tell you which princes wish to

marry into our family.

Queen. What is the good of going into all these details ?

Give her to a good man with whom she won't be unhappy after-

wards.

Mahasena. Oh no, this won't do. It's easy for you now to

say, Chose a husband. But who will have to bear the blame
if things go wrong ? Kindly choose yourself, my queen. Listen

now. There are several princes who wish to marry into our

family ; the King of Magadha, the princes of Benares and
Bengal, the Lords of Surashtra and Mithili and the prince of

Shurasena. All are very eligible suitors. Each of them has

highly attractive qualities. Now whom do you want to become
our daughter's husband ?

(Enter chamberlain in great hurry).

Chamberlain. The King of Vatsa.
With this dramatic effect—the chamberlain merely wants

to announce the capture of Udayana, but anticipates without
knowing it the final result—ends this scene. It is a pretty
example of our poet's power to draw a life-like picture with a

few deft dashes.

Here we have the loving and worried father, the courteous
husband, patient and full of understanding for his wife's

troubles
;
on the other hand, the mother led onlv by instincts

i u
h
!i

f°rCe °f custorn
f
even the flattering courtier is clearh

sketched with a few words. Mahasena is a man of impulses.
He is quick to hate and as quick to forgive. In his first joy
over the capture of Udayana he orders that the prisoner should
be shown to all the people " like a lion captured for sacrifice.
Kut as soon as he hears that the prisoner is severely wounded
his generosity, which is very often a marked feature of quick-
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tempered persons, lets him at once forget his hatred. He is

himself astonished at this sudden change of his feelings and
says :

—

How strange it is : at first when he was proud

,

I hated him. But when they brought him here,

I could not find ill-feeling in my heart.

And since they told me of his sorry plight,

That he is wounded and his life in danger,

I feel the deepest sympathy for him.

He repents his former hostility with great vehemence and
cannot do enough to make Udayana's fate easier. The finest

trait is his order that no mention of the unlucky fight should be

made in the presence of the prisoner. Throughout it was the

poet's aim to give us a psychological study not so much of a

king as of a gentleman. Mahasena is certainly one of the

liveliest and truest characters of Indian literature, lovable.

simple and straight.
" Yaugandharayana " is an essentially manly drama.

There are only two feminine characters, the queen and a servant.

"Rnfli aro ^ iiffi^ i™™vrfono^ Ma.nlv imsHinna. manlv aims

\

strive with each other. Even Udayana's romance is introduce I

only as retarding moment.
'
- Vasavadatta , the dream-apparition " is , on the other hand

,

essentially feminine. Its subject is the self-sacrificing love of a

devoted wife. Vasavadatta. Mahasena's daughter, ranks with

Savitri, Sita and Damayanti as an exalted expression of the

Indian ideal of a wife's devotion'.

Udayana and Vasa vadatta have been married for some

time and their happiness is boundless. But the political

enemies of the King of Vatsa have no understanding for romance,

and one of them overruns the state. Udayana is compelled to

flee, and lives for some time in Lavan.ika, a frontier town. Th«

situation does not improve, and Udayana's ministers come to

the conclusion that without help from outside Vatsa would

cease to exist. The only hope is to win the support of the

strong power of Magadha. This can only be done if Udayana

marries the sister of King Darsaka. Padmavat 1. But here

arises a difficulty. He cannot make the princess his first wite

because he is already married ; on the other hand, he cannot

ask the princess of Magadha to be his second wife. Of course

the author of this marriage-scheme is our friend Yaugandhara-

yana, He finds again a way out of the difficulty, it is a

cruel solution ; but when the interests of his state are at stake.

he does not spare anybody, least of all himself. Vasavadatta

must disappear for some time. She must disappear m a maimer

that Udayana believes her dead andean honestly ask Padma-

vati to be his wife. Vasavadatta is made to agree to this plan.

How, we do not know, as all this happens before our drama.
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But she consents to sacrifice her happiness for the sake of her
husband's honour and her adopted country's existence. On the
pretext of a hunting expedition Udayana is removed from
Lavanaka, and meanwhile the palace of the royal pair is burnt
down. The young queen and Yaugandharayana leave the
country in disguise. The general opinion is naturallv that both
have found their death in the flames. When Udavana is in-
formed of the disaster he nearly dies with grief. But thanks to
the efforts of his faithful ministers he gradually recovers.
Meanwhile the fugitives have left Vatsa behind them. Vasava-
datta is disguised as a Brahmin woman under the name
Avantika, while Yaugandharavana, who accompanies her, is
dressed as a sadhu, and calls himself her brother. Thev arrivem a grove near Rajagriha, the capital of Magadha, at the
moment when Padmavati pays a visit to her brother's widowed
mother who has retired there. The voung princess grants a
boon to everybody present, and Yaugandharavana seizes the
opportunity to carry out his scheme. It is of great importance
that the two queens should become friends. This would make
the final revelation of the truth less painful to all concerned.
Inerefore he asks Padmavati to take his sister under her pro-
tection until his return from a pilgrimage. He adds that his
sister s husband has gone for a journey. The whole plan is
very cunningly concocted and worthy of the crafty diplomat,
it is true his conscience is sorelv troubled over' the sordid

fu
a
TiZ he has to use

!
but itis the saving of the state and

the fulfilment of the u ill of fate. For it has been predicted by
the astrologers that Padmavati should become the wife of
Udavana.

This young princess begins to love the king of Vatsa from
the moment she hears of his bereavement and his grief. Pity
is always a short-cut to tenderer feelings. She would not refuse

mfort At the

atrt
time Vasavadatta's beautv, noble bearing and sadness

awasen m the warm-hearted, enthusiastic girl a great friendship

prin
Vasavadatta t0° fe < '* deepl v aft racted by the lovable

Pal .- /avadatta lives at the court of Rajagriha as
raamavati s friend. After some time Udayana visits Darsaka,
radmavati s brother, and king of Magadha. on a political

th^
n

'A t
*mPresses the latter so much that he is offered

„in7 ?* Padmavati. Udavana accepts, seeing the great
political advantages of this union. Padmavati is overjoyed,

nnil
weddm8 takes

> P^ce after a verv short time. But the
poet Keeps our interest concentrated on the drama which takes
place in the soul of Vasavadatta. Her love, the strong passion
oi the wife who has been happily married, struggles against her
-l-mM H,s

;

Mld.,ty and Ik,. ^, u>u ,-„,. ,,Jl<lmslvat i. She to

spared nothing; she has to listen to the exuberant talk of the
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young bride who is full of the virtues of her husband. It costs
her tremendous efforts not to give herself away, though the
strain is sometimes heart-breaking. The following short scene—
the third Act of the drama—may give an idea of the master-
fulness and delicacy with which our dramatist has drawn the
psychological picture of this heroine.

Third Act.

Scene ; The Garden of the Royal Palace.

{Enter Vasavadatta : she is sad and thinking Ueeply).

Vasavadatta. The great court -yard of the ladies' quarters
resounds with the merry noise of the wedding. I have left
Padmavati there, and have come here into this quiet garden.
Perhaps I shall be able now to overcome the grief which fate
has laid upon me. O, how miserable I am. My husband belongs
now to another woman. I must sit down. (She sits down on a
stone bench). Happy are you, wife of the Chakravaka-bird.
You cannot live without your husband, you die. And I cannot
throw this life away. Only the desire to see my lord keeps me
alive.

Second Scene.

(Enter servant with flowers in her hands).

Servant. Where has the lady Avantika gone ? (Searching)
Aha, there she is, sitting on the stone-bench that is overhung
by the creeper Priyapu. She looks so unhappy. She must
have very sad thoughts. Like the moon enshrouded in mist
she looks, and not a single jewel does she wear on her dress.

I'll go to her. My lady ! Avantika ! I'm looking for you all

the time.

Vasavadatta. What is it you want from me ?

Servant. The queen has said, " Avantika is of high caste,

she is devoted to us and is very skilful. Let her plait the

wedding-garlands.

Vasavadatta. Yes; and for whom am I to plait these

garlands ?

Servant. For our princess.

Vasavadatta (aside). Even this I must do. gods, you
Me cruel.

Servant. Don't think about other things now, my lady.

99

ahe bridegroom is already leaving the Crystal-bath. Please,

please plait as quicklv as you can.

Vasavadatta {aside). I cannot think of anything else.

(A hud) Have you seen the bridegroom, my girl

!

Servant. Oh, yes, we have looked at him ; the princess out
of love and we out of curiosity.
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Vasavadatta Tell me, what is he like, the bridegroom ?

Servant. my lady, I have never seen such a man in

my life.

Vasavadatta. Tell me, good girl ; is he really as handsome

as that ?

Servant. He is just like seven gods of love only without

bow and arrows.

Vasavadatta. That's enough.

Servant. Why do you stop me ?

Vasavadatta. It is not meet for me to listen when another

woman's husband is praised.

Servant. * Now work quickly, my lady, work quickly

!

Vasavadatta. Give me the flowers. (Working., aside) Here

I am plaiting. Oh, how miserable I am. (She chooses a flower

and gazes at it) What do you call this flower ?

Servant. We call it "husband's life."

Vasavadatta (aside). Of these I must put many into the

garland both for Padmavati and myself. (Choosing another

flower) And what do you call this flower ?

Servant. We call it "rival's death."

Vasavadatta. These we need not take

Servant. Why ?

Vasavadatta. The king's first wife is dead, so we do not

want this flower.

Third Scene.

(Enter second servant.)

are

Second servant. Make haste, my lady, make haste! They

already leading the bridegroom into the inner court.

Vasavadatta. Alas ! Is this true ? Here take it {gives her

the garland).

Both servants. How beautiful, my lady. But now we

must go. (Exeunt.)

Vasavadatta. They are gone. (Weeps) Oh misery, misery

!

My husband belongs to another woman. I don't want to think-

If I only could fall asleep I might perhaps forget my grief.

(Exit.)

The princess is married3d and happy. Udayana too is sin-

iful, merry bride ; but he cannot forgetcereiy toncl ot his beautiful, merry bride ; but he cannot lorg^

Vasavadatta, his first love, with whom his soul is bound up for

ever. In the fourth Act this struggle between the old love and
in

alk

—— «**w av/u*xuax xifU L' JULIO Oil Ug^lC UCIVVCCII UIlVv v/iv* *~ •

the new one finds expression in a scene which has few equals

dramatic tension. Padmavati and her friend are taking a wall

in the royal gardens, when Udayana appears accompanied b;

his friend and buffoon Vasantaka. Modesty forbids the ladies

to meet the men ; but at the same time there is no way out ot

the garden. Thus Padmavati and Vasavadatta are compelled

to hide themselves behind a jessamin bush and to listen to

the confession which Udayana makes to his friend about the
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j

state of his heart. He does not know of the ladies' presence,
Padmavati does not suspect her friend's identity, Vasavadatta
strives to conceal her emotions, her joy that her husband still

loves her, her compassion with his grief—only a genius can
conceive a psychological drama of such deep intensity and
handle it in the masterful manner of our poet.

Udayana is convinced in the heart of his heart that Vasava-

j

datta is not dead. He is not conscious of this conviction, but
in moments of forgetfulness he speaks of his first wife as if she

were still alive. His belief is strengthened by the wonderful

I scene of his dream which has justly given the title to this

drama.

Padmavati has an attack of headache, and Udayana is

informed that she has gone to a pavilion to rest. He goes

there but does not find her. Awaiting her arrival he lies down
on a couch and falls asleep. Vasavadatta also goes there to

see and comfort her friend. It is evening, and the pavilion is

only dimly lit by a lamp. She sees somebody lying on the

couch and thinks it is Padmavati. She decides to wait until

her friend awakes and sits down on the couch.
" How strange," she says, " from the moment I am sitting

near her my heart has become quite calm. How good; she

breathes quietly. It seems her illness has already passed.

I Darling ! She is lying on the same couch on which I am sitting

;

she seems to ask me, ' Embrace me !

' Really why should I

not lie down by her side ? '.' (Lying down.)

Udayana (dreaming) .
Vasavadatta

!

Vasavadatta (jumping up). Ha, my husband I It is not

Padmavati. Has he seen me ? If he has recognized me then

all my sufferings, all 1 promised to Yaugandharayana, has been

in vain.

Udayana (still dreaming). princess of Avanti

!

Vasavadatta. How glad I am. He is dreaming of me.

Nobody is here. I can stay for a while and gladden my eyes

and my heart.
., ,

. .
,

Udayana. my beloved ! My darling pupil I Speak to me

!

Vasavadatta. I am speaking to you, my lord, I am speak-

ing to you.

Udayana. Are you angry ?

Vasavadatta. Oh no, oh no, only very unhappy.

Udayana. If you are not angry, why do you not wear

your jewels ?

Vasavadatta. How could I wear them »

Udayana. Do you remember how we parted i

Vasavadatta (sadly). Don't speak of it !
Even here we are

far from each other. , . n r
. m Trrt„

Udayana. Forgive, my love ; I have been away from you

for such a long time. , 4 , a„mov««iv
Vasavadatta. I have been here far too long. Somebod>
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might come and see me. I must go. I will only lift, up the

hand of my lord; it has slipped from the couch. Then I shall

go. {Does it; exit.)

Udayana (jumping from the couch). Vasavadatta! Stay!

(In the darkness he runs against a door-post.) Oh misery !

Why does this wretched post stand in my way
;

And hurts me when I want to follow her !

Was this the mocking vision of a dream ?

Was it fulfilment of my heart's desire ?

Udayana's suspicion that his wife is alive amounts now

almost to conviction, whatever proofs his buffoon Vasantaka

may adduce to the contrary. However, before he can follow

up his suspicion, his royal duties call him to another field.

Yaugandharayana's clever policy bears fruit, and Darsaka

unites his forces with the army of Vatsa. Together they shatter

the host of the invader, and Udayana returns victoriously

to his country. Here the intrigue is revealed. The king is

overjoyed to see Vasavadatta again, he forgives Yaugandha-

rayana, understanding that he has acted for the country's good.

Padmavati who, as things turn out, is the onlv loser, rises
1

magnificently to the occasion; she is quite willing to snare

Udayana with her beloved friend and to respect Vasavadatta as

her elder sister and the chief queen.
" Svapnavasavadattam" is essentially a psychological

drama. The plot itself is interesting enough to satisfy any taste

keen on sensations. But it is of little importance when com-

pared with the deeply stirring drama that goes on in the soul

of the heroine. It is her grief which calls up our compassion

;

it is the struggle in her soul which keeps us interested.

The other figures, though each of them masterly finished,

are only the back-ground on which Vasavadatta is drawn.

Padmavati, the lovely, kind and merry girl on the threshold

of womanhood, serves as a sharp contrast to the sad Vasava-

datta, the ripe woman who has suffered much and thought

deeply. Udayana, with whom we make a personal acquaintance

in this play, is less individual. He is a good-looking, attractive,

easy-going prince with a warm, loving heart. His part through-

out both plays is to be loved and to give those who love him

an opportunity to show their good qualities. Clearly the poet

did not intend to make him a leading personality in either

drama.
The parallel with Dushvanta and Sakuntala suggests itself.

But except the fact that in both dramas the royal lovers are

separated for some time, the two master-pieces have nothing in

common. Neither in subject nor in treatment. If our author

is a psychologist per excellence the same cannot be said ot

Kahdasa. As a matter of fact the creator of Sakuntala make
psychology in the usual sense impossible by introducing the
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supernatural influence of the Rishi's curse. Sakuntala is just a
beautiful flower, very fragrant and lovely, but only a flower.
Vasavadatta is a woman, chaste yet passionate, devoted yet
able to understand that she can show her devotion best bv
leaving her husband.

I certainly do not wish to detract from the beauty of
Kalidasa's master-pieces. He will always remain the unsur-
passed master of the word. But he is a born lyric, and hi

dramas are a sort of string to keep together the splendid pearls
of his lyrics. They lack action, they are stationary. The
language of our author is simple, his colour-scheme is poor. He
is terse and sparse in his expression. He tells us more by the
things he does not say, than by the things he says. He is the
Master of Silence. His style has few descriptions and similes.

His comparisons are not elaborate ; and yet these dramas have
the same charm which holds us captive before the frescoes of

Fra Angelico even after we have satiated our eyes with the rich

tints of Raphael or Titian.

This seeming defect is made up for by the dramatic life

which pulses in these plays. Everything is action ; action in

the widest sense. In Yaugandharayana it is more external. A
swift movement towards the final goal, hardly stopping to

throw in a moral maxim for the benefit of the public. Even
the report of the messenger which informs Yaugandharayana of

Udayana's capture, is instinct with this dramatic force. One is

reminded of the famous message in Aeschylus' " Persians."

In " Vasavadatta " where the action is psychological there i

also no stopping, no delay.

The language of our poet is simple and easy. It is remark-

ably free from conventionalities, and has the natural charm of a

living language. The persons of these dramas speak as we

expect them to speak, in a natural realistic manner. The next

approach to the language of our plays is the Sanskrit used in

the epics. I do not wish to anticipate the results of a future

research
; but if Kalidasa's poetrv has been justly connected

with the elegant, somewhat effeminate, art of the Gupta period

I am inclined to see in our poet the same traits of manliness

and force, combined with simplicity and realism, which are

characteristic of the art of the Kushana period To put the

respective position of Kalidasa and our poet into the form ot an

antithesis
: Kalidasa is classical elegance and lyricism, our poet

is realistic simplicity and dramatism.

"Pratijnavaugandharayanam" and Svajnavasayadat-

tam" serve in a marked degree to illustrate this thesis but not

they alone. In other dramas of our collection we find the same

distinguishing qualities. Six plays take their subject-matter

from the
"
Mahabharata." Five of them are one-Acters one,

.. three

Three
Gatot-
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kacha as Messenger " and ' The Breaking of the Thigh/' form a

tragical trilogy. I might call them " A Tragedy of Pride." It

has its parallel in the Sophoclean *' King Oedipus." The

central figure is Duryodhana, the hero of the Kauravas. Proud

of his power and elated by success, he thinks himself justified to

violate the laws of humanity and to scorn the reverence due to

the gods. In the " Message " he revels in memories of Drau-

padi's shame and the five Pandu brothers' humiliation. He
illtreats Krishna who comes as an ambassador from the Panda-

vas with an offer of peace. He does not hesitate to lure the boy

Abhimanyu, his own nephew, into miserable death. It is true

he acts chiefly under the influence of the evil genius of the

Kauravas, Shakuni the king of Gandhara. But still the guilt is

his. And finally he is slain by Bhima who uses foul play and

wounds him mortally under the waist with his mace, smashing
Durvodhana's thighs. The dving hero is alone on the vast

battlefield. Face to face with death, he sees the wickedness and

folly of pride. He understands that it is a crime to cause war
and bloodshed ; he implores Balarama, who wishes to avenge

him, to desist from further useless murder.
Dhritarashtra, his blind father, and his mother Gandhari,

his two queens and his little son Durjaya, search for him on the

vast battlefield. Durjaya, who is tired, catches hold of his

grandfather's clothes.

Dhritarashtra. Who is this ? Who is pulling my clothes

to show me the way ?

Durjaya. That is me, grand-daddy, Durjaya.
Dhritarashtra. Durjaya, my child, search for your father

!

Durjaya. But I am so tired.

Dhritarashtra. Go, you will rest on your father's lap.

Durjaya. I'll go/ grand-daddy. {Searching) Daddy!
Daddy ! Where are you ?

Duryodhana. Aias, why has he come ?

My love to him has always been my heart's
Most cherished joy, whatever fate befell me.
This love is scorching now my soul like fire.

He has remained in bli Tul ignorance
Of pain and grief, my Durjaya, my son,
Who was so fond of nestling on my knees,
What will he call his wretched father now,
Beholding him thus dying and prostrate ?

Durjaya. Ah, there is the king ; he is sitting on the ground.

Duryodhana. Why have you come, my son ?

Durjaya. They say, vou are letting us wait.
Duryodhana {aside). Oh, how the love to mv son hurts

mow I am in this misery.
Durjaya. I want to sit on vou. daddy, mav I ? {trying to

chmb on him).
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Duryodhana (in great pain, keeping him off). Durjaya !

Durjaya ! O God ! How this hurts

!

He was my joy, a pleasure to my eyes,

He soothed me like the full moon's cooling rays,

And now like red-hot iron burns his touch

;

Is this thy cruel will, relentless fate ?

Durjaya. Why won't you let me sit on you, daddy ?

Duryodhana. Sit near me, sonny, somewhere on the ground,

I'll be no more the seat vou liked so well.

Durjaya. Where are you going. King ?

Duryodhana. To the place where my hundred brothers

have gone.

Durjaya. Take me with you, please !

Duryodhana. Go, my child, speak Avith Bhima.

Durjaya. But we must go now, king, they are searching

for you.

Duryodhana. Who, sonny ?

Durjaya. Grandfather, grandmother and the ladies.

Duryodhana. Go, my boy ; I am not strong enough to walk.

Durjaya. I'll carry you
;
daddy.

Duryodhana. You are too weak, my child.

Durjaya. Hallo, grandfather ! Here is the king.

{Enter Dhritarashtra , Gandhari and queens).

It seems to me* this little scene which I have given as an

illustration bears the stamp of the master who has created the

garden scene or the dream-scene in " Vasavadatta." But the

dramatic power of the ensuing finale has no parallel either in

+k~ • • i i . _i j„ Tn^.'an dramatic literature.remainm
Duryodhana consoles his despairing parents and wives. He

pleads passionatelv with Asvatthama, Drona's son, not to con-

tinue the war. He curses the pride of the warrior caste, the root

of all this criminal bloodshed. At last his soul leaves the

earthly surroundings, the splendours of heaven open themselves

to him and he enters eternal peace. ,

Durvodhana, I should say, comes nearest to the idea o a

tragic hero with which the Greek tragedy has made «sfainiliar

He produces those feelings of fear and compassion *hich

Aristotle postulates for the tragedy. He is a great;sprit.who

in his pride over-estimates himself and, violating tte laws rigod

and men, comes to grief. But in his fall he finds h» punfi^

tion. He reaches a higher plane of morality Undertheses
of fate his soul lifts itself up to thoughts of P^***^

r
ness which had been unknown to him before. In tl^^e character

of Duryodhana the author stirs up the very depths of
:

human

»oul. The poet is logical to the end, and does not he»tateto

how us the hero's death on the stage though this is absolutely
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against all rules and usage of the Indian drama. In this intre-

pid logic lies the force and beauty of his psychology.

Yaugandharayana, Mahasena, Duryodhana and Vasava-

datta are instances of Bhasa's ability to show the lights and

shades, the ups and downs of human soul. These heroes lend

themselves to psychological characterisation because they are

human beings with human strength and weakness.

In a far more difficult position is the dramatist whose hero

is a paragon of perfection, an ideal. This is the case in the two

Ramayana dramas. ' ; Pratima-nataka," or the " Drama of the

Monument" and the " Abhisheka-nataka," or the "Drama of

the Anointment." Their hero is Rama, the psrfect man, the

ideal of a son, husband, king, fighter, etc. His perfection is the

result of his divine origin ; he is an incarnation of Vishnu. His

main quality which has always attracted the Indian mind more

than any other of his virtues is his filial piety. It is the main-

spring of his character. This spring is touched by our dramatist

to enliven the figure of his hero. He cannot show us anv failing.

or wavering, or even struggle against selfish instincts. This

would not have been in keeping with the canonical conception

of Rama. No, the poet contrasts Rama's piety with Ravana's

baseness, and makes the hero's filial piety the indirect cause of

Sita's abduction and all the misery which ensues. It is signifi-

cant that in order to bring out this dramatic contrast and to

deepen the psychology of his hero the dramatist has changed

the plot of the epos. In the " Ramayana ".Ravana lures Rama
away from his hermitage by showing him the golden-sided deer,

and by playing on his hunting instincts. In the fc

' Pratimana-

taka" the following takes place. On the anniversary of his

father's death Rama wishes to do his duty as eldest son and to

offer the prescribed sacrifice to the spirit of his parent. But the

forest yields nothing wherewith to make an offering worthy of

the departed king. While he discusses this difficulty with Sita.

enters Ravana who has overheard the conversation without

being seen. He introduces himself as a Brahmin, well-versed in

all sciences, and names amongst others also the science of the

ancestral sacrifice. Rama naturally asks the wily demon-king
to give him advice. After some artful hesitation Ravana tell-

him of several animals which are permitted by the sacred books.

He mentions as the noblest animal to be slain in honour of a

father's spirit the golden-sided deer. But he warns Rama that

it is hardly possible to obtain it ; for it roams in the forests of

the far-off Himalayas, and to kill it is well nigh impossible. The
difficulties with which his filial duty is beset act rather as an

incentive on Rama
; he is ready to start at once to the moun-

tains, and Sita declares that she is willing to go with him. At
this moment Ravana causes an apparition of the coveted animal
to be seen between the trees of the forest; Rama snatches Ins

bow and arrows, and leaves Sita alone with his arch-enemy.
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It is true, Rama is the god-man, the ideal man; but tin

human element in him is not absent. He loves and suffers as
man does ; he lets himself be deceived by Havana : he has to fiiul

help for his struggle with the king of the Rakshasas; he i

subject to suspicion and jealousy, and a slave of public opinion
to such an extent that he compels Sita to undergo the fire-ordeal

These human traits have been used by the dramatist to briny

his hero nearer to our understanding.

An entirely different problem is presented by the central

figure of " Balacaritram " or " The Exploits of young Krishna."

The hero is Krishna, the full incarnation of god Vishnu. He i>

Narayana himself, who has descended to earth according to the

words in the Bhagavadgita : ''Whenever there is decay of

righteousness and there is exaltation of unrighteousness then I

incarnate myself ; for the protection of the good, for the

destruction of evil-doers, to establish righteousness, I am born in

all ages." He takes human form, lives with men, shares their

amusements, takes pity on their plight ; but notwithstanding all

this he remains god, and is always conscious of the fact that he

is god. His divine nature never merges into humanity. He
cannot be deceived by the tricks of the countless demons who
come to destrov him*; he is always sure of his victory, for he

knows that he is the eternal force of Good which the powers of

Evil cannot resist. When he appears on earth he tills the world

with miracles. He sends forth divine light to show his father

Vasudeva the wa y which leads to salvation. Through his divine

power the chains with which Nandagopa has been fettered for

many years drop to the ground ; he creates a fountain of pun
water "so that Nandagopa may purify himself; he revives

Nandagopa's dead child ; all this in the first night of his exist-

ence and without uttering a word. When he is only a week old

he slavs demons. His divine weapons and attributes, his

wonderful bird Garuda, all representing his divine power

descend to earth and live with him.
.

If Krishna is the personification of Good, the incarnation

of Evil is Kamsa, the sla ver of children. Just as Vishnu is born

in all ages to establish righteousness, so each age brings lortn an

antagonist, the expression of all that is wicked. Hence the

mvths of the struggle between Naraahnha and Hiranyakasipu,

Rama and RavaiS, Krishna and Kamsa. Thus the drama

" Balacaritram " widens out into a grand mystery of the eterna

struggle between Good and Evil. Kamsa, the evil one, gloomed

to perish in the same night when Krishna is born. He eels

that a force has arisen against which he is powerless. He has

terrible visions. Candala women, the lowest of the outcasts

demand that he should marry their daughters. The curse

under which he lives, namely that Devaki s « *™M *g
him, appears to him in terrible form to announce that the

>

en I

is near The curse gathers the spirits of darkness and drive-
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Kamsa's Luck out of the palace. The lord of Evil goes so far

in his rage as to kill a new-born girl, the daughter of Nandagopa,

who had been substituted for the baby Krishna. But out of

the child's blood rises in awful grandeur Kartyayani, the

goddess of Nemesis. Filling the sky with her terrible form,

surrounded by her powerful weapons, she pronounces the death

sentence over Kamsa.
The Western parallel to this drama are the mediaeval mys-

teries of Christ and His struggle with Satan. It would not

have entered the mind of those mediaeval poets to apply to

the divine figure of the Saviour the ordinary psychological

methods of the dramatist. No more can we expect an Indian

author to show us other sides of his divine hero than perfection

and omnipotence. It is therefore not surprising that we do not

find the intimate psychology of Vasavadatta, Duryodhana,

or even Kama. The struggle between Good and Evil that

goes on in the soul of man and forms the basis of all dramatic

psychology, has been lifted up in " Balacaritram " into the

realms of metaphysics and religion. The first two Acts give

us a grand exposition of the eternal antagonism between the

two moral forces that rule our actions.

I have tried to point out and to illustrate with some ex-

amples several poetical qualities common to all the dramas

which are meanwhile ascribed to Bhasa. These features are

dramatic force, depth of psychology and simplicity of ex-

pression. In dramatic force he can be compared with Shakes-

peare or the Greek tragedians ; in psychological subtlety he is

almost modern; his simplicity of expression puts him distinctly

on a different plane than Kalidasa and his followers. It may
be that for the first two qualities he has been hailed with great

enthusiasm by Western scholars, whereas some Indian scholars

whose taste has been trained on the elegance and elaborateness

of the "Kavyas" seem to take amiss the simplicity of our

author's style and deem it unfinished and rather vulgar.

Mr. Ganapati Sastri's discovery has put one more im-

portant problem before the historian of Indian literature.

The question, who is the author of these dramas and in which

period they were written, has not yet been solved. The few

attempts hitherto made to come nearer the solution of this

interesting problem have been based on a few quotations

taken from various sources and he longing to vastly different

periods. The same material has led to absolutely contradicting

results. This is only natural as quotations generally prove

everything and nothing. We might pe haps come a little

nearer the solution of our problem bv applying the ordinary

methods of literary history
Each drama, or rather each group of dramas, will have to

he considered by itself as well as in connection with the remain-

ing ones
; thus an attempt should be made to solve the two
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main questions—lstly : are the thirteen plays by the same
author, or by different authors ? 2ndly : which period, relatively

speaking, do they belong to ?

Our first criterion is the style of the dramas. Nobody
will deny that there is in Indian literature a marked tendency

from simplicity and directness to elegance and elaborateness.

It is impossible to date the "Raghuvansa" before the "Rama-
yana," even if we had only stylistic indications to go upon.

There also seems to be a tendency from action to description,

and from sparsity of words to verbosity. This criterion might

be applied when comparing our dramas with dramas of more

or less fixed date.

Our second criterion is the relations of our dramas to the

existing law-books of poetry—the " Natyasastram " of Bharata,

the Dasarupam and others : these relations should also be com-

pared with those of known dramas. It is typical for Indian

poets that they take a pride in following almost slavishly the

rules concerning style and language laid down in the canons

especially when those books have reached the necessary stage

of sanctity by being connected with a mythical seer.

Our third criterion is the numerous historical allusions

met with in the dramas. I take the term historical in its

widest sense. It comprises not only facts or persons of which

we have documentarv evidence, but also the general picture of

civilisation represented in the play. To give an example:

In the " Pratima-nataka," mention is made of life-like monu-

ments put up in honour of deceased kings. This reminds us

very much of the famous statue of King Kamshka m Muttra

and other royal statues of the Kushana period. Here archeo-

logy will probably be able to help us.

The fourth criterion is the relations of a drama to its

possible sources If we can tell with certainty which source the

dramatist has used for his plot, and can fix a period tor this

source, we shall have something to start with. * or instance, let

us take the two Rama vana-dra mas. It seems possible
_

that

our dramatist has known only the older or shorter recbction of

the epos, which did not include the Balakandam and the

Uttarakandam. Tf this theory can be proved we shall have a

^ S?KtiLion is a comparison of om-drama, with

dramas of known date treating the same !^J^Jd
™

tt
^7,

striking case in this direction is a comedy called Caiudattam

one of the 13 natakas of which I have not spokei ^ no fc^
treats the same subject as the famous

< ^^chakatikam a cribed

to King Sudraka, out also shows such a number££^£
that only two conclusions are possible Lithei not

same author, the one being a first draft
>

of the otW m t^
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case of plagiarism in which the prima facie evidence would be

against " Mrcchakatikam.'

I can however in this short studv onlv hint at the inter-

esting discoveries which await the student of Indian literature.

What the result of these researches will be it is difficult to say.

Whether one author or several will share the distinction of

having produced the master-pieces which have been the subject

of this lecture we do not vet know. Xor do we know the name
of the man who ranks with K&lidasa u India's greatest drama-

tist. Meanwhile let us be grateful that the darkness of

oblivion has given up such a treasure of which the literature of

every nation might be proud.

f~*% h + *% / *
' \ * v. ' \ f "^«^*V>



i8. Detection of Lactic and Glycolic Acids and a sugges-

me.
tion regarding the Constitution of Morph

By S. C. Chatterji. M.Sc Cotton College, Gauhati.

When aeetaldehyde is added to a solution of benzidinep—p diamino—diphenyl) in concentrated sulphuric acid, the
liquid gradually assumes a dark -red colouration. Under iden-
tical conditions formaldehyde brings about no perceptible

Benzidine.

change, or at best a slight yellowish colouration. The reaction
may serve both as a test for benzidine and for differentiating

between the two aldehydes. The fact that aeetaldehyde is

produced when lactic acid is warmed with concentrated sul-

phuric acid, enables the reaction to be employed as a test for
tms substance as well. It may be carried out by shaking up a

pinch of benzidine with about 4 cc. and then slowly adding a

C H

4h
4
/

Carbazole.

few drops of the liquid supposed to contain lactic acid. If

the mixture be next gentlv warmed, aeetaldehyde will be pro-

ceed, and the solution will assume a red colouration, its inten-

sity depending, up to a certain point, on the amount of the acid

Present. Lactic acid mav also be detected and distinguished

from the similarly constituted glycolic acid by the carbazole-

a|dehvde reaction. If about 1 gram of carbazole be added
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to 3 cc. of concentrated sulphuric acid and the mixture heated
for about two minutes with a few drops of lactic acid, prefer-

ably in a water-bath, it will assume a yellowish colouration,
changing rapidly to yellowish red. and finally to reddish brown.
Glycolic acid, on being subjected to a similar treatment, yields

an intense blue colouration or greenish blue precipitate depend-
ing on the amount of the acid present. The reaction is highly
sensitive, and may with advantage be employed for the detec-
tion of the acid in sour milk or urine. As in the previous case,

the mechanism of the reaction consists, first of all, in the split-

ting up of the acids into the respective aldehydes, and the
latter then bring about the characteristic changes.

The well-known morphine reaction may also be similarly
utilised. If carried out as before, lactic acid yields a yellow-
changing to red or reddish brown, and glycolic acid a deep
violet colouration. For considerations stated below it appeared
interesting to study the reaction of indole with the two alde-
hydes. The behaviour of this substance towards formalde-

CH

CH

CH

CH N
H

Indole.

hyde and acetaldehyde, and therefore towards glycolic and
lactic acids, appears to be similar to that of morphine. The
only perceptible difference is in the intensity of the colouration
produced with formaldehyde. The difference is thus one of
degree and not of kind—the violet tint given by morphine
being of a deeper shade than that of indole. In fact but for
its comparatively high cost indole might be used as a reagent
tor the detection of the two aldehydes, as also of lactic and
fflvcolic anifUglycolic acids.

be mentioned that Rosenheim has observed (Bio-Chemical
Journal, 1906, i 233-240) that formaldehyde also produces a
similar violet colouration when treated with proteins in the
presence of concentrated sulphuric acid. Salmon Acree (Ameri-

2Lv*"! J0Uma1
'
1907

'
37

>
604 -61 °) has repeated Rosen-

fn ^
S eXP0rim

,

entS
,°n a larSe scale

>
and ^ving applied the test

Hnt^w"!^ °f «ubBtM«»8, has arrived at the general con-
clusion that the production of a violet colouration with for-
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maldehyde and concentrated sulphuric acid is a characteristic
test for certain classes of proteins. The reaction in the case of
proteins has been explained by Rosenheim as due to the previ-
ous formation of a protein-aldehyde compound and its sub-
sequent oxidation. Tt has been supposed to depend on the
presence of the indole or tryptophane group in the molecule.

Proteins, like gelatin, in which the tryptophane or indole group
is absent cannot by any means be made to respond to this test.

CH

CH

CH

CH

CH

CH N
H

Indole.

Acree also accepts Rosenheim's view of the mechanism of the

reaction. The above facts naturally lead us to the interesting

question : Does morphine which produces a violet coloration

with formaldehyde, contain an indole group in its molecule ?

The constitution of morphine which has the empirical formula

CnH l90,N has not up till now been established beyond

doubt. "That it contains a phenanthrene nucleus in its mole-

cule has been proved by the recent researches of Vongcrichten

CH

C.CH2 CH(NH2)C00H

Tryptophane or Indole-Aminopropionic acid

and Schrotter. The large amount of phenanthrene yielded by

morphine, when the latter is distilled with zinc dust, goes to

support the same fact. It has also been cone usively :shewn

that of the three oxygen atoms two are hydros;yhc todloftfreae

two again, one phenolic, and the other alcoholic in chanwten

Regarding the Lture^^S^S*e have very little of positive evidence

has therefore been assumed to be pr<

group.

very little ot positive evjucixv^- —
„w»iwlridi»

•efore been assumed to be present as an anhydi ide

Morphine is a tertiary base, for on treatment with
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methyl iodide in alkaline solution the phenolic hydroxyl is

first of all methylated, and then a molecule of methyl-iodide
adds itself to the nitrogen atom. The position of the nitrogen
atom in the molecule has been the subject of much discussion,

CH
CH

CH

CH

CH

CH

Phenanthrene

and when this will be fixed with certainty, the morphine prob-
lem will probably be finally solved. From time to time vari-
ous formulae have been suggested for this substance. Knorr
regarded the nitrogen atom as forming part of an oxazine
group, attached to the phenanthrene nucleus.

^\ C
,4
H
,0

NCH3 .

Knorr's formula.

This view has now been abandoned, and the general opinion
w m favour of the structure formulated bv Pschorr, who regards

His formula is as follows :

pyrid ring

HC

(OH)C

CH CH.
» CH

N(CH^

CH(OH).

Pschorr'a formula. (Morphine)
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It represents morphine as a dihydroxy-phenanthrene, con-

taining an ether-linked oxj^gen atom and a hydrogenised pyridine

nucleus having the nitrogen linked to methyl. The similarity

in the behaviour of proteins containing the indole group and

of morphine towards formaldehyde, naturally leads us to the

search for a group common to both. The reaction in the case

of proteins has, as already stated, been explained by Rosenheim
as due to the presence of the indole group. Proteins, in which

the indole group is absent, do not respond to this test. The
behaviour of indole itself, previously mentioned, lends a strong

support to the same view. Like morphine it produces a violet

colouration with formaldehyde and reddish brown with acetal-

dehyde. This leads us to" suggest the presence of an indole

group in the morphine molecule. That the production of the

colour reaction is due to the presence of a particular group

in the morphine molecule is also evidenced by the fact that

codeine, whose identity as methyl morphine has been estab-

lished bevond doubt, has been found by Deniges {Bull Soc

Chim. 1909, iv. 647-49) to exhibit the same colour changes with

the two Aldehydes.
I therefore venture to suggest that the Nitrogen atom in

Morphine forms part of a five-membered ring, and that its for-

mula should be written in such a way as would indicate the

presence of an indole group in it. Of the number of formu-

las which may be drawn up in this way, the following one

seems to be the most preferable as being in accord with the

maximum number of the other experimental facts hitherto

noted :

—

H
C

OH-C

CH

CtH

ME-N

Morphine

Finally
(J. Pr. Chem. 1907 [ii] 76, 428-432) as a res™^^ has
gation of the action of sulphites on pyridine and morp

sucrffAQf.^ +i,^ n«™«. formula for the alkaloid.
suggested





19. Observations on Pollination in Alysicarpus.

By K. Cheriatst Jacob, L.Ag. {Formerly Post-Graduate

Student, Pusa), Agricultural College, Goimbatore.

There are more than half a dozen species of Alysicarpus

which are verv common throughout the plains of India.

According to Hooker 1 "Species of Alysicarpus are weeds

everywhere in the tropics of the old world." They form some

of the chief constituents of the pastures of Southern India,

and in some places whole areas are covered by these plants,

and they can be seen cropping out from among the tufts of

grasses. In January last during my tours in Godavan I

observed that the flowers of Alysicarpus have a strong explo-

sive mechanism. This year, at Goimbatore, I extended my

observations on this subject, the results of which I propose to

lay before you in this paper. ., .

The Indian species of Alysicarpus may be divided into

two groups according to their differences in floral structure and

modes of pollination. One of these groups is characterised by

a large glnmaceous calyx divided to the base, as in A. rugosus

A. longifolius, A. bupleurifolius and A. be gaumensis In this

group the corolla does not open before the calyx
;
the calyx

opens out by the flexion of its base possibly due to the
,

actum

of the sun/ and closes again when the sun gets less poaerfnl,

and either one or both of the geminate flowers arc.ready for

pollination at one time in an inflorescence, so that a angle

spike may take a, long time-sometimes even three aeeks-tor

the complete fcrlilisation of the whole series
ff, linvirp01is

In the other group the calyx is small ««d notjaumaeeou£

and possesses a distinct calyx tube and slender ^x teeth as

exemplified by A. vaginalis, A. momlifer^ A" hamo^u
g

Lo

this SUson the corolla can open independently of the catf*.

Vgain a number of flowers, as ^y™}?j53£ of which
taneonsh open on any inflorescence, the fertilisation ot

will be completed in three or four days.

The structure of the otherP^"^ ^hdp
less similar in both the groups, and a kno"Jeoge

°
^

one in undemanding the flora meehan sm. K rugosns, .y

reason of its possessing rather large fl»» »»
as Qm

being a familiar species m the plains, ma>

tVPe

The rose-red corolla has »»^%X^ red
yellowish red colour, but the wings are always orig

1 Hooker's Flora of British India
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The standard is erect in open flowers and acts as a signboard. 1

It possesses two dark streaks functioning as nectar-guides,
converging basally to a pair of thick fleshy swellings. The
bright red wings are the resting place for the pollinating insect
and they assume the form of a platform, being united with
the keel by interlocking folds about their middle, and the union
is effected by a projection on the keel fitting closely into a corres-
ponding pit on the wings on either side. In open flowers it

is impossible to separate them without tearing the parts, but in
very young buds fehe parts are separable. The wings have
folds at their free edges on the staminal column near the
base.

The keel has a claw, which by the >un's action bends and
exerts a strong downward pressure on the ovary. It has also a
fold of its free edge on the staminal column (enclosing the
ovary) on either side in front of the fold of the wings. The
keel is narrowed near the apex, slightlv holding the tip of the
stammal column.

The diadelphous stamens, of which the mil here are disposedm two sets, one closely behind the other, are slightlv protan-
drous and the anthers dehisce in the flower before explosion.

The style slightly projects out of the staminal column in
order to keep off the stigma from the pollen liberated a little
lower down in the keel by the bursting of the anthers.

Ihe flowers being red * and the pollen grains being sfcickv,
A. rugosus is evidently pollinated bv insects usuallv belonging
to the order Hymenoptera.

Haying studied the structure of the flowers we may proceed
to examine the process of pollination in nature.

In full sunshine the flowers open and become readv for
pollination, and it is at this time that the insect-visitors
frequent the plants.

'' One must not be annoyed," savs the great Snrengel, " at
navmg to spend a long time near a flowering plant, for it is not
always visited forthwith by the particular insect which is
c esigned to fertilize it," and I had to wait and watch for three
aays before ] discovered the particular insect which visits
A. rugosus.

Wf A1
i
h°Ugh Several insects, including one or two small

Dutternies many black ants, a few small beetles and a bug

21f*n ?,u
n
«
hG plant ^ a bee

>
Nomi« ozybeloides. alone is

abo , n . ?er
,

mechanism m moti°n, therein bringing
about normal fertilisation. The other insects

'

visit the

ZSLfV** t0 8teal nectar and pollen from theeTmWWi '«„ 1 t,
ai UCT1,ar ana pouen irom *>**

exnosfonHf
S
i ,

Failin8 visits from ylmia oxybeloides,
explosion does not take place. The pollen often gains acce.

*ouuuooK ot Mower Prvllmat.v^ ™i t «~„~„ an <*ower Pollination, vol. I, pages 69 and 196.
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to the stigma, but fertilisation does not take place without an
explosion caused by the visit of particular insect mentioned.

The flowers appear to be self-sterile, for T selfed 6 flowers
and bagged them, but none of them set. It is however evident
that these results are by no means conclusive, for self-sterility

is a character that is not constant l for all individuals of the
same species, but varies with the locality and the individuals.
The flowers in this species are thus adapted only for cross

fertilisation, and probably it is for the purpose of giving the
plant enough chances, that one or two flowers only are ready
for pollination every day on any inflorescence.

Now let us see how cross fertilisation takes place. In an
open flower a state of tension exists between the ovary and the
keel, as in Indigofera a

; and as already mentioned, the keel

constitutes a spring which presses the ovary downwards, and is

kept in position by means of the various folds of the wings

and keel as described above.
It therefore follows that when the insect (Nomia oxy-

beloides) alights on the flower resting with its limbs on the wings,

which are interlocked with the keel, and thrusts its head under

the standard, the folds of the wings and the keel slip down the

staminal column enclosing the ovary. At the same time the

keel splits open above from base to tip. When the splitting

has extended as far as the end of the style, the stretched parts

suddenly separate and the keel with its interlocked wings

spring down owing to the bending of the claws above

referred to till they are nearly at right angles to the ovary

which has jerked suddenl v upwards. .

The narrowness of the keel just below the apex which

holds the staminal column slightly inwards, and the cupular

tip of the keel which holds the staminal tip slightly downwards,

are responsible for the strong jerk given to the tip ot the

already jerked stamin I column. The pollen is thereby thrown
:

upw rds and deposited on the ventral surface ot the
^

insect

with great force. At the same time the slightly projecting

stigma conies into contact with the ventral surface ot the

insect, which is covered with foreign pollen, if the insect

happens to have previously visited another flower of the same

secies. In this way the stigma is cross-polhnated. Since the

throwing of the pollen precedes the touching of the *
tJM

occurs simultaneously, there is a fear of the pollen of ttosame

flower being deposited on the stigma, and in such cases the

foreign pollen alwavs predominates. 8
,

u
Before proceeding further I may here relate.a few other

observations conned ed with the pollination in A. rugosus.

1 Knuth's Handbook of Flower Pollination, vol. I, page 196.

2 " The Improvement of Indigo ", Howards.
8 Knuth's Pollination, vol. I, page 36.
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Nomia oxybeloides visits flowers chiefly for gathering
pollen, and if the whole of the pollen from a flower could be
gathered by the bee in one visit, its needs will have been satis-
fied when a few flowers have been visited. In nature, however,
the flower throws out the greater part of the pollen when visited
by the bee, and the insect can gather only the few pollen grains
that may still be left on the exploded stamens. The bee has
therefore of necessity to visit a very large number of flowers, be-
fore it can get a sufficiently full load.

When the flower explodes, the bright red wings, whicli
form the most conspicuous part of the flower, are carried away
by the interlocked keel to a different position and makes it

very inconspicuous
; and in its place the pale staminal column

is made to appear. This helps the insect to go straight to
unexploded flowers. The arrangement saves the time of the
busy insects, and is a case of distinct help rendered by the plant
to its insect-visitor.

When Nomia oxybeloides visits flowers, it usuallv visits
only one or two flowers in one individual plant, and passes on
to some other, even if there happen to be many unexploded
flowers on it

;
and may visit it again a second or a third time.

1 his may appear to an observer a rather strange behaviour ;

but we know that it is just what the plant requires, Xenogamy
being thereby brought about and Geitonogamy prevented.

JNow we will pass on to the very interesting plant A. vagi-
nalis which belongs to the second group above referred to.
ine floral mechanism agrees in all its details with the last spe-
cies, A rugosus, except in some of the points mentioned already.

Ibis trailing plant has a gregarious habit and also branches
copiously; so much so that it completely covers the ground
v.berever it is found growing. The branches of neighbouring
plants get intricately interlaced, and in one case on an exam-
ination of a circular patch of ground 7 inches in diameter, I
was able to trace branches of 9 separate plants. Each branch
naci a number of flowering branches. Three separate count-
ings oi inflorescences in one square foot of ground gave me an
average of about 90 inflorescences, and one inflorescence there-
tore occupxes only 1-6 square inches of ground on an average.

another
^

'

great ma
Jority either touch or cross one

™™k
S *¥ Pollination ^ork has to be hurried through a large2er of open flowers, I thought I could find out the insect-

visitor ol this plant very easily
; but I was quite disappointed.

Although numbers of exploded flowers could be noticed, I could

J?,,T,
out the msect

>
that must have visited the flowers and

caused them to explode. I was very much annoyed at mv foil-

NhSn*
7
* f

mVi
\
at detecting the 'insect, and with the resolve

1 rbr! i i
mg dmvn the insect that had been dodging me,

uirectea my attention to one particular inflorescence ; and
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that with surprising results. I discovered that in this plain
the flower explodes without any insect visit or the applied Ion
of any external force. An observer may easilv see, if he watches
one particular inflorescence between 12 noon and 1 p.m., that
as the result of every explosion, a cloud of pollen grains is

thrown upwards and they may rise to a height of one to one
and a half inches above the exploded flower and then shower
down on the stigmas of the neighbouring inflorescences which,
as I showed you, are in most cases within the radius of an inch
or a little more from the exploded inflorescence.

In some cases, the pollen from the numerous flowers of an
inflorescence may be drifted back to the stigmas of the same
flowers. Since such stigmas have an equal chance of getting

* O D X

nates, and Xenogamy is effected.

poll

Now, one might ask what would happen if only one plant

is grown in one particular place. The answer is that such is

not the case in nature, and in such an exceptional case, there

being many open flowers on one inflorescence, pollen could be

carried either from one flow er to another or from one branch to

another branch. Here Geitonogamy is effected, which is more

advantageous than self-pollination.

By examining side by side the flowers of A. rugosus and

A. vaginalis one could see that in the former the flowers are

brighter and the nectary is swollen out and contains nectar ;

but in the latter it is less coloured and the nectary is almost

functionless. In both, however, the pollen is sticky. So thi

might have been primarilv intended for some specialised insect

like Nomia ; but since insects which are necessary to carry out

this elaborate work perhaps are not in sufficient number-, the

plant has to resort to this sort of carrying out cross-polluuihon

without any external agency.

It would be interesting to know the reason why the flowers

of A. vaginalis explode freely without any external force, wnil<

those of A. rugosus, having an almost similar explosive mechan-

ism are at the mercy of the insects. Regarding this point l

subjected flowers of these plants to varying temperatures and

some interesting observations have been made which 1 Hope to

continue. . , A
It appears from the preceding account that all plants do

not depend entirely on an external agency for cross-pollina-

tion.

Since writing the above I have found the A. \ typ
u«wc writing tne a-uuve j. u«»~ *

, -l;*™, TViic
of pollination-bv spontaneous explosion-in A. ™01ffe

Ja ™£
is interesting because the latter falls under my A

.

vagmaii

group, and the mechanism is exactly the one I should expect.

• Handbook of Flower Pollination, vol. I, P»ge 38
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Summary.

1

.

The flowers of the whole genus of Alysicarpus have a
strong explosive mechanism, which is set in action by the
sudden bending of the claws of the keel by the sun's action.

2. In A. rugosus—one of the species with a glumaceous
calyx—no explosion takes place without a visit from a particular
insect.

3. The particular insect-visitor for this species is Nomia
oxybeloides.

4. Unexploded flowers do not set fruits, though often a
few grains of pollen are seen attached to the stigma

5. Nomia, on which A rugosus entirely depends for
fertilisation, are not found in sufficiently large" numbers, and
this evidently accounts for the plant putting forth one or two
flowers only daily so as to ensure the certainty of a good pro-
portion of them setting fruits.

i

6
'

The narrowness below the apex and the cupular tip of
the keel are responsible for the pollen being thrown upwards
with force.

fo r

7. Since the pollen is strewn about, the insect is made to
visit a large number of flowers, before it could get a good load
of pollen.

& &

8. The Mings being interlocked with the keel, the flowers
become quite inconspicuous soon after explosion, and it is a
help rendered by the plant to the insect to make the best use
ot its time.

9. Nomia oxybeloides visits at one time only one or two
nowers m one plant, though many of then ma v be open. Thus
beitonogamy is prevented and Xenogamy ensured.

IV. In A. vaginalis, with a small calyx, explosion takes

fore?
Sp°ntaneousI>' without any insect -visit or any external

11. Since the interlacing branches of many plants are

oW If?
nT °ne auother and the inflorescences are seal so

dose that each one hardly gets an area of 1-6 square inches on
an average, and since the flowers by explosion could throw the

"J"
t0
Kf

d
u
lstance of an inch, or an inch and a half. Xenogamy

is brought about without external agencies.



20, On the Occurrence of Limburgite in British

Baluchistan.
i

By Hem Chandra Das-Gupta. M.A., F.G.S.
t/

In the year 1 907 I had an opportunity of visiting parts of

British Baluchistan in charge of a party of students from the

Presidency College, Calcutta, The palaeontological collections
1 and in

the present note I propose to give an account of the trap rock
-Li-i. 1 • ,1 • 11 1 1 -f TT„™, J„~ /lr> + 3ll°9«'lVrHamandun
long. 67°24'E.).

The first mention of the occurrence of Deccau trap in Balu-

chistan was made by Mr. Oldham who has described the occur-

rence of " ash beds and even basaltic trap apparently interbedded

with the uppermost beds of the Dunghan group in the Bolan

Pass." 4 A geological map of the area has been published by

Mr. Vredenburg* and it appears that the following sequence has

been recognized :

—

Intrusive gabbros and serpentines, frequently .

chrome-bearing. f

Dunghan .roup. > Senonian.

Bedded agglomerates and basalts of Haman-
)

dun (Deccan trap).

The rock to be described in this short note was obtained

from the lowest member of the Senonian group just referred to

From the considerations given below it will appear a

the rock under description belongs to the class of >»'<0m«*"S("
(BoKcky), i.e., it is an mtra-basic lava flow and a bed to the

limburgites of Rosenbnsch. Limburgite is a rock of rafcer

rare occurrence in India. For the first mention of th» roc*

within India we are indebted to Sir Thomas HollandL
Jfcvw

denburg has described limburgite from the Baluchistan desert

»hile Mr. Adye lias also noticed the same rock in ^£g£
trap of Kathikwar.' As far as my information goe*, tte K*g»
war finds are the only recorded **%*££*££"££5
°f the Deccan trap. They have not, however,

1 Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, Vol. VII, pp. l
" 3 (19H) '

2 Geology of India (2nd edition), p. 29 -

s Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., Vol. XXXI, pi. l*l l?'>-
Middlemiss occurs

* This rock to which attention was drawn b>ur. - ^^
^ar Palakod (Salem) and is an enstalite-hmburgite. (

J nd., Vol. XXX, p. 19, footnote). _

6 Mem. Geol. Surv. Ind.. Vol. XX XI
, P-^ 94_95> 97 .

8 Economic Geology of Navanagar State, pp. »»
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in detail, and I think that a record of the results of my study of

the Hamandun limburgites will net be out of place.

„ .
colour, with

a specific gravity of 294. ' The rock weathers superficially
into a whitish lithomargic substance, while the removal of the
lithomarge very often gives rise to a pitted appearance on the
surface, the unweathered black part often standing out in relief.

The lithomarge sometimes shows a reddish tinge. The por-
phyritic structure of the rock is very well seen even in hand
specimens, and a few good crystals of augite were isolated. One
of them was carefully examined and the faces e, m", a and m
were determined. One isolated small crystal, when treated with
hydrogen peroxide, turned slightly yellow, showing the presence
of titanium.

Thin sections of the rock, when examined under the micro-
scope, show its porphyritic structure. The phenocrvsts found
are titaniferous augite and olivine, and both of them have been
changed to serpentine. The augite is pale-violet in colour with
a very faint pleochroism, often twinned and showing a zonal
structure. Serpentinisation is fairly marked, though, as one
may expect, it is not so completers in the case of olivine.
Some iron ores are also present, evidently due to the breaking
up of the ferro-magnesian silicates. The groundmass is hypo-
crystalline* consisting of microlites of lath-shaped felspars and
of augite. in second generation, with an amount of residual
glass. The glassy portion of the groundmass is of brown colour
with yellow spots and patches due to the formation of serpen-
tine. This serpentine is possibly derived from the alteration of
some of the augite microlites in the groundmass, and it is ex-
tremely difficult to decide whether olivine was present in the
groundmass or not—the whole of the olivine having in the former
case been replaced by serpentine.

A study of thin sections shows two peculiarities of the rock
viz.. (i) the smaller amount of the phenocrysts of olivine while
compared with those of augite and (ii) the presence of felspar
microlites in the groundmass. As regards the relative propor-
tion between olivine and augite, phenocrvsts, it mav be men-

Dr

peculiarity later on.
awn

iw \t
chemical examination of this rock was kindly undertaken

pLf,' £™hodh? Chan<*ra Chatterjee, M.A.. F.C.S., of the
bengal Chemical and Pharmaceutical Works. This analysis
snows conclusively the ultra-basic nature of the Hamandun

Sen.B^c
9 ™ *" average of four determinations by Babu Bijoy Gopal

» JGS vIi°Y?y,T
f0r Stude"t« (4th edition), p. 208.^.J.US., Vol. XLV. pp. 352.5 (1889).
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lava, while the presence of olivine and of augite as phenocrysts

limburgit The number of the com-

plete analyses of limburgite available for study and comparison

is rather "small, and these show that there is a considerable

variation in the composition of the different examples of limbur-

gite, the percentage of SiO, lying between 46-76 • and 38*34.*

The Hamandun specimen is exceptionally rich in Al ' )
8 ,

fairly

rich in CaO, and may be compared with the limburgites the

Baluchistan

given below

:

Si02

Ti02

A12 s

Fe2 8

FeO
MnO
CaO
MgO
K2

Na2

PA

I

4073
0-71

20 62

552
513

• • • •

12-50

8-75

090
303
1-41

II

4070
1-55

14-89

7-05

6-81

III

39-32

17-53

307
9 12

• • * *

12-21

9-92

117
2-78

1-39

0-76

10-38

8-00

204
2-44

730
* •

IV
38-62

1-86

1390
597
8-65

030
1554
11-21

57
2-01

1-46

060

99-30 99-23 99-20 100-69

I. Limburgite from Hamandun. Analyst P. C. Chatter-

II. Limburgite from Nonnenwald b Lauban, Lausta.

(Osann : Beitr. Zur chem. Petrographe. II, Teil

III. Limbu'rgile from Bendigo (Victoria) (Proc. Roy. Soc.,

Victoria n.s. Voh XXIV, p.W
j dg

IV. Limburgite from ^/^V^fwabunnte Irom ltiibMi *«—
>
~-i ~±h\

(Prof. pap. no. 14, U.S. Geol. Sun., p. 347).
^jrroi. pap. nu. a-*j v*~" ~

It is a matter of regret that very littleJ-Wf^^Jg
regarding the systematic analysis of the Indwn

and thus with the exception of a fej cawi
Washington « Dr. Walker,* and the data "*^

]gfl1rile
Fernior* in course of a discussion of the position of h* Koau

1 Min. u. Petr. Mittheil. , Bd. XVII, p. 534 (1898).

* Min. u. Petr. Mittheil., Bd. XX, p. 304 (l«» l ).

355>
3 Prof, paper No. 14, U.S. Geol. Surv., pp. \f'f'
* Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., Vol. XXXVI

, pp- *£~ -

fa igneous nature

. ' Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., Vol XLII, PP-
p̂r bevond doubt as in a

°* the Kodurite series of rocks is not, however oey ^ ^ , the
fnore recent communication Dr. Ferroor e*Pres

f**f d̂ism on a large

kodurite series may perchance be an e
.

xamP'e
o
°
e magnitude has bodily

seal* ;- whic ,

' *
graniti- intrusive of some mab

in a granitic intrusive
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series in the quantitative chemico-mineralogical classification of
the American petrographers, 1 nothing has been done to fit any
Indian rock into this classificatory scheme. From the mole-
cular ratios of the different constituents of the Hamandun rock
the following norm has been calculated :

Orthoclase

Anorthite

Nepheline

Diopside

Olivine

Akermanite
Magnetite

Tlmenite

5-56

3975
1392
1558
12-89

0-86

7-89

1-37

H
2 • •

97-82
1-41

9923

From the norm given above the position of the rock has
determined »« fnii^wo .__.been determined as follows :

Class III Salfemane—Salfemic
Order 6 Portugare—Lendofelic.
Rang 4 Hamandunase 2—docalcic.
Subrang 4 Hamandunose—presodic.
Grad 2 Hamandunate—dopolic
Subgrad 1 Hamandunote
Section 1

Subsection 1

-permirlic.

premiric.

premagnesic

A question has recently arisen about the true nature of

luZ

Z

gV
T; ^

S °rigmally defined by Rosenbusch the rock is

supposed^tobe free from felspar.*
*

It was Prof. Bonney who

XLV,
i

p
te

]

d
03)

ntire man8anese-°re deposits' (Rec. Geol. Sow. Ind., Vol.

son and"wlshWnn^
3

p
ification of Igneous Rocks by Cross, Iddings, Pirs-

GeoL, VoL jJ^SiSfiSIT *°' *' U* Ge°L^ "^ J°Urn "

docile™'JSuL/ S5
SC

T
eme had ori8»«Wy * threefold division for

subsequent^ r^tfi;* uJ- Ign
- rocks

' P- 137). This arrangement was

and tC find fhe n^TJ^^P No " 28, U.S. Geol. slrv..p. 14),

rocks, Vol IlTii t
° tbe 8ymbo1 IIL 6 - 4- 4"5 (Iddings: Igneous

4- 3 (4) (C R aV«h U' t>
Lacr°*x Proposed the name Papenooae for III. 6.

20, p. 551 I'^f *

|rn
Pa

,u
S

* ^°L 15, 'P- '24,1910,and Journ. Geol., Vol.

should be Panenoai i f /°1IoW8 th«t the corresponding rang name

culation as the taX L t evidently there was some mistake in the cal-

name was proposed fiT*? gabbro from Tahiti) for which the above

2, 2 (Iddings Tneou "
Lf

eq
^
e,

?
tIy been found ou* to belong to lV

'

2>

has been s,JgestS by me ''
V°L "' P ' 653) ' Accordingly a new name

Elemente der Gesteinslehre
. p. 861. In the latest edition of • Mikros-
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first of all pointed out clearly the occurrence of lath-shaped
crystals of felspars in the groundmas* of the rock, and accord-
ingly the original definition of the rock cannot be accepted
now. 1 Specimens from Limbourg hill were examined, fels-
par was found in the groundmass and ' felspar is abundant in
much of the rock at both ends of the hill, of which the original
limburgite, with the base of brown glass, is only a local condi-
tion."2 Among the limburgites that have been described as
vet, those from Kathiawar by Mr. Adye,** from the Macedon area
by Dr. Skeats and Mr. Summers,* from Balwyn (near Doncaster)
by Messrs. Chapman and Thiele, 6 from Southern India by Sir
Thomas Holland,6 from a few places in Bohemia by Hinter-
lechner,7 from the Black Mountain by Soellner," from Sao
Thome and Fernando Po by Boese," all show microlites of
felspar in the groundmass. While describing the geology of
Costa Rica, Mr. Romanes has mentioned the occurrence of a
limburgite ' entirely free from felspar,' but at the same time it

has been observed that the groundmass has undergone very
considerable alteration and become completely devitrified. Dr.
Bonney, on a careful examination of this rock

;
has shown the

great
' resemblance which the groundmass bears to the mineral

pseudophite described by both Dr. Teall and the late J. D. Dana
as forming a special alteration product of felspar. The resi-

dual glass had, therefore, probably the composition of felspar

or may even have largely consisted of minute felspar-crystals.' ,0

It must also be stated, however, that from several localities

copische Physiographie der Massigen Gesteine' (1908) Rosenbusch seemed
to have changed his original definition, as we find ' die Limburgito und
Augitite sind gemoinschaftlich dadurch charakterisiert, dass sie weder
Feldspat noch ein feldspathahnliches Mineral als wesentlichen Gemengteil
enthalten' (p. 1463).

1 Geol. Mag. Dec. IV., Vol. VIII, pp. 411-417, 1901.

» Ibid., p. 416.
3 Economic Geology of Navanagar State, pp. 93, 95, 97.

4 Among the seven, types of limburgite described from this area Jour

contain felspars in the groundmass. (Bull. Geol. Surv. Victoria, No. 24,

P- 27, 1912).
*

J
Proc, Roy. Soc. Vict.. N.S. XXIV, p. 126, 1912.

Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., Vol. XXX, p. 19 footnote

] Jahrb. K.K. Geol. Reichnst, Vol. L, 1900, pp. 504. 51*-

J
Jahrb. K.K. Preuss.. Geol Landsanst., Bd.. XXII, p. 56

j
J04.

,.
8 According to Boese in the groundmass of the Sao Tho'nA l.mbur

g*e ' FeldSpat kommt ilusserst selten vor, seine Menge b/ ril

^?f^^emrnai 10/ > While describi the Hmburgites from Fernando
,

Po the

«w»e author has observed that < ,n der Abteilung de\^^l^die
H^st einige Gesteine als UmburgUische Basalte boschneben warden^dw
Jachen den Basaltcn und Limburgiten stehen wed sie

«**«*»"

J

gennger Menge fiihren " (N. Jahrb. f. Min Geol. u. Pal
J*£&*%£.}*XiV > PP. 275, 307, 1912). Terms like Limburgbasa t, L.mburg-tacny

"
Q
e

j
a

G°S
8U
fe

,

St6
T

d^T°f
•

B
Tll30°

P
l^' ' While describing the

limk
^i'. -**•&•* vol. LXVIII, pp. 129-loU, hm* , around-^Wglte of the Cripple Creek district, Mr. Stevens says that * hejjj«w

***>*
« composed of fine augite crystals, set in a clear, colourless, isotrop
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the hollow tube, and, boring a hole at the tip with its frontal

spines, partially projects out. The adult now emerges, and

flies away, leaving the empty pupal skin at the tip of the

hollow shoots This disease is found in paddy generally only

in the rainy season and is altogether rare in the dry season crop.

As, even in places where paddy is not raised in the dry season,

the fly re-appears on paddy with the advent of the rains, it is

evident it cannot depend solely on paddy and must have an

alternate food-plant, presumably some perennial wild grass,

wherein it tides over the dry weather With the object of find-

ing out such host-plants a scrutinizing search was made among

the various grasses in the wet land area of the Central Farm and

\v
ras attended with rather remarkable results. Never was the

paradox that "a man may keep his eyes wide open and yet not

see " more truly illustrated Panicum fluitans is a very common
grass in the wet land area at Coimbatore. growing abundantly

on the field bunds and along the banks of channels. Throughout

the year, except in February and March, a gall -midge breeds in

this grass causing gall-formations in profusion, 20 to 30 galls

sometimes having been found to occur on one single plant. Yet

this common grass did not draw my notice, till by chance one day

I tumbled on it in the course of my search for the egg-masses

of Oxya velox. Again, no grass is more familiarly known or

more abundant than Oynodon dactylon,—u Hariali". This is

also attacked by a Cecidomyiid fly which affects the tips of

shoots and causes the formation of a body of the shape of

a miniature pine-apple. This object is in reality a collective

gall from which later on 3 to 8 and sometimes 12 or more

hollow shoots appear, each giving rise to a* fly. These con-

spicuous objects were not taken notice of, and^ if at all they

were, they were believed to be caused by fungi.
These are instances of how one is apt to overlook very

obvious things and one may well imagine Nature crying out in

extreme pity—like Aunt Betsev Trotwood, in
''' David Copper-

field "-" Blind, Blind, Blind ».

At Coimbatore, after very careful search, three grasses were,

in the first instance, found to exhibit such formations. They
were :

—

i

.

(1) Panicum fluitans

.

(2) Cynodon dactylon.

(3) Ischaemum ciliare.

Quite ted

also in the following three grasses at Coimbatore, viz •

(5) „ pertus
(6) Apluda varia.

choenanthus

When
4-u 7l

&«**« "*^ mat uotoci on some or tnese gi<*ao^»
the excitement of the discovery, I had the temerity to congratu
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late myself on having found out the host-plants of the paddy
gall-fly, but on comparing freshly-bred specimens of all thes.

gall-flies side by side, 1 was forced to the conclusion that I

had to do with several different species altogether, each
confining itself to its own particular food-plant. Many of these
gall-flies have been sent to Professor E. P. Felt for accurate
determination.

Between July and October 1916, I had opportunities of

visiting the Government Farm at Palur, S. Arcot District, several

places in the Bellary and Kurnool districts, and Samalkota and
Anakapalle in the Northern Circars. As leisure and opportu-
nities allowed, I continued my search for gall formations
among the wild grasses in these various localities The results

were rather surprising. Instead of the formation of the " silver-

shoot "on paddy being an isolated and extraordinary pheno-

menon, it became evident that it was one of common occurrence

m many grasses.

The following grasses were noted to be subject to the attack

of gall-flies. As the time needed for collecting them in suffi-

cient quantities was not at my disposal, and breeding appliance -

were not at hand, the gall-midges could not be reared out in

i'll cases. Again^ the degree of parasitisation of the galls m
so high that the chances of rearing the flies were considerably

minimized. It would be verv interesting, if future worker-

in this line would try and breed out the flies from each gra^
and have their identity established.

1. Panicum fluilans, Retz.—This grass is semi-aquatic and

is found growing on field bunds in wet lands, on the banks of

canals, in the beds of streams and in shallow tanks It has

so far been noted by me onh in Coimbatore and Bellary IV
Wets and in Bangalore, (lulls bave been found on this gras

at Coimbalore and in the following places in the Bellary Dis-

trict, viz. Hadagalli. Kottur, Sirnguppa and Yemmiganoor.

The flies reared at Coimbatore and in the Bellary District wen

'dentical.

f
Thelife-historv of this fly ' has been fully studied by me. ine

female scatters its 300 to 350 eggs singly along the pronounced

grooves of the upper surface of the leaves. The egg3 are

elongate-oval, half a millimetre long, and slightly reddish m
colour. They hatch in about three days into tiny active n*«P*;
which crawl by instinct down the leaf and. insmuatmg themselvw

between the leaf-sheath and the stem, creep down until t ,

reach the growing tips of either the apical or the fflde W,
Each bud ia occupied onh- by a single maggot rhe shoot

begins to show a swelling in about a week or two and the

h ,
' Through the eourtesv of the Ag. Government B*««*gj (W

h

p
atore, information has been received that this fly has been .denied r>y

^rof
- iall as Dyodiplosis (r8eudhormo»,yia) fluvtahs. ». sP .
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typical hollow shoot emerges in two or three weeks. Though

hatching at one time out of the same batch of eggs, the maggots

that enter the apical buds complete their development more

quickly (at least a week earlier) than those affecting the axil-

Ian ones ; and invariably the apical galls are much larger

in size than the axillary ones. The full-grown maggot is of

pale brown colour and possesses a well-marked breast-plate,

the anterior ends of which are prolonged into two pointed

horns. The freshly formed pupa is milk-white, but later turns

bright -pink The adult emerges in six days. The female is pale

brown and possesses a huge reddish abdomen bulged with eggs,

while the male is somewhat darker and more slender in form.

Most of the eggs are laid during the first night. The male

flies seem to go for a drink, soon after emergence, while the

females do not display any such thirst.

2. Panieum puncunum.—A grass very nearly allied to P.

fluitans but more thoroughly aquatic. It was collected by me
at Samalkota, Godavari District, and showed profuse gall forma-

tions. The fly reared out was identical with Dyodiplosis fluvi-

al is, reared from P. fluitans. The flies reared from galls of P.

punctatum freely laid eggs on P. fluitans at Coimbatore. The

maggots that hatched out induced typical gal] -formations in P.

fluitans and flies emerged normally from them.
3. Cynodon dactylon.—As already noted, a collective gall

is formed in this grass, from which 2 to 12 hollow shoots may
emerge. Such galls were noted on this grass at Coimbatore, Palur

(S. Arcot District), Samalkota (Godavari District), and Anaka-
palle (Vizagapatam District). The fly which has been identified

as Orseolia Cynodontis, Kief and Mass, is smaller, comparatively
more thick-set and darker than Dyodiplosis fluvialis. The life-

history of this fly has also been studied bv me. The eggs are

elongate, reddish and about one-third of a millimetre long and
are laid in batches of 3 to 20 along the under (and rarely also

on the upper) surface of the top lives of a shoot. The
maggots hatch out in three days and creeping between the

leaf-sheaths, reach the rudiments of the apical and axillary
buds of the shoot. Owing to the irritation caused by the

maggots, several of the side-buds of the shoot begin to develop
their galls simultaneously, so that the tip of the shoot bulges
out gradually and a umes the pine-apple form. When mature
the hollow shoots appear at the tip and the flies emerge later

on. The time taken by the fly to develop into the adult from
the egg is about three to six week n.

4 Ischaemum ciliare.—This is also a common grass at

Coimbatore m the wet lands. The galls found on this grass
are smaller- and shorter than those on P. fluitans and are de-
veloped usually from the axillarx buds towards the base of the
plant. *Iies have been reared" and are quite distinct; the
wmgs being more distinctly smoky and the body much darker
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%an in the other species of Coimbatore. It has been named by
Prof. Felt as Dyodiplosis (Pseudhormomyia) cornea, n. sp.

Similar galls were also noted at Samalkota in an allied

grass (?).

5. Panicum stagninum—an aquatic plant common at Samal -

kota and Coimbatore along canals, in shallow tanks and along

water channels in the wet lands. At Samalkota. in Octo-

ber 1916, silver-shoots were noted in profusion on this grass.

Large quantities of this grass were collected and taken to Coim-

batore for rearing, hut as the galls were heavily parasitised,

only small numbers of flies could be reared out. These flie

resembled Pachydiplosis ori/zae in almost all characters, and have

been forwarded to Professor Felt for exact identification. 1 As

sufficiently Inrge numbers of flies could not be reared out, actual

breeding experiments to find whether flies from P. stagnimm

would breed on paddy could not be undertaken and their iden-

tity could not, therefore, be solved in a direct manner.

At Samalkota the eggs of this fly were found laid as in

paddy, either on the hairs of the rudimentary ligules. or on the

leaves or leaf-stalks in the neighbourhood of the ligular region.

The silver-shoots were also similarly very long. Though abun-

dant at Coimbatore, this grass has not shown any gall forma-

tions there.

6. Paspalum scrobkulatum (wild variety)—known in Telu-

gu as Neeti-Arika—is semi-aquatic and is found on bunds in

Paddy fields and along canal banks. At Samalkota, this grass

exhibited long silver-shoots, but as the parasitica tion was severe

flies could not be reared out. At Coimbatore and in the Jiel-

lary District this grass did not exhibit galls.

7. Andropogon annulatus.-This grass is very common

along roads in black soils in the Bellary District ;
being peren-

*H it forms fairly large clumps. On close exani.nation a

good many of the clumps showed, in September 1916, ong ana

lender galls among tin fresh shoots emerging from the root-

stock. Four specimens of the fli<
* nerereajecUromto gans.

C
" Tar formations were noted also at Samalkota on this grass.

Strict, old but genuine galls were noted on .ide-shoote^
»P on the stems of this grass. In November 1916,^numerous

examples of gall formations in this grass»'"J^Sh,
tQre. It is Ssuallv found growing abundantly among

;

jw**
Pear bushes and in open pasture ground. The&^j*££
hgh up on the plant in the side-shoots or may -gtoSTS
from the root-stock. Flies have been reared. The fem.de nj

,

' The flies have been found identical with Pachydiplosis oryzae from

paddy by Prof. Felt. Duodiplosis andropo-

m .

? The flies have been named by Prof. Jolt as uyoa P

W*», n. sn.
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is comparatively large in size and pale pinkish -brown in

colour.

9. Andropogon pertusus.—This grass is extremely common
in the pasture grounds of the Central Farm, Coimbatore. On
careful examination, small-sized galls were found in small num-

bers on these plants. The fly, which has been reared out, resem-

bles the gall-fly on Andropogon schoenanthus in general appear-

ance, but is smaller in size.

10. Apluda varia.—This is a slender red-stemmed, tall-

growing grass commonly found among prickly pear bushes and

along the banks of water-courses and canals. Galls were first

noted in this grass at Samalkota in October 1916, but flies

could not be reared. In November, galls were found abundantly

on this grass at Coimbatore. They are slender, elongate struc-

tures of violet-brown colour and generally covered with a whitish

bloom. The tip is surmounted usually by an undeveloped leaf.

In some cases flower buds in the ear-heads were found trans-

formed into galls. The fly is slightly smaller, slenderer and

darker than the one reared from A. schoenanthus. These galls

were also found at the foot of the Xilgiris at Kallar.
11-13. Iseilema spp.—A few galls were noted on Iseilema

anthephoroides at Pattikonda, Kurnool District, in September
1916. Flies not reared. Old galls were noted at Samalkota on

Iseilema laxum. At Palur. S. Arcot District, a few galls were

found on a grass very like Iseilema, but which could not be

identified on account of the inflorescence not having been found.

Two flies were reared, of which one has been sent for identifica-

tion.

14. Ophiurus corymbosus.—A tall erect grass with brittle

stems, growing in thick clumps in moist depressions at Patti-

konda, Kurnool District. Galls were found in side shoot

arising from the collar region and sometimes higher up the stem.

Young shoots coming up from the underground stems were alsvO

infested and showed specially thick and stout formations.
Flies were not reared.

15. Oryza saliva (wild paddy).—This was found growing
luxuriantly in depressions along the railway line at Samalkota.
bilver-shoots were common, but flies eouid not be reared out

owing to heavy parasitisation.
16. Iscliaemum pilosum.—The road from Adoni to Siru-

guppa traverses a vast stretch of undulating black soil country,
lhehelds of indifferent cultivators in these black soils are gene-
rally infested with "Kundara gaddi" (Teluga)—Ischaemum
pilasum—B, grass with a system of spreading under-ground stems
—proving as bad a weed as " Hariali " (Cvnodon) or Nuttgrass
£*I*W)- Here and there in the midst of large patches of this

Srass, stitt stout shoots of bright pink colour 4 to 6 inches long.
were noted in .September 1916 standing out from the surface of

the ground. They ended bluntly, and in most of them th
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empty pupal skin of a fly was borne at the tip, from which
circumstance their true nature was easily recognized. These
are in all probability the very galls described by Mr. L. A. Boodle
in Kew Bulletin No. 3 of 1910 in an article on "Gall- on an
Indian Grass." The galls described therein were reported to

have been collected by Mr. Talbot, a Forest Officer at Poona.
From the material then available, viz. the pupal skins and
specimens of young larvae, Professor Kieffer described the fly

'

as Oligotrophies ischcemi n. sp I am not aware if the adult

flies have been reared and described. In September, 1916, while

examining the galls, I had the rare luck of securing two freshly

emerged female specimens and one of the male. Two more
were also reared out from galls. The females are rather large,

black flies with an immense abdomen and short piceous wings.

The males are also black but much smaller. The females were,

on account of their wings being short, unable to fly. Eggs
were readily laid in tubes and hatched in three days. This fly

seems to breed only in the rains, and how it passes the long dry

season hi these arid plains is a mystery. Possibly the young

larvae remain quiescent in the nascent buds underground and

develop when the latter shoot out after the rains.

The above grasses are the only ones in which I have noted

these gall formations, but I am sure the number will be doubled

or even trebled if the subject be systematically taken up and

worked out.

There are some general factors governing these gall flies even

in the matter of parasitisation. The parasites attacking the

gall maggots may be divided into two distinct classes: (1) A
group, the members of which parasitise the grown-up maggot

or the pupa. The mother parasite seeks the gall and inserts

its eggs inside with its ovipositor, the grubs that hatch out

attack and feed on the maggot or the pupa which is usual!;.

Previouslv paralysed bv the mother wasp. Coming under this

group are several parasites belonging to two or three families ot

the super-familv Chalcidoidea . (2) A second group which para-

dises the eggs. The parasites coming under this group are

JWtotrupid.. The adult wasp hunts out the eggs of the Ujci-

domviid and deposits one or more eggs into each egg. Ine egg

thus parasitised hatches normally into a maggot which searcnes

f°r and enters the terminal buds of shoots and therein teens

and grows.
In the case of one of the parasites, **&"*£l

several eggs seem to be deposited in a. single ^omjud
egg, and when the gall maggot becomes lull-grown th .para

**» ^rvae (20 to 30 in number) also grow up feeding c* the

nternal tissues of the host. Ultimately the «&££*%£
t0 an empty bag, inside which the parasite larvae spin tin, o^al

1 Prof. Felt has identified it a, Hormomyia iochaemi, kief.
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cocoons and pupate. Platygaster oryzce is a black species com-

mon in galls on paddy, Panicum, etc., in most of the paddy

areas. In the Bellary and Kurnool districts a yellow brown

species of Platygaster was common in the galls of various grasses

such as Ischcemum, Ophiurus. Andropogon, etc.

In the case of a third Proctotrupid only a single egg is

apparently laid in each Cecidomyiid egg. The parasite larva

kills the maggot when about half-grown, shoves off its excre-

ment and the remnants of the internal tissues of the host into

a coiner of the hollow skin and pupates inside in a cocoon.

This Proctotrupid is a black species about twice as large as

Platygaster.

The above notes are mainly the result of stray observa-

tions made when opportunities occurred, and are confessedly

imperfect in a good many details, and I shall be amply repaid

if this paper would induce workers to take interest in this

obscure group and fill up the many lacunae that are at present

perceptible in our knowledge of galls on Indian grasses.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE X.

Fig. 1.—The picture on the left shows three galls in Pani-

cum fluitans ; the one on the right, two similar for-

mations in Apluda varia. In the latter, the grey

object dimly seen at the angle of the leaf axis on

the shaded background at the top represents the

empty pupal skin sticking out from the tip of the

hollow gall.

Fig. 2.—Compound galls in various stages of formation in

Cynodon dactylon.

Fig. 3.—Galls in Andropogon pertusus They are not distinct in

the photographs, but their positions are indicated

by the cross-marks.

Flo. 4.—Shows a single shoot with the central gall in Andro-

pogon pertusus. The pale object seen feebly project-

ing from the shoot on the shaded background is the

pupal skin.
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MARCH, 1917.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held
on Wednesday, the 7th March. 1917 at 9-15 p m.

H. H. I! avdkn, Esq., C.J.E., D.Sc, B.A., B.A.I., F.G.S.,
F.A.S.B., P.R.S., President, in the chair.

The following members were present:

—

Rev. H. Basdekas.. Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri, Miss M. L.

Leghorn, Mr. H. G. Qnw . Dr. W. C. Hossack, Mr. S. W.
Kemp, Mr. K. I). >Mita, C.I.K.. Dr. Satis Chandra Vidya-
bhusana.

Visitors :—Mr. C. ('leghorn. Mr. K. C. Chose.

The minutes of the January Ordinary Monthly Meeting,

the Annual Meeting and the February Ordinary Monthly
Meeting were read and confirmed.

Sixty-four presentations were announced.

The Chairman announced that in accordance with Rule 38

of the Society- Kales, the names of the following six members
had been posted up as defaulting members since the last

meeting, and their names have now been removed from the

member list :

Mau I a vi Aminulla. Ghazipur.
Babu Debendra Kumar Banerjei Dacca.

C. H. Hutchinson, Esq., Pusa.
8. M. Jacob, Esq., I.< '.S.. Bombay.
Babu Munan Dube. Domanl snmj.

Babu Laohmi Wuain Singh, Bankipor.

The Genera] Secretary read the names of the following

gentlemen who were appointed to serve on the various Oom-

m'ttees during I'M 7.

Finance Committee.

ft

,
D'. N. Annandale, Manama hopadhyaya Haraprasad

^.stri, C.I.E.. .Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidya-

bhus

Library Committee

n M*faamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri,
p-Jf

•>
Mr

- ••
l,ilPman, Father H.H^ten Major D. McCay,^-S \^'Z'

Ke
*P. Honorary Librarian ( 1 officio, Library Regulation &h
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Anthropological Secretary, Biological Secretary, Physical

Science Secretary, the two Philological Secretaries, Medical

Secretary.

Philological Committee,

The Hon. Dr. Abdulla Al-Ma'mun Suhrawardy, Dr. Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana, The Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukho-

padhvaya, Kt., Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, CLE.,
Rai Monmohan Chakravarti, Babu Rakhal Das Banerji. Babu
Xilmani Chakravarti, Mr. A. H. Harley, Aga Muhammad
Kazim Shirazi, Mr. O. F. Jenkins.

Hon. Numismatist.

Mr. H. Nelson Wright, I.C.S., Mr. H. Nevill, I.C.S. (Offici-

ating).

Hon. Joint Secretaries, Science Congress.

Dr. J. L. Simonsen.
Prof. P. S. Macmahon.

The following gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary

members :

The Rev. R. P. Newton, M.A./ Chaplain, Bengal Ecclesias-

tical Establishment, Dinapur, proposed by the Venerable W. R.

Firminger, seconded by Mr. R. D. Mehta, CLE. ; Kazi

Dousamdup, Head Master B. B. School, Gangtok, Sikkim,

proposed by Mr. C. A. Bell, seconded by Maulavi Abdul Wali.

The following papers were read :

—

1. A Revision of the Lizards of the Genus Tachydromus.
By Dr. G. A. Boulenger.

This paper will be published in the Memoirs.

2. Biddies Current in the District of Sylhet in Eastern

Bengal.—By Sarat Chandra Mitra. Communicated by the

Anthropological Secretary. .

This paper has been published in the Journal.

3. Zoological Besults of a Tour in the Far East.—Aquatic

na.—By J. S

4.
/

<>nd C'tenophora.—By N. Annandale.
Hydroz0d

Memoirs

The President announced that there would be no meeting
IP! Medina 1 flAr.*;«« 4.U" iiof the Medical Section this month.
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APRIL, 1917.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 4th April, 1917, at 9-15 p.m.

H. Hayden, Esq., C.I.E., D.Sc, B.A.
;

B.A.I., F.G.S.,
F.A.S.B.. F.R.S., President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Dr. F. H. Gravely, Mr. H. G. Graves, Mr. C. W. Gurnei
Dr. W. C. Hossack, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, Mr. E.

Vredenburg.

Visitors :—Babu Dinesh Chandra Bhattacharjya, Dr. A.

Meerwarth.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and con tinned.

Thirteen presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Dewan Bahadur
Hiralal Basu and Dr. Birendra Nath Ghose had expressed a

desire to withdraw from the Society.

The following gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary

Members :

—

Mr. P. H. Awati, M.A., Medical Entomologist, Central

Research Institute, Kasauli, proposed by Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri,

seconded by Babu Gopal Das Chowdhuri ; Mr. Abdul Mafkl.
B.A., M.R.A.S., Gola Gunj, Lucknow, proposed by Syed
Naseer Hosien Khan Khayal, seconded by Aga Muhammad
Kazim Shirazi

; Dr. Rasik Lai Datta, D.Sc.. Lecturer in Chemis-
try, Presidency College, Calcutta, 78, Manicktola Street, Cal-

cutta, proposed by The Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukho-
Padhyaya, Kt., seconded by Dr. P. C. Ray, CLE.

The following gentleman was proposed as an Honorary

Fellow :

—

Professor Herbert A. Giles, LL.D.
:

Prof, of Chinese in

toe University of Cambridge, Cambridge, England.

u
Dr. Herbert Allen Giles, Honorary LL.D. (Aberdeen) 1897.

Honorary M.A. (Cantab) 1898, succeeded the late Sir Thomas

Wade as Professor of Chinese in the University of Cambridge

? 189 7. He stands in the foremost rank of scholars who have

footed themselves to the investigation of Chinese History-and

^terature. His Chinese-English Dictionary was P™^1"

^2,and.a second edition was issued in 1912. His Chinese

^graphical Dictionary obtained the Prix St. Julien of he

Academfe Francaise in 1897. In 1902, he was nominated *e

fir*t lecturer oA the Dean Lung Foundation m the Columbia
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University ; his lectures were subsequently published under

the name of " China and the Chinese." Amongst his other

publications may be mentioned Records of Buddhistic King-

doms (1877), Glossary of Reference (which, first published in

1878, reached a third edition in 1900), Gems of Chinese Litera-

ture (1884), Remains of Lao Tzu (1886), Chinese Poetry in

English Verse (1898), History of Chinese Literature (1901),

History of Chinese Art (1905), Religions of Ancient Chinese

(1905), Chinese Fairy Tales (1911), and Civilisation of China

(1911). He has issued several works with a view to popularise

the study of Chinese Language ; amongst these, may be noted

Chinese without a teacher (which, first published in 1872,

reached a sixth edition in 1908) ; Colloquial Idioms (1873) ;

Hand Book of the Swatow Dialect (1877); and Elementary
Chinese (which, first published in 1900, reached a second

edition in 1910). He joined the Chinese Consular Service in

1867 and till he resigned in 1893 held Office as Vice-Consul and

Consul in many important places ; he has had consequently
exceptional opportunities of first-hand study of Chinese Lan-

guage, Literature, Philosophy and Art.

The following papers were read :

1. Bhasa and his alleged works.—By Dinesh Chandra
Bhattacaaryya, M.A. Communicated by the Joint Philo-

logical Secretary.

2. A Progress Report on the work done during the year 1916

in connection with the Bardic and Historical Survey of Baj-

putana.—By Dr. L. P. Tessitori.

The latter paper has been published in the Journal.

The President announced that there would be no meeting of

the Medical Section during this month.

MAY, 1917.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesda\

HaYDEN
F.G.S., F.A.S.B., President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Dr. N. Annandale, Dr. B. L. Chau-
dhuri, Babu Hem Chandra Das Gupta, Mr. H. G. Graves, Rev.
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Mr
Mr

Visitors :—Mr. A. Kalousky, Dr. A. Meerwarth, Mr. E.
Thuillier, and two others.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty-eight presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Major R. E. Lloyd.
I.M.S., and Mr. K. Ramunni Menon had expressed a desire to

withdraw from the Society.

The following gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary

members

:

Dr. A. H. Meerwarth, Asst. Curator, Ethnographical

Museum, Academy of Sciences, Petrograd, proposed by Dr. X.

Annandale, seconded by Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri; Dr. Kumud
Sankar Ray, M.A.. B.Sc., MB., Ch.B. (Edin.), Medical Practi-

tioner, 44, European Asylum Lane, Calcutta, proposed by Dr.

B. L. Chaudhuri, seconded by Mr. Gopal Das Chaudhuri ; Prof.

Kiran Sankar Bay, B.A. (Oxon), Professor of History, Sans-

krit College, 44, European Asylum Lane, Calcutta, proposed by.

Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri. seconded by Mr. Gopal Das Chaudhuri.

The following gentleman was balloted for as an Honorary

Fellow :

—

Prof. Herbert A. Giles, LL.D.. Cambridge.

The President announced that as only two members have

made use of the Library on Wednesday evenings during the

Past six months, the Council have decided that it shall be

closed at 5 p.m., mi every week-day.

The President laid on the table a copy of the regulations

regarding the award of the " Pinhev Memorial Gold Medal

for the best work on Deocan Arclueology or History offered by

"to Hyderabad Archaeological Society.

Pinhev Memorial Medal.

1a
The Hyderabad Archaeological Society, on the 21st April,

^16, decided that a Gold Medal be instituted to commemorate
the memory of Sir Alexander Pinhev, K.C.S.I., C.l.K, tne

founder and first President of the Society.

Regulations.

+
.

1. The • Pinhey Memorial Gold Medal' shall be swarded

tnennially for the best work on Deccan Archaeology or History,

ln a°cordance with the subjoined conditions.
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2. The competition shall be open to scholars in any part

of the world.

3. Competitors shall submit a thesis on any subject chosen

by themselves relating to Deccan Archaeology or History. The

thesis should be an unpublished work, or, if published, it should

not have been published more than two years before its sub-

mission for the Pinhey Medal.

4. Theses for the first competition will be received up to

'

the end of October 1918, and subsequently in the October of

every third year, i.e. in October 1921. 1924, and so on.

5. If the selected thesis is an unpublished work, the

Society, at the recommendation of the Council, shall have the

right to publish it in the Society's Journal.

6. If in the opinion of the Council none of the theses sub-

mitted in any year are of special value, the Medal shall not be

awarded in that vear.

7. If thesis is written in any language other than English,

the competitor shall furnish an English translation thereof.

win

1. i Him
.dinea.—By Dr. A. Oka. Communicated by Dr. Annandale.

2. Weighing Apparatus irom the Southern Shan States,

with lantern illustrations.—By Dr. N. Annandale.

These papers have been published in the Memoirs.

The President announced that there would be no meeting

of the Medical Section during this month.

JUNE, 1917.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Societv was held on
Wednesday, the 6th June, 1917, at 9-15 p.m.

N. Annandale, Esq.. D.Sc, C.M.Z.S., F.L.S., F.A.S.B..
Vice-President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Miss M. L. Cleghorn, Dr. F. H-
Gravely, Dr. W. C. Hossack, Mr. R. D. Mehta, CLE., Dr. Satis
Chandra Vidyabhusana, Mr. E. Vredenburg.

Visitors .—Mr. C. Cleghorn, Miss O. CWhorn.
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The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Fifty presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported the death of Mr. J. G. G.

Gardner-Brown, an Ordinary member of the Society.

The General Secretary also reported that Mr. C. W. Peak<

the Society.

withdraw

The Chairman announced that Mr. G. H. Tipper, M.A.,

F.A.S.B., F.G.S., had been appointed a member of Council in the

place of Mr. C. S. Middlemiss, resigned.

The following gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary

members :

—

Kumar Harib Krishna Deb, M.A., Zamindar, Sovabazar

Rajbati, Raja Navakrishna Street, Calcutta, proposed by Dr.

B. L. Chaudhuri. seconded by Babu Gopal Das Chaudhuri

;

Prof. Kesorimohin Gupta, M.A.. Professor of History, Banga-

bashi College , 113, Lower Circular' Road, Calcutta, proposed by

Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri, seconded by Babu Gopal Das Chaudhuri

;

&r. K. V. Rangaswami Aiyangar, Professor of History and

Economics, H. H. the Maharaja's College. Trivandrum, pro-

posed by Mr. V. S. Iyer, seconded bv Mr. S. W. Kemp ;
Mr. T.O.

D.Dunn, Educational Service, 19, King Edward Court, pro-

posed by Mr. H. G. Graves, seconded by Dr. Satis Chandra

Vidyabhusana

.

The following papers were read :

1'.A Fifteenth Century Mosque in the Sunderbans—By
Khan Sahib Syed Abdul Latie, B. L.

This mosque, situated in a little village called Majidbaria

* the Sunderbans, has been in existence for 1,100 years accord-

ing to local tradition. Tin- mosque is in a dilapidated state,

b»t it has just been taken over by the Archaeological Depart-

ment for preservation. According to the villagers a stone siao

fixed on the mosque was taken away by the Sunderbans Com-

missioner and is now in the Indian Museum.

,
2. The Rauzat-ut-Tahirin.-By H. Beveridge, I.C.S.

(retired)

.

. This paper will published in a (subsequent number of the

Journal

The Chairman announced that there would be no meeting

ot the Medical Section during this month.
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JULY, 1917.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held

on Wednesday, the 4th July, 1917, at 9-15 p.m.

N. Annandale, Esq., D.Sc, C.M.Z.S., F.L.S... F.A.S.B.,

Vice-President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri, Dr. F. H. Gravely, Mr. H. G. Graves,

Dr W. C. Hossack, Mr. W. H. Phelps," Dr. Satis Chandra
Vidyabhusana, Mr. E. Vredenburg.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Seventeen presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Mr. P. T. Srinivas

Iyenger and Dr. Satyendra Nath Roy had expressed a desire

to withdraw from the Society.

The General Secretary also reported the death of

Mr. James Hector Barnes, B.Sc, F.C.S.

Dr. N. Annandale exhibited a collection of recent and
fossil shells of the subgenus Margarya from the Southern Shan
States and invited discussion with the geological and zoological

members of the Society.

The following paper was read :

—

A Note on the Dismantlina of its Web by a Spider.—By
M. L. Cleghorn, F.L.S., F.Z.S*

In this paper a description was given of Epeira theisi devour-
ing its web in the morning. The radii of the web, below the

notched zone, were devoured first; then the foundation lines

and remains of the collapsed web were eaten slowly. After

dismantling its web completely the spider concealed itself in a

leaf to rest till the evening.

The Chairman announced that there would be no meeting
of the Medical Section during this month.
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AUGUST, 1917.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 1st August, 1917, at 9-15 p.m.

H. H. Hayden, Esq , C.I.E., D.Sc, B.A., B.A.I., F.G.S.,

F.R.S., F.A.S.B., President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri, Mr. T. 0. D.

Dunn, Mr. H. G. Graves, Dr. W. C. Hossack, Rev. H. Hosten,

S.J., Rev. K. Oka, Mr. W. H. Phelps, Dr. Satis Chandra
Vidyabhusana, Mr. E. Vredenburg.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty five presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Nawab Ahmad Husain

Khan Bahadur of Paryawan had expressed a desire to withdraw

from the Society.

The President announced that the foliowhig two members
being largely in arrears of subscriptions had been declared

defaulters and that their names would be posted up in accord-

ance with Rule 38 :

Mr. Abul Faiz Muhammad Abdul Alt, M.A., Deputy Magis-

trate, Netrokona, Mymensingh.
Baboo Hemendra Prasad Ghosh, Zemindar and Litterateur,

Prasad Lodge, Changalbha P. 0., Jessore.

The following gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary

Members :

—

Lieutenant-Colonel W. A. F. Basevi, Indian Army, The
Staff, Meerut Division, Meerut U.P., proposed by Dr. A. Vems,

seconded by Mr. H. R. Nevill; Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar ,
M.A.,

Carmichael Professor of Ancient Indian History and Culture,

Calcutta University, proposed by The Hon. Justice Sir Asu-

tosh MiitVir^ariv,,^™ Tr* onn„,'„i,vi l^r TVipi Hon. Dr. A. Al"

-Ma munSuhrauardv.

The following paper was read :

—

The Tattva Cinhtmani—a most advanced Work on Hindu
Logic—By Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Satis Chandra Vidya-

bhusana
.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of the

•Journal.

.
The President announced that there would be no meetin

01 the Medical Section during this month.

g
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SEPTEMBER, 1917.

A Meeting of the Medical Section of the Society was held
at the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, the 12th September,
1917, at 9-15 p.m.

LIEUT.-COLONEL SlR LEONARD ROGERS, Kt., CLE., M.D.,
B.S., F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., F.Ri
dent, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Dr. Gopal Chandra Chatterjee, Dr. K. K. Chatterjee,

M

W
Visitors :—Dr

Dr. B. Chakravarti. Dr. S. Ghosh., Major R. E. Lloyd, J.M.S.,
Dr. Jitendra Nath Moitra, Dr. J. C. Mukerjee.

The minutes of the meeting held on 13th December, 1916,
were read and confirmed.

Lieut. -Col. Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt., F.R.S., I.M.S., read
a paper entitled < ; A Case of Intense Malignant Tertian Malaria
successfully treated by quinine acid hydrobromide intravenously
and the failure of ' Splenox ' in Benign Tertian Malaria."

Lieut.-Col. Sir Leonard Rogers, Kt.. F.R.S., I. M.S., showed
cases, drawings and photographs of leprosy illustrating the
V
?oi°f m

iections of Gynocardate of Soda and Chaulmugrate
of Soda in its treatment.

Dr. K. K. Chatterji showed a ca
operated on.

•

OCTOBER, 1917.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 3rd October, 1917, at 5-30 p.m.

H.A.S.B., F.R.S., President, in the chair.

The following members were present :—

tv m\\ A"nandale
>
Dr. P. J. Bruhl. Dr. H. G. Carter,

M u n t
Chr

,
lstie

>
Mr G. de P. Cottcr,,Dr. W. C. Hossack.

Mr H. C. Jones, Mr. G. H. Tipper, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidya-
bhusana, Mr. E. Vredenbunr.
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The minutes of the August meeting were read and con-
firmed.

Thirty-nine presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Mr. E. Digby, Mr. T.
Southwell and Mr. F. D. Ascoli. I.C.S., had expressed a desire
to withdraw from the Society.

V

The General Secretary also reported that Raja Ooday Pratab
Mngh, a Life Member, arid Dr. Hendrick Kern of Utrecht, an
Hon. Fellow, were dead.

The President announced that in accordance with Rule 38
oi the Society's Rules, the names of the following two members
had been posted up as defaulting members since the last
meeting, and their names have now been removed from the
member list :

—
Mr. Abdul Faiz Muhammad Abdul Ali, M.A., Deputy

Magistrate, Netrokona, Mymensingh.
Babu Hemendra Prasad Ghosh, Zamindar and Litterateur,

Prasad Lodge, Chatigalbha, P.O. Jessore.

The President also announced the following modifications,
approved by Council, of the Regulations regarding the Election
°f Fellows, the Award of the Barclay Memorial Medal, and the
Library.

Regulations regarding the Election or Fkllows.

1- Nomination papers shall be sent so as to reach each
Fellow by the 1st October of the year preceding the election.

2. The nomination papers must be received back duly
filled in and signed by each Fellow by the 1st November, and
no paper received after this date will be considered.

2A. Each candidate shall be nominated by at least two
Fellows. Each nomination paper shall set out in detail the

qualifications of the candidate, including references to his most

important original papers. Any Fellow is at liberty to add his

signature, or to authorize in writing the Honorary Secretary to

add his signature, in support of any candidate before the

voting papers are sent out, in addition to nominating one candi-

date. The nomination papers will be open to inspection by

any Fellow for this purpose in the Society's Rooms.

3. A list of persons proposed, with their qualification., shall

be compiled from the nomination papers and printed and sent

out to each Fellow so as to reach him by the end of .November.

4. The Fellows shall then vote for not more han tne

number to be elected in the succeeding year by placing a cross

against the names of those he wishes to be elected, and no
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paper with more than the maximum number of crosses for the

year's election will be accepted. These papers must be returned

so as to reach the Society's rooms in time for the meeting re-

ferred to in Rule 6.

5. The voting papers mentioned in Rule 4 shall be en-

closed unsigned in a separate sealed envelope which shall be for-

warded in an outer cover with a covering letter signed by the

Fellow.

6. There shall be a meeting of Fellows in the first week
in January at which the voting papers shall be opened and

counted as the Chairman directs, and the names of such candi-

dates as receive a majority of the votes of the Fellows voting

shall be placed before the meeting.
7. If more than the maximum number to be elected have

received the qualifying vote, those receiving the highest number
of votes shall be proposed for the vacancies.

8. In the event there being a tie for the last vacancies,

the Fellows present at the meeting shall decide which of the

candidates receiving the same number of votes shall be proposed

to the Council for nomination to the Society for a Fellowship.

9. These nominations shall be laid before the Council at

the January meeting in the fourth week, and the Council shall

finally make the nomination.
10. The nominations shall be read out to the members at

the Ordinary Annual Meeting in February, and voting papers

shall be provided for each member present, who shall record

his vote in the same manner and under the same conditions as

for the officers and members of Council of the Society.

Annivers

Rules regarding the award of the Barclay
Memorial Medal.

1. The medal will be awarded each alternate year at the
^ * m .a. <« v \ m.

ms-
I

WednesdayJ -1- \-^ KJ 1. UU I \ .

2. The medal will be bestowed on that individual who,
not having been a recipient of the medal during the preceding
seven years, shall be deemed by the Council of the Asiatic

Society to have made, up to the 31st of December next preced-
ing the award, the most meritorious contribution to Medical
or Biological Science with special reference to India.

3. The Council will at the meeting next preceding the

General Meeting in November, appoint a Special Committee of

hve members of the Society who shall include the Biological
Secretary to the Society for the time being.

4. This Special Committee shall be termed the " Barclay
Memorial Medal Committee," and the Biological Secretary ot

the Society, its only ex-officio member, shall be its Convener
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and Chairman. The members nominated by the Council to
serve on this Committee shall be persons known to be learned
in different branches of Biology. Three members of the Com-
mittee shall form a quorum.

5. The Chairman of the Committee will call a meeting of
the Committee on the first convenient date subsequent to the
first Wednesday of December, at the same time requesting
members to bring with them to the meeting detailed statements
of the work or attainments of such candidates as they may
wish to propose. The Committee will then proceed to make
such arrangements as may be necessary for the selection of the
name or names to be submitted on or before January loth to
the Honorary Secretary, who will lay their recommendations
before the Council at their next meeting. In no case shall

more than three names be submitted, and if more than one name
be submitted the Committee shall, if possible, indicate the name
to which they consider that preference should be given.

Library Regulations.

17. No person who is not a member of the Society shall

be permitted to take away any book from the Library without
special ^ And no such person shall

have access to the Library without permission of the President
or one of the Secretaries, excepting only Members of the Royal
Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, and its branches
and Associate Societies, who may be temporarily in Calcutta.

alterationsme proposed additions ana aiierauuus w im ou»»v *

Rules 2A, 2(c) and 41, of which intimation had been given by
circular to all resident members in accordance with Rule 64 A.

were brought up for discussion.

In order to give the initials F.A.S.B. a definite
s

standing

the Council recommends the addition at the end of Rule 2A of

the following sentence

:

• ^Fellows shall be entitled to add after their names the

initials F.A.S.B."

In connection with the election of Associate Memb^ th,

Council recommends the following addition to Rule & [C).

« They shall be elected for a term of 5 years but shall be

eligible for re-election.

Several persons elected Associate Members^ n<ny ,a
Position to become Ordinary Members^»"^£wSa
sequently prevent the election of others »ho dawn* rep

them.
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In Rule 41, after the words " after being admonished by
the President " the Council recommends the addition of the

following :

—

" Or if for any other reasons it shall appear to the Council

that the name of a member should not remain on the

rolls "

;

also that the words " for misconduct " in the margin be deleted.

As the rule stands at present the Council cannot remove
the names of persons who have committed public offences,

unless they also chance to be guilty of misconduct towards the

Society.

The resolutions were laid before the Meeting on 3rd Octo-

ber, and would be voted for at the Meeting of 7th November,
1917.

The follou ing three gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary
Members :

—

Mr. B. B. Dey, D.Sc. (London), F.I.C. (England), Prof,

of Chemistry, Presidency College, Calcutta, proposed by
Dr. B. L. Chaudhuri, seconded by Dr. Kiran Sankar Ray;
Mr. Meghnad Saha, M.Sc, University Lecturer, University
College of Science, Calcutta, proposed bv the Hon. Justice Sir

Asutosh Mukerjee, Kt., seconded by the Hon. Dr. A. Suhra-
wardy; Mr. Satyendranath Bose, M.Sc, University Lecturer,
University College of Science, Calcutta, proposed by the Hon.
Justice Sir Asutosh Mukerjee, Kt., seconded by the Hon. Dr.
A. Suhrawardy.

The President announced that there would be no adjourned
meeting of the Medical Section this month.

i

NOVEMBER, 1917.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Societv was held on
Wednesday

p
An -nta

?
dal^ Esq., D.Sc, C.M.Z.S., F.L.S., F.A.S.B.

Vice-President, in the chair.

The following members were present :—

Dr ^w1^1 Ab
f
Ul fali

'
Dr

- P - J - B™hl, Miss M. L. Cleghorn,

I W
FkLS^ *KH - G ' G^es, Dr. L. L. Fermor, Mr.

Mr. E. Vredenburg.
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Visitors ;—Capt. H. Berkeley, LA,, Mr. C. Cleghorn, Miss 0.
Gleghorn.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty-one presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Dr. Phillip Lechman
Stallard, an Ordinary Member, and Rai Bahadur B. A. Gupte,
an Associate Member, had expressed a desire to withdraw from
the Society.

lb

The General Secretary also reported that Mr. J. H. Little,
an Ordinary Member, and Dr. Ernst Haeckel, a Special Honor-
ary Centenary Member, were dead.

The Chairman announced that the following two members,
being largely in arrears of subscriptions, had been declared
defaulters, and that their names would be posted up in accord-
ance with Rule 38 :

The Hon. A. K. Ghuznavi, Mymensingh.
S.P. V. Ranganathaswamy, Aryavaraguru. Arshya Library,

Vizagapatam.

The proposed additions and alterations to the Society's

Rules 2A, 2(c) and 41, of which intimation had already been
given by circular to all members under Rule 65, were brought
up for final disposal.

The votes of the members were laid on the table and the

Chairman requested any members who had jiot expressed their

opinions to take the present opportunity of filling in voting

papers.

The Chairman appointed Mr. E. Vredenburg and Dr. K. S.

Ray to be scrutineers.

The scrutineers reported as follows

:

For amendment of Rules 2 A and 2 (c) 69

For amendment of Rule 41 «

.

"
**a

Against amendment of Rule 41 .

.

.
.

o

Carried.

The Chairman announced that in accordance with Rule 41

the Council had decided to propose to the Society the removal

of the following enemv aliens from the member list. The pro-

position would be submitted to ballot at the next meeting of

the Societv.
Ordinary Members.

1. Dr. Herman Finck. M.D.. Ahmednagar.

2. Graf Karl L.Luxburg t
S.America.

3. Joseph Henry Charles Schulten. fi**., Fh.D.. Europe.

4. Dr. 0. Strauss, Ahmednagar.
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Honorary Fellows.

5. Dr. A. Engler, Prof, of Systematic Botany, University

of Berlin, Prussia.

6. Prof. Ignaz Goldziher, Ph.D., D.Litt., LL.D., Buda-

pest, Hungary.
7 Dr. H. Oldenberg, The University, Gottingen, Ger-

many.
8. Prof. Theodor Noeldeke, e/o Mr. Karl T. Trubner,

Strassburg, Germany.

Dr. Annandale exhibited a weighing beam of the Bismer

type from the Darjeeling hills.

The following papers were read :

1. Zoological Results of a Tour in the Far East. Mollusca

Nudibranchiata (Ascoglossa) .

—

By Sir Charles Eliot.

This paper has been published in the Memoirs.

2. Zoological Results of a Tour in the Far East. Decapoda
and Stomatopoda.—By S. Kemp, B.A.

This paper will be published in the Memoirs.

3. Some observations and experiments on the rust on
Launea asplenifolia D C.—By Karu Chand Mehta.

This paper will be published in the Journal.

The Chairman announced that the next adjourned meeting
of the Medical Section would be held on Wednesday, the
14th November, 1917. at 9-30 p.m.

A Meeting of the Medical Section of the Society was held
at the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, the 14th November,
1917, at 9-15 p.m.

t> o
L
i
E^"S0L0NEL SlR Le<>nard Rogers, Kt., CLE., M.D..

B.8., F.R C.P F.R.C.S., F.A.S.B., F.R.S., I.M..S, Vice-Presi-
dent, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

tv. w" ^ S. Allan, Dr - K. K. Chatterjee, Mr. T. 0. D. Dunn,

(Vic', ?°ssack >
MaJ°r D - MeCav, I.M.S., Lieut.-Col. F.

Z \fc« J- 0apt J
-
D Sandes

>
LM -S-, Major H B.

bteen, I.M.S., Lieut -Col. W. D. Sutherland, I.M.S.

™„f
F*

Tf°
r
?>

;~:?r - A - C
- Bhattacherjee, Dr. Ramanuja Chakra-

?w; '•
B
n
M

- ChatterJee, Dr. 0- K. Chatterjee, Dr. P-

Dr K
r

p
e

Sen
aP H

'

Hume
'
%M3i> Dr

'
Char»brata Sen "

firmed"*
minuteS of the September meeting were read and con-
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Colonel W. D. Sutherland, I. M.S., read a paper entitled
" Abortion."

Dr. Karuna K. Ohatterji. P.R.C.S.L, read a paper entitled
" Preliminary observations on the action of Margosic acid and
its salts on Syphilis and various skin diseases—illustrated by
cases and diagrams."

DECEMBER, 1917

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 5th December, 1917, at 9-15 p.m.

H. H. Hayden, Esq., CLE., D.Sc F.R.S., B.A., B.A.L,
*.U.S., F.A.S.B., President, in the chair.

The following members were present:

—

Babu Rakhal Das Banerji, Mr. T. P. Ghose, Dr. P. H.
gravely, Babu Rameshchandra Majumdar, Lt.-Col. Sir L.
Rogers, Kt., Dr. Satis Chandra Yidvablunana.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed

Thirty-one presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Dr. Harinath Ghosh
and Dr. G. T. Walker, O.S.I., P.R.S., had expressed a desire to
withdraw from the Society.

f fj

The r>resident announced that in accordance with Rule 38
°t the Society's Rules the names of the following two members
naa been posted up as defaulting members since the last meet-
ing, and their names have now been removed from the member
list :—

The Hon. A. K. Ghu/navi. Myraensingh.
S. P. V. Ranganal h&swamy, Arvavaraguru, Arsh va Libra ry

,

Vizagapatam.

The President call. I attention of the meeting to the

announcement made at the November General Meeting to the

effect that the Council had decided and proposed to the Society
the removal of eight enemy aliens from the member list. The

Proposition was submitted to ballot in accordance with Rule 41,

and carried.

The following gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary

members :

—

rT
Mr. Mam Prasad Triphati, M.A., Reader in Modern Indian

History in the University of Allahabad, proposed by Mr. u. r.
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Williams, seconded by the Hon. Mr. R. Burns; Mr. N. 8.
Ananta Krishna Sastry, Sanskrit Lecturer in Calcutta University,
16, Ramakanta Mistri Lane, Calcutta, proposed bv Mahamaho-
padhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, seconded by Babu
Muraly Dhar Banerji; Dr. I. J. S. Taraporewala, Ph.D..
University Professor, Calcutta University, proposed by The
Hon. Justice Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhvava, Kt.. seconded bv
The Hon. Dr. A. Al-Ma'mun Suhrawardy.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri referred to the
Tezpur Inscription.

The following paper was read :

1. The Pratihara Occupation of Maqadha. Bv R. D.
Banerji, M.A.

The President announced that there would be no adjourned
meeting of the Medical Section during this month.

f


